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rUEFACE

In the printing of this IkkjIc two wi/es of type have been
mainly usu<I. Tlie poiticjn printed in large type (§ 1 for

exuniple) in intonde^l to cover the couixe in Physics at present
prescribed for the classes of the Middle School. The sections
in smaller type (§ 2-t for example) have been included in
(H-der to render the treatment of the subject more complete.

In dealing with the various branches of the subject an
attempt has Ix^en made to illustrate its principles and laws
by reference to nuinerous applications in onlinary life. Other
illustrations are taken from the chief applications of Physics
to industry and conunerce, especially those to be seen in our
own countiy.

Practical questions and problems are proposed in connection
with important topics in the text. The materials for these
exercises have been ;Helected with the purpose, not only of
illustrating and applying the principles discussed, but also
of stimulating the interest of the student in the physical
phenomena with which he is familiar.

Attention is directed to the diagrams and other drawings,
of which there is an exceptionally large number. These
have all been prepared especially for this work, and great
pains have been taken to have tJiem clear and easily

understood.



IV I'REFACK

Tlu' portmitH of somo of tli<- jjn-ut wiontiHc invoHtij^atorH

uixi the hiMtorical icfciviKMs which Imve hctn woven into

ahiKwt I'Nory cliaptcr, will, it is hopinl, awaken a real human
interest in the subject.

Throuj,'l>out the vork appear concine tables of physical

constants, which have l)eon taken from the SviltliMtniiov

Plii/slnd TultlfM, published l»y the Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, D.C.

In the preparation of the l)Ook the authoi-s have received

courteous assistance from many firms and in«livi(hials regard-

ing certain industrial applications of Physics. They are also

indebted to many friends engaged in the practical teacliing of

the subject in secondary schools and colleges ; but they are

especially indebt«'d to Dr. A. L. Clark, Professor of Physics at

Queen's University, Kingston, and to Dr. W. E. McElfresh,

Professor of Pliysics at Williams College, Williamstown, Mass.,

who carefully read th<; proof-sheets and offered many valuable

suggestions.

A Ldhmitorij Manual lias been prepared to accompany

this l)ook. It contjiins a large number of exercises, with full

instructions for the student's <ruidance.

ToRoxn, June, 1911.
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CHAPTER I

Measurement

1. Physical Quantities. Tlie various operations of nature
are continually before our eyes, and thus by the time that we
deHnitely enter upon the study of physics, we have gathered
a store of observations and experiences.

We all admire the beauty of a water-fall, but Ave recognize
that there is more than beauty in it when we see it made to
turn our mills. In recent years the world's great water-
powei-s have been used to generate electricity, which, after
being transmitted over con.siderable distances, supplies motive-
power for our great factories or our street railways. The sun
continually sends forth immen.se quantities of heat and light,
conveying to us warmth and cheer, and preserving life itself.'

We see the giant ship or the railway train, driven by the
power of steam, transporting tlie cojnmcrce of tlie nations.
And in the near future we shall probably see multitudes of
aeroplanes circling about in the air and carrying passengers
from place to place.

When asked to describe how these various physical effects
are produced we u.sually reply in vague and general terms.
I he study of physics is intended to give definiteness to our
descriptions, and to enable us clearly to state the relations
between successive physical events.

In order to do this wo must understand the numerous
operations met with in mechanics, heat, electricity, and other
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branches of physics: and our knowled{,'e of these matters can
hardly be considered satisfactory unless we are able actually
to measure the various physical quantities involved. We
must not be content with saying simply that a certain sub-
stance was present, or that a result of a certain kind was
obtained

;
but we should be able to state how much of that

substance was present, or the precise relation of the result
obtained to the causes producing it.

2. Measuring a Quantity. In measuring a quantity we
determine how many times a magnitude of tiie same kind,
which we call a luiif, is contained in the (juantity to be
measured.

Thus we speak of a length being 5 feet, the unit chosen
being a foot, and 5 expressing the number of times the unit is

contained in the given length.

3. Fundamental Units. There will be as many kinds of
h \its as there are kinds of (juantities to be measured, and the
.^ize of the units may Imj just what we choose. But there are
three units which we speak of as fiuulamentul, namely the
units of lenr)th, mufis and time. These units are fundamental
in the sense that each is independent of the others and cannot
be derived from them ; also we shall find that the measure-
ment of any quantity,—such as the power of a steam engine,
the speed of a riHe-bullet or the strength of an electric

current,—can ultimately be reduced to measurement of length,
mass and time. Hence these units are properly considered
fundamental.

4. Standards of th,—the Yard. There are two
standards of length in use in English-speaking countries,
namely, the yard and the metre.

The yard is said to have represented, originally, the length
of the artn of King Henry I., but such a definition is not by
any means accurate enough for present-day requirements. It
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is now defined as the distance between the centres of two
transverse lines ruled on two gold plugs in a bronze bar,
which is preserved in London, England, in the Standards
Office of the Board of Trade of Great Britain.

The bronze bar is 38 inches long and has a cross-section one
inch scjuare (F'ig. 1). At
a, a, wells are sunk to the

mid-depth of the bar, and
at the bottom of each well

is the gold plug or pin,

about tV inch in diameter,

on which the line defining

the yard is engraved.
a, a are wnall well* in bar, sunk to mid-depth.

The other units of length in ordinary use, such as the inch,
the foot, the rod, the mile, are derived from the yard, though'
the relations between them are not always simple.

5. The Metre. The metre came into existence through an
effort made in France, at the end of the 18th century, to
replace by one standard the many and confusing standards of
length prevailing throughout the country. It was decided
that the new standard should be called a metre, and that it
should be owe ten-millionth of the distance from the pole to
the equator, measured througli Paris. The system was
provisionally established by law in 1793. and the standard
bar representing the length was completed in 1799. This bar
is of platinum, just a metre from end to end, 25 millimetres
(about 1 inch) wide and 4 millimetres (about i inch) thick.

As time passed, great difficulty was experienced in making
exact copies of this platinum rod, and as the demand for such
continually increased, it was decided to construct a new
standard bar.

Following the great "World's Faii-s" held in London in 1851
and in Paris in 1867, proposals were made for international
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cooperation in tlie production of the new standards; and
after several preliminary conferences, in 1«75 there was
convened in Paris an International Committee of delegates
officially appointed by various national governments. By this
Committee the International Bureau of Weights and Measures
was established at Sevres, near Paris, and the different nations
contribute annually towards its maintenance. By this bureau
31 standard metres and 40 standard kilograms, known as
jyrototype metres and kilograms, have been constructed.

The new metre bars are nuide of a hai-d and durable alloy
composed of platinum 90 per cent, and
iridium 10 per cent., and have tlie form
shown in Fig. 2. The .section illu.strated

here was chosen on account of its great
rigidity, and also in order that the cro.sa-

lines which define the length of the metre
might be placed on the face which is

just mid-way between the upper and
lower faces of the bar. The bars are
102 centimetres in length over all, and

„ - 20 millimetres sciuare in section. Thus
18 a short mark on the surface 4.1 „ i; 1 • , , ,. ,,
midway betwe.n the top and ''"G luies wiiich uenue the metre are one
liottoiii of tht i- 1 <.

centnnetre from each end of the bar.

All the bars were completed in 18«9. They were made as
nearly as possible equal in length to the original platinum one
of 1799, but of course minute differences existed between
them—perhaps one pait in one hundred million. So the one
which appeared to agree most perfectly with the old standai-d
was taken as the new Internatitmal Prototype Standard.
The new kilogram (see § 11) was also chosen from all that
had been made. These were adopted as the new international
standards on Sept. 2(), 18Sf), by the International Counuittee.
They are kept in a special vault in the International Bureau

Flo. 2.—View of end and cross-
section of the 8t:uidard 'pro-
tutv|ie' metre bars. Tholine
•lertning the end of the metre

I 'i
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secured hy tl.ree locks, the keys of which are kept by three
dittere.jt high officiul.s. The vault is opened not oftener than
once a year, at which time all th.ee officials must be present.

6. National Standards. The metre rod kept in the vault
at SC'vres is the standard for the world. Each nation con-
tnbutn.g to the International Bureau is entitled to a
prototype metre and kilogram. Great Britain and the
tnited States have their copies. In the former country all
the standards are kept in the Standards Office in London; in
the latter, they are preserved in the Bureau of Standards
in Washington.

In the United States the metre is taken as the primary
standard of length, and by law

1 yard = f
ggo of a metre.

The standard yard and the standard metre at present in
use in Canada are both of bronze, of the form illustrated
in Fig. 1. They were obtained from England in 1874
Quite recently, liowever, Canada has been admitted to the
International Committee as an autonomous nation, and so is
entitled to receive one of the prototype metres and one of
t^ie prototype kilograms constructed by the International
Bureau. No doubt these will .soon be secured. The Canadian
standards are kept in the Standards Office of the Department
ot Inland Revenue, Ottawa.

7. The Metre Independent of the Size of the Earth
Great care was taken to have the original metre exactly
one ten-milhonth of the distance from the pole to the equator
but when once the standard had been constructed it becan.e
the hxed standard unit, no further reference being made to
the dimensions of the earth.

Indeed, later measurements an.l calculations have shown
that there are n,ore than ten million metres in the earth-
•luadrant, and hence the metre is a little shorter than it
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WHS intended to be. The difference, liowever, is ve.y sumll
about ,V mm., which is perhaps a luiir's breadth.

8. Sub-divisions of the Metre. The metre is divided
decimally, thus :

—

i*j metre = 1 decimetre (dm.)

i\ dm. = 1 centimetre (cm.)

iV cm. = 1 millimetre (mm.)

1 m. = 10 dm. = 100 cm. - 1000 mm.

For {greater lengths, multiples of ten are u.sed, thus :—
10 metres = 1 decametre.

10 decametres = 1 liectumetre.

10 hectometres = 1 kilometre (km.)

1 km. = 1000 m.

The decametre and the hectometre are not often used.

9. Relation of Metres to Yards. In Great Britain the
relation between the metre and the inch is officially stated
to be

1 metre = 39.370113 inches
;

in the United States, by law,

1 metre = 39.37 inches.

The difference between these two statemo> fs of lenjjth of the
metre is only ^^i^^ inch, and the British and United States
yards may be considered identical.

The following relations hold :

—

1 cm. = 0.3937 in. i in. = 2.54 cm.

1 m. = 39.37 in. = 1.094 yd. 1 ft. = 30.48 cm.

1 km. = 0.G214 mi. i ,„i. = i.609 km.
Approximately 10 cm. =- 4 in.

30 cm. =^ 1 ft.

8 km. = 5 mi.



DERIVED UNITS

In Fi<r. ',i is shown a comparison of centimetres and inches.

I* / I*
v |'/W '

i'
i' ,' i

i/i.'| i,i| l /jif
^

Fio. 3. -Comparinon of Inchei and oentimetrw.

10. Derived Units. The ordinary units of surface and ofvoUune are at once dcluced fmm the lineal units The

ate at 62 I or ,s ec,„al to 277.274 en. in. (The U.S. or
^^ mchestcr gallon = 231 cu. in.). The litre contains ] ,000 c. cm.

I he following relations hold :—
1 sq. y.l. = 0.836 8<,. ,n. i c. ac,... = 61.024 c. i.,

1 s.,. m. .= 10.764 «,. ft. i^,„i. = 4-^gj
leu. in. = 16..387c.c. n = lyeqt.

PROBLEMS
(For table of values tee opposite page 1)

1. How many millimetres in 2^ kilometres ?

2. Change 186,330 miles to kilometres.

3. How nmny square centimetres in a rectangle 64 x 60 metres ?
4. Change 760 mm. into inche.s.

r.. Reduce 1 cubic metre to litres and to cubic centimetres.
<.. Lake Superior is 602 feet above sea level. Express this in metres

cubic me're'"'
" '"" ''' '' ""*^ ^^"^ '"'''^ ^''''- ^'^^ *»>« -* I-'

ro.: 2^^^t^mZr!-:::-• "" ''- -^«^^ -^-- - ^

9. Which is cheaper, milk at 7 cents per litre or 8 cents per quart ?

11. Standards of Mass. By the ,na.s of a body is meantthe q^ntUy of 'matter in it. Matter may change its form.
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but it can iiuver be doHtroyed. A luiiii) of mutter may Ijo

triiiisiMnti'd to luiy place in the universe, but its mass will

remain the same.

There are two units of mass in ordinary use, namely, the
pound and the hihtifruni.

The standaid pound avoirdupois is a certain piece of
platinum preserved in the Standards OHice in London,

En^jland. Its form is illustrated in Fig.

4. The grain is to'ut) ot the pound, and
the ounce is ,»„ of the pound or 437.5
grains.

The kilogranj is the mass of a certain
lump of platinum carefully preserved in

Paris, and called the " Kilogranune des
Archives." It was constructed by Borda
(who also made the original platinum
metre), and was intended to represent the
ma.ss of 1000 cubic centimetres (1 litre) of

water when at its maximum density (at 4° C).

Although the objection which had been raised against the
platinum metre (namely, difficulty in reproducing it), did not
hold in thii case of the platinum kilogram ; still the platinum-
iridium alloy is harder and more durable than pure platinum,
and so the International Conunittee decided to make new
standards out of this alloy. As already stated (in § 5), the
International Bureau constructed 40 standard kilof^rams.
These were all made as nearly as possible ecjual to the
original platinum kilogram, and indeed as they do not difter

amongst themselves by more than about one part in one
hundred million, they may be considered identical.

One of these was adopted as the new International Proto-
type kilogram, and is preserved along with the International

Fio. 4.—Imperial Stan-
dard Pound Avnirdu-

i>ois. Madcofplatiniini.
leU'ht 1.35 inches

;

diameter 1.15 inchen.
"P.S." standi for par-
liamentary itatuiard.



UNIT OF TIME

Flo 6._Prototv|j,
kiloKnm.madeof
•»• alloy of pUtl-
num and irkUum.
UaiRht and dia-
meter each 1.(5

inche*.

metre at SSvres. The othen,. „« far ,., required have^en d.«tnb„ted to various nations, and are known I^National Prototype kilograms.
^

These new standards are plain cylinders
almost exactly I| inches in diamoter. and of
the same height. (Figs. 5 and 6.)

The relation of the pound to the kilognin,
IS officially stated by the British government
as follows:

—

1 kilogram (kg.) - 2.2046223 ,K)und. avoir
1 gram (gm. ) = 15.4323564 grain*.
1 pound avoir. = 0.45359243 kg.
1 ounce avoir. = 28.349527 grams.

In transformingjrom kilograms to pounds, or the reverse,
^ ^

it will not be neces-

sary to use so mrvny
decimal places j e

given here. Thecv^ i-

valent values may be
taken from the table

opposite page 1.

Approximately 1 kg. = 2J
lbs.; loz. =28Jgm.
12. Unit of Time.

If we reckon from
the time when the
sun is on our meri-
dian (noon), until it

is on the meridian
again, the interval is

a solar day. But
Flo. 6.-UnitedSUt«. National Kilogram "No 20under two glaw bell-Jar, at Wartinliom

Kept

,i„. • ,

"'""
*^'*t! solar days thusdetermined are not all exactly equal to each other. This asIS explained in works on astronomy, is due to two causes,
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(1) the onrth'H orliit \h mi rlliiwso, not ii ciiclo, (2) the j»!nno

of tlif orbit is inclined to the plune of the earth'H ei|Uator.

In oixler to ^'et un invuriable interval we take the average

of all the Holar days for an entire year, and call the day
thus obtained a mean m>lar day. Dividing this into 86,400

et|ual parts we call each a mean solar Hccoiid. This in the

(juantity which is " ticked oft'" by our watches and clocks.

It is used universally by scientific men as the fundamental

unit of time.

13. The English and the 0.0.8. System. In the

so-called English system of units the /(M)t, the pounl
and the second are the units of length, mass and time,

respectively. In another systeni, which is used almost

univeraally in purely scientific work, the units of length,

mass and time are 1 ceniimetre, 1 gram and 1 nevond,

respectively.

The former is sometimes called the F.P.S. system, the

latter the C G.S. system, the distinguishing letters being the

initials of the units in the two cases.

14. Measurement of Length. A dry-goods merchant

unrolls his cloth, and, placing it alongside his yard-stick,

measures off the (juantity ordered by the customer. Now the

yard-stick is intended to be an accurate copy of the standard

yard kept at the capital of the country, and this latter wo
know is an accurate copy of the original preserved in London,

England. In order to ensure the accuracy of the merchant's

yard-stick a government official periodically inspects it,

comparing it with a standard yard which he carries with

him.

Suppose, next, that we require to know accurately the

diameter of a wire, or of a sphere, or the distance between
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two ,„Hrk8 on a plu.to^-aphic plutc. Wo cIk^hm, the mo«tsn.tnl, o u.«trunu.„t for the p„r,K,He in view. F.,r the wi^he Bphore n ncrew ,.„,«« would Ix. very convenient O e othcHc iH ilhi.itmted in Fig. 7. A is

the ei.d of n ncrew which works in
H nut inside of />. The wrew cun
»)e moved Ijnck and forth by turning
th.« cap C to whicii it is attached,
and which slips over i>. L>n D r«. r -m.c.„,u, ... ,.^..y «ca 0. and the end of the cap C is divided into a numberof equal parts^ By turning the cap the end A moves forl^unt. .t reaches ti.e stop B. /,,n this is the <Z th1fjmduations on I) and C both read zero.
In order to measure the diameter of a wire the end A i-brought back untii tn. .re Just sh> l^^^e^aJ BTho^ the scales on D „„d C indicate the whole number

tltfre." • "" "' "'^^ ^"^^"'"'« ^»- ^'«»-ter of

To measure the photographic plate the most convenientns rument ,s a microscope which can be n.oved^ck andorth over the plate, or one in which the stage which carries

:. i^ui:::e^r ^ ^'''" ^'' ^^^^-^^ '^^^
There are other devices for accurate measurement of lengths

tssontml part of the instrument, must be carefully comnared-tJ. a good standard before our measurements can CoHl

Th"n!!!TT,f '' "*"''•
'" ^'^^ ^ '^ «^-"» '^ balance,rhe pans ^ and B are suspended from the ends of the beamCD, whach can turn easily about a " knife-edge " a^T
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Tliis is usually a sharp steel oilj^ii resting on a steel or an
agate plate. TJie Ix^arings at C and i) are made with

very little friction, so that

the be; .n turns very freely.

A lontr pointer P extends

downwards from the middle

of the beam, and its lower

end moves over a scale 0.

When the pans are balanced

and the beam i.s level the

pointer is opposite zero on

the scale.

Suppose a lump of matter

is placed on pan A. At
Fio. 8 —A simple and convenient balance. When OHCC it dcSCCnds and equi-

in equilibrium the pointer /' stands at zero on ,.| . . , , , _
the scale 0. The nut n is for adjustinR the llDriUm IS destr0\'Cd. It
balance and the small weijrhts, fractions of a ,

grram, are obtained by Blidin« the rider r alontf gOeS dOWnward beCaUSB the
the beam which is Braduated. The weight IT, If

,
substituted for the pan .4, will balance the j«nB. earth attracts the matter.

Now put another lump on pan B. If the pan B still

remains up we say the mass on A is heavier than that on B
;

if the pans come to the same level and the pointer stands at

zero tlie two masses are equal.

It is the attraction of the earth upon the masses placed

upon the pans which produces the motion of the balance.

The attraction of the earth upon a nia.ss is called its nright,

and so in the balance it is the weights of the bodies which

are compared. But, as is explained in Chapter V, the

weight of a body is dire'jtly proportional to its mass, and

so the balance allows us to contpare masses.

16. Sets of Weights. We have agreed that the lump of

plHtiiuun-iridium known as the International Prototype

Kilogram shall be our standard of ma.ss. (§11.)
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In order to duplicate it we si,T,ply piace it on one pan ofhe balance and by careful filing we make another pL o

WWr"• ^'^" ''^'' ^" ''' ^^'- P-' ^" J-t

Again with patience and care two masses can be constructedwinch W.11 be equal to each other, and which, taken tog ttr

gran.s
''" " '"^^""^ ^''''^''''^- ^^'» ^^ill be 500

Continuing, we can produce masses of other denominationsand we may end by having a set consisting of
'

1,000,

500, 200. 200, 100
50, 20, 20, 10

5. 2. 2, 1

•5, .2, .2, .1 grams
and even smaller weights.

If now a ma^ is placed on pan A of the balance, by propercombmation of these weights we can balance it and tEtonce determine its mass.

The balances and the weights used by merchants throughoutthe country are periodically inspected by a government officer
17. Density. Let ua take equal volumes of lead, aluminiumwc.^bn.s, cork. These may conveniently be cylinder Zni

i uich in diameter and I J or 2 inches in length.
By simply holding them in the hand we recognize at oncethat these bodies have different weights and therefore different

".asses. With the balance and our set of weights we canaccurately determine the masses.
^

We de.scribe the difference between these bodies by saying
tl.at they are of different densities, and we define den^^
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If we use the foot and tlie pound as units of length and
mass respectively, the den.sity will be the number of pounds
in 1 cubic foot.

In the C.G.S. system the units of mass and volume are

1 gram and 1 c.c. respectively, and of course the density
will be the number of grams in 1 c.c.

But 1 litre of water li:is a ina.s8 of 1 kilogram,
or 1000 c.c. " " " 1000 gm.,
or 1 c.c. " " " 1 gn,.

This is the systenj generally used in scientific work. The
densities of some of the ortlinary substances are given in the
following table :

—

Tahlk of Dexsitiks

Pounds per

Cubiu Foot.

Grams per

Cubic Centimetre.

Water (at 4° C.) 62.4

439 to 445

555

658

708

848

1207

1340

1399

22 to 31

1.00

7.03 to 7.13

8.90

10.56

11.34

13.60

19.34

21.50

22.42

0.35 to 0.50

Iron

Copper

Silver

Lead

Mercury

Gold

Platinum

Iridium

White Pine

Note also that since the density is the mass in unit volume,
we have the relation,

Ma.s.s = Volume x Density.

Thus, if the volume of a piece of cast aluminium is 150 cc,
since its density is 2.56, the

Maas = 150 x 2.56

= 384 grams.
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18. Relation between Density and Specific Gravity Wehave seen that the number expressing the density of a sub-
stance differs according to the system of units we use.

SpeciHc gravity is defined to be the ratio which the weight
ot a given volume of the substance bears to the weight of an
equal volume of water.

As this is a simple ratio, it is expressed by a simple
number, and is quite independent of any system of unita

First, however, suppose we have a cubic foot of a substance.
Let it v,eigh W lbs.

Le^ the weight of 1 cubic foot of water hewlhs.

Then specific gravity = —

,

_ density of substance
density of water

We see at once that this ratio is the same no matter whatvolume we use.

Again, since in the C.G.S. system the density of water is 1
It follows that in this system the number expreasing the
specific gravity is the same as that expressing the density.

For example, suppose we have 50 c.c. of cast iron. The,,
using the balance, we find

Weight of 50 c.c. of iron = 361 gni.

But " " 50 " " water = 50 "

sirJnir/r'"
"''. .'?'"*''' ^""^'^y = '-^' = ^22. which is
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PROBLEMS

1. Find the mass of 140 c.c. of silver if its density is 10.6 gm. per c.c.

2. Tiie specific gravity of sulphuric acid is 1.85. How many c.c. must
one take to weigh 100 gm. 1

3. A rolled aluminium cylinder is 20 cm. long, 35 mm. in diameter,

and its density is 2.7. Find the weight of the cylinder.

4. The density of platinum ia 21.5, of iridium is 22.4. Find the

density of an alloy containing 9 parts of platinum to 1 part of iridium.

Find the volume of 1 kg. of the alloy.

5. A piece of granite weighs 83.7 gm. On dropping it into the water

in a graduated vessel, the water rises from 130 c.c. to 161 c.c.

(Fig. 9). Find the density of the granite.

i(V 6. A tank 50 cm. long, 20 cm. wide and 15 cm. deep is

^—^130 filled with alcohol of density 0.8. Find the weight of the

alcohol.

7. A rectangular block of wood 5 x 10 x 20 cm. in dimen-

sions weighs 770 grams. Find the density.

*^o- 8' 8. A thread of mercury in a fine cylindrical tube is 28 cm.

long and weighs 11.9 grams. Find the internal diameter of the tube.

9. Write out the following photographic formulas, changing the

weights to the metric system :

—

Developer

Water 10 oz.

Metol 7 gr.

Hydro<|uinone 30 "

Sulphite of Soda (desiccated) 110 *'

Carbonate of Soda (desiccated) 200 "

Ten per cent, solution Bromide of Potassium 40 drops

Fixing Bath

Water 64 oz.

Hyposulphite of Soda 10 "

When above is dissolved add the following solution :

—

Water 5"
Sulphite A Soda ('. siccated) ^

"

Acetic Acid 3 *'

Powdered Alum 1
"
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CHAPTER II

Displacement, Velocity, Acceleration

19. Position of a Point. If we wish to give the position of
a phice on the surface of the earth, or of a star in the sky we
hrst choose some reference lines or points, and tlien state the
distance of the place or the star from these. In geography a
place IS precisely located by stating its longitude east or west
from a certain meridian which passes through Greenwich, in
*-ngland, and its latitude north or south of the equator Thus
Toronto is said to be in longitude 79° 24' west and latitude 43°
40 north. In astronomy a similar method is used, the corre-
sponding terms being right ascension and declination.

1.1 the same way we can locate the position of a house
by referring it to two intersecting streets or roads.
Suppose we wish to state the position of a point F. Draw twohnes of reference OX, OY. (Fig. 10.) Then if we know th^

hf
Fio. 10.—Locating a point by
means of two lines of refer-
ence.

Pio. 11.—Locating a point by
means of a length and an
angle.

lengthsjr, y, of the two perpendiculars from P upon OY OX we

orTttff" '' ''" '""' "^ "•'' """P^^^ *" ''' ^''^^^ ^^'
^"

Again, if the length OP (Fig. 11), and the angle made with thehne of reference OX be known the 'position of />fs dSteTy fiVeJi

17
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Fiu. 12.—The addition of dispUcementi.

20. Displacement. If a body is moved from to i* we say

it 1ms suttere<l a displacement

OP. (Fig. 12.) Next let it be

displaced from P to Q. It is

evident tliat if vvc consider

only change of position, the

single displacement OQ is equi-

valent to the two displacements OP, PQ, though the length

of path from to Q by way of P is greater than that from
to Q directly.

The displacement OQ is the irsiUtiint of the two dis-

placements OP, PQ, each of which is called a com^'onent

displacement.

Next let a point sutler displacements represented in direc-

tion and magnitude by tlie lines 02', PQ,
QR, RS; then OS is tlie resultant of all

these displacements. (Fig. 13.)

21. Velocity. Daily observation
shows that to produce a di.splacement

time is alwaj's retpxired. When we
travel on a railway we pay for tlie

amount of our displacement but we
are also concerned with the time

consumed. This brings us to the idea of velocity or sjieed

Velocity is the raie of change of position, or in other words,
the time-rate of dinplacement.

Velocity involves the idea of direction. When we speak of

the rate without reference to direction it is better to use the
term speed.

If we travel 300 miles in 10 hours, our average speed is 30
miles per hour.

Fio. 13.—The addition of four
displacements.

Pio. 14.—Averajfe velocity is equal to the space divMed by the time.
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Let a body travel the distance AB, s centimetres, in t

seconds ; then

Avera^'o velocity = " = ?- centimetres per second.

22. Uniform Velocity in a Straight Line. The velocities
we liave to deal with are usually not constant. On a lonjj
level track a railway train ^oqh at an approximately
uniform speed, thou<jh this changes when starting from, or
approaching, a station. If the velocity is uniform in a
straight line we have

Space = Velocity x Time
or » = vt.

Thus if II = 150 centimetres per second,
and < = 20 seconds,

Then j« = 160 x 20 = 3,000 centimetres.

PROBLEMS
1. Find the equivalent, in feet per second, of a speed of 60 miles

per hour.

2. An eagle flies at the rate of 30 metres per second ; find the speed
in kilometres per hour.

3. A sledge party in the arctic regions travels northward, for ten
s^iccessive days, 10, 12, 9, 16, 4, 15, 8, 16, 13, 7 miles, respectively.
Find the average velocity.

4. If at the same time the ice is drifting southward at the rate of 10
yards per minute, find the average velocity northward.

23. Acceleration. If the velocity of a particle is not
uniform we say that the motion is accelerated. If the velocity
increases, the acceleration is imHitlve; if it decreases, the
acceleration is negative. The latter is sometimes called a
retardation.

Let a body move in a straight line, and measure its
velocity. At one instant it is 200 cm. per second ; 10 seconds
later it is 350 cm. per second. The increase in the velocit^^
acquired in 10 seconds is 150 cm. per second, and if this has
been gained uniformly the increase per second will be 15 cm.
per second. This is the aecelemtion.
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» i

If the velcwity hivl decreased in 10 seconds to 50 cm. per

second the loss of veKxiity would have beii* 150 cm. per

second, and the loss per ttecoiul would have been 15 cm. per

second. In this case the acceleration is — 15 cm. per second

per second.

Ob.serve the two time phrases " per second, per second."

The first is used in stating the velocity gained (or lost), the

second gives the time in which the velocity is gained (or lost).

Acceleration is rate of change of velocity.

PROBLEIU

1. A railway train clianges its velocity uniformly in 2 minutes from 20

kilometres an hour to 30 kilometres an liuur. Find the acceleration in

centimetres per second per second.

2. A stone sliding on the ice at the rate of 200 yards per minute is

gradually brought to rest in 2 minutes. Find the acceleration in feet and

seconds.

3. Change an acceleration of 981 cm. per second per second into feet

per second per second. (See Table, opposite page 1.)

24. Uniformly Accelerated Motion. Suppose the velocity of

a particle at a given instant to Ije »« centimetres per second, and let

it have a uniform acceleration + a ; i.e., it gains in each second a
velocity of a centimetres per second.

At the beginning, velocity v = u cm. per sec.

At the emi of 1 second, velocity v ^ u + a « n

II II 2 seconds, n v = u + 2a n h

II M 3 II II r = M + 3a ii n

I

and ti II I II II i> = n + ta n n

Here the gain in velocity in 1 second ia a cm. per second ; the

gain in t seconds is at cm. per second ; and the velocity at the end

of the t seconds is the original velocity + the gain, i.e.,

V = u + at cm. per sec.

The change in the velocity due to uniform acceleration is equal to

the product of the acceleration and the time.

If the initial velocity is zero -xe have u = 0, and

V — at cm. per sec.
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25. Average Velocity. I^t a l^xly «tart fro,,, rest and move
for 10 sec. w,th a m„for,n accelo.ation of 8 ei,.. per sec. per sec.Then the vel.>citi(>.s at tlie end." of tlie

^
1st. 2nd. 3id. 4tl,. rnh. 6tl,. 7th. 8th. 9th. 10th.

40 48 5G 6t 72 80
sec.

cm.
Hie 8 16 24 32
per sec, respectively.

Thu.., at the l,eginning the velocity is cm. per sec; at the end of
5 sees., 40 cm per sec

; an.l at the end of 10 sec. 80 c,,,. per sec
1.0 ,ncrea8e dunng the first half of the ti.ne is the samel^Ls that

d»,-,ng the last half, and so the average velocity is one-half the sumof the imt.al and final velocities, i.e., ^ (0 + 80) or 40 cm. per .sec.
If the initial velocity had been 5 cm. per sec the velocities at theends of the successive seconds would have l«en, respectively

13, 21, 29. 37, 45, 5.3, 61, 69, 77, 8.5 cm. pt.-. sec.
rhe average velocity is th.t possessed by the body at the middle ofthe tirne, or 4,5 cm. per sec, and this = A (,5 + 8.5) or is eoual to
one-half the sum of the initial and final velocities, ^VtWe ^

26. Space Traversed. Firxt, let the initial velocity be zeroIn < seconds, with an acceleration a cm. per sec per sec., the final
velocity = at cm. per sec

r , «i

The average or mean velocity = ^ (Initial + Final velocity).

= i{0 + at).

- ^ at cm. per sec.

This is the velocity when one-half"the time has elapsed.
Now the space passed over

= average velocity x time

;

Then we have

:

hence if a represents space,

» = ^ rt< X < =
I af^ cm.

A'^ext, let the initial velocity be n cm. per sec.

Init'al velocity = u cm. por sec
linal II = u + at cm. per sec.

Average „ =*(„ + „ + „<) cm. per sec.

= " + i at „ „

Then space s = average velocity x time
= (n + J at) < = «< + i a<2 cm.

In this expression note that ut expresses the space which would
be traversed in tune t with a uniform velocity «. and i at^ is the
space passed over when the initial velocity = 0. The Entire space
IS then the sura of these. ^
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27. Oraphical Representation. Tho rnlationH lictwccn velocity,
ftcct'lerntioii, Hpiu-o nrul time in uniformly accelerate<l motion can bo
shown liy a geometrical figure.

I^t distance from
along the horizontal lino

OX represent time in se-

conds, OR representing t

seconds, OL one half of this

or A< seconds. Vertical linos

represent velocities. Tho
velocity at the lieginning

/,'•«« ; TT- ./. is represented by OM
;

K.„ K f^f^ . . .K ^ that at the end of t se-
Mo. 15.—bp*c« tr.tverft«<l can be represented by an area. , , nn iconus by Jir ; and so on.
At the middle of the time the velocity is LQ.

The velocity at the beginning is n = OM. At Hie end of t

seconds it is u + at = Rl'. Hence NP = at. The mean velocity
is u + i at -= LQ.

If the velocity is uniform (without acceleration), the space tra-
versed is %U.

Now in the figure, h = OM and t = OR,

Hence nt = OM x Oil = area of rectangle MR, and the space
traversed is represented by the area of the rectangle.

Again with accelerated motion the space traversed is

{u + A at) y. t = lit + \ (it-,

Kut lit = area of rectangle MR,
and i n< = M triangle MiVP.

Hence the .space traversed is repre.sented by the area of the tisuro
OMRR. ^

28. Motion under Gravity. Tlie most familiar illustration of
motion with uniform acceleration is a body falling freely. Suppose
a stone to be dropped from a height. At once it acquires a velocity
downwards, which continually increases as it falls ; and in a second
or two it will be moving so fast that the eye can hardly follow it.

In order to test experimentally the laws of motion we mu.st devi.se
.some means of reducing the acceleration. Tlie following is a simple
and effective methwl of doing this.*

Devised by Prof. A. W. DuB, of the Polytechnic Institute, Worcester, Mas*.
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ft. a lNjar.1 n or (5 foet K»i,ff nmke u circular groove 4 inches
wi.l,. a.i.l ImvinR a rarhus of t i„choH (FiK. Ifi). Paint the surface

rio. H-Apparatus to illuitratc motion with unUorin acctler»tlon.

Mack and nmko it very smcK.th. Alonj^ the middle of the crooveHcatch or i«i,„t a straight lin. ; atul near one end of theCJ^
fasten a strip of brass acc.nately at right angles to the length ofthe groove and oxtenduig just to the middle of it.

I.iy the board flat on the flcn.r, and place a sphere (a steel ballIn to 1^ m. in .lian.eter), at one si.le <.f the groove and let it go.U will run Ivick and forth across the hollow, performing oscillations
u. appmxunately e,ual times. Bv counting 'aTarge number ott^and taking the average, we can oLtain the time of a single one
Next let one end of the b,xird be raised and over the groove dustough 4 or .5 thicknesses of muslin) lycopodium powder. Put the

.all alongside the brass strip at .me side of the gri.ve ami let it go
t oscillates across the groove and at the same time rolls .lown it,

.1 he brass strip insures that it starts downwards without any

•ut ! r^
^' ,.,'^y ''"^.'"« the lycopcKlium powder away a distinctcurNe IS shown like that in the upper part of Fig. 16.

It is evident tJiat while the ball rolls down a distance AB it rolls
f.oni the centre line out to the side of the groove and back again •

wh.lei rolls from /? to C, it rolls from the centre line to the oUe,'.
H.d(, of the groove and back again. These times are equal ; let each
.e T «ec. (alK)ut J sec). In the same way €/>, DE, EF and FG areeacli traversed in the same interval.

the^'time"'(r26)"'''
'''''*'™

" " "'"* '^*°''' " '"' '*"' ^•^''e'e'-ation ami t is

Hence Ali =

AC =

AD = A a (.V)2 =
4 X

9 X

AE = 1 « (4t)2 = 16 X i ar^ =

ArtT2 =
4

9

16

Ali,

AB,

A B, etc.,

i.e., the spaces AB, AC, AD, AE, etc., are proportional to 1, 4, 9,it>, etc.; ur the distance is proportional to the .square of the time.
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*

I

By laying a inptre vcnln along the niitldlo of t)w groove ilipse

reflultii can Ui U'stcd experimentally.

The following are Hample nu'aNurenientH ohtaincd with 1 inch and

1] im-h halls, rolling down a Ixiaiil 6 fei't long. In the third, fifth

and m'ventli colinnns are nhown the ration of J /I, A(\ AD, AE,
AF,nui\ Ad in Alt.

A li

A C
A l>

A E
A F
A r.

1 inch hnll. 1] im- li 1>»1l. U inct

P'nil rtiiiicil '3) cm. Kiiil raiMcil 2*2 cm. Km I raise

cm. Ratio. cm. Ratio. cm.

4.55 1.0 4.40 1.0 4.45

IS H(» 4.1 18..'15 4.2 18 G5

40.(0 8.0 3!). 50 9.0 40.25

70. '.'8 15.4 70.00 16.1 72.95

1 1 1 '.10 24.0 108.45 24.(i 111.00

if.i.yo 35.4 157.10 36.7 161.0O

Ratio.

1.0

4.2

9.0

:<14

24.9

3«.2

These ratios are very close to the theoretical valueA 1, 4, 9, 16,

25, etc , the di.screpancies l)eing due to unavoidahle imperfections

in the board, small inaccuracies in mea.suroment, etc.

29. To Measure the Acceleration of Gravity. The accele-

ration given to -v falling l>o<ly hy the attraction of the earth is

usually derit.t'ii hy the letter g. If we gradt-.a!!' increase the

height from which a body is allowetl to fall until at last it just

reaches the ground in 1 sec(md, we fin<l the distance is about 16

feet. Now the measure of the acceleration is twice that of the

space fallen through in the first second, and hence g = 32,

appro.ximatel}'.

The most accurate metho<l of measuring the value of g is by
means of the pendulunv. In this way it is found that, using feet

and seconds, g = 32.2 ; and using centimetres and seconds,

g = 981.

Those values vary slightly with the position f)n the earth's surface.

At the equator y = !)7H.10; at the pole, 983.11; at Toronto, 980.6.

30. All Bodies have the same Acceleration. Galileo asserted

that all bcKlies, if unimpeded, fall at the same rate. Now, common
observation .shows that a stone or a piece of iron, fur instance, falls

much faster than a piece of paper or a feather. This is explained

by the fact that the paper or the feather is more impeded by the

resistance of the air.
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Fn.i„ til.. t..|. ..f tin, Ijnamuu Tmwit of Pis,i ^w... k T^.v ,..,•,

y.Hrs iHtn-, wl„.„ .IM-Hi,-,,,,,,,,, |„ul Ihv„ invrnuJ
tlM^ stnt|..iM.rit ir«iiHlmK H,,. ivnImUik., of tli,. airwas v,.r,H,Hl ,„ Uw followin« way. A ruin nn.l a
fratluT w.-n. ,,la,.,Ml in a tuU, (Fi«. 17)f.,„,„r
tiv.' f.-ot loiiK and th.! air was .'xlmiiHti-*!. TJu-non .mertiuK the Ui\fc, it was foi.n.l that tl... tw,',
f.-II to tlic other «.,„| to«..th..r. Tho nior,. fully
thoan- ,s iv„.ov,Hl from tho tube the clo«or d
Ki'thor do they fall.

31. Relation between Velocity and Space.
Wo havo found

»' = at, or t

also 8 = i a/-.
(.^ -'6).

Putting in this latt..r ..quation tho vahin of t
iroiM the former wo liavo

Va/ - a

Km. 17.—Tube to iihow
that « coin nnil a feather
'all ill a vai'iiiiiii with
the wme »<;ccleraUon.

Also, wo liave

or i-

i' = M + at, or ( =

and g =^ „t + i, at-.

r - H— ; (.§24)

Puiti„« i„ the latter equation the value of t front the former,obtain we

8 =

and on simplifying this expression we have
1-2 = M^ + 2 aa.

NTTNERICAL EXAMPLES

^r/rxreisLt ? ^'f
'"" '^'^''''' ^••^'•^'^y- acceleration, ti.ne an-'space, expressed by formu as in SS '24 9»! '<i «„. u .^ i

by considering .„..fe n.t.nericoi e'xlt^plel
*

'

"" '"' '" comprehended

^e ocity of 8 m. per sec, and it teaches the ground in 3 see FinH ft.
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I

Here we liavo " - HOO cm. per second,

t = ;j sec,

(» = 980 cm. per second per second.

But I- = II + (it,

that is - 80(» + 980 x 3 = 3740 cm. per sec.

Ag.-iin .s =^ i(/ + A 'i' ^

tlmt is = 800 X 3 + J X 980 x 9 = 6810 cm. (Height of tower).

If the .stone is simply dropped instead of being thrown downwards,

and reaches tlie j,'round in 3 sec, we liave

n = ;

also r =- <it - 980 x 3 = 2940 cm. per sec,

and .•< - i <tt' = i X ^WO >< •' = *^10 cm.

2. A bullet is shot upwards with a velocity of 15 m. per sec How

high will it rise ? How lon<,' will it take to reach the ground again ?

In this case u = 1500 cm. i>er sec,

(( = - 980 (acceleration is negative).

The bullet continues to rise until, on reaching its higliest point, its

velocity is zero.

But '•- - 11= + 2 as (S 31);

and putting r = 0, it =-- 1500, a = - 980,

we liave 0' = (1500)'^ + 2 x ( - 980) x .s

;

from which .s = 1148 (nearly) cm. (Height of path).

Again, the bullet loses every second 980 cm. j.er sec. of its velocity.

But by the time it reaches the top of it.s path it has lost its entire velocity

of 1500 cin. per sec.

Hence the time going up -
'i'^"^

= 1.53. .
.
seconds.

The bullet will then be-in to descej.d, and as it will gain 980 cm. per

sec during every second of its fall, it will require the same time to

fall as it did to rise, and it will have, on reaching the ground, a velocity

as great as it had on starting upwards, but in the opposite direction.

Hence the time which has elapsed from its leaving the ground until it

returns is 2 x 1.53 = 3.06 seconds.

Tn both these examples the resistance of the atmosphere has been

disregarded, though its etiect is considerable in the case ..f rapidly-nioving

or light bodies.

In all examples involving the metric system of units it will generally

be found advmble to express all lengths in centimetres, all ma.s.-»es m

grams and all times in serjonds.
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PROBLEMS

Unless otherwise stated, take as the measure of the acceleration of

gravity, with centimetres and seconds, *.)80
; with feet and seconds, 32.

1. A hody moves 1, 3, 5, 7 feet during the Ist, 2nd, 3rd, 4th seconds,

resi)ectively. Find the average speed

2. Express a speed of 'M kiloin , res per h<mr iii cm. per second.

3. \ hody fcUs freely for 6 se mda. Find tin velocity at the end of

that time, and the space passed < i;r

4. The velocity of a body at a certa;.. i. rant is 40 cm. per sec, and its

acceleration is 5 cm. per sec. per sec. What will be its velocity half-a-

miniite later ?

5. What initial speed upwards must be given to a body that it may

rise for 4 seconds ?

G. The Eiffel Tower is 300 metres high, and the tower of the City Hall,

Toronto, is 305 ft. high. How long will a body t«»ke to fall from the top

of each tower to the earth ?

7. On the moon the acceleration of gravity is approximately one-sixth

that on the earth. If on the moon a body were thrown vertically upwards

with a velocity of 90 feet per second, how hiy;h would it rise, and how long

would it take to return to its point of projection ?

8. A body moving with unif(jrm acceleration has a velocity of 10 feet

per .second. A minute later its velocity is 40 feet per second. What is

the acceleration ?

9. A V)ody is projected vertically upward with a velocity of 39.2 metres

per second. Find

(1) how long it will continue to rise ;

(2) how long it will take to rise 34.3 metres
;

(3) how high it will rise.

Kt. A stone is dropped down a deep mine, and one second later another

stone is dr(H)ped from the same point. How far apart will the two stones

be after the first one has been falling 5 .seconds ?

U. A balloon ascends with a uniform acceleration of 4 feet per second

per second. At the end of half-a-minute a body is released from it. How

long wid it take to reach the ground ?

12. A train is moving at the rate of (iO miles an hour. On rounding a

curve the engineer sees another train i mile away on the track at rest.

Hy putting on all brakes a retardation of 3 feet per second per second is

given the train. Will it stop in time to avoid a collision ?
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M

Kiu. 1».-- Motion in a
oir.'lu.

32. Motion in a Circle. Let a itody J/ !>•' m-.uh to revolve

miiforinly ill !i circle witli centre O iind nulius r.

A faniiliiir illustnitioii of this motion is seen when
a stone at tlie end of a strinj^ is whirled about.

\ Tn this ease the lenj^th of the line J/0 dtK-s not

i alter, and yet J/ has a veUicity with respect to 0.

j This arises from the continual chanj,'e in the direc-

/ tion of the line MO. Every time the Ixnly

describes a circle its direction changes through

•MO'.

If the string were ctit and ^f were tJius allowetl

to continue with the velocity it possessed, it would move off" in the

tangent t(» the circle J/ 7'. This etl'ect is well illustrated by the drops

of water (lying oil" from the wheels of a bicycle, or the sparks from a

rapidly rotating (>mery wheel.

We see, then, that onn jinint has a vfilocity with respect to another

u'h'u th<'. line joini}i\i, thfui chaiujes in magnitude or directum.

Tn the above; case there is a change of v(>locity (being a continual

change from motion in one tangent to nioti<m in another), and hence

there is an acceleration; and as the change in the velocity is uni-

form the acceU'ration is constant. The acceleration is always

directed towards the centre of the circle.

33. Translation and Rotation. If a body move st) that all

points have the sann> speed and i'l the

same direction we say that it ii.is a
j

motion of </vr/tsi<(<i()»t. Kxamples : the ...-•{ 1

car of an ol(>vator, or the piston of an

engine.

If. however, a body move so that all

points of it move in circles having as

centre a point called the centre of mass, or centre of gravity,* the

motion is a /inre rutalion. Kxample : a wheel on a shaft, such as

the wheel of a sewingmachine or a fly wheel.

Tsually, however, both motions are present, that

is, the body has both translation and rotation.

Kxamples : the motions of the planets, of a carriage

wheel, of a body thrown up in the air.

If a body is rotating alK)ut an axis through a

point in it, it is evident that those pf)ints which

•>i\ ^si^ '"'' '^'"^'' ^^' """'' '^"^ ^'' **' i^^^S- -')> Ji*i^e snialler

niorioii of rota- s[)eeds than have those points such as B, S, which
*'""• are farther away.

'Explained in Chapter Vll

lE.-
Kill. lO.-SliowiiiK motion of

tranHliition.
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Hut tliey all dosci ihe circh's ahoiit () in ilie same timo ami heiico
their unyular vr/oclti'S ai'e all ('(niaj.

Again, consider the motions of A and Jl

with respect to each other. To a person at
A the point />' will revolve about him in the
same time as the Ixnly rotates about O.

Also, a person at J! will see A revolxe about
him in the same time.

For instance, suppose the biwly to rotate

once in a second. All lines in the bod\' will

change their directions in the same maunei-,
turning through 360 degrees, and returning to

their former positions at the end of a second.

34. Composition of Velocities. Suppose
a passenger to l)e travelling oji a railway train

Fid. 'il. In ;i rotatiin; liody all
IKiiiits li;i\ e till' same aiit;'ular
veloiity.

whicli is moving on a straight track at the rate of ] 5 miles per liour, or
•2-2 feet per sec<.nd. While sitting quietly in his seat he has a motion
of translation, in the direction of tlie track, of 22 feet per second.
Next let the passenger rise and move directly across the car, "oin"

a distance of 6 feet in 2 seconds. His velocity across will be 3 feet
per second.

In Kig. 22, A is the jiosition of the passenger at first. If the train
were at rest, in 2 seconds he would move from .1 to 6', G feet •

ID

Fio. '.;2.—Motion of a i>asscin,'er walking across a moviii;; railway car.

while, if he sat still the train in its motion would carry him from A
to A* in 2 seconds, a distance of 44 feet. It is evident, then, that if
the train move forwanl and the passenger move across at the same
time, at the end of 2 seconds he will be at D, i.e., 44 feet forward
and () feet across.

Moicoxcr at the end of 1 second he will be 22 feet forward an«l 3
feet across, that is, lialf way from A to D. Tlie motions whicli he
has will carry liiin ahmg the line AD in 2 .seconds.

35. Law of Composition. Another example will perliaps make
cleari'r this principle of conij>ound-

ing velocities.

Let a ring Jl slide with uniform
velocity along a smooth rod AH,
moving from ,1 to Ji in 1 .second.

jf
At the .same time let the nxl be

ii<..i3.-showiiu;howtoad.ito^^ithertwo '"o^«<l i" the direction vlC with a
motion* oi a riiijf on a rod. Uniform velocity, reaching the posi-

tion CD in a second. The ring will be at Z> at the end of a second.
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1
I

At the end of lialf-a-scciiiKl from flic l)('i,nniiiii<,' the riiii,' will l»o

lialf-wiiy aloiii,' tlic nnl, anil the lod will 1)(> in jiosition ( .') lialf-wav
iM'twccn .l/j'aiul ('/). It is cviilfiit lliat lu'twofii tin- two inotions
tilt' liii;,' will move uniformly along tin- line AJ), travelling tliis dis-
tance ill 1 second.

From these illustrations we can at once deduce the law of com-
position of velocities.

fx't a particle possess two veloci-

ties sinndtaneously, one represented
in direction and magnitmle hy the
line AJi, the other hy AC.

Complete the parallelogram A/i
Ki... 24.-The paiallelonrai.. of veloiitiis. /J('. Then the diagonal A /J will
represent in magnitude and directioi; the resullunt velocity.

Hence to find the resultant of two sinudtaneous velocities we have
the following rule :

—

g
Construct a jhnnUelof/ram irhosi' adja-

cent sides reprfseut in mayjiitndi', and
direction the tico velocities ; ilnn the

diagoiiid which lies between thua loill

represent their residtant.

Each velocity .1 11, A C is called a ft'.'

component; AD is tlie resultant. y-

If there are more than two com-
ponent velocities, such as A/!, AC,
AD, AE, proceed in the following way.

Find the resultant of A!' and AC;
it is AF. Next, the resultant of AF _.
and AD i.S AG; and finallv, the re- Fio. as.—How tocomlmiemorethan

.siiKant of AC and AF is AIT. Thus two velocitie..

All is the resultant of the four velocities AB, AC, AD, AE.
36. Resolution into Components. Suppose now a body to

have a velocity repre.seiited by the
line AB. This may be any length we
choo.se. liet us describe a parallelo-

gram having Ali as its diagonal. It

is evident that the velocity repre-

sented by AB is the resultant of the
velocities represented by AC, AD.

Fip. 26.—If a velocity be reprewnted Jn this wav we are said t^ rpsolve fhn
l)y the diagonal of a naralleloifrani, ' ".' V ^^'^ "re h-HU lO resone ine
theadjaoeiit8iiieawilirepres.nl its velocity Ali into Components in the
''•""•~""""

directions AC, AD
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of 12 luiloa

Fio. 27.—Illustrating the motioD o( a
vessel.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
1. Siii>p()«o a vessel to steam directly east at ii velocity

pLi- liour, while a north wind drifts it

SDiithw.ird at a velocity of 5 miles an

111 iir. Find the rosultant velocity.

Draw a lino AH, 12 cm. lon<j, to

represent the first conipoiieitt velocity
;

AC, 5 cm. long, to represent tlie

second. (Fig. 27.)

Completing the iwrallelogram, which

in tliis cu.se i.s a rectangle, AD will

represent tlio resultant velocity.

Here we Iiavo J7>'- = Ali'- + HI)'- = 12' + 5"- = 109 = 13".

Ilenco A I) = 1:5, I.e., the resultant velocity i.s 13 miles per hour in the
direction represented by AD.

2. A shii) moves east at the rate of 7i miles per hour, and a passenger
walks on the ileck at the rate of 3 feet per second. Find his velocity

relative to tlie earth in the following three cases, (1) when ho walks
towards the bow, (2) towards the stern, (3) acro.ss the deck.

3. A ship sails east at the rate of 10 miles per hour, and a north-west
wind drives it south-east at the rate- of 3 miles per hour. Find the
rosultant velocity.

To calculate the resultant accurately recjuires a simple application of

trigonometry, but the ijuestion can bo solved ai)proximatoly by drawing
a careful diagram. Draw a line in the easterly direction 10 inches long,

and lay off from this, by means of a protractor, a line in the south-east
direction, 3 inches long. Complete the parallelogram and measure care-

fully the length of the diagonal. (13.92 miles per hour.)

4. Find tlie resultant of two velocities 20 cm. per second and 50 cm.
per second (<() at an angle of 00°, (/*) at an angle of 30°. (Carefully draw
diagrams, and measure the diagonals.)

5. A particle has three velocities given to it, namely, 3 feet per second
ill the north direction, 4 feet per second in the east direction, and 5 feet

per second in the south-east direction. Find the resultant. (Carefully
draw a diagram.)

37. The Triangle and the Polygon of Velocities. The law

^U for compounding velocities may
be stated in a somewhat different

form.

Let a particle have two velo-
( lu. 2S. —Representation of two velocities. „;i.;„„ _^ .„ i j i a tt .-» r»•^

Cities represented by An, CD,
respectively (Fig. 28). If we form a imrallelogram having AB, CD
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ii

'i

as luljiicciit siilrs, tlii-ii wf know Unit tlu* (liagoiiul iciiri'Sfnts tlie
ivsultaiit. (Fiic. :i!).)

A B
Km. 1,).— I'arallelo-ram of velocities.

A B
Flu. 30.—Triangle of velocities.

Supposf, however, that wo draw the line repieseiitiii!,' tlie vehwity
CI), not from A hut from li (Fij;. ;{()). Then on joinini,' AD we
f« rm a triaiigh' wlii.h i.s just one lialf of tlie parallelogram in Fig. 29,
and the side AD of the triangle is ecpial to the diagonal of the
parallelogram. It represents therefore tlie i-esultant of AB, CD.
We ha\ e then the following law :

// a body hai-e (wo shnnllawona vplocities, and we represent them
by the tire. sid>>s All, JiC of a triitujle, taken in order, then the
ri:-i,tli(int of the tuo relocitivs will be represented by the third side
AC <>f the triiuKjle.

^e.\t, let the body have several sinudtaneous velocities, repre-
sented hy the lines A, It, C, D.

A A
Kio. SI.—I'oljijoii of Aelo<'itic9.

Place lines representing these velocities end to end so as to form
four sides of a I'olygon, as in Fig. :H. Then the resultant of A and
Ji is c, the resultant of c and C is d, and the resultant of d and D
is e, which is therefore the resultant of A, Ji, C, D.

Hence we ha\e the following law :

// a body hare sevenU simultaneous velocities, and toe rejyresent
. them as aid's ofa poli/z/on, taken in order, then the closing side of the
polygon will represent the resultant of all the velocities.

38. Composition of Accelerations. A body may possess
simultaneous accelerations, and as these can be represented in the
samt! way as dis[)laceinents and velocities, they may lie combined in
precisely the same way as displacements and velocrties.

In fact any physical quantities which c \n be represented in magni-
tude and diiection by straight lines niaj be combined according to
the polygcm law. Such directed quantities are known as vectors.



CHAPTER III

Ineutia, Momextlm, Fokce

39. Mass, Inertia. The muss of .i body Ims been defined

(§ 1 1) as the (luaiitit^ of matter in it. Just what inuftrr is no
one can say. We all understand it in a <,^'neral way, but we
cannot exphiin it in terms simpler than itself. We must obtain
our knowledtje re<,'ardin^' it by experience.

When we .see a younj; man kick a football ln"<,di into the air
we know that there is not much niuttcr in it. If it were filled

with water or sand, so rapid a motion could not be given to it

so easily, nor would it be stopped or cauglit so easily on
coming down. A cannon ball of tlie same si/e as the foot-
ball, and nioving with the same s^jeed, would simply plough
through all the playei-s on an atldetic field before it would be
l)rought to rest.

In the same way, by watciiijig the behaviour of a team
hitched to a wagon loaded with bairels, we can tell whether
the barrels are empty or filled with some heavy substance.

T(j a person accustome.l to handling a utensil made of iron
or enamelled-ware, one made of aluminium seems singularly
easy to move. A bottle tilled with ordinary liquids is

picked up and handled with ease, but one neser fails to feel
astonished at the effort reijuired to pick up a bottle filled
with mercury.

In every instance that Iwdy wliicli demands the expenditure
of a great effort in order to put it in motion, or to stop it, lias
viiieh matter in it, or lias a (jmit mass.

Our experience thus leads us to conclude.

First, that it requires an effort to put in motion matter
which is at rest, or to stop matter when in motion

;

33
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Sf'('u>„/, that tlio amoiuit of tl.o oHort deponds on tl.e
ainonni of matter, or tl.u mass of the Ixxly, wliicli is nut in
motion or broii^'ht to rest.

Wl»en we say that all malfcr p<mei^fien inertia we mean
just what the first of tlie above stutements says ; wliile the
second states that the inertia of a body is proportional to its
mass.

40. Momentum. We have seen that the greater the mass
of a body tiie more difficult it is to st-t it in motion or to
stop It when it is in motion. Now, very little consideration
will lead us to recognize that we must also take into account
the velocity which a body has. It re.iuires a much greater
effort to impart a great velocity to a body than to give it a
small one

;
and to stop a rapidly moving body is nmch liarder

than to stop one moving slowly. We feel that there is some-
thing which depends on both mass and velocity, and which we
can think of as quantUy of motion. This is known in physics
•.ii^monwntam. It is proportional to both the mass and the
velocity of the body, thus

Momentum = mass x velocity,

= ))ir,

where m is the mass of the l,ody an.l r its velocity of trans-
lulioii.

Mo.uentum is a directed quantity, .-md lienee (.^8) momenta can
be compounded by tlie parallelognim or poly^o^l law.

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS
1. Why are quoits made in tho shape of a ring iiud not iw discs cut

from ft metallic siieet ?

2. Why is it that in the balance wheel of a watch most of the material
IS placed near the rim ?

3. Compare the momentum of a car weighing 50,000 kilograms and
moving with a velocity of :{0 kilometres an hour with that of a cannon hall
weighmg 20,000 grams and moving with a velocity of 50,000 cm. per
second.
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•t. A iiifiii WL'isliins lot) poun.ls and ruiinin« with a volocity ..f «i fcef
],vr socMii.l cllides with ii l...y .,f 80 i...mi.I.s iiioviiiH witli ii velocity ..f 1)

fn't por sBCKiiil. Ciiiiii>aro the momeiitii.

41. Newton's Laws of Motion: the First Law. Tn his
" Piincipiii,"* piihlisl.ed in l(iS7, Sir Isaac Newton stated, witii
<i pi-eeisiou nnd cK'iivness wliicli

Ciimiot 1k! improved, tli> I'linda-

iiu'iitiil laws of motion.

Till' First Law is jis follows :

—

Enry body continues In its

staff of rest, ar of unifann motion
ill a st railfid line, unless it ttr

CintipfUed l>y cvti-rnal force to

elniiuje tlmt state.

This Law states what liappcns

to a iMMly wlien it is left to itself.

Now, on the surface of the earth
it is very difficult, impossible in-

deed, to leave a body entirely to

Itself, but the more nearly we come to <loin<r so (he more
nearly do we demonstrate the truth of the Law.

This Law is but a statement, in jjrecise form, of the i)rinclplo
of inertia as explained in ^89.

42. Illustrations of the First Law.
(<«) A luHip of dead matter will not move itself.

(6) A ball rolling on the grass comes to rest. The external force
IS the friction of the ball on the grass. ]f wo roll it on a smooth
paveinejit the motion persists longer, and if on smooth ice, longer
still. It IS seen that as we mnove the external force (of friction),
luid leave the bo«ly more and more to itself the motion continues
longer, and we are led to believe that if there were no friction it
would continue uniformly in a stiaiglit line.

(c) An onlinary wheel if set rotating soon comes to rest. But a
well-adjuste<l bicycle^heel if put in motion will continue to move

M:jJj:,.iflial'lJri,:;!i,JIS ^T^^.t:^!^^^'^''^ N^lurali. Philo«,phi.." i.:. ..The

Sir Iuaac Nbwton (I(i42-17:!T) at the
B|{e o( S3. iK'iiioiiHtrateil tlie law of
tiravitiitioii. The greutest of iiiathe-
iiialiuil phyaiciats.
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for a loiii,' tiiiif. n,.|(. til.' ext.Tniil f,,ic,—tlir frirtioii at tlio iixU'—
is iii.itli- vi'iy siiiiill, iiiid tlif iiiotitin pciNists tV.r n lonj,' tiiiic.

As illustrati.iiis of tin- law of iiicitm we iimy consider the
follow in<f.

(a) When ii loct>Miotiv.., running at a liij,'h rat(> of spoj'd, leaves
the 1 :i!s ami is rai.i.liy l)ronj,'ht to a standstill, the cars L<'hind do
not inniiediately stop, l)iit continue {.loui(hin^' ahead, and usually do
^'leat ilania^'c Iwfore couiing to rest.

(A) If <»iic wishes to jump over a ditch he tak"s a run, leaps up
into the an-, and his ImmIv persistin.i,' in its motion reaches the other
suit'.

(<) In an earthquake the huildini;s t.-nd to remain at rest while
the ..ailh siiakes under them, an.l they are hroken and crund.le
down.

The evidence supporting the First Law is of a negative character-
and suue in all our exp.M-ience we have never fouiid anything con-
trary to It, but as, on the other liand, it i.s in accordance with all
our experience and observation, we cannot but conclude that it is
exactly true.

43. Newton 3 Second Law of Motion, dhunif*' of vmmen-
tiua lsj>n>pu,:!,H,id to t/ir hapre.ss,;l j\j,'vi- and tah's place in
the di net ion la which the. force arts.

If tiiore is a chiiii.<,'e in the condition of a Ixxly (I.e., if it

does not reiiiair. at rest or in uniform motion in a .strajcrht

line), then there is a chanjj;e in its nionientuni, that is, in the
(jitantify of motion it i)o.sse.s.se.s. Any such change i.s due to
some external iiiHueneu which is called FoitcK and the amount
of the change in a given h-ngth of time i.s proportional to the
impres.sed force. It is evidi'.it, al.so, that the total effect of a
force depends on the length of time during which it acts.
Again, force acts in some direction, and the change of
momentum is in that direction.

The word force is u.se<l, in ordinary conversation, in an
almost endless number of meaning.s, bub in Phy,sics the
meaning is deHnite. If there is a change of momentum,
force is actinjr.
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Soiiw-tiiiu's. liowov.T, a iMxly is not frci. to 'iKiVe. In this
(MS., fnviy wnul.l (rmf to pr.MliuM. ii clian-., in tl„. iiion...ntmii.
We can inclu<lo such cases hy fraMnii;; our .Idinition tlius:

Foiici.; in f/,(tt irh'uh it-mls to cli(iii(/f. iiiinnriifxm.

It is to btj ohsiTvcl that there is no sn^r^'ostion as to the
cans., or s<,urcto ..f fi.rco. Whatever the nature of the external
iiilliionce on the IwMly may he, wo simply l(M.k at the cffeet: if
th.re lias In-en a chancfe of momentum, then it is duo to force.

It is evident, also, that the total effect of a force depomls
upon the time it acts.

Thus, supi)..se a certain f..rco to act upon a iMnly of mass m
foi-

1 second, and let the vel(.city ^reneratcd he ?•, I.r., the
iii-.nientum produced is >ur. If the force continu.s for another
scc.nd it will generate additi(,nal velocity v, or 2v in all, and
tlu. momentum produced will Iw 2mv ; and so on.

Let us state this result in synil)ols.

Let /"represent the force,

and f sec. bo the time durint,' which it acts.

At the end of / sec. the force will have generated a certain
momentum, which we may write tnr.

Then

Force X time - njomontum pro<luced,

or Ft — 1)1 r.

Hence /'

= t)i X
V

= m<i.

i.e. Force = mass x acceleration.

Tt shoul.l 1)0 remarked that this e.juation holds only when
we ch.M,se proper units. However, /' is always proportional
to the (juantity ina.
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44. Units of Force. Ii. further explan/iti.m of the action
nl lurci', cim.vilcr tliu following Hrningctnont.

Km. 3:;

^
A rtrelrheil rltuttic coni exortiiiK »orc« on man.

A in;iH.s of m ^muns n-sts on a Hiii,M)th Hurface (that is, a
Hurluco winch ox..rt,s no friction oh the nutss n.ovcM over it)
niul to It is HttuiluMl an elastic cord the natural len.rth of
whirl. IS 20 e.n. Let n..w the cord U Htretched unlil its
len^rth IS 2.-, o.n

. then a force will be exerted upon m and it
will ut one.- lM'j,'in to move.

If the hand continually moves forward fmi enough to keep
the l..„;:th of the e..rd always 25 cm., then the san.e force will
continually act ujM)n m.

The cffi-ct of the force will Ihj to give a velocity to m, i.e.,
to generate momentum.

At the end of 1 second let the velcKiity be a cm. per second
;at the end of 2 second, it will be 2a cm. per second ; at the

end of 3 s,.conds, 3a cm. per second; and at the end of t
seconds, uf cm. per second. In this case there is given to the
ma.S8 m an accele.ation of a cm. per second per second.

If lu.w the mass is 1 gram and the gain in velocity every
second IS 1 cm. per second (or, in other words, the acceleration
IS 1 cm. per secon.l per second), then the force which produced
this IS called a di/ne.

If the mass is I gram and the acceleration is a cm. per
second per second, the force a dynes.

If the mass is vi grams and the acceleration is a centi-
metres per second p.-r second, the force is m a dynes. If F
represent this force, then

^ = m a,

or Force = mass x acceleration, an obtained in § 43.
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.1 l»YXK if* that fnrce which actintf i>» / ifmm vinss /,„' I
mr. IV, II fjriiirilti- U VrftK-ifi/ of t cm. pi r HIV.

If tile iiiHH." IS I iMiuii.l Hiid the accflcnition is I f(M)t per
stcinil per second tho force is called a jmiuidnl.
We cim write

I iM)iiii(l.i!Hctiiij{ on 1 U,. iiiaMN for 1 hoc. kIvuji n vel.icity of 1 U. |K;r »oc.
f IlollllllliU <l .. 1

F II Hi IIm,

1 1 i>( II t

Let this vcl(x;ity l»e r feet per second.

F I,

F
m
Ft

m

Ft
Then— r, or Ft ^ mv,m

nnd F mv
= tiKi, as Ijefore.

A I'orxDAL if* that force which acting i„) I Ih. viam for 1
sn: ijnieraten a vclociti/ of J ft. jief ^ec.

45. Average Force. If the njomentum {,'enerHted in the
interval t be viv, then

Ft = mv

t

If the force has not been constant all the time the above
value is the average force actin;,' diirinc,' thtj interval.

PROBLEMS

1. A mass of 40() grams is acted on by a force of 2000 dynes. Find the
ficculenition. If it starts from rest, find, at the end of 6 sec, ''!> the
velocity generated, (2) the momentum.

2. A force of 10 dynes acts on a body for 1 min., and produces a
velocity of 120 cm. per sec. Find the mass, and the acceleration.

a Find tlie force wliich in 6 sec. will chanse the velocity of a mass of
20 grams from 30 cm. i>er sec. to 80 cm. per sec.

4. A force of 50 jroundals acts on a mass of 10 lb. for 15 sec. Find
the velocity produced, the acceleration and the momentum.
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46. Oravitation Units of Force. Tlio forces witii whose

cH't'cts >\o Jiro most r.-iiniliar is tlie force itf (fniiltitflon, ami

\v(; shall express Ihe dyne , nd puuiidal in terms of it.

Take a himp of inalter tlie mass of •\vhieli is 1 <jram. The
earth pulls it downward with a force which we call a j^ram-

foroe.

If now it is allowed to fall freely, at the end of 1 second it

will have a vel(K;ity of i)80 (approximately) centimetres per

second.

We see then that

1 ;.'iii .fori'e ai-liiitf on 1 ),'iii.-iiia89 for 1 sec. (fives a velocity o( 980 cm. per Mc;
but I (IVIIU •! M 1 H M 1 M „ „ 1 „ „

Hence 1 dyne =
;, ig of a ;;ram-force.

The <jram-f()rce is a small (piantity, while the <lyne is
,, i^ of

this and so is a rt'ri/ small (juantity.

Usinjr poun<ls and feet as units we have

1 poiiiifi-forcc acting' on 1 Ili,.|iia8g for I «eo. Rives a velocity of 32 ft. per sec.;

but 1 poiiiiilal ii M 1 II II 1 II M M 1 II II

llcncf 1 poundal .,V pound-force

.1 ounce-force.

Here 980 and '.il are only approximate values of the

acceleration of {gravity; they vary with the position on the

earth's surface. On the other hand the dyne and the jM)undal

are quite independent of position in the universe, and they are

thei'efore known as nbsoltitr miits of force.

47. Composition and Resolution of Forces. Since accele-

nitioii is a uirected quantity, and /' - ma, it foUow.s that f(jree is

al.so 11 dii-ected quantity, and can therefore be represeiitetl in magni-
turlo and direction hy a stiaiiflit line.

Jii.st as <hsplacenients, velocities, acceieration.s and momenta may
lie eoinhined and resolved according to the parallelogram or polygon
law, so may forces.
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48. Independence of Forces, it is to he observed that each
force pi(Khiees Its own effect, measured by change of momentum,
(|nito independently of any others which may be actin" on the
body. °

Suppose now a person to Im at the top of a tower 64 feet hi-^h
Tf he drops a stone it will full vertically downward and will re»rch
the ground in 2 seconds. Next, let it be thrown outwa.xl in a
horizontal duection. Will it reach the ground as quickly?
By the .S.eon>l Law the force which gives to the s'tone an outward

voUmty wdl act quite independently of the force of gravity which
gives the dctmiivard vehK;ity. A horizontal velocity can have no
ettect on a vertical one, either to increase or to diminish it Hence
the b<Hly should reach the ground in 2 seconds, just the same as if
siiiipiy dropjHMl.

Tliis result can 1x5 experimentaiiy tested in the following way

:

A and />' are two upright
supports through which a A'ij^Rff J^
r..,l /i can slide. ^S is a Vtl™as_^-'r:VT^.......
.spring so arranged that I "x C" n
wlu-u Ji is pidie«l Imck j \ \
find let go it flies to the j \ \ \
riglit. D is a metal sphere ' \ \ \
ihiuugh which a hole is j ; \ \
l)<)r('d to allow it to .slip j

! \
DVtT the end oi Ji. C ia J I

1

iiiiiitlicr sphere, at the same vio « Th^\..un. „ •
7^ ' ^

llflj^ht allOVe the fltM>r as D. ""O' " l''* «»"ie time as D which (alls vertically.

The ro<l
J

is just .so I„ng that when it fitiik(>s C, the sphere D is
s.;t tiro, ll.us C IS projected hori/..,nUilly outwards while JJ drops
uiivctly down. *^

liy pulling J{ back to different distances, rlifferent velocities can
1.0 i^iven to C, and thus different paths described, a.s shown in the
ngiire.

It will 1^ f,„„„l that no matter which of the curved paths C
takes It will reach the floor at the same time as £>.

PROBLEMS
I. From a window 16 ft. aJ«,ve the ground a hall is thrown in a hori-

/."nt.il direction with a vel<.cily of 50 ft. jKjr second. Where will it
Miiko tho ground ?

[It will reach the ground in 1 sec, and will therefore strike tha ground
'.<» ftet from the house.]
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2. A cannon is discharged in a liorizontal direction over a lake from
the ti)|) of a cliff 19.(5 m. above the water, and the ball strikes the water
2500 ni. from shore. Find the velocity of the bullet outwards, supposing

it to be uniform over the entire range.

3. In {iroblem 2 find the velocity downwards at the moment the ball

reaches the water ; then draw a diagram to represent the horizontal and
vertical velocities, and calculate the resultant of the two.

49. Newton's Third Law of Motion. Tlie Tliird Law i-clates

to actions between bodies, and is as follows :

To every action there is always an equal and opposite reaction.

The statement of this law draws our attention to the fact that
force is a two-sided phenomenon. If a body A acts on a Ixxly Ji,

then li reacts upon A with etiual force.

When we confine our attention to one body we Iwik on the other
body as the seat of an external force ; but when we take both bodies
into account we see the dual nature of the force.

If one presses tlie table with his hand, there is an upward pressure
exerted on the hand by the table.

A weifjht is suspended by a cord : the downward pull exerteil by
the weight is eijual to the upward pull exerted by the support to
which the cord is fastenid.

In the first of thf-se examples action and reaction are both pres-

sures ; in the second they are tensions.

If motion takes place the action and reaction are measured by the
change of momentum.

Thus, when a person jumps from a Iniat t«) the shore the momen-
tum of the boat backward is equal to tlie momentum of the person
forward.

When an apple falls to the earth, the earth moves upward to
meet the apple, the momentum in each case being the same ; but
the mass of the earth is so great that we cannot detect its velocity

upward.

When a pole of one magnet attracts or repels a pole of a second
magnet, the latter exerts an equal attraction or repulsion on the
first. In this case we cannot detect any material cord or rod
connecting the two poles, along which is exerted a tension or a
pressure; but it is probable, nevertheless, that there is something
in the space between which transmits the action.
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/--.

The following experiment will illustrate the third law

. A and Ji are two exactly similar ivory
<»r steel Imlis, suspended side by side. A
is drawn aside to C, and then allowed to
fall and strike R At once A comes to
test, and Ji moves off with a velocity
eijual to that which A had.

Here the action is seen in the forward
momentum of H, the reaction in the equal
momentum in opposite direction which
just l)rings A to rest. Of course, if we
call the latter the action, the former is the reaction.

Suppose now A and Ji to be sticky putty balls so that when they
collide they stick together ; they will both move forward with one-
half the velocity which A had on striking. The student can easily
analyse the phenomenon in this case into action and reaction.

71

Fio. 34.—The action of X on A \a
equal to the reaction of £ on il.

^\\^^\\\\\^

6

PROBLEMS

1. If the sphere B (Fig. 34) has a mass twice as great as A, what will
happen (1) when A and B are of ivory ? (2) when
they are of sticky putty?

2. A h Mow inju spliere is filled with gunpowder
and exploded. It Ijursts into two parts, one part
being one quarter of the whole. Find the relative
velocities of the fragments.

3. Suspend an iron ball (Fig. 35) about 3 inches
in diameter with ordinary thread. By pulling
slowly and steadily on the cord below the sphere
the cord above breaks, but a quick jerk will hreak
it below the l»ll. Apply the third law to explain
this.

4 A rifle weighs 8 Ibsr. and a bidlet weighing 1 oz. leaves it with a
vil(.,ity of 1500 ft. per sec. Find the velocity with which the rifle
rt'coils.

5. S.Haotimos in putting a handle in an axe or a hammer it is accom-
plislu-d by striking on the end of the handle. Explain how the law of
iiiert ill applies hero.

Kill. .) All irnii liall bus-
|icii(led by a thread.
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CHAlTKll IV

Moment of a Fokci:; Comi-osition' of r.vuALLKr. Forces;
Eyl'IMIIlUUM OF FOUCES

50. Moment of a Force. In stormy weather, in order to

keep the ship on lier course

the wheelsiimn jjnisps the

wheel nt the rim {i.e., nn

far as jjossiljle fiom the

axis), and exerts a foix-e at

ri^ht an<,des to tiio line

joinirij; the axis to the

point where he takes hold.

(Fi<,r. 36.)

From our experience we
know that the turninir_^ effect upon the wheel is

Fio. 3fi.—The j«<»Hi;if«/«/,,;r,de|>tii(l» on the force proportional tO the forCO
applied itiid iUilistancc from the avis of rotation. 1.1 11 . ,,exerted and also to the

distance, from the axis, of the point where the force is applied.

Lot F = the force ajiplied,

2> = the perpendicuiar di.stance from the axis to the

line AB of the applied force.

Then the product Fp measures the tendency of the wheel to
turn, or thi; tentlency to produce angular momentum. This pro-
duct is the moment of the fwce, which is defined as follows:

The MOMENT OF A FORCE is the tendency of that frrce to

prtHldce rotot'ion of a bodi/.

If the direction of the force F is not perpendicular to the
line joinin:,' its point of application to the axis, the moment is

not so j;reat, since part of the force is spent uselessly in

pre.ssin-r the wheel a<;aiiist its axis. In Fi<,'. 3(5, if AC is the
new dirt>ction of the force, then //, the new perpendicular, is

shorter than p, and hence the product Fp' is smaller.

44
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51. Experiment on Law ofMoments.
lest tin- Inw of iiiDinoiits in tJie following'

We can experimentally

way.

A/i is 11 rwl which can move freely

iilxiul a )<in diivcn in a hoard at 0, and
two cords attachj'd to the ends A and Ji

|i;iss over pulleys at the e<]f{e of the
Ijoiinl. Adjust these until the perpcn-

iliiiilar distances from Oujhjh the strings

arc .'? inches and 5 inches. Then if tlie

weight /' - 10 OZ., the weight Q, to Kio. 37.-A,.par.lnH for lesliiiK the
liiiliuice the other, must = 6 oz. '"" o' "H'lnenis.

Here moment of force /' is 10 x ."5 = 30,

and ti II II <;> is 6 X T) = 30.

For equilibrium of the two moments, the products <»f the forces
l)y the jierpendi alar distances must \>e the .same, and they mu.st
tend to pro«luce rotations in oppasite directions.

52. Forces on a Crooked Rod. For a hody shaped as in Fig. 38,
with forces J' and <J acting at the
ends A and /»', the moment of /* al)out

O is /'/), that of Q is <J<j ; hut it is to
he observed that they turn the rotl in
opjiosite directions. If we call the
first positive, the other will lx> nega-
tive, and the entire tendency of the
rod to rotate will he

Pp - Qq.
if Vft Qii = 0, the rod will be in equilibrium.

53. Composition of Parallel Forces. Tlie l>eha\ r of
p.u.illel forces acting on a rigid body may \to invist.gated
evjH'iimentally in the following wiv:

!!8.— lialandiig forces on a rod
»liU'li is not Htrai|;ht.

ik

R
M
~^
t'lu. 30.

iB.

M is a metre stick (Fig. 39) with a weight 11' suspended at its
eeiitie of gravity, and two spring balances V/,, Ji.,, held up by the
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rod AC, support the stick an.l Hi.. w<igH. \u> careful to have the
halanoes luingiiig vortioally.

Take the readings of tlie bahinces />'„ /?.. ; let tln-iii 1m' /' and Q,
resppftivcly. Also, nicasniv the distances" ^.V, ST.

Then we shall find that if the weight of the stick and IF together
IS f\

J' + Q = U an.l P X RS = Q x ST.

Again, if we take moments alnmt A' we sh.iul.l have

r X /w Q X irr.

By shifting the position of Ji .in.l T, various readings of the
balances will he obtained.

3:

PROBLEMS

1. A rod is 4 feet long (Fig. 40) iin.l one end rests on a rigid supirort.
At distances 12 inches and 18 inches from that end weights of 20 lbs,

'T^'
^

and 30 lbs., respectively, are hung. What

JOtai A^Otolli
^"^''^ "'"''* ^" ^"^""'^^^ »*^ ^''o "ther end

vm in ^vi... #_„• • .
'" "'•••'"• to siii)p..rt these two weights?

I' lo. 40.—What force IS required to /vr i t ii w , , ,,
lift the weiRhtay (iNeglect the weight of the rod.)

2. An angler hooks a fish. Will the fish apjiear to pull harder if the
rod is a long or a short one I

3. A stiff rod 12 feet long, projects horizontally from a vertical wall.
A weight of 20 lbs. hung on the end will break the rod. How far al.mg
the pole may a boy weighing 80 lbs. go before the pole breaks i

54- Unlike Parallel Forces.-Couple. Let P, P be two equal
parallel forces acting .m a b.Kly in opposite
.lireclions (Fig. 41). The entire effect will be
to give the lj.Hly a motion of rotation without
moti.tn .)f translation.

Such a pair of foi-ces is cal!e.l a couple, and
the moment of the ouple is measured by the
pr.Kluct of the force into the perpendicular
distance between them. Tluis if d is this dis-
tance, the magiiitud." .if the couple is Pd. This
measures tlie rotating jMiwer.

Next suppose there are two unlike iwrallel forces P, Q and

Fio. 41.—Two equal op-
posite parallel fort.'es

pruduce only rotation.
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thiit Q is greater than P. Then the forces P an«l Q are equivalent

to a cDuple tending to eauHe a rotiition in tlio

tlin-otion in which the hands of a clock turn,

and to a force tending to pnxluce a motion of

translation in the direction of Q, that is, to the

left hand (Fig. 42).

This can be seen in the following way. Divide

Q into two forces Pand Q - P. The portion /',

along with /' acting at the other end of the

rod forms a couple, while the force Q - P will

give a motion of translation to the body in

its direction.

Fio. 42.—Two opposite
Itarallel liiit une<|ual
forccii praluce both ro-

tation and translation.

55. Experimental Verification of the Parallelogram Law.
r>y means of an experiment we can test the truth of the law of the

Parallelogram of Forces, which states that if two forces are

represented in magnitude and direction by two sides of a parallelo-

gram, then their resultant will \ye represented, in magnitude and
tlirection, by the diagonal between the two siilea.

In Fig. 43, S, S" are two spring balances hung on pins in the bar
A /I, which n>ay conveniently be above the blackboard. Three

Km. 43.—How to test the law of paralleloj^ram of forces. Fio. 44.—The triangle of forces.

strings of une«|ual length are knotte<i together at 0, and the ends of

two of them are fasteneil to the hooks of the balances. A weight,

ir ounces, attached to the third string makes it hang vertically

downward.

Thus three forces, namely, the tensions of the strings, pull on the
knot O. The magnitude of the forces acting along the strings, OS,
OS", which we shall denote by P, Q, will be given by the readings on
tiie balances, in ounce.s, let us suppose. The magnitude of the force

acting along W is, of course, W ounces.
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Tim tlnee f„rces P, Q, W act upon «l,o knot 0, an.l us it does not
inov.. tlH-so f„ms must Ik? in P(iuili))riun). Tl.n fore W n.iiv l.e
looke.1 upon as lalancing tl.o oMa-r fovt-es J', (^ : uml l.enoe tl.e
H'sultant ot /, Q must lie equal in nmi^iutu.le to W hut opposite in
sense. '^^

J)raw now on tlie l)iackl.<«ud, inunediately l)el,in(l the apparatus
«.r in some <.l ,p,- convenient pl.u-.-, lines parallel to the strin-s OSas, an.l make OC, Oh as many units long as there are ouncesshown on .S, S, respect • \-.

On eompletin,!; the parallelogram OVKl) it will l,e found that the
diagonal Oh js vertical, and that it is as many units long as there
are ounces m H

.

t, ^ «

66. The Triangle of Forces.
the triangle of forces.

A slight variation will illustrate

On the l.lacklward, or on a sheet of paper, draw a line OD, par-

nn P'',';' '*''/'^ ^-^
"V'^

ivpresenting /' on the same scale. ThenOC will ho founi t.. Ik, par.illel to OW, a.ul will represent, on thesame scale, the force H , hut in the opposite sense.

57. The Polygon of Forces. Next let five strings be knotted
together or attached lo a small ring, and passe.l o^•er pulleys at

Fio. 45.-Experimental verification of the polyiron of force*

the edge of a circular Ijoard held vertically. To these attach
weights P, Q, Ji, S, T. Fn Kig. 45 these a./taken to TJ.'i, 5 7
o, 4 ounces, respectively. • • »
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Siiicfl those foroen ar« in ei|uilil>rinin we may IikiIc up(in the force
7* lis )>aliincin^ the otlior ftuir forces; and licnce the resultant of

'*! Vi ^''i
'**' i** '* force e(|ual to T hut acting; in the opposite direction.

On the hlackhoanl draw a lino All to represent /' in magnitude
and direction. From It draw JiC to represent Q, from V draw VI)
to represent R, an<l from 1) draw J)E to repiesent .S'.

If the figure has 1>een carefully (h-awn it will l)e found that the
line joining E to A is |)iirallel to T and proportional to it.

Thus if a nundx^r of forces acting on a particle are in eijuilibriura,

they can Ite represented in magnitude and direction by tlie sides of

a polygon taken in order.
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CHAPTER V

OllAVITATIo.V

68. The Law of Gravitation, ihw of our earliest aiul mast
familiar ohservaliuns is that a Inxly whicli is not siipjiorted
falls towards the earth. This ettect wo attrilmto to the
(ittruction (if the cttrth.

The rates at which Ixxlies move whilst falling; were
discovered by Galileo (1504-1042), but the general jninciple
according to which the falling tiikes place was first demon-
strated by Newton.

Copernicus (1473-1543) had shown that the sun is the
centre of our solar system, but it wjis Newton who gave a
reason why the various bodies oi the system move as they do.
He sliowed that if we suppose the sun, the planets and their
.satellites to attract each other according to a simple law, now
usually known as the Newtonian Law, he could account not
only for the revolution of the planets about the sun and
the satellites alK)ut the planets, but also for some minut«
irreguhirities which on clo.se examination are found to exi.st
in their motion.s.

Having fouixl his I^iw true for the heavenly bodie.s, he
went (jiie step further and extende<l it to all matter.

59. The Newtonian Law. Let m, m' be the masses of
two particles of matter, r the distance between them. Then
Newton's Law of Univensjil Gravitation states that the
attinction between vi and m' is proportifMial directly to the
product of their mas.ses and inversely to the square of the
distance U'tween them.

SO
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TliUH tln' Forpf is ])ro]Mtrti<in)il to
will

or
III III

wlifciv k in a iiuinericnl cunstant.

If TO, vi are small spheres, each contiiiiiii<j 1 ^raiii of

inattur and r, the distance between their centres, is 1 centi-

metre, then F = 0.0000000648 dynes. This is an execediiijrly

small quantity, and thus we see that bi'tween ordinary masses
of matter the attractions are very sniall. Indeed it is only by
means of experiments made with the utnjost care and delicacy

that the attraction between bodies which we can ordinarily

handle can be detected.

It is to be remarked that thouj;h the Newtonian Law states

the manner in which masses lx)iave towards each other, it

does not otter any explanation of the action. The rrasoii vhij

the atti-action takes place is one of the mysteries of nature.

60. The Weight of a Body. Consider a mass m at A on
the earth's surface (Fij;. 46). The
attraction of the earth on the mus.s

is the weight of the ma.ss. The muss
also attracts the earth with an ecjual

force, since action and reaction are

eijual.

If m is a pound-mass, the attraction ^°;.r;.7a.^'*c;;?^llTu,t!'':...?Y>'!;

of the earth on it is a pound-force ; if
'*''*" '" '"'^ '™" "" '*"'"•

it is a gram-mass, the attraction is a yram-force.

Now it can be shown by mathematiciil calculation that a
homogeneous sphere attracts as though all the matter in it

were concentrated at its centre. We see then that if the

whole mass of the earth were condensed into a particle at

and a pound-mass were placed 4000 miles from it the attraction

between the two would be 1 pound-force.
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Ni'\t, sn|t|M»sc the puunfl-iniiss |.i he jd.iri.l at //, HOOO iiiiliH

from ('. 'riifii ihf rnifc is imt
I

lnit ij<»i- ] <.|' its I'diiutT viilijt';

tliat is, till- in i,/lit id" II |i(>iiii<I iii.iss 4000 miles iiltovf till' caH lis

sini'iice wtmM Iw | id" a iMHiiul-t'orff.

11" it welt' 2000 milt'H fium tlit- earth's

surface or (iOOO miles from its centre, this

distance is ^ ;;;;;; or :;i of its former distance,

A]^ and the force of attraction

=
—J—,

—
,', of 1 potnid-forcc.

Kid. 47. .Miraclion of the -...., .. ...... ^ .
•phirentiuinaxawitiiiiiii. 61. Attraction withiii thc Sphore. I^et

A /I hft a himiu^jencMius .slicll (like a hollow
nihher hall) ami tn a mass within it. It can ho shown that tho
attraction of the shell in any direction on vi is zero. Th»'"|)un"
exerted hy tho ])orlion at the side /I is just halancod hy that at the
side A.

Now let us suppose the poundmass to \ye some distance—say,
•_'()(«( miles— Ih'Iow the earth's surface (Kij;. 4S),

and >vt> wish to tiiid the attraction towards the
ceiitie. Consider the earth divided into two
parts, a sphere 2()(M) ndles in ratlius, and a shell

outside tins LMMIO miles thick. From what has
just heen said, the attraetion id' the shell on the

jHuind mass is zero, and .so we need oidy tind the

attraction of the inner sphere.

Let us assume that tlu' deiisit}' of the earth is

uint'orm. Then since the I'adiiis of the inner

sphere is I the earth's radius, its volume and also

its mass is ^ that of the c-arth.

Hence if the mass oidy were considertMl the attraction would lie

J, l>oun<l-force.

I'ut the distance also is changed. It is now .1 as j^reat and the
atti-action on that account should he increased 2- or 1 times.

Hence, taking lM»th of these factors into account, we find that the

attraction towards the centre upon the pound-ma-ss

= 4 X ^ =
J pound -force.

Thus, on going down half-way to the centre, the attraction is ^
as great, if the distance were \ the distance from the centre, the
attraction on the pound-ma.s.s would be | pound force; and so on.

Fia. 48. -Atliaclion on
a 111.1*4 liikK'Way to
Die i>»rtir!4 (('litre U
one liuU tilt' altrac-
tiuii at ilie nurtact.
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62. Attraction on the Moon. l.«*t uh <'iiicuintn tlit> wvi^jht of a
poMml-iimsti oil till' surfiicn of I lie iniKtii.

'riie iiKKXi's (litiiiicttT in 'JKi.'S miles niiil the e.-irlirs is 7 , .os,

hut for case in ciilciiliitioii wo Kimll Uik« tlumo iiuiiilH>rH uh 2oOO mid
bOOO respettivily.

AsHuming, tlifii. the iwUus of tlio moon to 1k< ] thnt of the earth,
It8 vulumo is /^ tliiit of the eiirth, ami
if the two iMKJies wern (>i|iially deiiso

the niiwjit'H mass would also \>v ^^. ( "^
In tlii.s case t)ie attraction on a

pouml-niaHH at a distance of 4000 miles

from its centre w.uihl l)e ^^ of a pound ki... lo.-Attra.iion nn the n.oon i«

force. onvaixih that on tli« rarth.

But the <liHtanco is 1000 miles, or \ of this, and tlic attraction
on this account would he 4^* or 16 times as jjreat.

Hence, attraction = 16 x a', =-
| pound force.

But the density of the moon is only ,"„ tliat of the earth ; and so
the attraction

= i"i X 1 = /(I -
'i
approxitnately.*

Hence if we could visit the mtMtn, retainin<; our muscular strenfjth,

we would lift 600 pounds witli the same ease that we lift 100 on the
earth. If you can throw a base-lmll 100 yards here, you could
throw it 600 tliere.

On the surface of the sun, so immense is that Ixxly, tlie weiglit of
a pound-mass is 27 poumls-forcc.

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS

1. If the earth's mass were d<>iil)le(l witlmnt any chan^'o in its dinien-

siims, how WKulil the weight of a iKnn>d-niH.ss vary ?

(!<(uhl one use ordinary halaiices and tliu same weights as wc use now ?

2. Find the wei',dit of a iKwly of mass 100 kilograms at tXHK), 8000,

10,(X)0 miles from the earth's centre.

H. The diameter of tlie planet Mars is 42.'J0 miles ,and its density is

j';, that of the earth. Find the weight of a puund-niass on the surf.icc of

Mars.

4. The attraction of tlio earth on a niitss at one of its poles is jjg
greater than at the equator. Why is this ?

C. A spring-lMtlance would have to he used to compare the weight of a

Ixnly on the sun or the moon with that on the earth. Kxplain wliy.

' A more accurate calculation is

^1

(^ 10

CilH!)

8t>fi90
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CHAPTER VI

WnllK .\NM» EXEK(SV

63. Definition of Work. When one ilraws water from a
cistern l»y nieiuis of a huckot on tlie end of a rope; or wlien

bricks are lioistetl (huin<r tlie erection of a building; or wlien

land is i»lon;,died up; or wlien a blacksmith files a piece of

iron: or when a carpenter planes a Ijoard; it is recognized

that irork is done.

We recognize, too, that the amount of the work done
depends on two factors:

—

(1) I'he amount of water in the bucket, or the number of

bricks lifted, or the foice exerted to draw the plough, push
the tile or drive the plane.

(•2) The distance through which the water or bricks arc

lifted or the plough, file or plane is moved.

In every instance it will bo observed that a force acts on a
liody and causes it to move. In the cases of the water and
the bricks the forces exerted an; sufficient to lift them, i.e., to

overeoiiio the attraction of the earth upon them ; in the other
cases, sutfieitiit force is exerted to cau.so the plough or the
file or the plane to move.

In physics the ttrm wokk denotes the qnnntiftf ttfttnivcd

V'/u II ii'f h))iUI/ifif the ftirrc f>i/ the tUntance in the dircvtion

of the fnivi' fhruuifh which it actn.

In ordvr to <lo work, force must be exerted on a Iwdy and
the body must move in the direction in which the force act.s.

64. Units of Work Hy noosi"K rce anc

of length we ol)tain ditlerent units of work.

If we lake as unit of force a iH)und-f<a-ce and iin unit of
length a foot, the unit of work will Ik; a foot-iujund.

£4
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If 2000 ixniiuls mass is r.-iise*! tlirouj^ii 'lO feet tlie work
«loiie is 2000 X 40 = 80,000 fwt-poun.ls.

In the same way, a kilo<^rain-inetre is tlie work done in

raisinjr a kilojxram tliroutjh a metre.

If we take a centimetre as unit of lenjfth ami a dyne as

\niit of force tlie unit of work is a dyne-centinjetre. To this

has been given a special name, era.

Now 1 gram-force = «/ dynes ; (§ 4(5)

Hence 1 gram-centimetre == y ergs.

To raise 20 grams through SO cni. the work ro(|uired is

20 X 30 = ()00 graJii-centimetres = 600 <j ergs = COO x 980

or 588,000 ergs.

65. How to Calculate Work. A bag of flour, 98 pounds,

has to Ik) carried from the foot to the top of a cliff, which has

a vertical face and is 1^0 feet high.

There are three pai.ui from the base to the summit of the

cliff. The first is by way of a verUcal ladder fastened to the

face of the clitf. The .second is a zig-zag path 300 feet long,

and the third is also a zig-zjig route, 700 feet long.

Here a person might strap the mass to Ikj carried to his

back and climb vertically up the lailder, or take either of the

other two routes. The distances passed through arc 100 feet,

300 feet, 700 feet, respectively, but the result is the same in

the end, the mass is raised through 100 feet.

The force re(piired to lift the mass is 98 pounds-force, and

it acts in the vertical <lirectio!>. The distance in lids dlvfrtion

through which the Ixnly is moved is 100 feet, and therefore

the
Work = 98 X 100 = 9800 foot pounds.

Along the zig-zag paths the eflbrt recpiired to carry the

ma.ss is not so great, but the length of path is greater and so

the total work is the same in the end.
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PROBLEMS

1. Kind tliu work done in exerting » fcircc of 1(100 dynes through a

sjKico of 1 nictro.

2. A Mock of stone rests on a horizontid pavement. A Hpring balance,

inserted in a roiio attached to it, shows tiijit to drag the stone re<|uire8 a
f. II ce of JX) iKjunds. If it is dragged through 20 feet, what is the work
done ?

3. The weight of a itile-driver, of 25(X) pounds mass, was raised through

20 fei't. How much work was re(|uired?

4. A coil-spring, naturally 30 centiinetiHss long, is compressetl until it

is 10 centimetres long, the avemge force exerted being 20,000 dynes.

Find tlie work done. Find its value in kilogrant-nietres (</ = H80).

5. Two men are cutting logs with a cross-cut saw. To move the saw
rei|uiris .i force of 50 pounds, and r»0 strokes are made per miinite, the

length of each being 2 feet. Find the amount of work done by each niun

in one hour.

•». To push his cart a banana man must exert a force of 50 pounds.

IIow much work do«'s he do in travelling 2 miles?

66. Definition of Energy. A lorr, known as a pil*;, the

lower cikI of which is ixjinted, stands upri<,'ht, and it is desired

to push it into the earth. To do so retiuires a groat force, and
therefore the performance of jjreat work.

The nieth(j<l of doiii"; it is familiar to all. A heavy block

of iron is raised to a considerable hei;;ht and allowed to fall

upon the top of the lo«;, which is thus pushed downwards.
Successive blows drive the pile further and further into the

earth, until it is down far enough.

Here Work is done in thrusting the pile into its place, and
this Work is supplied by the pile-driver weight. It is evident

then, that a heavy Ixxly raised to a height is able to do work.

AfiilHif id tin v'ork is called ExKlKSV.

The iron bl<M'k in its elevate<l position has energy. As it

descenils it gives up this high position, and acquires volocity.

Just Ijefore striking the pile it has ti great velocity, and this

veU)city is used up in piishing the pile into the cartli. It is

clear, then that a body in motion jKissessea energy.
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B Qm

We see, thus, that there are are two kinds of energy

:

( 1 ) Energy of position or potential energy.

(2) Energy of motion or kivctic energy.

67. Transformations of Energy. Energy may appear in

different forms, but if closely analysed it will be found that it

is always either energy of position, i.e., potential energy, or

energy of motion, i.e., kinetic energy.

The various effects due to heat, light, sound and electricity

are manifestations of energy, and one of the greatest achieve-

ments of modern science wa-s the demonstration of the Prin-

ciple of the Conservation of Energy. According to this

doctrine, the sum toUd of the energy in the ttniverse ri'mains

the t*aine. It may change from one form to another, but

none of it is ever destroyed.

A pendulum illustrates well the transformation

of energy. At the highest point of its swing the

energy is entirely potential, and as it falls it

gradually gives up this, until aJt its lowest

position the energy is entirely kinetic.

68. The Measure of Kinetic Energy. 8uppn.se

a mass m grams tu lie lifted through a height h
centimetres. (Fig. 50.)

Tlie force required is wi grams force or dkj dynes,

and hence tlie work done is mgh ergs.

Suppose now the ma.ss is allowed to fall. Upon
reaching the level A it will have fallen through a

space h, and it will have a velocity v such that

r2 - 2<jh. (§ .31.)

The potential energy pos.se.ssed by the body when at li is mgh

ergs, and as this energy of position is changtHi into energy of

motion, its kinetic energy on reaching A must also he vu/h ergs.

But >jh - ir-

and so the kinetic energy - i mr- ergs.

Kio. 80.—The po-
tential enericv
at height B i'l

ttffuA u> the
kinetic energy
on reaching A.
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i'

i:

Hence a mass w» grams moving with a velocity v cm. per second

lias kinetic energy J mc- ergs.

If the n)a»s is m lbs. and tlio velocity r ft. per sec, the kinetic

energy - \ w»r ft.-pouiid.ds =
J
!!!L ft.-pounds, since 1 {xjund-forcc

=
(/ poundals, where tf

^= 32. (See § 46.)

69. More General Solntion. This result can Ixj obtained in a

somt'wluit more general way.

Let a force F dynes act for / seconds on a mass m grams initially

at rest.

-9"
Kie. 51.—The calculation of kinetic en*r((y.

Ijet the velocity produced be v cm. per sec, and the space

traversed be « cm.

The force F dynes acts througli a space « cm., and so does Fs ergs

of work. The iKnly then at the end of the time possesses Fs ergs of

energy.

But its velocity == r jm. per sec.

Since, no- , the velocity rtt first = 0, and at the end = v, the

averac'e velocity = i» cm. per sec; and in time t sectmds the space

traversed,
8 — Jr< centimetres.

Also, the force F dynes acting for t seconds generates Ft units of

momentum. Bui the momentum = mi\

Therefore Ft = mr,

and F <= —
t

But the kinetic energy == Fs,

t

(See §§43, 44)

hrt,

^ ^mr- ergs.

70. Matter, Energ^^, Force. There are two fundamental

propcjsitions in science

cannot be destroyed.

Matter cannot be destroyed, energy

The former lie.s at the basis of
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analytical chemistry; the latter at the iMisis of physics. It is

to be observed, also, that matter is the vehicle or receptacle

of energy.

Force, on the other hand, is of an entirely different

nature. On pulling a string a tension is exerted in it,

which disappeai-s when we let it go. Energy is Ixnight and

sold, force cannot be.

Again consider the furinula a rt. Writing it thus, r , , we

say that velocity is the time-rate of traversing space.

Similarly Work = Force x Space,

or W = Fs.

W
Writing tliis formula thus, F = , we can say that force is the

space-rate of change of energy.

71. Power. The pinver or actwiti/ of an agent is its rate of

doing work.

A horse-power (H.-P.) is that rate of doing work which

would accomplish 33,000 foot-jKJUnds of work per minute, or

550 foot-pounds per second.

In the centinietre-gram-second .system the unit of power

would naturally be 1 erg per second.

But this is an extremely small quantity, an»l in.stead of it

we use 1 watt which is defined thus :

1 watt = 10,000,000 ergs per second.

It is found that

746 wattfl = 1 H.-P. ;

and if 1 kilowatt = 1000 watts, then

746

1000
K.w. = 1 ir.-p.
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('ENTKK OK (JitAVlTV

72. Definition of Centre of Gravity. Each pjirticlc of a

l)o.ly is acted on by the force of ^rravitalion. Tlie line of

action of each little force is towanls the centre of the earth,

and hence, strictly sp-akinj;, they are not absolutely parallel,

lint the anodes l)etween them are so very small that we

usually speak of the weif,dits of the various particles as a set

of parallel forces.

Those forces hav.s a single resultant, as can be seen in the

followini; way.

Consider two forces F,, F., acting at A , B,

respectively (Fig. 52). These will have a

resultant acting somewhere in the line AB
which joins the points of application.

Next, take this resultant and another

force ; they will have a single resultant.

Continuing in this way, we at last come to the resultant of

all, acting at some definite point.

The sum of all these forces is the weight of the Wly, and

tliP jn,ivt G vhere tho- veUlht Uitn in called the CKXTKE OK

'

(UtAViTV of the hxhj. If the body be supported at this point

it will rest in e<iuilibrium in any jHisition, that is, if the body

is put in any iK)sition it will keep it.

73. To find the Centre of Gravity Experimentally.

Siispend the IxKly by a cord attached to any point A

of it.

0̂0

Kio. .1i—The weight o(

a iKwIy acl9 at its centre

of KMvity.
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Then the weij^ht acting at G aiul the tension (.f th.« strinj;

acting upwards at ^l will rotate the body until

the p»int G comes diivctly bt'neath A, an«l the

line GW in coinci<lent with the direction of the

supporting cord (Fig. 5:0-

Thus if the Inidy is suspended at ^1, and

allowed to come to rest, the direction of tlie

supporting cord will pass through the centre

of gravity.

Next let the body be supported at li. The

direction of the supporting crd will again pass through the

centre of gravity. That point is. therefore, where the two

lines nu'ct.

In the case .)f a flat bo^ly, such as a sheet of metal or a thin

board, let it be supported at A

(Fig. 54«t) by a pin or in sonie

other convenient way. }Iave a

A-ith a small

Km. 53.—How to

And the centre
ol gravity of

a iKxly of oiiy

form.

74. Centre of Gravity of some Bodies of Simple Form.

The centre of gravity of some

botlies of simple form can often be ^ G- B

<ieduced from geometrical consider-

atitHis.

(1) For a straight uniform bar .l« (Fig. 5.^.), the centre of

gravity is niidway betwet-n the ends.

Fio. 55.—Centre of frravity of a
uiiifonii ruil
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(2) For a |)aralleli><,'rjini, it is at the intiTsoction of the

<liii;ionalH. (Kij;. 5<i.)

Fin. t<6. -Ci'iitrp ot K'ikvily of a )iarallelo„'raiii ami a trianKle.

{'A) For a cube or a sphere, it is at the centre ol" Hj^ure.

(4) Fitr ii triaii;;le, it is where the three luetlian lines

intersect. (Fi<j. 5(5.)

75. Ck)ndition for Equilibrium. F«>r a Ixxly to rest in equili-

brium on a plane, the line of action of the weiglit must fall within

Kid. !i7.—il and C are in stable equilibrium ; B is not, it will topple over ;

D is In the critical position.

the supporting ba.se, which is the space within a con! drawn alx>ut

the p)int3 of support. (See Fig. 57.)

The famous Jjeaning Tower of Pi.sa is

an interesting case of stability of e(|uili-

brium. It is circular in plan, 51 feet in

diameter and 172 feet high, and has eight

stages, including the belfry. Its con-

struction wjis ))egun in 1174. It was
founded on w(MMlen piles driven in boggy
ground, and when it ha«I been carrie«l up
35 feet it iMjgan to settle to one side.

The tower overhang- the base upwards of

13 feet, but the centre of gravity is so

low down that a vertical tliruiigh it falls

within the lja.se and hence the equilibrium

is stable.

76. The three States of Equili-

brium. The centre of gravity of a Ixnly

Km. M.-The UanInK Tower ol
«''• •^•«'«y« descend to as low a position

i'i»ii. It overhanm its base iiiorv as iMissible, or the iMjtential energy of a
than l:j feet, luit it is stable, i i . i i i ;.:„..„
(i>ra«n from a photograph.) Ixxiy tends to l)ecome a minimum.
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ConsMlor a IxkIv in equilibrium, and suppose that hy a h ight

niction this e^juilihriuui xh .iisturlKnl. Then if the t«»«'y *'';«»« *'»

return to its former position, its equilibrium is said to hesUible in

this case the sliwht motion raises the centre of Rravity, anU on

letting it go the Ixnly tends to return to its original position.

Tf. however, a slight disturlMince lowers the centre of gravity the

1m..Iv will not return t«. its original position, but wi 1 take up a new

p„.nti..n in which the centre of gravity is lower than before. In

this case the ecjuilibrium is said to l)e wutable.

Sometimes a bcxlv rests equally well in any position in which it

may Iks placed, in wiiich case the equilibrium is said to be neutral.

An egg standing on end is in unstable equilibrium ; if resting on

its side the equilibrium is stable as

reganls motion in an oval section and

neutral as reganls motion in a circular

section. A unifonn sphere rests any-
^

where it is plaeetl on a level surface ; p,^ ^.-stable. unnuMe md neutnU

its equilibrium is neutral. (Fig. 59.) equiiiimunu

A round pencil lying on its side is in neutral equilibrium;

balance<i on its end, it is unstable. A culie, or a brick, lying on a

face, is stable.

The amount of stability possessed by a body resting on a hori-

rxmtal plane varies in different cases. It increases with the distance

through which the centre of gravity has to be raised in order t«»

make°the bo<ly tip over. Thus, a brick lying on its largest face is

more stable than when lying on its smallest.

QUESTIOKS AHD PROBLEMS

1. Why is a pyramid a very stjible structure ?

2. Why is ballast used in a vo8h»!1 1

\ie put ?

3. Wliy should a passenger in a canoe

bottuiu i

4. A pencil will not stand on its pdint, but if two

pen-kuivfs are fastened to it (Fig. 60) it will balance on

one's finger. Explain why this is so.

5. A uniform iron bar weighs 4 pounds per foot of its

length. A weight of 6 pounds is hung from one end, aiitl

the rod balances a»)out a point which is 2 feet from that

end. Find the length of the Iwr.

6. Illustrate the three states of eciuilibrium by a cone lying on a

horizontal table.

Where should it

sit on the

Pio. 60.-Why to

the uencil in

equilibrium T
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FUICTIOX

77. Friction Stops Motion. A stono thrown ulonj; the ice

will, if "l<»'t to itsi'lf." come to n-st. A railwiiy-tniiii on u

lt'\ t'l tim-k, or nil oceiin Htejiiiil)oat will, if the Hteain is shut off,

in time coiim' to rest. Ht-re mueh ener;,'y of motion disuppeurs

jinil no i^ain i'\ eiuii^y »>f jtosition takes its plaee. In the same

way all the maehinery of a factory when the " |>ower " is

tmiieil (iti's(M*M cue cs to n-st.

In all these cases the i"iifrj.'y sinipl}' seems to disapixjar and

Ik; v'<i-<tp<l. As we shall we laitr, it is transformed into eiu-r^^y

«)f ani.th.-r form, naimly. iieat, hut it is done in such a way

tliat we cainiot utilize it.

The st(»i)pin;; of the motion in every instance jjiven is due

to I'l'ii'fKm. WluMi one Innly slides or rolls o\»'r another there

is always friction, which acts as a force in opposition to the

motion.

It may Ix^ observed, h<»wever, that if there were not friction

Iwtween the rails and the wlieels of the locomotive, the latter

coultl not start to move.

78. Every Surface is Bough. 'I'he smoothest surface, when

examined with a powerful microscojje.

is seen to liave numerous little pro-

Fia. 6i.-RouBhn*M of •wrtace jections and cavities on it (Fijj. 61),

„ -' ""^" - '"""-oi* Hence when two surfjices are pres.sed

together there is a kind of interlocking of these irrejjularities

which resi.sts the motion of one over the other.

U4
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Kio. 62.— Kxi)*rinient to ftnd the

cocfllciciit ol Iriottoii.

79 Laws of aUdinff Friction. Fiiition deptKls up«n the

nalj^^e of fho mSS and the roughness -.f the Hurfa-p m

ZnZ; and an it in uup^^M. to avoul i'-«f"J;"-" ;"^;^:';^.;

accurate exi^oiiim-ntH f. detrnnino the laws of fnctM.n are ey

difficult. By means of the apparatus Hhown in tig. b-, the laws

of sliding friction can Ite inveNtigate<l.

Af ig a flat block resting on a

plane surface. A coitl is at-

tache<l to it an«l passes over a

pulley. On the end of the coid

is a pan holding weights.

Let the entire weight on the
i

•
i

• .1 * ..«.

pan be F; tlien the tension of the c(.nl, which is the foice

tending to move the block M, is t^iual to /'.

Now let/* 1)6 increased ntil the bl.M-k J/" moves uniformly over

the surface. The frictior. develo|K.d just K.ilances the force /. If

/' were greater than the friction it woul.l gne an aiceleralion t.> M.

Suppose that the weight on the l.l.K^k is double<l In order to

give a uniform motion to J/ we sliall ha%e to ad.l <louhle the weight

to the pan.
. . .

Tlius the ratio /'/ W is constant ; it is ealle<l the coefficwnt of Jrxc-

txmx between the block M and the surface.

For dry pine, smooth surfaces, the coefficient is al)out 0.25, i.e.,

a 40-pound block would require a 10-pound force U. drag it over a

lioriz«mtal pine surface.

For iron on iron, smooth but not oiletl, the coefficient is alwut

0.2 ; if oilwi, aliout 0.07. Thi.s shows the use of oil as a lubricant.

The following laws have l)een established by experiment

:

(1) Friction varies directly as the pressure between the surfaces

in contact.

(2) Friction is independent of the extent of the surfaces.

(3) Friction is indep««ndent of the rate of motion.

(4) Tlie friction at the instont of starting is greater than in a

state of uniform motion.

80. RoUinff Friction. When a wheel or a sphere rolls on ^

nlane surface the resistonce to the motion produced at tho point .>t

contact is said to be due t.. rolling friction. Tl.is, however, is very

different from tlie friction just iHscussed, as there is no sliding. It

is also very much smaller in magnitude.
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Aft.>r ii nun. wh.-n s..rn« rust has foriiio<l on the rftilH, tJ.e powor
re.|.nr.-l to ,lntw u truin ovor Ummm is .•onsi.l.-ml.ly un-nt.-r tlwm
wh,.„ they are dry and Hni.x.tli, Hinw tlie f.H.Hi..i..nt of fri.tion in
liixlier.

Tn onlimiry wl„..|.s. howover, Hii.linK M.tion is n..t nvoi.led. ]nthe ms,. of the huh of n cania«e (Ki«. G.J) there is sliding' fiietio,,
at tlie point I .

Fi« 04.-HMtion ol tl>* crank
of • biovclt. The cup
which holdi the Mil and
•h« cons on whiih th»v
in arc ihown wiwraUly
«low. Here the lialh
juch the cup In two
{wlnti and rh* con* in
one : it ii a "thrc«-|iolnl"
btariny.

Flo. M. -Brction
through a oarriaKr
hull, iiliowiiij{ an
ortllnary bearuiK.

Tn Iwill-bearings (Fig. 64), wliich are much nswl in hi<vch«»,
automobiles and other high-class bearings, tlio sliding friction is
ahnoNt completely replaced by rolling friction, and hence tliis kind
of Iwariiig has great advantages over the other.

QVB8TI0MI AKD PKOBLEMI

1. Explain tho utility «f frlctiun in

(<0 Locoiiiutive wheels on » railway tr ..

(/') Leather belts fur trniiHinitting iK>wer.

(<•) Brakes to stop u moving car.

2. The current of a river is le.ss rapiil near its hanks than in niid-streaiu.
Can you explain this 7

.'{. What horizontal force is retpiirod to drag a trunk weij,'hini,' 150
pounds across a tloor, if the coefficient of friction between trunk and floor
is 0.3?

4. Give two reasons why it is more difticult to start a lieavily-laden cart
than to keep it in motion after it has started.

5. A lirick. 2x4x8 inches in size, is slid over ice. Will the distance
it moves de|>end on what face it rests upon i



CHAFPER IX

MArillNKS

81. Object of a Machine. A moehino is a (U'vioe by which

eneijjy is trunHferrecl in»n one pluco t«) uii«»th»'r, or is tnvuH-

foriiKMt from one kind to another.

The Hix Hinipk'Ht nmcliines, UHUiilly known as tlie mfchnnical

powem nre, the lever, the pulley, the wh.'«-l niul axK', thf

inclined plone, tlie wed},^} and the scrcv M' other Mmclnni's,

no matter how complicated, are but "'.mh-iaiionH '
•* «heHc

Since energy cannot Iks created or <l.M.oy.tl, Iji;.

changed from one form to anotht r, is vM.ii'. t. a ,
i

ing friction, the amount of work [•'•• ii*' .i i.iiifltiiio

to the amount which it will delr ( ..

82. The Lever; First Olas^. T)i<

movable about a fixed axis called the
'

three clasHeH.

First ClasH. In Fig. 65 ^fl is a ri

nnply

rh'ct-

•pial

!>-v, JH ;i ri^kl rod

I'li'i! y T,.'ver are of

ill ••» v.'hich can turn

Pio. 05.—LcTer o( the flnt cImb,

alwut 0, the fulcnnn. By applying a force Fat A a foi-ec W is

exerted at H against a heavy iKnly, which it is desireil to rai.se.

AO, HO are called the annx of the lever.

Then by the principle of moments, the moment of ..lO force

F about is ecjual to the moment of the force If alnnit O,

that is,

or

or

F X AO =W y. BO,

W ^AO
F HO'

Force obtained = Inverse ratio of lengths of arms.
Force applied

This is ctvlled the Law of the Lever, and the ratio WjF

is called the mechanical a<lvantrtge.

«7
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SnjiiMis... fur iiistaiin-, A(f ^ 'Ml incluH, HO .-. 4, indies.

Ilu'ii „ = ',,,. ^ , = !•, till* iiiwliunicul uilviiiitjM't'.
/ JSU 4

Tlicro !iiu many exuinplcs of levi>i-s of (lie first class.

Anion;; tlu-ni ur«', tin* coniimtii l)alance, a pump handle, a jmir
t)f Hcissoi-s

(
V\ir. (j(i), a elaw-hannuer (Fitj G7 ).

Ki... Cti Sheam. l.-HTO»lliennit(l»!«i. Km. 67. »U» haiiiin^r. lu,.;, Iner
i>( the lint I'lawi.

Till' law of tlif Ifvcr rail Im' olitainei] hy applying the
principle of ener^^ry.

SiipjMise I lie emi A ( Fi^'. GS) to move thron^'h a <Iistanr«' a

^ B̂

Klo. 68.

Jin.l the end // throu;,'li a di.stance k It is evi<ient that

/'
~ an

Now the work done hy the f<.ree /', aetinjj throii^di a distance
ii is/' X ii, while the work done hy 11' acting' throu^di a dis-

tiince I, is 11' x h.

Ne^dectin;,' all consi.li'iations of friction or of the wei^dit of
tJie lever, the Work done hy the appli.d f«irre A' must be eipial

to tile work aecompli«he<l l)y the force H'.

Hence /'.t = Wb,

, ., I •
I ,

ir (f AO
an« I the mechanical ad vanta^re ., : , ^r. ..." / h lUt

wliich is the law of the lever.

83. The Lever; Second Class. In levers of the si'cond
class the W(!i;;ht to Im; lilted is plactnl Itetween the iH>int where
the force is applied and tlit; fulcrum.
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As iM'forc, the force F is uppliea at A (Fij:. T.!)), but the

force pro.luce(l is exurtt-a ut H, iH-'twofii A ami the fulcnnn O.

^ '"^
% f

Kio. 70.—Theory ol th« lever o( the

econd clMi.

Km. i». I^evcr ol the eecoml rl»M.

Here \\v hiivo, hy the principle of iiioiiientH,

F X AG = ^y X 7^0.

and the nieclianicui advantage y = yjT^. winch ni kverM ot

tliis class is always tjreatrr than 1.

Or, hy apply inj; th.- principle of energy (Fij,'- TO). work done

hy Fis F<i, by H' is Wh.

Hence F<i = Wh,

^ = '* _ '^'\ the law of the lever.
^^ F h ~ HO

Examples «.f Kivers of the second class: nut-crackers (Fij;.

71), trinnnin^r IkmuiI (Fij;. 72). safety-valve (Fig. 73), wheel-

l)arrow, oar of a row-

boat.

Kiu 71 -Nutcrmrkert lever ol the Fio. 7i Trimminn bowrd lor cuUiim paper ot

eecondclii. cMdhoarf ; levsr ol the eeoond clMfc

ria 73 - A MlH vv»lve ol iiU-air. toiler. |l.ev»r ol the eeroiwl Hmb. ) I i» the lever arm, T
thev.lvroo which the preeeure le exerted, If the w.wht which >. lifted. # the fulcrum.
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81-The Lever; Third Class. In tlii^ case the force F
1^

i.s JipplitMl lM't\v««fti tht' fulcrum and
jg- t^ I I the wciffht t(j 1h' lifted. (Fig. 74.)

\IJ A.S iK'forc, w»' liave

F y. AG ^ W X HO,
Kki. 71. - A Icvir of the Ihinl ilaw.

or == *
, thf law of tin; IcviT.

/ lill

\olic.' that tht' \vti;,'ht lifted is ahv.iys l('s.s ihiin the force

apjilicil, or tin- nu'chaiiical advantaj;*' is l»'s.s than 1.

Kxainplts of Icvci-s of this class: su»;ar-tongH (Ki;;. 7.')), tlic

hiniiaii fc.irariii (Fi;;. 7();; treadle of a luthe or a sewing
niachiiif.

Km. TS. -Sutrar-tongf, lever of the thlnl

Km 7B.—Human forearm, lever of the
thiril rIsM. on* end of the hicera
niiiaiie U attached at the nhoulder, the
other in attarhett to th* radial bone near
the elbow, and e^erto a force to raiM the
weiitlit in the hand.

PROBLEMS

1. K.\|ilftin the action of tin- HteeiyanlM

(Fi'_'. 77). To ttliicli cIhss of h-vt-rs <loeH

it hi'loiii.' V If tin- iliMtjuice from /»' to i)

is 1\ iiuhfs. M?nl the sliilinj; weight /*

when (It (I rlisiniuo (i inchns from f>

Kil.ih.o H III.IS.S ,,f 5 ll>. ,,|| the h«M)k,

»h.it iiiust he till- \v<-ii;ht of I'

i

If I hi' iiias.it on the hook in tiM> jjroat

to Ih l.:il;in. 1 i liv /'. what niMitioiial

attmltrx' J
I wniild \w rei|uire<i in order

to weivjli ii /
>'iu. 77. -The atMlyaidt.
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2. A hand-barrow (Fig. 78). with the mass loaded on it weighs 210

IKtiindH. The centre of gravity of th« liarrow and load is 4 feet from the

front handles and 3

fuut from the back

onus. Find the

amount each mun
Citrries

3. To draw a nail

from a piece of wood

riM|uires a pull of

200 pounds. A
claw-haninicr is

used, the nail lieing

Ih inches from the

fulcrum O (FiK. «7) ^ . . u.
, , , , , . Fin. 78.—The hand-barrow,

and tlie hiind bemg

8 inches from 0. Find what force the hiind must exert to draw the nail.

4. A cubical block of ^ranite, whose edge is 3 feet in length and which

weighs 4500 lbs., is raised by thrusting one end of a crowbar 40 inches

Ions; under it to the diHtance of 4 inches, and then lifting on the other end.

What force must l»e exerteil ?

85. The Pulley. The pulley in used sometimes t(t change the

direction in which a force acts, sometimes to gain mechanical

advantage, and sometimes for Ijoth purpos.'S. We shall neglect

the weight and friction of the pulley and the rope.

A single fixed pulley, such as is shown in Fig. 79, can

change the direction of a force hut cannot give a

mechanical advantage greater than 1. F, the force

applied, is eciual to the weight lifted, W.

By this arrangement a lift is changed into a pull

in any convenient direction. It is often used in

raising materials during the construction of u

building.

irie.7!».-A«x«d ^y inserting a spring Imlance, S, in the rope, he-

?il"ng*i"tKe tween the hand and the pulley, one can show that

dirw'ion of
^jj^ j^,j,pg p jg pfjual to the >\ eight W.
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F

B

SupiMiMe the hand to iiiovi." tliroiijjli a ilistnncc «, then the

Wfijfht rises tlirou^rh tlie same (liHtaiicc.

^^ Hence F x n = W x <»

^ orF= W
*

a.s tested hy tlie spring Ixilanco.

86. A Single Movable Pulley. Here the wei<rht

W (Ki«j;. SO) is snpiMirted hy tlie two p<irtions,

H and C, of the r<)[)e, and hence each portion

supports half of it.

kk. ni With a
Thus the force F is (Mjual to A 11', and the

trjo^'effl HU'chanical alvantajje is 2.

(rrc»t' ai the TIlis result can also Ihj obtained fix>ni the
weii^ht li(te<l. ... ,,

principle ot enerjjy.

Ltit «» Ih' the dislanoe throujjh which IK rises. Then each

jKjrtion, Ji anil (\ of tlie rojwf will Ir? shortened

a distance o, and so F will move throuj^h a

distance 2ii.

Then, since

F X 2a = W X o

Wi'F = 2, the mechanical advantage.

For convenitMice a tixed pulley also is

generally used jih in Fig. 81.

Here when the weight rises 1 inch, /J and ('

each shorten 1 inch and hence A lengthens 2 ''L<flmmlbu.',.!!nrJ

inches. That is. F moves through twice as
l^ili^^^^fiJl 'iTnT™'!

far as W, and W F = 2. jus before.
duc«i one han.

87. Other Systems of PnUeys. Various eombinations of

pulleys may 1m; used. Two are shown in Figs. 82, 83, the

latt<;r one l)eing very commonly seen.

Here there are six {M)rtions of the rope supporting IK,

and hence the tension in each {xn'tion is g W.
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Honco F = I W,

or a force tMjual to } W will h«)lil up

iiej^lects friction, wliich in

such a system is often con-

siderable, and it therefore

follows that to prevent W
from descending, less than I

W will bo retiuired. On the

otiier hand, to actually lift W
the fon-e F nmst be gieater

than J W. In every case fric-

tion acts to prevent nu»tion.

Let us apply the principle

of energy to this case. If IK

rises 1 foot each portion of 'oj

«

the rope supporting it must

shorten 1 foot and the force F will move G feet.

Then, work done on W = W x I foot-iwunds

,. l)y F = F X «

These are e»|ual, and hence

W = 6F
or WF = 6, the mechanical advantage.

W. Tliis entirely

Km. (ii — CombiDalian
y( ; A timet

the fbrue li(te<l.

Kio. 83. — A fuallUr
comliinklion (or
iniiltiiilyiug the toicc

• time*.

PROBLEMS

1. .\ clock niiiy ho ariveii in two ways. Fintt, the weight may be

Rtt*cheil to the end of thtj conl ; or secontlly, it may Iw attached to a

pulley, movahlo hh in Fig. 80, one end of the cord being fastened to

the framework, and tlie other being wound ab<jut the liarrol of the driving

wheel. Compare the weights re<iuired, and also the length of time the

clock will run in the two cases.

2. Find the mechanical advaiitAge of the system shown in Fig. 84.

This arrangement is called the Simnish Barton.
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3. Wliiit frnctiuii nf hi)« wi-ig1it iiuwt tliv iimii Hhowii in Fig. 86 exert in

oriltT to raiw liiuiHulf ?

I . „ I /^
'mf

i
Flu. 84. Thr SiMUiish Itartoii. Km. 85.—An cmv nirthoil

to raiw one's »v\1.

Fill. 86.—FimI tht preamirt
ol the feet on the Hoor':'

4. A man weighing 140 |)<iiiiitls {miIIh up h weight of 80 iioiiixiii by

nicanH of a tixeil piilley, untlur which lio hIhiuIs (Fig. Kl>). Find his

prcsKurc on the Hoor.

88. The Wheel and Axle. TliLs inachino i.s shown in Fi<;s.

H7, HH. It i.s evident that in t)iie

conipk'te rotation tl>e wcijjlit /'will

desoL-nd a di.stance etiual to the cir-

CUiiiffi-enci' of the whet-l, while the

^ weijjht W will rise a (listanci- e»|Uttl

to the circuniftTenee of the axle.

Fio «7.-T' iipfi Fio. 8s.-nia(rTam HcHce F X circuniferencc of
»nd to explain the

, , ,ir . « ,.

wheel and axle, wlieel = Ir X circuniierfiice Ol

nxh;. L. tile i.idii he It and r, resjKsctively ; the circumfer-

ences wili be 'Itrlt and ^irr, and therefore

F X -IttR = W X 2xr,

or Fit = Wr,

W H
and = , the mechanical advantajje.

t r

This result can also be seen from Fi;;. MS. The wheel and

axle turn alMtiil the centre (\ Now W aets at Ji, a distance r

from C, ami /'acts at A, a distance Ji from C.

Then, from the principle of the lever

FxR=Wxr,as before.
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.^

89. Examples of Wheel and Axle. The windlass (Fi};. 89)

is a coiiinion exanii)l«', but, in pliico of a

wheel, hanilles are uwhI Ftirces are

applied at tlie handles and the bucket

iH lifted by the ru\Mi, which is wound

aljout the axle.

Iff'-: applied force, and W -^ weight

.... , IK length of crank
*^*'

' >' ~ radius of axle Fio (,».-Wln»llmi.i««llndr«w
'

iin; wal cr Iroiii a well.

The caipstan, used on board .ships for raisinj,' the anchor,

in another example (Fig. 90).

The sailors apply the force by

pushing against bars thrust into

4' r ._* V'^^i* holes near the top of the capstan.

.„P_Vt)----T^^^^ Usually the rope is too long to be
t vv

^^jj pj,jjy,| „p ,„j i]yQ biirrel, so it is

passed alnjut it several times and

the end A is held by a man who

keeiw that portion taut The

friction is sufficient to prevent

the rope from slipping. Sometimes the end Ji is fastened to a

post or a ring on the dock, and by turning the capstan this

jMjrtion is shortened and the ship is drawn into the dock.

90. Differential Wheel and Axle. This machine is shown

in Fig. 91. It will be seen that the rope

winds ott' one axle and on the inlur.

Hence in one rotation of the crank the

roiHJ is lengthened (or shortened) by an

uniount eipial to the ditierence in the

circumferences of the two axles; but

since the rojHj pa.sses round a movable

pulley, the wi'ight to Ins lifted, attached _
to this pulley, will rise only one-half Fw.oi.-w(r«renti»iwhe«i

the ditierence in the circumferences.

Fio. 90. -KaiiinK the nhipi anchor by i

ca|Mtaii.
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'riiuM l»y iiifikiii;,' tin- Iwo »lrnms whirh form tlic axl«'s

nearly e<iii.il in si/.t? w»' can niako tlii^ (liffbrcnce in thi'ir

rirciniift'n'ncfs as small as wt; plfiis*-, and tlio nieclmuictil

a<lvunlu!'tf will Ix- as threat a.s wc desiro.

91. Oifferential Pulley. This is sonu'wiiat Himilar to the

, , last dt'scrilM'il niachin*.'. (Figs.

92, 9:i.)

Two pullfys, of diHiTont radii

(Fi;;. 92), are fastoncMl together

and turn with the sjinie unjjular

velocity. Grooves are cut in the

pulleys so as to receive an end-

less chain and prevent it from

slippint;.

Suppose the cliain is pulled at

F until the two pulleys liave
Km. K> plana-
lion of iire"a."Ii«i made a complete rocation. Then ''aj,,»ira,il^* oTVhi
of til* iliiri-rfntlal „ .,. , i , , din*
imiiM. / Will have moveil throu^^h a

lt*rcnlial pulley.

distance eipml to the circumference t)f ^1, and it will have

done work
= F X oireumforence of A.

Also, the chain l)etween tin* upper and the lower pulley

will be shortened hy the circiniiference of A but lengthened

l>y the circumference of /», and the net shortening is the

iliHt-rence Ijetween these two cireumfereiiees.

Hut the weight W will rise only half of this ditt'erenee.

Hence work done hy IK

= W X A diHerenee of circumferences of A and li,

W eircumference of .1
and therefort

F .', ditt'erenee of circumferences of A and li

E
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nMuau
1. A iiwii w.•i^llinK HiO iKiuntb i« arawii up out of ii w.ll >.y nu'iiim of a

winaiuMM, tlie axle of wl.iili is 8 iuchux in diaiiiuter. «ih1 tlio .rank '-U

inclii-s loll.'. Kiii.1 the foi.e r.MpiireiJ t« »h» ftjii-i;.-.! to td.- I.iumII. .

Kio. !M.- WiiKllaM, with HMU-iiiB, »uch w w iu»<l wUh » l>ile-<lri» .r.

± Calculiite the iiiecliunicftl uilvaiituao of the wimlliuw nhown in Fig.

94. Tlie length of tlie cniiik is 16 inches, the small wheel has 12 teeth

ana the hiryo ..no 12(). uiulthe .liameter of the arum a»M.iit which the roi*

IN wouna is iiiclieH.

If a force of r.0 i>ouiia« he iipplie-l to eneh crunk how great a weight

can Ihj rai»e«l f (Ne^jlect friction.)

92. The Inclined Plane. U'i a Kouvy uuu«, such hh a baii-el

or a 1m)X, lit' inllfd or «lia<,';jc'il n\* an

iiicliiiu<l plane AC (I'V HH) whose

leiijjtii in / aiul In-ijjlit A, liy liH-ans of

a force F, iiuiJillel t« tlie jilaiie. The

work floiM' is F X I.

Ao^ain the weiirht is raised tliroimh

a lieijjht li ami so, nctfleetiiifj friction,

the work ilone = W x //.

H.-nce /'/ = U7/,

""' F =
h-

that is, the mechanical advantajje is the ratio of tlie lenjjth to

the heij^ht of the phuie.

Kiu. «f..-Theor>' o( the incliiiMl

)itaii«.
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Flu. IW.—The wolve, mi (ppltotion of
the iiicliiieil plani*.

Till' indiiH'd pluiu', in tin? form of a piftnk or a Mki«l, in hh«v1

ill liNuIiii^ ;j(mh1h on ii wii^joii or Ji railway car.

Taking friction into lu'count, tliu nicclinnical advantrs^o is

not HO ^rt>at,aiid to iiMliicf tlio friction um niucli tw |M»r.siliU.

th»' Inxly may lie i-oIUmI up the plant'.

93. The Wedg0. Tlie wod^e i.s desij^nod to overcome jjroat

reMiNtiincu through a Hiiiall H])act>.

Its moHt familiar uho is in Hplittiiig

W(mk1, Kiiivvs, axcH and chiscb are

also oxamplfH of M'tnlgt's.

Tli«3 resiHtance IK (Fi;;. 96) to l»o

ovorcomo Bct« at right angU's to

Uie slant Hidf.s Ji(\ DC, of tho Modgo, and when the we«li:t? hiw
Ix'cn di-ivfu in as whown in the figui-f, tho work done in

pushing Iwu'k one side of tho split hlix'k will lie W x ^1 A', and
hence the work for Itoth sides is II' x 2 A K.

Hut the applied force F ads through a space ylT, andso
diH's work F x .1''.

Hence W X 2AK = F x A(\

,
W AC

'""' T = 2AK-
This is the mechanical a«lvantage, which is evidently greater

the thinner the wedge i.s.

Tliis result is (»f little practical value, as

we have not taken friction into account,

nor the fact that the force F is applied jis

a hlow, not as a steady pressure. Both of

these factors are of great im{)urtancc.

94. The Screw. The screw consists of a
gnK)ve<l cylimler which turns within a

hollow cylinder or nut which it just fits.

The distance from one thread to the Kiu. »7.Thrja<k»»tw.

next i.s called the jntch.
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Tho liiw of tho Hcnnv in oasily ohtainod. U't I »» tlio

l.-iK'th i.f i\w h.m.no by wJiich tlio screw is tunu'd (Fijj. 97)

an.r F the f.)rce .x.Ttcfl on it. In one rotation of tho Hcrew

tho t.n.l of tlio l>:imlle doHcrHK>s tho cimunfertueo of a circle

wiUi nvliuH /. tlmt is. it niuvoH throujjh a diHtance 2^1, and

tho work doiio in tliorofnro

F X 27r/.

U«t W U) tho foico pxorted upwardn as tho wrew rises, ami

(/ Iw tho nitcli. Ill «»iio rotation tho work dimo in

W X </.

Hcnco ]V X <l ^ F X 2vl,

W 2ir/

or the meclianical lulvuntajjo is e.iual to tho ratio of the

circuniferenco of tho circle traced out by the end of the

haiuUe to tho pitch of the screw.

In actual practice the advantajje

is much leas than this on account of

friction.

The scn^w is really an application
j

of the inclined plane. If a tri- L
........,' • !?• Fio. 98.-DI»iir»m to ihow thatthe

aiK'ular piece of paper, as in fl<^. .crrw l* an appUcatiun ol th* tu-

98, is wrapped about a cylinder

(a Iciwl pencil, for instance), the hypotenuse of the triangle

will trace out a spiral like the thread of a screw.

Fio. W. -The inter pre*. ••'"• >«> -!*• '"•^•h*'"'='» *'<»•

Examples of the screw are seen in the letter press (Fig 99),

and the vice (Fig. 100>
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80 MACHINES

ill'

I

M 1

ILLUSTRATIVE PROBLEMS

1. Wliy sliould shears for cutting inutal have sliort lilailes and 1.

handles ?

.ng

In the driving nipchanism of a self-binder, shown in Fig. 101, the

driving-wheel A
lias a diameter

of 3 feet, the

sprocket-wheels

B and C have

40 teeth and 10

teeth, respec-

tively. The large

gear-wheel D
has 37 teeth and

the small one E
has 12 teeth, and

the crank 6 is 3

in. long. Neg-
lecting friction,

what pull on the

driving-wheel

Fio. 101.—The driviiisr part of a self-binder. The drivine-wheel A it
drawn forward by the horses. On its axis is the sprocket-wheel B,
and this, by means of the chain drives the sprocket-wheel C. The
latter drives the cog-wheel D which, again, drives the cog-wheel E
and this causes the shaft F with the crank on its end to rotate.

will be required to exert a force of 10 pounds on the crank G ?

3. Explain the action of the

levers in the scale shown in

Fig. 102.

If HFi = 12 ft., f'Z)! = 4

inches, MN = 3« inches, KM
= 3 inches, what weight on N
would balance 2000 pounds of

a load (wagon and contents)?

In the scale E*F^ = E'F\ and Fw. 102.—Diagram of multiplving levers in a scale

CTni _ THnt o„ *!,„ 1 1 •
Jo'we'KhInK hay, coal and other heavy loads.r U — fU , 80 the load is In the figure is shown one half of the system of

o:n.r.l.r -i;..;j„j . II 1 i.
levers, as seen from one end. The platform /*Simply divided ecjually between rests on knife-edges /)', />', the former of whic'h

the two levers i* ?." * l°"f 'iS^®""-
^^^ '""*' °" * ^^ort one. Theiiie iw o le^ ers. knifc-ndge. F> . y »t the ends of these lever, are

supported by suspension from the brackets C, C
which are rigidly connected with the earth.
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Fio. 103.—Train of wheel* used

in a atandard clock- One end
of tile wciglit-cord ia fastened

to ttie frame of t»»e clock and
tiie otlier is wound on tiie

l»rrel B; tliis drives the

(treat wheel G, which has
144 teeth; this turns tlie

pinion c, which drives the

centre wheel C, having 96

teeth ; this turns the pinion

t which drives the third wheel
T, having 90 teeth ; this turns

the pinion « which drives the

escape-wheel X, with 30 teeth-

All tne pini'<ns have 12 leaves,

or teeth-

4. In the train of

wheels shown in Fig.

103, let the diameter

of the barrel B he 2

inches and that of the

escape-wheel JS? be IJ

inches, and let the

weight Whe 10 pounds.

Neglecting friction,

what force must the

fingers exert to pre-

vent the escape-wheel

from turning ? If fric-

tion consumes half the

power, what force will

be required 1



PART III -MECHANICS OF FLUIDS

I

i,

CIlAI'TKll X

PuEssrRE OK Liquids

95. Transmission of Pressure by Fluids. One of the most
characteristic properties of matter is its power to transmit

force. The liarness connects tlie horse
with its load; tlie piston anJ connecting
rods convey tlie pressure of the steam
to the driving wheels of the locomotive.

Solids transmit pressure only in the line

of action of the force. Fluids act difler-

ently. If a globe and cylinder of tlie

form shown in Fig. 104, is tilled with
water and a force exerted on the water
by means of a piston, it will be seen that
the pressure is trunHmitted, not simply
in the direction in which the force is

applied, but in all directions; because jets of water are
thrown with velocities which are apparently equal from all

the apertures. If the conditions are modi-
fied by connecting U-shaped tubes partially

filled with mercury with the globe, as shown
in Fig. 105, it will be found that when the
piston is inserted, the change in level of the
mercury, caused by the transmitted pressure,

is the same in each tube. This would show
that the pressure applied to the piston is

transmitted equally in all directions by the
water.

This principle, which is true of gases as

well as lifjuids, nuiy be stated Jis follows :—
82

Kio. lt>4.—Pressure applied
to the piston tranxniitted
in all directions by the
liquid within the triobe.

Fig. 105.—Transmission
shown to be equal in
all directions by pres-
sure gauges.
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Presmire exerted anywhrre on Ike vuihi^ of a Jluld /s- //vnjs-

m'Uted uvdiminlxhed in <dl directions, and avt.^ irifh the.

mme force on all eqiud surfaces in a direction atri<iht amjleH

to them. The principle was first enunciated by Pascal, and is

crenerally known as Pascal's Law.*

96. Practical Applications of Pascal's Principle. Pascal

himself pointed out how it was possible, by the application

of this principle, to multiply

force for practical purposes.

By experimenting with pis-

tons inserted into a closed

vessel filled with water, he

showed that the pressures ex-

erted on the pistons when

made to balance were in the

ratio of their areas. Thus if

the area of piston A (Fig.

106) is one scjuare centimetre,

and that of B ten times as great, one unit of force applied

to A will transnnt ten units to B. It is evident that this

principle has almost unlimited application. Pascal remarks,

" Hence it follows that a vessel full of water is a new principle

of Mechanics and a new machine for multiplying forces any

d,egree we choose." Since Pascal's time tiie "new machine"

has taken a great variety of forms, and has been used for a

great variety of purposes.

97. Hydraulic Press. One of the most common forms is

that known as Bramah's hydraulic press, which is ordinarily

used whenever great force is to be exerted through short

distances, as in pressing goo<ls into bales, extracting oils from

seeds, making dies, testing the strength of materials, etc. Its

construction is shown -n Fig. 107. A and B are two cylinders

•It appears in Pascal's Traitf de Veiiuilihre den linueum, written in IBTiS h\it first published

in 1063, one year after the author's death

Fio. 106.—Force multiplied by transniission of

pressure.
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il

r

f

'I

c*.iUK.rt...l with eaoh otli.-r xuA with a wator cistern by
pilM^s cl..s..(l hy MiK,.s \\ HM.l i;,. In tiu.Ho cylin.hM-« work
pistons 1\ and P, throu^^li w.-iter-ti^rht collars, P, being

moved by a lever. The b<xlies

to \>ii pressed ai-e h«-l.l between
plates C and IK When 1\ is

raised hy the lever, Mater flows
up from the cistern through
the valve Fj

and fills the

o\-lin<ler A.

On the down-
stroke the
lal ve IS

closed and the
Km. 107.—nrauiah's hjclraulio press

water is forced through the valve l''., into the
cylinder i?, thus exerting a force on the piston

A. which will be as many times that applied
to P, as the area of the cross-section of P., is
that of the cross-section of 1\. It is evident
that by decreasing the size of P„ nnd in-
creasing that of P.,, an immense force may
lie developed by the machine. While this is
true, it is to be noted that the upward
movement of P., will be very slo\,-. because
the action of the machine must conform
to the law enunciated in §81, that is,

the force acting on Pj x tlie distance thro.iyli
which it moves = the force acfing on P., x the
distance throu<;h which it moves.

98. The Hydraulic Elevator. Another
important application of the multiplication of force throu^di
the principle of ecpial transmission of pressure by fluids^is
the hydraulic elevator, used as a means of conveyance from

Kio. ins.-H.vdrauIic
elevator.
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floor to floor in buildinjjs. In it.s simplest form it consists of

a ca<,'e J , supported on a piston P, which works in a long

cylindrical tube C. (Fijj. 108.) The tube is connected with

the water mains and the sewers by a three-way valve D
which is actuated by a cord E passing throuj^h the cage.

When the cord is pulled up by the operator, the valve takes

the position shown at I), and the cage is forced up by the

pressure on P of the water which rushes into (' from the

mains. Wl;en the cord is pulled down, the valve takes the

jx)sition shown at F (below), and the cage descends by its

own weight forcing the water out of C into the sewei-s.

When a higher lift, or increased speed is required, the cage

is connected with the piston by a system of pulleys which

multiplies, in the movement of the cage, the distance travelled

by the piston.

Flo. tUO.—Hydraulic lift-lock at Peterborough, Out., capable ol liftiiij; a HO-(00t
teanier 05 feet.
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vf

Kio. 110.—Principle of the lift-lock.

99. Canal Lift-Lock. Tl.« hydraulic lift-iock, designed to
take tii(! place of ordinary locks wliere a ^'reat difference of
level is fouiKl ill sliort distances, is another application of the
principle of eipial transmission. Fitj. 109 gives a general view
of the Peterlx)i-ough Lift Lock, the largest of its kind in the

world, and Fig. 110 is a simple

diagrammatic section showinir its

pn.iciple of operation. The lift-

lock consists of two immense
hydraulic elevators, supporting on
their pistons 1\ and P., tanks A
and Ji in which float the vessels

to be raised or lowered. The
presses are connected by a pipe
containing a valve R which can
be operated by the lockmaster in

his cabin at the top of the central tower. To perform the
lockage, the vessel is towed into one tank and the gates at
the end leading from the canal are closed. The upper tank is
then made to de.scend by being loaded with a few inches
more of water than the lower. On opening the valve the
additional weight in the upper tank forces the water from its

press into the other, and it gradually descends while the other
tank is raised. The action, it will hv. observed, is automatic,
but hydraulic machinery is provided for forcing water into
the presses to make up pressure lost through leakage.

100. Pressure due to Weight. Our common experiences
ill the handling of licjuids give us evidence of force within
the:r mass. When, for example, we pierce a hole in a water-
pipe or in the side or the bottom of a vessel filled with water,
we find that the water rushes out with an intensity which we
know, in a general way, to depend on the height of the water
above the opening. Again, if we hold a cork at the bottom
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Fio. 111.—Prewure K^uge.

of u vessel containing water, nnd let it jjo, i£ is forced up to

the surface of the water, where it remains, its weijjht boing

supported by the pressure of the licjuid on its under surface.

101. Relation between Pressure and Depth. Since the

lower layers of the liquid support the upi)er layers, it is to be

expected that this force within the nia.ss, due to the action

of gravity, will increase with tlie depth. To investigate this

relation, prepare a pressure gauge of the

form shown in Fig. Ill by stretching a

rubber membrane over a thistle-tube A,

which IS connected by means of a rubber

tube M'ith a U-shaped gla.ss tube 7^, partially

filled with water. The action of the gauge is shown by

pressing on the membrane. Pressui-e transmitted to the

water by the air in the tube is measured by the difference in

level of the water in the branches of the U-tube.

Now place A in a jar of water (which should be at the

temperature of the room), and gradually push it downward

(Fig. 112). The changes in the level of the water in the

branches of the U-shaped tube indicate an increase in pressure

with the increase in depth. Careful experiments have shown

that this pressure increases from the surface downward in

direct proportion to the depth.

102. Pressure Equal in all Directions at the same Depth.

If the thistle-tube A is made to face in different directions

while the centre of the membrane is

kept at the same depth, no change in

the diiierence in level of the water in

the U-shaped tube is observed. Evi-

dently the magnitude of the force at

any point within the fluid mass is

independent of the direction of pres-

sure. The vpmrrd, downward, and

lateral premiireM are equal at the

m^

Fio. 112.—Invcstiftation ol prM-

sure within the manot a liquid

by preaaure gauge.

sanie depth.
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>

Kio. 113.—Preraum on the liottoiiiiol veHcU of
different Hhapeii and caparitie*.

103. Magnitude of Pressure due to Weight. Tli« down-
wiinl picsstue of a li<|ui<l, nay water, on tlie IkUIoiii of a vessel

with vertical sicieH is obviously the wei>jht of the liquid. But,

if the sides of the v«'s.sel

are not vertical, the mag-
nitude of the force is not

so apparent. The appa-

ratus shown in Fig. 113

may bo U8e«l to investi-

gate the question. A, B,

C, and D are tnlnis of

different shapes but made
to fit into a common base.

K is a movable Ixittom

held in position by a lever

and weight. Attach the

cylindrical tube to the
base, and support the l)ottom N in position. Now place any
suitable weight in the scale-pan and pour water into the tube
until the pressure detaches the bottom. If the experiment be
repeated, using in succession the tubes A, B, C, and D, and
marking with the pointer the height of the water when the

bottom is detached, it will be found that the height is the
same for all tubi's, so long as the weight in the scale-pan

remains unchanged. The pressure on the bottom of a vessel

filled with a given licjuid is, therefore, dependent only on the
depth. It is independent of the form of the vessel and of
the amount of liquid which it contains. This conclusion, is

sometimes known as the hydrostatic 2^<'^fii<loJ-, because it

would seem impossible that a small quantity of liquid, like

that contained in tube D, could exert the same force on
the bottom as that exerted by the larger quantity con-
tained in B.
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Flo. 114.—ExplMtation of tha hydro-
•Utio pandox.

IM. Explanation of the Paradox. By an arrangement very
similar to that jiHt«le.scrihe<l Pascal first

demonstratecl the truth of liin Principle,
and also showed how to apply it to ex-
plain the apparent contradiction.

Take, for example, the case of a
vessel of the form D (Fig. 11.3). Tho
pressure on the bottom JJF (Fig. 114)
is equal to the weight of the water in
CDFE, together with the pressure duo
to the water in LA UK. Ndw on the
lower faces of CK and BE there is an
upward pressure (which is that due to
a depth AB ol the water), and these
surfaces exert upon the water a reaction downwards, which is
transmittetl to the base. If the spaces UK and AK were filled
with water the pressure downwards on VK and BE would just
balance the upward pressure on them.
Hence the entire pressure on the bottom is equal to the weight

of the water in HDFG, or the pressure on the bottom is the same
as if the vessel had vertical sides.

Now take the ca.se of the funnel-
shaped vessel B (Fig. 113). Since the
pressure at any point in the wall is

perpendicular to the wall, it may have
a vertical component which is balanced
by the reaction of the wull at the point
(Fig. 115). Hence the weight of the
water is supported in part by the sides

of the vessel, the bottom supporting > >nly

the vertical column BCDE.

105. Snrface of a Liquid in Con-
necting Tubes. If a liquid is poured
into a series of connecting tubes

(Fig. 116), it will rise to the same horizontal plane in all

the tubes. The reason is

apparent. Consider, for ex-

ample, the tubes A and B.

Let a and h be two points in

the same horizontal plane. „ „ .

rn. ,. ., . , ,
Fio. lie.—Surface rf « liquid in oonn«ctiiiB tub«»

1 he liquid is at rest only ^^' "»e same horizontal place.

on the condition that the pressure at a in the direction

Fio. 115. — Explanation of hy-
droaUlic paradox, r, prenure
of liquid lA A; p, vertical
component ; q, horizontal com.
ponent.
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nh is t'(|Ual to tho pnssHuro at b in tin; dircctioit fni ; but

Hince tliu pressure ut cither of these points varies as its depth

or.ly, and is independent of the shape of the vessel, or ot" tl>e

quantity of the li({uid in the tulies, the height of the ]i(|uid in

A above a must be the same as the height in Ji above b.

This principle, that " water seeks its own level," is in a

variety of ways, of practical im[)ortance. Possibly the common
method of supplying cities with water furnishes the most

striking example. Fig. 117 shows the main features of a

FlO, 117.—Water supply lytteni. A, lourMol water •apply; B, puinpinK itation; C, •tutd*
pipe ; D, house iiupplieri with water ; K, fountain ; r, hydrant (or flr« hote.

modern system. While there are various means by which

the water is collected and foi'ced into a reservoir or stand-

pipe, the distribution in all cases depends on the principle

that, however ramified the system of service pipes, or however

high or low they may >)e carried on streets or in buildings,

there is a tendency in the water which they contain to rise

to the level of the water in the original source of supply

connected with the pipes.

Flo, 118.—Artesian ba«ln. i4, impermeable strata. £, permeable stratum. C, C, pointe where
permeable stratum reaches the surface. W, artesian well.

106. Artesian Wells. The rise of water in artesian wells

is also due to the tendency of a liquid to find its own level.
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Tlujso wpIIh aro Ixrofl nt tli<! Itottoin of cup-sliapeil Imsins

(Fifjf. llHj, whivU aro frequently niiuiy iiiilc8 in wi.Uh. Thr
upper Htrata aio iuipcnneahlo, but lower down is found a
Htratuni of I(m)ho Hand.jijravfl.or hrf)ken utone containing water
whicli has run into it at the points where the p«!rnH'able htratuni
readies the surface. VVlien the upper strata are pierced the
water tends to rise with a force njore or l«'.ss great, deijending
on the heij^ht of the head of water exerting the pressure.

PROBLSMI

1. A clnmid vessel in fille.l witli li.jui.l, and two circiiUr piHtoiw, whosu
diftiueters arc rtNi.oi;tivcly 2 cm. and f> cm. iiiHcrted. If tlio presNiire on
tho nmller piston is 50 grams, find the pressure on the larger piston
when they Iwlance each other.

2. The diameter of tlie large piston of a hydraulic press is 100 cm. and
that of the smaller pistcm 6 cm. What force will be exerted by the press
whtn a force of 2 kilograms is applied to the small
piston i

3. The diameter of tho piston of a hydraulic
elevator is 14 inclies. Neglecting friction, what load,

including the weight of the cage, can be lifted when
the pressure of the water in the mains is 75 pounds
{ler sq. inch ?

4. What is the jiressure in grams i)er sq. cm. at a
depth of 100 metres in water ? (Density of water one
gram per c.c.

)

6. The area of the cross-section of the piston P
(Fig. 119), is 120 sq. cm. What weight must be
placed on it to maintain equilibrium when the water
ill tho pipe B stands at a height of 3 metres above
the height of tho water in A 1

6. The wftter pressure at a faucet in a house supplied with water by
pipes connected with a distant reservoir is 80 pounds per sq. inch when
the water in the system is at rest. What is the vertical height f)f the
surface of the water in the reservoir above the faucet ? (1 lb. water =
£7.73 c.c. ; see Table opposite page 1.)

Fl8. iiu.



CHAPTER XI

Bi<)YA.\c\ OF Fluids

107. Nature of Buoyancy. When a bo»ly is iinniei-sed in a
li<|ui(l every point of its surface is subjected to a pressure

wliicli is perpendicular to tlie surface at that point, and which
varies as tlie depth of tliat point below the surface of the

li(|uid. When these pressures are resolved into horizontal

and vertical components, the horizontal components balance

each other ; and since the pressure on the lower part of the

b«t(ly is jjreater than that on the upper part, the resultant of

all the forces acting upon the body must be vertical and act

upward. This force is teriued the resultant vertical pressure

or baui/ancy of the fluid.

Consider, for example, the resultant pressure on a solid

in the form of a cube, whose edge is 1 cm., immersed

in water with its upper face horizontal at

a depth of, say, 1 cm. below the surface.

(Fig. 120). Obviously the pressures on
the vertical sides balance. The resultant

force, which is vertical, is the difference

between the pressure on the top and that

on the bottom ; but the pressure on the

top is the weight of a column of water 1

sq. cm. in section and 1 cm. long, and the

pressure on the bottom is the weight of a similar column 2 cm.

long (§ 102). Hence the cube is buoyed up with a force which

is the weight of a column of water 1 sij. cm. in section and

1 cm. long, or the weight of water ecjual in volume to the

solid, that is, 1 gram.

92

Kiu. 120.—Buoyant force of
a licjuid on a solid.
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108. To determine experimentally the amount of the
Bnoyant Force which a Liquid exerts on an Immersed
Body. Take a brass cylinder A, which tits exactly into a hollow
socket B. Hook
the cylinder to the

bottomofthesocket

and counterpoise

them on a balance.

Surround thecylin-

der with water(Fig.

121). It will be

found that the cy-

linder is buoyed up
by the water, but

that e(iuilibriuin is

restored when the

socket is filled with ^^- 121.—Determinmon of buoyant force.

water. Hence the buoyant force of the water on the cylinder
e(iuals the weight of a volume of water equal to the volume of
the cylinder.

In general terms, the buoyant fwee exeHed by a fluid upon
a body imnierml in it, is equal to the weojht of the fin id
displaced by the body; or a bixly when weLjhed in a fluid
loses in apparent weiijht an amount equal to the weight of
the fluid which it displaces. This is known as the Principle
OF Archimedes.

Archimedes had been a.sked by Hiero to determine whether
a crown which had been made for him was of pure gold or
alloyed with silver. It is said that the action of the water
when in a bath suggested to him the principle of buoyancy as
the key to the solution of the problem. The story is that he
leaped from his bath, and ru.shod through the streets of
Syracuse, crying " Eureka ! Eureka !

" (I have found it, I have
found it.)
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109. Principle of Flotation. It is evident that if the
weiijht of a body iiiuner.sed in a litjuid is greater than tlie

weiglit of the licjuid displaced by it, that is, greater than tlie

buoyant force, tlie body will sink ; but if the buoyant force is

greater, it will continue to rise until it reaches the surface.
Here it will come to rest when a portion of it hfus risen above
the surface and the weight of the liijuid displaced by the
innnersed portion equals the weight of the body. For
example, consider again the cube referred to in Fig. 120. If
its weight is less than one gram, for definiteness say 0.6 gram,
it will float in water. In this case the downward pressure on
the top has di.sappeared and the weight of the cube alone is

supported by the pressure on the bottom, which equals the
weight of a column of water 1 aq. cm. in section and 0.6 cm.
deep.

The conditions of flotation may be demonstrated experi-
mentally by placing a light body, a piece of wood for example,
on the surface of water in a graduated tube (Fig. 123). If
the volume of water displaced is noted and its weight calcu-
lated, it will be found to be equal to the weight of the l)ody.

PROBLEMS

1. A cubic foot of marble which weighs 160 pounds is immersed in
water. Find (1) the buoyant force of the water on it, (2) the weight of
tlie marble in water. (1 c. ft. water = 62.."J Ib.s. i^ 17).

2. Twelve cul)ic inches of a metal weigh 5 jwunds in air. What is the
weiijht wlien immersed in water {

3. If .S,500 c.c. of a substance weigh t\ kg., what is the weight when
innnersed in water ?

4. A piece of aluminium wliose volume is 6.8 c.c. weighs 18.5 grams.
F'nid the weight whjn innnersed in a liquid twice as heavy as water.

5. One cubic decimetre of wood floats with J of its volume immersed
in water. What is the weight of the cube ?

«. A cubic centimetre of cork weighs 250 mg. What part of its
volume will bo immersed if it is allowed to float in water ?
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7. The cross section of a boat at the water-line is 150 sq. ft. What
additionail loml will sink it 2 inches ?

8. A piece of wood whose mass is 100 grams floats in water with J
of its vohune iniinersed. What is its volume ?

9. Why will an iron ship float on water, wliile a piece of the iron of
which it is made sinks ?

10. A vessel of water is on one scale-pan of a balance and counter-
poised. Will the e<iuilibriura be disturbed if a pei-son dips his fingers
into the water without touching the sides of the vessel ? Explain.

11. A piece of coal is placed in one scale-pan of a balance and iron
weights are placed in the other scale-pan to balance it. How would the
ecpiilibrium be affected if the balance, coal and weights were now placed
under water ? Why /

12. What is the least force which must be applied to a cubic foot of
wood whose mass is 40 lbs. that it may be wholly immersed in water ?

13. Referring to Fig. 110, answer the following question : If the. depth
of the water in the press A is the same as that in the press B which
contains the vessel, which press will be the heavier ?

l
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Determination of Density

110. Determination of the Density of a Solid Heavier than
Water. To determine the density of a body it is necessary to

ascertain its mass and its volume.

The mass is determined by weighing. Tlie vohime is, as a

rule, most easily and accurately found by an application of

Archimedes' Principle.

For example, if a body whose mass is 20 grams, weighs 16

grams in water, the mass of the water displaced is 20 — 16 =
4 grams. But the voluuje of 4 grams of water = 4 c.c. The
volume of the body is, therefore, 4 c.c. Hence tlie density, or

mass per unit volume, of the substance must be 20 -i- 4 = 6

grams per c.c.

Next, let m grams = weight or mass of a b«xly in air,

and i>jj " = its weight in water.

Then m — mj " = loss of weight in M'ater,

= wt. of water equal in vol. to Ixidy.

Now, mass of a body = its volume x its density ; and since

in tl>e C.G.S. sy.stem the den.sity of water = 1,

m — irti c.c. = vol. of water e()ual in vol. to body,

= volume of body.

That is, the volume of a body is numerically equal to its loss

of weiiiht in water.

Hence, density (in gms. per c.c.) \

mass (ni grams) \ /
~ loss of wt. in water {in gmn.) -^

The number thus obtained also expresses the specific gravity

of the body. (§18.)

If the solid is soluHe in water its density may be obtained

by weighing it ii uid of known density, in which it is

not soluble, and determining, as above, the ratio of its mass to

that of an equal volume of the liiiuid, and then multiplying

the result by the density of the liquid.

96
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111. Determination of the Density of a Solid Lighter than
Water. If a solid is lighter than water, its density may be

determined by attaching to it a heavy body to cause it to sink

beneath the surface.

The following method may he used :

—

1st. Weigh the body in air. Let tliis be m grams.

2nd. Attach a sinker and weigh Ixith, vitli the Hxvker ovly

in water. Let this be r/ij grams.

.Srd. Weigh both, uiith both in water. Let this lie m„
grams.

Now the only difference between the second and third

operations is that in the former case the b<Kly is weighed

in air, in the latter in water. The sinker is in the water

in both cases.

Hence tn^ — m., = buoyancy of the water on the body,

and the density (in grams per c.c.) =
m

VI
I
— m..

The number thus obtained expresses also the specific

gravity of the body.

112. Density of a Liquid by the Specific Gravity Bottle.

As in the case of solids, the problem is to determine the

volume and the mass of the liquid.

The volume of a sample of the liquid may be obtained by
pouring iu into a bottle so constructed as to

contain at a specified temperature a given
volume of liquid, usually 100 c.c. at 15° C.

To render complete filling easy, the bottle

is provided with a closely-fitting stopper per-

forated with a tine bore through which excess

of liquid escapes (Fig. 122).

The mass of the liijuid is obtained by taking the difference

between the weights of the bottle when filled with the liquid,

and when empty.

Fio. 122.—SpeoiUo
gravity bottle.
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If m denotes the mass of the liquid and v the volume of

the lK)ttle, density of licjiiid = ^—

.

V
If the volume of the Inittle is not jjiven, it may be found

by takinijf the difference between its weiijht when empty
and when tilled with water.

113. Density of a Liquid by Archimedes' Principle.

Archiujedes' Principle may also be applied to determine the

densities of li(]uids.

Take a glass sinker whose mass is, say m grams, and weigh

it first in the liquid whose density is to be determined, and
then in water. If m, grams denotes the weight of the sinker

in the liijuid and m._, grams its weight in water,

m — 111^ grams = mass of liquid displaced by sinker,

m — m., gi-ams = mass of water displaced by sinker.

Hence volume of the sinker = m — ni., c.c.

m. m,
and density of licuiid (in grams per c.c.) = - - ""'.

m — VI.,

114. Density of a Liquid by means of the Hydrometer.
The hydrometer is an instrument designed to indicate directly

the density of the licpiid by the depth at which it floats in it.

The principle underlying the action of this

instrument may be illustrated as follows. Take
a rectangular rod of wood 1 H(\. cm. in section

and 20 cm. long, and bore a hole in one end.

After inserting sufficient shot to cau.se the rod to

float upright in water (Fig. 123) plug up the

hole and dip the rod in hot paraffin to render

it j'npervious to water. Mark off on one of the

long iaces a centimetre scale. Now place the

ro<l in water, and suppose it to sink to a depth

of 16 cm. when flfmting. Then the weijjht of

'tratio^'7f"the the rod = weight of water displaced = 16 grams.

hydrometer. Again, suppose it to siuk to a depth of 12

cm. in a liquid whose density is to be determined.
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Then, since tlie weight of liquid disphvced equals weight of

'

12 c.c. of the liquid = 16 grams,

And density of the liquid = |f gram per c.c.

Or, density of the liquid =
v»)- «/ water displaced by a floating body
vol. of the hquid displaced by the sikiiiu body

A hydrometer for conmiercial purposes is usu-

ally constructed in the form shown in Fig. 124.

The weight and volume are so adjusted that

the instrument sinks to the division mark at

the lower end of the stem in the densest liquid

to be investigated and to the division mark in

the upper end in the least dense liquid. The
scale on the stem indicates directly the densities

of liquids between these limits. The float A is

usually made much larger than the stem to give

sensitiveness to the instrument.

As the range of an instrument of this class Fiaiu~iho
is necessarily limited, special instruments are

'">''"""«'«'•

constructed for use with different licjuids. For example, one
instrument is used for the densities of milks, another for

alcohols, and so on.

PROBLEMS

(For table of densities see 1 17)

1. A body whose mass is 6 grams has a sinker attached to it and the
two togetlier weigh 16 grams in water. The sinker alone weighs 24
grams in water. What is the density of the body /

2. A body whose mass is 12 grams has a sink »r attached to it and the
two together displace when submerged 60 c.c. of water. The sinker alone
displaces 12 c.c. What is the density of the body ?

3. A body whose mass is 60 grams is dropped into a graduated tube
containing 150 c.c. of water. If the body sinks to the bottom and the
water rises to the 200 c.c. mark, what is tlie density of the body ?

4. If a body when floating in water displaces 12 c.c, what is the density
of a liquid in which when floating it displaces 18 c.c. ?
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5. A piece of metal whose mass ih 120 granu weighs 100 grains in water
and 104 grams in alcuhul. Find the volume and density uf the metal,

and the density uf the alcohol.

6. A hydrometer floats with § of its volume submerged when floating

in water, and j of its volume submerged when floating in another liijuid.

What is the density of the other liquid ?

7. A cylinder of wood 8 inches long floats vertically in water with 6
inches submerged, (u) What is the specific gravity of the wood ? (6) What
is the specific gravity of the li(|uid in which it will float with 6 inches

submerged? (c) To what depth will it sink in alcohol whose specific

gravity is 0.8?

8. The specific gravity of pure milk is 1.08(i. What is the density of a

mixture containing 500 c.c. of pure milk and 100 c.c. of water ?

9. How much silver is containetl in a gold and silver crown whose mass
is 407.44 grams, if it weighs 385.44 grams in water? (Density of gold

19.32 and of silver 10.52 grams per c.0.)
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Pressure in Gases

116. Has Air Weight ? This (luestion puzzled investigators

from the time of Plato and Aristotle down to the seventeenth
centuxy, when it was answered by Galileo and Guericke.

Galileo convinced himself that air had weight by proving
that a glass globe filled with air under high pressure weighed
more than the same globe when filled with air under ordinary
conditions. Guericke, the inventor of the air-pump, showed
that a copper globe weighed more when filled with air than
when exhausted.

The experiments of Galileo and Guericke may be repeated
with a glass flask (Fig. 126) fitted with a stop-cock. If the
flask is weighed when filled with air under
ordinary pressure, then weighed when the

air has been compressed into it with a
bicycle pump, and again when the air has
been exhausted from it with an air-pump,

it is found that the first weight is less than
the second but greater than the third.

Since the volume of a mass of air varies

with changes in temperature and pressure,

the weight of a certain volume will be

constant only at a fixed temperature and
pressure. Exact quantitative experiments have shown that
the mass of a litre of air at 0° C. and under normal pressure of

the air at sea level (760 mm. of mercury) is 1.293 grams.

116. Pressare of Air. It is evident that since air has
weight it must, like liquids, exert pressure upon all bodies
with which it is in contact Just as the bed of the ocean
sustains enormous pressure from the weight of the water
resting on it, so the surface of the earth, the bottom of the

101

Fio. 123.—Ololw for
waighing air.
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Via. 126.—Rubber mem-
lirane forced inward*
b\ (ireiaure of the air.

Ht'rial ocijiin in which wo live, i.s Huhject to ii preNsuro «lue to

the w«.'i;(ht of thu air supported by it. This pres.sure will, of

course, vary with thu depth. Thus the prcHHure of the

atiiioHphero at Victoria, B.C., on the Hea-level is greater than
at points on the mountains to the ejust.

The pressure of the air may l)e Hhown by many simple

e.Kperiments. F(«' example, tie a piece of thin Hheet rublx-r

over the mouth of a thistle-tube (Fig, 126)

an<l exhaust the air from the bulb by
suction or by connecting it with the air-

pump. As the air is exhausted the rublx?r

is pushed inward by the pressure of the

outside air.

Again, if one end of a straw or tube is

thrust into water and the air withdmwn
from it by suction, the water is forced up

into the tube. This phenomenon was known for ages but did

not receive an explanation until the facts of the weight and
pressure of the atmosphere were established. It was explained

on the princii^le that Nature had a horror for empty space.

The attention of Galileo was called to this problem of the

horror vacui* in 1640 by his patron, the Grand Duke of

Tu.scjiny, who had found that water could not be lifted more
than 32 feet by a suction pump, Galileo inferred that
" resist 'tnce to vacuum " as a force had its limitations and
could be measured ; but although he had, as we have seen,

proved that air has weight, he did not see the connection

between the fjicts. After his death the problem was solved

by his pupil, Torricelli, who showed definitely that the

resistance to a vacutim was the result of the pressure of the

atmosphere due to its weight.

117. The Torricellian Experiment. Torricelli concluded

that since a water column rises to a height of 32 feet, and
since mercury is a>)out 14 times as heavy as water, the
'Horror of a vacuum.
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corrotpomlinff mercury column whould bo ^^^ as long as the
water column. To continn his inference an experiment similar

to the following was pt'rformed under his direction hy
Vincenzo Viviani, one of his pupiK

Take a ^'lasH tube about one metre long (Fig, 127), closed at
one end, and fill it with mercury. Stopping the open end
with the finger, invert it and

place it in a vertical position,

with the open end under the

surface of the mercury in another

vessel. Remove the finger. The
mercury will fall a short dis-

tance in the tubti, and after

oscillating will come to rest with

the surface of the mercury in

the tulie between 28 and 30
inches above the surface of the

mercury in the outer vessel.

Torricelli concluded rightly

that the column of mercury was
sustained by the pressure of the

air on the surface of the mer-

cury in the outer vessel. This

conclusion was confirmed by
Pascal, who showed that the length of the mercury column
varied with the altitude. To obtain decisive results he asked
his brother-in-law, P^rier, who resided at Clermont in the

south of France, to test it on the Puy de Ddme, a near-by
mountain over 1,000 yards high. Using a tube about 4 ft.

long, which had been filled with mercury and then inverted

in a vessel containing mercury, P^rier found that while at the

base the mercury column was 26 in. 3| lines* high, at the

summit it was only 23 in. 2 lines, the fall in height being 3 in.,

*Thc French inch then uaed s 2J gm., Md 1 line = ,4 inch.

Fi* 127.—M»rCTiry column suitained by
the preiture of the air.
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lA liii.'H (over 8 cm.). Tliin re»nli, ho riiiiarkH, " ravW.cd

UM all with a«hiiirati«)n tiu<\ aHtniiiS.iiiieiit.'* LhUt, PhhcbI

triiMl the i'X|)eriiiH'iit at tli« hiiHe an.l the HUiiiiiiit of the tower

of Saint-Jac<meH-(lt!-hi-B<)Uch»'ri«s in Piiris, which in about 160

ft. hij^h. He found ft difference of more than 2 lineH (about

A cm.).

Qvnnoini urn ntoiuin

1. Fill a tuiiililiT »inl hold it inverted in a tliNh of water a« shown in

Fig. I'-'H. Wliy cliK's the

water not run out of the

tumbler into the d'wh ?

2. Fill a bottle with

water and place a sheet

of writing pajier over itn

mouth. Now, holding the

paper in position with the

imlm of the hand, invert

the bottle, (Fig. 129.)

Kio. 128. Why does the water re- '^''- •*•

main in the bottle when the hand is removed from the pai)er ?

3. Take a Itent-glass tube of the form shown

in Fig. l.TO. The upper end of it is closed, the lower

open. Fill the tube with water. Why does the

water not run out when it is held in a vertical

poHition ?

4. Why must an opening be made in the upper

part (jf a vessel filled with a liquid to secure »

proper flow at a faucet inserted at the bottom?

6. Fill a narrf>w -necked bottle with water and

hold it mouth downward. Explain the action of

the water.

6. A flask weighs 280.60 gm. when empty, 284.19

gni. when filled with air and 3060.60 gm. when filled

with wat€r. Find the weight of 1 litre of air.

FlQ. 13U.

• " Ce qui nous ravit toui d'admimtion et d'etonnement." Thia account ia taken from

Peric'i letier to Paical, daMd September 22, IMS.
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lia The Barometer. Torricelli ixiinted out that the oJyect
of I.iM expenmont was " not Himply f. produce a vacuuin, but

to make an instrument \» ^lich shows tho niutu-
tions of tho air, now heavier and dense, now
lighter and tliin.""' The nirxlem mercury baro-
meter deHi^rned for this purjxwe is tho same in
principle as tluit coastmcted by Torricelli. With
this instrument tho pn^ssuro of tho atnioHphere
is measured by tho pressure exerted by the
column of niemury which balances it, and
changes in pressure are indicated by correspond-
ing changes in the height of the mercury column.
Two forms of tho instrument are in common

use.

119. The Oietem Barometer. This
form applies directly to the original
Torric'lian experiment. The vessel
or cistf \ and tube are permanently
mounted, and an attached scale meas-
ures the height of the surface of the
mercury in the tube above the surface
of the mercury in the cistern.

A convenient form of this instru-
ment is shown in Figs, 131, 132. The
cistern has a flexible leather bottom

Fio. 131. -The cu. which can be moved up and down bv l'"."*--;tern bMrometer. ^ .
» "uwii uy section of

a screw G in order to adjust the
*•""='•'•""•

mercury level. Before taking the reading, the surface of the
mercury in the cistern is brought to a fixed level indicated by
the tip of the pointer P, which is the zero of the birometer
scale. The height of the column is then read directly from
ujjcaje, engraved on the cjiso of tlie instrument, A vemierf

in'^i^""'
'""" ""'*' "ritunby TorriceIIi:7n IftlJ. toll. A. Ricci. in Rome. (Ir.t7ubli.rt.^

thiXl!"'*""'"""'
*•"* vernier i,Kiveu in the laboratory Manual designed to «x»n.pMy
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is usually eiiiployi'd to ileterinine the reading with ex-

actness.

120. The Siphon Barometer. This harotneter

consists of a tube of the proper lenj^th closed at

one end and bent into U-shape at the other.

(Fig. 133.) When filled and placed upright the

mercury in the longer branch is supjiorted by

the pressure of the air on the surface of the

mercury in the shorter. A scale is attached

to each branch. The upper scale gives the

height of the mercury in the closed branch

above a fixed point, and the lower scale the

distance of the mercury in the open branch

below the same fixed point. The sum of the

two readinirs is the height of the barometer
Fio. 138.—Siphon " "

Imroiiiettr. coluinu.

121. Aneroid Barometer. As its name implies * this is a

barometer constructed without liquid. (Fig. 134.) In this form

the air presses against the flexible corrugated cover of a cir-

cular, air-tight, metal box A, from which the air is partially

exhausted. The cover, which is usually supported by a

spring S, responds to the pressure of the atmo.sphere, being

forced in when the pressure is increased, and springing out

when it is decreased. The

movement of the cover is

multiplied and transmit-

ted to an index hand B by

a .system of delicate levers

and a chain or by gears.

Tiie circular scale is gradu-

ated by comparison with

a mercurv barometer.

Tlie aneroid is not so accurate as the mercury barometer,

but, on account of its portability and ils» sensitiveness, is

"Greek, o-iiot, )U'r«» -wcl.

Fia. 134.—Aneroid barometer.
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corning into very couunon use. It is .specially .serviceable fordeternuning readuigs to be ased in con.puling elevation.s.

Prtlre'"'wl "^"'^^ 1 '^' Barometer; Atmospheric
l-ressure. By th. l,aro.neter we can determine the pre.ssureof the atn.osphere at any point. For exan.ple, to measure the
pressure per sc,. cm. of the air at a poir.t where the mercury
.aron.eter stands at 76 c„... we have hut to find the weight ofthe colunu, of mercury bilanced by the atmospheric pressure

at tins pon.t
;
that is, we Imve to find the weight of a column

of n.ercury
1 .s.j. cm. in section und 76 en., high. The volume

of he cohunn ,s 76 cc. and taking the density of mercury as
l-i.() gram per cc, this weigjit will be

76 X 13.6 = 1033.6 grams.

In general ter«.s, if a is the area pressed, and /. theheight of a barometer, using a liquid whose density is </,

ak = volume of licpjid in barometric column,
i(M = weight of liquid in barometric column,

= pressure of atmospliere on area a,

and /„/ = pressure of atmo.sphere on unit aira.

123. Variations in Atmospheric Pressure. Hy c.-ni inuallvo -n.ng the height of the barometer at any pi., w. learn
h.it the atmospheric pre,s.sure is constantiv changin.^ Some-tunes a <lecided change takes place within an hou;

"

Again, by comparing the simultaneous reading.s of barometersWMbufd over a large stretch of country we fiiul tJiat the
pie.ssure is different at different places.

je^larly re.oni ut stated Zur. of ..oh Z' ^^ ^^^t^t^^::^

elml" 'V ^"'P
" *^' •"^'' ""'•^•' ''' '^""-""t"- These reporl".el..,l...-rho huro,„eter reudmg. the tcn.pe.aturc, the .iirecticmun
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velocity of the wind, and the rainfall, if any. The information thus
received is catered upon a map, such as that shown in Fig. 135.

Places having etjual barometric pressures are joined by lines called

is<ihars* the successive lines showing ditference of pressure due to ,5
inch of mercury. The circles show the state of the sky and the
arrows indicate the direction of tlie wind.

The Map given shows the conditions existing at 8 p.m., February
15ih, I'JIO. It will be seen that there were certain areas of low
and of high pressure enclosed by the isol)ars. For instance a " low "

was central over Michigan while a "high " was central over Dakota
and southern Saskatchewan. In all weather maps there are found
sets of these areas, but no two maps are ever quite the same.

On account of the difference in pressure tliere is a motion of the

jiir inwards towards the centre of the "low," and outwards from the
centre of the " high." But these motions are not directly towards
or away from the centre. An examination of the arrows on the

map will sli"W that there is a motion about the centre. In the case

of the " low ' this motion is contrary to the direction of motion of

the hands of a clock, while in the case of the " high " the motion is

ivith the hands of the clock. Through a combination of the motions
the air moves spirally inwards to the centre of low pressure and
spirally outwards fiom the centre of high pressure. The .system of

winds about a centre of low pressure is called a cyrlov ; that about
a centre of liigVi pressure, an anti-c>/rloiifi. The disturbance in the

cyclone is usually much greater than in the anti-cyclone.

At the centre of low pressure the barometer is low because at that

place there is an asocii'ling current of air, whicli rises until it reaches

a great height, when it Hows over into the surrounding i-egions. In
the case of the area of high pressure there is a flow of air from the

upper levels of the suirounding atmosphere into the centre of high
pressure, thus raising the barometer.

It will be observefl, also, that while the air in an area of low or

high pressure may be only three or four miles high, these areas

are hundreds of miles across.

Now it h;is In-en found that within the tropics, in the trade-wind

zones, the drift of th(! atmosphere is towanls the west and south,

and disturbances are infrenucnt ; but in higher latitudes the general

flrift is eastward, and disturbaru-es are of frequent occurrence.

es[)ecially during the colder months. Thus in Canada and the

'Greek, inon - C(|ual, ftn/'us - weipht.

I ill
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«xu«.l,.d ,„ ,h„ V,,,,,,,, T,.rrlt..ry a,ul m'« k-^irjIeKrvSr Vality
'^*""" - ^ ""''' "" Hl«ii t.. the w«t uf It.
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Uiiitc.i States ilic ureas of liii.'li :ui(l low pressuio iiu.vc mstwanl

;

tilt' latter, liowcv.-i', travel faster than th(^ former.

125. Elementary Principles of Forecasting. In using the
weatlier map the cliief aim is to foresee the movement of the areus
of hi^'h and low pressure, and to jiredict their positions at some
future time, say ."{G hours hence. It is also essential to judge rightly
what changes will occur in the energy of the areas shown on the
map, as these changes will intensify or otherwise nKxlify the
atmospheric conditions.

As the cyclone moves eastward, the first indication of its approach
wdl be the shifting of tlu> wind to the eastward. The direction in
which the wind will veer deiuMids on whether the storm centre
pa.sses to the northward or the .scjiithward ; aiul tlie strength of the
wind will depend on the closeness of the isobars. If they are close
together, the wind will be strong. If the centre pas.ses nearly over
a place, the wind will chop round to the westward very suddenly

;

while if the centre is at a considerable distance the change will lie'

more gradual.

The precipitation (rain or snow) in connection with a cyclonic
area is largely dei>endent on the energy of the disturbance, and on
the teinperature and moisture of the air towards which the centre i.s

advancing. It must, of course, be remembered that rain cannot fall
unless there is moisture, and moisture will not be precipitated unless
the volume of the air containing it is cooled below the dew-point
(§ 295). This cooling is caused by the expansion of the air as it
ascends.

Occasionally we have a rain with a northerly wind succeeding the
passage of a centie of low pressure. In this case the colder" and
heaviei- air Hows in under the wainier air, liftin'

sullicient to cause the condensation of its moisture.
" it to a height

Tlie durati(m of precipitation, and of winds of any particular
direction, depends on the rate of movement of the storms ujid of the
areas of high pressure. Tempeiuture changes in any given region
cjui be arrived at only by an accurate estimation of the distance and
direction from which the air which passes over has been transferred
by wind movement.

Abnormally warm weather results from the incoming of warm
air from more southern latitudes ; and cold waves do not develop
in lower middle latitudes (sucli as Ontario), but are the result
of the rapid How southward of air which has been cooled in hiirh
latitudes.

*

^i
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126. Determination of Elevation. Since the pressure of
tho uir decreases ^midnally with increase in height above
tlio sea-level, it is *^

evident that the

barometer may be

utilized to deter-

mine changes in

elevation. If the

density of the air 8

were uniform, its ^ 15

pi-essure, like that ^
of li(|uids, would £ •**

vary directly as
"

the depth. But
on account of the

compressibility of

air, its density is

not uniform. The
lower layers, which Fio. ISe.- Atmospheric pressure at different helBhU.

sustain the greater weight, arc denser than those alx)ve them.
For this reason the law giving the relj.tion between the
barometric pressure and altitude is somewhat complex. For
siiiall elevations it falls at an approximately uniform rate
of ona inch for every 900 feet of elevation. Fig. 130 shows
roughly the conditions of atmospheric pressure at various
heights.

127. The Height of the Atmosphere. We liave no means
of determining accurately the lieight of the atmosphere.
Twilight effects indicate a height of about fifty niihss ; above
this the air ceases to reflect light. But it is known that air
must extend far beyond this limit. Meteors, which consist of
s> all masses of matter, made incamlescent by the heat
produced by fiiction with the atmosphere, have been known
to become visible at heiglits of over 100 miles.
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128. Compressibility and Expansibility of Air. We havo
nhviMly .vlVnecl to the well-knowu fact tl.ut air is ^

compressible. Experiments mi^rht he iiuiltiplie<l

indetiuitely to sliovv that the vohime of air,

or of any irjis, is decrejised hy i)i-essin-e. Tlie
air witJiin a liollow rnbljer IkiII may be
coujpressed by the liaiid. If a tightly-
tittintj piston be inserted ijito a tube closed
at one end (Fitr. 137) the air may l)e

so compressed as to take uj) but a small
fraction of the space originally occupied
by it.

Again, if mercury is poured into a U-tube -.
closed at one end (Fig. 188) it will be found f.o^!8.-
that the higher the colunui of the mercury in pS"
the open branch, that is, the greater the Tio'jed

F... if- I»"essnre due to the weight of the mercury, wXht

pS- *''^' ''-'^^ t'»« ^-"'"'"^ of the air shut up in "iTin
wjthina the closed branch becomes. LrLich.''

TTn/l ^" ^'"^ °^'"''' ^^^"*' ^^^^^'^ manifest, under all

to'Vu- conditions, a tendency to expand.
Whenever the pressure to which a

given mass of air is subjected is lessened, its

volume increases. The com-
pressed rubber ball takes
its original vohune and
shape when the hand is

withdrawn, and when the

applied force is removed f.„. uo.-7ater forced

the piston shoots outwards.
;:;'th1^!,anro'„'o?'ii!:

If a toy balloon, partially
"'^^''''

'"air^'^.^'^r^re t
^'^''^ '^'"''^ ^'''' ^« P^^^««d Under the receiver

removed. of ail air-pump (Fig 139) and the air is ex-
hausted from the receiver, the biiUoon swells out and if its
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walls are not stronjf it l)ursts. When a Iwttle partly filled
with water, closed with a perforated cork, and connected
hy a l)ent tulw with an uncorked lK>ttle, as shown in Ficr.

140, is placed under the receiver of the air-pump, and
the air exhausted from the receiver, the water is forced
into the open Ixjttle hy the pressure of the air shut up
within the corked little. This tendency of the air to
expand ('xplains why frail hollow vessels are not crashed
hy the pressure of the air on their outer walls. The pres-
sure of the air within counterbalances the pressure of the
air without.

Fio. 141. Flo. 142.

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS

1. Arningo ap{>aratU8 as shown
in Fig. 141. By suction remove
a portion of the air from the
flask, and keeping the rubber
tube closed by pre.s.sure, place

the open end in a di.sh of water.

N(.* open the tube. Explain
the action of the water.

2. Guericke took a pair of hemi-
spherical cups (Fig. 142) about

1.2 ft. in diameter, so constructed that they formed a hoi-
low air-tight sphere when their lips were placed in contact, f'o. US.
and at a test at Regensburg l)efore the Emperor FerdinLnd III and the
Reichstag in 1654 showed tliat it re.juired sixteen horses (four pairs on
each hemisphere), to pull the hemispheres apart when the air was
exhausted by his air-pump. Account for this.

3. If an air-tight piston is inserted into a cylindrical vessel and the
air exhausted through the tube (Fig. 143) a heavy weight may be lifted
as the piston rises. Explain this action.

129. The Relation between the Volume and the Pressure
of Air—Boyle's Law. The exact relation between the volume
of a given mass of gas and the pre.ssure upon it was first
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(letennincd hy Robert Hoyle (1()27-1691 , Ikhu at Lisinoie
(MstI,-, Iielaii.l, who dcvotc-d a vrr^'tit d.al ol' attention to

^ the study of the mechanics of tlio air. In
h—I

<ndeavourin^' to sliow that tlie phenomenon of
u the Torricellian experiment is explained by " the

spring of the air," lie Int upon a method of in-

vestigation wliieh confirmed the hypothesis ho
had made, that the volume of a given quantity
of air varies in-

versely as the pres-

sure to which it

is subjected. He
took a U-tube of

the form shown in

Fig. 144, and by
pouring in enough f >^

mercury to fill the

bent portion, in- \ ^ig!iKBWH«tf^:«*.*HJMW\
closed a definite

portion of air in

the close<l shorter RoBKHTnoTLR(ic27-i(mi>. Published his

Jiriii Ka' ...,...,-r,.i
I^* ''."«;-• ."""o' the earliest of English

ui Ml. Dy mauipu- scientists iMising their investiifations uikjii
1 , • . . . . . exDeriment.

Fm. 144.— Bo>le»
apparatus.* experiment.

lating the tube he
adjusted the mereuiy so as to stand at the same height in
each arm. Under the.se conditions the imprisoned air was at
the pre.ssrre of the outside atmosphere, which at the time of
the experiment would support a column of mercury about 29
niches high. He then poured mercury into the open arm
until the air in the closed arm was compressed into
one-half its volume. " We observed," he says, " not without
delight and sjitisfaction, that the quicksilver in that longer
part of the tube was 29 inches higher than the other."
This difference in level gave the excess of pressure of the
inclosed air over that of the outside atmo.sphere. It was

i
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clear to him, therefore, that the pressure sustained l.y the
UK- Mse<l a.r was douhle<I when tho vohm.e was reduced to one-
Jmlh Continuinj; his experiment, he showed, (,n usincr a .^reat
vawety of volu.nes and their correspond in

jj pressures, "that
the product of the pressure hy the vohnne was approximatelv
a constant (,uantity. His conclusion n.ay be stated in general
terms thus :

—

I*t Vu V.,, F.„ etc.. represent the volumes of the inclosed air,

and P„ P^, P.„ etc., represent correspond in<r pre.ssui-es

;

Then V, P, = V,P,= V, P, = A' a const^tnt quantity.

That is,

r/ the temperature is kept cov^tanf. the volume of a mven

"T f "*^'^«^^^''« inversely as the in-essiu-e to which it is
mhjected. This relation is generally known as Boyle's Lawm France it is called Mariotte'.i L,iw, beeau.se it was inde-

n Ao'I^iLf'r'^''''''^
^^ ^ ^'"^'""^^ P^'^^-'^^^t named Mariotte

(1020-1684). fourteen years after Boyle's publication of it in
bug.and.

PROBLEMS

K. A tank who«e ca,«»city i« 2 cu. ft. has gas forced into it until ti.e
pressure ,.s 250 ,K,unds to the s... inch. What v..h„ne would the gasoccupy at a pressure of 75 pounds to the sq. inch ?

f-J^ S^-^'^^^^ «»»tai»« 22.4 litres of gas when the barometer stands
at 760 nunWhat will be the volume of the gas when the barometer
stands at 745 mm.?

•S. Acjlinder whcMe internal dimensions are: length 30 in., diameter

Vhlt'v", ""'f; f" "' * P"'-"'"'"'' "^ ^ I"'»'"l^ '" tl'« -1 inch.What volume would the gas occupy if allowed to escape into the air whenthe barometer stands at 30 in.? (For density of .nercux. see p..ge 14.)

4. Twenty.five cu. ft. of gas, measured at a pressure of 29 in ofmeicury, is compressed into a vessel whose capacity is U cu. ft. \Vhat
13 the pressure of the gas ?
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n. A «.as.s .,f uir whoHo volume in lfl«» c.c. when the Urometer 8Und.
. .<>() ....... hus . volu.ue of 2(M) CO. wh.... cuniea up to „ ....,,.i„ height
... .i iMilloon. W hut w,.H the re.«li,.g ,.f the iMH-on.eter at th.it height >.

fl. A piston i, inserted into « cylindricHl ve8«el lU in. long, an.l forceddown w.t .„ 2 ... of the lH.tto.„. NNh.t is the pressure of\he incl.ld
!i.r If the haroiiieter Ntands ut 25» in.?

7. The density of the air in a gas-bag is (>.00012f).T grams tHir cc when

at 755 mm ?

""""' "" "' '' '''"'"'"" '"''*'" ^'''^ ''arcneter stand,,

9. Oxygen ga.s. ,.sed for the ' lime-li^ht,' is stored in 8teel tanks Thevohn..e of a ta..k is G cu. ft., and the pressure of the gas at first was 15a ...o.spheres. After son.e had heen used the pressure was 5 atn.o.spheres
If the gas .s sold at « cents a cu. ft., n.easured at atmospheric pressurewhat should he charged for the a...ount cmsumed 1

130. Buoyancy of Oases. If we consider the caaso of
buoyancy we must recopiize that Archimedes' principle appHe.s
to gases as well as to liquids. If a hollow n.etal or glass ^lol^eA (Fig. 14.5). suspended from one end of a short balance Lam
and counterpoised I)y a small weight Ji at the other end, is placed

under the receiver of an air-pump and the air
exhausted from the receiver, the glol)e is seen
to sink. It is evident, therefore, that it was
supported to a certain extent by the buoyancy
of the air.

A gas, like a liquid, exerts on any hxiy
immer.sed in it, a btioyant force which is equal
to the weight of the gas displaced by the
body. If a body is lighter than the weight
of the air efjual in volume to itsulf, it will ri.se

in the air, just as a cork, let free at the bottom of a pail of
water, rises to the surface.

Fio. 145.- Buoyancy
of air.
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131 BaUoOM. T}.e use of Hir-ships or ballooiw i.s ,na<le
IK>.s.s.bIo by the buoyancy of the air. A balloon is a lar^e
l.Kht ga8-t.ght bag filled with Bon.e g.« lighter than air'
usually hydrogen or illuminating g,u,. Fig 146 showa the'
construction of an air-ship devised by Count Zeppolin inGennany. By n.eans of proin^llers it can I., driven i„ any
ilesircd direction. ^

A balloon will e.,ntinue to rise so long as its weight is less
than the weight of the air which it displaces, and when there

F.U. Uft-Zeppelin-. .i,.rt,ip. over 400 ft. Iohr .nd able to crry 80 p«iieng.„.

.8 a balance between the two forces it simply floats at a
constant height. The aeronaut maintains his position bv
adju.stingtho weight of the balloon to the buoyancy of theai^W hen lie desires to ascend he throws out ballast. To descend
he allows gas to escape and thus decreases the buoyancy
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I

QVUTIONg AHV PMBLIlll

1. Why Mhoul.l tl.o Kiw-Uj, Ih, .ui.joct to an ii,cro«iie<l Htnin fn.m the
pronHurc of rho «H8 williin lut the ImiII<h>ii aHcemlN?

2. Aeronauts reiN.rt tl.at l«II.„>,,. I.uvt, greater bu„y«„cy duriMg the
ihiy when th« ...n i. Hhi.un« «,H.n them than at night when it in cold
Account for thiH fact.

3. If t)io vohuiio of a balloon reinainn conBtJHit, where hIiouIcI itn
buoyancy be the creator, near the earth's nurface or in the u|.|M)r Ntrata
of the air I (Jive reaiionH for your answer.

4. Tlie volume of a buHoon is 250'} cu. m. and the weight ..f '.e gai.-
ba« ami car i. im k;,'.; find itH lifting ,.ower when filhKl witi. dr,«cn

o '^iJl''"'""^
"' "*'''"'' •" 00000895 grama per c.c. while that of air i.

0.1K»11:1».J graniH jier c.c.

'
:
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dric»l barrel of piinm ; H, rectlytr »r ... „„Utobe •xhaumnl
; t. pipe .onnectintf Larrel with

,. A B, cvlln-
from which «ir

^JLIi
-....•..

, V, |.ipc ronneviintr larrel with
receiver; /•, pj.ton o» pumn; V, and r, v»lv«i
openiiiK upwards. i "" ' i. '"ivM

CHAlTiOK XIV

Al'I'LK'ATlOXS OF THK LaWH OK (Jasrs

132. Air-Pump. Fi;j. 147 mHowh tl.o conHtruction of one of
tl.o luoHt common forniH of pumps UHed for exhauatinir air
from u vessel. When the
piston P is raised, the
vjilvo Vi is close<l by its

own wei^riitund the pres-

sure of the air alx>ve it.

The expansive force of
the air in tlie receiver hfts
the valve T^ and u portion

of the air flows into the

lower part of the barrel.

When the piston descend.s, the valve V, is closed and the
air n> the birrel pas.ses up throu^rj, the valve F, Thus at
each double stroke, a fraction of the air is removed from the
rec'iver. The pr<H:ess of exhaustion will ceiise when the
exp,u>s.ve force of the air in the receiver i.s .,. longer sufficient
to lift the valve V,, or when the pressure of the air below
he piston fails to lift the valve V, It is evident, therefore,
tha a i«irtial vacmun <3nly can be obtained with a puu.p
of this kind. To secure more complete exhaustion, pumpsm which the valves are ojiened and closed automatically by
the motion of the piston are frequently ased. but even with
these all the air cannot be removed from the receiver
Jheorefcically, a jH-rfeet vacuum cannot bo obtained in this
way, because at each stroke the air in the receiver is reduc I
only by a fraction of itadf

113
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133. The Oeryk or Oil Air-Pump. This is a very officicnt
puu.p rec<-i.tly invented hnt wi(\^ly use.1. (Fijrs. 148, 14J).) Its

action is as follows. The piston
J, made air-titjht by the leathe*-

washer C and by being covered
with oil, moves i. p-and-down in
tlie barrel. The tube A, opening
into the chamber B surroimding
th,' barrel, is connected to the
vessel from which the air is to be
removed. On rising the piston
pushes before it the air in the
banel.and on reaching the top it

pushes up G ahiixxi \ inch, thus
Fio. "8—*"^°;'.^»i^;pump with two allowing the imprisoned air to

t'scape through the oil into the
upper part ot the cylinder, from which it passes out by the
tube D.

•^ J

When the i)ist«m descends the spring K,
acting upon the packing /, doses the upper
part of the cylinder, and the piston on reaching
the lK)ttom drives whatever oil or air is beneath
o«Jt through the tube F, or allows it to go up
through the valve E, into the space above the
piston.

Oil is introduced into the cylin.ler at L.
When the pump hjis two cylinders they are
connected as shown in P^ig. 149. With one
cylinder the pressure of the air can 1x3 reduced
to I nun. of mercury, while with two a reduc-
<''"" tf>

.'.
,' I'liii. can be (juickly obtained. These

pumps are us.-d f<,r exh.-iusting electric liirht .
I.kU 1 • o"" Fio. HI). — Verticalouibs and in some cases for X-rav tubes sertionoi a cylinder

J "^""
of an oil air-pump.
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lonn «'f the ,m.,-c,„.y ,iir-p„.„p devised by M
'Sprengel. The principle of its action n.ay

^

be understood by reference to Fij; 150As the n.ercury which is poured inio the
-sorvo.r .1 1^U]H i., , ,,„,,,^ ^^,.^^^,,,
throu^di the no;.de iA into the tu, - /y it
carries air with it be t,>e e.eh , Uet'ofme-ury acts us an aa-.;.]. p4„ ,,,1
'^ars a su.all portion of air before itThe density of the air in C and R isthus grudnally decreased. The n.ercurywnch overflows into JJ i. p.,ured back _™into ^. A vacuuii: as Jii.di as OOOOnn? ^ ^Ml^
nun. has been obtained ^Wth I^'^ ^^^tt^,-
P-;;P. It ^,uires a ,ood pu.np ^S H3S?-JS

135. Bunsen Jet Pu.p «„ ,,„ ,^.^.,^,, ^^ ,^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^-^ the Spre„.,i pun.p. winch is much u.sed in
alH,rator,es where a moderate exhaustion
.jqun-ed as or hastening the process ofhItmt,o„. In tins pun.p (Fi,M51) waternJ-a pressure of n.ore than one atmos-

no^/.le iV. Ihe an- is carried along by the--tor „nd is thus withdrawn fztm any
vessel connected with the offset tube /
136. The Hydraulic Air-Compressor. An

api.l.cat,on of the principle involved in the
".st.un.ents just described is to be seen in

•". ti.e Montred R "r"' r'T^'"^"" "^ ^"^^"^ Clmtes.

the cent^^ ; e^ "; 7' -los south-west from Cobalt
tiic g,eat mnung region in northern Ontario

•'la- l.'il. liiinseii jet
P>iiii|i.
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j3 « a er-

4 jiiiijn-

A cement <lan. 000 f.-et lunjj uoross the river raises the hnel
ot the water. \\y a lav.^v tuhe A (VU^. 152) the water is led

-« - ' - into two vertieal j.ipes J> („„lv oi.e
sliowii in tlie hVure), 16 feet i"n dia-
meter, into each of whieh is iitted a
framework holdincr (]6 intake j.ipes

", (I, 14 inches in diameter. Th<'
water-line is about 10 or 12 inches
above the top of the nest of intake
pipes. ' '

...
u
k
%mhi In descendinjr the water forms

K.O. 152.-Ta,lorair.compre™orat Ka^.^e,! Chute., on Montreal River (8cction).

a vorte.x in the n.outh of each pipe throucjh which air isdrawn down mto the .shaft below. Thus air and water areimxed tocjether. At /. the pipe is reduced to 9 feet and near
the bottom, at ., ,s enlar^^ed to lU f,.et in diameter
The water drops im feet, fallin. on a steel-covered cone B

fron, winch ,t rushes into a hori;.ontal tunnel over 1000 feet
loi.-. the arther end d of which is 42 f .et hicjh. In this larcre
channel the water loses nnich of its .speed and the air Ismp.dy .set free, collecting, in ine upper part of the tunnel.At e the tunnel narr<nvs and the water races past and enters
the tad-shaft T, 300 feet hi,d., fron. which it flows into the
river atjani.

about 300 feet of water, or alxM.t 125 pounds per .square inch.
Fron. d a 24-mch steel pipe lea,ls to the surface of the earthand from here the con.pre.ssed air is piped off to the nn-nes
Other air-compre.ssors on the .same principle are to In-

found at Magog Quebec; at Ainsworth. B.t\; at the liftdock
a Peterbomugh (see § 97); and at the Victoria Mines in
Michigan; but the one near Cobalt is the largest in existence
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AIR CONDEXSKn-USKS OF C^^si^^^o AHl

137. Air Condenser. It is obVio^ tllaU-th,

z!^.t.r-^-^-'^X^.::Tzif ^valves were luii-le to
open inwards instead
of outwards; but a
pump with a solid

piston is conunonly
employed for this

purpose. Fifr. 153
«l.ows the a^ange- "" ^i^:Ti::!:^^ef^e::;kte'' °^

«]m„i, „i

"'"^'' '"'o ""> t»iik through the outlet valve V

pa™„ of 1 f "'t
^°'' '"P''* ""P'<»-ion a double-actionpump ot tlie f„,-,„ 8|,„„.n i„ Fig. 159 j, uscj

k i." ™T7;r' ' --;; I- 1"—...--1

Many other applications cannot be mentioned he^
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139 Air-Brakes. Compressed air is used to set the brakes

of the West.ncjhouse a.r-brakes in co.nn.on use in this cc^LryA steam-dnvon air-ocnprossor pnn.p A and a tank B for con,"
pressed a.r are attached to the locon.otive. The equipn.ent oneach car consists of (.Oacylinder Cin which works a pistonP
directly connected, by a piston-rod D and a system of lovers

KiQ. 154.-Air hnkts in use on railway trains.

With the brake-shoe, (h) a secondary tank h\ an<l (.) a system
of connecting pipes and a special valve i^ which auto.natically
connects 5 with E when the air from ^ is admitted to the
pipes, but wnch connects E with the cylinder C when the
pressure of the air is removed.
When the train is running, pressure is maintained in the

pipes, and the brakes are free, but when the pressure is
decreased either by the enc.ir.eer or the accidental breaking, ofa connection, the inrush of air from Eio C forces the piston P
lorvyard and the brakes are set. To take off the brakes the
air ,s again turned into the pipes when B is connected ^ithA and the air m C is allowed to escape, while the piston P is
torced into its original position by a spring

140. Diving Bells and Diving Suits. Compressed ai^ isalso «s..d as a reserve supply for individuals cut off from
the atmosphere, as in the case of men engaged in submarine
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woi'. The diving

l)i!llHnii<Ipiu'uiiiatic

c.iissons used in

Iiiyin<r the founda-
tions of bridfjes,

piiTs, etc., are sini-

pl}' vessels of var-

ions shapes and
•sizes, oj)en at tlie

bottom, from whicli

the water is kept
out and workmen
within supplied
with air by com-
pressed air forced

in through pipes
from above. (Fi(r.

155.) The air filLs

the tank complete-

Jji thus excluding
tlie water, and es-

capes at the lower
edges.

The modern diver is incased in an air-tight weighted suit.
(tig. 156.) He is supi,lied with air from al.,No
through pipes or from a compressod-air reservoir
attached to his suit. The air e.scapes through a
valve into the water. Manifestly the pre.ssure of
the a.r used by a diver or a workman in a caisson
niust balance the pressure of the outside air. and
the pressure of the water at his d.pth. The
deeper he descends, therefore, the greater the
pres.sure to which he is subjected. The ordinary
Inu.t of safety is alxmt 80 feet; but divers have
worked at depths of over 200 feet.

Fio. 15C.-|iiver»
suit.
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(^

141. Water Pumps. Fr..,n very vu.ly tin.oM pumps wore
.•iui.loy<..l f„r ra.sin^r .vatur from n-st-rvoirs, or for foicin-Mt
tl.roui,rh tnl...s. It is certain that the suction immu w;,s"in
use in the tnne of Arisfotle (}K)rn 384 B.C.) The force
pumi, w:,s prohal,ly the invention of Cte>sihiu.s, n mech.-miciun
who tlounshe.i in Aiexiin<h-ia in the second century BC
lo Ctes.hius is ,ils„ attrilmted the ancient tire-en.ri„e
which consisted of two connected force-pumps, sprayinJ
aUernately. ^ *^ »

142. Suction or Lift-Pump. Ti,e construction of the com-
mon suct.on-pump is shown in Fig. 1.57. During the fir.st

strokes the suction-jjump acts as an
air-pump, with(h-awing the air from
the suction pipe JiC. As the air
below tlie jnston is removed its

pressure is lessened, and the pressure
of the air on the surface of the
water outside forces the water Tip the
suction pipe, and through the valve
Vi into the barrel. On the down-
stroke the water held in the barrel
by the valve Vi passes up through
the valve 1^, and on the next up-
stroke it is lifted up and discharged
thro'igh the spout G, while more
water is forced up through the valve
Ti into the barrel by tlie external
pressure of the atmosphere. It is

evident that the maximum height

.

to which water, under perfect con-
ditions, ,s raised by the pressure of the atmosphere cannot be
giv'ater than the height of the water c.;lumn which the air
will support. Taking tlie relative density of mercury as 13 6
and the height of the mercury barometer as 30 inches this

Jio. l,->7._Suotion-pump. AB, cvlin-
•Irical l>.irrtl ; HC. suction-pipe'' P
piston

: K, and I',, valves openinif
up« ar<l8 ; H, reservoir from which
water is to be lifted.
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Ini-ht would 1h. - X 13.6 = 34 feet. But an ordinary
siielion-puinp will not work satisfactorily for heights above
2o feet.

143. Porce-Pump. When it is necessary to raise water to a
considerable hei<rht, or to drive it with force throu<rh a nozzle
as for extinjruishinjr fire, a force-pun.p is used" Fi^r. 158
shows the most common form

°

of its construction. On the up-
stroke a partial vacuum is formed
in the barrel, and the air in the
suction tube expands and passes
up throu<,'h the valve V^ As
the pluiijrer is pushed down the
air is forced out through the
valve V.u The pump, therefore,

during the first strokes acts as
an air-pump. As in the suction-

pump, the water is forced up into
the suction pipe by the pressure
of the air on the surface of the
water in the reservoir. When it

enters the barrel it is forced by
the plunger at each down-stroke
through the

discharife

valve V„ into the

pipe. The flow will

Fio. LIS.—Korre-pnmp. cvlindrjcalUrrel
;
DC, suction-pipe : P nistoii"-"*'"

.ir chamber
; V vafv? in s.lc'Jion pi'pf

!

.„ valve in outUl pipe; «, discharire

obviously be intermittent, as the
outflow takes place only as the plunger is descending. To
produce a continuous, stream, and to lessen the shock on the
pipe, an air chamber, F is often inserted in the discharcre pipe
When the water enters this chamber it rises above the outlet
G which is somewhat smaller than the inlet, and compresses
the air in the chamber. As the plunger is ascending the
pressure of the inclosed air forces the water out of the
chamber in a continuous stream.
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144. Double Action Porce-Pump. In V'u^. ir)!» is shown
the construction t.f th^ (ioul.lL-iictiou foici'-pumj). When the

piston is niovfi] forwjird in the

dirt'ction of the arrow, water is

drawn into the hack of the cylin-

der throuffh tht; valve ]',, whihi

tl>o water in front of the piston

is forced out throu^^di the valve F.,.

On the backward stroke water is

drawn in tlirough the valve V.,

and is forced out throu;,'h the

valve V^. Pumps of this type are
Kio. 1S9.— Double-action forct-pump. „ i x- •

T-

y, piston ; r,. r.,, inlet valves; J,, ii«t'" US tire eny;ines, or lor any
K„ outlet valves." „ , . , ,purposes tor which a lar<fe con-

tinuous streuni of water is re<]uired. They are usually
worked by steam or other nioti\e power.

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS

1. The capacity of the receiver of an air-pump is twice tlwit of the
barrel

;
what fractionul part of thi; original air will be left in the receiver

after (<() the first stroke, (/*) the third stroke ?

2. The ca|)acity of the barrel of .m air-pump is one-fourth
that of the receiver ; compare the density of the air in tiie

receiver after the first stroke with the density at first.

3. The capacity of the receiver of im air-coin]ires8or is ten
times that of the barrel ; compare tlie density of the air in
the receiver after tiie fifth stroke with its density at first.

4. How high can alcohol lio raised by ,i lift-i)iuiip

when the mercury baronjeter stands at 7tiO mm. if the
relative densities of alcohol and mercury are 0.8 and V.i.d

respectively (

5. Connect a glass model pump with a flask, as shown in
Fig. 160. Fill the flask (,«) full, (/,) partially full of water,
and endeavour to i)ump the water. Account for the result
in each case.

i'la. leo.

il
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145. Siphon. If a lM>iit tubo is filled with water, placed
ill 11 vessel of water and the ends unstopped, the water will
Mow freely fpoiu the tube, so loii«; as
there is a difi'eience in level in the water
in the two vessels. A bent tube of this

kind nseil to transfer a liquid from one
vessel to another at a lower level is

called a siphon.

To understand the .auso of the liow
consider Fiir. IGl.

The pre.s.sure at J tiiidinsr to move fio. lei.-xhe niphon.

the water in the siphon in the direction AG
= the atmospheric pressure - the pressure due to the

weight of the water in AV

;

and the pressure at li tending to move the water in the siphon
in the direction BT)

= the atmospheric pressure - the pressure due to the
weight of the water in BT).

But since the atmospheric prt.ssure is the same in both cases,
ami the pressure due to the weight of the wati-r in AG \^ less

than that due to the weight of the water in Bl),

the force tending to move the water in the
direction A(J is greater than the force tending
to move it in the direction BD ; consequently
a flo\\' takes place in the direction ACDB.
This will continue until the vessel from which
the water flows is empty, or until the water
comes to the same level in each vessel.

146. The Aspirating Siphon. When the

_ licjuid to be transferred is dangerous to
*""*

l!ilit;'??hon'!^'""
'""'^^«' »« "i the case of some acids, an
aspirating siphon is used. This consists of

an ordinary .siphon to which is attached an offset tube and

l|!
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8t(,|H;..i'k. as shown in Fij;. 1(>2. to facilitato the prfx.'us,s of
Mime;. The en.! Jt is cl..s,.,l by the stopcock an,l tho li.jui.l

18 .Irawn n.to (ho siphon hy suction at tho iiiouth-piece A
Ihii stopcock IS then opcncl and the How ljej,'ins.

I'i'

fi.

Kl(i. 1G3. Km. 16*.—An intermittent «prinB.

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS

1. I'l-m what does the li.nit ..f tl.u height to which a Ii.,uia cun bo
rui.st!il in it Kiphnii

duj)enil I

2. Over what

heii,'ht cun (r«) ^.^
111 f ic ti ry, (/»)

•»-->~'-'~j

water, l»e made
to ridw in a

siphon ?

3. How hii,'h

can sulphuric acid

he raised in a

siphon wlieu tho mercury barometer stands at 29 in.,

taking the specific gravities of sulphuric acid and
mercury aa 1.8 and 13.« respectively I

4 rpoii what does the rapidity of flow in the
sipiion dejjend t

5. Arrange apparatus as shown iu Fig. l(i;{. Let
water from a fcip run doirhj into the bottle. What
takes place? Explain.

G. Natural reservoirs are sometimes found in the
earth, from which the water Ciin run by natural
siphons faster than it flows into them from above
(Fig. I(i4). Exi)lain why the discharge through the
siphon is intermittent.

7. Arrange apparatus as shown in Fig. 1G5. Fill

. .
t^i" ^I'-^^k A partly full of water, insert the cork, and

then invert, placing the short tube iu water. Explain the cause of the
phenomenon observed.

Fio. 165.



PABT IV-SOME PROPERTIES OF MATTER

CHAPTER XV

The MoLEtHLAU Tiieokv ok M.vrrKii

147. Why we make Hypotheses, in order to account for
the observed beliaviour of bodies the human mind finds
satisfaction iu making hypotheses as to the manner in wliich
material bodies aro built up. In this way wo attempt to
" explain " and to trace a connection between various natural
phenomena. But it must bo remembered that our hypotheses
are only metho<ls of picturing to ourselves what we know of
tlie behaviour of substances. Of the real nature of nmtter we
still remain in complete ignorance.

We are all familiar with matter in its three ordinary forms
—solid. li(iuid, gaseous—and a multitude of observations have
led to the universal belief that it is composed of minute
separate particles. These particles are called molecuhs. The
molecules of some elements and of compound substances can
be still further divided into aUmw, but in this way the
nature of the substance is altered,—in other words this is

not a physical subdivision but a chemical change. Tiius,
the oxygen molecule has two atoms, and the water molecule
consists of two atoms of hydrogen and one of oxygen.

14a Evidence suggesting Molecules. Water «ill soak
into wood, or into beans, peas or other such seeds. On
mixing 50 c.c. of water with 50 c.c. of alcohol the resulting

131
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ir^

vo ...... .s not .00 c... l.„t , a.H,„t !,7 c.e. W...... coj,..
"..1 t.n U.V n..xe.l in the .atio of 2 of c.,.,,.... to 1 ol" in

t.I.->.-o,H.s. thc-o .s a shrinka,. in volunu, of 7 or 8 ,.;

A^'ui,, various gases „.ay In, incIo«ed in tho san.o .uac.
a...l fc-ascs n,ay l>o contain^.! in li,,nids. Fi«h live by tJ.e'oxy^ren which is ,lis.solve.l in the water.

A sin.,,h. exphumtion of the.se ,.heno,ue.,a is that all bodiesare n.ade up of n.olecules with spaces between, into w^i ,the n.oecules ot other belies n.ay enter. A. mo shall
"^

the n.olecules an<l the spaces between are n.uch t.K, sn.al'to be observed w.th our n.ost ,K,werful n.icroscopes The
."aK-fyjn,. power would have to 1. i„crea.sed severdU.ousand tunes but even thou,!. H.is requisite n-a^.n^cU 1were obtan.ed ,t .s probable that the n.olecules could not thebe seen sn.ce there are ,.ood ,,rounds for believin. that the

v

are constantly n.oving so rapidly that the eye could not follow

That there are j^ores or channels between the n.olecules M'asneatly p.-oved by R.eon » who till., a leaden shell J
at..r, closed ,t and then hannnered it, hopin. to con.presthe water w.tlun. Dut the water can.e th -ourd. apperHn^- iu. outside Mke pe.pb.ation. Afterwanis t.^ ^JZ^^^Ho ence tru-d the experin.ent with a silver shell and alsovv^UUhe san.e sl.ll thickly ^Ided over, but in J; ::Ltwater escaped n. the .san.e way. Many other illustrations of[x>rosity could Ix^ ^ri\ ,.„.+

'^ '^'

'KraiieU Racon, I.IGI-Kii'o.

tSee Tail's " Properties of Matter, §§ f»8-100.

L
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Fio. I«H.-Twoula«rlol««,
one flllwl with h.vdroirt n,
the .other with oriKxiir
acid KM. The two irase*
mix until the contenta of
the two irlobct are identi-
cal.

149. Oilltalion of Oatei. The iiitorminjjlin;; „f ni„l,.cules
iH Wst illuHtiuted in the behaviour of jr, ,.„. I„ onlor to
iiivt'stitjate this question the French
cheiniHt, Hoitliollet, UHe<l apparatus like

that ilh^ .-jited in Fijj. l(j«. It con-
sisted of two jflass ^lr)lM>s pi-ovi.led

with stopcfK'ks, which couhi be securely
screwed toj,'ether. The upjHjr one Mas
tilled with liy<lro;;en and tlie lower with
carljonic acid ^'as whicli is 22 times as
dense. They were then scnwi-d tojjetlier,

placed in the cell.ir of the Paris Observa-
tory and the sto{)cocks opened. After
some time the contents of the t'-o f,dolK!s

were ttssted and found to Imj identical,—

the jjasos liad become uniformly mixed.
When the pa.s.sage connectinj; the two

ve.s.sels is small, hours may be re(|uired for

perfect mixin<j; but when it is lar;;e afew minutes will suffice.

A simpler experiment on ditiusion is the following,'. Fill
one wide-mouthed jar with hydro«{en and a sinular one with
oxyjren, which is 16 times as heavy, coverinj,' the ve.ssels

with glass plates. Then put them tojfether as
.shown in Fig. 107 and withdraw the gla.ss

plates. A.fter allowing them to stand for some
minutes separate them and apply a match.
At once there will lx> a .-iimilar explosion from

each, showing that the two gases

have become thoroughly mixed.*

It is through diffusion ;,l!rtt the

prf)portions of nitrogen and oxygen
rm. i(v?.-H.vdrot:cn in one vessel '" ^be earth's atmnsphere are the

'luickly mixes with oxygen in „ .. i n i .• rr,,
the other. .saiiic at all clcvations. Though

oxygen is the heavier constituent
there is no excess of it at low levels.

In performing thin experiment wrap » cloth about each Jar for safety. ~ ~~
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Kid. ICS—Copper sulphate
solution ill a liottle, iilaced
in a vessel of water. In
time the hhie nolntion
spreads all throuL'h the
water.

150. DilTasion of Liquids and Solids. Liquids diftuse into
t'iicli other, thougli not nearly so rapidly as do gases.

If colour, .1 alcohol (density 0.8) is carefully poured on the
tup (,f clear water in a tumbler (or if water be introduced

under the ticohol), the mixing of the
two will be seen to commence at once
and will proceed quite rapidly.

Let a wi(le-mouthe<l bottle a (Fig. 168)
be filled with a solution of copper sul-

phate and then placed in a larger vessel
containing clear water. The solution is

denser than the water but in time the
colour will be distributed uniformly
throughout the licjuid.

Diffusion takes place also in some metals, though very
s owly at oi-dinary temperatuies. Roberts-Austen found that
the difiusion of gold through lead, tin and bismuth at 550' C.
was very marked

: and that even at ordinary temperatures
there was an a])j„vcial)l.' diffusion of gold through solid lead.
In his t'xpenments discs of the different metals were kept in
close contact for st-vej-al weeks.

151. Motions of the Molecules ; the Kinetic Theory. An
explanation of such ivsults as these is the hypothesis that all
Iwdies are made up of molecules which have considerable
freedom of motion, esi)ecially so in the case of gases.
The laws followed l)y gases, which are much simpler than

those of soli.ls and liciuids, are satisfactorily accounted for by
these molecular motions.

The distinguishing featui-e of a gas is its power of indefinite
expansilnlity. No matter what the size of the vessel is into
which a certain mass of gas is put, it will at once spread out
and occupy the entire space. The particles of a gas are
practically independent of their neighbours, moving freely
about in the enclosure containing the gas.
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A gas exerts pressure against the walls of the vessel con-
taining it. Tliis can be well illustrated as follows. Place a
toy balloon or a half-inflated football

rubber under the receiver of an air-pump
and work the pump. (Fig. 1(J9.) As the

air about the bag is continually removed
the bag expands; and wlien the air is

admitted again into the receiver the bag

resumes its original \olume.

Fio. 169.—When the air is

removed from the receiver
the toy balloon expands.

We may consider the bag as the seat

of two contending factions,—the troops

of molecules within endeavouring to keep
hack the invading hosts of molecules without. Incessantly

they rush back and forth, continually strikiiig against the

surface of the bag. As the enemies are withdrawn by the

action of the pump, the defendei-s witliin gain the advantage
and, pushing forward, enlarge their boundary, which at last

however becomes so great that it is again held in check by
the outsiders.

Or, we may compare the motion of the molecules of a gas

to the motions of a number of bees in a clo.sed vessel. They
continually rush from side to side, frequently colliding with
each other. The never-ceasing striking of the molecules of

the gas against a body gives rise to the pressure exerted by
the gas. This view of a gas is known as the Kinetic Theory.

152. Explanation of Boyle's Xaw. According to Boyle's

Law (§ 129), when a gas is compressed to half its volume the

pressui-e which it exei-ts against the walls of the vessel con-

taining it is doubled. This is just what we would expect.

When the gas is made to occupy a space half as large, the

particles in that space will be twice as numerous, the blows

against its sides will be twice as numerous as before, and con-

sequently the pressure, will be doubled.
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i.

153. Effect of a Rise in Temperature. If we place the

rubber baj^ used in § 151 in an oven it expands, showing tliat

the pressure of tlie gas is increased by the application of Iieat.

Evidently when a gas is lieat»*d its molecules arc made to

move with greater speed, and this produces a greater pressure

and causes tlie gas to expand.

154. Molecular Velocities. On account of numerous col-

lisions the molecules will not all have the same velocity, but

knowing the pressure which a gas exerts and also its density,

it is possible to calculate the vieav velocity of the molecules.

In the following Uible the mean velocity,* at atmospheric

pressure and freezing temperature, is given f<jr some gases.

Table of Moi.ec tlar Velocitiks

Hydrogen 1843 m. or 604(» ft. per second.

Nitrojren 49.3 ni. or 1«18 ft.

Oxygen 4«2 m. or 1517 ft.
"

Carbon Dioxide 39.S n». or 1291 ft.

It M'ill be sei'U that the hydrogen molecules move fastest of

all, being alx)ut four times as rapid as the molecules of

nitrogen and o.xygen, the chief constituents of the atmosphere.

This is because it is much lighter. Each gas, by means of tlie

bombardment of its molecules, is able to produce a pressure as

great as that of any other gas, and hence as hydrogen is much
lighter its molecular velocity must be much higher. Tlie

vtslocity is inversely proportional to the square root of the

density of the gas.

'StricUy speakioK it is the aquare root o( the mean K|uare velocity which ii giTen here.
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155. Passage of Hydrogen through a Porous Wall As
the velocities of the hydrogen molecules are so great, they
strike much more frequently against the walls of the vessel
which contains them than do the molecules of other gases
Hence, it is harder to confine hydrogen in a vessel than
anotlier gas, and it diffuses more rapidly. This is well
illustrated in the following experiment.

An unglazed earthenware cup, A, (such as is used in
galvanic battei-ies) is closed with a
rubber or other cork impervious to air,

and a glass tube connects this with a
bottle nearly full of water (Fig. 170).
A small glass tube B, drawn to a point,
also passes through the cork of the
bottle and reaches nearly to the bottom
of the bottle.

Now hold over the porous cup a
bell-jar full of dry hydrogen, or pass
illuminating gas by the tube G into
the bell-jar. Very soon a jet of water
will spurt from the labe B. sometimes J''"- "<>•-Experiment rtowinK

with considerable force. After this ac- '•»~"8h • porous wall,

tion luis ceased remove the bell-jar, and bubbles will be seen
entering the water through the lower end of the tube B.

At first the space within the porous cup and in the bottle
aljove the water is filled with air, and when the hy.lrogen is
placed about the porous cup its molecules pass in through the
walls of the cup much faster than the air molecules come out.
In this way the pressure within the cup is increased, and this
when transmitted to the surface of the water, forces it out in
a jet. When the jar is removed the Jiydrogen rapidly escapes
through the porous walls and the air rushing in is seen to
bubble up through the water.
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I

156. Molecular Motions in Liquids. In liquids the motions

of the molecules are not so unrestrained as in a gas, but one

can hardly doubt that the motions exist, however. Indeed,

some direct evidence of these motions has been obtained.

Brown, an English botanist, in 1827, with the assistance of a

microscope, observed that minute particles like spoi-es of

plants when introduced into a fluid were always in a state of

agitation, dancing to and fro in all directions with considerable

speeds. The smaller the particle the greater was its velocity,

and the motions were apparently due to these particles being

struck by molecules of the licjuid. More recently a method

has been devised for demonstrating the presence of pai'ticles

which are too small to be seen with a microscope, and by 'neans

of it the particles obtained on making an emulsion of gamboge

in water (which are too small to be observed with a micro-

scope) have been shown to have these same Brownian motions.

It is natural to infer that these motions are caused by the

movement of the molecules of the liquid.

The spaces between the molecules are much smaller than in

a gas and so the collisions are much more frequent. Moreover

the molecules exert an attractive fox'ce on each other, the force

of cohesion, but they glide about from point to point through-

out the entire mass of the liquid. Usually when a molecule

conies to the surface its neighbours hold it back and prevent

it from leaving the liquid. The molecules, however, have not

all the same velocity, and occasionally when a quick-moving

one reaches the surface the force of attraction is not sufficient

to restrain it and it escapes into the air. We say the liquid

evaporates.

When a liquid is heated the molecules are made to move

more rapidly and the collisions are more fre(pient. The result

is that the li(juid expands and the evajxii-ation is more rapid.

In the case of oils the molecules appear to have great

difficulty in escaping at the surface, and so there is little

evaporation.
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Fio. 171.—Osmonii.

167. Osmosis. Over the opening of a thistle-tube let us tie
a sheet of moistened parchment or other animal membrane
(such as a piece of bladder). Then, having filled the funnel
and a portion of the tube with a strong
solution of copper sulphate, let us support
it as in Fig. 171 in a vessel of water so
that the water outside is at the same level

as the solution within tlie tube.

In a few minutes the solution will he
seen to have risen in the tube. The water
will appear blue, showing that some of
the solution has conie out, but evidently
more water has entered the tube. The rise

in level continues (perhaps for two or three
houi-s) until the hydrostatic pressure due
to the dilierence of levels stops it.

This mode of diffusion through mem-
branes is called osmosis, and the difference of level thus
obtained is called osmotic pressure.

Substances sucli as common salt and others which usually
form in crystals are called crystallouh. These diffuse through
membranes quite rapidly. Starch, gelatine, albumen and
gummy substances generally, which are usually amorphous
in structure, are called colloids. These diffuse very slowly.

Osmosis plays an important part in the processes of nature.

168. Molecular Motions in Solids. As has hi. stated in

§ 150, evidences of the diffusion of the molecules of one solid
into another have been observed, but the effect is very
slight.

"^

If a lump of sugar is dropped into a cup of tea it soon
dis.solvcs, and in time its molecules sprea.l to every part of the
liciuid, giving sweetness Ui it. In tliis instance the n.olecules
of water enter into the lump of sugar and loosen the bonds

/
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I

which lioM the molecules of sugar together. The molecules

thus set free spread throughout the li(}ui(l.

Drop a minute piece of potassium permanganate into a

quart jar full of water and shake the jar for a moment. The
solid disappears and the water soon becomes of a rich red

colour, showing that the molecules of the solid have spread to

every part.

Again, ice gradually disappears even when below the freez-

ing point. Camphor and iodine when gently heated readily

pass into vapour without melting. Indeed, if a piece of

camphor is cut so as to have sharp corners the wasting

away at ordinary temperatures will be seen by the rounding

of the comers in a very few days. This change from solid

to vapour is called sublivuition.

The motions of the molecules of a solid are much less free

than those of a licjuid. They vibrate back and forth about

their mean positions, but as a rule are kept well to their

places by their neighbours. When heated, the molecules are

more vigorously agitated and the body expands, and if the

heating is intense enough it becomes liquid.

Since when a solid changes to a liquid its volume is not

greatly changed we conclude that in the two states of matter

the molecules are about e(]ually close together. But in gases

they are much farther apart. A cubic centimetre of water

when turned into steam occupies about 1600 c.c.

159. Viscosity. Tilt a vessel containing water ; it soon

comes to its new level. With ether or alcohol the new level

is reached even more quickly, but with molasses much more

slowly.

Although the molecules of a liquid or of a gas move
witli great freedom amongst their fellows some resistance is

encountered when one layer of the fluid slides over another.

It is a sort of internal friction and is known as viscoaify.
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Ether an<l alcohol have very little viscosity ; they How very
freely aii.l are called mobile liquids, (^n the othej- hand, tar,
honey and molasses are very viscous.

Stir the water in a basin vigorously and then leave it to
itself. It soon comes to rest, showing that water has viscosity.
The viscosity of gases is smaller than that of liquids, that of
air being about gV that of water.

160. Distinction between Solids and LiquidJ* We readily
agree that water is a licjuid and that glass is a .solid, but it is
not easy to frame a definition which will discriminate between
the two kinds of bodies. A ILjuid otters no pn'ma,unt resis-
tance to foices tending to change its shape. It will yield to
even the smallest foice if continuously applied, but the rate of
yielding varies greatly with different fluids, and it is this
temporary resistance which constitutes viscosity.

Drive two pairs of nails in a wall in a warm place, and on
one pair lay a stick of sealing-wax or a
paraffin candle, on the other a tallow
candle or a strip of tallow (Fig. 172).

After some days (perhaps weeks), the
tallow will still be stmight and unyield-
ing while the wax will be bent.

Loi-d Kelvin describes an experiment which he made many
yeai-s ago. On the surface of the water in a tall jar he placed
several corks, on these he laid a large cake of shoemakers'
wax about two inches thick, and on top of this again were
put some lead bullets. Six months later the corks^had risen
and the bullets had sunk half through the cake, while at the
end of the year the corks were floating in the water at the
top and the bullets were at the bottom of the vessel.

These experiments show that at ordinary temperatures wax
is a liquid, though a very viscous one, while tallow is a true
solid.

Fio. 172.—A paraffin candle
benili but a tallow one
keep* itraigrht.
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CHAPTER XVI

Mf)LEcrLAU Forces ix Solids and Liquids

161. Cohesion and Adhesion. When we attempt to sepa-

rtit»^ a solid into pieces we experience dilfieulty in doing ho.

The molecules cling together, refusing to separate unless com-
pelled by a considerable effort. This attraction between the
molecules of a body is called cohesiim, and the niolecules must
Ik; very close together before this force comes into play. The
fragments of a por tdain vessel may fit together so well that
the eye cannot detect any e:acks, but the vessel falls to pieces

at the touch of a finger.

Some substances can be made to weld together much more
easily than othei-s. Clean surfaces of metallic lead when
pressed together cohere s(j that it requires considerable force

to pull them apart; and powdered graphite (the substjince

used in ' lead ' pencils), when submitted to very great pressure,

becomes once more a solid mass.

Cohesion is the natumi attraction of the molecules of a
body f(»i- one another. If the particles of one body cling to
those oi" lother body there is said to be wlheslon between
them. The forces in the two cases are of the same nature,
and thei-e is really no good reason for making a distinction

between them.

The force of cohesion is also present in liquids, but it is

much weaker than in soli«ls. If a clean glass rod is dipped in
water and then withdrawn a film of water will be seen
clinguig to it

; but if dipped in mercury no mercury adheres.
This shows that the adhesion between glass and water is

greater than the cohesion between the molecules of water, but
the i-everse holds in the case of mercury and glass.
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162. Elasticity. When a body is altered in size or shape
in any way, so that the rehitive positions of its parts are
changed, it is said to be tthuinnl A ship may be tossed
about by tiie waves and sufter no liarm, but if it runs on
a wmd-bar and one portion is moved with respect to the rest
it becomes strained and very serious results are sure to follow.

Let us strain a body, bend it, for instance. It exerts a
resistance, and on setting it free, (if the strain has not been
too great), it returns to its original shape. This resisting
force is due to the elmticify of the body. We apply an
external force and thus strain the body, and this strain arouses
an internal force which is precisely equal in magnitude and
opposite in direction to the external force. The internal
foi-ces in a body are called fitre»wn, and the stress is

])i'o/>ortioiiitl to the stniin which accompanies it.

Strain is of two kinds,—change of form and
change of volume, and there are corresponding
elasticities of fonii and of volume. Solids have
both kinds of elasticity, while liciuids and gases
have only elasticity of volume,—they offer no
resistance to change of form.

Steel, glass and ivory are solids which strongly
resist change of form and are said to have high
elasticity

; on the other hand, india rubber, while
easily stretched, has small elastic force.

163. How to Measure Elasticity. From a
strong bracket placed high on a wall hang near
together two wires A, B (Fig. 173). To the end
of A attach a weight to keep the wire taut, and to
the end of B attach a hook on which weights
may be laid. On B a. cardboard scale is fastened
and on A a piece of cardboard bearing a mark f,o_ i^_Ap.

B

(or preferably a vernier), by which any change
in the length of B can be measured.

kntu* to tait
looke't htm.
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and take the .vu.!,..^. .„. th. seal... Tlu-n add X kil.,s u...t^^ke the vudu.^. H«a.u. Ut the incvHs.. i,. lon^^th k- ,, n.n.Then add another .V kil..s, and hnd the new extension
W.1 b. ound to 1., .. ...n.. V.y continuin. the pro ! s wc

Robert Hooke (10-35-1703,. a conten.porary of Newton
The object of having the wire A to hold the index nmrk isto ehnunate any change in the wires through a chan. e i

ten.iH,rature. or any error arising throngh^u^y -giv. ?; t Jpport us we,ghts are added to K As •.::th wites\ill d al.|rthe san.e way the extension will he given l,y reading t^:

Hooke's Uw hol.ls also in the case of a coiled sprin^r (suchas used n,sprn.gb,danecs). and also in the l>en,li,!goMt
p'l^iurgt

"* ''' '^*"''^"^'
'' ^'-^-^-"' ^^^^^ ^o.:

In perfonning experiments on elasticity the wei.rhts use<lmust not be too large, otherwise the bo-ly will not
"•
turnT

.^
ongina. condition, but will ..ke a ^ernl:: ^s

'";:

164. Elasticity of Various Metals. Steel has the greatestelas .aty of all the meUls, an.l hence it is used vey
""

teel 1 m. long and one s., en., in section so that it is 1 „ ,„

sZ'^tVTrr ''^ '^""^'' ^^ TAo)re,uires20ki:-
Steel IS perfectly elastic within con.paratively lar.e lin.itsSuppose a connectn.g rod 10 ft. long and 1 s,. inch h. se to

."

I i



Flo. 174.-IIOW n bolt in
the eiiij or a lirait! ii
theareit.
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166. Shearing Strain. In huiklinjj a l,ri,l... th.. ..,.,ls of

«»i- nvets; ftiul l„.Hi,l,.s the foar of a ro.1
U'ing Htretciu.l Ixyond its elastic limit
tliere is danger of the Ixjlt or rivet beinJ
cut right across its section (Fig. 174"
In this oiae a section slides pist the
neighbouring section, and the stmin is
said to be a shear. When Me cut a sheet
of pajjer with scissors we shear it. For
steel the resist»ince to shearing is very liigl,.

166 Other Properties Depending on Oohegion. A body is
^said to be plasUc when it can be readily moulded h^Ly
oice : rr ^'"'" *'"• '^'^'- '''' '^""^"- - the eJt^force exerted to recover its form. Clay and putty are goodexamples of pla.stic bodies.

j' «'« goou

A ,„«W body is one which can be beaten into thin

thin. Between the hngers it crumples almost to nothing

iwmmfmm
area is multiplied about 6 times. Tl.«n I;7 u i

*" t*"®""
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A iiiU'tih' nnhiUiiiCA> is one whlcJi can U-. drawn out into fino

wiivH. Platinum, jjold, silver, copper and iron ore all very

•luctile. By judicious work plutinuui can be drawn into a
wire ^a'off >'••"• i» <liauH'tor. GUm is very ductile when
lieated, as also is quartz, thoujjh to soften the latter a much
higher temperature is required.

A friahle or brittle sulxstance is one easily broken under a
blow, (llass, diamond and ice are brittle substances.

R<!lfttive liardtH'ss is tested by dt'termininj; which of two
boilies will .scratch the other. The followinjj is the scale of

hanlness given by Mohs,* and generally adopted:— 1. Talc,

2. (Jypsuni, 3. Calcite, 4. Fluorspar, 5. Apatite, C. Feldspar,

7. Quartz, 8. Topaz, 9. Sapphire, 10. Diamond. A substance

with hardne.ss 7i would .scnitch quartz and be as easily

scratched by topaz.

167. The Size of Molecules. The problem of determining the
size of the molecules of matter is one of great interest, but also one
of extreme ditHculty. The question has been approached in various
ways, and the fact that the results obtained by processes entirely
different from each other agree satisfactorily is evidence that they
are somewhere near the truth.

According to Avogadro's Law all gases when under tlie same
pressure and temperature have the siinie numlier of molecules in

equal volumes; hence if we know the number of molecules in a
cubic centimetre of one gas we have the number for all gases, and
if we know, in addition, the den.sity of the gas we can at once
calculate the mass of a single molecule.

Experiments have been made to find out the very smallest amount
of matter which can be detected by our senses of sight, smell and
taste; and it is astonishing what small quantities of some substances
can 1)6 reoojjnized.

of a

and
very

On dissolving magenta dye it has been found that jj—^
grain or 3.5 x 10"" grams can be detected by the eye;
3 X 10" grains or 1 x 10 ^^ grams of mercaptan, a
strong-smelling substance, can be recognized.

Glass when softene<l in a tlame can be drawn out into line

threads ; and Prof. C. V. Boys, an English physicist, has succeeded

'Oerman mioanlo^st (1778-1830).
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111 obtaining veiy fiiio thrvmU of quartz. First U melUtl mim
quartz III an oxy hydiiiKi.ii tl.in.r. Tli.-u he fa«teii«l unutlu'r uuhjp
to an arn)w, «Jip|H^ it into the molten cjunriz, hohih of which
adhered to it, and then shot the arrow from a itomn-Ixw. This
drew out a fibi« of quartz ho fine that its Hinull.'st porti \\ not
be seen witli the liest microHcujHi. Bttyn estimat^-d that .i neti«r
wan not greater than ,-^ inch. One cubic incli of .uiartz w.mld
make over 20,000,000 niileH of Ruch fibre. If we supposed this to
be wound on a reel and then unwound by an expresH train niovin«
at the rate of a mile a minute, over 38 yeai-H would be required. Jt
18 quite certain that a section of this fibre must contain a largo
numlKjr of molecules, but for simplicity let us suppo.se the fibre to be
eomp.)8ed of a single row of molecules in contact. A sphere ...

'

*i"o!l
'"//'*',"*'*«' ™'«'e frof" quartz would weigh 3.5 x lO"" graiViHor

1.-3 X 10 >' grams. Themoleculeof quartz must weigh lesstlmii this
But the molecule of quartz is 60 times as heavy ns that of hydrocen
and so the lattt^r must weigh less than 2x10 »» grams. Now 1 c c'
of hydrogen weighs 0.00009 or 9x10-5 grams. Hence the numWr
of hydrogen molecules in 1 c.c. must be greater than (9 x 10-^) i-

\^f^}S^'l^
^ ^-^ ** ^°" ^^ ""^ «*•*" "** presently, there are likely

100,000 times as many. "^

In recent years a wonderful property has been discovered to
belong to certoin substances, which has been named radio-uclhnly
(see )} 0«J). Substances which are radio-active are able to fog a
sensitive photographic plate even though it te securely packed in a
box, they can discharge an electrifie<l body and do other extra-
ordinary things. Uranium and thorium are two of these substances,
but radium and polonium appear to be the most powerful of them
Ihese substances are exceedingly scarce and hence are extremelv
expensive. '

The radiation which radium is continually giving out has been
most carefully investigated by Rutherford,* and has been found to
consist of three parts, which he named the Alpha, Beta and Gamma
Hays.^ Further examination has shown that the Alpha rays are
made up of small particles, or corpuscles, travelling at a very great
speed, each carrying a small charge of electricity, and when these
corpuscles are collected in a vessel they are found to be the gas
helium. Each corpuscle is a molecule of helium charged with elec-
tricity !

°

UniJer^'MoXT"' °' ""«""»^'- ^"«'»"'>- *»' ««" > «»" Prof^wr of Phjiiios .t McOill

« (»Iph»), ^ (betaX y (gramm»), we the flnt three letters of the Greek alphabet.
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Now Rutlierford and (leij^or Iiiiac (Jeviseil a niotluKl hy wliicli the
passay*^ of a single Alplia corpuscle into a siiitaWle rweivinj; \cssel
can Ih^ detected, and hy actual count and calculation thev have
f(jund that 1 j^rain of radiinn sends nut 13.(5 x 10'" particles per
second. But it Itas also been found that 1 ^rani of radium pnKluces
0.4() c. nun. of the ga.s helium per day which is 5.1V2 x 10 " c. mm.
per second. It follows then that in 5.32 x 10"'' c. mm. of helium
gas there are 13.6 x lO'" molecules

Hence,

1 c.e. of the gas contains —-— „ ——
-;

= 2.56 x lO***
5.32 X 10~*

molecules, and from Avogadro's I^w this is the number of molecules
in 1 c.c. of all gases at standard pressure and temperature.

Since 1 c.c. of helium weighs 0.00000174 or 1.74 x 10" grams, we
at once «leduco that I molecule of helium weighs 6.S x 10 -''grams.
Also, the average di.stance apart of the molecules = 3.4 x 10" cm.

Rutherford has given w^veral other metluKls of calculating the
number of molecules, and taking the average of them all he finds

1 c.c. of gas at ordinary pressure and temperature

contains 2.77 x 10"* molecules.

Lord Kelvin has also calculated in several ways the size of
molecules, and he gives the following illustration. "Imagine a

rain-drop, or a globe of glass as
large as a pea, to be magnified up
to the size of the earth, each con-
stituent molecule being magnified
in the same proportion. The magni-
fied structure would be more
coarse-grained than a heap of

sm»«ll shot, but probably less

^y
coai-se-grained than a heap of
cricket balls.'

168. Nature of the Molecule.

In the discassion given above,

molecules have been treated a.s

simple bits of matter, like grains
Sir JoairaTHOMKiN. Rorn In Hanchnter, „f „,i. • • i i i

1856. Cavendigh ProfeBsor oJ Experinieiiul ^» Wheat IH a DUSllfii niea.SUre,
Phyiim at Cambridge Univenity, Ensland. i.u u i i •

' ^ though reasons have been given
for believing that tliey are in motion. The view ordinarily
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iield has been that a compound body is made up of molecules
and that each n.olecule can be broken up into elementary
atoms (§147).

But in recent yeai-s the investigations of various physicists
the most distinguished of whom is Sir Joseph Thomson, liave
led to the Ijclief that the atom itself is acon.plex orc^anization
According to this theory the atom of a substance has a certain
amount of positive electricity as its nucleus, and alx)ut this a
large number of very nn'nute negatively-charged corpuscles or
electrons revolve. Indeed the construction of tlie atom has
been compared to that of our .solar system, which has the sun
as its centre and the planets revolving about it. Though the
evi«lence in favour of some such view is undisputed, the theory
IS at present in a speculative stage and need not be considered
further in a book like this.
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CHAPTER XVII

Phknomexa of Sukfack Tknsiox and Capillarity

169. Forces at the Surface of a Liquid. On slowly forcing

water out of a medicine dropper
we see it gradually gather at the
end (Fig. 175), becoming more
and more globular, until at last it

breaks oft" and falls a sphere.

When mercury falls on the floor it

breaks up into a thousand shining

globules. Why do not these flatten

'\l^XZ"JrZZ"'""''' "ut? " >»elted lead be poured
through a sieve at the top of a

towo- it forms into drops which liarden on the way down and
finally appear as solid spheres of sliot.

A beautiful way to .study these; phenomena was devi.sed by
the Belgian physicist Plateau.* By mi.\ing in the proper
pr()p(ji-tions water an.l alcohol (al)<)ut 60 water to 40 alcohol),
it is possible to obtain a mi.xture of the .sjune density as olive
oil. By means of a pipette now intnxluce
olive oil into the mixture (Fig. 170). At
oncc! it a.ssumes a globular form. In this

ease it is freed from the distorting jiction

of gravity and rests anywhere it is put.

When the end of a stick of sealing-wax
or of a rod of glass is lieated in a flame it

assumes a lounded form.
FiQ. 176.—A sphere of
olive oil in a mixture
of water and alcohol.

Th.-se actions are .lue to cohesion. A little C(msiderati(m
^'"''''

'''"I"''
to expect the ...(.I.-cules at the surface to act in

miw"'
'*^'' ''"'' **"' *"""" "*"" **'' """'"•"^""""""J dtt.riorat«l,~»nd it failrientir^
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Fio. 177.— Behaviour of
noleeulea within the
liquid and at iti sur-
face.

a manner somewhat different from tliose in the interior of a
liquid. Let tt be a molecule well within
the liquid (Fig. 177). The molecule i.s at-
tracted on all sides by the molecules very
close to it, within its sphere of action
(which is extremely small, see § 161), and
as the attraction is in all directions it will
remain at rest Next consider a molecule
b which is just on the surface. In this case there will
be no attraction on b from alx)ve, but the neighbouring,
molecules within the liquid will pull it downwards. Thus
there are forces pulling the surface molecules into the licniid
bringing them all as close together as possible, so that th.-'
area of the surface will be as small as possible. It is for this
rea.son that the water forms in .spherical drops, since, for a
given volume, the sphere has the smallest surface.
The surface of a liquid behaves precisely as though a rubber

membrane were stretched over it, and the phenomena
exhibited are said to be due to surface tension.

170. Surface Tension in Soap Films. The surface tension
of water is beautifully shown by soap bubl)les and films In
these there is very little matter, and the force of gravity does
no„ interfere with our experimenting. It is to be observed.

too, that in the bubbles and films there
is an outside and an inside surface, each
under tension.

In an inflated toy balloon the rubber
is under tension. This is shown by
pricking with a pin or untying the
mouthpiece. At once the air is forced
out and the balloon becomes flat A
similar effect is obtained with a soap
bubble. Let it be blown on a funnel

und the small end be held to a candle flame (Fig. 178). The

Fi». 178.—Soap-bubble blow
iiiK out a candle.
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I

h

i
:

outnisliinij air at once blows out tho Hainu, wlsich nIiows tliat

tlie bubble beliaves like an elastic bajj.

There is a tlirt'erence, however, between the balloon and the

bubble. The former will shrink only to a certjiin size; the latter

first slirinks to a film across tlie mouth of the funnel and then

runs up the funnel handle ever tryinjj to reach a smaller area.

Atj;siin, tjike a rinj; of wire aljout two inches in diameter

with a handle on it (Fiij. 179). To two jwints on the ring tie

a fine thread with a l«K)p in it. Dip the

ring in a soap .solution and obtain a film

across it with the loop resting on the

film. Now, with the end of a wire or

with the pcjint of a pencil, puncture the

Fia. iT». -A loop of thread ^hii witliin the loop. Lunu'diately the
onaioapfilm. /> i • i • i /-i. nnlm winch is leit a.ssumes as small a sur-

face as it can, and the loop bi'comes .i perfect circle, since b}' so

doing the ai-ea of the fiiii becomoK as small as possible.

171. Contact of Liquid and Solid. The surface of a li(]uid

resting fi-eely under gravity is hori-

zontal, but where the liijuid is in

contact with a .solid the siu'face is

usually curved. Wati-r in cont»ict

with clean glass curves upward, mer-

cury curves downward. Sometimes when the gla.ss is dirty

the curvature is aljsent.

These are called cnpllhiri/ phenomena, for a rea.son which
will s')<)n appt-ar. The angle of contact A (Fig. 180) between
the surfaces of the liipiid ami .s(jlid is called the cjipillary

angle. For p;r/t'(7/// pure water and clean glass the angle is

zero, but with slight contiimi nation, even such as is caused by
ejqiosure to air tin; angle niay become 25 f)r more. For pure

mercury and cK-an glass the angle is atxnit 148 , but slight

cont<amination reduces this to 140^ i>r less. For turpentine it

is 17
', and for petroleuu» 2G".

Fio. 180—Water in a glan veaael
curveiiup,mercury curvesdown.
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172. Level of Liquids in Capillary Tubes. In § 105 it was
st*itfd that in uiiy nuiuluT of coni-

niuincjitin;^ vessels a li(|ui(l stjinds at

the sjuiuj level. Tlie following ex-

peiinieiit gives an apparent exception

to this law. Let a .series of oipillary*

tnhe.s, whose internal diameters range
fi-oni .say 2 nun. to the fine.st obtainable,

be held in a ves.sel conbiining water
(Fig. 181). It will be found that in

eae' of them the level is above that of F.o.i8i.-8howinyth.,.ev.Hon

tn iter in the ve.s.sel, and that the <>'*•'•' in^P'iiarvtuiwt

ant. the tube the higher is the level. With alcohol the li<|uid

is also elevated, (though not .so much), but with mercury the

Fio. 187.— Contrastini; the »«•
harioiirnf water (left) Mid mer-
cury (rigbtX

Km. 183.—Water riRM between the two
l>late« of ^laM which touch along one
e<<i;e.

li<iuid is depressed. The behaviour of mercury can con-
veniL>ntly be shown in a U-tul)e as in Fig. 1S2.

Another convenient method of showing cai)illary action is

illustrated in Fig. 183. Take two sfpiare pieces of window
glas.s, and place them face to face with an ordinary match or
other small object to keep them a small distance apart along
one edge while they meet together along the opposite edge.

They may bo held in this position by an ehustic bind. Then
stand the plaU« in a dish of coloured water. The water at
once creeps up Ijetween the plate.s, .stjinding highest where the
plat«-s meet.

'Latin, Capilhu, a hair.
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Wlien a glass rcxl is withdrawn from water some water

clinijs to it, and tlio liquid is said to wet the glass. If

dipped in mercury, no mercury adheres to the glass. Mercury
does not wet glasa

The following are tlie chief laws of capillary action :

—

(1) // a liquid xoe.ts a tithe, it rises in it; if not, it

foils in it.

(2) The rise or depression in inversely proportional to

the diameter of the tube.

173. Explanation of Capillary Action. Capillary pheno-

mena depend upt)n the relation between the cohesion of the

liquid and the adhesion between the licjuid and the tube.

In all cases the surface of a liipiid at rest is perpendicular

to the direction of the resultjint force which acts on it.

Usually the surface is horizon till, Ixiing perpendicular to the

plumb-line, which indicjites the direction of the force of

gravity. In tiie case of conttict between a solid and a li(|uid

the forces of adhesion and cohesion must be taken into

account, since the force of gravity acting on a particle of

matter is negligible in comparison with the attraction of

neighbouring particles upon it.

Consider the forces on a small particle of the li({uid at 0.

(Fig. 184.) The force of

adhesion of the solid will

l)e repi'esented in direction

and magnitude by the line

A , that of the cohesion of
-Di.»r.m.toexplaincapill»r> action.

^Jje rest of the Hquid by
the line C Compounding A and C by the parallelogram law

(§ 55) the resultjint force is 72. The surface is always perpen-

dicular to this resultant. When G greatly exceeds A the

exceeds C, it is elevated.

Klu. 184.

quid 'pn itly

In the case of capillary tulx'S the cohnun of li(]uid which is

above the general level of the liquid is held up by the adhesion
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of tlio glass tube for it. Tlie total force exerted varies directly
as the length of the line of cont»ict of the li(,ni(l and the tube,
which is the inner circumference of the tube; while the
Muantity of li(]uid in the elevated (or depressed^ column is
proportional to the arm of the inner cross-section of the tube.
If the diameter of the tube is doubled the lifting force is
doubled and so the quantity of licjuid lifted is doubl.^l ; Init as
the area is now/o//r times as great the height of the column
lifted is one-hnlf as great.

Hence the elevation (or depression) varies invei-sely as the
diameter of the tube.

174. Interesting lUustrations of Burface Tension and
Capillarity,* It is not easy to pour water from a tumbler into

a bottle without spilling it, but by holding
a glass rod as in Fig. 185. the water runs
down into the bottle and none is lost The
glass rod may be inclined

but the elastic skin still

holds the water to the rod.

Water may be led from
the end of an eave-trough
into a barrel by means of a

F18. i8fi.-now to utilize pole aliuost as well as bv
surface tension in nniir. . ^(iirface tension in pour- , , ,
iiig a liquifi. a metal tube.

b e

Fio. 186.— SurftM
tenaion holds the

When a brush is dry the hairs spread out ?^"h1r'""'™*
as in Fig. 18(Jo, but on wetting it they cling together (Fig.
186c). This is due to the surface film which contracts and
diaws the hairs together. That it is not due simply to being
wet is seen from Fig. 1866, which shows the brush in the
water but with the haii-s spread out

A wire sieve is wet by water, but if it is covered with
paraffin wax the wat<'r will not cling to it Make a dish out
•Many heautilul experimenU are dsKribed in "8oap Bubble. and the Force, which Mould

Xnem, by C. V. Boy..
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of copper jjauzc Imving ftlM)ut twenty wires to the incli ; let

its (liuiiu'ter be ulKmt Hix inches an<l hei;;ht one incli. Bin«l it

with wire to stren<jtlHm it. Dip it in melted ptiratfin wax,
and while still hot knock it on the tjihle so as to shake the

wax out of the holes. A ^tMnl sized pin will still pass throujjh

the holes and tlu-re will be over 10,000 of them. On the

lx)ttom of the dish lay a small piece of pjiner and pour water

on it Fully half a tumblerful of water can be jxmred into

the ves.sel and yet it will not leak. The water has a skin

over it which will suffer considerable stretching liefore it

breaks. Give the vessel a jolt, the skin breaks and the water

at once runs out A vessel constructed as described will also

rioat on the .surfjvce of water.

Capillary action is seen in the rising of water in a cloth, or in

a lump of .su<jar when touchinjj the water ; in the ri.sing of oil

in a lamp-wick and in the absorption of ink by blotting paper.

175. Small Bodies Resting on the Surface of Water.

j^ ^

By careful manipulation a needle may be laid
"%j^y- on the surface of still water (Fig. 187). The

Fio. i87.-xee.Hc on
^"'**c<^ '« UDule coucave by laying the needle

kept u1.'hy°Iu"rf'a"
°" **^' '""^ "* *''*^ cudeavour to contract and

tension. suuKitli out the hollow, Sufficient force is

exerted to support the needle, though its den.sity is 7^ times

that of water. When once the water has wet the needle the

water rises against the metiil and now the tendency of the

surface to flatten out will draw the needle downwards.
If the needle is magnetized, it will act when floating like a

compa.ss nei'flle, showing the north

and .south direction.

Some insects run over the surfjice

of water, frt(|ui'ntly very mpidly

iKig. 188). Tlicse are lield up in the

^iime way as the niiedle, namely, by
the skin on the surface, to rupture which requires some force.

Fie. lS8.~-lnwct Riipported by the
aurface tension o( the «»ler.



PAET V WAVE MOTION AND SOUND

CHAPl'EK XV III

Wave Motion

176. Characteristic of Wave-Motion. It is very interes-

ting to stmid on the hIkjio (»f h lurgo InAy of water and
watch the waves, raised by a stiff breeze, as they tmvel
majestically along. Steadily they move onward, until at last,

crested with foam, they roll in uyKm the beach, breaking at
our feet. The great ridges of water appear to be moving
bodily forward towanls us, but a little observation and con-
sideration will convince us that such is not the case.

By watching a log, a sea-fowl or any other definite object
floating on the surface, we see that, as the waves pass along, it

simply moves up and down, not coming appreciably nearer to us.

We see, then, that the motion of the water is handed on but
not the water itself. In the ca.se of a flowing stream the water
itself moves and, perhaps, tunis our water-wheeLs. Equally
certain it is, however, that energy (tliat is, ability to do work),
is transmitted by waves. A small boat, though at tiie distance

of several miles fi*om the course of a gi-eat steamer, will, some-
time after the latter has passed, exiwrience a violent motion,

pi-oduced by the " swells " of the large vessel. The water has
not moved from one to the other, but it is nevertheless tlie

medium by which considerable energy has been transmitted.

The motion of each particle of water is similar to that of a
pendulum. It is drawn aside, then swings thi-ough its me.-m
position, at which place its motion is mast rapitl, and its

momentum cjirries it forward to the farthest part of its course.

Here it comes to rest and then it returns thi-ough its mean
position to its starting-point

157
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A jMcuIiiir cluiriicU'i-istic of wave-motion is that, while the
pjvrtielis of wuter, or t)ther iue.liuiii, never iiiovo far from
their ordinary positions of eijnilihrium, yet energy is trans-
mitted from one place to another by means of the motion.

When, fnrther, wo leani that the sound of tlie rolling ond
breaking waves is wjnveyt-d to our ears by a wave-motion in
the atmosphere aijout us ; and that the li(jld by which we see
these and other wonderful things, is also a wave-motion, of a
kind still mt)re difficjilt to conijirehend, pitxluced in a medium
willed the ether, which is believed to fill all siwice, penetrating
even between the particles of ordinary matter, our interest is

increaswl
; and we realize how necessary it is to undei-stand

the hiwa of wave-motion. The subject, however, is a very
•'xtensivo one, an<I only the simplest outline of it will be
given liere.

177. Oanae of Waves on Water. Water in a state of
equilibrium assumes the lowest p«)ssible level. If then an
elevation or a depression in the surface be pnnluced at any
point, waves will be excited and will spread out from that point

Let a stone be thrown into the water. It makes an opening
in the water, at the same time elevating the surface of the
water surrounding it At once the neighbouring water nishes
forwai-d to till up the vacant space, but on arriving there its

momentum dws not aliow it to come to rest at once. The
water, coming in from all sides, now raises a h. ,ip where the
stojie enteied. Thi8 falls back, and the motion continues,
until at last it dies away through friction.

Fio. 189.-The w«t*r from the trouvhs hu l)eeii niud intn th" Prert*. thus inoreaains
the (lotential enerif.T and cauiinfr wave-motion.

Suppose SS (Fig. 189) to be the natural level surface of the
water when in equilibrium. It is evident, when there is such
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a wave-motion as Ihtc illustratcl, that by mine means th«

water hjw Umn taken out of tl»e ' ti-ou^jlw * BC, DK, etc., and
raised into thy 'crests' AB, CD, KF, etc., and thus tht;

potential energy Iian been increastil At once tlie crests begin

to fall, but on account of their momentum they will sink

below the position of equilibrium, and thus an oscillation is

produced. In this case the continued motion is due to the

foi'ce ofgramty.

However, there is another source besides gravity which
pnxluccs motion of the surface of a liquid. In § 1G9 it was
stjited that a liquid behaves as though there is an elastic skin

stretched over its surface, which tends to reduce the surface

to as small dimensions as possible. This skin gives rise to

the phenomena of surf -je tension.

Consider now Vu\n\d at rest in a vessel.—a cup of tea, for

instance. If any object is touched to that surface its area

will be increased and surface tension will endeavour to

prevent this. Now it is evi«lent that if by a current of air

(or in any other way) the surface which is naturally level as

SS (Fig. 190) is given the

wavy form shown in the

figure, the area of the

surface is increase<l, and
surface tensitm will strive to reduce this and to bring about
e<juilibrium again.

Thus surface tension as well as gravity is competent to

protluce waves on the surface of a liquid. Indeed it has been

found that in the case of short waves surftvce tension is much
more effective than gmvity, while in large waves the reverse

liolds.

These small waves, chiefly due to surface ten.sion, are known
as ripplen.

Fio. 10a—Snwll wave*, or ripplM, on a liquid, due
chiefly to lurfao* tenilon.
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178. Definition of Wave-length. A rontiimotiH N<>ricM or

waveH, Hucli tiH ono can pitHlucu hy iiioviii}; a piuMlu bttck-and'

forth in the watt>r, or by liftiii;; up and down a bl(x:k

Hoatiii}; on the water, \h cnWml a, tcdt'e-trnin. The nunil)ur

of waveH in such a train in induHnitu; thuru may be few or

many.

If now we look along such a train we can Helect portionH

of it which are in exactly the Hiiine Htii^u of moveiiieut,

that in, which are nioviuj; in the Hnme way at the name time.

The distance between two successive similar point- i« callu<l

a wavu-len<^h. It is usual to measure from one crest to

the next one, but any other similar points may be chosen.

Particles which are at the same str o of the movement at

the same time are stvid to be in the iinn p/iuHe; and so we
can deHne a wave-len;;th as flif. >*htn-tpnt diMtance between any
two iMvliclea whotte nuttums are in the same jtliase.

179. Speed of Waves on Water. We Iiave seen that the

circumstances of the motion <m the surface of a liquid dt'pend

on gravity and on surface tension. If the wave-length is

great the surface tension may be neglected, wl>ile if the waves

are very small it is all-important and the action of gravity

may be left out of account

Now for long gravity waves the *r oed of transmission is

higher, the greater the wave-length, tiie speed being propor-

tional to the square-root of the wave-length.

On the other hand, for small waves under surfjice tension,

the speed of transmission increases as the

diminishes.

wave-length

180. Wave-length for Slowest Speed. On the deep t<ea,

waves which are lOU feet fi-om crest tu crest travel at the rate of

15 miles per hour. Those with wave-length 300 feet will therefore

move at the rote of 15^ or 26 mih^s per hour, and ho on.

Atlantic storm waves are often 500 or 600 feet long, and these

travel at the rate of 34 and 38 miles per hour, respectively.
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If a wire—a knitting needle, fur instance— is move«l throngh

water, ripplea are furnietl before it

(Fig. 191), and the faster tlie

motion of the wire, the closer are

tlie ripples together (Fig. 191/>),

«.(!., the shorter is the wave-length.

It is evident that for every liquid

there is some critical wave-length

for which the wnves travel nioxt

slowly. For water this is 0.6H inch

and the speed of travel is 9 inches

m second. If the waves are longer,

gravity will make them travel fastcT ; if ^i. 'rter, Hurfaee tension

will cause them to move faster.

181. 8p«ed Dependent on DeiJ.h.

water travel faster than in s'l.i" >\\

mentally in the following way

Take two troughs (Fig. U'2; l > n j

Km. Itil.— Ripiilr* foniird on niovinir »
wirv throiiKh water ; (a) low-iiicnl, (b)

high'i|H-<Hl ri|i|ile».

!h:

in deep

experi-

Ixtut, .' ffi't ]< ., and 1

t'lHit . Me <uid deep.

A*' OHO eiul of each

tro.iy^h an empty

till • .'\. )T a block

;f V I,- 1 is lieid in

such a way that it

can rine and fall

but not move along

the trough.

Let one trough

bo filknl to the depth of 6 inches, the <»ther to the depth of 3

inches. By means of ii double pofldle, as shown in ilic figure, a

solitary wave is started in each tiwjgh at the same instani The

float on the deeper water will easily be seen to rise fii*st, thus

showing that the wave has travelled faster in the deeper water.

182. Motion of the Particles of Water, it may be rem- ked

that in water waves the particles do not simply move up and .;> vn.

In deep water they move in circles, but as the water beciiaes

shallow these circles ai-e flattened into ellipses with the long axes

horizontal.

Pio. 198.—AppMmtat to ihow that wave* tnvel tutcr In deep
than in ihallow water.
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I

i I

Also, the oscillatory motion of the particIoH rapidly diminishes
with tho depth. At the depth of a wave-length it in less than sU
of that at the surface. At a few hundred fo<»t down—a distance
small compiiml with the depth of the ocean—the water Ih quite still,

even though the surface may lie in very violent motion under fearful
storm.s. A submarine IxNit, by descending a hundred feet, ct)uld
{)ass from the njidst of a tt>rrific tt^mpest to a region of perfect quid.

183. Reft-action of Water Waves. It lias often been
observed that when wave.s appronch a shallow b«'acli the cre.sts

-::.:;•:;:;.... are usually approxi-

mately parallel to the

shore line. In Fijj. 1 93,

A,H,C, etc., represent tho

successive positions of a
wave approaching the

shore. The dotted lines

indicate the depth of

water. It is seen that tho

end of the wave nearest

the shore reaches shallow

water fii-st, and at once

4 6 8 M 12
^'""^'*-*''' niore slovvly.

inches deep This continues until at

''"'•,il!i-.7;'J!'*.'*'"A"'"*"l'"''.''?*'?\T
''"""'••"• la«t the wave is almost

direction of motion w u g«ta into ihallower water.
Mid i« refractwi. parallel to the shore hne.

This chan<;injj of the <lirection of tho motion of tho waves
through aclianjje in their velocity is avlleil refrndion.

184. Reflection of Waves. If, however, a train of water
waves strike a precipitous shore or j^;^ .^
a long pier, they do not .stop thero, Y/^. ^^^
hut start off again in a <leHnite y\

direction. This is illustrated in

'%^
,v><<

Fig. 194. The waves advance along
^.a. m._w»terw.ve..trikinK»ion»

A B, strike the pier and are reflecttid ^" ""^ *«•«»«*•

in the direction BC, the lines AB, BC making equal angles
with BD the pt>rp«'ndicular to the pier. In sound and light

we meet with many illustrations of reflection and refraction.
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Fio. IW.-

(a)

(fc)

(c)

(d)

(e)

DUgnuii to ihow how % wave i» forui«i and travel*
alonK a cord.

^:^

185. study of Waves in a Cord. U't one end of a light

chain or rubber t«il)e, 8 feet «)r niortj in len;;Ui, bo f»Lstene<l to

t)ie ceiling or thtj wail of a room. Then, by shakinjf from side

to side the free end, waves will bo formed and will pa>« freely

along the tiiW A rope or a length of garden hoso lying on the

floor may he usjmI, but tlie results will not be 8«} satisfactory.

Wo shall examinu this motion more closely. Let us start

with thu tube

straight as

shown in (a),

Fig. 195. The

end A is quick-

ly dmwn aside

through the

space AB. The

end particles

diiig the adjacent ones after them ; these drag the next ones,

and so on; and when the end «)nes have b«'en pulled to B the

tul)e then litis the form shown in (/;).

Instead of keeping the end at B, however, let it be (juickly

brought bjick to A, that is, the motion is from .4 to B and B
to A without waiting at B. Now the pirticles Ixjtween B and
P have been given an upward movement, and their inertia will

carry them further, each pulling its next neighlxmr aft<'r it,

until when the end is brought back to A the tulwj will have

the form AQ, shown in (c).

Suppose, next, that the motion did not stop at A , but that

it continued on to D. On arriving there the tube vill have

the form (f/). Innnediately let the end l)e brought Iwick to A,

thus completing the ' round trip.' The tube will now have the

form phown in (e).

Notice (1) that the end has made a complete vibration, (2)

that one wave has been forme<], and (ii) that the motion has

travelled from A io S, which is a wave-length.
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If tlu! motion of tlio end ct-iiscd now, tlu' wuvu would simply

movt! toi'wiml nloni; tliu tulM-. 11", liow«'Vi'r, the en»l continufd

to vibrato, waves would continue to form and move aloug tlie

Fio. lau.—ThrM wave* in a cord.

tul)t', JUS si'«'n in Fi^j. 19fi, wlu-ro threu full waves are Hhown,

movinij in the <liri>ction of the ari-ow.

186. Relation between Wave-length, Velocity and Fre-
quency. The time in which the end ^l executes a complete

vil)ration is calle<l its pcriixl, and the numlx;r of periods in a

second is called ii>i fretjiiiencij, or vihrat ion- n amijer.

We have just seen that during ono period the wave-motion

travels one wave-length.

Li't the fretjuency >je 11 per second ; then the periotl T will

1h< 1 II second.

If / = wave-lengtli,

hikI V == velocitv of transiiUMsion i»f the wave-motion
;

tlieii / - rT,

or V — uf.

This is a very important relation.

The iiiniil'dmh: of a vibration is the range on one side or

thi> other of the middle jMiint of the course. Thus AH or AD
(Fig. 10.')) is the amplitude of the motion of the paiiicle A.

187. Transverse and Longitudinal Waves. In the wave-
motion just consideied the direction of the moti«)n of the

particles is acro.ss, or at right angles to, the direction of propa-

gation. Such are called trunnverHe waves. In addition to

the illustrations of these waves which have already Ix'en

giv<'n, it may lie n-marked that in an eartli(|Uake disturl«ince

the motions which do the great damage are long, transvei-se

WH\ es which travel along the earth's crust at the rate of from

1.6 to 4 km. per second.*

* fn tlif ilmtrintivv Mviaiim varth<|iuke, December 28, lUOS, the iiiewl of tniMniiaion
0l0ftfLttl :i..'t km. (or 2 mi.) |>er Muond.
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Let us now considiT a Inn;; spiral sprinpj (Fi;j. 197). The
spiral should Iw 2 or 3 ni. Ion;; and
thf dianu>t(u- of the coils may U)

fi-oni 3 to 8 cm. One end mav he

securely atbiched to the hottoni of fio. m.-Pon ion oi. ,.!«! tprinB to

.. i:,.l.* l„.„ / . I II 1 V
illiwl rate the traiiHiii«»ion ot»wme.a li;;rit ^)(^x «a chalk-crayon Ih)x). itHhoui.ibe2or.'jiii. lonifnf of no.

'PI. .Ill* ii ii I .. • " wire the colli may lienor 4 cm. in
I Hen, noldni;; the other end hrmly <iiameter:i( of heavier wire the roil*Ui 1 • . ..,..., should be laiver.

le liand, insert Ji knite-hhule

hetween the turns of the win? an.l <|uickly rake it alon;; the
spiral towards the box.

In this way the .tums of wire at It, Fi;;. 108, in front of

A B C the hand are crowded

to;;«'ther, and the
turns iH'hind, for about

Kiu. ia8.-A wave coiuiita of a coiidenntion *, and a the Same distjHlCe, are
rarefaction A. ii i • i

pulled Wider apart.
The crowded part of the spiral may lie called a vondenHdlion,
the stretclu'd put a ntreftiviion.

Now watch closely and you will see the condensation, fol-

lowed by the rarefjiction, run with ^reat speed alon;; the spiral,

and on reaching; the end it will pveasharp thump aj;ainst i\w
box. Here it will Ije reflect*-*!, and will return to the hand from
which it may be reflected and a;;ain return to the box.

If a li;;ht object be tied to the wire at any place, it will be seen,
as tlui wav»! pas.ses, to receive a sharp jerkin;; motion forward
and liackwai-d in the «lirection «)f the len;;th of the .spiral.

On a claser ('xamination we fin«l that the following is what
takes place.

By applyin;; force with the hand to the spiral we produce
a crowdin;; to;;ether of the turn.s of wire in the secti«>n //, and
a separati(m at .^1. Instantly the elastic force of the wire
causes H to expand, crowdin;; t4);;ether the turns of win> in

front of it (in the seetirm 6'), and thus causin;; the ccmdensji-
tion to be transmitted forwanl. But the coils in li do not

y

:.|
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I

)

J

stop when they Imve recovered thi'ir orij;injil {xwition. Like
a iMiiduluiii th« y swiii;; Ix-yoiid the {wwition of ii-st, thus pi-o-

(hiMnjj a rmvfactioii at li w Ihtc imiiM'diat^'ly Ix'fore th«Tc whh
a coudi'iisatioii. Thus the pulse of con<h'ns»itioii as it moves
forwanl will he followed hy one of larefjietion.

Sueh a vil)iation is called lonj;itudinal ; the motions of tlic

paitieles aie parallel to tlie diiecticm of transmission.

188. Length and Velocity of Waves in a Cord. L«'t us
experiuH-nt ftnther with the stretched rubher tulx>.

Make the end to vihi-ate faster: the waves prrxhiced are
shorter. Stretch the tulx' niore ; the waves become lonjjer,

and travel faster.

Notice, also, that on reaching; the farther end the wave in

reflected as it wa.s in the loni; spiral.

189. Nodes and Loops. Next, let us keep the end of the
nihher tuln* in continual vibration. A train of waves will

steadily pass aloni; the tiihe, and beiufr reflected at tlie other
end, a train will steadily rettirn alon^ it. These two tmins
will nu'et, each one movinjj as thoujjh it alone existed.

As the tulx' is under the action of the two sets of waves, the
direct and reflected train.s, it is easy to see that wliile a direct
wave may jjush flownward any jKtint on the tuV)e a reflected

one may lift it up, and the net result may be that the point
will not move at all. The two waves in such a case are said
to intfrferc.

That is just what does happen. By properly timing the

vibrations of the end
<^'> ^^°=*«M of the tube the direct

t'') ^"""^223211101^^ and reflected trains

<''^ '*"°'''^°!3^^
iTiterfere and cei-tain

('/) ^"""^^^^^''CSfflim^^ jK.ints will \x' con-

Km. lue.—SUnrtinit waws in aonrri. At A. C, D, E, But
lutdm ; iiii<lwky lietweeti are lnupn.

tituially at rest.

If the end A (Fig.

199) is vibrated slowly the tube will assume the fonn (a).
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On dcniblin;,' the fmpiency of vibration, it will take the form (/>).

By increjisinj^ the fjeijuency other foiiiis, siicli m Hhown in (<)

un«l ((/) nmy be obtained. In these ciises the iK)int.s A , B, (', D,
A', are continuully at rest and are called vihIck The portion
iH'twcen two ncnles is called a ventnil ftetjinnit, and the middle
IKjint of it we shall call a loop. The distance between two
successive nodes is half a wave-length.

Such waves are calle<l statioiuiri/ or Htaiulinif waves As
we have seen, they are caused by continual inti-rferenco

between the direct and the reflected wav»s.

190. Method of Studying Standing Waves. The most
satisfactory method of pnxlucinjj the vibrations in a cord is to

use a largo tuning-fork, so arrangefl that the cord (which
should Ixj of silk, light and flexible) nuiy l)e attjiched to one
prong. In the absence of this the armngement shown in

Fio. m-A nord to kttMhad to the krmature of *ii electric bell, and to the other
end which paews over a pulley are added weiKhu. By adjuiting the length
and the teniion itandini; waves are produced.

Fig. 200 may Ix; used. The gong and the hammer of a large

electric b«'ll are j-emoved. One end of the cord is att»iched to

the armature antl the other passes over a pulley and has a
pan to hold weights attached to it. In this way the length

and the tension of the coi-d can be varied and the resulting

sttmding waves studied.

The following law has been found to hold .—The number of
loops is Invernely proportioi^nl to the stjaare rmt of the tenttion.

Insteiul of having the string pass over a pulley, it might hv.

all«)wed to hang vertically with the weight tied on the end, the

electric vibrator then being turneil so that tbe armature is verti-

cal. This airangeinent, however, is not quite so satisfactory.

M
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CHAI'TKU XIX

PunniiTiox, Pu(»i'A<iATi(>x, Vkmkjitv <»k Soind

m. Bound arises Arom a Body in Motion. Tlic Munation

of souiul fiiiscs from viirious kiiuls of sourci-s, hut if wo tiike

tlif ti-oiil)l«^ to tract! the sound t«) its oritjin, we alwiiyH tind

that it comes fi-oiii a material Innly in nu»tion.

A violin or a ;,'uitjir strin<; when eniittinj; a soinul has a hazy

outlin<-. which iM'comes perfectly definite when the sound dies

away. A hit of paper, donhled and hunj; on the strinjj, is at

once tlnow n of!'. On placin<i the hand upon a soinidinj; Ih-II

we fee! the movement, which, however, at once cejuses, as also

d<M's the sound. On touchinjj the .surface of water with the

pron;: of a soundin<r tuninj,'-fork the wat«'r is formed into

ripples, or splashes up in spray. A li;rht hall or hollow In-ad

susp' iided hy a fine thread, if held aj^aiust the soundiiijj Im-II

or tuninjf-fork is thr«)wn off vijjorously.

^11 o«n- experience leads us to conclude that in every case

*• -d arisen from iimfter in nifinl rihiiition.

m^ Conveyance of Sound to the Ear. In oider that a

<outi 1 may 1k' perceived hy our eai-s it is evi<lent that some

.sort f medium must fill the .space hetween the source and the

ear "sually air is this nu'tlium, hut other substjinces can

cons' the ^ound t|uite Jis well.

Hy loldinj; the ear a;jainst one end of a wcKxlen ro<l even a

lij^ht scratch with a pin at the far end will Ik* heanl distinctly.

< hie can detect the nnnhlinj; of a distant railway train hy

layinji the t-ar uikmi the st«'el rail. The Indians on the wt'stern

plains could, hy puttintj the ear to the {jround, detect the

tramping' of cavalry to<) far ofl" to Im- seen. If two stones

Ik- struck tofjether under watt-r, the .sound iMJi-ceivud hy an
16H
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ear und«>r water is loiultr than if tlie experiment had been
IH'rfoniii'd in th«,' air.

Tims we see that hoHiIs, liquitlH and ganes all transmit
sound. Further, we can hHow that some one of these is

neces.sary.

Under til.' receiver of an air-pump place an electric bell,

HUpjMwtinjj it lui shown ifi Fig. 201. At first,

on closing the circuit, the sound is heard
easily, but if the receiver is now exhausttnl

by A g«K)fl air-pump it Ix-eomes feebler, con-

tinually iK'Coming weaker an the exhaustion

procewls.

If now the air, or any other gas, or any
vajMan-, is admitted to the receiver the sound
at once gets louder.

In perfonning this exiHTiment it is likely "in "^'iJ^tc^
that the .s..m.d will not entirely disappear, as ^hruJt'i'nrTh". S",

there will always Ik. s<.me air in the receiver. K^.'iSi^'"""*
and in addition, a .slight inoti(m will bo transmitted to the
pump by the suspension

; but wo aro ju.stified in believing
that a vibrating b«xly in a perfect vacuum will not excite the
sensation of .sound.

In this respect .s(auid diHei-s fnan light and heat, which
come to us from the sun and the stjirs, jwssing freely through
the [M'rfect vacuum of sptico.

193. Velocity of Sound in Air. It is a eonnuon o]»servation

that siauid reipiires an appreciable time to travel fi-om one
[tlaee t«» an(»tlier. If w»^ watch a carpenU'r working at a
distance w(! distinctly set- his hannner fall iK'foi-e wo hear the
.sound of the blow. ALso, sti-am may be seen coming from the
whistit! of a locomotiv*^ or st«'ambo»it sevj-ral seconds before
the sound is heard, and wo continue to hear the sound for the
same length of time afU-r the ,st«'am is shut of!'.

I
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SoiiH' of tin- iM'st I'XiH'niiH'nts for cl«'t«'nuiniiit,' tlic v«'lc«ity

of nouikI ill air Wfii' iiiailc in 1822 by ii ctMiimiMsiun iiiHHMiit»Ml

l»y thu Frt'iich Aciuhiiiy, Tlio rxjH riiiuiits w»iu mail*)

iHtWirt'ii Moiitllu'ry an<l Vill.'jiiif, two places a little wjutli of

I'ariH ami 18.0 kiloiiK-tivs (or l\M iiiiK-s) apart.

Each Ktation was in cliartjo of tliivo eiiiint'iit Kciontists and
providffl witli similar camions and chronoiiu'ti'i>!. It was
found that the interval iMtwceii the moment of seeinj; the

Hash an<l the arrival <if the sound was, on the average, 54.6

seconds. This jjives a velocity of .S40.9 m. or 1118.15 ft. per

second. Now the temperature wjis 1.') .9 C, and jus the

vehicity increa-ses aljoiit 00 cm. per second for a risi' of 1 C.

this velocity would Ix' :{;{|.4 m. per sec(»nd at ('. Other
txperiuientors have obtaiiu-d sliijhtly diH'erent results.

VkUMITV UK SoiNK IN AlK

Tein|jersittin-.

r.

N'fliHity. P.T 8ei-.in.l.

0° a .•):« 111. -= IOHf> ft.

i.v r. ii F. Ml m. lll!» ft.

20" C. = •w F. .'i44 in. 11'i!» ft.

-46.r a -w F. :wr).« m. lOOJ ft.

The veliK'ity at -50 /'. was deteriiiiiu-d hy (iieeiy diirinj;

his explorations in the arctic refrions, 1882-3.

194. Nature of a Sound-Wave. The vihiations in sound-

waves are loiifritudinal. the nature of which is explained

in § 187.

L«>ta Hat strip of metjil Im- clamped in a vice or Im- otherwise

held in a ri;,'id support. Draw it aside, and let jjo. As it

moves forward it condenses the air Ix fore it, an<l on its return

the air is rareHed. With eiu*h complete vihration a wave of

condensation and rarefaction is pr<Hluce<l, and durinj^ that time
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tlu'souii.l will Imvi- tniwIliMl .>iii> WHVt'-l.«ii;rtli./. If tlif strip
vihriitrs ti tiiiH'M a >«'f<»nfl tin- mjwum; tnivi'imMl in oiii> s.'f«»n<l

will Ih'

111 = r, thf velocity of .sound pt'i- Mt'coiid.

The Noiuid, howuv.T, dot'H not ^'o in just ono .liroction iih

shown in Fig. 202, but it spreads out in all directions, .is

D
rio. SOI—Ai th« itrlp \ lbr»t«a the air li >luni»tely i-omlcriwd and raivflnl.

illustmtt'*! in Fijj. 203, where spherieal waves move out from
tlie sounding bell as their ci-ntre.

196. An Air-Wave Encircling the Earth. A wonderful
example of the «pieiid <»f an air wave occurred in 1»H3. Krakiitoa is
aHinall iHland l>etw(>en

Java and Sutnatrii, in

the East In<Ue8, long

known as the seat of

an active volcano.

Following a series of

less violent explosions,

a tremendous eruption

occurred at 10a.m. of

August 27. The
effects were atupendous. Great portions of the land, aliove the sea
and Iteneath it, were displaced, thus causing an immense sea-wave
which ilestroyed ;ir.,000 human lives, at the same time producing
a great air-wave, whicli at once began t« traverse the earth's
atmosphere. It spread out circularly, grmlually enlarging until it
became a great circle to the earth, and then it contra<ted until it
came together at the antipodes of Krakatoa, a point in the nortliern
part of Houth America. It did not stop there, however, but enlarging
again, it retraced its course back to its source. Again it starte<l
out, went to the antipodes and returned. A third time this course
was taken, and indeed it continued until the energy of the wave
was spent.

Tlie course taken by tlio wave was tniced by means of self-
n^gistering birometers located iit various olwerving stations through-
out the world. As the wave passed over a station there was a rise

riu. 203. lUuMntinK the tranamlmion nl ouiiil in ipherical
w»ve«.
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luiii then » ftill in the iHirunii-ier, and thin whm riH-onlfMl hy photo
Kiiiphie means, in niimy jilaci-M (Toi U> ini-lu<lcti) the.e wure four
rifonls of the wave lu it nioveil from KrnkaUia U> the antiiMMl«>H,
anil three of ilH return. In Fig. -'04 is nhown the riM in the baro-
meter at Toronto cauaed by the Mooml outward trip of the wave

Fio. awaM.-Aportionor th* phohwrsphie r«<>on1 of th« iMUrht of Um tiMomctw ••
Toronto for Aiiinirt at, \nia. To olit«iii th<- r^rorrt, light ii projcctmt through.^ . . .._ prolcctmt throttfh
lh<l«roiiirl<'riiilM-*l><>vv the nicnurv uainit M-iiiltticd imiwr whiih !• on »
drum lichliHl th* l-aromfltr. Kverv two lmiir» the liKhl ii cut off ami white
line ii proitiirMi on the rec-orrt. Mhortly arter2k.ni., Auiruat«t, there wai*
riw, ami at almiit 4.4tl there waa another. The (onner wa« due to th* iiaaiace
over Toronto of tha wave on the aet-onii lournev Irons Krakatoa totha
aiitipoilen ; tha latter waa due to the aerond return from the antipodes to
Toronto. (Prom the reeorda of the Meteorolnirical Her* Ice, Toronto.)

ami the second return. Tlie time refjuired to go to the antipiNleM
and return to KrakattNt waa approximately 3(5 houni.

The sound t)f the explosion waa actually h(>«rd, four hours after
it hiip|)eiie<l, hy human ears at Rodrigue?:, at a distance of over
•J.OOO miles to the south-west. At the funeral of Queen Victoria,
nil February 1, 1901, the discharges of cannon were heard 140 miles
away.

196. Intensity of Sound. TUv intensity <>f houihI de|H'ntlH

oil thi-cf thiiijjs :

(1) Til*: Pciixitt/ of thf Mftlinm in which it in inuahn-eil.

It is foiiiiil tlijit wtirkinm in a tniiiiel, in wliich the uir is

tiiuii-r pn-ssnre, tlii»n;,'h coiivfisinu imtui-Hlly, appear t«» eaoli

ttther to siM-ak in nmistmlly loml tones, while billoonistx and
mountain cliiiilKTs have ditticulty in making theinseives

lieanl when at jjreat heijjhts. The denser the medium, th»!

louiier is tlie sound.

(2) Thr Kiniyif of thr Vihrntiinf liinhi. The amount of

t'ner<.'y radiated per second is projKirtional to the M(|uare of

the amplitude «)f the vihratin;; l)f)dy.
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Km. «iri.-IHsi(nuii to ihuw that th*
Intcnulty ol wiiiihI dlniiiilnhra wlIJi
th« iliatance from thr mimf.

Sii])|M)M«> tlif miiiikI i4i Im> iiuliiitiii^

fnmi O (Ki>j. 20.")) <ih c-iitii', ami
Ii't It travi'I II iliMtiuieo OA in ono
weoml. The ••lu-r^jy will \m din-

tHhutcHJ aiiiuti^t thu air pitrticlfH

on tho Hpliei'b wIiohu ci-ntif is

and raiHuH OA.

In two hi-cimhIh it will n'lich a
diHtanctt OH, which is twic«> OA,
and thu tsm-r^ify which was on tin-

snialliT HpluM' will now Ih) sprtNid

ovtT tho Nurfacu of tho Ijirjjcr one. But this surfacu is four
times that of tho smaller, since tho surface of a spluTo is

pruporticmal to tho S4|uare of its nwlius. Hence tho inU'Usity

at ^ can bo only one-fourth that at A , and wo have tlie law
that the intenitity of a sound varieH inverMely an the afjmire of
the diMtancefrtun the 8<nirce.

197. Tranimiiiioii by Tubes. If, howtv.«r. the sound is

conHned to a tulie, especially a strai;;ht and smooth one, it

may Im* transn»itteil >;reat distances with little loss in intensity.

Being prev«'ntod fn»m exiNindinj;, the loss of the en«'r<ry of th('

8Qun<l-wave8 is caused chietly by friction of the air against
the sides of the tube.

198. Velocity of 8oand in SoUds by Kundt'i Tube.
Havmg determined the velocity of sound in air we can determine it
in other gases and in •olids by a method devised by Kundt in 1865.

^=^=4m ^̂^

F». ((M.-TIM little hc«pi ot powder in Um tub* w* producMl by the ribrUioM o( the diic D.

BD (Fig. 206) is a brass hkI about 80 or 100 cm. long and 8 or
10 mm. in diameter, securely clanipeil at the middle. To the end B
is attached a disc of cork or otiier light subsUnce which fits loosely
into a glass tube about 30 or 35 mm. in diameter. ^ is a rod on
the end of which is a disc which slides snugly in the tube, thus
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allowing til.- <li!st!UK-e betwepii A and /; to he vaii.'d. Dried pre-
.ipitatpd silica, or simply powder made \>y filin- a baked cork, is
scattered along the lower side of tlie tube.
Now witb a dry cloth or piece of chamois skin, on which is a

little powdered rosin, stroke the outer half of the nnl With a little
practice one can make the rod emit a high musical note. At the
same time the powder in the tulie is agitated, and by careful adjust-
ment of A, the powder will at last gather into little heaps at re<'ular
intervals. °

We must now carefully measure the length of the rod and also
tlu* distance between the heaps of powder, taking the average of
several experiments.

Hy stroking the half CD of the hmI we make it alternately lencthen
and shorten, an<l the half 7?6' elongates and shortens in precisely the
same way. Thus the mid-point of the rod remains at rest while
all other portions of the rod vibrate longitudinally, the ends having
the greatest amplitude.

It is evident that the middle of the rod is a node and the ends
l(X)ps (§ 189), and hence if we had a veiy long rod and each part of it
of lengtJi JW were vibrating in the same way we would have standing
waves in the brass rod and JW would be one-half the wave length.

Again, as the piston at li moves forward it compresses the air in
front of it and as it retreats it rarefies the air. TJiese air-waves
travel along the tube and are reflected at A and return. The two
sets of waves thus meet and interfere producing stationary waves as
explained m § 189. The powder gathers at the nodes, and hence the
distance between the nodes is one-half the wave-length in air of the
note emitted by the brass rod.

Let L = length of brass rod,

V = velocity of sound in brass,
n = frequency of note emitted,

then 2L = wave-length, and T = m x 2L.
Again, if I = length between the heaps of powder,

and V = velocity of sound in air,

then n = freijuency, and v = n x 21

Hence ^=^^2Z^Z^
V H X 21 I

and V = L

I

By measuring L, I, and knowing v we can at once deduce V, the
velocity in l>rass.

Note that 2L = wave-length in brass, 21 = wave-length in air,
where I = length between adjacent heaps.
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On using ro<ls of other metals we can find tlie velocity in each of
them.

199. Velocity in DiflTerent Oases. The .same apparatus can l.e

used for (UlFerent gase.s. To do so it is arranged as shown in

"i^ ^==
Fia, 207.—Kundt'g method of flndinij the velocity of Mund in different ga«ea.

Fig. 207. For this purpose a glass rod is preferable. It vibrates
more easily by using a damp woollen cloth. It is waxed into the cork
through which it passes. The piston D must be reasonably tight.

As before, measure the distance between adjacent heaps when the
tube is filled with air. Let it be a. Now fill it with carbonic acid
gas and let the distance be c.

Then we have, velocity in air = iV" x 2 a,

and velocity in carbon dioxide = JV x 2 c.

Hence ^^''ocity in carbon dioxide

velocity in air

F X

F X za
c
— >

a

and velocity in carbon dioxide = *!
x r.

a

Velocity op Souxd in Soi,ii>s, Lujuids and Gases

Substance.
Temper-
ature.

Velocity. Substance.
Temper-
ature.

Velocity.

Aluminium
Brass
Copper

Iron

Maple

•c.

'26'

100
20

in. per ft. per
pec. sec.

5104 16740
3r>()0 11480
3.J6() 1 1670
3-»90 10800
51.SO 16820
4110 13470;

1

Water
Carbon diox-

ide

Illuminating
gM

Oxygen

'C.

9

m. per ft. per
sec. sec.

1435 4708

261.6 858

490.4 1609
317.2 1041

2C0. Reflection of Sound. Everyone has heard an echo.

A sliarp sound made before a large isolated building or a

steep cliff, at a distance of 100 feet or more, is returned as an
echo. The sound-waves strike the flat surface and are

reflected back, to the ear.

When there are several reflecting surfaces at different dis-

tances from the source of sound a succession of echoes is heard.

This phenomenon is often met with in mountainous regions
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In EuiojH' tlR'iv iuv m.uiy jjljic's (•.•I..|)r,.it.'d for the imml)er
and Iji.auty of tl.i-ir ec-lioi's. An ..clio in VV<HRlst.K;k Pai-k
(Oxford.sliire, Enjjiund) repeats 17 syllables l,y day and 20 by
nijrht. Tyndall says :

" The sound of tlio Alpine horn, »'choed
f'ron. the rocks of the Wetterhom or tlie Jun^'frau [in Switzer-
land] is in the lirst instance heard roughly. But by successive
reHections the notes are rendered more soft and flute-like, the
brachial diminution of intensity jjivincr the impression that
the source of sound is retreatinjr farther and farther into the
solitude of ice and snow."

The laws of reflection of sound are the same as those of
light (see § 84(J). Let a watch ])e hung at the focus of a large

concav»^ mirror (Fig. 2081m
Pio. 208.—A watch is held in the focus of one
concave reflector and the ticking 19 heard at
the focus of the other. (The foci can !«
located by means of rays of light.)

TJie waves stiike the mirror
and are returned as shown
in the figure, being brought
to a focus again by a second
mirroi-. On holding at this

focus a funnel from wliich a
rubber tube leads to the ear the sound may be heard, even
thougli the mirroi-s are a considerable distance ajjart.

In the Whispering Gallery of St. I'aul's Cathedral in London,
England, the faintest sound is conveyed from one side of the
dome to the other, but is not heard at any intermediate point.

The Mormon Tabernacle at Salt Lake City, Utah, is an
immense auditorium, elliptic in shajie, 250 feet long, 150 feet
wide and 80 feet high, with seating accommodation for 8000
people. A pin dropped on a wooden railing near one end, or
a whisper there is heard 200 feet away at the other end w'ith
remarkable distinctness.

The bare walls of a hall are good reflectors of .sound, though
usually the dimensions are not great enough to give a distinct
echo, but the numerous reflected sound-waves prcnJuce a rever-
beration which appears to make the words of the .speaker run
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into wich otlu r, uiid thus prevents tliein Immuj; distinct! v heard.
By inejins of eusiiions, e.irixts and curtains, which al)sorb the
sound which falls upon them instead of refleetin<j it, this
reverberation can W. larjjely overcome. Tlie presence of an
audience has the same efl'ect. Hence, a speaker is heard much
better in a well-filled audiUu-ium than in an empty one.

201. The Submarine Bell. A valuable application of the fact
that water is a gotnl conductor of sound is made in a method

recently intnxluceu for

warning ships from dan-
gerous places. Light-
houses and fog-horns
have long l)een used, but
the condition of the at-

mosphere often renders
these of no avail. Sub-
marine signals, however,
can be depended upon
in all kinds of weather.

The submarine bell,

Fio. 209.—subma- which sends out the

brcolj^fre^'^f, Signals (Fig. 209), is

sappUed from the hung from a tripod rest-
shore. The mecna-

i. ii 1 , ^ .,,
niBm for moving "ig at tlie bottom of the

b^nTcoitSln'SS r''*^'"
°'',.^' «".«P''nded

in the upper cbani- fi'om a lightship or a
'*''

buoy. The striking me-
chanism is actuated by compressed air
or electricity supplied from the shore oi-

the lightship.

The receiving apparatus is carried by the ship. Two iron tanks
are located in the bow of the vessel, one on each side (Fig. 210).
These tanks are filled with salt water, and the ship's outer skin
forms one side of the tank. Suspended in each tank are two micro-
phones (§ 537), which are connected to two telephone receivers up in
the pilot-house. The officer on placing these to his ears can hear
sounds from a bell even when more than 15 miles away; and by
listening alternately to the sounds from the two tanks he can
accurately locate the directio- of the bell from him. Signal stations
are to be found on the shores of various countries, several being
located in the lower St. Lawrence and about the maritime provinces
of Canada.

FiP. 210.—The sound from the bell is
received by two tanks place<i in the
forepeak of the Hhip, one on each
side. The tank is fliled with salt
water, and the ship's outer skin
forms one of its sides. In the water
are two microphones, which are
connected by wires .4. A to two tele-
-ihone receivers up in the pilot-
lOuse.ho
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QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS

1. Ciilciihte tlie velocity of soiiiul in nir at 0°, 10°, 40° C. (See ij lO.'S.)

2. An iiir-wave Irjivellod iilxuit tlie eiirth (diameter 80tJ0 miles) in 36

hours. Find the velocity in feet per second.

y. A thunder-clap is heard 5 seconds after the lightning flash was seen.

How far away was the electrical discharge t (Temperature, 15° C.)

4. The velocity of a huUet is 1200 feet per second, and it is heard to

strike the target 6 seconds after the shot was fired. Find the distance of

the target. (Temperature, 20° C.)

5. At Ciuishrook Castle, in the Isle of Wight, is a well 210 feet deep

.and 12 feet wide, the interior being lined with smooth masonry. A pin

dropped into it can easily be heard to strike the water. Explain.

Find the interval between the moment of dropping the pin and that of

hearing the sound. (Temperature, 15° C, g = 32.)

6. Why does the presence of an audience improve the acoustic pro-

perties of a hall f

7. Explain the action of the ear-trumpet and the megaphone or

speaking-trumpet.

8. If all the soldiers in a long coUinm keep time to the music of a

band at their head will they all step together ?

9. A man standing before a precipice shouts, and 3 seconds afterwards

he hears the echo. How far away is the precipice ? (Temperature, 15° C.)

10. In 1826 two boats were moored on Lake (Jeneva, Switzerland, one

on each side of the lake, 44,250

feet apart. One was .-upplied

with a bell B (Fig. 211a), placed

under water, so arr anged that at

the moment it was struck a torch

m lighted some gunpowder in

the pot P. The sound was I'.eard

at the other boat by an observer

with a watch in his hand and

his ear to an ear-trumpet, the

bell of which was in tlie water.

The sound was heard 9.4 seconds after the flash was seen,

velocity of sound in water.

11. In a Kundt's tube a brass rod is 1 m. long, and five of the intervals

between the dust-heaps equal 49.5 cm. Find the velocity of sound in brass.

12. When a Kundt's tube is filled with hydrogen the dust-heaps are 3.8

times as far apart as with air. Find the velocity of sound in hydrogen.

(Temperature, 20° C.)

Fio. 211n.—Apparatus tor

iirodiicini; the sound, in

Lake Geneva.

Fio. 2116.—Listening
to the sound from
the other side of

the Lake.

Calculate the
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CHAPTER XX

Pitch, Musical Scales

202. Musical Sounds and Noises. 'Die slam of a door, the

fall of a haiuuier, the crack of a ritlf, the rattlinij of a

cjirriage over a rouj^h pavement,—all such

disagreeable sounds we call noises; while a

note, such as that yiehled by a plucked guitar

string or by a flute, we at once recognize as

musical.

A musical note is a continuous, uniform and

pleasing sound ; while a noise is a shock, or

an irregular succession of shocks, received by
the ear.

Against the teeth on a rotating disc (Fig.

212) hold a card. When the speed is slow we f,o. 212. — Toothed

hear each separate tap as a noise, but as it is machine!' 'oThow^

increased these taps at last blend into a clear

musical note.

ing a canl against
the teeth a musical
sound is heard.

The same result, with a rather more pleasing effect is

obtained by sending a current of air through IkjIcs rf^j;;.larly

spaced on a circle near the circumference

* ":•.% of a rotating disc (Fig. 213). The little

puffs through the holes blend into a
Fio. 213.—Air is Mown through nlea.sino' note
the holes in the routing plate. P»«««">g ""«'*-

It is possible for a number of musical notes to be so

jumbled together that the periodic natiu'e is entirely lost,

and then the result is a noise. If the holes in the disc (Fig.

213) are irregularly .spaced we get a noi.se, not a musical note.
17a
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A muHicdl tone is ilae lo ra/iiil prriiMlii', inotiim of a

soiiot'oii.s hoily ; <l iioisc is ilw to ii(ii1-/n't'io<lii' niotion,

203. Pitch. Tlion^ aiv tin-t!o features hy wliicli iiinsical

tones are (listin;juishe<l from each other, imiiu'Iy:

—

(1) Intensity or Ltnulncss, (2) Pitch, (3) Qiiolitif.

Tlie intensity of a sound depends on tht^ amplitude of the

vibrations of the air particles at the ear, and has ah'eady l)eeu

discussed (§ V.)6).

Tlie pitcli of a sound dejH-nds on the nuinlH r of vihra-

titHis per second, or what amounts to the same thinjj, upon

tlie numljer of sound-waves whicli enter the ear in a

second.

This can be tssted very easily by means of the toothed

wheel or the perforated disc just describe*]. When the speed

of rotation is slow, and hence the number of vibrations per

second few, the pitch is low, and when it is increa,sed the

pitch becomes hiijher.

204. Determination of Pitch. The number of vibrations

corresponding to any given pitch may be determined by

various devices. One is the t(K)thed wheel shown in Fig. 212.

Suppose we wish to find the number of vibrations of a tuning-

fork. The speed of rotjition is increa.sed until the sound

given by the wheel is the same as that by the fork. Then
the speed is kept constant for a certjiin time—say half a

minute—and the numl)er of turns of the crank in this time is

counted and the rotations of the wheel deduced. Then on

multiplying this number by the number of teeth on the wheel

we can at oJice deduce the number of vibrations per second.

The perforated disc may be used in the same way.

A more satisfactory instrument is that shown in Fig. 214

and known as a siren. It was invented by Cagniard de la

Tour in 1819.
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A perforated uiettil disc B rotates on a vertical axis, just

above a cylindrical air-chamber C. The
upj)er end of the chamber and also the disc

are perforated at equal intervals along a
cii'cle which has as centre the axis of rota-

tion. The upper and lower holes corresp)nd

in number, position and size, but they arc

drilled oblicjuely, those in the disc sloping

in a direction opposite to those in the end

of the chamber. The tube D is connected

with a b( iows or other blower.

When the air is forced into the chamber f^"- 2i4.-The uren. Air
enter* the chamber C l>y

and passes up through the holes, the disc is *»> of the pipe /),andpn
I- tr a eacapiiiK cauiies the duo

made to rotate by the air-current striking ^ *" '<>*»'••

against the sides of the lioles in the disc, and the more power-

ful the air-current the more rapid is the rotation.

Vibrations in the air ai*e set up by the puffs of air escaping

above the disc as the holes come opp<Ksite each other; and by

contixjlling the air supply we can cause the disc to rotate at

any speed, and thus obtain a sound of any desired pitch.

Having obtained this sound, a mechanical counter, in the

upper part of the instrument, is thrown in gear and, keeping

the speed constant for any time, this will record the number
of rotations. The number of vibrations is obtained at once by

multiplying the number of rotations by the number of holes in

the disc and dividing by the number of seconds in the interval.

A metluMl depending on the principle of resonance is

described in § 221.

205. Limits of Audibility of Sounds. Not all vibrations,

even though perfectly periodic, can be recognized an sounds,

the power of detecting these varying widely in different

persons. For ordinary ears the lowest frequency whicli causes

the sensation of a musical tone is about 30 per second, the

highest is between 10,000 and 20,000 per second

1

ie!
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111 luusic tlio limits are from jUxHit 40 to 4000 vibrations per

second, the piano luiving approximately tliis mnge. The
rantje of t)io human voice lie.j between (iO and 1300 vibrations

per second, or more than 4i octaves; a sinjjer onlinarily haH

about two octaves.

206. Musical Combinations or Chords. A nuisical note is

pleasinjj in itself, but certain combinations of notes are

especially agreeable to tlie ear. These have been recoijnized

amonjjst all nations from the earliest times, liaving been

developed piu-ely fi-om the aesthetic or artistic side. The older

nnisicians knew nothing alK)ut sound waves and vibration

numbers ; they only knew what pleased the lieart and
expressed its emotions.

But on measuring the frequencies of the notes of the pleasing

combinations, we find that the ratios l)etweeu them are

peculiarly simple, and indeed that the more pleasing any
combination is the simpler are the ratios between the

frequencies of the notes.

207. The Octave. Pitch depends only on the number of

vibrations per second ; but as we compare notes of different

'J!l!!IL!!l!!!lil.illl!l!J!

Fi«. 216.—Central part of • piano key-board. The notes narked
Pji <^i. C, C, C, go up by octaves.

pitch with one another—for instance the notes on a piano

—

we are sti'uck with the fact that when wo have gone a certain

distance upwards or downwards, the notes appear to repeat

themselves. Of course the pitch is different but there is a
wonflerful similarity l)etween the notes.

On investigation, a remarkable relation between the

viVjration-f ! -'quencies of the nott^s is revt^alinl. Thus one note

appears to be the repetition of another when their vibration-

frequencies are as 2 to 1, and one is said to be an octave above
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tlu! otluM'. The coinbination of ii not*' mid its octave is the

inoMt plcaNiiiir of all.

Bi'twoun the note ami its octave ciistoiii has iiitr<Hluce<I six

notes, tlie ei»fht notes thus ohbiined usually In-iu}; designated

in nmsic thus :

—

C /> K F G A Ii C.

As wo pass from C to C by these intei-]M>lated notes we do so

by steps which are universjilly recojjnizetl as the most pleasinj;

to the ear. This series of notes is called the natural or majvr
diatonic scale.

208. Intervals of the Major and Minor Diatonic Scales.

By actual experiment it lias been found that, whatever the

absolute pitch may be,—\.'hether hi^di up in the treble, or low
down in the bass,—the ratios between the vibration-frequencies

of the diH'erent notes are constant.

SupiM)se the note C has a frecjuency 256. The entire scale

is as follows :

—

C D E F G A n C"

256 28S 820 341 i M84 4265 4«0 512,

the mtios being 1 } } *
:]

* y 2.

These ratios hold, whatever the absolute fre(piency may be.

By international agreement the hxHpiency of middle C of the

piano is taken as 261, that of the A string of a violin beiiif

435 vibrations per second. The nuinbei-s for the scale are

then,

261 293.6 326.2 348 391.5 435 489.4 522.

The infrrral between two notes is measured by the im-
proper fraction obtained on dividing their frecjuencies.

Thus the interval C to 7) is ^
«
« = «

" " 7) to E is :'!;!J
= \;< ; and so forth.

Hence the intervals between the successive notes of the scale

arc :

—

V D E F G A Ii C"
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Till.' Hcalo is ciilled tho Major Diatonic Scale. Anoilivr

Hculi! is also usi'cl in nnisic, known as the Minor Scale. In it

tl'.u ratios and intervals are :

—

/I, //, V D
I i> «
* « 1 -i

E
.•I

F
H
s

if T
»
s

A
9

I !2 V
As a matter of fact, in nio<lern nniHic the minor scale is not

jilvvays used in precisely this form, the principal difference

l)eing in the sharpeninjj of the 7th or leading note. The
major scale has a clujerful exciting tendency; the nnnor, to

moat hearers, is melancholy and pathetic.

209. Musical Chords. Two or more notes sounded sinnil-

tanoously constitute a rlmril. If the effect is agreeable it is

called concord; if disagreeable, discord.

The inost p<'rfect Cfmcord is G, T", tho int<Tval between the

notes being j or 2. The next is (\ G, the interval being :}. It

will be observed that in expressing these intervals we use

only the small numbera 1, 2, 3.

When tho nf)tes C, K, G are sounded together the effect is

extremely pleasing. This combination is called the Major
Triiul, and when C" is added to it wo get the Major Chord.

The freijuencies of the triad have the ratios :

C :/;:(? = 4 : 5 : 6.

A close examination of the Major Seal<^ shows that it is made
up of repetitions of this triad. Thus C, E, G, F, A, C and

C I) E F G A li Cr D'

G, B, D' a'*e all major triads.

210. Thti Scale of Equal Temperament. In musical com-

position C is not always used as the first or key-note of the

scale, but any note may be chosen for that purpose. On
calculating the fretpiencies of the different notes of the major
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Jtcale when C, D and !C arc key-notcH (takinjj C = 256), we
find them to he as follows:

—

C D K F G A B C lY A" /" G'
Key of C

|
256 288 320 341 J 384 426ij 480 512 i 676 640 6821 768

Key of D 270] 288 324 3f.O 380 432 480 640 57(5 1648 720 760

Key of E 266» 300,320 360 400 4265 480 633J 600 640|720 800

Comparing the first two scales together, we see that the
second reijuires 5 notes not in the first; the third scale

requires 3 notes not found in citlu'r of the others. With each
new scale additional notes are n'(|uired. To use the minor
scale still more would be netdiMl. Indeed, so many would
have to be introduced that it would be (juite impracticable to

construct an instrument with fixe<l notes, such as the piano or

organ, to play in all these keys.

The diflUculty is overcome by fempcrivfi the scale, i.r,, by
slightly altering the intervals. In the Hcule of eqiud tevxpera-

nient, which is the one usually adopted, the ocl we contains

13 notes, the intervals between adjacent notes all being equal.

Each is equal to t?^2 = 1.059, and is nulled a semi-tone. On
multiplying the frequency of a note by this ratio, the note

next above is obtained. From the chrtmidiic scale of 13
notes thus obtained, the intervals of the major scale are:

—

Between the 1st and 2nd, 2nd and 3rd, 4th and 5th, 5th and
6th, 6th and 7th, each two semi-tones or a whole tone, i.e.,

(1.059)'; between the 3rd and 4th and the 7th and 8th. each
a semi-tone.

The following table shows the diflference between the true

or natural and the tempered scale :

—

C D E F G ABC
True 256 288 320 341 J 384 426^ 480 512
Tempered 256 287.3 322.5 341.7 383.fi 430.5 483.2 512

The natural 8c«'e is more agreeable than the equally-

tempered. On a violin an accomplished performer can obtain
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true intervals by properly placing his fingers ; and a choir of

picked voices, when singing unaccompanied, uses true intervals.

211. The Harmonic Scale. When a note is sounded on

certain musical instruments a practised ear can usually detect,

in addition to the fundamental or principal tone, tones of

other fretjuencies. These are nmch less intense tlian the prin-

cipal tone. If the fre<]uency of a tone is represented by 1,

those tones with frequencies corresponding to 2, 3, 4, 5 ... .

are said to be harmonies <f the tone 1 which is called their

fundamental. The entire series is known as the Harmonic

Scale.

The tones which are present in a note are members of such

a harmonic scale, but they are not necessarily harmonics of

the lowest note heard. Their fundamental may be a still

lower tone. They are often referred to as overtones of the

fundamental.

In the piano these harmonics are prominent. In the tuning-

fork when properly vibrated, the hai-monics almost instantly

disappear, leaving a pure tone.

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS

1. From what experience would you conclude that all sound.s, no

matter what the pitch may be, travel at the same rate ?

2. If the vibration number of C is 300 find tho.se for F and ,4.

3. The wave-length of a sound, at temperature lij° C, is 5 inches.

Find its frequency.

4. Why does the .sound of a circular saw fall in pitch as the saw enters

the wood ?

5. Find the wave-length of D" {i.e., four octaves above IJ) in air at

0° C, taking the frequency of C as 26L

6. Find the vibration ninnbers of all the Cs on the piano, tiiking

middle C as 2C1.

7. If the frequency of A were 452 what woidd be that of C?

8. Which note has 3 times the number of vibrations of (7? Which

has 5 times ?

9. Find the wave-lengths in air at 20° C. of the fundamental notes of

the violin Gi, D, A, E'. {A = 435 vibrations per second.)



CHAPTER XXI

Vibrations of Strings, Rods, Plates and Air Columns

212. The Sonometer. The vibrations of strin<,'s are best
stmb'ed by iiicins of tlie sonometer, a convenient form of
which is shown in Fig. 216. Tlie strings are fastened to steel

Fio. 216.—A sonometer, consisting of stretched strinEri over a thin wooden box.
By means of a brid^'e we can use any part of a strin);.

pins near the ends of the instrument, and then pa.ss over
fixed bridges near them. The tension of a string can be
altered by tm-ning tlie pins with a key, or we may pass the
string over a pulley and attach weights to its end. A movable
bridge allows any portion of a string to be used. The
vibrations are pnaiuced by a bow, by plucking or by striking
with a suitable liannner.

The thin wooden box which forms the botly of the instru-
ment strengthens the sound. If the ends of a string are
fastened to massive supports, stone pillars for instance, it

emits only a faint sound. Its surface is small and it can put
in motion only a small mass of air. When sti-etched over the
light box, however, the string coirnnunicates its motion to the
bridges on which it rests, and these set up vibrations in the
woiKlen box. The latter has a considerable surface and
impresses its motion upon a large mass of air. In tliis way
the volume of the sound is multiplied many times.

187
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Tin- motions which the bi'idj^fs jiml tlie 1k)x uiulerjio are

said to 1)0 furred vibrations, while those of tlie string are

called frci: vibrations.

213. Laws of Transverse Vibrations of a String. First

take away the movable bridj^e and pluck the string. It

vibi-ates as a whole and gives out Hh finxhtmenfal note. Then

place the bridge under tlie middle point of the string, and

pluck again, thus setting one-half of the string in vil)ration.

The note is now an octave alM)ve the former note.* We thus

obtain twice the number of vibrations by taking half the

lengtli of the string.

If further we take lengths wliiclx are J, j, 2, I, %, i\ of the

full lengtli of the string we secui'e six notes which, with the

funthimental and its octave, comprise the major scale. Nwv
from § 208 we see that the relative frequencies of the notes of

the scale are pnnxa-tional to the reciprocals of these fractions,

and hence we di'duce the following important

Law oK Le\(JTHs.—The nuvibrr of vibrations of o, string

is invt'rsclij 'proportiontd to its hiKjth.

Next, let the tension of one of the strings be so altered that

it emits the same note as does that one with the weight on the

end of it. Then let us keep adding to the weight until the

strinf gives a note which is one octave higher, that is, the note

now obtfiiiu'd is in unison with that obtained from the other

sti-ing when the movable bridge is put under its middle point.

It will be found that the new weight is four times the old

one. Thus we see that in order to obtain twice the number of

vilirations weJbad to multiply the tension 4 times. In oixler

to obtain .'} times the numlwr of vibrations we nuist multiply

the tension {) times ; and so on. In this way we obtain the

second important law, namely, the

Law k)V TensI(»xs.— TJie iiiiniher of vibrations is pro-

portional to the srjiiare root of the stretching weight.
~~'

By running up the muHe»»ive notes ol the icale the ear will recognize the octave when th*

etring is just hall the entire length.
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Now let us srt; what is tlie efi'ect of inakinjr tlie string
thicker. Let us use a string of tlie same material but of
twice the diameter. We Hud that the numl)er of vibrations
obtained is one-half as great. If the diameter is made three
times as great, the number of vibrations is reduced to one-
third

; and so on. In this way we obtain the

Law of Diameters.—The number ofvihrationa is Inversely
pro2)<y)iioval to the diiiDietcr of the striuy.

Finally, on testing strings of different materials we would
reach the

Law of Densities.—2%e immher of vibrations per second
is inverxely proportiimid to the square root of the density.

For example:—The density of steel wire is 7.86 and of
platinum wire is 21.50 g. per c.c. Hence if we take wire.s of
steel and platinum of the same diameter, length and under the
same tension, the number of vibrations executed by the steel

wire will be ^v^ = 1-65 times that by the platinum.

214. Nodes and Loops in a Vibratin^r String. The pro-
duction of nodes and loops in a vibrating string can be
beautifully exhibited on the sonometer.

Pl.'ice five little paper riders on the wire at distances

h \y 8. i. 8 of the wire'.s

length from one end.

Then while a tip of the

finger or a feather is

gently held against the

string at a distance ^
of the length
the other end, carefully

vibrate the string with a lx)w. The string will break up into
nodes and loops, as shown in the tiguie, the little ridei-s

keeping their places at tliu nodes but being thnmn ott' at the
loop.s. Tlie note emitted will be 2 octaxes alM)ve the funda-
mental, with a frequency 4 times that of the latter.

fI'Om *^"'- 217.—Obtaining nodes and loops in a vibrating
stnng. The paper riders stay on at the nodes, but

.
are thrown off at the loops.
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Fio. 218.—How a string vibrates when
^ivinK(a) its fundamental, {h\ its flrst

narmonic, (c) l)oth of these toi;ether.
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In tlie sjuiiu way, thoufjli somcwliut nion! easily, tlic string
can l)o nuule to birak up into 2 or 3 Ho<,MMi'nt.s. To obtain 2
si'irnK'nts, touch tlio strinj; at tlie niidrllc-point ; for .S scjrinents,

toucli it J of tlio strin<,''s lcn<,'th from the end. In both cases,

of coui-se, the paper riders must be properly phici-d.

215. Simultaneous Production of Tones. Wlien a string

Fig. 218<f, it emits its funda-

mental tone. To emit its first

luirmonic or overtone it should

assume the form sliown in (6).

In the same way the forms as-

sumed when giving the higher ovei-tones can easily be diawn.

Now it is practically impossible to vibrate the string as a
whole without, at the same time, having it divide and vibrate

in segments. Thus with the fundamental tone of the string

will be mingled its various harmonics.

The relative strengths of these harmonics will depend on
he manner in which the string is put in vibration,—whether
by a bow, by plucking or by striking it at some definite point.

The sound usually described as "metallic" is due to the
prominence of higher harmonics.

In Fig. 218c is shown the actual shape of the string obtained
b\- combining (a) and (b), that is, by adding the first harmonic
to the fundamental.

216. Vibrations of Rods. The
vibi'ation of a rod clamped at its

middle and stroked longitudinally has

been descriUnl in § ^'^S, in connection

with Kundt's tube.

But a rod may vibrate transversely

also. I^'t it be clamped at one end, and the other end be
drawn aside and let go. Ordinarily it will vibrate as in

I

I
(I

Fio. 219.—Vibrations of a rod
clamped at niic ond.
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Fijj, 219a, in which case it prcKhicos its tundaiuental t<jne.

But it may vibrate us illustrated in (h) and (c), emitting'

its overtones.

Tiie vibrations are (hie to the elasticity of the nnl The
investijjation into these transverse vibrations is somewhat
complicated and difficult, but the following simple law has
been found to be true.

Law of Transverse Vibrations of Uom.—The number
of vibrations varies inversely as the sqiuire of the length of
the rod and directly as its thickness.

The trianijle and musical boxes are examples of the trans-

verse vibrations of ro<ls.

217. Tuning-Fork. A tuning-fork may be considered as a
rod which is bent and lield

at its middle point. When ^ ''^'

it vibrates the two prongs

alternately approach and re-

cede, while the stem has a
slight motion up and down.

Why this is so may be seen

from Fig. 220. In /, N, N *"'"• 22O.-H0W a tuning.fork vibr»te».

represent the nodes when the straight bar is made to vibrate.

As the bar is bent moi*e and more the nodes approach the
centre, and when the fork is obtained (as in //) the nodes are
so close together that the motion of the stem is very small.

That it exists, however, can be readily shown.

If a fork, after being set in vibration, is held in the Imnd it

will continue in motion for a long time. It gives up its evorgy
slowly and so the sound is feeble. But if the stem is pres.sod

against the table the sound is much louder. Here the stem
produces forced vibrations in the table, and a large mass of air

is thus put in motion. In this case the energy of the fork is

used up rapidly and the .sound soon dies away.
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Tnnintj-l'ork.s are of givat importance in tlie study of Hound.

When Sf't in motion l)y jrentle bowing, the overtones, if present

at all, die away very rapidly.

With a rise in temperatui«e the elasticity of the steel is

diminished and the pitch is slightly lowered.

218. Vibrations of Plates. The plates used in the study

of sound are generally made of brass or glass, and are ordi-

narily square or circular in shape. The plate is lield by a
suitiible clamp at its centre, and is made to vibrate by a
violin bow drawn across the edge.

Let us scatter some sand over a square plate, and while a

a b e finger-nail touches it at the

middle of one side draw
the bow across the edge

near one comer. At once

a clear note is given, and

the siind takes up the figure

shown in Fig. 221a. If

the comer is damped with

the finger-tip and the bow
is applied at the middle of

a side, the form shown in b

is {i.ssum(Hl, and the note is higher than the former. By
daiupin;^ aith two finger-tips the form c is obtained and a

much higher note is pi-oduced.

The sand is tossed away from certain parts of the surface

and collects along the nodal lines, that is, those portions which

are at rest.

Some of the forms assumed by the sand when a circular

plate is vibrated are shown in d, e,f. The sand-figures always

reveal the character of the vibration, and the more complicated

the figure, the higher-pitched the note.

FiQ. 221.—Sanit-flKures ghowiiig nodal lines in
Tihratin^r plates.
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Fio. 82S.—Air column
in monanc* with •
tuninK-lork.

219. Vibrations of Air Columns ; Resonance
a tube about 2 iuclies in dianicter and 18

inche.s long with its lower end in a vessel con-

taining water (Fig. 222) ; and over the open
end hold a vibrating tuning-fork. Suppose
the fork to make 256 vibrations per second.

By moving the tube up and down we find

that when it is at a certain depth, the sound

we hear is gi-eatly intensified. This is due to

the air column above the water in the tube.

It must have a definite length for each fork.

On measuring it for this one we find it is ap-

proximately 13 inchi's. With higher-pitched ^/"^JS*^
forks it is smaller than this, being always

inversely proportional to the frequency of

the fork.

The air column is put in vibration by the

fork, its period of free vibration being the

same as that of the fork. The air column
is said to be in rfisonance with the fork.

220. Explanation of the Resonance of the
Air Column. The tuning-fork prong vibrates

between the limits a and b (Fig. 223). As it

moves forward from a to 6 it produces a con-

densation which runs down the tube and is

reflected from the bottom. When the fork retreats from

6 to a a rarefaction is produced vvhich also travels down the

tube and is reflected.

Now for resonance the tube must have sucli a length that in

the time that the prong moves from a to 6 the condensation

travels down the tube, is reflected, and arrives back at b ready

to start up, along with the fork, and produce the rarefaction.

Thus the vibrations of the fork and of the air column are

perfectly synchronous; and as the fork continues to vibrate

B
Flo. 22a—Di«(ram to

explain regonance
in a olowd tube.

:!
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tlio motion (»l" tlu* air in tin- tube Jiccnnnilatcs and spreads

abroad in the room, pnxhicinjj the marked increase of sound.

221. Determination of the Velocity of Sound by Resonance.
From the exphmation ijiven of the resonance of the air colunui

in a tube, it is seen that the sound-waves tiavel from A to B
and back ajjain wliile tlie fork is making lialf of a vibration.

During a complete vibration of the fork tlie waves will travel

four times the length of the air colunni ; but we know that

wliile the fork is making one vibration the sound-waves travel

a wave-length. Thus the length of the air column is one-

fourth of a wave-length of the sound emitted by the fork.*

If we know the frequency of the fork we can, by measuring
the length of the resonance column, at once dechice the vekx;ity

of sound. Also, if we know the length of the resonance

colunni and the velocity of sound we can deduce the pitch.

For example, using the values just obtained,

Frequency m -= 256 per second,

Wave-leii<;th i = 4 x 13 = 62 inches
;

Then * = nl = 260 x 52

= 1109 feet per secuiid.

222. Forms of Resonators. A resonator is a hollow vessel

O A \
' '^TN.

tuned to respcnid to a certain defi-

1*1 ) _ l*^*^
nite pitch. Two forms are shown

\jmigii^0iF in Fig. 224. In each case there is

*'The?„e-o?t°he'SSh?c2!.3"S » I'^^'ge opeuin-, to be placed near
for different tones.

^jje g„urce of the sound, whilc the

smaller opening is either phiced in the ear, or a rublier tube
leads from it to the ear. The volume is carefully adjusted so

as to be in resonance with a tuning-fork (or other body)
vibrating a definite number of times per second.

These resonators arc used to analyse a compound note. We
can at once test whether there is present a tone corresponding

"More accurately the quarter wave-length of the sound is equal to the distance from the
surface of the water to ths top o'. the tube + 0.8 of ths radius oi tha tube.
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^

to that of till! resonator, l)y simply lioldinjj tlu' instrument

near tlio soundiu^j ImmIv ; if the air in the resDnator resj)(in«ls,

tliat tone is pn-sent, if it <l<>es nut res|»on<l, the tone is aljsent.

The spherical foiiii was used lar<;ely by the ^reat Oerman
scientist Hehuholtz ; tlio other, which can ho adjusted to

several toJies, was inti-(Kluced by KcK'iiij;. They are usually

made of glass or brass, iHit quite serviceable ones can be nuide

in cylindrical shape out of heavy paper. (See also § 234.)

Tuninjj-forks which are used in acoustics are generally

mounted on a light box of definite .si/e (see Fig. 238). This

i.s so consti-iu'ted that the air within it is in rfsovtinre with

tlie fork. If a fork is hehl with its stem resting on the table,

the table \h forced to vibi-ate in ctmmnance with the fork.

223. Resonance of an Open Tube. Let us take two tubes,

alxjut two inches in diameter, one of

them slipping closely over the other.

Each may be 15 or 18 inches long.

Now vibrate the fork whose fre-

quency is 256 per second and hold

it over the end of the tulje, varying the length at the same time.

At a definite length the air within the tube vigorously

responds, and there is a niai-ked increase in the .sound. On
measuring the length of the tube we find it is 26 inches, just

twice the length of the tube when one end is closed.

But we found that the closed tube was one-fourth the wave-

length of the sound to which it responded ; hence an open tul)e

is one-half the wave-length of the sound given by it.

The relation between the notes emitted by an open and a

closed pipe of the same length can easily be illustrated by
blowing aci'o.ss the end of a tube (say \ inch in diameter and

2 inches long), and observing the note produced when the tube

is open and when a finger is held over one end of it. The
former note is an octave higher than the latter.

Fio. 225.—The length of an open tiilie

when in resonance with a tuning-
fork is one-halt the wave-length of
the lound.
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Fio. 220.—Explainintr
how an 0|>«n pipe
vibratei.
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221 Mode of Vibration in an Open Tube. Wlxn a hnI is

cIjiiiiimmI nt tlic iui<]<IK> iitul iiiit> liull' is strokt'd,

lis in §I!)M, Wf timl tliut ImiIIi liiilvcs K>ii<rtlifii

ami sliortfii. In tills case tlii-re is u imkIc

at tlu' iiiidilli', wliifii is always at ivst, and ii

loop at t'ac'h ond.

Tilt' ail" in an op^n tubt; vibrates (juite

siniilai'ly ; indt-cd it Ixdiavus like two closed

tuK's placed end to end. (Fij;. 226.)

The layer of air acro.ss the middle of the

oj)en tulx* remains at rest while those on each

side of it crowd up to it and then .sepamte

fi-om it attain. The layers at either end swing

back and forth, without appreciably approachin<j those next

to them.

There is the {greatest chanije of Cj

density at the midtlle of the tube,

or the iMjttom of the closed tulxi,

— i.e., at the node,—while the

air particles execute the (greatest

swini; liack- and -forth (without

chanjje in the density of the air),

at the open ends. There is a loop

at each end.

226. Organ Pipes. I'he most

familiar application of the vibra-

tions of air colunuis is in organ

pipes. They are made either of

*''°-2-Li^°'i°"°' wood or metal. If of wood, pine, pio. p. -a we-
a wooden orKan ' l ' tallio organ
P'P*- cedar or mahogany is used ; if of p'p«-

metal, tin (with some lesul in it) or zinc.

In Fig. 227 is shown a section of a rectangular wooden
pipe; in Fig. 228 is a metallic cylindrical pipe. Sometimes

the pipes are conical in shape.
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Air is blown throu^jh the tulic T into the chamber C, and
cscMpinj; from this by a narrow slit it strikfs ajjainst a thin

lip I). In (loinj^ ho a p«'ri<Mlic motion of tlio air at the lip is

pro«luce«l, and this sets in motion the air in the pipe, which
then jjives out its pr«)iH'r note.

Organ pipes are of tw«) kinds,—open and closed. In some
open piiKJs ree<l8 are used (§2.'i8.) Frrjm the discussion in

§ 223 it will l)e clear that the note yielded by an o[)en pipe

is an octjive hijjher than that given by a closed pipe of the

same length.

226. Overtones (or Harmonics) in an Organ Pipe. The
vibrations of the open and closed pipes which have been
described in § 219 are the

simplest which the air-

colunm can make, and they

give rise to the lowest or

fundamental notes of the

pipes. In order to obtain the

fundamental the pipe must
be blown gently. If the

strength of the air-current

is gradually increased, nr

\ ,1

\/
k\

^r

7^

¥

nr nr

/

V

nr d
other tones, namely, the fios. 229, 230, 281, 282. m, ta*.

overtones of the pipe, will ^K"oCS ^l^'iSh 'dXe„"t STng'^S
1 1 1 1 ol air-currents.

also be heara.

In Figs. 229, 230, 231 are represented the divisions of the

air column in a stopped pipe corresponding to different

strengths of the air-current. In Fig. 229 we have the funda-
mental vibration; here the column is undivided. The only
node present is at the closed end, and there is a loop at the

lip-end. In Fig. 230 is shown the condition of the air column
corresponding to the tirst overtone of the pipe. There is a
node at the closed end, and another at a distance ^ of the
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Ifujjth «»f tlit> i»i|M' IV.iiii tlif lip-i'iir. I'lnis the rlistaiici' fiimi

a ikmK' to a l(M>p is .', tliut in Fi;;. 22!», hii«1 the wiivi'-K'ii^jtli of
ill.' note is .', that of the fuii<latiifiital. This is callcil tho third
huniiunic, iUv fuiidainoiitai In-in;; eoiisifU'riMl the tij-st.

In Flfj. 281 thrro an' thiro n«Hlrs atul three hnips, in the
phiees inilicate.1. From a n(Mle to a I<k>{) tlie distance is \ of
the h'n;:th of the pij,«., an«l lienee the wave-len;jth of the
somul is

; that of the fuiKhiniental. This is the ji/fh luir-

nionic. The next harmonics pr<Khiceil \v(uil»l Ik- tlie seventh,
tlie ninth, etc. Thus we see that in a cK)se(l piiM.' tlie ercn
liarmonics are alwent, the uild ones only being pi-usent.

Next consider the (jpen pipe. For the fundamental the air
colunni divi(h-s as shown in Fi«,'. 232, with a n<Mlo at th*?

middle and a loop at each end. With .str(m<,'er hl(»winj; there
is a hK)p at the middle as well as at each end and ncxles half-

way iK'twet'n (Fi<r. 23:}). In this case the wave-lenjjth is A

that of the finidamental, an<l the harmonic is the second.

In Fi«j. 234 is shown the next njode of division of the air
column. It will l)e seen that the nave-length is J that of the
fundamental ami tin; harmonic is the fhinl. By usini' still

.•:tronjrer currents of air we get thii foarfh, fifth, sl.rfh, etc.,

harmonics. Thus in an open pipe all the hanuonics (or
overtont-s) can be produced ; in the closed pipe only the odd
harmonics of the .series are po.ssible.

QUESTIONS AMD FROBLBMS

1. Why is it advisablu to strike a piano-string nuar the end rather
than at the middle ?

2. As water is poured into a deep bottle the .sound rises in pitch.
Ex|)lain why.

a A stopiHjd pipe is 4 feet l„ni! .tnd an <.pun otiu 12 feet long. Compare
the pitch and the ipiality of tiio two pipes.

4. What would be the effect on an organ pipe if it were filled with
carbonic acid gas I What with hydrogen /
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ft. Find thu len(;th «f i% Htn|)|a>d pijHJ whuMu fuiidaniuiiUl Iihm a frequtsiicy

of 622. (Tom|«raturu, 20' C.)

C). A glatM tulio, 80 cm. long, hold at its cmiti i mid vihrntrd with a
wot cloth gives out it notu wliutM fre<iuency w 2640. C»lculiito the velocity

of sound in glaMo.

7. If tho tonwion of a string omitting the note A ia 25 ;N>undM, find

that re<(uirod to produco C
8. What effect will a rise in toniitoraturo havo on tho notoN of a jtiiie

organ I

0. One wire in twice aH long aa another (of the Mame material and
diameter), and its tension is twice as great. CMm{Mkre tho vibration

numbers.

10. Find the length of an air column in resonance with iv'. (Temirars-

ture, 20*C.; (7 = 261.)

f
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CHAPTER XXII

QfAi.rrv—ViHKATixc Flamks— Beats

227. Quality of Sound. It is a ffmiiliar ami remarkable

fact that tliougli souiuls having the saiiio pitch and intensity

may be produced on the piano, the orjjan, tlie cornet, or with

the Iiuniaii voice, the soiu'ce of the sonnd in each case can be

easily recoj^nized. Tliat peculiarity of soun<l which allows us

to make this distinction is called qiudity.

The cause of this was not explained until, in <|uite recent

times, Hchnlioltz showed that it depends on the co-oxistence

with the fundamental of secondary vibraticjus which alter the

forma of the sotmd waves. These secondary vibrations are

the overtones or harmonics, and their nund)er and prominence

determine the peculiar chaivicteristics of a note.

In general, those notes in which the funrlamental is relatively

strong and the overtones few and

feeble are said to be of a 'mellow'

character; but when the overtones

are numerous the note is liarsher

and has .a so-called metallic sound.

If a musical string is struck with

a hard body the high harmonics

_ come out prominently."^ When a violin string is lx)wed

^^^ -«4^ the first seven overtones are pres-

Fio.23S.-The manometrio flame and (.^t, and give to the SOUlld its
mirror. A section of the gas chamber *
is shown separately ahove^ On speak- piorciug character. lu tllC CaSC of
\ng into the fiinnei the name danoes ' ^
rapidly up and down, and this motioii the piauo the Ist, 2nd and 3rd over-
18 observed in the square mirror » hich i

is rotated hv hand. U)\ws are fairly .strong while the

4th, 5th and fith are more feeble.

228. Vibrating Flames. The cause of qiuiUfy wa.s investi-

gated by Helmholtz by means of spherical resonators (Fig. 224).

But a very beautiful and simple way of investigating the

soo
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complex nattire of soniul-wjivts is by means of the mano-
metric, or pn-smrc-mmsurivtj, Hame flevised by Koenig.
A convenient form of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 235.

A small chamber is divided into two compartments by a
thin membrane* m. (Jus enters one compartment as shown
in the figure, and is lighted on leaving by a fine tip. The
other compartment is connected by means of a rubber tube
with a funnel-shaped numthpiece.

The sound-waves enter the funnel and their condensations
and rarefiictions produce variations in the density of the air
Ix-side the membrane. This makes the membrane vibrate
back and forth, and the gas-flame dances up and down. But
these motions are so rapid that the eye cannot follow them,
and in order to separate them the}' are viewed by reflection in
a rotatnig miiioi

The appearance of vaiious images of the flame is given in
Fig. 236. Wlien the miiror {A)

(B)

is at rest the image is seen

iis at ^l. If now the mirror

is rotated while the flame

is still, the image is a band

of light, B. On singing

into the conical mouthi^iece

the sound of oo as in tool,

or on holding before it a
vibrating mounted tuning-

fork the gas-jet's motion

ap2)ears in the mirror like

C. If the note is sung an
octave higher there will be

twice as many little tongues n^^T^FwTtetu
in the Sillne sn-ip.' D Wlio,i mirror. -4, when mirror is at rett

; B. wheSin LIK. .s.mic sp<ice, 7/. U lien flame i» at rest and mirror rotating; C, when a
ih,<,^ t\v.. ,,r,.,^- r.,.. ^.,.

tuning-fork ii held h»for« the mouthpiece : B,nil ftO two tones aiO snug same as C but an ctave higher; a-, when C and
fn.roflw.r 5i.i.i,„.c .,o ;.. JP R"* lonibined; F, obtained with vowel e atCOgetner images as m h are pitch C ; «, with vowel o at the same pitch.

muuumum
mmmmmmmm

luiuLLLLhiiiiiiiuh

(E)

(0)

tuna lecn in the rotating

'This may be very thin mica or rubber or goldbeater's (kin.
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given. On ringing tlie vowel v at the pitcli (,'' we obtain

images as at F\ and G is oljtained on singing o at the

same pitch.

From the figures it will he seen that the hist three notes are

complex sounds. These dancing images have hetn success-

fully photographed on a moving film by Nichols and Merritt.

A simple form of the alx)ve apparatus can Ini constructed by
A anyone (Fig. 237). Hollow out a piece of

1 wood or a cork (2 inches in diameter),

A, and across the opening stretch the

membrane, J/, keeping it in place by
screwing or pinning a ring B against it.

Gas enters by the tuln) C and leaves by
the tub ; .0. No mouthpiece is neces.sary

„'„,_.,,. ,
but a funnel, shaped as slunvn in the

Fio. 237.—A simple fonn o( man- ^

ometrioflarae capsule, .^x is dotted line, wiU increase the effect. In
a cork hollowed out, Jf is the
thin membrane. placo of the rotating mirror a piece of

nurror 6 by 8 inches square, held in the hand almost vertical

and given a gentle oscillatory motion will give go<xl results.

229. Sympathetic Vibrations. Let us place two tuning-

forks, which have the same vibration numbers, with the open

ends of their resonance boxes

facing each other and a short

distance apart (Fig. 238). Now
vibrate one of them vigorously

by means of a bow or by striking

with a soft mallet (a rubl)er

stopper on a handle), and after

it has been sounding for a few

seconds bring it to rest by

placing the hand upon it. The

sound will still be heard, but on examination it will be

found to pnxH'ed front the other fork.

Fia. 238.—Two ttinlneforlis arranged to
show symnathetic vil)i'ations. Whet- one
is vibrated the other rei<|>onils.
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This illustrates the phenomenon of synjpathetic vibrations.

The first fork sets up vibrations in the resonance box on which

it is mounted, and this produces vibrations in tlie inclosed

air column. The waves proceed fix)m it, and on reaching the

resonance box of the second fork its air column is put in

vibration. The vibrations are communicated to the box and

then to the fork, which, having considerable mass, continues its

motion for some time.

A single wave from the fii-st fork would have little effect,

but when a long series comes in regular succession each helps

on what the one next befoi-e it has started. Thus the eHcct

accumulates until the second fork is given considerable motion,

its scnnd being heaiil over a large room.

For this experiment to succeed the vibration iiinnbers of

the vo forks nnist be accurately equal.

230. Illustrations of Sympathetic Vibrations. T' e pen-

dulum of a clock lias a natural period of vibration, depending

on its length, and if started it continues swinging for a while,

but at last comes to rest. Now the works of the clock are so

constructed that a little push is given t<i the pen<luluii t each

swing and these, being properly timed, are sufficient to keep

up the motion.

Again, it is impossible by a single pull on the rope to ring a

large bell, but by timing the pulls to the natural pericxl of the

liell's motion, its amplitude continually increases until it rings

properly.

When a body of soldiei"s is cx'ossing a suspension bridge they

are usually made to break step for fear that the steady tramp

of the men might stjirt a vibration agreeing with the free

peri<xl of the bridge, and which, by continual additions, might

reach dangerous proportions,

231. Beats. Wo sh.all experiment further with the two

unison forks (Fig. 238). Stick a piece of Max* on each pnmg
*The wtt niodellin); wax lold ai "plasticine" it very convenient.
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of one fork ; wo cannot frvt syniimtlictic vibrations now, but

on vibratintj the two forks at the same time a pecuhar wavy

or throbbin<r soun<l is liearfl, caused by alternate risint; and

sinkin<; in lomhiess. Each recurrence of maxinnnn loudness

is called a h'at.

We at once recognize that this effect is due to the inter-

action of the waves from the two forks, resulting in an

alternate increase and decrease in the loudness of the sound.

Each fork produces condensations and rarefactions in the

air, and since in a condensation the air particles liave a

forward motion while in the rarefaction the motion is

backward, it is evident that if a condensation from one

fork reaches the ear at the same time as a rarefaction from

the other they will oppose their effects and the ear-drum

will have little motion—the sound will V)e faint. If, however,

a condensation from each or a rarefaction fi-om each, annves

at the same time, the acticm on the ear-drum will be increased

and the sound will be louder.

Consider the curves in Fig. 239. Between A and B are 8

complete waves, and between C and D, taking up the same

distance, are 9 waves.

At the beginning at A
and C, the waves are in

the case also at the end,

at B and D. But half-

way l)etween,at Mmv\N,
Fio. 239.—Illustrating the production of beats. The 4.J,„ T%Ka«fi« ni'<» r>r»nneifo

coml.inctioi, of ^B with fc/) Rives EP. The dotted '^"^ piiaSCS aie OppOSlCC.

By adding the motions

represented in AB io

obtjiin the motion illustrated

Aj\r^^~r^^^\l\f

curve in AR\» the name as the curve CD. At M the

motion is up, at A' it is down, and these added give

n* motion as at /*.

those represented in CD wt

by KF.

These curves can represent the motions in sound-waves if

w»^ agree that .i crest 'n the figure shall correspond to a
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condensation in tlie sound-wave, and lience a ti-ough shall

correspond to a rarefaction.

Ft)r simplicity let us suppose that one fork in a second gives

out the 8 waves in AB while the other gives the 9 waves in

CD. The conihined effect, as shown in EF, will move to the

ear. At first the effect will be intense, then it will be a mini-

mum (corresponding to P), then intense again ; and so on during

the next second. Thus there would be one beat per second.

If the forks give 8 and 9 vibi-ations, respectively, in one-

half second, i.e., l(i and 18 per second, there will be one beat

each half-second or two per second. To produce beats the

forks should not differ greatly in pitch.

We arrive then at the simple law that the number of beats

per second due to two simple tones is eqiud to the d'lference of

their respective vibration n ambers.

232. Tuning by Means of Beats. Suppose we wish to tune

two strings to unison. Even the most unmusical person can do it.

Simply vary the tension, or the length, of one of them until as they

approach unison the beats are fewer per second. If one boat per

second is heard, there is a difference of only one vibration per second

in their frequencies. Let us alter a little more until the beats are

entirely gone. The strings are then in unison.

In the same way other sounding bodies, for instance two organ

pipes, or a pipe and tuning-fork, may be brought to unison.

The production of

/

b 0*0*15

233. Interference of Sound-Waves.

beats is but one of the many phenomena

due to the interference of sound-waves.

Let us consider two others.

In Fig. 240 are shown the extremities

of the two prongs of a tuning-fork.

They vibrate in such a way that they

move alternately towards and awayfrom
each other. Thus while they produce

a condensation in the space a between

them, they produce a rarefaction at b and c on the opposite

ffy-'' e «.A
•' *

Fia. 240.— Interference with a
tuning-fork.
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sides. In this way each prong starts out two sets of waves,

whicli are in opjKJsite pliases. Tliese waves travel out in all

directions, and it is evident that we can And points such that

when the two sets of waves arrive there they will be in

opposite phases and so, at each point, will counteract each

other's effects. Such points are located on two curved surfaces,

of which /»/, hk are horizontal sections.

This can be demonstrated by holding a vibrating fork near

the ear and tlien rotating it slowly. When the ear is in the

positions h, c, d, e the sound is heard clearly ; while if it is on

either of the curved surfaces fy, hk no sound is heard.

234. Interference with Resonators. Another interesting

experiment can be performed with two wide-mouthed (pickle)

bottles. Vibrate a tuning-fork (256 vibrations) over the mouth

of one of the bottles, and slip a microscope slide over the mouth

until the air in the bottle responds vigorously. Fasten with

wax the glass in the position when the bottle resounds most

loudly. The bottle is then a resonator tuned to the fork.

Tune the other bottle in the

same way and then arrange

them, with their mouths close

together, as shown in Fig. 241.

Make the fork vibrate, and

then, holding it horizontally,

bring it down so that the space

between the prongs is opposite

the mouth of the upright bottle.

As it is brought into place you

will observe that the sound first

increases,and then suddenly fades

away or disappears entirely.

The reason for this is easily undei-stood. The air in one

bottle is put in vibration by the air from between the prongs,

Fia. 241.—Interference with two
retonators.
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while that in the other is put in vibration by tlie air on the

otlier side of the prongs ; and these, Jis we have seen, are in

opposite phjises. Hence they interfere and produce silence.

If a card is slipped over the mouth of one of the bottles,

that bottle's vibrations are shut off and the other sin<rs out

loudly.

235. Doppler's Principle. Suppose a body at yl to be emitting
a note of »« vibrations per second. Waves will be excited in the

surrounding air, and an observer at Ji will receive n waves each

second. He will recognize a sound of a certain pitch.

Next suppose that the observer approaches the sounding body
;

he will now receive more than n waves in a second. In addition to

the n waves which he would receive if he were stationary he will

meet each second a certain number of waves, since he is nearer the

sounding body at the end of a second than he was at its beginning.

He will receive those waves which at the commencement of the

second occupied the space he has moved. As he will now receive

more than n waves per second the pitch of the sound will appear to

be higher than when there was no motion.

If the observer moves away, the number of waves received will be
smaller and the pitch will be lowered.

If the observer remains at rest while the sounding body ap-

proaches or recedes similar results will be obtained ; and if we can
determine the change in pitch we can calculate the speed of the

motion. This phenomenon is known as the Doppler etfect and the

explanation given is known as Doppler's principle.

The Doppler effect can be observed when a whistling locomotive

is approaching or receding at a rapid rate. An automobile sounding

its horn is a still better illustration as its motion makes less noise.

When the machine is approaching the sound is distinctly higher in

pitch than when it is travelling away. Doppler's etfect is referred

to again in § 406.

QUESTIONS AMD PROBLBMS

1. What are the fourth and fifth overtones to ?

2. A tuning-fork on a resonance box is moved towards a wall, and a

' wavy ' sound is heard. Explain the production of this.

3. Hold down two adjacent bass keys of ,» piano. Count the beats per

second and deduce the difference of the vibration-frequencies.
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4. If a circular plute is niadu tu vibrate in four sectors as in d. Fig. 221,

and if a cono-shaped funnel in connected with the eiir by a rublter tube,

and the other ear is stopped witli soft wax, no Hound in heard when the

centre of the nioutit of the cone is placed over the centre of the plate ;

but if it is moved outward along the middle of a vibrating sector, a sound

is heard. Explain these results. (For a plate (> inches in diameter

the mouth of the funnel should be 2^ inches in diuiueter. Try th*)

experiment.)
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MusicAi. Instuumkxts—TlIK PnON'CXniAPH

236. Stringed Instmmtontg. In tho piano there is a sepa-

rate string, or a set of stringH, for each note. Tlie strings are

of steel wire, and for the bass notes they are overwound with

other wire, being in this way made mure massive without

losing their flexibility. When a key is depressed a combina-

tion of levers causes a soft hammer to strike the string at a

point about \ of the length of tlie string from the end. If

the instrument gets out of tune it is repaired by re-adjusting

the tensions of the strings.

The harp is somewhat similar in principle to the piano, but

it is played by plucking

the strings with the

fingers. By pressing

pedals the lengths of the

strings may be altered

so a.s to sharpen or flat-

ten any note.

The guitar has six

strings, the three lower-

pitched ones being of silk

over-wound with fine

wire. The strings are

tuned to

E„ A„ P, G, B, R,

where D is the note next

above middle G and has 293.6 vibrations per second. There

are little strips across the finger-board tilled ' frets,' and by

pressing tlie strings down by the fingers against these they

are shortened and give out the other notes (Fig. 242).

209

Fia. 242.—The guitar. With the left hand the itriiufi

are shortened by pressing tlieni aKainst the ' Ireta,'

while the note it obtained by plucking with the right

band.
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TluM-e iiiv only four stiiiijrH on the violin, anil tlu-y are
ttinetl to

^'.. />, A, K\

where 7> is next alnjve nii<Mlu C {A = 43r) vihratiouM jwr
Hecond). The other notes are obtained by shortening the

strings by means of the fingers, but as

p Q there are no • frets ' to guide the performer,

I

£ **® "'"'**^ J"''ge the correct positions of the

(7i °BB Hngers himself.

237. Pipe Organ and Flute. The action

of organ pipes lias l>een explained in

§§ 225, 226. In large organs they vary

in length from 2 or 3 inches to about 20
feet, and some of them are conical in

shape.

In Fig. 24.3 is shown a flute. This is an

*nj
'^H^.

instrument of great anticjuity, though the

1 I* f
'"o<^*^i'" form is quite unlike the old ones.

nmt^ iSM By driving a current of air across the thin

e<lge of the opening, which is near one end,

the air colunm within is set in vibration

much as in an organ pipe. In the tube

there are holes which may be opened or

closed by the player, opening a hole beiug

equivalent to cutting off the tube at that

place. The overtones are also used, being

obtained by blowing harder.

The tife and the piccolo resemble the

flute, both being open at the further end.

Whistles, on the other hand, are usually

closed.

238. Reed Instruments. In the ordinary organ, the mouth-
organ, the accordion and some other instruments the vibrating

(§

Kio. 244.
The I'larinet,
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\ --Vg^'TT^— - .--!-
'™" '!!?yj™jk-A

Pio. 245. —An orsan rred. The lonfii*

A movea in ana out of the o|ivninK.

Thii \» uiIImI a/rte reed.

boily is a reed, sucli uh i.s wljown in Fig. 246. The tongue ..l

vibnites in antl out of un o{)eiiing

wliich it accurately fits, tlie motion

iMjing kept up hy the current of

air whicli is directeil tlirough tlie

opening.

In some organ pipes reeds are

placed, but the note pro<luced is due chiefly to the air cohiinn

in the pipe, the reed simply serving to set it in vibration.

In Fig. 244 is shown a clarinet. This instmment has holes

in the tube which are covered by keys or by the fingers of the

player. The air

in the tube is put

in vibration by

means of a reed

made of cane

shown in Fig.

246. The reed

is very flexible,

^ „.- „ .w ftn^i the note
Fio. 24A.-Houth-

.

piece oi the heard IS that of
clarinet. The
ned « covent the air columu,
the opening.

not of the reed.

In this case the reed simply

covers and uncovers the

opening in the mouthpiece, being too large to pa.ss inU) the

opening. It is called a striking reed, tliat in the t)rgau

(Fig. 245) being a free reed.

A reed is used in a similar way in the mouthpiece of the

oboe, saxophone and other instruments of that class.

In the antoniobile ' honk ' (Fig. 247) a striking reed is used.

It is inserted at r, where the flexible tube joins on the brass

portion. On pressing the bulb the reed sets in vibration the

air columu in tlie brass portion.

Kiu. 247.—Automobile 'honk.' The reed R is

hown leparatcly above. It is inserted at r,

where the flexible and brass tubes unite.
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239. Initrumentt in Which the Vibrations are Prodnoed

by Player'l Lips. Tlx'st; all consist essentially of an o)^>n

conical tul)u, ihu larj;*;!' oimI terminating in a 1h>II wliilu at tlio

Hnialler eml is a oup, carryinj; a rounded etijje, against which

the tense lips of the player are ntea«lily pressed. The lips thus

constitute a n-ed and by their vibratiouH waves are sot up in

the air within the tube.

Ill thit) way the fumhunenttd and the various harinonic8 of

the air column in the tube are

produced, and all bur '^he ex-

treme bass sounds at. JHed iu

the scale.

In the French liorn the total

leiiijth of tube is al)out 17 feet,

and hence the fundamental

note is very deep. The pro-

duction of tlie I'.armonie series de|)ends entirely on the varied

tension of the lips.

The bn,^de is illustraled in Fij,'. 248. The length of tul)e is

fixed, and the notes producible are the fundamental and about

5 overtones. Its

compass is much a b e

smaller than that

of the French Ik

In the con

by means of

three valves «,/>, t"

(Fit,'. 249). the air

be

Kiu. 24)*.—Th« KiikIc.

column may

iujrn. ^holp
rnet, / r

divided intodlffer- Fio. 240.—By the valrei a. b, e, the air column it divided Into
.1 ,

,

, different lengths.
ent lengths, and a

series of overtones is obtained with each length.

In the trombone, on the otlu^r hand, besides obtaining over-

tones by suitable blowing, the pitch is varied by altering the
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Icn^h of the luU\ This in iloiii! \>y iiiPanH of ii U-Hhape«l

portion, AH (Fi;;. 2.')0), v.'hich can nVu\o with gpntlo friction

Fio. t51 —The phonoffraph. C ii the cylimier on
whir h the npiriil groove i« matte. A cylinder It

shown (enUrifed) heslite the instrument.

Flo. 'JMi.' A slide trombone.

upon the body of tlit< in.strunuMit.

240. The Phonograph. Tliis instnimput, now no fnmilinr, wiw

invfntcnl by FxIimhi in 1H77. Its conHtruction, Hko that of tlie t«^le-

phuno roceivj'r, is extremt^ly

simple, and one i.s asUmishwl

that Huch wonderful resullH

can bo obtained in ho Htmple

a manner.

A cylinder (C, Fitf. •2.'il),.)f

comparatively hard wax in

made (u.sually by clo«-kwork),

to rotate and at the Hanit*

time move pamllel to its axis.

Resting on this is a sharp

steel point (P, Fig. 252), at-

tached to a thin diaphragm,

which covers the lower end
of the con«, h'. In this way, as the cylinder rotates, a long spiral

groove is scratched on its surface.

Sounds are spoken or sung into the cone, which collects them and

leads them to the diaphragm. The varying pressures of the waves

cause this to move hn<^k and forth, alternately

increasing and decreasing the pressure of the

point upon the wax. In this wiiy hollows of

different depths an<l forms are carved at the

bottom of the grtM)ve.

Tf now the point* is made to run along the

groove again the diaphragm will execute precisely

the same motions once more, the motion will be

imparted to the air and thus the original sound will be reproduced

with surprising HdeMty.

In place of the cylinder a «iisc may Iw used ; and by suitable

proces.ses duplicates of the cyHnder or the disc can lie made in

more permanent substaiK-e than the original wax.

•Dllferent conet tad points are used lor recording and reproducing the sounds.

Pio. 2S2.- Point and
diaphragm of the
phonograph.
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CHAPTER XXIV

Nati'hk and SofiicF: ok Heat

241. Nature of Heat. It i.s a nmttor of fvory day experience

tliat wlioii motion is clieckcd l>y friction or collision, lieut is

developed in the IxmHcs concerned. Thus if a button is ruhlied

viirorously on a piece of cloth it may be made too hot to be

handled. A drill u.sed in boring steel quickly becomes heated.

A leaden bullet shot a<jainst an iron tart(et may be melted by

the impact. The aborigines obtained tire by rubbing two dry

sticks together.

From very early times such efTects were .suppose*! to be due

to a subtle imponderable fluiil which entered the bo<lies, and

produced the various phenomena of heat. Although certain

philosophers, notably Descartes, Boyle, Francis Bacon and

Newton, evidently Iwid in a vague way anticipated the theory

of heat as a mode of motion, yet the conception of heat as a

material agent was generally accepted up to the beginning of

the nineteenth century.

The fii-st serious attack upon the theory WJis made by

Count Rumford,* in 17!>8. In this he was supported by

Sir Humphry Davy and othei-s dniing the early yeai-s of the

last centur}', but it was near the middle of the century before

the modern dynann'cal theory of heat was firmly established.

It was then shown by Joule that a definite amount of

mechanical woi-k corres[x)nds to a definite quantity of heat,

from which it is manifest that lieat nnist Ik; a form of

energy.

* Benjamin nioiiipson wtm liorn at Woliiirn (iifar Boston, MaS!i.) in ITSS. In ITTfi he went to

KiiKl...i<t uikI 111 ITiSS to Auiitria, llu ua« <ii.iti>t iMiint Uuiufnrd tiy thf- tClictur ot Bakoiio.

\Vhi!e pn),'n);e(i in l)oring cannon at .Munich he made his experiments on heat. He died in

France in 1814.

'.'14
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There would appear to be in each of the iUustrations given

above a loss in energy due to the loss in velocity of the body

whose motion is checked, but, according to the modern view of

heat, the loss is only apparent, not real. The energy which

disappeai-s as onward motion I'e-appears as increased molecular

motion. To be definite. Imit in a /on?i of energy iwnsessed by

a body in virtue of i->e lUo^lon of its moleculex.

242. Sources of Heat. Since iieat is a form of energy it

nuist l)e derived fn 'i jme otiiu^ form of energy. The process

of the development oi' acai- if a transformation of energy.

243. Heat from Friction, Percussion and Compression.

We have already noted that heat is produced when onwai-d

motion is arrested through friction or percussion.

It is also developed by compression. If a piece

of dry tinder is placed in a tulxj closed at one

end containing air, and a closely-titting piston

is pushed quickly into the tul)e (Fig. 253), the

tinder may be lighted by the heat developed

by the compression of the air. The cylinders of

air-compressors (a bicycle pump for instance)

liecome heated by the repeated compression of

the air drawn into them.

Conversely, if a compressed gas is allowed to

expand its temperature falls. The steam which

lias done work by its expansion in driving

forward the piston of a steam engine escapes

from the cylinder at a lower temperature than

that at which it entered it. *^%Nringc.
'"

244. Heat from Chemical Action. The potential energy

of chemical separation is one of our most connuon soui'ces of

heat. Combustible bodies, such as coal and wcxxl, jxwsess

energy of this kind. Wlien raised to the ignition point they

unite cheniically with the oxygen of the air, and their luiion
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is accoinpaiiiod by tlic (Ifvolopineiit of licat. So far tliis has

bot'ii the chief source of artificial heat used for c(X)king our

food and wariiiinij our dwelliiitjs.

245. Heat from an Electric Current. Wlion an electric

current is made to pass throujjh a conductor which offers

resistance to it, lieat is developed. For cxaniijle, if the

terminals of a battery consistintj of three or four galvanic

cells joined in series are connected with a short piece of fine

platinum or iron wire, it will be l\eated to a white heat.

Electric lamps also furnish examples of this transformation of

energy, the source of the radiation in them being bo<lies heated

to incandescence by an electric cun-ent. Electric heaters and

electric cookers in their simplest forms are but coils of resis-

tance wire heated by an electi'ic current.

246. Heat from Radiant Energy. " The sun is our source

of natural heat, " but the lieat is natural only in the sense that

it comes from our most abundant source of supply. The heat

does not, as we might at first suppose, come unchanged from

the sun to the earth. The air extends to but a relatively

short distance above the eai-th, and it is certain that matter,

as we understand it, constituted of molecules, cannot extend

throughout space. The direct transference of molecular

motion from the sun to the earth is, therefore, an impossibility.

To account for the transmission of energy the physicist

assumes the existence of a medium called the ether, which he

conceives to pervade all space, intennoleeular as well as inter-

stellar. The vibrating molecules of a hot l)ody cause distur-

bances in the ether, which are transmitted in all directions by

a species of wave-motion. When the ether waves fall upon

matter, they tend to accelerate the motion of its niokcules.

According to this theory the heat of the sun is first changed

into rmllind Ci'ny!/, or the energy of ether vibration, and the

ether waves which fall upon tlui earth are transformed into

heat. The subject is fui-ther discussed in §§ 325, 326.
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i

Expansion Thu(>U(jii Heat

247. Expansion of Solids by Heat. In «liscus.siii^r tlio

niolocular constitution of mutter we saw (§ 153) that one efll-ct

oi the application of heat to a body ia to

cause it to expand. The theoretical ex-

phmation was discussed at some length,

and need not be aorain referred to here.

Moreover, examples of the oxpansion of

lK)dies through heat arc so numerous and

so connuonly oljserved that fulness in

=^^^^g^
Fia. 2.'>4.—Expansion ot

ball hy heat.
FiQ. 255.—Expansion ot rod by heat

illustration is unneces.sary. If a brass ball (Fig. 254) which

can just pass through a ring when cold is heated it will then

be found to be too large to go through. If we heat a metal

rod which is fixed at one end while the other is made to press

against the short arm of a bent lever

(Fig. 255) an elongation of the rod is

shown by a movement of the end of

the long arm over a scale. When a

compound bar, made by riveting to-

gether strips of copper and iron (Fig.

256) is heated uniformly it bends into the form of an arc of a

circle with the copper on the convex side, because the copper
217

Km. .!56.—Bending o( compound
bar by unequal expftniion of its

parts.
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,((H

1

expiuids inore than the iron. If phiccd in n cold bat)» it curves

in the opposite direction.

Tliese experiments ilhistrate a very j;eneral law. Solids

with very few exceptions expand when heated and contract

when cooled, but different solids have different rates of

exjjansion.

248. Expansion of Liquids and Oases by Heat. Li(iuids

also expand when heated. The amount of expansion vax'ies

with the li(piid, but on the

whole, it is much greater than

that of solids. Let us enclose

a litpiid within a tta.sk and

connected tube, as shown in

Fig. 257, and heat the flask.

The li(|uid is seen to rise in

the tube

The same apparatus may be

used to illustrate the expansion

of gases. When the flask and

tube are filU^d with air only,

insert the open end of tlie

tube into water (Fig. 258), and

heat the flask. A portion of the air is seen

to bubble out through the water. If the

flask is cooled, water is forced by the pressuie of the outer

air into the tube to take up the space left by the air as it

contracts.

Unlike solids and liquids, all gases have, at the ordinary

pressure of the air, approximately the same rates of

expansion.

249. Applications of Expansion—Compensated Pendulums.

A clock is regulated by a pendulum, whose rate of vibration

depends on its length. The longer the pendulum, the

Fin. 257.—Expan-
sion of liquids by
heat.

Fio. 258.—Expansion
o( fe'as by heat.
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nlower the

f

beat ; and the slioiter, tl>e faster. Changes in

temperature will tlierefore cause irregularities

in the running of the cloek, unless some pro-

vision is nuule for keeping the pendulum con-

stant in k'ngtli tlirough var^'ing clianges in

temperature. Two forms of com- I

pensation are in common use. Tlie

Graham penchilum (Fig. 259) is pro-

vided with a bob consisting of a jar

of mercury. Expansion in the rod

JSK lowers the centre of gravity of the

H bob, while expansion in the mercury

^f raises it. The quantity of mercury

Fio. 269.-r.rahaiii is SO adjusted as to keep tlie centre
pen u uiii.

^j gravity* always at the same level.

In the Harrison, or gridiron pendulum (Fig. 260)

the bob hangs from a framework of brass and steel

rods, so connected that an increase in length of the

steel rods (dark in the figure), tends to lower the

lx)b, while an increase in the length of the brass ones

tends to raise it. The lengths of the two sets are »on pendulum!

adjusted to keep the resultant length of the pendulum constant.

250. Chronometer Balance Wheel. A watch is regulated

by a balance wheel, controlled by a hair-

spring (Fig. 261). An increase in tempera-

ture tends to increase the diameter of the

wheel and to decrease the elasticity of the

spi-ing. Both eft'ects would cause the wntch

to lose time. To counteract the retarding

effects, the rim of the balance wheel in Km. 26i.-Baiance wheel

chronomtiters and high-grade watches is
"' **'"*'

constructed of two metals and mounted in sections, as shown

'Strictly speaking, it il a point called the centre of imtillatinn (which nearly coincidCB with
the centre of gravity) whow distance from the point of auapention shouid be kept constant.

[w.i:
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in Fi;;. 261. Tlie outer iiiftal is the more expansible, and the

ert'ect of its ex[)ansion is to turn the fn-e ends of the rim

inwards, and thus to lessen the effective diameter of the

wheel.

251. Thermostats. The fact that a bar composed of two

metiils having unetjual expansion tends to curl up with

increased temperature finds pnictical application also in the

construction of thermostats.

Thermostats are used mainly for controlling tlie temperature

in buildings heated by hot-air furnaces or boilers. In most

systems of control, dampers

or steam valves are opened

and closed by electricity or

compressed air. The object

of the thermostat is to set

free the current of elec-

tricity or the compressed

air to close the valves or

dampers when the tempera-

ture reaches a cej-tain point.

Fio,262.-Aneiec. Fjg, 262 shows an electric
trie tnerniostat. t^

thermostat and Fig. 263

shows a pneumatic thermostat. The
essential part of each is the same,

the compound bar b. On the electric

thermostat, the bending of the bar by

heat closes the electric current at a.

On the pneumatic thermostat, the bend-

ing of the bar closes a small aperture at

a through which the compressed air

escapes slowly by a by-pass. The air thus held bjick enters

the bellows c, which on expanding opens a valve and this

allows the main current of compressed air to have access

to the regulators in the furnace room.

Fia. 263.—A pneumatic
thermostat.
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QUESTIONS

1. A glass Ht()p|)er Htuck in the neck nf .-i liottlo may bo looseuud \ty

subjecting; the neck to friction by a string. Explain.

2. Boiler plates are put together with red-hot rivets. What is the

reason for this ?

3. Why does a blacksmith heat a wagon-tire l)efore adjusting it tti the

wheel ?

4. Why are the rails uf a railroad track laid with the ends not <]uite

touching ?

6. Why does change in the temperature of a r(M>iu att'ect the tone of a

piano ?

6. Glass vessels are liable to break when suddenly heated or cooled in

one part only. Give the reason.
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'rKMI'KKATrUE

252. Nature of Temperature. WIdmi the hlticksmitli t)irnw8

tho n'(l-)i<)t iron into a tuh of col<l water to chxjI it, tlie iron

eviilcntly loses heat, while the water gains it. When two
bo<lieH like the in^n an«l water are in such a condition that one

gi-ows warmer and the other cc^lder when they are brought in

contact, they are saiil to l)e at different temperatures. The
lx)dy which gains heat is said to be at a lower temperature

than the one which loses it. If neither grows warmer when
the iKxlies are bi'ought tog»'tlier, they are said to Ix^ at the

same temperature. 2V'»i/>r/v//»/r, therelore, may l)e detinedas

the ((iin/itioii of a httilif vonsidrri'd wilh rejcrenve to its power

of rfct'lviiKj hei(t from, or communicating Imit to, another

hoily.

253. Temperature and Quantity of Heat. A pint of water

taken from a vat is at the same ten>peratui"e as a gallon taken

from the sjime source. They will also be at the sjime tempera-

ture when both are brought to the boiling point, but if they

are heated by the same gas flame, it will take much longer to

bring the gallon up to the boiling point than to raise the pint

to the same temperature. The change in temperature is the

same in each, but the quantity of heat aKsorbed is different.

A large radiatoi", filled with hot watei* ma}', in cooling, supply

sufficient hi-at to warm up a r(M)m, but a small pitcher of water

loses its heat with no apparent effect. The quantity of heat

possessed by a Ixwly evidently depends on its mass as well as

its temperature.

254. Determination of Temperature. Up to the time of

Galileo, no instrumental means of determining temperature

had been devised. Differences in the temperature of bodies

were estimated by comparing the sen.sations resulting from
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contiict with tliom. But Hiinplt! experiniontH will show that

our ti'Mipcmture sense cuiuiot he relied uixm to deteriiiiiie

tenii»er)iture witli any (lejjree of accuracy. Take three vessels,

one coiitaiiiinj^j water as h<jt as can be Ixjrne by the hand, one

contiiinin^ ice-cold water, and one with water at the tempera-

ture of the i"oon>. Hold a finger of one hand in the cold

water and a tin<;er of the other in tlie liot water for one or

two minutes, and innnediately insert both tinjjers in the third

vessel. To one tii'jji-r the water will appear to be hot, and to

the other, cold. The experiment shows that our estimation of

temperature uepenas to a certain extent, on the temperature

of the sensitivi; part of the b<Mly enijaj{;ed in making the

determination. Our ordinary experiences ccmfinn this con-

clusion. If we pjLs.s from a cold room into one moderately

heated, it appeai-s warm, while the r<x)m at the same tempera-

ture appears col<l when we enter it from <»ne that has been

overlieated.

Again, our estimation of the temperature of a body depends

on the nature of the body as well as upon its temperature. It

is a well-known fact tbat on a very cold day

a piece of iron exposed to frost feels much colder

than a piece of wood, although both may be at

the same temperature.

255. Galileo's Thermometer. So far as known,

Galileo was the first to construct a thermometer.

He conceived t^at since changes in the tempera-

ture of a Ixxly are accompanied by changes in

its volume, these latter changes might be made

to measure, indirectly, temperature. He selected

air as the body to be employed as a thermometric

substance.

His thermometer consisted simply of a glass

bulb with a long, slender, ghuss stem made to dip into water,

as shown in Fig. 264. By warming the bulb, a few bubbles

Fio. ?64.—Galileo's
air thermometer.
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of air wero drivmi out oF tin- .stt'iii, and on c'<M)liiijj this bulb

the wtitiT roso jmrt way up tlio .stt'in. Any incivtiso in

ti'nipt'raturt' was tlu-n sliown by a fall ol" tlio watrr in tlii"

tul)e, iinil a (U'cn-aso by a rise. Sucli a tlicrnioint'tcr in

iniperlVct, aH tho ht-ii^ht of thu cohinin of li<|uiil is aft'ecti-d

by changes in tho prt'SMure of thu outsidis air, as well as l)y

c'hanijeH in tho teniiMTature of the air within the bulb.

Aeconliui; to Viviani, one of (Jalileo's pupils, ]')i)H was the

date of the invention of the instruine' I.

266. Improvements on the Thermometer. Aljout forty

yeara later, Jean Key, a French physician, improved the

instrument by making use of watei- instead of air ns the

expansible substance. The bulb and a part of the stem were
filled with water. Further improvements wero made by the

Florentine academicians, who made use of alcohol instead of

water, sealed the tul)e, and attached a graduated scale. Tlie

first mercury thermometer was constructed by the astronomer,

Ismael Boulliau, in 16.59.

267. ConstmctTon of a Mercury Thermometer. Alcohol is

still used to mea..iire very low temperatures, but mercury is

now foinid in most thermometers in connnon use. This li(|uid

has been selected for a variety of rea.sons. Among others, the

following n»ay be noted.

It can be used to nieasui-o a fairly wide range of tempera-

tures, because it freezes at a low temperature and IkiIIs at a

coiiiparatively high temperature. At any definite tempera-

ture it has a constant volume. Slight changes in temperature

are readily noted, as it expands vapidly with a rise in

temperature. It does not wet the tul>e in which it is enclosed.

To construct tho thermometer a piece of thick-walled glass

tubing with a uniform capillary Ixjre is chosen, and a bulb is

blown at one end. Bulb and tube are then filled with

mercury. This is done by heating the bulb to expel part of
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the air, uml tlu'ii dippin;; tlie o|m'ii t-iul f)f tho IuIm* into

iiificuiy. Ah tlio Imlh c(k)Is, mercury in l'i)roi'<l into it l»y

tlio prfHsuru of tim oulsi<lu air. Tlio li<|ui<l witliin tlm Inill)

is lioilcil to t'XiM'l tlio n-niainin;; air, ami tin; eml of tlio tulw

is aj^aiii innm-rscd in niorcury. On c<K>lint;, tlio vapour con-

W.-nsfS ami bulb and tulw are coniplutoly filled with niorcury.

Tlio tubo M thon st'ak'd oH'.

258. Determination of the Fixed Points. Since we can

dcsfi-ibo a pai-ticular toniporaturo only by Htatinj; how niuch

it is al)ovo or U'low soino toniporature a.ssunit'd as a st^mdard,

it is noct'ssiiry to fix uikhi Htandards of toniponituro and also

units of diHoronco of toniiJ*Taturo. This is most c«)nvonioiitly

done hy seloctiu}; two tixod points for a thormomotric scale.

The standanla in almost univoi-sal use are the " freezing

point" and the "boiling point" of wator.

To determine the freezing

point, the thonnometer is

surrounded with moist pul-

verized ice (Fig. 265), and the

point at which the mercury

stantls when it Ixicomes stji-

tionary is marked on the

stem.

M
I:-')

K.??j

The Ixjiling point is deter- F^^^^
mined by exposing the bulb

j|

and stem to steam rising fi*om

^L^/r7,r™ir P">'« >^''^ter boiling under a ^^L^^C;^^^^
pressure of 76 cm. of mereury

(Fig. 266). As before, the height of the mercury is marked

on the stem.

259. The Graduation of the Thermometer. Having marked

the freezing and boiling points, the next step is to gmduate

the thermometer. Two scales are in conunon use, the Centi-

gi-ade scale and the Fahrenheit scale.

^f]
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Tilt) (.Viiti^ni.l.- Mcnl»', fiiHt proiMwi-d Ijy Cj-IsIuh, a H\v('«liHh

sci.iitist, ill 1740, iiiid Kulisti|miitly iniMlitiid

l»y liis oolli'iiifiio Miirtfii {StrtJiiu-r, in now
niiiv« iMiilly ciiiployi'd in Hcii-iititic work.
'I'liu HjMicc intiirvciiin^ In'twivii tlio frco/iii^

IMtiiit Hiid tliu lM»iliii^ point is divided into

one liuiidi-ol tM|U!il divisions, or dci^ri'i's, nnd
tlio '/.vm of tlio si-ulu is pluecd at tlie fivi'zinjj

point, tlie jjiadimtions Iwin^ t-xtfiidi'd l»otli

alKtve and Iwlow the /t-ro point.*

Till! Kahienlicit scalt^ is in coniinoii nso

aniont; Kii<,disli-spcakin«j pfoplc for lionsc-

kmi •jt)7.-Tii,iiHom»ter Imld purposes. It was proposed hy Oaltriel

Daniel Falirenlieit (16H(i-17.i6), a (Jernian

instriniient maker. The space between tlio freezinj; point and
till! lioilin*,' point is divided into one hundred and ei;,dity equal
divisions, eai-li called a dejrree, and tlie zero is placed thirty-

two divisions IkIow the tVeezin^j ix>int. The I'reezini; point,

therefore, rea<]s 32° and tlu! .loiliiifj point 212^ (Fig. 2G7). This
zero point was chosen, it is .said, because Fahienheit believed

this temperature, obtained fi-om a mixture of meltinj; ice and
ammonium chloride or .sea-salt, to l)e the lowest attainable.

260. Comparison of Thermometer Scales. If the tempei-a-

ture of the room at the present moment is 68°, the temperature
is 6S — :i2, or .36 dejrrees alK)ve the freezing ix>int ; but
since l!SO Fahrenheit degree.s = 100 Centigrade degrees, or 9
Fahrenheit degrees = 5 Centigrade degrees, the temperature
of the room is » of Hd, or 20 Centigivide degrees above the
freezing j)oiiit ; that is, the Centigrade thermometer will

read 20'.

The relation ]«'tween corresponding readings on the, two
thermometers may be obtained in the following way. Let a

•IVlsiiis at first marked tlic; liciilinifiioint z( ro ai.ii the frt-p/in^riioint UK). It ii said that the
great botanist I.iniiaeiis prompted Celsius and St^>nll•r to invert the Kale.
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Cfrtiiiu tt'iniHTiituro Iw r«'pr»>Mt'iit«'«l l»y /' on tlin Fiilin'tiliiiit

Hiiil (' oil tlio Cfiiti^nitlo wait'. 'I'll. tliis t)-iii|H-i-iitiii-i! is

F—'A'2 Kiilin-iilifit <lf;;ri'('s iilHivt^ tint IVtr/in;; jiuliit, tiiitl it in

ulso (' CN'iiti^nwlo (l»';j;rfL'H uUivu tlu! frtf/.in^ point. Ilfiu:e

(. — 32) Kiilir. (Ifj^ift's coi-r«'S|M)iiiI to (' ("nit. (Ici^i-ecs.

Hut 9 Fiilir. (If^rtM's corrt'siNMul to 5 Cunt. dej;roe>*,

Thfivfore
J (A'- 32) = C.

261. Mazimnm and Minimum Thermometers. A maximum
tliermometer is one which rwords the highest temperature reached
during a certain time. One

,^ ^^

form is Hhown in Fig. 268. It ^
;:|j. m l.l i I . i> n ii <4 ,-7^^

is u mercury thermometer with (•• «M ^

^

'

' "*"
'

8j
J

a constriction fixed in the tulie ^—1 '—Z :—

/

just alN>Ve the hull) {c, Fig. Vut. •JUS.-A mftxlmum thermometer (a» ii»*<l in

•2M). Ah the temperaturj "" M«'e«r"K'i'»i N«rNi<-.).

rises the mercury expands and goes past the constriction ; hut when
it contracts the thread hreaiis at the constriction, that portion b<!low

it uontmcting into the bulh, whihi the mercury in the tul»e remains
in the position it had when the temperature was highest, iiy gently
tapping or shaking the thermometer the mercury can bo forced past
the constriction, ready for use again.

The clinical thermometer, with which the physician takes the
temperature of the body, is constructed in this way.

In another kind of maximum thermometer a small piece of iron is

inserted in the stem nUt\e the mercury (Fig. 209), and is pushed
forward as the mercury expands.
When the mercury contracts the iron

is left l>ehiiid and thus indicates the
Fiij. 209.-The iron Index I* pushed highest point reached bv the mercury,

forward by the mercury. t i • i

In the mininmra thermometer, which
registers the lowest temperature reached, alc<»liol is used. Within
the alcohol a small glass index ^ (s,

is placed (Fig. 270). As the
/f Jr^^J'

»_ _. » « -VT. r -
'^. . V \

alcohol contracts, on account Ky"'" *^^^l
^^'^-^=^g^ggg^-^--^^- -^J |

of its surface tension (Jij 169) '

Jf Ar-ar^ *l.o :.wl„« 1 u 1 t Fi8. J70. -A miiiiuium theri.iometer (M u«ed In
It drags the index back, but the Meteorolonical Servio.). U i. huDK in »
when it expands it flows past Horiajntai position.

the index which is thus left stationary and shows the lowest tempera-
ture reached. By tilting the thermometer the index slips down to
the surface of the alcohol column, ready for u.se again.
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PROBUMS
1. To how many Fahrenheit .leyrees are th« followini; Centigrade

degrees e.iuivaleiit:—5, J8, 27, ««»

?

2. To how many Centigrade degrees are the following Fahrenheit
degrees equivalent :—20, 27, 3C, 9o '

3. How many Fahrenheit degrees above freezing point is 05° C?
4. How many Centigrade degrees above freezing jioint is CO" F.?

5. Convert the following readings on the Fahrenheit scale to Centi-
grade readings :-0°, 10°, 32°, 45°, 100, -2.-)°, and -40°.

G. Convert the following readings on Hie Centigrade scale to Fahrenheit
readings :-10°, 20°, 32 , 75°, -20, -40°, and -273°.

7. Find in Centigrade degrees the difference between 30° C. and 1G° F.

8. In the R^umnr scale, (which is used for household purposes in some
countries of Europe), the freezing point is marked and the boiline
point 80°. Express

(a) 12° C, - 10° C, 5° F., 30^ F. in the Reaumur scale.

(b) 1C° R., 25° R., «° R. in b<,th the Centigrade and the Fahren-
heit scale.



CHAPTER XXVII

But

Relation uktween Volume and Temperature

262. Coefficient of Expansion of Solids. Wc have seen

(§ 247) that a rise in the temperature of a body is usually

accompanied by an increase in its dimensions, and that

ditt'erent substances have ditferent rates of expansion. In

the case of solids we are usually concerned with change in

length, while with li(iuids and gases it is chiefly change of

volume which we liave to consider.

The coefficient of linear expansion may be defined as

the incrense in length exp.^rleveed by a rod of unit length

when its temperature is raised one degree.

Let ^1 be the first length of a rod and t^ its temperature.

Raise the temperature to t.^ and let the length then be l.^ The

total increase in length is L — li for a rise of t^— t^ degrees in

temperature, and so the increase for one degree = t^—r'-

this is the increase in length of a rod whose length at tirat was ly

Hence the increase per unit length per degree = f——^-t•

This is the coefficient of linear expansion, and to determine

it we must measure /,, U, t^, t.^ and p»it them in this expi-ession.

As the change in length is always small it must be measured

with accuracy. This may be done as follows:—A long,

straight bar of the substance, whose coefficient is to be

determined, is taken and a fine line drawn across it near each

end. The bar is then supported in a bath, the temperature of

which can be determined, and changed at will. By means of a

micrometer-microscope and a scale, the distance between the

marks is measured wlien the bar is at the initial temperature.

The bath is then heated. When the temperature of the whole

is again stejidy, the distance between the marks is again

measured and the tempeniture noted. Data ai"e thus furnished

for calculating the coefficient of linear expansion of the metal.
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Tlie followin^r taljle ^Mves the coefficients of linear expansion
of so.ue onunon sul)stance.s. The vohnne coefficient of expan-
sion of a soli,! is usually detennined by a calculation from the
linear coefficient.

Coefficients ok Lineak Expansion for 1° C.

Substance. Coefficient.

Aluminium '

0.00002313
Brass

: 0.00001900
<^"PPer O.0fK)01G78
^^•''s» 0.00000899
C^"W 0.00001443
Iron (soft) 0.00001210

•Substance. Coefficient.

Nickel 0.00001279

0.00(K)0899

0.00001921

0.00001322

0.00002234

0.00002918

Platinum

Silver

Steel

Tin

Zinc

An alloy of nickel an.l steel (36 per cent, of nickel) known
as invar, has a coefficient of expansion only one-tenth that
ot platinum.

263. Coefficient of Expansion of Liquids. Like solids,
different hquids expand at different rates. Many li,,uids also
are veiyirrecjular in their expansion, having different coeffi-

cients at different temperatures.

The coefficient of expansion of a liquid may
he determined with a fair degree of accuracy
by a modification of the experiment described
in

§ 248. The liquid is enclosed in a bulb
and graduated capillary tube, shown in
Fig. 271. The bulb is heated in a bath, and
the position of the surface of the liquid in
the tube corresponding to various tempera-
tuics is noted. Now, if the volume of
tlie hnlb in terms of the divisions of tlie

1 t 1 T u
"*^'''" ''' '"'""^'"' *^''e expansion can be calcu-

lated, lo be accurate, corrections should be made for changes

Fio. 2( 1.—DetermiDai iun
of thf coefficidii, or ex-
pansion of a liijuid.
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ill tlie cajjacities of the bulb ainl tuVx; througli changes in

temperature.

264. Peculiar Expansion of Water ; its Maximum Density.

If the bulb and tube shown in Fig. 271 is filled with water at

the temperature of the room—say 20° C.—and the bulb

placed in a cooling bath, the water will regularly contract in

volume until its temperature falls to 4° C, and then it will

expand until it comes to the freezing point. Conversely, if

water at 0° G. is heated it will contract in volume until it

readies 4° C, and then it will expand.* Hence, a given ma.ss

of water has minimum volume and maximum density when it

is at 4° C.

An experiment devised by Hope shows in a simple manner

that the maximum density of water is at 4" C. A metal

reservoir is fitted about the middle of a tall

jar, and two thermometers are inserted, one

at the top and the other at the bottom, as

shown in Fig. 272. The jar is tilled with

water at the temperature of the room, and

a freezing mixture of ice and salt is placed

in the reservoir. The upper thermometer

remains stationt :y and the lower one con-

tinues to fall until it indicates a temperature

of 4° C. The lower one now remains stationary and the upper

one begins to fall and continues to do so until it reaches the

freezing point.

The experiment shows that as the water about the centre

of the jar is cooled it becomes denser and continues to descend

until all the water in the lower part of the jar has reached the

maximum density. On further cooling the water in the

middle of the jar it becomes lighter and ascends.

The experiment illustrates the behaviour of large bodies of

water in cooling as winter approaches. As the surface layers

* Id an aotiuU experiment the contreotion o( the glHe muit be allowed lor.

Fio. 272.—Hope'e i^
paratui.
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C(X)I they becoino denser aiul .sink, wliile the warmer water
U'low rises to the top. This process continues until the wliole

niftss of water reaches a unii'onii temperature of 4" C. Tlie

colder and lij^hter water then i-emains on the surface, where
the ice forms, and this j)rotects the water below.

PROBLEMS

1. A steel piano wire is 4 feet long iit <-t temperature of l(i°C. What is

ita length at 20° C?
2. A brass scale is exactly one metre long at 0° C. What is its length

atl8°C.?

3. A pane of glass is 12 inches long and 10 inches wide at a temperature

of 6' C. Wliat is the area of its surface at 15° C?
4. The bars in a gridiron pendulum are made of iron and copper. If

the iron bars are 80 cm. long, what should be the length of the copper bars I

5. The height of the mercury column in a barometer was 7G0 mm. when
the temperature was 0° C. What would be the height at 20° C, being

given that the volume-coefficient of expansion of mercury is 0.000187?
If the height was observed by means of a brass scale which was correct at
0° C, what would be the apparent reading on the scale ?

6. At temperature 15° 0. the barometric height is 7<i3 nnn. as indicated

by a brass scale which is correct at 0^ C. What would be the reading if

the temiierature fell to 0° C. ?

7. Explain where the ice would form and what would happen if water
continued to contnict down to 0"^ C, (1) if solidification produced the same
expansion as it does now

; (2) if contraction accompanied freezing.

265. Coefficient of Expansion of Gases— Charles' Law. It

has b<;en shown by the experiments of Charles, Gay-Lussac,

Regnault,* and other in vesti<^atoi"s, that under constant pressure

all gases expand equally for ecjual increases in temperature. In

other words, all gases have approximately the same coefficient

of expansion. Further, it was shown by Charles, that under

constant pressure the volume of a given mass of gas increases

by a constant fraction of its volume at 0° C. for each increase

of 1° C. in its temperature. Charles roughly determined

this ratio, which was afterwanls more accurately measured
by Gay-Lussac, whose researches were published in 1802.

*Charle« (1740-1823), Gay-Luamc (ITTS-ISW), Regnault (18101878) were all French icieutiaU.
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The general statement of tl»e principle is usually known as

Chakles' Law, but somotinu's as Gay-Lxissaca Law. It is

given in the following statement:

—

The

volume of a given mass of any gas at

constant ^yrcs^are incrcaxCH for each rise

of 1° C. by a co7if<tant fraction (about

Ttr^) of its voltime at 0° C.

It has also been shown that if the

volume remains constant, the pressure

of a given mass of gas increases by the

same constant fraction (about ^tu) of

its pressure at 0° C. for ejvch rise in

temperature of 1" C. That is to say,

the volume-coefficient, and the pressure-

coefficient of a gas are numerically cfjual.

Practically, this is but a statement, in

othiT terms, of the fact that, in obeying

Charles' Law, gases also obey Boyle's

Law.

The volume-coefficient and the pres-

sure-coefficient may be determined ex-

perimentally by the apparatus devised

by Regnault (Fig. 273). The gjis is

inclosed in the bulb N, whose volume

is known. The bulb i.s placed fii-st in melting ice, and then in

steam rising from lx)iiing water, the pressure being kept con-

stant by keeping constant the ditierence in i. 1 of the mercury

in the tubes A and R The increase in volume is calculated by
the change in height in the mercury cohnnn in A. Given the

volume of the bulb and the tube, and having determined the

increjusc in volumt; for a change in temperature from 0' to 100°,

the expanKion-cotifficient is found by a simple calculation.

To determine the pressur«!-c(jefficient the bulb, as before, is

plactKl alternately in melting ice, and in steam. The volume

Flo. 273.—Regnault'aap,
for finding the ooefllcient of
expansion of a gat.
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is kept constant by keeping the surface of tlie niei-cury in the

tube A at a fixed level a. This is done by adjusting the

height of the niei-cury column in B. The increase in pressure

is measured by the increased difference in the level in the

mercury columns in A and B.

266. Gas Thermometer. The Regnault apparatus is used

as a gjis thermometer. The bulb is filled with a ga«, usually

hydrogen. The position of the mercury level in B is marked
0° when the bulb is in melting ice and the surface of mereury
in A is at a fixed point a ; it is marked 100° when the bulb is

in steam and the mercury level in A is at the same fixed

point. The space between 0" and 100° is divided into 100
equal divisions, and these are continued below 0° and alxjve

100°. To use the instrument the tube B is adjusted to briiKr

the mercury level in A to the fixed point a, and the tempera-

ture is read directly from the scale placed behind B.

In the gas thennometer changes in temperature are

measured, not as in the thermometers already described, by
the ciianges in volume, but by the corresponding changes in

pressure when the volume is kept constant.

The nitrogen gas thermometer is the most perfect instru-

ment of its kind. It has been chosen by the International

Bureau of Weights and Measures as the standard for tempera-

ture measurement. For convenience, mercury thermometers

are employed for most purposes. Tlie gjis thermometer is

used mainly for stjvndardizing mercury thermometers and
for measuring very low and very high temperatures.

267. Absolute Temperature. In the gas thermometer the

volume of the gas is kept constant, while a change in the

temperatui-e is deternuned by the change in the pressure

which the gas exerts.

Let the gas at first be at 0' C If its temperature is raised

to 1° C. its pressure will increase
^j J3, that is, at 1 C. the
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pressure will be ffj of that at 0' C At 2" C the pressure

exerted by the gas will be # f f,
; at 100" C. the pressure will

be ^f i| of that at 0° C. ; and so on.

Again, at — 1" C. the pressure will be diminished tjI^* that is,

the gas will exert a pressure | i % of that at 0° C. ; at — 2'' C.

the pressure will be ^f J ; at —20'' C. it will be |4^£ ; and so on.

If we could continue lowering

the temperature and reducing the

pressure in this same way, then

at — 273" C. the pressure would

be nothing. But before reaching

such a low temperature the gas

will change to a liquid, and our

methoilof measuringtemperature

by the pressure of the gas would

then fail.

However, calculations based

on the kinetic theory of gases

(§ 151) leafl to the conclusion

tiiat at -273° C. the rectilinear

motions of the molecules would

cease ; which would mean that the substance was completely

deprived of heat and at the lowest possible temperature.

This point is hence called the absolute zero, and temperature

reckoned from it is called absolute tevipei'ature. Thus a

Centigrade reading can be converted into an Absolute reading

by adding 273 to it.

The method of measuring temperature on an absolute scale

was proposed by Loi-d Kelvin in 1848.

268. Further Statement of Charles' Law. Ltt V^, F,, V^,

etc., represent the volumes of a given mjisa of gas, under con-

stant pressure, at temperatures, respectively, 0^, 1°, 2", etc., C,

Lord Krlvih (Sir William Thommh)
(1824-igu7). Made important investiicationi

in aliiioet every branch of physics. Famous
as eleotriciun ol AtUntic cableb.
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that is, 2T.V, 274°, 275", etc., Al)8<>lute, then acconling to

Cliarles' Law

V,:V,: V,: etc., = fH V^ m V,^- UH ^ : «tc.

= 273 : 274 : 275 : etc.

Stating this result in woi-ds. Hie voluvie of a given rmisa of
tja» at a cuuHtavt pressure wm«» directly as the ahmlnte

temperature.

This manner of stating the law is often convenient for

purposes of calculation.

rROBLBm

1. If the absolute temperature uf a given mass of gas is doubled while

the pre.ssure is kepi constant, what change tiikes place in («) its volume,

(b) its mass, (r) its density ?

2. The pressure of a given mass of gas was doubled while its volume

remained constant. What change must have taken place in (a) ita

absolute temi>erature, (b) its density ?

3. The pressure remaining constant, what volume will a given mass of

gas occupy at 76° C. if its volume at 0° C. is 22.4 litres ?

4. If the volume of a given mass of gas is 120 c.c. at 17° C, what will

be its volume at - 13° C. ?

' 5. A gauge indicates that the pressure of the oxygen gas in a steel gas

tank is 150 pounds per 8<|uare inch when the temperature is 20° C.

Suii{K>8ing the capacity of the tank to remain constant, find the pressure

of the gas at a temperature of 30° G.

- 6. An empty lK)ttle, open to the air, is corked when the temperature

of the riMim is 18° C. and the barometer indicates a pressure of 16 pounds

per 8(piare inch. Neglecting the exiiansion of the bottle, find the pressure

of the air within it after it has been standing for some time in a water

bath whose temperature is 67° C.

7- An uncorked flask ccmtains 1.3 grams of air at a temperature of

— 13° C3. What mass of air does it contain at a temperature of 27° C. if

the pressure reiimins eonst.int t

8. The volume of a givi"!?) mass of gas is rme litre at a temperature of

6° C. The pressure reiiiHiiiin<^ constant, at what temperature will its

volume be (a) 1100 c.c, (6) 900 c.c?
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9. At what temperature will the pressure of the air in a liicycle tire

be 33 pounds to the M|uare inch, if its pressure at 0" 0. is 30 pounds

per square inch ? (Assume no change in volume.)

10. A certain mass of hydrogen gas oocupie«i a volume of 380 c.c. at a

temperature of 12" C. and 80 cm. pressure. What volume will it occupy

&t a temperature of - 10° C. and a pressure of 70 cm. 7

(1) Change in volume for change in temperature.

Since the volume varies directly as the aluoluto temperature and

the temperature is reduced from 12° C. to - 10° C. the volume

will be reduced to become 3J3-iS "^ sSi **' **•* "r>gi»»l volume.

(2) Change in volume for change in pressure.

Since the volume varies inversely as the pressure, and the

pressure is reduced from 80 cm. to 70 cm. the volume will

be increased tu become fg of the original volume.

Hence, taking into account the changes for both temperature and

pressure, the volume retpiired will be,

380 X If} X $g = 309.12 c.c

11. A mass of oxygen gas occupies a volume of 120 litres at a tempera-

ture of 20" C. when the barometer stands at 74 cm. What volume will it

occupy at standard temperature and pressure? (0° C. and 70 cm.

pressure.)

12. The volume of a certain mass of gas is 600 c.c. at a temperature of

27° C. and a pressure of 400 grams per aq. cm. What is its volume at a

temperature of 17° C. and a pressure of 000 grams per s<i. cm. ?

13. The weight of a litre of air at standard temperature and pressure

is 1.29 grams. Find the weight of 800 c.c. of air at 37° C. and 70 cm.

pressure.

14. The density of hydrogen gas at standard temperature and pressure

is 0.0000890 grams per c.c. Find its density at 15° C. and 08 cm.

pressure.
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Mrakukemknt <»k Hkat

269. Unit of Heat. Ah already poiiittHl out (§ 253), the

tfiuiiterature of a body is to bo diHtin^iisht'd from the

quiuitity of h'lit which it contains. The tl)iannonieter is used

to dett'nnine the temperature of a botly, but its retwling does

n<jt give tiie quantity of heat possessed by it. A grain of

water in one ves.sel may have a higher temperature than a

kilogram in another, but the latter will conttiin a greater

quantity of heat. Again, a pound of water and a pound of

mercury may be at the same temperature, but we have reasons

for believing that the wat«*r contains more heat.

In order to measure heat we must choose a suitable unit,

and by common consent, the amount of heat required to raise

by one degree the temperature of a unit mass has been selected

as the most convenient one. The unit, will, of coui-se, have

different magnitudes, varying with che units of mass and
temperature-difference chosen. In connection with the metric

system the unit called the calorie has been adopted for

scientific purposes. It is the amount of heat required to raine

a viasa of one gram of water one degree Centigrade in
temperature.

For example,

to raise 1 gram of water through 1° C. requires 1 calorie,

to raise 4 grams of water through 6° 0. reiiuires 20 calories,

and to raise m grams of water from t^° to <.j° C. re<]uires m {t.^ - t-^)

calories.

In engineering practice, the British Thermal Unit (designated

B. T. U.) is in common use in English-speaking countries. It

is the quantity of heat reijuired to raise one pound of water
one degree Fahrenheit in temperature.

'2.38
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FMILIMI

1. IIow many ciilorieii of lieat iiiuiit t*nter a nuuw of 65 graniH of water

to uliiiii|{e itH tfiii])ui'Htiiru from !(' C. to 36' C.J

2. How iimiiy cnlorivt <if heut aru ^ivcn out l)y the cooling of 120 grama

of wnter from 85° C. to tWP C?
. 3. If 1404) caloriua uf heat enter a mam of 175 grams of water what

will lie itH final temperature, supposing the original to be 16° C. I

•4. A hot WHtor coil containing 100 kilo(;ram» of water gives off 1,000,000

calories of heat. Neglecting the heat lost liy the iron, find the fall in

tviii[)erature in the water.

5. On mixing 65 gmnis of water at 75° C. with 85 grams at tJO° C, what

will be the tem|)eraturo of the mixture

)

270. Thermal Capacity—Specific Heat. The amount of

heat required to chanjje a unit-mass of a substance through

one (lefji-ee in temperature varies with different substances.

To ilhistmte, if we place (Mjual masHes of turjwntine and water

at the same tempemture in similar beakers and add to each

the same mass of hot water we shall find, on determining the

temperature of the mixtui-e with a thermometer, after stirring,

that, although approximately the same number of calories of

heat luvs been ailded to each, the increase in temperature of

the turpentine mixture is greater than the increase in tem-

perature of the water. Thus we find that

more heat is required to mise a certain mass

of water one degree than to warm the same

mass of turpentine to the same extent.

Next, heat equal masses of water, aluminium

(wire) and mercury to the same temperature by

pUvcing them in separate test-tubes immersed

in a bath of boiling water (Fig. 274). Now
provide three beakers containing equal masses

of water at the temperature of the room,

and pour the hot water into the first, the alu-

minium into the second, and the mercury into

the third. After stining, take the temperature in each case.

FiQ.274.—The hntiDg
of equal maitea of

different TObstances
to thelametempen-
ture in a water bath.
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It

Th«( t«'iii|M'mtnivH art' »|uit<' diHt'i-ctit, tin- wiitcr in tl»' tii-st iH-iiiij

the liotti'Ht, anil tin* njiitfiits of tin- tliir<l iMJiin; tin* culiU-st.

Tlit'so I'XiH-riiiiciits iii<licatM tli;it tin" aiiioiint of iit-at

ahH«irlHHl or jjivfii out by a Inwly for a jjivcii cliaiiijc in

tfiiipuraturu (Ifpi'iiilH on tliu iiatiint of the lnMly, as wt-U as

Upon itM niiiNH an<l ciian^i.' in tcinpi'ratui'c.

Tho nuuiIxT of hi'at units n'ljuirtMl to raist; tin; tomperature

of u body ony lU'tji-i-e, is calltMl its t/nrimd ('itfiacifi/. The
ibennal capju'ity \h'v unit-iiiii.ss is callinl ,si'K<;ikiu heat.

SiK'citic ht-at, ttceoitlinjjly, may bo <l('fini'il as i/ie vnhihffot
heat anUHreqiut'eil to raise the temfterature nf a unit-mUKs

of the Huhntanre, uiie di'ifVfr.

HenPH, tho quantity of lifat roquirod t<» warm a mass of m
graniH of a Hulwtunce frtim a tt'mixtraturo «)f /, to u tempfiii-

tui-e of t-i'
=a m {t, — /,) .«*, when i is tho Mp«)citic h»^at of tho

subitanco.

271. The Specific Heat of Water. From the dofinition of

heat unit, it follows that tho specific heat of wat«'r is 1 ; but,

tlio heat roijuirod to warm a unit-mass ono dogre»! diH'ei-s

slightly witK tho temperatui-e of tho water.

Of all known HulwtanceH except hydrogen, water has the

greatest thermal capacity, which fact is of gri-at imp«»rtance

in the disti-ibution of heat on the surfiice of the earth. For

example, land ai-ejus sui-nmnded by large IkxHcs of water are

not so subjt'ct to extremes of temperature. In sununer the

waiter absorlw the heat, and jis it warms very slowly, it

remains cooler than tho land. In winter, on the other hand,

the water gnwlually gives up its store of heat to the land, thus

preserving an equable temptnature.

272. Determination of Specific Heat by the Method of

Mixture. The method depends on the principle that tho

amount of heat last by a hot Ixnly when placed in cold

water is equal to the amount of heat gained by the water.

Let us apply tho method to tind the specific heat of load.
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Kl«. 375.—Detarml-
iMtton of tiMclflc

brat ol a lolld.

Taku n (IfHiiitt* iiihnh of H)iot, -wiy IfK) (rraiiiH, -timl \wai it

in Nt»'iiiii fnuii l«)iliii^ wattT t«> a t4'imM'm-

tun^ «.f 10() C. (Ki«. 275). Now pliw.- 100

{jraiiiH of water at tlie t«>iii|M>ratur«t of tli»'

nxMii—Hay 20 C.—in a In-akor and HUiToun<

it with W(M>1 or luittin^to k«'t>p tiiu heat from

escaping. Pour tho Hhot into tho water and,

after Htirrin;;, tako the titin|H>i*ature. L«'t it

be 50" C. Then thu heat ^aineil hy the water

= 100 (50 - 20 ) cjil. = 3(M)0 ml.

If now no heat hiiH ewiapiHl, 190 granm of

lead must, in falling from lOCr to 50 , have

lost 3000 cal. of heat. Or 1 gmm of had

in fallin}; 1 Uwes 3000 -^ (190 x 50) - .0317

cal( tries.

A general formula may Ij« obtained as follows :

—

Let m — the iiuiss of the v:u»<staiice,

and ( — its teiu[i«nitur« ;

m^ = tho mass of the water,

and f , = its teni{ierature.

I^et t] <= resulting temperature after mixing.

Then, heat gained by water = w», (<j -
^i),

and heat lost by the Hulmtance ^^ »« (/ - t^) », where a is itn specific heat

;

Therefore m (t - <j)« = m»i ('j - t^),

„r. = "*•_<'» JJ'-).
.« (« /,)

The methotl of mixture Applies e(|ually well to other sub-

stances than water, and to heat K»st by water as well as gained

by it.

Speoipic Hkats of Somk Common Substancks

Aluminium 0.214 Ice (-10* C).

.

. 0.50 Paraffin .. 0.694

Brass O.OtK) Iron .. 0.113 Petroleum . .

.

.. 0.511

Copper 0.094 Lead . 0.031 Platinum .. 0.032

Glass (crown). . . 0.10 Mari)le . 0.216 Silver .. 0.056

Gold 0.032 Mercury . 0.033 Zinc .. 0.093

^
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FBOBLEMB
(For iiieciflr heat!) see table jiiHt aliove)

1. What is thu thernuil ca{Micity of .-i gliiss l>fiiker whose mass is 35 grains"

2. Which has the <;reater thermal capacity, GH }{ranis of mercury or

2 grams of water ?

3. It ruijuires 3G0 calories of heat to raise the teini>eniture of a body

10 degrees. What is its thermal capacity ?

4. The thermal capacity of 56 grams of copper is 5.2(i4 calories. What
is the siMiciiic heat of copiier ?

5. It re({uires 902.2 calories of heat to warm 130 grams of paraftin

from 0° C to 10° C. What is the speciKc heat of imrattin /

0. How much heat will a iKidy whose thermal capacity is 320 calories

lose in cooling from 40" to 10° C.l

7. What is the <|uantity of heat required to raise 120 grams of

aluminium from 15° to 62° C.i

8. How many calories of heat are given off by an iron radiator whose

mass is 25 kgms., in cooling from 100° to 20° C?
9. A lead bullet whose mass is 12 grams had a temperature of 25° C.

before it struck an iron target, and a tem[)L'niture of 100° C. after impact.

How many calories of heat were added to the bullet ?

10. Into 120 grams of water at a temperature of 0° C. 150 grams of

mercury at 80° C. are poured. What is the resulting temperature ?

11. If 95 grams of a metal are heated to 100° C. and then placed in 114

grams of water at 7° C. the resulting tem{>erature is 16° C. Find the

specific heat of the metal 1 What metal is it ?

12. A piece of iron, whose mass is 88.6 grams and temperature 90° C,
is placed in 70 grams of water at 10° C. If the resulting temperature is

20° C, lind the specific heat of iron.

13. A mass of zinc, weighing 5 kgms. and having a temperature of 80° C,
was placed in a liquid and the resulting temperature was ff>und to be

16° C. How much heat did the zinc impart to the liquid ?

14. Find the resulting temperature on placing 75 gnims of a substance

having a specific heat of 0.8 and heated to 95° C. in 130 grams of a Ii(}uid

at 10° C. whose specific heat is 0.6.

16. On mixing 1 kgm. of a substance having a specific heat of 0.85, at a

tcmpcriituru of 12" C, with 500graiii.s of a second substance at a tempuni-

ture of 120° C, the resulting temperature is 45° C. What is the specific

heat of the second substance ?



CHAPTER XXIX

Change ov State

273. Fusion. Let us take some pulverized ice at a tempera-

ture below the freezing point and apply heat to it. It gradually

rises in temperature until it reaches 0° C, when it begins to

melt. If the ice and the water ftjrmed fi*om it are kept well

stirred, no sensible change in temperature takes pUice until all

the ice is melted. On the further application of heat, the

temperature begins again to rise.

The change from the solid to the litjuid state by means of

heat is calh'd /«»ion. or melfiixj, and the temperature at which

fusion takes place is called the taelting ixnut.

The behaviour of water is typical of crystalline substances

in genei-al. F''sion takes place at a temperature which is con-

stant for the 8. e substance if the pressure remains invariable.

Amorphous bodies, on the other hand, have no sharply defined

melting pt)ints. When heated, they soften and pass through

various stages of plasticity into more or less viscous liquids,

the process being accompanied by a continuous rise in temper-

ature. Paraffin wax, gla.ss and wraught-ii-on are typical

examples. By a suitable control of the temperature glass

can l)e bent, drawn out, moulded or blown into various

foniis, and iron can be forged, rolled or welded.

274. Solidification. The temperature at which a substance

solidities, the pressure remaining constant, is the same as that

at which it melts. For example, if water is gradually cooled,

while it is kept agitated, it begins to take the 8<ilid form at 0°

C, and it continues to give up heat witliout falling in tempura-

ture until the process of solidification is complete.
243
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But it is iiitfivstiiij; to noto thiit ii liipiia which under
onlinuiy conditions solidilics at a dt-linit.' point nia}-, if slowly
and caivlully c<x.lcd, Iw lowt-ivd seveial (K'^rrccs ImOow its

normal teiniK'nituro of solidification. The phenouu-non is

lUustmted in the following experiment. Pour some pure
water, boiled to free it from air bubbles, into a test-tube.
Close the tube with a pei-forated stopper, thi-ough which a
thermometer is inserted into the water. Place tlie tube in a
fi-eezing mixture of ice and sjUt. If the water is kept (juiet

it may be lowered to a temiRiature of -.''," C. without freezinj;
it, but the condition is unstable. If the water is ajjitjited or
crystjils of ice are <lii)pp,.d in, it suddenly turns into ice and
the temperature rises to C.

276. Change of Volume in Fusion. Most substmces suffer
an increase in volume in passini; from the solid to tlio lifjuid

Htate, but some which are crystalline in structure, such as ice,

bisnnith, and antimony are exceptions to the rule.

The expansive force of ice in freezinj; is well known to all

who live in cold climates. The eai-tli is ui)lu'aved and r<K'ks
are disintejjrated, while vessels and pijK^s which contain water
are bui-st by the action of the fi-ost.

Only from metjils which expand on solidification can per-
fectly shaped castinjjs bt; obtjiined. The i-»-asons are obvious.
Antimony is arlded to lead an<l tin to form type-metd Ix-cause
the alloy thus formed exiMinds on soli<lifyinjr and conforms
completely and sharply with the outlines of the mould.

276. The Influence of Pressure on Melting Point. If a
substance expjinds on meltinjr, itH meltinjr point will be niised
by pres.sure, while if it contmcts its melting point will be
lowei-ed. We would expect thi.s. Since extm pressure applied
to a l)ody which tjikes a lar«rer volume on nu'lting would tt^nd
to prevent it fn)m expanding, it woul.l be reasonable to suppose
that a higher temperature would be necessary to bring about
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the change ; on the other liand, if the hotly contracts on melting,

increased pressure would tend to assist the process of change,

and a lower temperature should suffice.

An interesting experiment shows the effect of pressun? on

the melting i)«)int of ice. Take a block of ice and rest it on

two sup|X)i-ts, and encircle it with a

tine wire from which hangs a heavy

weight (Fig. 27<i). In a few houra

the wire will cut its way through the

ice, but the block will still be intact.

Under the pressure of the wire the

ice melts, but the water thus formed

is Ix'low the normal freezing point. »^»- 27«.-Kegeiation oi ioe.

Hence it flows above the wire and freezes again as the pres.sure

there is normal. The proceas of melting and freezing again

under these conditions is called regelation.

277. Heat of Fusion. We have seen (in § 273) that during

the pi-ocess of melting a crystalline body like ice, no change in

temperature takes place, although heat is being continuously

applied to it. In earlier times, when heat wius considered to

l)e a kind of substance, it appeared that the heat applied

becuiiie hidden in the Ixxly and it WJis called Intent heat.

Acconling to motlern idejis, there is simply a transformation

of energy. When a Inxly in fusing ceases to rise in tem|)era-

tuns although heat is still Ixing applied, the heat-energy is

no longer occupied in incre»ising the average kinetic energy

and to some extent the potential energy of its molecules, but

is doing w«»ik in overcoming the cohesive forces which bind

these molecules together in the Ixnly Jis a solid.

A (letinite <|uantlty of heat, varying with the suljstjince, is

required to mvM a definite maHS of a solid. The aniount of

heat requind to melt one gram t>f a substance without a

change of temperaturo is called its heot of fusum. For
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oxa!iil)k', the heat of fusion of ice is SO calories, which means

that 80 calories of lieat are required to melt one gram of ice.

278. Determination of the Heat of Fusion of Ice. The

metl.od ofmlrture (§ 272) may lie used tt) determine the heat

of fusion of ice. For example, if 100 grama of dry snow or

Hnely bi-oken iee are drcjpped into 500 grams of water at

90' C, and the mixture is rapidly stirred until all the ice is

melted, it will be found that the resulting temperature is

alx)ut 02 C.

Then the amount of heat lost by 500 grams of water in

cjoling fi-om 90' C. to 02" C. = 500 (90-02) = 14,000 calories.

This heat melts the ice and then raises the temperature of

the lesulting water from 0° to 02° C. But to raise the

resulting 100 gmms of water from 0° to 02° C. requii-es

100 X 02 = 0200 cal')ries.

Hence the heat reciuired to melt the 100 grams of ice =

14,000 - 0200 = 7800 calories, and the heat required to melt

1 gram of ice = 78 calories.

A general f.)rnmla is obtained as follows :—

Let m = the mass of water (in grams),

ti = its initial temperature,

<j = its final temperature,

j«i
= the mass of the ice (in grams),

X = the heat of fusion.

Then heat hist by water in falling from t^Utl^ =- »» Ci

Heat reciuired to melt m^ grams of ice -= mj x cal.

Heat required to mise m^ grams of water from 0" to /j -

But the htat lost ».y the water is used in melting the ice and raising

the temperature <>f the resulting water from 0° to <„.

Henco, «v («, - <,) - wi, x + m^ I,,

m(/, t-i) w»i '2
_

- t,) cal.

tHi <3 cal.

and .r

279. Heat given out on Solidittcation. All the heat

reiiuire«l to melt a certain nniss of a substtince without change
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ill temperatxiro is given out again in tho process of solidification.

Tims, every gi-ani of water, in freezing, sets free 80 caloi-ies

of heat. The formation of ice tends to prevent extremes of

temperature in our lake regions. Heat is given out in the

pi-ocess of freezing during the winter, and absoi'bed in melting

the ice in spring and early sunniier.

280. Heat Absorbed in Solution; Freezing Mixtures.

Change of state through the action of a solvent is also a.sso-

ciated with thermal changea In cases of onlinary solution, as

in dissolving sugar or salt in water, heat is absorbed. If a

handful of salt is di-opped into a beaker of water at the

temperature of the room, and the mixture is stirred with a

thermometer, the mercury will be seen to dmp several degrees.

The result is much more marked if ice and salt are mixed

together. Both become liijuid and absorb heat in the transi-

tion. This is the pi-inciple applied in preparing freezing

mixtures. The oi-dinary freezing mixture of ice and salt can

be made to give a fall in temperature of about 22° C.

QuBKY.—What is the heat alworbed from ?

QUBSnom AND PROBLBMS

1. Why is it impossible to weld together two pieces of cast-iron I

2. Water is sometimes placed in cellars to keep vegetables from

frce/.ing. Explain the action.

3. Whj' is a quantity of ice at 0° C. more effective as a cooling agent

than an ei^ual mass of water at the same temperature '(

4. If two pieces of ice are pressed together under the surface of warm

water they will be found to be frozen together on removing them from

the water. Account for this.

5. If we pour just enough cold water im a mixture of ammonic chloride

and ammonic nitrate to dissiilve them, and stir the mixture with a small

tent-tube, into the bottom of which has been poured a little cold water,

the water in the tube will be frozen. Explain.

[Ill tho following problems take the heat of fusion of ice as 80 calorics

per gram.]

X 0. What quantity of heat is required to melt 35 grams of ice at 0° C?
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7. H«»w much heiit is given off by tho freezing of 16 kgniH. of water?

8. Find tlie resiiltiiig teinperHture when 40 gronis of icu are Uro]>}>e<l

intt) 18() grams of water at 90' C.

9. How nnich ico nnist 1>e pliujed in a pail containing 10 kgms. of

drinking water at 20° C to reduce tho temperature to 10' C?

10. What niaHN of water at 80° C. will just melt 80 grams of ice i

11. How much heat is re<(tiiriMl to change 23 grams of ice at - 10° C. to

water at 10' C.^ (Sitecitic liuat of icu = (V5.)

12. What mass of water at Jy' C will convert 120 grams of ico into

water at 10" C. y

13. What ma.s.s of ice nuist be dissolved in a litre of water at 4° C. to

reduce tiie temiieraturo to li" C.t

14. What is tlie specific heat of brass if a mass of 80 grams at a

teni|ierature of 100° C. melts 9 grams of ice ?

15. Fifty grams of ice are pl.acetl in 520 grams of water at 19.8° C. and tlio

temperature of the whole Incomes 11.1° C. Find tho heat of fusion of ice.

281. Vapomation. Tnmsition from a liquitl to a vapour

is a familiar phonomenon, Wati^r in a shallow dish exixwcd

to a dry atmosphore gradually <lisappears as a vapour into tho

ail*. If hoat is applied and tho water is made to boil, tho

change takes place more rjipidly. The process of converting a

li«iuid into a vapour is called viqxyrlzation. The (piiet vapori-

zation taking place at all temjxjratures at tho surface of a

liquid is known as «' rainnut ion.

In chullition, or boiling, tho production of va|)our takes

place thi-oughout tho mass, and tho process is acconi|Mnied by

an agitjition of the liquid, <lue to tho formation of bubbles of

vai)our within the licjuid and their movemout upward to the

surface.

282. Rate of Evaporation. The rate of evaporation d(!i>onds

on the nature of the li(|uid. A little ether phiced on tho

palm of tho hand disapp(>ars almost at once, while tho hand

remains wet with water for a considerable time. S<Miie delist!

oils can scarcely Ixj said to i!va|H»rato at all. Liquids which

evaporate readily are siiid U> Ije volatile.
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Tt'iiiponitnro alno iittucts tlu; rate of evrtjx)mtion. Other

C(>n<liti<ins iM-iiig tho hhiiu;, the mto of evaiK)rati(jii increaNe.s

M ith tht« U'lniHTaturo. ClothcH and w«'t i-oads

ihy more rapidly on a warm day tlian on a ||

cold one, if the atmoHphere i.s e<jually dry on

tlio two days.

Furtlier, the rate of evaiximtion is aHeeted

by the amount of vapfmr of the liquid in the

Hurroun<Hng space and also by the presence

in this sjMice of other gases.

283. Pressure of a Vaponr. Let us consider

the case of evajK)ration in an inclosed space.

When a few drops of ether are introduced, by
means of a medicine dropper with a curved

stem, into the tulie of a cistern barometer and
allowed to rise to the surface of the mercury,

evaporation begins at once, and tlie pressure

exerted by the vapour formed depresses the

meivury (Fig. 277). The mercury soon comes

to rest at a height ab, which remains constant

so long as the temperature is unchanged.

If the volume of the vapour is decreased Fio^^n.-pretiur

by lowering the tube in the cistern, or in- ^i^'withrn 'mI'dI

creased by raising it, the difference in level ° ***"*

ab will not be pennanently altered. It is evident, therefore,

that, under these conditions, the pressure of a vapour is

independent of its volume, when the temperature is constant,

provided some liquid is always present.

284. Molecular Explanation of Evaporation. According
to the kinetic theory (§ 151) the molecules of a liquid are in

rapid motion, and some of these arrive at the surface with

sufficient velocities to escape from the attraction of the

neighbouring molecules. These molecules constitute the

vapour of the liquid. When the ether enters the tube, the
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I

i

closed space alxivo the mercury at once iK'^^ins to }» tille<l

witli iiKiltvMiles inoviiij; alwuit in strai^jlit lines. These Ikmii-

l)anl the walls of tin; tul»e ami the surface of the liquid itself.

Many of these nioh'cuh's, as their iuuhIht increases, conio

a^^ain within the iim^je of attniction of the molecules at the

surface and re-ent«T the li(iuiil. EvaiMtration ceases when the

nunilKT of the molecules entennjj t!ie li(|uid in a jjiven time

etjuals the numlM-r which escape. When the tuln) is lowered

and the vapair ma<le to take less volume, the density is mo-
mentarily increased. The nund)er of molecules now cnterinjj

the liquid is {jreater than that leavinj; it. In other words, some
of the vapour is lH'in|; condensed to a liquid. The procesH

ceases when the former pressure and density are ix'st<jred.

When the volume of the vajMnir is increased by lifting the

tube, the density and pressure are momentarily decreased, and
the number of molecules escaping per second from the liquid

In'comes greater than the numlxsr entering it. Evaporation

continues until the vapour density and pi-essuro again reach

the maximum. Etjuilibrium is very quickly restored.

285. Saturated Vapour. When a vapour has its maximum
density for any given temperature it is said to Iw saturated,

and the cori"esponding maximum pressure is called the satura-

tion jyre^Hure. Whenever a saturated vaixmr is either cockled

or compii'ssed, condensjition takes place. For saturation, some

of the liquid must be present.

The temperature being constant, the satumtion pressure

varies with the volatility of the liquid. This may be shown
by introducing other liquids—say alcohol or water—into

barometer tulxi's, and noting the pressure as indicated by
the depression of the mereury. At 20' C. the depression for

alcohol is aljout 44' nun. and for water 17.5 nun.

286. Evaporation into Air. The amount of evaporation

into a closed space is pi-actically the siinie whether the sjMice

is tilled with air or is a vacuum ; but the presence of the air
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Kio. 27a -Detennina-
tion of the lioilini;

l>oint of k li(|iiHi.

iiiHtcrially rctjinls tlu! nito of I'vajjoration. When tlu! i-tluT i»

iiiti-iNlu(>«'<l into tlio iKii-oiiictiT tuhp, tli«! tiiorcury ra{iiilly FhIIh

Hs fur us it will jjo, Imt when otlu-r in i'Hclt»K»«l in a tiilnj alniijj

with air over iiu rcnry, it will 1k) several hours before etjui-

lil)n»iiii is restoitMJ. Tho depression in the

end, however, will represent a vajMnu" pn'ssuro

tho winie as in thu tuln} void of air.

It is olivions that there can Ihj no limit to

the uMiotnit of eva|M)ration when u liipiid is

e.\|M>sed in an op(>n vessel. Water left in a

l»!isin in time disjippears. But the presence of

vapotu'in the hiyei-s of air innnediately al)ove

the liipiid arrests tho process, and the action

of the air currents in carrying away vaj)oin'-

l.iden air hastens evaiM)ration. Wet articles

dry very nipidly on a windy day.

287. Ebnllition—Boiling Point. When heat

is applied to water (Fig. 278) it gradually rises in tenii)erature

until vapour is disengaged in buhhles fi-oin the mass of the

li(piid. No further increase in

temiK'mture takes place, h<»wever

rapidly the process of boiling is

niainttiined.

The tempoRiture at which a lifpiid

boils, or gives off' bubbles of its own
va|x)ur, is called its hoiliiHj j'oint

288. Effect of Pressure on the
Boiling Point. The boiling jKjint

varies witli tho pressure. If the

pn-sHure of the escaping stei.iui is

FIs. 279. Botiine point of a liquid inereasi>d bv IcadJus' the outlet-
raised liy means of pressure. • . . i i i.

pipe to the l»otton» or a vessel of

water as shown in Fig. 279, the temperature of the boiling

watiT is increased. On the other liand, a deci-ease in pressure
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iH a<'roiiiit.iiii<'«l V)y h lowrnnj; of tlu; (fiiiporature. Thw i«

sliowii liy a familiar but Ktiikinj; experiiiieiit.

Half till a Hask with water aii<l Vx)il ftr a iniimte or two in

ordiT that tho escapiiijj stiain may cany out the air. While

the water is iKiiliii}; niiiovo tho Haiiu', ami at tho hjiiiio inwtaiit

cl«)sp tho flask with a stopiM-r. Iiivort tho Hask ami wippoit

it on a r»'toi-t wtaml (Fijj. 280), ami

pour col<l wator ovor tho Hask. Tho

ttiiiiwratui-e of tho wator in tho flask

/"^^^^fi is lx>low 100" C, hut it IkmIh vij;or-

V^^^^^X^
(I

ously. Tlio action Ih oxplainod as

follows. The cliilling of tho flask

condonses the vapour within and thiw

roducos the pressure on tho Hurfa«o

of the water, Tho wator, roliovod

of this presHuro, Unla at a lower teni-

poiiiture. If we discontinue tho

cfKiiing and allow the vapour to ac-

cumulate and the pi-essure to increase,

the boiling ceases. The process may

be ivpoated sevenil times. In fact, if care is taken in expelling

the air at the be;,'iiniing, the water may

be made t<i lx)il even when the temperature

is reduced to that of the ro<«n.

The reason why the boiling point depen<ls

upon the pressure is readily foiuid. Bubbles

of va[)our begin to form in the liquid only

when the pressure exerted by the vapour

within the bubble balances the pressure on

the surface of the liciuid (Fig. 281). Were

the pressui-e iu the bubble less, the bubble

would collapse. But the pressure of a

vajjour in contact with its licjuid in an

enclosed space varies with the temperature

Flo. 280. — BoilinK point of a
liquid low»rp<l hy <lecre«»e of

prcwtirr.

Fio. 881.— Balance be-

tween external prea-

i»ir« o( the air and the
preaaure exerted by
the vapour within a
bubble.

Hence, a liquid
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wilt be u|)on thu point of l)oilinj; when itn tentpemturu Iiuh riHcn

surtififiitiy liijjh for the pivsMure of the witunitwl vupour of

the hijuid to l)o equal to the pressure Hustuined by the Hurfjice

•if the lii|uiil. Therefore, when the presHure on the Nurfiice is

liii;li, the boiling point must be high, and vice vei'M. The
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Fill. 28S.—Curve thowing the rtUtion bctwrcn the prcMiir* aixt the boiling point ol watar.

nccompanying diagram (Fig. 282) shows graphically the rela-

tion between the pressure and the boiling point of water,

ranging fi-oni 1 to 25 atmospheres.

It is to be noted that the steuiu bubbles begin in the small

air or gas bubbles present in the water, and wlien tlu-ne ai-e

removed by prolonged boiling the liquid boils very irregularly

( bimips). Geyser phenomena oc?'ir because of gi*eat hydros-

tatic pressure due to the water.

Since the lx>iling point is dependent on atmospheric

pressure, a liquid in an open vessel will boil at a lower

ttMnpemture as the eh'vation above the sea-level inereases.

This decrease is roughly 1° C. for an increa.se in elevation of

293 metres ( = 9G1 feet). The boiling point of water at the

summit of Mont Blanc (15,781 feet) is about 85" C, and at

guito (9520 feet), the highest city in the world, it is 90" C.
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]ii Niicli liii;h altitiidt's ilif lHiiliii<; |H>iiit of watt-r is In-ImW

tli»' t<'iM|M'nilur<' i'ft|iiirr(l Inr ciMikiii;; iiiuiiy kimls of ii»n\,

ami artiliflal iiiraiis ol' i-ai.siii<^ tlu^ tt-iii|H'i-atiti'i! Iiavu t4) Ih>

n-sorti'tl t<t, sui'li us ('(mkiii;; in In-iiiu iiistca<l of jmro wat«'r, or

UHJn;; pI*>s4m1 vt'MNfIs with siifcty (K'vicrH to prevent uxpltwioiis.

Soiii«>tiiiics Ioiii;»T lM)iliiii; is all that is iv(|iiiivd.*

Ill tilt' rase of li<|ui<Is liaMc to hurii, <>va|Himtioii may In;

pnxluci'il ill " vanniiii pans" in which lHiiliii<; tjikrs place

iiiiiltT )i-<luc(><l pressure (ami thcii'Torn hiwci-cil t*'iii|H-i-aturc).

This arnin;;<-iii(*iit is used, for cxainplc, in roiMleiisiii}!; milk

uiul Muijrtr syrups.

289. Heat of Vaporisation. Whoncvcr a ;;ix-en ni.iss of a

lit|uiil chaii<;«>H into a va|M>ur, ddinitu amount of heat iH

al)sorlM><l. Thus in the prcM-t'ssn ^apori/jktion a cei-tain amount
of eiierjiy Ceases to exist a.s heat, ami (in a manner similar Ut

fusion) l»epomes |)oti'iitial eiHT;;y in tlu' vajMiur. In acconl-

ance with tlu' law of Conservation of Eiu-r^jy, all heat which

thus (lisap|M,'arH is ivcovereil when the vajMJUr comlenses.

Tlie utnomU of hntt re(/uircd to rhinif/e one (jrain of

avif litjuiil into va/mur without

chonying the tcmju'iuliirr, is calle«l

the HEAT OP VAinmiXATloN, or

sometimes the latent heat of

vaiM>ri/jition. For example, the

heat of vai)ori/<ition of water is

55i6 calories, hy which wo mean

u wetW ^'"'^ when water in boiling untler

\L ..j^"^^^ ""Wbv'' the standaril atmospheric pressure

(70 cm. of mercury) 5.'J6 calories

of heat are requirefl to vaiKjii/e

one «;rjnn without chan«;e of tem-

perature.

G^

Flo. 2S3.—Determination of heat of
vaporizittion of water. A , Hosk to
cuiitain watvr; /I, Imp to i-atrh

water fOfKlense»l In thr ttihv ; r,

vewN'l with known niaHU of water.

•Ei!(;s ran 1* lioiltfii haril in an oi>en vewel on Pike'i Peak, U.IOS ft. hiifh.
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290. Determination of Heat of Vaporisation. Tlio litnt «»f

vu|M»ri/iiti<iii of wiittT may Ik* <li't«'niiiin'tl as followM: -I'}'

iiii-aiiM of iipiHinitUM urmii;;tM| as hIiowii in Ki;;. 2H.'J |>iimm Htfum

for a r»'W iiiinutt'M into a «|uuntity «»l' walt-r in n veHHel C.

Tako tlu- w«;i;,'ht ami tlio ti'iiiin'mtuii- «»f tlio wat«'r liefoiv

ami nhi'V tho »t«'aiii in c«)iivfy«'<l iiit<» it ami liml the

iiicifast* ill iiuiMH aii<l teiinxjratnro duu in the eoiuleiiHattuii

of tlie Hteani.

SiipixtHc the iiiasH of water in (J at first to Ik- 120 jfraniK

iunl tlie iiicifJiMii ill iiia>« due to eomlfiisjitioii to Ihj 5 jrnuiiH;

aii<l snpiHjso th«f initial uikI Hiii'' •« m iM-utun>H of tho water to

kf 10 C. ami :i5' C. reHiHJcti- -ly,

We can make our calcul;i*i> ,. ax tull-.w ' :—

Heat gaintMlliy tho orit'inal • 't.^ruM of . if.j- I'-'tK:! - 10)= 30(M)cal.

ThiH heat cumeH from tw<» hhhi. .,

(.i) The lieiit received fr< . the c<.;i.; LsriciMi •; Ti j; •nms of •team at

1110° 0. to water at 100" C.

{h) Tlie heat rocoivod fnim the f.vll in iiiiijM r:in of 5 (iirams of water

fromlUO°C. toSS^C. =• 6(l'Ht • ..-., i,k.

Hence, tho heat set free by the Co.i^.ii.siti.u ..I 5 grains of steuiii

:«KI0 - 325 = 2G75 cal.

Aiitl tho heat sot free in the condensation of 1 t{ram of steaiu = 2075

-r 5 = 535 cal.

QDB8TI0M8 AMD PROBLEMS

1. The Hinging of a tea kettle just liefore boiling is said to Iw due to the

colliii«o of the first buhbli-s fi.rmed in their upward motion through the

wjiter. Kxplain tho cause of the collapse of these buV^les.

2. When water is boiling in a deep vessel the bubbles of vaiKiur are

oliservctl to increase in size as they approach the surface of tho water,

(live a reason for this.

3. Why does not a mass of liquid air in an ojien vessel immediately

change into gas when brought into a ro<)ra at the onlitt.-iry t -iperature ?

4. Why is it necessary to take into nccount the pressure . the air in

fixing the lioiling |M)int of a theriiiometer ?
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[III the following |iriil>leiii!i tiike t\iv lieat of vii|>oriiuiti()ii <if water an

b'M calories per gram.]

C. How much heat will l>e rei|iiire<l to vaiMirize •'(7 grains of water?

0. How many calorien of heat are set free in the con<leiiHHtioii of 'MO

grnnis of Htuam at lOtC C. intu water at 1(M)' C. ?

7- How much heat is rcM|uire(I to raise 45 ^rriiiiiH of water front 15° C.

to the lH>iling iM)inc and convert it into Hteaiii I

8. How much heat is given up in the change (if*:i)!5 grains of steam at

100" tt» water at 4 CJ

9. What is the resulting teiniMiraturo when 45 graiiiis of steam at lUU"

C. nro {Huued into (KX) grams of ice-cold water {

10. How many grains of steam at 100° C. will ho i-ei|uireil to raise tlie

tem)M)rature of 300 grams of water from iiO C. to 40" V.t

11. How many grams of steam at 100° C. will just melt 25 grams of ice

at 0* C. ?

12. How much heat is necessary t<i change 30 grams of ice at 15° C. to

joeaiii at 100° G. ? (Si>ecitic heat <if ice — 0.5.)

13. An iron radiator whose mass is 55 kgms. and tem]ienkturu 100° is

shut utr when it contains 100 grams of steam at a temperature of 1(M)' C.

Mow much heat is iiii|Mirted t<i the r<M>m by the condensation of the steitm

and the cooling of the water and the radiator to a temperature uf 40° C?
(Sfiecitic heat uf iron = 0.113.)

14. If 34.7 grams of steam at 100° C. are conveyed into 500 grams of

water at 20° C, the resulting temi>erature is 00° C. Find the heat of

vaiiorization of water.

291. Odd by Evaporation. In unlt>r to chanire a lii|iii<l

into vajjour, lu'iit is always reijuirtHl. Water plawd over u

ilaniu is tui'iiod iut<» vajjour, the lieat r('<|uiix'd l)eing supplietl

l»y tlio Hatiwj. If a little eUier is [Munvd on the palm of the

hand it vaj)orizeH at once. Here the heat t«) pr«j«Jiice vapori-

zation is supplied by the hand, which therefore feels ct)lil.

For a similar rea.son wet tjarments are cold, esjxrcially if dryinjj

rapiclly on a windy dtiy.
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Fie. 284.—LMlie'c expcrlioent

;

Ireciiiitf water by it* owu
e\ a|ior»tioii.

But it is soiiietiint'H (mmihle to produce vaporization without

supplying heiit from un outside souree. In this case the heat

C()iiK*.8 from the litpiitl itself, which must therefore fall in

tt-mporature. Indet-tl, it is potwible, by

j)r(Klucing evajjoration, to lower the

tt'iiiperature of water so much that

the water will actually freeze. This

is well shown in I^ifslie's experiment.

A snmll quantity of cold wat«r in a

watch glass is enclosed in the receiver

of an air-pump over a dish of strong

sulphuric acid (Fig. 284). The air is

then exhausted from the receiver.

When the pressure is reduced suffi-

ciently, the water begins to boil, and

as the vapour is removed from the receiver, partly by being

carried off with the air by the pump, and pjirtly by aljsorption

into the sulphuric acid, the process continues until the water

is frozen.

Similar results are shown in a

more striking manner by the freez-

ing of carbon-dioxide by evapora-

tion from the liquid form. If the

li({uefied gas (contained in a strong

steel cylinder) is allowed to escape

into a bag attached to the outlet

pipe of the cylinder (Fig. 285), it

will be frozen into snowy crystals

by the intense cold pi"o<luce<l

in the rapid evaporation of the

liquid.

292. Practical Applications of Oooling by Vaporisation.
VaiK>rization is our chief mmree of " artificial c«)ld." The
applications are numerous and varied. Fever patients aiv

Kio. 'itU. -PraeiinKOf (wrbon-dioxide
l>y evaporation (rou the lii|uid

fomi.
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s|)<hi<;im1 with vnljitilt! lii|ni<ls t<) ii'<lnc«i tomporatnro. Ethor

spifiys im; used loi- IVet'ziiijj iiiiUt'iial for niin«>sf<i|>ic sections.

Kv:qM>mtii)ii i.H ii1h«) utili/t>(l in iii.-ikiii;; artilioiul iec, in cimlinj;

eoltl-storjijji! 1iuil<lin<;H, an*l in iivt'/.iuif siiiftin^ tpiiekstunls fur

enijinc'crinj; imrjMwcs. Tlio lit|ui<l most conniionly usimI for

the latlt'r purjMwt's

3!k4[H|^^^^|| i^ anuiionia li<|m>tie<l

l)y presHure. Tlii.s is

convt'niont for tht;

purpose iMHiause tlie

«;as Iii|ii»'fi»'s at or-

„ .. ,. , ..

"""
ilinary teiiiiM'rature

rio. ^!MS.- Ii'e'niukmi; niachiiiv. *., hii;>>-prrMure )(><>>''•

«»',, lowpreaHiire Kautfe; .^, piiiii|> lor exhauitiiiir low. UUllcr relatively
prentire roilH i>ihI coiiiletiiiiiiK nmM ; II, t'oiidfniier «iili> '
I'liolnl l<y riiniiiiii; M^ltr from a |ii|>« pluciHl aliove tht'iii; |||0(1eratU PreSSUrC
t\ rfXiiliitiiiK vahe; l>, low prcgaiire cuilii; C, tank eon- '

taliiiiii; liriiif ; K, can i-oiitaliiiiiK waUr to lie frozvii. (al)OUt 10 atlllOS-

plifi'cs), anil it alj.sorI)s a jjreat amount of heat in evaporation.

Ki;;. 2J*6 shows the essential parts of an ice-makini; machine.

The ammonia ijius is forced hy the pump into the contlenser

coils and li(|Ueticd there l>y ])ressure, the heat ijiven out in

condensation iM-injj cairried off hy the water cireulatinjj on

the outside of the coils. The liijuid ammonia cscajKfS slowly

through the rej^ulatintj vaht^ into the low-pressure c«jils,

where it evaiHtrati-s, pr«Mlucin<; intense cold. In conse«|Uenc((

the brine which surrounds the coils is cooled below the

freezing |K)int of wati-r, and the water to Ixj frozen, phiced in

cans sulimei<ije<l in it, is converted into ice.

It will lie olisi'rved that the process is continuous. The

pump which forces the anniionia into the condens«'r coils

receives its supply of jjas from the low-pressure coils. The

sjime ammonia is thus use«l ov«'r and ovi-r aijain.

In son»«! oold-storajje plants, the brine c«H)led as described

aliove, is made by a foree-pump to circulate in coils distri-

butwl at suilabl«! centres throujjhout the building. (Fig. 287).
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Tliir U'luix^raturn of tho air in tlio ool(l-st«)rii<;ii nxmis is

thus n'i|iict><l ill liot

futlHT liy eolil coils

ry ii'uc'li as it may
be raist'd in \viiit<*r

Kit(. SMT— (;nkl-«t«r»Kr |ilaiit.

I»y similar coils containing hot wat«*r or sti'am.

293. Ckmdensation—Oritical Temperature. \\'*' ha\»!s.'.ii

that a vajMmr in a condition of sjituration is comk-nsi'd if its

tfiiUK'raturu is lowt-nnl or its pri'Ksuro \h incrcaHe*!. At this

|M)int an interL-stinjj (|nfstion arises. Can an unsaturalfil

vaiMiur at any jjiviMi condition of tomponitui'ti Ijo re<luc»'d to a

lii|nid 1)V increas*} of pressuro aUme ? The ([uestion has heen

answered experimentally. It has U'en ftjund that for i;very

vapmr there is a U-miMTaturo aljove whicli pressure alone,

however }priMi, is ineffectual in pri»ducin^ condensation. This

temiH'raturo is known as the critlcul trmi»eviifurf, and the

pressure necessjiry to pnxluce condensation at this tempera-

ture is called the crifiiud prt'Kncir. For example, Andrews * to

whom we owe an exhaustive study of the suhjt'i't, found that

to reduce CJirbon-dioxide to a licjuid the teu»p«'rature nnist be

lowered to at least 30.J)2 C. and that alxtve that t«'m[M'rature

no amount of pressure wouhl convert it into litpiid form.

The critical U>miM*raturo of water, alcohol, annnonia, and

carl)on-dioxi<le are alxne the averajje temperature of tho air,

while those of the tjiuses oxyjjen, hydrojfen and air are much

Ulow it. The critical temperature t)f water is 365" C. anil of

ajr-140"C.
•Thoiiuu Aiidrewi (18l8-llt8:i> l*role«or o( Cheiuintr} , l^uccn « eollcKi:, BclUtt, IMb-ltiitt.
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Below the critical t«'iiip«'nitur<^ a furtluT lowering of the
U'liipL'iuturo li'MHtMis the piVHsmv iH'CcsMary to coiuK'nHation.

Ft)!' cxainplo, a pressure of 73 atmospheres is necessary to
condense earlx.n-dioxide at the critical teniiHa-ature, but GO
atmospheres is sufficient at a temi)erature of 21.5' and 40
atmospheres at a temperature of 13.1 '. Again, a pressure of

200 atmospheres is necessary to condense steam at the critical

tem|K'rature(365'C.); at 100 C. it c«)ndenses under a pressure
of one atmosphere.

294. Liquefaction of Air. The apparatus jjenerally used to
oundenae air into a liquid depends on the fact that when a ga.s i.s

Kio. 288.-Eiiiential |wrU of • liquid air machine.

coinpresse<l its temperature rises, and when it exjuinds, thus doing
work, its teini)erature falls. In Fig. L'SH is sliown the es-sential

parts uf a liquid-air machine.

To one side of the pump P is joined one end of a coil of pipe A
which is within J, a jacket through which cold water is always
running, entering at A' and leaving at //. The long coil to the
right is double. A small pipe runs within a larger one. In the
figure the second and thin! turns (frf>m the top) of the larger pipe
are shown cut away, exposing the smaller pipe within. The smaller
pijMi enters the larger one at (

', jmsses «m to /) and down to /'.

Here it emerges and goes over to A' where its end may he closed by
a valve (i.
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Tlie action iH as follows : Tlio pump /' drawK in air from the large

pipe H^ and f<>ix-(<s it, at a (ireHsure of about 200 atmoBpiiereH, through

the coil A, where it is cooUmI to the temperature of the water. The
air imsses on to II and then to C, and going through the inner coil

it desoonds to /''and then to E. Through the slightly opene<l valve

(i it oxpsinds into the vcsm'I 7* l)eing thereby cooled. From here it

cnu-rs the end of the larger pipe of the coil and aHcendn, it reaches

l> and then C, whence it goes down to enter the pump again.

Now the air on expanding into T wa-s cooled, and hence a.s it

ascends through thooiiter coil it c»m>1.s the air in the inner coil. As
tills process is continuinl the air in the inner coil gets colder and
rolder until at hist it Itecomes liciuid and collects in 7' at a tem()era-

luro of alxmt - 1S2° C. From this it is drawn off by the tap V.

To make I cu. inch of liquid almut one-half a cu. foot of air is

leijuired, and when the li(]uefaction has begun fresh air must be
siipplii'd. It is introtluoed at A' from an auxiliary compressor at a
pressure? of Hlxmt 200 atmospheres.

295. Condensation of Water-Vapour of the Air—Dew-
point. EvaporHtion is constantly takini; place fri»ni water at

(lio surface of tlio earth, and coiisemieritly the atmosphere

always contains nioi-e or less water-vapour. This vapour will

l)e on tlio point of conden.siition wlien its pressure approaches

the saturation pressure. Now, since this pressiu'e varies with

the teniperatin-e, tlie nearness to saturation at any given time

will depend on the temperature as well as ujx)n the amount of

\apour present per unit volume. Accordingly, the amount of

va[>our which a givt^n space will contain rises rapidly witli tlie

temperature. Thus a given space will liold more than three

times as much vapour at 30" C. aa at 10° C.

If the amount of vaiK)in' in a given space remains constant

and the ttnuperatui-e is lowered grailually, a temperature will

at length be reached at wftirk rovdcnHcition will begin to take

lihire. This temperature is called the DEW-POINT.

The dew-point may he determined experimentally >»y

Regnault's method as follows. In the appamtus shown in

Fig. 2)S!) the lower portions of the glass tulx's are covenrd

with {x>liMhed metal, and through the corkH thermometers and
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cninifPlin^j tnU'S an- insi'Hi'<l. IVun- flliiT into tin- vcsm*-! titltnl

with th»'Htoiiii/,cr ImlhiiiKi l'()rc«'uirlln<»u;;h

it. TliiH ajjjitation of the rthrr iiiukcH it

cviiiMu-ate rupiilly ami thus thf triii|MTutuii«

is lowrrM. Noti" thf tfni|M'mtinv at which

tin- jMilishtMl HuHaco MunouiMliii^ tlio ctht-r

Ih'Coiiu'H (liiiiiiu'd with ih-w. C't-asc forciii;;

thf air and aptin note the teiniM-mlure at

which the moisture disjipiM-ai-s. The mean

of the two tem|)emtures is taken as tl»e

<lew-jM)int.

The second vessfl eiial)h'S the ol)«erver,

Kio. 2an.-ii»terniiimtion liy com)iarison, to <i»'t«Tmine more readily
ol the rtpw iHiint. . . . , , ..

thf exact momt-nt when condensjitioii

lK'<,'iiis. The thermonietrr in this vrsst-l ;;ives tlie temperature

of tlie air in tlie nnnn at the time of the experiment.

296. Relative Humidity. Tlu' term humidity, or kklativk

nrMllHTV, is used to denote the valio of the viuhh of

rittir-riijM}ur priMent in the air, to the vuihm re<iiured for

ntii-nitinn at the sin)if teiiijtf^niturc. Tlie air is said to Ihj

•ry dry wlien th«' ratio is low, and damp when it is hi^jh.

hese terms, it should Im; oliserved, have reference, not to the

iiiisolute amo«nit of vajMtur present, hut to the relative d«'j;reo

!• saturation at the given temjx-rature. At the present

„ iiHMit the air outsicle may Ih3 raw and damp, hut after

h.i in«r l«fn force*! hy a fan over a series of steam-heated

coiis, it appears in the lalniratory coni|Miratively «lry. It is

not to \k> inffrn-d that the air liius lost any of its vajKair;

ratlur that in iK-ing heat<d it hius actjuired the cjipacity of

taking up more, liecausc! the saturation pressure lian lx?en

rais«'d liy the incrca.se of temiH-ratun;.

The relativ*' humidity is usually expres,sed a.s a iM-rcenUige

of the maximum anwanit of vapour jMtssihh' at the temperature.
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For oxHiiipli!, when a cul)ie c*'iitiiii*'ti'i; of air contiiiiis hiil oiu--

lialf of till! aiiioiiiit of wat»'i--va|Mtur nm'.sHary for

saturation, its liiiiiiiility \h wiid to Ik; 50 jut c«'iit.

TIiIh pi'i-cfiitajjo w iiioHt accuratt'ly <U't('i'iiiiiic<l by

a calculation from tlu' <l('\v-]N)int. Taku a particular

cxuniple. SupiMKW the (li'W-|Miint to Ite 12" C. when
the tenijM'rature of the air in the r«M)n> is 20' C.

From a tahle of constants it is loariu'il that saturated

water vaixmr at 1 2 C'. contains 0.0000106 jjranis per

cuhic centimetre, and at 20 deijrees, 0.0000172 grams

|K'r cuhic centimetre. Then since one cuhic centi-

metre actually contains at 20° C. ju.st tho amount of

va[K)ur necesHJiry for saturation at 12" C. the degree

of saturation is \'l^ or 61.6 jx-r cent.

The humidity may also Ik* deterniineil hy the

\Vet-and-I)ry-Bulb Hygrometer. Tho instrument

consists of two similar thermoineters mount<*d on inddr; imib

the same sUmd (Fig. 290). The bulb of one of the
*"'"°"'"^'-

thermometera is coven^l with muslin kept moist by a wick

innuei-stHl in a vessel of water. Evaporation from the wet
))ulb lowers its temperature, and since the ratio of evaiM)ration

varies with tho (Iryjiess of the atnuKsphere, it is evident that

the diHertMjces in the readings of the thermometers may be

used as an indirect means of estimating the relative humidity

of the atmosphere. The pi-rcentivges are given in tables

prepared by comparison with results determined from dew-

{)oint calculations.

297. Relation of Hnmidity to Health. Humidity has an

important relation to health and cond'ort. When the relative

humidity is high, a hot day b«*conies oppressive K-cause the

dampness of the atmosphere int«'ri'eres with free evai>oration

from the >MMly. On the other hand, wlu'n the air Ixjconu's t«K»

dry the amount of this evajxmition is t<K) great. This con-

dition very fretiuently prevails in winter in houses artificially
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Ii<>ui4'(|. Uiiilt'r noriiiul n>iitlili<)iiN tlit> irlativ«5 liuiiii<liiy should

be from 50 to 60 jht ci'iit.

298. Fog and Clouds. If tlit> air w cUiUM ImOow the

teiiiiM'rnturn for Hiituratioit, vaixtiir coiiiI<>iih*>h alM>ut <hist

|iai-tic'l«'S Hiis{>«-n(1**(| in the air. If tliis coiii]*'iis4ition takes

|)hic'e in the Htrata of air innnetliatcly alK)ve tlie surface of tlie

earth, we have a /««/ ; if in a hijjher re»jion, a r/oml. T\w

c<M»lin;; necesMjuy for fo<; formation in duo to the chillin;;

ell'eetHof cold masHeH at the surface of the earth ; in the upjM'r

re<;ion, a ci«>U)I is formed when a stratum of warm moist air

has its temperature lowered hy its own e\i)ansion undi-r

reduced pressun;. It would apjM'ar fn»m i*ecent investi^fations

that under all conditions dust |Nirticles are necessary as nuclei

for the fonnation of cloud globules.

299. Dew and Froit. On a warm summer day droits of

water colh-ct on the surface of a piti-her containing; iee-waU-r,

because the air in innneiliaU^ contact with it is chilled Mow
the dew-jM»int. This action is typical of what g«)eH on on a

lar;;e scale in the depwition of linr. After suns«'t, especially

wlu*n the sky is clear, small IxMlit's at the earth's surfae»s such

as stoni's, blad«>s of grass, leaves, cobwebs, and the like, c<m)1

more rapidly than the surrounding air. If their temjK'raturc

falls li«'low the t«'!np«'rature of saturation, dew is de|)osited on

them fii»m the condensjition of the vapour in the films of air

which envelop*' them. If the ilew-jKjint is Ih-Iow tlie fi*eezing-

{X)int the moisture is deposit^?*! as frost.

300. Rain, Sbow and HaiL The cloud globules gravitate

slowly towai-ds the earth. If they meet with conditions

favourable to vaporization they change to vapour again, but

if with conditions favoumble to conilensation they increase in

size, unite, and fall as rain.

When the conilensjition in the up|H;r air Uikes place at a

temperature below the freezing-point, the moiature crystallizes
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ill Hiinw-jhih'n. At l«»w tciniK'niturcM, uls«», vaiMtiir Ih-ciiiih>h

ti-iinHforiiiiMl into ico {m-IIi'Ih hikI drHci'mlH hh hail. Tin; liiiil-

stuiii'S ustmlly omUiin » coH! «)f cliinrly jNicknl khow crystulH,

liut tlio cxiict c<>n<liti(m« under wliich they iiro fornietl uro not

yrt fully undtTMUKxl.

301. Diltillation. DiHtillation w a procosM <if VHiiorixiilion

anilcon<l«-nHiiti(Mi,ninintiiin(*«1 UHually for tlir |)uriMis4> of frt'cinj;

ii li<|niil ftiiin (1is.s4>lvi><l

siiliil.s, or for Hi-iHmitin^

tliu constitut>nlH of ii

mixture of liqiiidH. Fi;j.

'JOl kIiowh li Hinipio form

(if ilistillalion npiwirutus.

Tliii liipiiil to Vks diHtillftl

is rvaiMmitr<l ill the AuhU

.1, and tlio pit M Inet of

tlio cond.'iiwtioii of tho
kio. wi.-nuiiiu.ion .|,p,«tii..

vapour is colli-ctt'd in tht! recrivcr li. Tlio pipo coninTtin;; .1

anil li is kept cold by cold watrr iiiadi" to circulate in the

jacket which HiirroundN it.

Tlu! w'imration of lii|uidH hy distillation dcix-mlM on the

principle that dilf'ficnt liquids have different lH»ilinj» j)oiiits,

and conse«|uently are vainnized and can Iks coll«'ct«'d in

a regular onler. For example, when crude i«'trn|eum is

heated ill a still the dissolved ^jaseous hydrocarlions are

driven off Hi-st ; then follow the lijjhter oils, naphtha,

;,'asoline and lienzine ; in turn come the keroseiie (.p

liiiininj; oils; and later the heavier jjaH and fuel oils, etc.

To olitain a <piantity of any one constituent of a mixture
in a relatively pure state, it is nec»'ssary to re.s«)rt to

I'liirtininl (listilhU'um. The fraction of the distillat*! which
is known to cont^iin most of the Ii<|uid desired is ledistille*!,

ami a fraction of the distillate a^ain tiiken for further

distillation, and so on.
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QUEBTIONI AND PROBLEMS

1. NVhy <)<H'H K|irihklinK tin- fliMir linvc n ciM>|iii|{ t'lLct mi iliu iiir <>{ the
riMnii ?

2. As »'\lmiiii!ii>n <>f nir pmoMMls, a ilnii.l in rro<|iiriilly k«ih in the

ri-ccivcr of nil iiir'|Miiii|i. Ktpliiiii.

.*). I'litlur wliat coiiditioiu will " fniiiiiiii; " ciniI the fiu< '

4. Why eini uiio "sco hiii hruuth " mi n c<»l<| ilny ?

5. Ill o.-iMturii roiintricN ami nt hi<{h ulurntioim wiiti-r ih |Miiiri><l into

IHiiciiis carthi'iiwaro juM »iiil |iIiu:(mI in n drauglit of air to c.kjI. Kx|iliiin

the I'liiiHU of cooling.

({. Diw (loi's not iiHimlly form on a pitclior of ic« whIit kIhihIihi^ in a
room i>ii a cold winter day. Kxplain.

7. Why dooB a murnin'.; fo>{ fre<|iu-ntly diiutii|K)ar with increased

tri-nnth of the suh'h rayN ?

8. A Ui\h3 having a hiilh at each end haa one
of iiH IhiIIm tillud with water, the remaining
H|Kicu contAining nothing but water vaiHtiir.

The empty Itiilh in Hiirrminded by a freezing

mixture (Fig. 2<.K.'), and after a time it in found
tliat the water in the other Imlb is frozen.

Kx|ili>iii. (Such a tulto in calle<l a rrynphorut,

which iiieaiiN fntM-i-nrrier.)

Km. 2'J2.—t'ryoiihortis.
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302 Mechanical Eqairalent of Heat. Wo Iihvo n>r<>rrr<l

(§ 211 ) V) Ow fact tliiit during; iliu Hi-si Imlf of iht) iiiiii>t«x>i)tli

criitury tlio kiiit'tic tli«M>ry of

heat, iMlvuoiiiHl hy Count Kniii-

ford mid Sir Hiiinphry Davy,

fp'iuluiilly Hupt!rHi'4l(*d tho old

iniiicriniiHtic coiicuption. Tliu

modern tluH)ry wivh n'jjardcfl hm

t'NtiibliHhiHl wiicn Joulo, nlxnit

tin* niiddio of tlio ci'iitury, <l»'-

lj|l| iiii>riHtmt«Hi tlitit for evfry unit

Hrt" (if nioclianicnl oni'rjjy which

disiii){)i>iirH in tho trtuiMfommtioti

uf mochimiciil motion into h«>nt a

dcKnite and constant quantity of
JtMM pRucnn Joi LB (I8ivi»w). hfut in dcVi'l«)iM>fl Tim vnhin iif

Uve.1 ne>r ManohMtcr kil Ml lit*. Kx- »« "•< "" '"^ ""IHM. J IIU MllIIU Ol

l)Th"irfo1?*fortyV~i^'**''''*'
•*'"""'•"' *'>« '»»''it unit exprfHWHl in units

of mechanical energy w cal)e<l

the viPvluinuxd e(]aii;<ilfiit of lieiit.

303. Determination of the Mechanical Iqnivalent of Heat.
The esH4>ntial features of JouIi'H ap|uiratus for deteniiininj;

tho mechanical tHpiivalent of heat

aro illustrated in Fij;. 20.3. A
piwidle-wheol was nimle to revolve

in a vessel of wat«'r by a falliii};

weijrht coiuiect«''l with it by pulleys

aind conls. Joule measuriMj the

h(!at pro«luce<l by the motion of

tho puldlo and tho corresponding

amount of work done by tho de-

scending weight. He calculattnl

that one B.T.U. of heat was etpiivalent Ui 772 foot-poun<ls of
m

rut. -SKi. friiiciple ol Joule'tsp.
imratu* (or delcrmlnlnir tha DM'
chaniol rquivalent ol bc«t.
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inochfinical encr;;y. Lfitor investigations by Rowland and
otlu'i-s placwl the constant at 778 f(K)t-pound8 for ono B.T.U.
of heat, which is equivalent to 4.187 jotil»?s (41,870,000 ergs)

or 427 gram-metres of work for one calorie of heat.

304. Steam-Engine. Meclianioal motion arrested by friction or
percussion becomes transfnrmwl into heat energy. On tlie other
hand, heat is one of our chief sources of mechanical motion. In
fact, it is commonly saifl that modern industrial development, had
its l)e<,'inning in the invention of the steam-engine. The develop-
ment of the engine as a working machine is due to James "Watt, a
Scottish instrument-maker, who constructed the first engine in 1768.

The essential working part of the ordinary type of steam-engine
is a cylinder in which a piston is made to move backwards and for-

wards by the pressure
of steam applied alter-

nately to its two faces

(Fig. 294). The steam
from the boiler is con-
veyed by a pipe /'into
a valve-chamber, or
steam-chest, E. From
the steam-chest the
steam is admitted to

the cylinder by open-
ings called ports, A
and £, at the ends
of the cylinder. The
exhaust steam escapes
from the cylinder by
the same ports. The
admission of the steam
to the cylinder, and
its escape after it has
pei-fornied its work, is

controlled by the op-
eration of a valv.! I). This valve is so adjusted that when the port
^ is connected with the steam-chest,J? is connected with an exhaust
pipe /', leading to the open air or to a condenser; and when B is
connected with the cylinder, A is connectwl with the exhaust pipe.
The upper figure shows the steam entering at A and escaping at B.
The piston, therefore, is being ft)rce«l to the right, while the valve D
is being pushed in the opposite direction by the motion of the

Fio. 294.—Steam engine. A and B, ports ; D, slide valve ;S, steam chest; t', pi|>e to boiler; 0, eccentric rod;
U, eccentric.
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common
cylinder

Fio. 20r>.—Condenterof
"low preusure " gteani-

tn\(ine.

eccentric ro«l G. Wlien the piston reaclies the end of the stroke, the
yahe lias moved to tlie position sliown in the niidtUe figure. Steam
is now enterin;r at Ji and escaping at A, ami tlie piston is l)eing
forced to the left. In the meantime the valve is lieing moved to tlie
original position as slutwn in the upper figure. A to-aiid-fro motion
of the piston ia thus kept up. This motion is transformed into a
rotary motion in the shaft hy the crank mechanism. The halance-
wheels serve to give steadiness to tlie motion and to carry the
engine over the "dead centres" at the ends of the strokes.

305. High and Low Pressure Engines. In the
"high pressure" engine, the steam escapes from the
directly into the air. In the low pressure or
condensing engine the exhaust is led into a
cliainher (Fig. 295), where it is condensed l>y

jets of cold water. The water is removed by an
" air-pump."

Since a more or le.ss perfect vacuum is main-
tained in the condensing chamber of a low pressure
engine, it will work under a given load at a lower
steam pressure than the high pressure engine,
because its piston does not encounter the opposing
force of the atmospheric pressure.

306. The Compound Engine. When the pressure maintained
in a boiler is high the steam escapes from the cylinder of an engine
with energy capable of further work. The purpose of the compound
engine is to utilize this energy latent in exhaust steam. In this

type, two, three or even four cylinders with pistons connected with
a common shaft are so arranged that the steam which passes out of

the first cylinder enters the next, which
is of wider diameter, and so on until it

finally escapes into a condensing cham-
ber connected with the last cylinder.

The compound engine is used mainly
in large power plants and for marine
purposes, when economy in fuel con-

sumption is a first consideration.

307. Turbine Engine. Lately a new
type of engine known as the steam tur-

bine has been developed. In it a drum
attached to the main shaft is made to re-

volve by the impact of steam directed

by nozzles against blades attached to its

outer surfaces as shown (Fig. 296).

Fio. 2iM.—Action of iteam on the
liladei ot the drum in • turbine
en);iue.
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In

In another type of turbine, nozzles and blades are so adjusted
that the steam after striking the first series of blades is reflected by
a similar series of stationary blades against a second set of moving
blades, and so on until the full working force of the steam is

exhausted

So far

(Fig. 2»7.)

the turbine engines

SitmtChal

have

Moving Bloda ^(jfwT
SoNtmryBlttn

Muvinq Btade$

Fio. 297.—Kcflection of steam from movini; to
stationary blades in steam turbine.

been used mainly for

marine purposes and in

some large electric power
plants. The Carniania,
which came out in Decem-
ber, 1905, was the first

Atlantic liner to be pro-

pelled by steam turbines.

The first vessel in our
inland waters to be fitted

with turbine engines was
the Tnrbiitia, plying be-

tween Toronto and Ham-
ilton. Tlie turbine engine

takes up less room than the ordinary form of reciprocating engine,
and runs with much less vibration.

308. Gas Engines. Gas engines are coming into very general
use as a convenient power for launches, automobiles, and power
plants of moderate capacity.

In this form of heat engine, the fuel is burnt in the cylinder of
the engine itself, and the piston is driven forward by the expansion
of the heated gaseous products of the combustion. The fuel most
commonly used is fuel-gas, or gasoline vapour, mixed with a sufli-

cient quantity of air to form an explosive mixture.

A charge of the combustible mixture is drawn into the cylinder
through an ir.let valve during the forward motion of the piston, and
compressed into about one-third the space by the return stroke. At
a properly timed instant, the compressed charge is ignited by an
electric spark at the points of a spark-plug, connected with an in-

duction coil and battery, and the piston is forced forward by the
expansion of the inclosed gas. On the backward motion of the
piston an exhaust valve is opened, and the burnt gases escape from
the cylinder. At the end of this stroke the engine is again on the
point of taking in a new charge of fuel. It will be noted that the
piston receives an inxpulse at the end of every fourth single stroke.
The engine is accordingly described as a. /our-atroke, or four-cycle
engine.
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The momentum given the balance wheel at each explosion serves

to nuiintuin the motion until the piston receives the next impulse.

To cause the pressuie to be more continuous in high-speed engines,

two or more cylinders have frequently their pistons connected to

a common shaft. The action of the four-stroke engine may Ije

understood by referring to the accompanying diagrams of a four-

cylinder, four-stroke engine.

Fia. 29S.—The working parts of a modern tour-cylinder autoniobUe or launch engine. A,
main shaft: IT, baiance-wheel connected to main shaft; P,, P„ P,, P., pistons; V,, V,,

Vi, V,, inlet valves; K„ K„ V,, V„ exhaust valves; R„ Jt., etc., valve stems; £,, S,,

etc., springs by which valves are closed ; B, cam-shaft for operating valves, run by gears
from main shaft; C,, C,, etc., cams for lifting valves; D, space to contain circulating

water for cooling cylinder. The small diagram in the upper left-hniid corner shows the
connection between the valve-chamber and cy'iinder. £,, inlet port; E^, exhaust port;
F, pipe by which cooling water enters ; O, outlet for water. Two spark plugs are shown
inserted at the top of each cylinder. One is connected with a battery system of ignition,

the other with a magneto or dynamo. The electrical connections are so made that either

may be used at will.

The balance-wheel and pistons are moving in the directions of the

arrows. A charge is being drawn into cylinder No. 4 through the

inlet valve F,, raised for the purpose by the pressure of the cam C,
on the valve stem Ey The charge which has been drawn in during

the previous single stroke is being compressed in cylinder No. 2.

The piston P, is being forced down by the expansion of the ga.ses

which have just been ignited in cylinder No. !.. The burnt gases

from the previous explosion are escaping from cylinder No. 3

through the exhaust valve V^, raised by the action of the cam C^.
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During the next single stroke, No. 3 will Ije (hawinj,' in a charge,
No. 4 will be coniprcssiiig, No. 2 will he exploding, and No. I will
he exhausting ; and so on for succeeding stroke.s.

ExKR(!isE.—Trace the action in any one cylinder for four successive
single strokes.

The two-stroke (or two-cycle) engine differs from the four-stroke,
in that the piston receives an impulse at the end of every second

single stroke. This is ac-

complished as follows:

—

Consider the pist(m in

the position shown in

Fig. 299. During the
fiist part of the first

single stroke, the burnt
gases of the previous

explosion escape by the
port D, and a charge
stored in the crank
chaml)er enters by the
port B. In the second
part of the first single

stroke, the inlet and ex-

haust ports are covered
by the piston and the
charge is compressed in

_ the cylinder, while a
iiiain shaft ;C, crank pin; ijnlet port to ciink^'hanlW; new charge is drawn
B. inlet port to cylinder; A exhaust port; If. counter.K.i.e i^to the crank chamber

from the fuel tank
through the port A (Fig. 300). The chaige in the cylinder is

ignited and the piston is forced forward m the second half-stroke
giving an impulse to the fly-wheel, and conij^ressing the new charge
in the crank chamber. The action then goes on as before.

309. Efficiency ofHeat Engines. All heat engines are wasteful
of energy. The best types of compound condensing steam engines
transform only about 16 per cent, of the heat of combustion into useful
work, while the ordinary high-pressure steam engine in every-day use
utilizes not more than 5 per cent, of the energy latent in the fuel.

The best steam turbines equal in efficiency the most economical
forms of reciprocating engines.

The efficiency of the gas engine is much higher than that of the
steam engine. Under good working conditions it will transform as
high as 25 per cent, of heat energy into mechanical energy.

Fio. 299. Pio. 300.

Worltiiiif partsjjl a two-stroke gaa euKine. P, piston; S,
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PROBLEMS

1. Tlie iivomge pressure on the piston of a stenm engine is 60 lbs. per

Ri[. inch. If the area of the piston is 50 sq. in. and the lengtli of the

Htroko 10 in., find ((c) the work done in one Btroke by tlie piston
; (/>)

liow much heat, measured by IJ. T. I'., wiis lost by the steam in moving

the piston.

2. The coal u.sed in the furnace of a steam ])uniping-t'ngine furnishes

on an average 7000 calories of heat per gram. How many litres of water

cm be raised to a height of 20 metres by the consumption of 500 kg.

of cohI, if the efiicieney of tiie engine is 5 per cent.?

.'{. Supposing that all the energy of onward motion possessed by a

bullet, whose mass is 20 grams and velocity 1000 metres per sec, is

tran.sfiirmed into heat when it strikes the target, find in calories the

amount of heat developed.

4. A train whose mass is 1000 tons is stopped by the friction of brakes.

If the train was moving at a rate of 30 miles per hour when the brakes

were applied, how much heat was developed ?

5. How much coal per hour is used in the furnaces of a steamer when
the screw exerts a pushing force of IIXX) kgms. and drives the vessel at a

rate of 20 km. per hour if the efficiency ot the engine is 10 per cent., and

the coal used gives on the average 6000 calories of heat per gram.?

6. A locomotive whose efficiency is 7 per cent, is developing on the

average 400 horse power. Find its fuel consumption per hour if the coal

furnishes 14,000 B.T.U.'s of heat per pound.
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Transfekence of Heat

310. Conduction of Heat. The ])an<llt> uf a silver Rpoon

becomes wanned when tlio bowl is allowed to sttuid in a cup
of hot li«iuid; the uncovered end of a glass stirrer, under

similar cunditi(jns, remains practically unchanged in tempera-

ture. Heat creeps along an ii .a jKjker when one en«l is thrust

into the fire ; while a wooden rod conveys no lieat to the hand.

The transference of lieat from hotter to colder parts of the

same body, or from a hot body to a colder one in ccjntact with

it, is called conduction, when the transmission takes place, as

in these instances, without any perceptible motion of the parts

of the Ixxlies concerned.

311. Conducting Powers of Solids. The above examples

show clearly that solids differ widely in their power to conduct

heat. The tendencies manifest in silver and iron are typical

of the metals ; as compared with non-metals, they are go(xl

conduetoi's. Organic fibres, such as wool, silk, wo(xl, and the

like, are poor conductors.

The metals, however, differ widely among themselves in

conductivity. This may be shown roughly as follows :—Twist

two or more similar wires of

different metals—sjiy copper, iron,

German silver—together at the

ends and mount them as shown

Fio. soi.-Diflerence in conductivity of in Fig. 301. By means of drops
*"* * of wax attach shot or bicycle

balls or small nails at equal intervals along the wires. Heat

the twisted ends. The progress of the heat along the wires

will be indicated by the melting of the wax and the dropping

of the bjills. When the line of sejmration between the melted

and unmelted drops of wax cea«es to move along the wii-e it

will be found that the copper has melted wax at the greatest

distance from the source of heat, the iron comes next in
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order, antl tlie Geniian silver last. If tlie wax were tlistributetl

niiiforiiily, ami wires heated ecjually at their end.s the con-

ductivities of the wires would be approximately proix>rtional

to the squares of these distances.

The following table gives the relative conductivities of

some of the more commonly used metals referred to copper

as 100.

Rrlative Conhuctivitiks of Metals

Copper 100

Aluiniuiuiu ... 47

Bra.s8 32

Gold 71

Iron 23

Lead 11

Miigiieaiuiu ... 51

Mercury 2.4

Plattiiuin . .

.

.. 12

Silver .. l.'{3 '

Tin .. 21

Zinc .. 42

312. Oonductioo in Liquids. If we except mercury and
molten metals, li(^uids are poor conductor j:-,

of heat. Take water for example. We ^^^^
may boil the upper layei-s of water lield

in a test-tube over a lamp (Fig. 302)
without perceptibly heating the water at

the bottom of the tube.
mi 1 .• -1 1. , . , Fio. 302.—Water ii« poor
llie poor conductivity of water is also conductor oi heat,

strikingly shown in the following experiment.

Pass the stem of a Galileo air-

thermometer (§ 255) through a per-

forated cork inserted into a funnel as

shown in Fig. 303. Then cover the

bulb of the thermometer to a depth

of about J cm. with water. Now pour

a spoonful of ether on the surface

of the water and set fire to it. The
index of the thermometer shows that

little, if any, lieat is transmitted by
the water to the bulb from the flame

Fig. S03.—Illuitration of the
noil-conductivity of water.

at the surface.
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313. Conduction in Oases. (Jasi-s m*! oxtimifly jkmjf

coiuhiftors of luat. Tlio CDiidiK'tivil}' of air is i-stiiiwitwl

to bo only aljout 0.(M)0,04i) of tliat of coi>iMr. Many
HulwtanceH, hucIi as wool, fur, down, etc., owo their jKior

conductivity to tlio fact that they are porotis and con-

tain in their intei-stices air in a finely divided state. If

these substances are compressed they beccjuu; Ijetter con-
ductors.

Lijfht, freshly fallen snow encloses within it largo

•juantities of air, and conseciuently forms a warm blanket
for the earth, protecting the ro«its of plants from inten.se

fi'ost.

Heat is conducted with the greatest difficulty tln-ough a
vacuum. For holding li(juid air ])ewar introduced glass flasks

with hollow wallH from which the air lias been removed.
The inner surfaces of the walls are silvered to prevent
radiation (§ .570). The familiar "Thermos" bottle is con-
structed in this way. When contained in such a ves.sel a
liot substance will remain hot and a cold one cold for a
long time.

314. Practical Significance of Conduction in Bodies. Tlie
usefulness of a substance is frecjuently determined by its

relation to heat conduction. Tlie materials used to convey
heat, such as those from which furnaces, steam lx)ilers,

utensils for cooking, etc., are constnicted must, of coui-se,

be gootl conductors.

On the other hand, substances used to insulate heat, to shut
it in or keep it out, should be non-conductoi-s. A house with
double walls is warm in winter and cool in summer. Wool
and fur are utilized for winter clothing because they refuse to
transmit the heat of the body.
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Fio. 301.—Action of metallio gauze
on * ^aa-llame.

Ill this connection tlie action of metallic j^auxo in conducting

heat hIiouIiI 1)o noted. DeprenH ujion the Hanie of a Bunsen

Burner a piece of fine wire guusce. The fluino Hpreads out

under tho gauze but does n«)t pasH through it {B, Fig. 304).

Aj^ain, turn off tlio gius and liold

the gauze about lialf-an-inch ab<jvo

the burner and apply a liglited

match alx)ve tlie gauze (yl, Fig. 304).

The gas burns above the gauze.

The explanation is that the metal

of tho gauze conducts away the

heat so rapidly that the g»is on

the aide of the gauze opposite the

flame is never raised to a tem-

perature sufficiently high to light it. This principle is

applied in tho construction of tho Davy sjifety lamp for

miners. A jacket of wire gauze encloses the

lamp, and prevents the heat of the flame from

igniting the combustible gas on the outside.

(Fig. 305.)

315. Conductivity and Sensitiveness to

Temperature. We have already referred to

the fact that our sensations do not give us

reliable reports of the relative temperatures of

bodies.

This is in part due to the disturbing effects

Fiu. 305.-Davy of couduction. To take an example, iron and
Baey amp.

^.(jQfj exposed to frost in winter or to the

heat of the sim in summer have, under the same conditions,

the same temperature ; but on touching them the iixin

appears to be colder than the woo<l when the temperature

is low, and hotter when it is high. These phenomena are

due to the fact that the intensity of the sensation depends
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on fhe rat..' at which h.-at is tninHforn.l t.) or frmu tho Iwm.l.
Whf-n the tcmiK'nitun) of th(, in.ii is low, hriit from th.. hiUMl
IS .hstrihutcd rapi.lly throu;jhout its mass; whtM. hot, the heat
current Hows in the opjxxsite «lirection.

The W00.1. when cl.l. takes from tli*. hanrl only sufficient
h(at to warm the film in innnciiat.; contact with it; when
hot, it Tmrts with h.ut fn.m this fihn only. In consequence,
it never feels markedly cold or hot.

QussTiomi

1. If a cylinder, half l,rn«8 aii.l half wor^J, be wrapped with ft sheet of
paper ami hel.l in the flame (Fig. 30«), the paper in contact with the

wwmI will soon bo 8corche<l but that in conUct with
the brass will not be injured. Explain.

2. Why are utensils used for ccHiking frctjuently
supplied with wooden handles ?

3. Ice stored in ice-houses is usually jiacked in
saw-dust. Why use sawdust?

4. Why, in making ice-cream, is the freezing
niixture |)laced in a wooden vessel and the cream
in a metal one ?

5. Water may be boiled in hu ordinary jwj^r oyster-pail over an open
flame without burning the paper. Explain.

6. Tlie so-called fireless cooker consists of a w..oden liox line<l with felt
or other non-co„ductor. The foc^l is heated to a hij^h tem|,erature and
shut up in the OCX. Why is the cooking process continued under these
conditions ?

7. Two similar cylindrical rods, one of copper and the other of lead,
are covered wit

,
wax, and an end of each is inserted throuKh a cork in

the side of a vemel containing boiling water. At first the melting
advances more rapidly along the lead rod, but after a while the melting
on the copper overtakes that on the lead, and in the end it is 3 times as
far from the hot water. Account for these phenomena. Compare the
conductivities of copper and lead.

Fio. 8M.
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316. Convection Currents. 'J'lm water in tlit^ tcst-tulM-

(§ .SI2) rrinniiiH cold at tlio bottom wlicti li(at<-«l at the top. II"

tliM heat is applied at tlio Ixittoni, tho inaKHof wat«'r ix i|uirkly

waniu'd. The explanation in that in tho latter case tho heat
is (listributod by currontH Hot np within t'lo fluid.

Tho pn'Honco of tlioso cum'ntH in readily Noon if a few
crysUils of jK)tu.s.siinu ponnanjijanato aro dropped into u beaker

of water and tho tip of a

j;a.s-flaino allowed to conio

in contact with tho bottom

either at one side as in Fig.

307 or at the centre as in

Fig. 308.

Such currents are called

convection cuiTents. Thoy
are form<?d whenever ine-

FioIW.-Convectioncur- nualitieH of temripratiir ni-t.
^"^ *». -Convection

rents in w»t*r heated 'l"""''»''» "* lOmperaiUr^ aie ourrento In w»tor
by(r»t-fl»me placed at maintained in tliP navfH nf a f . V if";"*'"*
one ilde of bottom.

n"i"iu*uicu ill ifie paitH OI a placed at centre ol

fluid. To refer to the
^""'"•

example just cited, the portion of tho water in proximity to
tlio gas-Hamo is heated and its density is reduced by
expansion. The body of hot water is, therefore, buoyed up
and forced to the top by the colder and heavier portions
which seek the bottom.

317. Transference of Heat by Convection. The transference
of ht at by convection currents is to be distinguished from
conduction. In conduction, the energy is passed from molecule
to molecule throughout the conductor ; in convection, certain

portions of a fluid become heated and change position within
the mass, distributing their acrjuired heat in their progreaa
Tho water, heated at the bottom of the beaker, rises to the
top carrying its heat with it.
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318. Convection Currents in Oases. Gases are very sensi-

tive to convection currents. A heated body always causes

disturbances in the air about it. The
risinjj smoke sliows the direction of

the air-currents above a fire. Hold a

hot iron—say a flat-iron—in a cloud

of floatinjr dust or smoke pai-ticles

(Fiij. 309). The air is seen to rise

from tlie top of the iron, and to flow

Fio. 30!).—Convection currents in
•ir alKiut a heated flat-iron.

in from all sides at the bottom.

Make a l)ox fitted with a ^lass front

and chimneys as shown in Fij;. 310.

Place fi liirhted candle under one of the

chimneys, and replace the front. Lijjht

some touch paper * and hold it over

the other chimney. The air is observed

to pass down one chimney and up the

other. Fio. 310.—Conrection cur-
rents in heated air.

319. Winds. While air-currents are modified by various
forces an<l agencies, tlit>y are, as we have seen (§ 124), all trace-

able to the pressure ditterences which result from inecjualities

in the temperature and other conditions of the atmosphere.

The eft'ects of temperaturt- diflTerences are but manifesta-
tions, on a large scjile, of convection currents, like those in
the air aliout the heated iron. For various causes the earth's
surface is une(]ually heated by the sun. The air over the
heated areas expands, and b«'coming relatively lighter, is forced
upward by the buoyant pressure of the colder and heavier air
of the surrounding resrions.

Tiade winds f-nnish an example. These pei-manent air-

curri'nts are primarily due to the unetjual heating of the
atmosphere in the polar and the e(|uatorial latitudes.

* Made by dipping blotting paper in a solution of potassium nitrate and drying it

M Mi



Fio. 311.—Illustration of land and sea breezes. A
direction of movement in sea breeze. B, direction of
movemeBt in land breeze.

APPLICATION OF CONVECTION CURRENTS-COOKING 281

Wo I'.ave an exainplo also, on a much smaller scale, in land
and sea breezes. On account of its hi<,'her specific heat, water
warms and cools nuich more slowly than land. For this reason
the sea is frecjuently

cooler by day and
warmer by night than

the surrounding land.

Hence, if there are no
disturbing forces an off-

sea breeze is likely to

blow over the land during the day and an off-land breeze to
blow out to sea at night (Fig. 311). Since the causes pro-
ducing the changes in pressure are but local, it is obvious
that these atmospheric disturbances cjin extend but a short
distance from the shore, usually not more than 10 or 15 miles.
QiERY.—Why do we, when turning on the draught of a stove or a

furnace, close the top and open the bottom ?

320. Application of Convection Currents—Cooking—Hot
Water Supply. The distribution of heat for ordinary cook-
ing operations such as boiling, steaming, and oven roasting

and baking obviously in-

volves convection currents.

When running water is

available, kitchens are now
usually supplied with equip-

ment for maintaining a
supply of hot water for culi-

nary purposes. The common
method of heating the water
by a coil in the fire-box

of a stove or furnace is

illustrated in the following

experiment. Use a lamp
chimney as a reservoir and

fit up the connecting tubes aa shown in Fig. 312. Drop a

Fio.312. -Illustration
of the principle of
heating water by
convection cur-
rents.

Fl8. 313.—Connection
in a kitchen watar
heater. A is the
hot-water tank and
B is the water-front
of the stove. The
arrows show the
direction in which
the water move*.
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crystal or two of potassium piiriiiangaiiate to the bottom of
the reservoir to sliow the direction of the water currents.

Fill the reservoir ami tubes throujjh the funnel G and heat
the tube B with a lamp. A current will be observed to flow
in the direction of the arrow. The hot water rises to the
top of the reservoir and the cold water at the bottom moves
forward to be heated.

Fig. 313 shows the actual connections in a kitchen outfit.

The cold water supply pipe C is connected with a tank in
the attic or with the

water-works service

pipes. The hot water

is drawn off through

the pipe D.

321. Hot- Water
Heating. Hot-water

systems of heating

dwelling houses also

depend on convection

currents for the dis-

tribution of heat.

The principle may
be illustrated by a modification

of the last experiment. Connect
an open reservoir B with a flask,

as shown in Fig. 314. Taking
care not to entrap air-bubbles,

fill the flask, tubes, and part of

the reservoir with water. To ^^_
show the direction of the cur- *^o-816.-Ho»-w»terhe»Hng«yrtem. A,

furnace : C, C, C, pipe* leading to radia-
tors R, R and expansion Unk B; D, O,

Fis. 314.-IIIU8-
tration of the
Krinciple of
eatingr build-

ings by hot
water.

pipe* returning water to furnace after
rents colour the water in the

reservoir with potassium permaii- v^^s througl> radiators

ganate. Heat the flask. The coloured water in the reservoir
almost immediately begins to move downwards through the

i ^
<
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tube D to the lK)tt()iii of tlie flank and the colourless water
in C appeai-s at the top of the reservoir.

In a hot-water heating system (Fig. 315) a }x)iler takes
the place of tlie flask. The liot water passes through
nuliators in the various apartments of the house and then
returns to the furnace. An expansion tank B is also con-
nocted with the system. Observe that, as in the flask, the
hot water rises fronj the top of the heater and returns at the
lx)ttom.

322. Steam Heating. Steam also is employed for heating
buildings. It is generated in a boiler and distributed by its

own pressure through a system of pipes and radiators. The
water of condensation either returns by gravitation or is

pumped into the boiler,

323. Heating by Hot-Air Furnaces. Hot-air systems of
lieating are in very common use. In most cases the circulation

of air depends on convection currents. The
development of such currents by hot-air

furnaces depends on the principle that if a

jacket is placed around a heated body and
openings.are made in its top and its bottom,

a current of air will enter at the bottom

and escape at a higher temperature at the

top. For example, a lamp shade of the

form shown in Fig. 316 forms such a jacket

about a hot lamp chimney. When the air

around the lamp is charged with smoke a

current of air is seen to pass in at the base of the shade and
out at the top.

A hot-air furnace consists simply of a stove with a

galvanized-iron or brick jacket A about it. Pipes connected

with the top of the jacket convey the hot air to the rooms

Fio. Sie.—Air currenta
produced by placing
a jacket around a
heated body.
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to be hoiitcfl. The cold air m led into the base of the
jacket by pipes connected with the outside air or
with the floors of the room above (Fiy. 317).

324. Ventilation. Most of the

nietho<.ls adopted for securing a
supply of fresh air for living

rooms depend on the develop-

ment of convection currents.

When a lighted candle is placed

at the bottom of a wide-mouthed
jar, fitted with two tubes, as

shown in B (Fig. 318), it burns

for a time but goes out as the air

becomes deprived of oxygen and
vitiated by the products of com-
bustion. If one of the tubes is

pushed to the bottom A (Fig.

318), the candle will continue to

burn brightly, because a contin-
Fio. 317.—Hot-air heating and ventilatini; „ , ,

i net
8.vBtcm. A, Btove-jacket ; B, smoke uous supply ot iresh air comes
flue; C, warm-air pipes; D, cold-air : i 1 i, j ii <• 1

pipe from ouuide ; B, cold-air pipe from 'H Oy Olie tUoe and the tOUl gaS
room; f, vent flue; K„ valve in pipe t, j.i .1E ; 1';, valve in pipe from outside. CSCapeS by the Othcr.

The experiment is typical of the means
usually adopted to secure ventilation in

dwelling houses. A current is made to

flow between supply pipes and vents by
heating the air at on- or more points in

its circuit.

A warm-air furnace system of heating

provides naturally for ventilation, if the

air to be wanned is diawn fi-oin the outside '*"' i iuch'iirdiam"ete7

and, after being used, is allowed to escape (Fig. 317). To
support the circulation the vent flue is usually heated. The

Fie. SI8.—niuatration ot
principle ot ventilation.
The tubes should be at
least I

f hi
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ti<,'urti sluivvs the vent flue pliiced jilon<;si(le the sinok*; flue

fit nil whieli it receives lietit to create a <li-au<jl)t.

The supply pipes an«l vent flues are, as a rule, fitted with

val\es 1'',, V.., to control the air currents. Wlien the inside

supply pipe is closed and the othei-s opened a current of fresh

air passes into and out of the house; when it is opened and
tlie outside supply pipe and vent flue closed, the circulation

is wholly within the house and the r(K)nis are heated but not

ventilated.

With a hot water or steam-heating plant ventilation must
111' ert'ected indirectly. Sometimes a supply pipe is led in

iit the Iwise of each radiator and fi-e.sh air drawn in by
the upward current pr(iduced by the heated coils. More
iVe(iuently coils are provided for warming the air before it

elite i-s the rooms. The coils are jacketed and the method for

maintaining the current differs fi'oir. the funiace system only

in that the air is warmed by steam coils instead of by a stove.

To secure a continuous circulation in larore buildinsrs under

varying atmospheric conditions, the natural convection cur-

rents are often re-inforced and controlled by a power-driven

fan placed in the circuit.

325. Transference of Heat by Radiation. There is a third

mode by which iieat may be transferred, namely by nidiation.

It is by radiation that the sun wanns the earth. By getting

ill the shadow we shield ourselves from this direct effect-

and the face may be protected from the heat of a fire by
holding a book or paper between. A hot body emits

radiation in all directions and in straight lines. This is

quite different from convection and conduction. Trans-

mission by convection always takes place in one direction,

namely by upward currents ; and conduction is not restricted

to straight lines, for a bent wire conducts as well as a

straiirht one.
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326. Heat from the Sun. It nmst be c.insfully cbsorve*!

that tlie heatiiij,' does not take place until the nuliation wliit-h

has come from a hot bo<ly falls ui)«m a material body. The
space between the hot .source and the receiving b<xly is not
heated by the pa.s.sage of the radiation throujjh it.

The heat required to support life on the earth is received
by radiation from the sun, but not until it re>iches the eaith
is the heating effect produced. Our atmosphere, and es|)ecially

the moisture in it, are of great importance in this connection.
It acts like a protecting blanket, mitigating the intensity of
the sun's direct rays, and also preventing the earth from
<iuickly radiating into space the heat which it has received.

On a high mountain or up in a ImiHoou the air is so rare
and contjiins so little moisture that its protective action is

negligible. In such cases the sun's rays pro«luce intense heat
in what th>jy fall up<m, but the air and any object in the
shade are extremely cold.

The subject is further discu.s.sed in § § 327 to 3.30 and 547
to 5.52.

I n



PART VII LIGHT

CHAPTER XXXII
The Nature of Light; its Motion ix Straioht Lines

327. Light Radiation. The ear i.s the organ for the recep-

tion of Hound, the eye that for light. The investigation of the

spnsation of vision lies with tlie physiologist and psycliologist;

in physics light is taken to Ixi the external agency which, if

allowed to act upon the eye, produces tlie sensjition of

luminosity.

For the transmission of sound, the air or some other material

medium is neceswiry (§ 192), but such is not the case with
light. Exhausting the air from a glass vessel does not impede
the passage of light through it, but rather facilitates it.

Again, we receive light from the sun, the stars and other

heavenly bodies, and as there is no matter out in those

great celestial spaces, the light must come to us through
a perfect vacuum. Indeed it travels millions of millions of

miles without giving up any appreciable portion of its energy
to the space it comes through.

We do not understand the process by which we obtain the
sensation, but it is quite certain that to produce it work must
l)e done. We see then that the source of light,—the sun,

a candle, an electric light,—radiates energy, which upon
reaching the eye is used up in producing the luminous
sensation.

328. How is Light Transmitted ? We have been able to

suggest only two methods by which energy can be transmitted

from one place to another. A rifle bullet or a cannon ball has
great energy, which it gives up on striking its aim. Here the
energy is transferred by the forward Ixxlily motion of a material

Ixxly. But, as explained in §§ 176, 177, energy can be handed
on without transference of matter, namely by wave-motion.

287
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^o^v tho l.rst .....tluMl, wI.iH, is cnuuu.n\y oull..! tl.o

S.rW Newton* ami by o,Ik.,s f..l|..win^. hi,... I.I.t it l.ask-n found to Ik. unsuf isfact<,,y. Tl.nv av. so,... .xpni.nental
results contrary to at. and others which it cannot explain If
then we nurst discard it, wo nocessa.ily turn to the sJcond
method, wluch has been calh-d the ' Wavo Theo.y ' It was
.n-st propoun.lod by Huycjensf. but was really de,..onHtratedby Yo,in. a,,d Fresnel in the early yea,-s of tJ.o last century
The wave theory of li^ht is ..cnv universally accepted by
scientific men.

" i- ji

329. The Ether. But «-e cannot have waves without havin-a medium for the.n to tnuel in. and as the light-lx-a.-in:;
medium is not or.linary ,natt.>r we are led to assume the
existence of another medium which we call the ether Liaht
18 aimphj a motion in the ether.

This ether must Hll the great interstellar spaces of the
umvei-se

;
,t nmst also pervade the space between the mole-

cules and tlie atoms of matter, since light passes freely tlirough
the various forn.s of matter.-solids. liquids and gases We
cannot detect it by any of our ordinary senses, we cannot see
feel, liear taste, smell or weigh it, but as we cannot conceive
of any other explanation of many phenomena, we are driven
to beheve in its existence. The mure o... inve.tiyates the
hehavumr of h.,ht and other radiations, the more firmly
does he become assured of the reality of the ether.

330 Associated Radiations. It may be well to state here
that the radiations which affect the eye never travel alone
Indeed those very radiations can also produce a heating effectand can excite chemical action,-in the photographic plate, form8tance_But_as^^

J^,^ ^^^^^^

Newton': s;jJii^,?2i:r'
'-''•"*' '"^ ""''"' "^'"^ ""'""* 'rot. shinrnrsu^i^i;;,;^^"

tChrirtian Huygens presented liis Treatise on I iL-ht i^ fh. d„ i . ^Pang, in 1678. It was published i.. liyden iriSUO
°^'' '*««'«'"? <>' Sciencet.
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which <lo not ftHl'ct tho I'yo iit all, hut which oasist ht-altliv

^rowtli luul destroy obiioxioUH jjenns.j^ivo uh warmth nt'Ct-ssary

for lil'»!, proliice clifinical oHocts as rcvfalod in tho coKHnx of

naturo, or tjivc us coninmnication by wiri'less tfh'j^raph}'.

These ami many othur etFects ar« duo to undulations of tlie

other, the cliief difference among tliom Iwintj in tho lenijths of

tho waves.

We can see. the waves moving on tlie surface of water or

along a cord ; wo can fcol the air, and with some effort, per-

haps, can comprehend its motions ; but to form a notion of

how the ether is constructed ami how it vibrates is u matter

of excessive difficulty and indeed largely of pure conjecture.

A very useful picture to have in one's mind is to think of the

eye as joined to a source of light by cords of ether, and to

consider the source as sotting up in those cords transverse

vibrations, which travel to the eye and give the luminous

sensation.

331. Waves and Rays. Though light is a form of energy,

and is transferred from place to place by means of waves, we
usually speak of it as passing in rays.

Let the light spread out in all direc-

tions from a source A (Fig. 319). The
waves will be concentric spheies S^, S.,,

S3 . . . ., but the light will pass along the

radii R^, R.,, R^ . . . . , of these spheres.

The rays thus are the paths along which
the waves travel, and it is seen that the

ray is perpendicular to tho wave-surface.*

If we consifler a number of rays

moving out from A (Fig. 320) Me have
what is known as a divergent pencil a, and the waves are

concentric spheres continually gnnving larger. If the rays
are coming together to a point we have a convergent pencil h,

*Thit diicuMioD nfen to homoKeneoui or iaotropic matter.

Fio. 319.—The wave* nre
spherea with A at centre

;

the ray* are radii of theie
ephere*.
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and til.' waves arc conooiitric sphcn's contiimally ^ntnvinj;
Hiiuill.T. If now till! rays aiv paialk'l, as in r, we liavi* a

Fio. 320. -A convergent pencil, ft ; a diverirent pencil, a ; a parallel bMm, e.

parallel boain, and the waves are piano HiiifaeoH, perpt^ndiculnr
to tho rays. Sueli rays are obtained if the source is at a very
^reat distance, so great that a portion of tlie sphert* dcfscribed
with tlie source as centre inijrht lie considered a plane.

QiTKKY.—Whnt becomes ..f the wiives of n convergent pencil (/*, Fig. 320)
after thoy come to ft point ?

332. Light Travels in Straight Lines. In a homogeneous
medium tlie rays are straight lines. We assume the truth of
this in many every-day operations. The carpenter could not
judge that an edge was straight nor could the marksman
point his rifle properly wore he not sure that three objects are
precisely in a straight line when the light is just prevented
from passing from the first to the third by the object between.

When light is admitted into a darkened room—a knot-hole
in a barn, for instance—we can oft«!n trace the straight coiirse
of the rays by the dust-particles in the air. The rays, them-
selves, c.inuot be seen, but when they fall upon the particles of
matter tlui.se are illuminated and send light-waves to the eye.

333. The Pin-hole Camera. An interesting application of
the fact that light moves in .straight lines is in the pin-hole
camera. Let MN (Fig. 321) be a box
having no end.s. In front of it place

a candle, or other bright object, AB,
and over the front end stretch tin-foil.

In this prick a hole C with a pin,

and over the back of the box stretch F'" 321. -Pinhole camera, cie*
...

, ... VU1.H small hole in the front and an In-
a thm sheet 01 Daner. "*'•"• '">=*« of the candle ab i»^ *^ leen on the back of the box.

It
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'I'lif li;;lit fnnii tlif v.irioiis poilioiis of AJt will pass tlirnu;;h

tlif lnil»! C/ ami will fdiiii on tlni jjiipcr an inia;jo J)/'J, of tin-

ranillt>. This can Imj Hocn l)i'st \>y tlirowin;; over tlio lirail and
till! Ik)x a (lark cl<>th. (Why ?) Thu iina^o is invi-rtfil, since

the lijfht travels in straight lines, and the rays cross at C.

If now wo remove the paper, and for it Hu))stitnte a sensitive

photoifrajjlnc plate, a ' neijative * may be obtained just an with

an ordinary camera; indeed the {xM'spectivo of the scene

photof^raphed will be truer than with most cameras. The
chief objection to the use of the pin-hole camera is tluit with

it the exj)osure recpiireil, comparcfd to that with the ortUnary

camera, is very long.

It is evident that to secure a sharp, clear image the hole C
must Ikj small, Supp)se that it is made twice as large. Then
we may consider each Imlf of this hole as forming an image,

and as these images will not exactly coincide, indistinctness

will result. On the other hand the hole mu.st not be too

small. As it is reduced in sizo other phenomena, known «

dirtraction effects, are obtained. These effects show that, in

all strictness, the light does not travel precisely in straight

lines after all. The size of the hole reciuired depemls on the

wave-length of light and the length of tlie camera box.

334. Theory of Shadows. Since the rays of light are

straight, the space behind an opatjue object will be screened

from the light and will be in the sluidow. If the source of

the light is small the shadows will be sharply defined, but if

it is of some size the edges will be indistinct.

Let A (Pig. 322) be a small

source,—an arc lamp, for instance,

—and let 5 be an opaque ball. It

will cast on the screen CD a circu-

lar shadow with sharply defined

edges. But if the source is a body

Fia. Sit.—U the source be amall the
hadow will be sharp. A ii the
source, B the object, CD the shadow.
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of consiil.'mhln sizf,* such ns tli*> Hpli.-iv S (V'\)f. \\2'A), ihvn it

isevi<l..rit that tlu- only |K.itioii of spuco wliich ivcivi's no
litflitiitull is thf con.f ImOhimI tlio o|)u<|iiu Hpli.-io A'. This is

eulli'd tho » //(/</vf, or Hiinply

thu nhdilorv, while tho j)or-

tion biyond it whicli
f*" ^^^M^ti- rcoc'ivfs u part of tho li^'ht

lr«)ni »S' is the jtfuunibnt.

Suppose M is a body

F.O. 3-.a-.. .. . ,„,. ..riKht K,u.c.. .„d A- «. ';^'^"'^"'K "»H,ut A' in tho

^•&l'^rti^:^l^,%^::i^;,
'" "• ""^'"'' 'l"«;'ct'"n in.licuUMl. In tho

position I itisjustent«'rin^
the penunibiii; in tlie second position it is entirely within tho
shiulow.

If .S' represents the sun, A' the earth, and M the nioon, tho
fijriuewill illustrate an eclipse of the incion. For an oclipso
of tho sun, tho moon nmst come Mween tho earth and the

Fio. a!!«.-Showi(nr how an relipse of the tun it pr«luoe<l. A penon at a cannot
fee the nun.

sun, as shown in Fijj. 324. Only a sniall portion of the earth
is in the shadow, and in order to s«'e the sun totally eclipsed
an ol)server must be at ti on the narrow 'track of totality."

335. Transparent, Opaque and Translucent Bodies. Trans-
parent bodies, such as glass, mica, water, etc., allow the light
to pass freely throucjli them. Opaque substances entirely
obstruct the passage of liglit; while translucent bodies, such
as ground-glass, oiled paper, etc., scatter the light which falls
upon them, but a portion is allowed to pass through.

• A lamp with a spherical porcelain shade niay be used.
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Qunnoiri ams rRounis

1. A photograph is inaile by muaim of a pin-hoU caiiiurH, which i« 8
iiK'lifM loii}r, of M huusu 1*)0 fuut uway and 'M (uut hi|{h. Find thu height

of thu iuiagu /

'J. Why duvM tiie image in a pin-hola cainura bucuniu faintvr a« it

iMiconieH larger (i.e., by uHiug a longur box, or pulling tho acrtfon Uic-k) i

',\. Why ia the tthadow obtained with a naked arc lamp aharp and well-

dclinud ? Whiit ditluronce will there be when u ground-gla«H glolju ia

])liiucd around tiiu arc /

4. On holding a hair in sunlight close to a white screen the sluidow uf

thu hiiir is seun on the acroen, but if the hair i.s a few inches away, Hcarcely

any trace of the shadow can bo observed. Kxplain this.

6. The sun's diiinjeter is 8«4,000 milus, timt of the earth, 8,000 miles.

If the distance from thu earth to the sun is 03,000,000 niiks, find the
lungth of the earth's' shadow (Fig. 323). Calculate the diameter of this

shadow at the mean distance n* ««j moon from the earth. This distance

is approximately 240,000 miles.

6. The earth when nearest the sun (whi'"h occurs about January 1) is

9U millions of miles away, and the moon when nearest the earth is at a

distance of 221,600 miles. These distances are from the centre of the

earth. Supposing an eclipse of the sun to take place under these circum-

stances, find the width of the shadow (a, Fig. 324) cast on the earth, taking

the diameter of the moon to be 2,160 mile*.



CHAPTER XXXIII

Fio. 325.—Arra of />A'ia 4 times,
anil area of FG is !) times that
of BC.

Photometry

336. Decrease of Intensity with Distance from the Source
Let a snuvll sciuaro of Ciir.ll««ir(l BC bo l.oM at the distjincc of
one foot from a small source of lijrht A (Fig. 325), and one foot

behind this place a white screen DE.
The shadow cast by BG on DE is a
square, each side of which is twice
that of BC, ajid hence its area is four
times that of BC. Next, hold the
screen at FG, one foot further away,
oi" three feet from A. The shadow of

BC will now have its linear dimensions three times those of
BC and its area nine times that of BC; and so on. The area
of the shadow varies as the sfjuare of the distance from the
source A.

Suppose, now, a white screen, (a piece of paper), be held at
BC. The light A will illuminate it with a certain intensity
which we shall denote by /,. If the ^screen is held at DE the
same light which fell on one square inch when at BC will now
fall on four s(iuare inches, and hence the intensity of illumina-
tion /, will be \ of I,. If placed at FG the same amount of
light will be spread over 9 square inches, and the illumination
/, is ecjual to

I-
of /,. If the screen be n times as far from A

as BC is, the illumination /„ will be ;^ of /,. Thus we obtain
the law

:
The intensity of illamination varies inversely as

the sq.iure of the distance from the source of liyht.

This is the fundamental law upon which all methorls of
comparing the powers of different sources of light are based.

It should bo carefully observed that for this law to hold,
the source of light must be small and must radiate freely in

294
*^

I i:J
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nil directions. Tho lie!ullij,'lit of a locomotive, for instance,

projects tlie light mostly in one direction, and the decrease in

intensity of illumination will not vary according to the above
law.

337. Rumford's Photometer. To compare two sources of
light we re(piire some convenient method of determining
e(iuality of illumination, and various instruments, known as
phofomefrrs, have been devised for this purpose. Suppose we
wish to compare the illuminating powera of the two lamps Z.
and Lo. The method intro-

duced by Rumford is to stand

an opaque rod R (Fig. 326)

vertically before a screen AB,
and allow shadows from the

two lamps to be cast on the

screen.

.-- — Rumford's shadow photometer.
The lighU i„ i, are adjusted until the
shadows cast by a rod /i on the screen
are equally dark.

If the screen is of ground-
gla.ss it should be viewed fi-om the side away from the lamps

;

if of opacjue white paper (white blotting paper is best) the

observer should be on the same side as the lamps.

It is evident that tlie portion ttb is illuminated only by the
lamp Zj, and the portion be only by the lamp L^.

Now move the lamps until the portions ab, be are equally
bright (or equally dark), and then measure the distance of

Z, from ab and of L, from be. Let these distances be rfj, d.,,

respectively. We can now calculate the ratio between the
illuminating powers of the lamps.

Let the distances (/„ tJ., lie given in feet. Hold a piece of

paper 1 foot from Z, ; let the intensity of illumination be I^
In the same way when held 1 foot from Z^ let the intensity of

illumination be /j.
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:? l!

i I

1 li

It is evident then tliat

Now the hm.p Z, prcKluces u certain intensity of ilhm.ination
on the portion ob whicli is distant .7, feet fronx Z,. Let this
be /. Then

I _ J_
Sinnhirly. since the intensity of illun.ination of be is the same
as ot ab, it also is /, ami we must have

Hence

Or

But

1

I

h
h
I.

1.

1

1

338. The Bunsen Photometer. The essential part of this
photometer ,s a piece of unglazed paper with a grease-spot on
It. Such a spot 18 more translucent than the ungreased paper,
so that If the paper is held before a lamp the grease-spot
appears brighter than the other portion, while if held behind
the lamp it appears darker.

Now move the grease-spot screen between the two light-

j
sources Zi.Zj (Fig. 327)

Zj^
'

[\
"^ A^ to be compared until it

is equally bright all

over its surface. Then
it is evident that what
illumination the screen

Fm. 327.-The Bunsen greMe-spot photometer,
^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^Om
Zj passing through is

precisely compensated by the light from L, transmitted
through It. Thus the intensity of illumination due to each
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lainp is the same. Hence, if d^, d., are the distances from the
screen of Z,, L.,, respectivt'ly,

as l)efore.

339. Joly's Diffusion Photometer. Two pieces of paraffin
wax, eacli alnjut 1 inch scjuare and I inch thick are cut from
tlie same hlock of paraffin, carefully made of the same thick-
ness and then put together with tin-foil between them (Fig.

328). This is adjusted between the two lamps to be compared,
until the two pieces arc oqually illuminated, at M'hich time
the line of separation disappears.

This is a 'imple and very useful photometer. The block of
paraffin shoald be viewed through a
tulx', using a single eye. p-^

For the block of paraffin one may -^ > V^-
substitute a woo<leii prism having two \
faces covered with unglazed paijer, and *''" 328. -joiy Dimiiion Phoi-
.1 ]

,. , 1,, ,
"ne'er, oongistinK of two «imil

the cage being turned towards the I'locks of paraffin, wt cioie to-
(fether.

e.xperuuenter.

All photometric work should be done in a darkened room,
and the eyes should be shielded from the direct light from the
lamps which are being compared. There will usually be diffi-

culty in adjusting the photometer due to a difference in the
colour of the lights. This cannot be avoided, however.

340. Verification of the Law of Inverse Squares. To do
this let us use the Joly pliotometer (Fig. 329). Place 1 candle

at one end of a board and 4
candles at the other. Now
move the photometer until the

line Ijetween the paraffin blocks

disappears, and niensnre its
Fid. ;t29.— It the blocks arc e.|uallv illumi- i- . r ii n ,
imlcd the 4 cnmllcs are twice as far from <listance irom the I Candle and
the photoiueler as the single candle. ,\ a ii mi i . .the 4 candles. The latter will
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bo twice tlio foriiRT. Next, replivcc the 4 candles by 9 and
adjust as before. The distance from the 9 candles will be 3
tinjes that from 1.

Thus if the disttince is doubled the illumination is reduced
to i, since it requires 4 times as many candles to produce
eijuality. In the same way if the distance were n times as
<;reat we should recjuire v^ candles to produce an illumination
equal to that given by the single candle.

341. Standards of Light. By the photometer we can
accurately compare the strengths of two sources of light, but
to state definitely the illuminating power of any lamp we
slunild express it in terms of some fixed standard unit. We
have definite standard units for measuring length, mass, time,
lieat, and most other quantities met with in physics ; but no
perfectly satisfactory standard of light has yet been devised.
The one most commonly used is the candle. The British

standai-d candle is made of spermaceti, weighs 6 to tlie pound
avoirdupois, and burns 120 gi-ains per hour. The strength
varies however with the state of the atmosphere and with the
details of the manufacture of the wick. Yet, notwithstanding
this inconstancy, it is usual to express the illuminati/ig power
of a source in terms of the standard candle.

A standard much used in scientiHc work is the Hefner lamp

g^;^
(Fig. 330). This is a small metal spirit-

II fl l"^
^^'"^ "^^^^ * cylindrical bowl 7 cm. in

-' i ^ '
diameter and 4 cm. high. The wick-holder
is a German-silver tube 8 mm. in interior

diameter, 0.15 nun. thick, and 25 nnn. high.

The wick is carefully made to just fit the
tul)e, and the height of the flame is adjusted

to be 4 cm. The licjuid burned is pure
Fio. s3o._The Hefner amy! acetate. The lamp is very constant

slaiidani lamp. 'i'l'.t i • . .
" '

attachment fi i, for and US power IS giveu as 98 per cent, of the
accurately adj«stin». „ ... i ,,

*

the height of the flaim;. Isritisll Candle.

I Ji
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QUBSTI0N8 AND PROBLBIIB

1. Distinguish between Ulnminatiiuj potcer and intenaitij of illumination.

2. When using a Runiford photometer (Fig. 326) the distance L^h was
found to ho 20 inches and L.M was 50 inches. Compare the illuminating
pinvurs of Lj and Xj.

;5. Two c([ual sources of light are placed on opposite sides of a sheet of
paper, one 12 inches and the other 20 inches from it. Compare the
intensity of illumination of the two sides of the paper.

4. A lami) and a candle are placed 2 m. apart, and a iiaraflin-bh)ck is

in .idjustnient between them when 42 cm. from the candle. Find the
candle-power of the lamp.

5. For comfort in reading the illumination of the printed page should
1)0 not less than 1 candle-foot {i.e., 1 candle at a distance of 1 foot). How
far might one read from a 16 candle-power lamp and still have sulKcient
illumination ?

6. A candle and a gas-flame which is four times as strong are placed 6
feet apart. Tliero are two positions on the line joining these two sources
wlioro a screen may be placed so that it may be equally illuminated by
each source. Find these positions.



CHAPTER XXXIV

I'!

H

The Velocitv ok Light

342. Roemer's Great Discovery. Galileo constructed the
telescope in IfiO!) uiid the first fruit of its use was the discovery tliat
.IiipiUT WHS (itt(!n<led by four hmkhis. At present we know that the
planet has eiglit nuMjns, but while the four first discovered can be
seen with a small telescope, the last four are very small bodies and
very dithcult to see.

Roeiner, a youiit; Danish astronomer, while at the Paris Observa-
tory, made an extended series of observations on Jupiter's First
Satellite

; and inequalities in these observations led him to announce
in 1(575 the discovery
that light travelled with
a finite velocity.

In the figure (Fig.

331) let^ be the sun,

^'„, E', E", Eg the earth
in various positions in its

orl)it, 7,, J,^ the planet
Jupiter in two positions,

and M the moon under
observation. In the posi-

tion S E„ J,, in which
the planet and the sun

are on opposite sides of the earth, Jupiter is said to be in opposition
while m the position /;, S J, in which the planet and the sun appear
to be a straight line, as seen from the earth, Jupiter is said to be in
conjunctioH.

Every time the moon revolves about Jupiter it plunges into its
shadow and is eclipsed. Now the First Moon is neither the largest
nor the brightest, but as it makes a revolution in 42^ hours'its
motion is rapid, and the time of an eclipse can bo determined with
considerable accuracy.

Suppose we observe successive eclipses near the time of opposition
AV e thus obtain the interval between them, and by taking multiples
of this we can tabulate the times for future eclipses. Now Hoemer
found that the observed and tal)iilated times did not agree -that as
the earth moved to E\ E" and /;,, continuaily getting farther from
the planet, the observed time lagged more and more behind the
tabulated time, until when at A',, and Jupiter at ./.., the diflereuce

;{0(»

Fl8. 3.11. -Illustratiiif; the eclipse of Jupiter's satellite
S IS the 8III1, A' the earth. J Jupiter, and M its satel-
lite. When the satellite passes ii.to the shadow cast
by J it cannot be seen from H.

; ti
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l«Hween the tiinos had grown to 16 in. 40 s. or 1000 spcoikIs.* As
til)' earth moved round to opj)o.sition again the inequality ilisa{>})oared

and the times observed anci ta)<ulated coincided.

Koenier exphiined the p«'euliar ob.servations hy saying that at
conjunction the ligJit travels the distance A',. ./.„ which is greater

than the distance K„ J^ travelled at opposition (Jy tlie diameter of

the earth's orbit, and henc« the observed time at E,. should be later

than the tabulated time by the time requiied to travel this extra
distance. Taking the diameter of the orbit to be 186,000,000 miles,

the velocity is

186,000,000

1000
— = 186,000 miles per second.

343. Other Determinations. Roemer's explanation was not
generally accepted until long after his death (1710). In 1727
Uradley, the Astronomer Royal of England, discovered the " aber-

ration of light," and fully confirmed Roemer's results. In more
recent times the velocity of light has been directly measured on the
eartli's surface. In 1862 Foucault, a French physicist, actually

measured the time taken by light to travel 40 m., the entire experi-

ment l)eing performed in a single darkened room. Very accurate
measurements have been made by others, especially by Michelson and
Newcomb in the United States and Cornu and Perrotin in France,

and the result is 299,860 kilometres or 186,330 miles per second.

344. Illustrations of Velocity of Light. The speed of light

is S4J enormous that one can hardly appreciate it. It would travel

about the earth 7.V times in a single second. The distance from the
earth to the sun is 93,000,000 miles. A celestial railway going 60
miles an hour without stop would require 17.*) years to traverse this

distance, but light comes from the sun to us in 8^ minutes ! And
ye^ the time taken for the light to reach us from the nearest of the
fixed stars (named Alpha Centauri) is 4.3 years. From Sirius, our
brightest fixed star, the time is 8.6 years, while from the Pole Star
it is 44 years. That star could be blotted out and we would not
know of it until 44 years afterwards.

345. Velocity in Liquids and Solids. Michelson meiisured
the velocity of light in water and in carbon bisulphide, and found it

less than in air in l)oth cases. Indeed the velocity in air is IJ times
that in water and

1 J times that in carbon bisulphide. These results

will be referred to again, when dealing with refraction. We shall

find that the velocity in all transparent solids and liquids is less

than in air.

"This is the modern value ; Itoemer'a result was 22 in.
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CHAPTER XXXV

Reflectidv of Lk.ht: I'laxk Mirrors

in^;,r'f ^*7 f Reflection. L.t a licjhted candle, placed
in front of a .heet of tin,, plate ^Hass. stan.l on a paper

(or other) scale urrangetl

perpendicular to the sur-

face of the ^'lass (Fig.

332). We SCO an image
of the candle on the
other side. Now move
a second candle behind
the glass until it co-

incides in position with
,ii. the iniajre.

'?; f'-y ^ J"*'**^
™"'"« »»»'«'• in front of a sh.et of

»^f'r«.U"'S'. i:?C«e7.:i.Xt 0'» ^^xan.ining the scale

K^HP''^'"^^^^^^^
it ^'i» be found that the

.,
"" *

, ,
two candles are both on

the paper scale and at ecjual distances from the glass plateWe can state the law of reflectkxv, then, in this way :_
If an deject b. jdaced hrf\rre. a plane vn,,.,- its i^narje

IS usfarMnnd the mirror as the ol>ject i. in front of itand the Ime joinhu, ohjoct and image is prrpendlndar to
the tnirror.

Thus light goes from the candle, strikes the mirror, from
winch ,t IS reflected, and reaches the eye as though it can.e
from a pomt as far behind the n.irror as the candle is in front
ot It. Of course the image is not real, that is, the light does
not actually go to it and con.e from it -it only appears to do
so. liut tlie deception is sometimes perfect and we take the
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image for a real object. Tliis illusion is easily pnxluet'd it the

mirror is a good one find its edges are liidden hy drapes or in

some other way.*

This law of reflection can bo stated in another wa}'. Let
MN^ (Fig. 333) be a section of a plane

niirror. Light proceeds from .1, strikes

the mirror and is reflected, a jjortion

being received by the eye E. To this

eye the light apjirars to come from
}i, where A^f = MB and Ali is per-

pendicular to JLV.

Consider the ray AC, which, on *''?.-.?*.l—
"*?

''.i" '"'''*"if?k•^ ' ' CF the reflected ray, and CP
reflection, goes in the direction CF. l*!*

'">""?' *? ?*"',ji""''""!^^.'Y-' " Then aiiKle of incidence vIC'/'ii

T i.1 i.
•

1 A urn linfn equal to angle of reflection fC/'.
In the triangles AMC, BMC we

have AM = MB, MC is common to the two triangles, and
angle AMC = angle BMC, each being a right-angle.

Hence the triangles are ecjual in exery respect, and so the

angle ACM = angle BCM.

But angle BCM = angle FCX, and hence the angles ACM
and FCN^ are etjual to each other.

From C let now CP be drawn perpendicular to MX. It is

called the narnuil to the surface at C. At once we see angle

ACP = angle /'CP.

Now ^Cis defined to be the incident ray, CF the reflected

ray, ACP the angle A incidence and FCP the angle of reflec-

tion. Hence we can state our law of reflection thus

:

Thfi angle of incidence is eqiuil to the angle of .election.

This statement of the law, which is precisely equivalent to

the other, is .sometime.s more convenient to use.

•Wordgworth in "Yarrow Unvigited" refers to a case of perfect reflection :

"The swan on still St. Mary's I^ke
Floats double, swan and shadow."
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n

B
Flo. 334.—Wttven on tlill water
rettected from a plank Ivlnij on
iU surface.

Another law sliould Im; juMed, imnu'ly,

T/y iitriihni ruji, the irjhvled rai/ a,„l thr v,rniml to the
surfiKc an' (ill in mif jihim:

347. Law of Reflection in Accordance with the Wave
Theory. The law of reHection, which wo obtained experi-
mentally, is just what wo should exp.'ct if li^d.t is a

A\ I .
wave-niotior». Let a stone bcj tlirown

/H into still water. Waves, in the form

, ^ ^ .^ V/y'!/
"^ concentric circles, spread out from

I irf^ /' :J the water. If a plank lies on the sur-
face near by, tl»e waves will strike it

and be reflected from it, moving oti' as
circular waves whose centres B are as
fur behind the reHecting edge as A is

in front of it. In the figure the dotted circles are the reHected
waves. AM is an incident

and MR the reflected "ray."

The reflection of circular

waves is well illustrated in

Fig. 335, which is made
from an instantaneous pho-
tograph* of waves on the

surface of mercury. The
waves were produced by
attaching a light "style"

to one prong, of a tunintr-

fork and making it vibrate

with the end just touching

the surface. A triangular

piece of glass lies on the ^^
surface and from it the fu- Sai.-The circular waves on the snrface o(

Tiai'oa 01..1 r.^(\,.„^ A t.\ •
"!'^™iiry spreaJ out and ore reHirled from aiflaMwaves are retlected, tlieir plate. (From a photograph.)

"If'iM

•Taken, with the aid of an electric spark, hy J. H.TiiicenX ofl^onTini^iaiid;
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centres }»einj; iis far Inihind the reHectinjf edjje as the source

is ill front of it.

348. Regular and Irregular Reflection. M i rr( >rs are iisniilly

made of polislied metal or of slieet ;;lass with a coating of

silver on the back surface. Wlien li<;lit falls on a mirror it is

reflected in a definite direction and the reflection is sai«l to Iw

re<iular. Reflection is also re;fular from the still surfaces (»f

water, mercury and otlier lii|uids.

Now an unpolishid surface, such as paper, althoujjh it may
appear to the eye or the hand as (piite smooth, will exhihit

•K'cided inetjualities when examined

uniler a microscope. The surface will

appear somewhat as in Fig. 336, and

lience the nornuils at the various parts

of the surface will not )je parallel to

each other, as they are in a well-

polished surface. Hence the rays when reflected will take

various directions and will he scattered.

It is by means of this 8cattere«l lijjht that objects ai"e made
visible to us. When sunlight is reflected by a mirror into

your eyes you do not see the mirror but the image of the sun

formed by the mirror. Again, if a beam of sunlight in a dark

room falls on a plate of polished silver, practically tlie entire

beam is diverted in one definite direction, and no light is given

to surroun<ling bodies. But if it falls on a piece of chalk the

light is diffused in all directions, and the chalk can be seen.

It is sometimes diflicult to see the smooth surface of a pond

surrounded by trees and overhung with clouds, as the eya

considers only the reflected images of those objects; but a

faint breath of wind, slightly rippling the surface, reveals

the water.

Kio. 336.—Scatteriiii; of li|;lit

from a rouKh itirloc'i'.

\ ii

It.
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Fi«. M7.—How >n eye mm th«

Inume ol an object b«for» n pUne
uilrror.

349. How the Eye receives the Light. An ol.i.Tt Ali

{Fiji. n.'lT) is i»Iii('t'<l iK'foro a plane

mirror MM, and tho eyo of the ob-

st-rvor is at A'. Then the iniajje

A'If is easily drawn. The lijjht

which reaches the eye from A will

appear to come from A', which is tlie

imafje of A and which is as far be-

hind MM a.s A is before it.

It is therefore by the pncil A<>£

that the point A is seen. In tho same

way the point B is seen by tlie small i>encil JibK, an<l similarly

for all other points of the object

It will be observed that when the eye is placed where it is

in the figure, the only portion of the mirror which is usod is

the small space bet veen a and h.

An interesting exercise for the student is to draw a figure

showing that, for a person standing before a vertical mirror to see

himself from head to foot, the mirror need be only half his height.

360. Lateral Inversion. The image in a plane mirror

is not the exact counterpart of the object prod-.'ns:

it. The right hand of tlie object becomes the

hand of the image. If a

printed page is held before

the mirror the letters are

erect but the sides are intei-

changed. This effect is

known aahiteral inverxiov.

By writing a word on a

sheet of paper and at once

pressing on it a sheet of

clean blotting-paper the

writing on the blotting-

paper is inverted ; but if it is held before a mirror it is

left

STAB,
1«*^

at (^i

Flu. 338.-IlluBtiBtiiig "luterul invtnion"
pluoi- mirror-

by a
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,.,.i„v,.rt«i -.« » H'i'.!«. >';»

•"'t ';'i'.t"n;'i
,,,. m ,„o„n,., .1,. ;«-.. » P -; : , ; i„ a

Sl'AR It limy l« ro"""-K''''. tl"f'""'' """' "".

«i R.llMtioni from Par»U«l JBrron Ut u» »tand t«o

,,a^>.":n!il.»«"e.;»-Ho*er,a,.a.U^^^^^^

iXsM, / a„,l /fare tt,e nur^a,,,! the cana.o. A. •»

f n ;n / >4 the iinai/e of vl, in //, ^3 tf^at of ^j »n

the nna.e of ^ mJ'/^J' ^^ ^„; ^f in //. B, that of ii. in

/, a«ul so on. Also H^ w the """^S^ •

j. ,
^ , j^j^

/. y., that of K. in ^^.
-\-;;,,JJ:^^t a so 1- It -

pr..luceB in the eye the thud ""'^^^
^^J^^^ j,^^ tUefij,'ure

Ueet.^.eetinK.n..^^^^^^ ,,, H,,,

::lt:;^:or:;Lice^^.^-thei...etothee^.

351 ImrU in Inclined Mirrors. Ut the uurrors M,.

M., (Fig. 340) stand at right angles

to" each other and be a candle B ^,

hetween. There >^ill be three

images, il being the first image m

iU„ B the first image in M^, while

Cr is the image of ^ in 3/, or of

R in Jlfp these two coinciding.

353. The Kaleidoscope. If the

mirrors are inclined at 60" the images will be formed

I

i

mirror* placed at right angles.
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L' 11

t! .(

il • i

Fid. 341. — Iiiiai;es [iroilmed
)i>' mirrors iiu-liiinl ul aa
.iii^le of (><>

.

i

1 ; 4

places sliowii ill Fij;. 341. Tlu-y aro all lucattMl on tlio circum-

fficiico of a circle liaviii;^ the intersec-

tioii of tlie inindiH as its centre, and an

inspection of tlie ti<;nre will s'low liow

to tlraw theiii.

Tlie kaleido.scjjpe is a toy consistinjr of

a tulHJ havinjf in it three mirrors forni-

inj; an e(iui lateral triungle, with bits of

coloured glass between. Tlie multiple

ima^^es pi'oduce some verj' pleasing

hexa<'onal timires. It was invented in IfSlG by Sir David

Hrewster and created a great sensation.

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS

1. Why is a room li^'hter wlimi its walls are white than when covered

with dark pajjer I

2. The sun is ."50" above the liorizoii and you see it.s image in still water.

Find the size of the angles of incidence ami reHection in this case.

3. Two mirrors are inclined at 45^ and a candle is placed between

them. By nieur.s of a tigiue show the position of the images. Do the

same for mirrors inclined at 72°.

4. Two mirrors are inclined at an angle of fi(F. A ray of light travelling

piu-'illel to the lirst mirror strikes the second, from which it is reflected,

.111.1, falling on the lirst, is reflected from it. Show that it is now moving

parallel to the second mirror.

5. The object between two mirrors standing parallel to each other

(Ki!,'. ;5;t'.») is 8 inclns from .1 and 12 inches from Ji. Find the distances

Ay,ll,,A. 1!,, -l.y.'a.



Fio. 342.—A sontion ot a spherical

mirror.

CHAPTER XXXVI

Reflection from Curved Mirrors

354. The Curved Mirron used in Optics; Definitions.

Tlic curved ii-.imn-s used J 'I'tn^s

:iio generally sej,'inents of spl.c •- s. H

the retlection is from the outer surtaco

of the sphere the mirror is said to be

coarcx; if from the inner surface,

concave.

tion of ; spherical nnrror. C, the centre of the sphere from

which the mirror is cut, is the cotre of crmlure, and CJf

^^ '"^"
(jA or CN is a rodiux of curvature

,

MN is the linnir, and MCN the

angular, aperture; A, the mid.Ue

point of the face of the mirror is

the vrrtrx; CA is the principal

axis, and CD, any other straight

line through C, is a secondary axis.

355. How to Draw the Reflected Ray. The laws of reflec^

tion hold for curved as well as for plane mirrors. Let Qh

(Fi<r. 343) be a ray incident on the

concave mirror at R. By joining R

to G wo obtain the normal at R, and

by making C'/J.S (the angle of retiec-

ti..n) e(iual to CRQ (the angle of

incidence), we have RS, the reHecte,! F.o. m-BefljcUon fro... a convex

ray.

In Fig. 344 is shown (h.- construction for a conve.K mirror,

QR Ijeing the incident and RS the reflected ray.

.! I:

Fio. 343.—Reflection from a concave

mirror.
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^^I^^Hi
Hi9'^ U I:

^^^^^^^^^H 1

k
•

^^^^^^^^^^H i

- 'A

^1"'-
;

'in

Fl». ;i45.—The ray QU, partllel
to the iirincipui axis .|r, on
riHeitioii |>:i8ses throu^fli the
|iriiiui|ial focui !•'.

A-tr^^

356. Principal Focus. In Kij^. 34.5 let qii Ije a my
panillel to the i)nucii)al axis; then,

niakin<r the an^'le VHH = an<,rle CRQ,
wo luive the refloctod ray RS. But
since Qlt is parallel to AC, nw^h CRQ
= anjrle RCF. Hence angle /ViC =
anjrlo FOR, ami the sides FR, FC are

e(jual.

Now if 7^ is not far from ^1, the vertex, FR and FA are
nearly eciual, and hence A Fin approximately equal to FC, i.e.,

the reflected ray cuts the principal axis
at a point ajiproximately midway be-

tween .1 an<l C.

It is evident, then, that a beam of rays
parallel to the principal axis, strikinj,' the
mirror near the vertex, will beconven'ed
1 „ At .

, . T, "^ *"'»• ^ilO. -A beam of raveoy tne concave nnrror to a pouit F, nnd- parallel to the i>riiicii>.ii axis

, 1 i . 1 >-< rii. • .
passes, on retteotioii, tlirouL'h

A\ay between A and C. This ponit is ''', the principal focus.

called the prhirljial focii.s, and AF is the fw<d Iniijtk of the
mirror. Denoting AF by / and AC 1 y r, we have / = 7-2.

In the case shown in Fig. 346 the rays actually pass
through F which is therefore called a real focus.

Rays which strike the mirror at some distance from .1 do
not pass precisely through F. For instance, the ray QM cuts
the axis at G

;
this tvundcriyig from F is called aberration,

which amounts to FG for this ray.

For a convex mirror the same method is followed. In Fig.

347 a })eam parallel to the principal

axis is incident near the vertex.

The reflected rays diverge in such
a way that if produc('<l backwards
they pass through F, the principal

focus. In this case the rays do
not actually pass through /', but only appear to come from it.

Km. ;i4r. - .Showing; rrdcction of a
parallel liwini from ii convex mirror.

iill
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For this reason F is called a virtual focus. In the figure is

also shown a ray QM which strikes the mirror at some

ilistance from tlie veritx. Upon reHection this appears to

come from G, and FG is the aberration.

357. Experimental Determination of the Focal Length.

Mold a concave mirror in the sun's rays or in a parallel beam

from a projecting lamp, and shake chalk-dust in the air. In

this way one can see how the light pusses through the air,

strikes the mirror, converges to a point and then spreads out

again. This point is the principal focus, and by placing a

piece of paper there its position can be well determined. Its

distance from the vertex is the focal length reijuired.

If a sheet of paper with a hole cut in it is placed over the

mirror so as to use only those rays which strike the mirror

near its vertex, the light will converge more accurately to a

point but the image will not be so bright.

For a convex mirror the method is not quite so direct.

Make a round paper disc to cover the face of the mirror, and

in it cut two slits at a measured distance

apart (<(, Fig. 348). Use a screen like

that shown (h. Fig. 34«). Now let the

sun's rays pass through the hole in the

screen and strike the small uncovered

spots m, j>> of the mii-ror. Then nvi

is the incident ray, which is reflected

along tnL, and qp, that which is re-

flected alonj; 1>M. There will bo two »'io.34i;-^Illiiatratin(.'ainPtho<l
" *

, , , ol flnaini; the focal lenKth of

bright spots at />, M, on the back suriace » convex mirror.

of the screen. Move the mirror until the distance LM = 2 mp.

Now, from the flgure we see that LFX and Lmn are similar

triangles, and if LX = :JLv, then FN = :Jmn = JAX, or

FA = Ay, and hence tiie focal length is equal to the distance

of the screen from the mirror.

L

K--""
nN

"'"-^,,

-^M

\
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358. Explanation by the Wave Theory. T\w Ixliaviour of

curved uiirrors cun bo oiisily Ht'coiiiitcil for by moans of the

at a, a wave theory. In Fi;;. 349 a /»,

a, l)^, it., }>., represent phine

waves moving forward to the

^ .. -, .,
,

concave mirror. The waves

Vx ^_ll^_,^ readi the outer portions of the

mirror first an«l are turned back,
Kio. SIfl.-Showint; how plane waves by

J,, j],:^ ....,., 1,,.;,,,, nli.iii.r,..] nil,,
reflection at a concave mirror are Lhangeil

'"•"is \\.l_y nt nij,^ tn.in<;i(l niUJ
to«,.hericaiwuve..

sphorical wavos which Contract,

pass througli ^' and then expand again.

This action of a concave mirnn- is well illusti*ate<l in Fig.

3.'}0 from an in-

stantaneous pho-

tograph of ripples

on the surface oi

mercury. The
plane waves were

produced by a

piece of glass

fastened to om;

jjrong of a tun-

ing - fork. They
move forward and

meet a concave

reflector, by which

they are changed

into circular
waves converging

to the Jtrincipal Kio. S50.—instantaneous photograph of wave* on the surface of

focus. They p.-iss
mercnrv. (B, J. H. Vincent.)

through this and then e.xpand again.

Exkiui.se.— Draw fur a convex mirror the iigure corresponding to

I<"ig. 341).
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Fio. 351.—ConJU);»te (oci in a concave mirror. P
and P' are conjugate.

359. Conjugate Foci. Wr luivo seen tlial li{;lit rays moving

paiallfl to the principal axi.s an; hroujjht to a focu.s, real or

virtual, l)y a upherical mir-

ror, hut a focus can he

ohtainecl as well with li;;ht

not in parallel rays. For

instance, let the lij^ht <li-

vtr<,'e from i^ (Fiff. 351);

after reflection fn»ni the concave mirror it converges to P'.

Xow it is evident that if the light originated at P', it would

he converged hy the mirror to P. Each point is the image of

tiie other and they are called vo njugate fuci

In the case .shown in Fig. 351 hoth foci are real, since the

rays which come from one actually pass through the other.

It is possihle, however, for

one of them to be virtual.

Such a case is shown in

Fig. 352. Here P' is con-

jugate to P, but is virtual.

It will be noticed that P is

between the mirror and F.

Under these circumstances the conjugate focus is virtual, under

all others it is real.

ExEKfiSK. —Draw the inu-is in these and in other cases uf conjugate

foci, taking 1' at various positions ou the axis.

360. Illustrative Experiments. Into a darkened room take

a concave mirror, and at the other end of the room place a

lighted candle facing the mirror. The position of the image

can be found by catching it on a small screen. It will be very

near the principal fcxjus, and will be real, inverted and very

small. Now carry the candle towards the mirror. The image

moves out from the mirror and increases in size, but it remains

real, inverted and smaller than the candle, until when the

4.

Fio. 352.—Conjugate foci in a concave reflector,

one lieinK virtual.
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candle re.iclioH tlie contri' of curviituri", the iiimj^o is there also

anil is of the same size.

Next, brincr the cantlle nearer the mirror; the ima<je moves

farther and farther away, and is real, inverted and enlarifed.

Whea the candle reaehes a c«'rtain place near the principal

focus, the ima»;e will be seen on the opixjsite wall, inverted,

and nnich enlarged : but when the candle is at the focus, the

lijjht is reflected from the mirror in parallel rays,—the image

is at intinity.

When the candle is still nearer tlie mirror, i.f., between the

principal focus and the vertex, the reflected rays diverge from

virtual *"oci behind the mirror (see Fig. 3.52). No real image

is formed, one cannot receive it on a screen, but on l(M>king

into the mirror one sees a virtual, erect and magnitied image.

If the candle is held l)efore a convex mirror the image is

always virtual, erect and smaller than the candle. A simjjle

example of such a mirror is the outer surface of the bowl of

a silver spoon.

361. To Draw the Image of an Object. Suppose PQ to be

a small bright object placed before a concave mirror (Fig. 353).

The light which starts out

from P will, after reflection,

converge to the focus con-

jugate to P. Again QCT
is a secondary axis, and

rays starting out from Q
will converge to a point on QCT which is the conjugate focus

of Q. P and Q are only two points of the object, but by

similar reasoning we see that every point in PQ has a

conjugate real image. We wish to draw the real image of PQ.

Now nil the rays from Q after reflection pass through its

image, and it is clear that we can locate the position of this

image if we can draw any two rays which \ iss through it.

Fia. 353.—How to locate the image produced by a
concave mirror.
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Dniw a my Qlt, piiiallel to J'A ; this will, upon reflection,

pass tlirouj^li F. Also, tlio ray QC will strike the mirror at

tij^lit anjfles, and when reflected will return upon itself. The

two reflected rays intersect at (/ which is therefore the image

of Q. Diawini; Q'P' p >rpendic>ilar to AG we obtain P', the

i!u.i;;e of P, and P'Q' is the image of I'Q,

It is evident that the ray QF will, after reflection, return

parallel to the axis AC, and will, of course, also jjass through Q'.

By drawing any two of the three rays QR, QC, QF wc can

always And Q\ the image of Q. It should be observed,

however, that all the other rays from Q as well as those

drawn will after reflection pass through Q'.

It will be very useful to draw the image of an object in

several jKJsitions. In Fig.

854 the object PQ is be-

twi^en A and /'. By draw-

ing QR, parallel to the

axis, and QT, which passes

through the centre of cur-

vature, we ol)tain the image

P'Q'. It is virtual and behind the mirror.

Fio. 364. How to draw the iniaKe when the object

is between the principal focus and the vertex.

s

In Fig. 355 the mirror is

A. convex, and the image P'Q' is

virtual, erect, behind the

mirror and sr.ia ler than PQ.

It is always so in a convex
_^ -p .pr-

Fio. 356.—How to draw the imapre produced by mirrOr.
a convex mirror.

362. Relative Sizes of Image
and Object. Let PQ be; an object

and P'Qf its image in a concave

mirror (Fig. 356). The ray QA, kio. sse.-The Hire of the object /•« ;»

^ '^ '
.

"^ ^ to that of the image PQ' as their

which strikes the mirror at the distances from the mirror.

vertex, is reflected along AQ', and the angle QAP = Q'AF.
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t::

Also, tlu' aii<,'li( .1/'^^ = Hii},'l(; A fQ', cHcli iM'iiij; a ri;,'ht anjjio,

!unl liciicu the two triunjjles AI'Q, AT'Q' arc Hiiuilar to lach

otlwr.

TIk' ratio oF tlif Icrif^th of t!i(5 iiiia«j«; to that of thi; olyoct is

callfd t\n- in<n/niJic<itio)i. Heiicu we liave,

Miiunificatioii =
P'(/ _ vf

/*' iltRtnncu of linage from mirror

I'Q A I' iliHtHiice of (>l>juct from mirror'

In the fii.s<; illustrated in the figure the iiiajjniticatioii is less

than one.

363. The Rays by which an Eye sees the Image. In § 361
a graphical method is given for locating the image of an
object, but the actual rays by which an eye sees the image are

usually not at all those shown in the figures.

^ In Figs. 357, 358, 359

are shown actual rays from

pointsP and Q which reach

the eye. In each figure the

image is supposed to have
been obtained by the graphical method. The image is real and
inverted in Fig. 357, virtual and erect in the other two cases.

Flo. .^S7.—How the rays jiasa from the object to
the eye. (Real iniaKe in concave mirror.)

Fio. 358.—How the rays go from the object

to the eye. (Virtual imai^e in concave
mirror.)

Pio. ,150.—How the eye gees an object in i

It convex mirror. (Image always virtual.)

Now in each instance the light enters the eye as though it

came from P'Q'. Join Q' to the outer edge of the pupil of the

eye, forming thus a small cone with vertex at Q'. This cone

meets the mirror at S, and it is clear that the light starts fi-om

Q, meets the mirror at S, is reflected there and then passes

r M

I
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<lirotii,'li Q (really or virtually), and reaches the eye. In the

ti;,r>iif.s are shown also rays Btartinij out from V, the other eiul

ok" the object. They meet the mirror at R, where they aie

r Heeled and then rt^ceived hy the eye. In the KJUiie way

wo can draw the rays which emanate from any jwint in the

object.

It will be seen that for the eye in the position E, shown in

the fiijures, the oidy part of the mirror which is used is that

space from R to (S'. The j ayn which fall on other parts of the

mirror pass alxjve or below i r Lo one side of the eye.

364. Parabolic Mirrors. In the case of a spherical mirror

OTdy those rays parallel to the axis which are incident near

the vertex pass accurately through the principal focus; if the

angular aperture is large the outer rays after reflection pass

through points some distance from the

focus (see Fig. 346). Conversely, if a source

of light is placed at the principal focus,

the rays after reflection will not all be

accurately parallel to the axis, but the

outer ones (Fig. 300) will converge in-
^^

ward, and later on after meeting will of pio.seo.-naioureeoi light

, . ,

,

, i. is I'laced at the principal

course spread out. Hence at a great focu» of a hemispherical

, ,. , , -11 1 xi J.J mirror the outer rays

distance the light will be scattered ana converge and alterwarda

. diverge again.

weakened.

Now a parabolic mirror overcomes this spread-

ing of the rays. In Fig. 361 is shown a parabola.

All rays which emanate from the focus, after

reflection are parallel to the axis, no matter

how great the aperture is. Parabolic mirrors

are u.sed in searchlights and in locomotive

%aN,uc"rlfl°^to'r headlights. If a powerful source is u.sed a
jends out parallel ^^^ ^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ distjlUCeS with

little loss of intensity.

IN

Pi
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QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS

1. I>iiitin},'uisli hctweeii ii reiil .iinl a. viitiml iiiiage.

2. Prove that tho focul lengtli of .i oonvcx Kuluric.il mirror in eijual to

half its radius of curvature.

3. Show hy (liiyrains that tlie inia^'o of a candle |ilaced liofort' n convex
mirror can nu ur l>e inverted.

4. Find the ffMJua conjugate ti> each of tho followiisj jioints :

(a) tho centre of curvature
;

(h) a point on tlie axis* at an infinite distance
;

((•) the vertex
;

((/) the principal focus.

[By means of diagrams carefully drawn to scale solve the following
three problems.]

5. An object 5 cm. hi>,'li is placed .'iO cm. fiom a concave mirror of
radius 20 cm. Find the position and size of the image.

6. If the object is 8 cm. fnun the mirror, find the position and 8i/.e of

the image.

7. An object C cm. hwh is held 15 cm. in front of a convex mirror of
radius GO cm. Find tht, ^.n^sition, nature and size of the image.
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366. Meaning of Refraction. Suppose a ray of lij:ht PA,

(Kij;. 802), tnivtllinj,' tliroujjh air. to aiiivo at tho wnfaco of

uii.rther inedimu, wat<T for instanco. Some of tlie lii^lil will

1k! reHucted, and the remain.ler will enter the medium, but in

doing so it will abruptly chanjje its direction. This bending

or Imukivij of its path is called refractitm.

The angle i, between tho incident ray nnd the normal, is

tho aiKjlc of invidftwe; and the angle r,

iHjtween the refracted ray and the normal,

is the angla of refraction.

In the figure, the angle r is smaller than

i This always happens when the second

medium is OwMer than the first. The term

(l'i}>tp, however, as used in optics is not

synonymous with that used in mechanics

(§ 17). Thus oil of terpentine (sp. gr., 0.87), or olive oil

(sp. gr., 0.92), is less dense than water as defined in mechanics;

and yet a rliy of light when passing from air into oil of

turpentine or olive oil is refracted more than it is when

passing into water. We say that these substances are

opflcally denser than water.

366. Experiments Illustrating Refraction. Place a coin

rq on the bottom of an opaque vessel (Fig. 363), and then

move back until the coin is just hid-

den from the eye E by the side of

the ve.s.seL Let water be now poured

into the vessel. The coin becomes

visible again, appearing to be in the

position FQ. The bottom of the
Fio. 383.—The bottom of the msmI * u„„„ -Joon otirl fViA
appear* raised up by retraction. vCSScl SCCmS tO Iiave nSeU aUU ine

water looks shallower than it really is.

319

Fio. 36i.—DliMtrttinK
relruction from air

to water.

I', I
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II

Fio. 384.—Th« stick •ppean brokea »t the
urtki^e of th« water.

TliH n'lison for this is nailily uiwlt>rst<MMl fmin tin- fi^rm-f.

I^lys jlliK'.rd rir.lll 1} tu /;, iIIkI oh l.'.isili-,' tllr W.lliT UK- IH-Ilt

awuy rroiii tluj iioi-nuil, iiltiniiiU'ly i'iit<Tiii«.^ Ilif eye u.s tliou<'li

llit-y c'liiim iVnm (/'. Similarly rays Irom 7' will Im- r.-fraclfd

ut tlu' Kurracv, ami will filter the cyt- a.s tlii»ii;jli tlu-y niiiio

from P.

AiiotluT familiar ilhistratiim of rrfractioii i.s the appcaraiioe

of a Htick -an (tar, For i-.x-

amplf— wlit'ii held ol)li(|Ut'ly

ill the water (Fi;;. 3G4). A
pi'iicil of li<,'ht comintr from
any jioiiit oii tho Htick, upon
I'lnt'rff.iicu from tlio wattr,

\h refracted downwards and
enters tho eye as thouj>;li it

came from a point nearer tli.- surface of the water. Thu.s the
part of the stick immei-sed in the vater appears lift.-d up.

367. Explanation ofRefraction by Means ofWaves. First,
let us con.sider what might natuiaily happen when a regiment
of soldiers pas,seH fn)m smooth ground to rough ploughed
land. It 18 evident that the

rate of marching over the rough
land should he le.ss than over
the smooth. Let the rates \wt 3
and 4 miles an hour, respectively.

In the figure (Fig. 3fi5) are

shown the ranks of soldiers

moving forward in the direc-

tion indicated by tlie arrowa
The rank AH\s just reaching the

boundary between the smooth
!ind the rcjugh land, and the

pace of the men at the end A is at once reduced. A short

B Smooth

Rough
Land

FiQ. :«!;-.. I!hi.trr.tiit;; how a thanife in
directum o( inulioii niav be due to
chaiitre in upeed.
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litiii! latiT tliiM i-uiik roichi^H tin* |HtHitioii n h, {lart in<; on

till' r<tit;;ii uimI till) lest Ntill on tlwt siiiiM)tli ^^riMiinl. i\*'\t, it

niM'lu'M tlio jMtHitiMii ' r/, ami tl»'ii tlin wlmli' niiik rciiclu'M tin'

|M)sition r/>, eiitin-ly tm tins mu^'h liiml. If now it |iro<»t'«><lH

ill u (lirt;ctioii at ri;;lit aii;,'l<'S to tlio rank, us kIiowh hy tli»'

arrows, it will niovo off' in n ilimction (|nitu difffrt'iit from

tlio orij^inal one. Tlu) HUcciH'diiijj ruiikH, of cotnsc, follow

ill tliu sanio niannor, and tlio now diroction of motion is J)h'.

Now it is cloar that tlio spiu'o Jfl) of smiKith p-oinid is

iiiarclHjd over in tho saiiio timo as tho span) A(' ni roujjli land,

and as tho ratos aro 4 milos and 8 miles an hour, resi)eetivt'ly,

wo huvo i^l^ _ 4

AV ~ '3"

Wo have used ranks of Hoidiers in the illustration but

waves behave very similarly. In Fig. 366 is reproduced a

photograph of waves on the surface of water. These waves

were produced by

iittaching a piece

of thin glass to one

prong of a tuning-

fork and then

viorating it, just

touching the sur-

face. The waves

move forward in

the direction shown

by the arrow, but

on reaching the

shallower water

over a piece of glass

lying on the bottom

of the vessel, their speed is diminished (§§ 181, 183) and

the wave-fronts swerve around, thus abruptly changing the

direction of propagation.

Flo. 3W.—Plane waves on pouini; into snallower water ar«

retracted a* shown liy the arrow. (I'hotonraph hy J. H.
Vincent.)
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t~i *

Pio. 367.—DioKram to explain the law of refrac-
tion. The length of GU is to that of J^'Ji as
the velocity in air is to that in water.

368. The Laws of Refraction. In Fitj. 307 GD is a ray

incident on th« surface of

<,'Ias.s, DE is the correHjxjndinij;

ri'fracted ray, and i and ?• are

the angles of incidence and
refraction, respectively. With
centre D describe a circle, cut-

tinjj the incident ray at G and
tlie refracted ray at E. GH
and EF are perpendiculars

upon HF, the normal to the

surftvce at the point D.

Then the angles i and /• bear a definite relation to each
other. Anotlier ray, with a different i, will give rise to a
refracted ray with a different r, btit the relatiojx between the
two angles will be the same as before. We wish to discover

what this relation is.

Let us consider the passage of the waves from the air to the
glass. AH is a wave in the air just entering the glass, while
CD is the position of the same wave when it has just got
within the glas.s. Remember that the rays are perpendicular
to the waves. Then fi-om § 367 we have

BD Vehjcity in air

AG Velocity in glass

'

Now compare the two triangles GHD and ABD. The
angles GllD and ABD are equal, each being a right angle.

Also, since Gil is parallel Ui AD and GD meets them, the
angle IIGD = angle ADB. Hence also the angle GDH =
angle DAB.

Also, the side GD = side AD. Thus the two triangles
GHD, ABD are ecpial in every respect, the side GH being
equal to side BD.
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Afjain ADF i\iv\ CDK iirc rifjlit angles, and if we take from

each the anyjle CDF, which is coinniou to lK)th, we have angle

Al>(' = angle KDF. In the same way as U^fore we can

show that the two triangles ADC find KDF tmt ecjual in every

i-espect, and that the side AC = side EF.

H ^^ _ ^ _ Velocity in air
®"*'®

A'F ~ AC ~ V'l(x:ity in glass'

Now the ratio between the velocities is a numerical constant.

It is usuiUly denoted by the Greek letter /* (pronounced vif/)

and is called the index, of refraction from the first medium

into the second.

We find, then, that the angles of inci<lence and refraction

are related to each other in the following way. Describe a

circle lutving as its centre the point where the incident ray

strikes the surface of the second medium, mid let this cut the

incident and refracted rays. If now from these points of

intersection jierpendiculars be dropped upon the normid to

the surface, then the ratio between the lengths of these ^)er-

/lendiculars is a numerical constant and is known as the

index of refraction from the first medium info the second.

This is the first Law of Refraction. It can be expressed

much more siniply by using the trigonometrical t»!rm called

tiie sine, and is sometimes referred to as the sine la%c.*

The second Law of Refraction \H:—The incident ray, the

refracted ray and. the normal to the surface are in the same

1)1(1 ne.

369. Table of Indices of Refraction. The following table

I'ives the values of the indices of refraction from air into

various substances. If the first medium were a vacuum we

would have the absolute index, but as the velocity of light in

air differs very little from that in a vacuum the absolute

indices differ very slightly from the values given here.

fifi
"Since lin i = -g, and tin r

EP .. Hint
„,.. then -:

—

GH
M, the index of refraotion.

J ij

I

M
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It must be noted, however, tli.-it ilie indices are not the same
for lijrhts of all colours, those for hlue licrht Ix'in.; somewhat
•greater than for red. 'I'he values },Hven here are"f(.r yellow
lijjht, suelj as is obtained on hurninj; sodium in a 15unsen or
spirit flame.

Im>i<;e.s of Ukkractiox

Crown-glass 1.514 to 1.560

Flint-glass 1.008 to 1.792

Rock salt 1.544

Sylvino (potassium chli)ri(lu).l. 490
Fluor spar 1.434

Diamond 2.42 to 2.47

Canada balsam 1.528

Hydrochloric acid (at 20^ C.).1.411

Nitric acid (at 20" C.) 1.402

Sulphuric acid (at 20° C). . .1.437

Oil of turpentine (at 20° C). 1.472
Ethyl alcoliol (at 20° C). ... 1.358
Carbon bisulphide (at 20° C.).1.628

Water (at 20° C.) 1.334

370. Refraction Through a Plate. A plate is a portion of a
medium bounded by two parallel planes. In Fig. 368, PQRS

allows tlie course of a ray of light

through a plate of gla.ss. It is re-

fracted on entering the plate and
again on emerging from it. Since the
normals at Q and R are parallel, the
angles made with these by QR are
eciual. Each of them is marked r.

F.a HM sh„^in„ rh .

'^'"'" ''''"^^ *''*^ angles of incidence andrio. JOS.—anowing the course of n , . ,

••v.

'laTe*
"' ''*^'" "'™"'f'' ' "f'"* r*-'""faction depend on the velocities of

light in the two media, and if we send
the light along SR it will pass through by the course RQP
it is evident that the angle between SR and the normal at R
is equal to that between PQ and the normal at Q. Each of
these is marked i.

It is clear, then, that the incident ray PQ is parallel to the
emergent ray RS, and therefore that the direction of the ray
is not changed by pas.'.ing through the plate, though it is
laterally displaced by an amount depending on the thickness
of the plate.
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i

371. Vision Through a Plate. Lot P Iw an object placed

lx;liind a glass plate ami seen by an eye E
(Fig. 3G9). The pencil of light will be

refracted as shown in the figure, RE, TF
being parallel to I'Q, PS, respectively.

The object appears to be at P', nearer to

the eye than P is.

This ert'ect is well illustrated by laying

a thick plate of glass over a printed page.

It makes the print seem nearer the eye, and

the plate appears thinner than it really is.

ExKRCisE.—Draw tlie waves as they pass fn>in
/' to the eye.

372. Total Reflection. Up to the present fig. seo.-showinu why.

. .
*

•^ when viewed throuKh •
we have dealt niauilv with the refraction «'"» p'*'*- "> object

•' _ appears nearer.

of light ii'oni a medium such as air

into one which is optically denser, such as water or glasa

When we consider the light passing in the revei-se direction

we come upon a peculiar phenomenon.

liCt light spread out fum the point P, under water

(Fig. 370). The ray Pm,
which falls perpendicularly

upon the surface, emerges

as inA, in the same line.

The rays on each side are

refracted as shown in the
Fi». mi.-PBu the critical Biy. and PBn (which ficmre, but the raV PB UDOU

18 equal to BPm) is the critical an({le for water " '
_ ^

J i

"""^ "'• refraction just skims along

the surface. What becomes of a ray such as PC ? It cannot

emerge into the air, and so it is reflected back into the water.

Moreover, since none of the light escapes into the air, it is

totally rrflrctcd.

It is evident that all rays beyond PB are totally reflected.

Now the angle of incidence of the ray PB is PBn, which

!*
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k

is equal to BPm. Hence if the anjjlc of incidence of any
ray is <,n-('ater tlian PBn it will suffei- fofal rrfffction. This
aii»;le is called the critical anule which may be defined
thus :

—

//* a nil/ is tmveliuig in uny medium in such a direction
that the cmrrrfent nil/ jiist grazes the surface of the medium,
the angle which it makes ivith tlie normal is called the critical

angle.

373. Values of Critical Angles. It is evident that the
denser or more refractive a medium is, the smaller is its critical

angle, and conse(iuently the greater will be the amount ci

light totally reflected. The diamond is very refractive, and
its brilliant sparkling is largely due to the great amount of
total reflection within it.

The values of the critical angles for some substances are

approximately as follows :

—

Water 484° Crown-glass ..40i° Carbon Bisulphide. .38°

Alcohol . . ..47i Flint-glass 36i Diamond 24^

374. Total Reflection Prisms. Let ABC (Fig. 371) be a
iA glass prism with well-polLshed faces, the

angles A and B each being 45°, and C
therefore 90". If light enters a.s shown in

the figure, the angle of incidence on the
face AB \h 45\ which is greater than the

critical angle. It will therefore be totally

reflected and pass out as

indicated. Another form of total-reflecting

prism is shown in Fig. 372 in which

the angle B is 13.5 , A and C each 67 r.

The course of the light is shown. Such
arrangements are the most perfect reflectors

known, and are frequently used in optical ?orm ortoui-re'
•_ . . flection prism.
mstruments.

Fio. 371.—A total-
reflection prism.
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Tins principle is also used in one form of the so-called

' Luxfer ' prisma, two patterns of

wliich are shown in Fig. 373.

They are firmly fastened in iron

IViiines which are let into the pave-

ment. The sky-light enters fron»

iilK)ve, is reflected at the hypotlienusal

faces, and effectively illuminates the

(lark basement rooms.

Fio. 373.—'Luxfer' priims, use-

ful in liKhtini; basement*.

375. Colladon's Fonntain of Fire. Another beautiful illus-

tration of total reflection is seen in the

experiment known as Collaflon's fountain.

A reservoir A (Fig. 374), alx)ut one foot in

uiameter and three feet high, is filled with

water. Near the bottom is an opening B,

about J inch in diameter, from which the

water spurts. A parallel beam of light from

a lantern enters from behind, and by a lens

G is converged to the opening

from which the water escapes.

The light enters the falling

water, and being incident at

angles greater than the critical

from side to side,

Flo. 374.—The 'fountain of Are.' The
falling water seems to be on Are.

The lightangle it is totally reflected

imprisoned within the jet

gives the water the appear-

ance of liquid fire. Coloured

gla.sses may be inserted at D,

and beautify the eftect.

376. Atmospheric Refrac-
tion. As we ascend in the

atmosphere its density gradually

diminishes, and hence a ray of

light on passing from one layer to another must gradually change

its direction. Let the observer be at il (Fig. 375), and let AZ be the

Flo. 37.'i. — Showing how the atmosphere
changes the apparent position of a heavenly
bodv.

.

i^

I

I

I
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direction <ti the plumh-linc. Z is then the observer's zenith.
Tiie plane through A, »it right angles to AJ!, is the horizon. A
star at .? will appear in its proper direction since the light
from it strikes the atmospheric strata perpendicularly and its
direction is not altered. But the light from any other star,
such as li, passes obliquely through the strata, and as it passes from
the rarer to the denser, it will be curved downwards until, on arrival
at A, it will appear to come from /.". Thus this star will seem to bo
nearer the zenith than it really is. For a similar reason the l)ody5—the sun, say—though actually below the horizon, appears to be
at S', above it. In this way the period of daylight is made, in our
latitude, from four to eight minutes longer than it would be if there
weie no atmosphere.

In all astronomical observations of the positions of the heavenly
bodies allowance must be made for this change of direction due to
refraction, but it may be remarked that the change is not nearly so
great as is shown in the figure.

377. Refraction Through Prisms. A prism, as used in
optics, is a wedge-shaped portion of a refracting substance,

contained between two plane faces.

Tlie angle between tlie faces is

called tlie refracting angh, and
the line in which the faces meet is

the edge of the pritnn.

In tigme 376 is shown a section

of a prism the refracting angle A
of which is 60 ,

and PQRS is a ray of light passing through it.

The angle D between tlie original direc-

tion PQ and the final direction RS is the

angle of deviation. The deviation is

always axvay from the edge of the

prism.

By holding a prism in the path of a
beam of light from the sun or from a
projecting lantern one can easily exhibit

the original and final directions of the

light, and also the angle of deviation ; and by rotating the

Fio. 376.—The path of liffht throuifh »
priiiin.

Flo. 377. -The ray ii deviated
more when it panes unsym-
metrically through the pi ism.
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juism it will Ikj fount] that thuro is one iK)sition in wliich this

luiglo hjis a ininiuiuni value. This is the case ••.hen the
an<jles of incidence and emergence of the ray are etjual, or
the ray passes synnnetrically through the prism (see Fig. 376).

In any otiier position of the prism, such as that shown in

Fig. 377, the angle of deviation is greater. When a prism
is used in an optical instrument it is ahnost invariably

placed in tlie position of minimum deviation.

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS

1. If the index of refraction from air to diamond is 2.47, what is the
index from diamond to air '?

2. The index of refraction from air to water is J, and from air to crown-
i,'las8 is J. If the velocity of light in air is 186,000 miles per second find
the velocity in water and in crown-glass ; also the index of refraction from
water to crown-glass.

3. Explain the wavy appearance seen alxivo hot bricks or rocks.

4. A lighted candle is held in the l)eam of a projecting

lantern. Explain the smoky appearance seen on the

screen above the shadow of the candle.

5. In spearing fi.sli cno must strike lower than the

apparent place of the fish. Draw a figure to explain why.

6. A strip of glass is laid over a line on a paper, (Fig. fio. 378.-Why does
.")7S). When observed obliquely the line appears broken. the line appear

,.,.,.,.. ' ' " broken ?

hxplain why this is so.

7. The illumination of a room by daylight depends to a great extent

on the amount of sky-light which can enter. Show why
a plate of prism glass, having a section as shown in

Fig. 379 placed in the upper {lortion of a window in a

store on a narrow street is more effective in illuminating

the store than ordinary plate-glass.

8. Light passes from air into water, with an angle of

incidence of (JO". By means of a carefully drawn figure

and a protractor find the angle of refraction (ft = |).

!). The critical angle of a substance is 41°. By means
of a drawing determine the index of refraction.

Km. 379. —The
plane (ace ia on
the oiitsirte.
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CHAPTER XXXVIII

Len'ses

378. Lenses. A lens is a portion of a transparent refracting
medium lx)inHlefl either by two curvt-d surfaces or by one plane
and one curved surface.

Almost without exception the medium used is glass and the
curved surfaces are portions of spheres.

379. Kinds of Lenses. Lenses may W^ divided into two
classes

:

(a) Convex or converging lenses, which are thicker at the

centre than at the edjre.CONVIKOINO. MVRKnixa

DouMf- I'laiio- Coticavii.
convex. ciiitvex. ronvpx.

Fio. 380.—Lenses of diCTerent types.

A 4 W W ^ ^^'^ Concave or diverg-

V (i w t If
'"" lenses, which are

\ M A i 1^
thinner at the centre

than at the edire.

In Fig. 380 are shown
sections of different ty2)es

of lenses. The concavo-convex lens is sometimes called a
converging meniscus, and tht; convexo-c«)jicave a diverging
meniscus. A meniscus is a crescent-shaped b(jdy.

380. Principal Axis. The principal axis is the straight line

joining the centres of the spherical surfaces bounding the lens,

or if one surface is plane, it is the straight line drawn through
the centre of the sphere and perpendicular to the plane surface.

381. Action of a Lens. Let a pencil of rays parallel to the
principal a\is fall upon a convex lens (Fig. 381). That ray
which passes along the principal

axis meets the surfaces at ri<rht

angles, and hence pas.ses through

without .suffering any deviati<>T\

But all other rays are bent fi'oni

their original paths, the deviation

being greater as we approach the edge
330

FlQ. 381. rarallel rays converged to the
principal focus F.

The result is, the
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Fin. 382. -In • divencixK the
principtl focui >' Is virtu*!.

rfiys aro converged approximately to a iK)int F on the principal

ii.xis. This point in called the 'prliwiiHil fiK-att, and in the

ca.sc shown in the figure, since the

rays jictually jjass through the i)oint,

it is a real focus.

A pai-allel Ixvini, after pivssing

through a concave lens (Fig. 382) is

spread out in such a way that the rays

(//>/>«tr to come from /', which is tho pnyicyhd focus and which,

ill this CJise, is evidently virtwil.

382. Focal Length and Power of a Lens. The /nad bvgth
of a lens is tl'j distance from the principal focus to the lens,

or more accurately, to the centre of the lens.

The more stnmgly converging or diverging a lens is, the

sliorter is its focal length and the greater is its jmwrr. Hence
if / is the focal length and P the power of a lens, we have

If a lens has a focal length of 1 metre its power is said to

1)f 1 dioptn^ ; if the focal length is i metro the power is 2

dioptres; and so on. Conversely, let us suppose a lens to

have a power of 2.5 dioptres, we must have

Focal length, /
2.5

m. = 40 cm.

In prescribing spectacles the oculist usually states ia

dioptres the powers of the lenses required.

383. Experimental Determination of Focal Length. By
holding various len.ses in sunlight or in a parallel bt>anj from a
pnijecting lantern, and shaking chalk-dust in the air, the

nature of a lens can ejisily be observed.

If it is convex the principal ffx-us ir ejvsily found by moving
a paper, or a groinid-glass screen, back and forth in the light

until the brightest and smallest image is found. Then simply

measure the distance from it to the lens.

i
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Fio. .TM.-KindinB the local
Icngrth of a concave lens.

Ah tho fociiH of a concavo lens is virtual th« flctontiinatiun

of itt* foail length in not no Hiniplc, but it may Ixj found in the

folh)wing way, whicli is similar to that used for a convex

min-or (§ 357).

Make two slits m, p in a circular disc (a, Fig. 383) of paper

just largo enough to cover the lens.

Moisten the paper, stick it on the lens,

and allow parallel rays to fall on the

lens. Now move a screen back and

forth until the two bright spots L, M,

made by the light pjissing through

the slits, are just twice as far apai't

as the slits in the paper disc ; that is,

LM = 2 mp, and LN = 2 mA.

Then the distance of the screen from the lens is e(|ual to

the focal length.

From the figure it is evident that LFN and mFA are similar

triangles, the former having just twice the linear dimensions of

the latter. Hence FX = 2 FA, and therefore FA or/ = AN.
This is not a very good method ; a better one is described in

the next section.*

384. Oombinations of Lenses. Since the action of a convex

lens is opposite to that of a concave lens, one converging while

the other diverges the light, if w^e CiiU one positive we should

call the other negative. Let us take the convex lens to Imj

|)ositive.

Consider two converging

lenses of focal lengths /",, f., and

1

close together (Fig. 384). Then

the convergency pioduced by the Hi*st is increased by the

*A third method Is given in the Laboratory Manual deaigned to accompany this work.

/

jwwers

1
P. =

Then 1\ =

Let us put them
Flo. 381.—Combination of two con-

verging lenses.
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Flo. S8S.—(.'omblnation o( a conversiuK
•nd » dlvertrliiK Ivini.

1

st'ooiul, iiiul tli»' jMiwer of the cuinhiimtioii is I\ + P.. The

ItMiil It'iiLfth of tlie coinhiiiation will lie - —;—zj
•

/
, -t i •

Next, consitler the combined action of a convex and a

n.iicavo lens (Fig. 385). Let

the nnnierieal values of the

|M)\vers Ije J\ P.^. Then, Hince

the concave lens diverges, while

the convex convorgeH, the power

(if the combination is /*, — P.,,

and the focal length of the combination is y^ ~

.

1 ^
— I

^

From this result we can deduce a method for finding the

focal length of a concave lens.

First, find the focal length of a convex lens; let it be/,.

Then place the concave lens beside the convex one and find

the focal length of the condiination ; let it be /. Then if /, is

the focal length of the concave lens, we have

) = /*!, the power of the convex lens,

-^ = P._,, the power of the concave lens (numerically),

-* = P, the power of the combination.

Now P = Pi - Pi,

that is, )=/,-/, an*! therefore ^ =y* - j •

In order to use this method the convex lens should be con-

sidi lably more powerful than the concave one.

For exiimple, let the focal length of the convex lens be 20 cm., and that

I if the combination be 60 cm.

Then
/. ^ 3" aV = s'oand/» = 30 cm.

385. Conjugate Foci («) Converging Lens. If the light

is moving parallel to

the principal axis

and falls upon a
Fio. m-P and r are conjugate loci. ^^^^^ ^^^^ j^ j j, g^^.

verged to the principal focus (Fig. 381). Next, let it emanate
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from a [Miint P, on tlie princiiMil axis ( Fij;. U.S(>). Tli«' I»'iih

now c»»iivi'r;;«'s it t<» tin' jMfint. /', alsuoii ilu- |)riiici|iul axin ami

fartht-r from tlu- I<>iim than /'.

Aj;aiii, l«'t us consider Ihi" direction of the ii;jht as rcvi-rsfd,

that is, let it start from P' and pass throu«ih tht,' k'ns. It is

t'vidi'nt that it will now ccmvor^o to P. Ht-nee P and 1^ arc

two points such that light coming from ono is conv»'rt;»'<l by

the lens to tlie other. Such pairH of points are called von-

jiiijutt'. fiHi., as in the wise of curved mirrors.

Ah P is takt'U near»'r the lens its ccmjugate focus P' moves

farther from it. If /* is at F, the principal focus, the rays

leave the lens parallel to the principal axis (Fi<^. 387), and

when P is closer to the hns than /' (Fijj. 888) the leu.s

n i

m

%•

II

II

II

Flo. 387.—Uicht eiiiftnatliiK from
the principal tai-u» coiiien (roiii

the leni in parallel rayi.

Kim. 388.—H«rv P, the fucui vonJU|{at«
to I' ii virttwi.

converjfes the niys somewhat and they move ott" apparently

from P which in this c»i.se is a virtual focus.

('>) Diverging Lens. In the ca.se of a diver<;in<^ lens, if the

incident lij^ht is parallel to the principal a.xis it leaves the lens

diverging from the principal focus /'(Fig. 882). Let the light

Fio. 389.—i** la coiijuirate to /'. Fio. 390.—Conjuifate foci in a cliverKiiiK lent.

start from the point P (Figs. .SS9, 390). The light is made
still more divergent by the lens, and on emergence from it
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iipix'ivi-s to 1IIOV.' off from l" which in conjuniito to P luul is

virtual.

386. Explanation by Maani of Waves. Tl»e theory t

lii,'lit eonsistH of waves easily accouute for the action of lenaea. *-
'

us suppoMO that waves of Ught

tiiivolling through tho air paw
tlirougl a glaHM leiiH.

In Fig. 391 phmo waves (parallel

ravH) fall on the lens. Now their

velocity in glass is only § that in

air, and that part i)f the waves

which passes through the central

part of the convex lens will he delayed behind that which traverses

tho lens near its edge, and the result is, the waves are concave on

emerging from the lens. They continue moving onward, continually

eontnicting. until they pass through F, the principal focus, and

then they enlarge.

In Fig. 392 spherical waves spread out from P. On traversing

the central portions they are held back by the thicker part of the

*«« lftiii©«*-^«)5

Fm. mi.—PImm wavM matl* •|>lMria»l by
• convcrylng Una.

from P «re chanced by the lens into
Pia. 392.—Wkvei expuidtng from P «re chMifc

coutnctinK upherical wave*.

lens, and on emerging they are concave, but they do not converge

as rapidly as in the tirst case.

In Fig. 393 is shown the effect of

a concave lens. The outer portions

of the lens being thicker than the

central, retard the waves most, with

the result that the convexity of the

waves is increased, so that they

move off having P as Iheir centre.

These tdsults are further illus-

trated in a striking and beautiful

manner by using an air lens in

an • atmosphere ' of water. Such a lens can be constructed without

difficulty by cementing two ' watch-glasses ' into a turned wooden

«*giii

Fio. 39S. —Wavee going out from P are

made more curved by the len>, and
appear to have /' aa tta«ir centre.

1.
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Flo. 394.—A concave air lens in an
atmosphere ol water couverkres
the light.

or elx)nite rim. In Fig. ^$94 is sluiwn a <louble-concave lens immersed
in Witter contiiined in a tank with
jtlalf j^lass sides.

Plane waves from a lantern pass
into tlie water, and on entering the
lens tlie outer portions, since tliey

travel in the air, rush forward aliead
of the centr.'il part, thus rendering
the waves concave and converging to
u focus /<'. Thus a concave air lens in
water is converging ; in a .similar way
it can be shown that a convex air lens
in a water atmosphere is diverging.

387. Experimental Illustrations. 'I'lie rektivo i^sitlons of
object aiul image can Im easily exhibited e.xpeiiineutaliy, in a
way Hiiiiiiar to that used in the case of curved iiiin-ors (§ 360).

Fii-st place a convex lens on the table, and as far from it as
pcssible H»!t a candle. Then by niovinj; a sheet of paper back
and forth Ih'liind the lens tin? small bri<,'ht imago is found.
Examine it clo-sely and you will see that it is inverted.

Now bring the candle slowly up towanls the lens, at the
same time moving the screen so as to keep the image on it.

We find that the image gnulually moves away from the lens,

continually increasing in size as it does so.

At a certain place the image is of the same size as the object,

but inverted. By mciusurement we tiiul that each is twice the
focal length from the lens.

Bring the candle still nean-r to the lens. The image i-etreats,

and when the candle is at

the principal focustheimage

is at an infinite distance,

—

tlie rays leave the lens par-

allel to the principal axis.

Finally, hold the candle

between the principal focus

and the lens; no real image is formed (Fig. 388).

KlU. KK>.—All o|ilical b«nrh, for atudyioK object
and iniaice.
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Fia. 39(>. -!-howing how to locate the imaKP of Pif.

For niakini^ inciisurt'iiit'iitH of the disttinecs of oliji'ct iiiui

iiimtru li'iiiii the hns the ]no,st coiivfiiii-iit :in'iiii<'('iiifnt is an

optical Ik'IicIi, one form of whii'h is .sliow ii in Fijf. .S95.

On iiHinj; a concave It-ns we cannot obtain u real iiuairo of

the olyect. If we view the candle thiouj^h a concave lens we
always see an erect iniajje smaller tiian the candle, apparently'

hetween the lens and the candle. It is always virtual (see

Fijjs. 389, 390).

388. How to Locate the Image. L*-t PQ (Fi<;. 39G) l*e an

object placed In-fore a

convex lens A. The
position of the iniajje

can be V'iry easily

located in the follow-

ing way.

From Q draw a ra^' parallel to the principal axis; on

emerging from the lens i. Ill piuss thi-ough F, the principal

f«)cus. Again, the ray QA wiiich pa.sst's through the centre of

the lens is not changed in direction. L»'t it meet the former

ray in Q'. Then Q' will 1k3 the point on the imago corres-

ponding to Q on the object. Draw Q'F, perpendicular to the

principal axis. This is the in\age of QP. Also, the ray QF,
which pa.s8es through the principal f(x.'\is on the nearer side,

will, after passing thrcjugh the lens, proce«'il parallel to the

principal axis and will pass through Q'.

(f The position of Q' can al-

A ->i
•-•"'•^''"

I
ways be located by drawing

F^—--*''T\-''^^ j_. two of these three rays.

» In Fig. 397 is shown the
Pio. 387.—How to dnw the iina(re when the

i • i ^i i • i. •

object ii lietween the lent ami the |irincipal Ca.Se in WhlCh the ObjeCt IS

Ix-'tweeii the lens and the

principal focus. The rays drawn parallel to the axis and

through the centre of the lens do not meet after passing

m

U

M
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Fill. IWA- How to draw the iinotfc in a fop-
cave leii8.

through the l»'ns, but on {ii-ixhu'iMi,' thtnn biickwanls tlioy inter-

.s.ct Jit (/. Q'P' is the iniii<,'o

of Ql'. It is viitujil, erect

Hinl Iiirj,'er than the object.

For a concave lens we liave

tlie construction shown in Fi<;.

398. Tlio inia^re is virtual,

erect and smaller tlian the object.

389. Magnification. On examininij Figs. 39G-8, it will l)e

seen that the triangles QAP, Q'Al" are sinn'lar, and as before

(§ 3(52) calling the ratio of the length of the image to that of

the object the '^iiiti(/niftciiti<ni, we Imve

Ma-i.ificatio.i == f*!f ^ :^^ ..
aistance of imago from lens

i'V .4/' distance of ol>jt>ct friiiii leiiH

390. Vision Through a Lens. In § 388 is explained a
inethiMl of (inding the position of an image prtxlnced by a lens
but it should Ixj reni»'nd)ered that this is simply u geometrical
construction and that the rays shown tliere are usually not
those by which the eye sees the inmge. Ixjt us draw the rays
which actually enter the eye.

In Fig. 399 FQ' is the (real) image of PQ, and B is the eye.

From Q^ draw

rays to fill tlu-

pupil of the eye.

Then protluce

t lu'.se back wards

to meet the lens and finally join them to Q. Thus we obtain

the pejicil by which Q is seen. In the same way we trace the

ff light from P to the eye.

;..;:^^
I

In Fig. 400 PV is virtual,

but the construction is the

same as before. The student

should draw other cjises. The

method is similar t^i) that

Kid. 30D.—Showing the nyi by which the eye icee the InuKC of an
olijet-t.

Fia. 401). -The ny* reach the eye by the
paths •honn.

explaine<l for ctu'veil mirrors (§ 363).
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391. Another Refraction Phenomenon. In Chap. XXXVII

w tf liave expliiined various phenomena of refnwtion, but there

i>^ one,—a very important one, too,—wliich wo have not

discussed at all. When white light passes ohliiiuely from one

medium into another of different refractive power, the light is

found, in the second medium, to be split up into parts which

are of difierent colours. This separation or njn-eftding out of

llu! constituents of a beam of light is called dixpcrsion.

392. Newton's Experiment. Newton was the fii-st to ex-

amine in a really scientific way the disijei-sion produced by a

prism, and Fig. 401 illustrates

his meth(Kl of experimenting.

He admitted sunlight through n

hole in a window-shutter, and

placed a glass prism in the path

of the Ix'am. On the opposite

wall, 18i feet from thc; prism,

he observed an oblong image,

which had parallel sides and

semi-circular ends, 2^ inches

wide and lOJ inches long. That end of the image farthest

from the original direction of the light was violet, the other

end red.

This imago Newton called the opcctrtim. Oji careful

inspection he thought he coidd recognize seven distinct

colours, which he named in order:—red, orange, yellow, green,

blue, indigo, violet.

Flu. 401.— I.ii,'l)t enters throu-jh a hole in

the wiiidow'!)hiittvr, passes throtiKh a
)>ri!im and is received on the uppoilte

wall.

t
•
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It .sliould 1h' ivilcd, liowt'vtT, tliut tlu'iv an; not seven

HejKirale ei»IuuriMl l»iiinls wilh (lelinitt'ly marked dividin<j lines

Ixtwecii them. The adjoining culuurs hieiid into eaeli otlier,

and it is impossilde to say where one ends and the next

hf^diis. Veiy oi'teii in<lii;o is onn't(<'d from tlie list ol coloin-s,

as not beinjj distinct fn^n; lilue and violet.

From Newton's experinu'nt we coMclude:—

(1) That wliito liyht is not simple hnt eomposite, liiat it

includes constituents of many colours.

(2) That tliese colours may he separated hy passinjf the

light throui;li a prism.

(.'?) That li<,d'ts which diller in colour dittei- also in dcirrees

of refrani^ihility, violet iM-inj^ refracted most and red least.

It will now be uudei-stcMMl w!iy, in § 3G9, when jjivinij the

indices of refract iou for various siil (stances, it w.-is neces.sary

to specify iu what colour the vahn-s referred.

393. A Pure SpectruiU. It is often inconvenient to use

sunlitrht for tliis experiment,

and we may substitute for it

the li»;ht from a pi-ojectinjj

lantern.

A suitable arranjjement is

illustiated in Via. 402. The
li^jht emert;es from a narrow

vertical slit in the noz/.lo of

the lantern, and then p;i.s.ses

taroutjh a con\erijinij h-ns, so

Pio. 402.—Showing how to protluce a pur* plaCetl that Ull iuiUge of tile
peclruin. i-i.

•
i i e

silt IS pro<luce(l as tar away
as is the screen on which we wish to have the spectnnn.

Then a prism is placed in the path, and the spectrum appeai-s

on the screen.
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Tlic Hpectruin thus produced is jmrer tlmn that obtjiined by

Newton's simple method. Imagine the round hole used by

Newton to be dividtsd up into narrow strips pirallel to the

edge of the prism. Each strip will produce a spectrum of its

own, but the successive spectra overlap, and hence the colour

pnjduced at any place is a mixture of adjacent spectral colours.

Thus to obtjiin a pure si)ectrum, that is, one in which the

colours are not mixtures of .several colours, we reciuire a

narrow slit as our source. In addition, the lens must be u.sed

to focus the image of the slit on the screen, and the prism

should l>e placed in the position of minimum deviation (§ 377).

394. Colours of Natural Objects. Let us produce the

spectrum on the screen by means of the projecting lamp ;
we

obtain all the coloura as in a,

Fig. 403. Next place over the

slit a red glass ; the beam now

transmitted consists mainly of

red light, a little orange perlmps

iK'ing present {h. Fig. 403). The glass does not owe its colour

to the introduction of anything into the .spectrum which did

not previously exist there, but sinjply because it absorbs or

suppres.scs all but the red and a little orange. We obtain

similar results with green, yellow, or other colours. It is to

b(! noted, however, that scarcely any of the transmitted coloure

are pure. Several colours will usually be found present, the

predominating one giving its ct)lour to the glass.

Next hold a bit of red paper or ribbon in fliffenmt portions

of tlu! spectrum. In the red it apixMirs of its natural colour,

but in every other ixntion it l(H)ks black. This tells us that a

ml objtrct appears red because it absorbs the light of all other

colours, reflecting or saittering only the red. In order to

pnxluce this absorption and scattering, however, the light

must penetrate some distHuco into the object; it is not a

simple siuf»»ce effect. Similarly with green, or blue, or violet

Fio. 403.—A nd gUtn trmnimtto only red
Mid loin* oimnge.
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ril)lK)iis, but, an in tlie case of tho coloured jjhwH, the coloura

will usually be far from pure. Thus a blue ribbon will

onlinarily reHcct Hoino of the violet and the green, though it

will probably appear <|uite black in the red light.

Let us think for a moment what happens when sunlight

falls on various natural objects. The n)se and the poppy

app«'ar red because they reflect mainly red light, absorbing tlie

moi'e refrangible colours of the spectrum. Leaves and grass

api)ear green l)ecause tli'^y contain a green colouring matter

(chlorophyll) which is able largely to absorb the red, blue and

viol(>t, the sum of the remainder l)eing a somewhat yellowish

green. A lily appears white because it reflects all the com-

ponent colours of white light. When illuminated by red light

it appeal's red ; by blue, blue.

A striking way to exhibit this absoi*ption effect is by using

a strong sodium flame in a well-darkened rcnnn. This light is

of a pure yellow, and bo<lies of all other colours appear black.

The flesh tints are entirely absent fnmi the face and hands,

which, on this account, present a ghsistly appearance.

We see, then, that the colour which a body exhibits depends

not only on the nature of the body itself, but also ujHin the

nature of the light by which it is seen.

At sunrise and sunset the .sun and the bright clouds near it

take on gorgeous red and gohlen tints. These are due chiefly

to absorption. At such times the sun's rays, in order to reach

us, have to traverse a greater thickness of the earth's atmos-

phere than they do when the sun is overhead (compare Fig.

37.5), and the shorter light-waves, which form the blue end of

the spectrum, are more absorlxjd than the red and yellow,

which tints therefore predominate.

In § 195 reference was made to the stupendous volcanic

eruption at Krakatoa in 1883. Ft)r many weeks after this

the atmosphere was fliled with dust, and sunsets of extra-

ordinary magniticcnce were observed all over the world.
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Fig. 404.—The second priim
oouDtcncU the flnt.

Somewhat similar absorption effects are procluccvl in the

neighbonrhood of great forest fires, the ashes from w hich are

conveyed by winds over considerable areas.

396. Recomposition of White Light. We have considered

the decomposition of white light into its constituents ; h^t us

now explain several ways of performing the reverse operation

of recombining the various spectrum colours in order to obtain

wliite light.

(1) If two similar prisms be placed as shown in Fig. 404,

the second prism simply reverses the

iiction of the first and restores white

light. The two prisms, indeed, act

like a thick plate (§ 370).

(2) By means of a large convex

lens, preferably a cylindrical one (a tall beaker filled with

water answers well), the light dispei-sed by the prism may be

convergetl and united again. The image, when properly

focussed, will be white.

(3) Next, we may allow the dispersed light to fall upon

several small plane mir-

rors, and then by adjusting

these pi-operly the various

colours may be reflected to

one place on the screen,

which then appears white

(Fig. 405).

In place of the several

small mirrors we may imI-

Pio. 405—The lijthi afUr patsltiK through the viiiifjuri.mislv Use a sinirle
prism f»l!« ni, .evi-nU rnnall mirrora which \ailLagCUUSiy U»t. » ouij;n;

reflect it to one place on the icreen.
^j^^jp ^f ^.J^J^ pj^j^ gj,,^

(German mirror), say 2 feet long by 4 inches wide. First,

hold this in the path of the dispersed light so as to reflect it

iffi
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uiKHi tlic opposite wall of tlio room. Then, by Uikin^ hold of

the two en«ls of tliti strip, gently Ik^kI it until it beconjcs

concave enouj^h to converge the various coloured rays to a

spot on the sci-een.

(4) In all the above ouses the coloured lights are mixed
together outsiiU; the eye. Each colour gives rise to a colour-

sensation, an<l a nietho«l will now be explained whereby the

various colour-sensations are combined within the eye. The
most convenient metho<l is by means of Newton's disc, which
consists of a circular disc of cjirdlxjard on which are pasted

sectors of coloured paper, the tints and sizes of the sectors

being chosen so as to correspond a.s nearly as possible to the

coloured bands of the spectrum.

Now piit tht! disc on a whirling machine (Fig. 406) and set

it in rapid rotation. It appears white, or

whitish-gray. This is explained as follows:

—

Luminous impressions on the retina do not

vanish instantly when the source which ex-

cites the sensation is reTuoverl. The average
duration of the impression is ^\ second, but it

varies with different people and with the

intensity of the impression. If one looks

closely at an incandescent electric lamp for
Fi(i. 4ilii.- Newton's .• 1 ii 1 . • ..

iiiw on a rotating some tuiie, and then closes his eyes, the

mjprcssion wdl stay for some tune, per-

haps a minute. With an intense light it will last longer
still.

If a live e«ial on the end (»f a stick is w lirled about, it

appears as a hnninous circle ; and the bright streak in the sky
produced by a "sli(H»tiiig star" or by a rising nwket is due to

this pei-sistence of hnninous impressions. In the same way,
We cainiot detect the in<^!\idual spokes of a rapidly rotating

wheel, but if illuminated by an electric spark we see them
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distinctly. Tlio dumtinn of tht; npfirk is so short timt (he

wlitH'l does not niovo appreciably wliilo it is illuminated.

In the familiar "moving pictures" the intervals between

the successive pictures are about ^^ second, and the continuity

of the motion is perfect.

If then the disc is rotated with sufficient rapidity the

impression prfxluced by one colour docs not vanish before

tlutse prtHlueed by other cohnirs arc receivwi on the same

portion of the retina. In this way the impressions from all

coloui*8 are present on the retina at the same time, and they

make the disc appear of a uniform whitish-«jray. This gray

is a mixture of white and bl.ick, no colour l)ein;; present, and

the stronjjer the li«jht fallinj^ on the disc the more nearly does

it approach pure Avhite.

396. Oomplementary Oolonrs. Let us cut out of black

canlboanl a disc of the shape shown in Fig. 407, artd fasten it

on the axis of the whirling machine over the

Newton's disc so that it j»ist hides the red

sectors. On rotating, the colours which are

expose<l produce a blui.sh-green. It is evident,

then, that this colour and red when added

tog»'ther will give white. Any two colours

which by their union produce irhite liyht are

called complementary. From the way it was
produced we know that this blue-green is not a pure colour,

but the eye caimot distinguish it from a blue-green of tlie

same tint chosen from a pure spectrum. By covering over

other colours of the Newton's disc we can obtain other com-

plementary pairs. A few of these piiirs are given in the

Kio. 407.- Din to
put over Newton's
rlitic tooutoutany
desired colour.

following table :

—

GOMI'LKMKTARV C0LOUK8

Red

Green-blue

Orange

Bluish-green

Yellow

Blue

fJreen-yellow

Violet

Green

Purple

\ :

Ini
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Fio. 400.— A mm-
iilementary colour
dlK.

In Fig. 408 tliew urn arning***! ahiut ii j-ircli'. Note that

till! ('(iniitlfini'iit <if jjrtM'ii is purple, wliicli

IS not a Hiiiiph- Hpcctral colour hut a

coiniMMind of red ami violet.

397. Mixture of Figments. On nnating

a disc with yellow and hlno noctor.s,* as

indicatutl in Fig. 409, wo ohtain white,

rio. 4n«.-The r»di»iiy On the other hand, if wo mix together
opiHwitP (•oloiim are ,, 111 . , .

ouii.|.icnwnt»r}. yeilow and bine pigments wo get a green

pigiiu'iit. Wherein is the ditlereiice ? It arises

from tho fact that the mixing of coloui-ed

lights is a true (uhlltitia of the separate effects,

while in mixing pigments there is iiftuhtrnrfltm

or (ihsoi'/itioii of the constituents of the light

which falls on them.

Onlinarily blue paint absorbs the red and the

yellow from the incident light, reflecting tho blue and some of

the juljacent colours, namely green and violet. Yellow paint

absorlw all but the yellow and some red and gi-een. Hence

when yellow and blue paints are mixed tho only coloured

constituent of the incident light which is not alworlx'd is

green, and so the resulting eH'ect is green.

Thus mixing pigments and mixing colours are prcxicsses

entirely unlike in nature, and we Khould not lie surprised if the

results produced are (juite dissimilar. In«leed the result obtained

on mixing two pigments doi.'S not even suggest wlia,t will happen

wluui two coloured lights of the same name are added together.

398. Achromatic Lenses. The f<K-ai length of n lens (l(>|>eii(]R

on t!ie index of refraction of the material from which the lens is

niinie, iind as the iiulcx varies with the wave-lengtii, or tlio colour,

the final length is not the same for all colours.

Ah the violet rays are refracted more tlian the red, the fo<-al

length for violet is shorter than for r«>«J. Thus, in Fig. 410, the

* We miiiht use > linKl* MCtor of blue *nd one of yellow but the speed of rotation would
tben hsve to be doubled.
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Fill. 410. -The (mi for > inlrt and ri^l

nyi »ra i|UiU! iviKirultMl.

violet rays come to a focus at T while tlif ml cotiverjjo to li, tin

f«K'i for the other fidours lyin^ Wtw<>en

V ami li. A scnnm held at A will

show circular patch of li^ht edged

with nnl, while if at li it will show a

patch vi\)iox\ with violet. This inability

to converj^e all the constituents of a
iicani of white lij^ht U) a single point

is a serious defect in single lenses,

and is known as clirnmatie aben'iitiuH.

Thus there is no single point to which all the light converges, imd

in determining the principal focus it is usual to fin<l the fo( us for

the yellow rays, which are brightest.

Newton eiideavoureil to devise a combination of lenses which

would be free from chromatic aberration, but he faileil. He con-

cluded that if a .second lens counteracted the disjiersion of the first

it would also counteract its re-

fraction or l)en(ling of the rays,

in which case the two lenses

would not act as a lens any

longer. In this he was mistaken,

however. In 17.'»7 Dollond, a

London optician, discovered a

conbinatif>n of lenses which wag

free from chromatic alwrration. The arrangement is shown in Fig.

411. Flint-glass is more dispersive than crown-glass, and a crown-

glass c<)nverging lens is combined

with a flint-glass diverging lens

of less power. The crown-gla-ss

lens would converge the red rays

to R and the violet to V, while

the flint-glass then diverges both

of these so that they come to-

gether at F.

Such cfjnjpound lenses are said

to 1)6 nrhrnmatir. They are usetl

in the construction of all tele-

scopes and microscopes. In the

mo<lern microscope objective,

howcncr, the simple combination of two ler; ;."« <lf«'R not suffice to

give an image perfectly free from all <lefects, and many ollut-

combinations are used. In some high-power objectives there are

as many as ten single lenses, made of various kinds of glass and

having surfaces of varioua curvatures. (Fig. 412.)

rio. 411. -An •ctiromatic coniliinatlon n(

IrnBes.

Fio. 412.—A flection of »n aporhromatio
nilcroecope ol>J«>(!tive made l>y Zciix.
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399. The Rainbow. In tli); miniiow wit hnvM a Hiilnr Kporlrutii

«m a Ki'n>i*l m<')iI«. It in \»*h\w\'*\ tliruuKli tlii> r«*fnii-tii>ii aiiti «iJ.s|NM--

_ Hioii of NutiliKlit l»y

'***'^i, I
raimlmps. in unlttr

to M'« it tin' oliwrver

niiiHt liMtk tiiwanls

falling rain, with tlie

Htin U'liinii iiiin ami
not nioi-i> than 42*

a)iovi> the hoi'i/on.

Krei|U«'ntly two L>w.s

arc vihihh*, \\injirim-

ary ))«>w and the

teco Inry Ik»w. The
fui r is violet on

ria. 413.— IllustnitinK how the rainbow I* prodtto«L
(,||(. |iisii|«> aiiti nti

on tim outside; wiiilein the wPon«lary Ih>w wliieh ih larger and fainter,

the order of the colours is rcverne*!. lioth Imavs are arcs uf circleH

having a fonunon centre ((\ Fig. 413), which is on the line which
|MiHHen through the Hun and the eye of the uhsi>rver.

A line «lrawn from the eye to the primary l»ow makes an angle

of alniut 41" with this line, while a line to the secondary Ik>w makes
an angle t>f aliuut Tt'l' with it.

In Fig. 413 is shown the relative i)«>sitionH of the sun, the rain-

dnips and the ol>-

^ server, while in Figs.

414, 415 is shown
the manner in which

the sun's rays pass

through the drops.

fUJi-*-^-
—

^

For the primary liow

the nivs are refracted
hVi. 414.—Showlnir how the ...i i ^ i /v t^^\ a i. i ^ n

liKht \nmk^ to torn, the "ito the tirop at A (I'lg. 414), reflecte<l at fi,

primary iww. a,„i refracted out at C. For the secontlary,

the light eiit«'rs at A (Fig. 41')), is reflected first at A and then at

C and is refracted out at D*
400. The Spectroscope. In § .S93 a metluMl was e.vplaiiu'd

for pnijfctinj; a pure spectrum updii the .screen. This can Ijc

(jnne wlifu the source i.s very hri^lit (such a.s tiie sun, tho arc-

lamp or the lim('-li<;lit), but for a faint li^ht the metlKxl is nut

practicahle. It is iieces.sary to recive tite lijjht, after dispt^r-

*For further intomuktloii mora Mivaiiced work* muet b« oonaulltd.

Flo. 416.—ShowiiiK how the tiuht

INuaea to lortii the lecondary
(outer) bow.
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Ki«»n, iliffctly into tint t'yv, whlcli is iiitirvi>lli)UHly Nonsitivc, i»r

oil a i>iiolo;;mi)liic {)latt>.

Tliu HiiiiplcHt iuoIIkmI of nil is illiiHtriiltHl in Ki<r. 4IU, in

wiiicli »S' is a Hlit iV '»'' aV int-'K widtt in a slici-t of nit?lal, ami

U'liiiid it is placed L tlio soui'cu of y
lij^lit to )>c exaniiiiitl. Tliis may
Ix) a liiiiiHun or alcohol tiamu (which

aro tlu'iiiHoIvi's c»)louii»'HM), in which

HiihstaiiceH are burnt, or any other

convenient Kourco. Tho ex|K'ri-

meiiter then Htaiids at a distance

of 10 feet or nioro from tho slit

and observes it thronjjh a prism

r^
x| n(Pill. 41'!. . «i|iili''* 1 .-I'l

lIlK .IK' .• ,illi. »('. Iililil 1 < Ih'-

li-'iit H.i ,'<••
I . hliiil a nil .", aii'l Si

li I. .o'l' I'.' lei-f.

ihwhich is h«!ld near tho eye. Tho spei-'i'iin \\ i!i i,ii.. u- -li

ahead, OS at VR. In this aiTangeii • i. iIp- i yli' ^-oi ,. s tr. u\

tho Mlit to the prism in a narrow iwirallti ' an. ii.i ilu» lens

of the uyu focusses it ii}x)n tho retina.

Kiu. 41!) —A horizontal iwctioii ul a
PlU. 417.—A Hiniflcprliin apectroawpe. iiiKle-priitiii s|icutroiKi>pr.

If a small telescope is placed iM^tweeii the prism and the

ej-e, and focussod on the slit, the spectrum will Ihj seen U)

iK'tter advantage.

But the most sjitisfactory metluMl is to use a sjx>ctroscoix»,

which is an instrument es|)ecially desij^m-d to examine the

sjH'ctra i>f various s(jurces. A simple form is illustratiMl in

Fig. 417 and a sectiuuul plan is given in Fig. 418. The tube
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(', kimwii as the cciIliiiiHtor, Iiun a ulit S ut une eiul uiul ii leiiH

A at tlio *)tlit'r. Tiio slit is at tlie fttt-us of the lens, ho that tlio

lii^lit *-iiirr;riiitr t'loiii t]u'. tiiliu is a, parallel Wain. It then

passt •( tliioii^li the jirisin J', ami is refeive<l in a teh-M-ope T,

tlie Iciis of which i'ocusses tilt; sjM-ctinun in the phme (th. It

is thi-H viewed hy the eye-pii-ce K.

'I'he lii^lit to Ikj e\aniine«l is plaeed U'lon; »S'. Usually a

thinl tulie It, is a<l<le<l. This has a small transparent wale kj.

at one end and a K-ns at the other. A lamp is placed before

the seule, and the lij^ht passes throuifh the tul)e, is retlet'ted

from a fare of the prism and then enters the telesco|H?, an

inia<,'e of the scale iH-inj^ prtMluc»'d at «»'», alxjve the s|wctrum,

liy rci'trrint; to this .scale any peculiarities of the sjH'ctrum of the

li<:ht which is under examination can lx> loculi/ed or identified.

401. Direct-vision Spectroscope. Hy using three prisms,

one of Hint and two of crown-gln-ss (Kig. 4I!>), it is possible to

irct rid of the deviation of

the mitldlu ray^• of the spec-

Fia. 41'.).—A ilireol'\ Uiuii Miwctroicope,

^f trum while still di.s|jersing

the colours. Such a com-

hinatiou is ii.se<l in pocket

spi'ctroscopes. The slit iS' admits the light and a convex lens

••unvcrts the light into a parallel iH-am, which, after traver-

sing the prisms, is .s»'en hy the eye at K. One tulte can lie

slid over the other in order to focus the slit for the eye,

402. Kinds of Spectra. By Mu>uns of our H|iectruHcope lot UH

invpsti^iite the nature of the spectra given hy vurious ttourees of liglit.

Kirsl, take aa electric light. It gives a continuous coloured

hand, extcndin;^ from re<l to violet without a break. A gas Hnnie,

an oil lani|i or the lime light gives a precisely similar K))ectruiu.

Next, |tlac<> a colourless Bunseu (»r uleolio] titiine Ijefore the Hlit,

and in it hm'n some .'^alt of stMliuni, (chloride or curlMuate of stHiiuni,

fill- ihslancc). TiiH tIauHJ is now bright yellow, and the sp««ctruMi

shown in the sf)ectroscopo :•; a single bright yellow line.* losing

' TliiTi' ure n-ally livi narrow line* very i'Ium lOKeUtcr, which wn be Ntii avan with miim
puclivt a|MH:lro«<.'0|J«il.
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strontiuin nitrate th«? Haiiie ia t-riiusoii, ami the spectrum consist'* of

sevtral reil and «Mttnj,'o lined and a ))lue one. The salts of Imriuin,

p«iUssiuui and other metals give similar results, each however with

its own particMilar arrangement of lin««.

Again, place an electric lamp l>efore the slit of the instrument,

ami then l)etween it and the slit place a vessel with plate-gloss sides

containin.!» a dilute s«»lution of permanganate of pitash. The

spectrum is now continuous except that it is crosse«l by tine dark

Itands in the green. Using a dilute solution of human blood we

get a continuous spectrum except for wellmarketl dark bands in the

yellow and the green.

After long experimenting on light sources of various kinds we

have been led to divide spectra into three classes :

—

(1 ) Oontinaoas Spectra. I" *'»««« there is present light of every

shiwlo of colour from the red Ut the violet, with no gaps whatever in the

Ijand. Such spectra are obtained from all white-hot solids or liquitls

(molten metals for instance), and from gases under great pressure.

The flame of gas or of a candle gives a continu«»us spectrum. This

is due to the white-liob particles of carbon present. These may be

coUecU'd by holding a piece of cold ghiss or porcelain over the flame.

(2) Discontinnous or Bright-line Spectra. These consist of

bright lines on a dark background, and are given by glowing vapours

and by gases under smaller pi-essure. The gas is

generally enclosetl in a glass tube such as is shown in

Fig. 4-H), the pressure being a few millimetres of

mercury, and the tul>e being rendereil lumintms by

an induction coil (^ u.'l')).

(•i) Absorption or Dark-line Spectra. Tl)e>««

are just the reverse of those in clas.s 2. Usually all

the colours ai-e prtisent but the continuity is broken

by ilark bands, sometimes narrow and welhleftnetl,

iit other limes wid»i a»Ml diffuse. The background is

bright and the distinctive lines or l>ands acri»ss it are

tlark. Such «p«>ctra are given by the sun, the moon,

the planets and by the stars.

403. Spectmm Analysis. Now each element,

when in the form of a vapour, liiw its own peculiar

spectrum, the arrangement of the bright lines in n(»

two spectra Ix'ing exactly alike. Hence by means of

its spe<;trum the presence of a suljsUnce can l)e recog

nized. If .several elements are present their spectra will all be sh.>wn

and the elements can bo thus recognized. This method of detecting

I

t
Fia. 4'JO. —A tu)i«

lor holdiiitf aga*
to l>e •kiUiiiiitU

by III* t^wi'iro-

•uop*.
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tlie presencK uf un eleiueiit in known as gf/fctrnm analifs'm. It is an
extremely Hennitive nicthixl of analysis. Tlius tlie presence of ..„',„,

nig. of Uriuni, of ,^oo\um '"«• "* Hthitnn, or (.f ......'.hmh. ">«• of (HKlniiii

is sutficient to show the lines charueteristic of these elements. This
method enables the chemist to apply a delicate U?st for the presence
ofBHuljstance, nnJ by it the astronomer has wonderfully exten(le<l
our knowledge of the nature and the motions of the heavenly UxlieH.

404. The Solar Spectrum. Tn 1802, Woiiaston, a I^mdon
physician, while examining the sunlight by means of a prism,
observed /o»«r «lark lines across its Hpectruin. Home ye»ii-s later,
hVaunhofer, a scientific optician of ^lunich, using a'jtrism ami
telescope* (the second method descrilied in g400), discoveml not

just four but a multitude
Aai^([ p fft _ F g IfmmM (kmgtYtHniCntnlMae ImUgt

M.
iJWW

Flo. 431.—Showinf some of Iht- 'dark linet'in the
(pt-olruiii of •iiiili;[hi.

of dark lines. With great
care and skill iie nuipi)ed

over 500 of these dark
lines, naming the chief

ones after the first letters

of the alphabet, A, a,

Ji, C, D, E, b, F, (.\ II
(Fig. 4'Jl); bui they are often called Frauithn/n's lines. They
always have the simo position in the spectrum, and are convenient
'landmarks' from which to make measurements.
Thus we se«! that the siilar s{)cvtrum is nn absorption spectrum,

the dark lines being numerous and fine. Photographs have n-vealed
the existence of at least L'(»,(l<)0 of these lines.

405. The Meaning of the Dark Lines. It was long felt that
the interpietation of tliese «lnrk lines was a matter of great intp«»n-
ancp, aiul the mystery was at last solved in 1H.')'J by Kirehhotf".

In tlie orange yellow of the solar spectrum is a prominent dark
line, or rather a pair of lines vi'ry close together,— name<l D by
Kraunhofer. Now s<M|ium vapour 8lu)ws two fine bright yellow
lines, which, by n-ference to the scale of our spectroscope, we see
c..inci<le in jH>sition with the solar I) dark lines. Indi>ed, by means
•if a small total reflection }>risni with which the slit end of the
s|>ectros<ope is usually supplied, it is possible to observe the r.iiectrum
of the sun and of siMiium va(Miur at the same time, one spectrum
U'Mig ulx.ve the other, and by this arrangement the c«»incidence in
(Hi-.ition is .seen to Im; exact. Fr<mi this result we would at once
suspect Umt the /) lines in the su!» must have some connection with
^Mlium.

• rraiiiilu.lvr (17-7 li.N.) .Miittrin'tcil hm onii |>riHiii uiiil t«l(!iH»(M-, ami i-iiKrattMl lim own
•(Hit iruui iiia|« utii I III' |iiil>li«livU Iih iii\«i.tiKitiiuii« in I3I6.
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Just what this coiiiiectioii is may l»« shown in tho foUowin-,' way.

First pliu-c iM'foie the slit of tlie spectroscope an intense source of

li"ht. sucli as the arc or tlie liMle-li^llt. This fjives a continuous

sw'ctruni with no tlark lines at all. Now. while olwerving this,

iiitrtxluco Uaweon the intense source ami tho slit a Hunsen llanio

full of sotliuni vapour. This a«l«lition of yelh.w lijrht we wouhl

naturally exp«!ct to make the yellow ijortion »if our spectrum more

intense, but that is not what liapp<!ns at all ! On the contrary, we

see twi) <lark absorption lines in precisely the i>osition where the

bright sotlium lines are pr<Mluce.l. IJy screening off the intense

source the bright siHlium lines are seen.

A simple metlunl of performing this experiment is shown in

Fig. 422. Here tho origin of tho light is an arc lamp. In onler

to"obtain scHlium vaiH)ur one end of a wire is made inU) a ring,

aljout which asbestos wick is wrapped, while the other end is c(>iled

so OS to fit over a Hunsen burner. The aslwstos is dippwl in a

strong solution of counnt.n salt and allowed to dry. When placed

m pi)sition on the burner it gives a strong yellow Hame. MeUllic

sodium V)urned on a platinum sp«M)n in the tlame gives an even

intenser yellow Hame. The eye is placed behind a simple direct-

vision .s|)ectroscope (S 401).

We thus see that when light from an intense source passes

hrough the (cooler) s.Hlium vapour th<»*e r.iys are absorbed by the

"a{Kiur which it, itself,

units. Tlie rest of the N^^

umtinuous sp<'ctrum is V/S^-^:,

uiaffeetcHl by the scKlium \»"

vipour.

We conclude that the

da-k D lines in the sun's

sp>etrum are due to the jio ii-i.

fa(t that the light which

wodd naturally appear

wliTe they are has lieen absorbed by sikImhu vapour, and at once

we obtain evidence of the constitution of the sun.

lie inner portion <if the sun is intensely hot and undoubte<lly

emis light of all colours or wavelengths, wliicli would pnwhice a

jMTletly continuous spectrum. On toming llirough the vapours of

eleir'nts which are in the solar atmosphere the Hght is rohbed of

soiiDof its constituents, and the absence of the.se is shown by the

darklines. Thus we believe siKliini! to exist in the sun's atmosphere,

lij comparing the |X)sitions of the dark sn! ir lines with the

posit ms of bright lines t)btaine<l by \ afMiri/ing various substances

... ..... Utrlit (roni thi> ait' lamp pas<m ttiroUKh sodium
i;i|»ii>r ill the lliiiiw'ii ttaiiif nnil in thi-ii exiimiHtil !>:. tin-

dlnflroiJioiie. A dark Imml in tlir .\i-lli>» \* neeii
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in our laboratories, it lius Iwen shown that so<liuuj, iron, caleiuui,
liyilrojren, silver, titanium and aln.ut ."50 more elements with which
we are ao<iuainUMl i-ertainiy .-xist in the sun. Others will prohal.ly
Ui recojjnized. In the oivse of the pw helium the onler of its
discovery was revcrse.l. For many years a ivmarkahlv intense line
in the spectrum of the out.r p..rti<.u (the chiomosphere) of the sun
ha<l lieen ohserve-l, ami as it did not forrespt»nd to any known
sulwtanie on the earth it was provisionallv said to l»e due to hflium,
which means "solar substance.'* In 1895, however, the cheuii.st
liamsay diseovereil the long-sought substance in a rare mineral
called cleveite.

The dark lines in the .spectra of the moon and the planets are the
same as those in the sun. showing that thes«' InHlies siiino by
reH.cteil sunlight. In recent times the spectroscojte ha.s been
applied to the stars. These are self luminous Innlies like our sun,
and many terrestrial substances have l»een recognized in theiu.
Thus the spectro.scojM' reveals a wonderful unity in tlie entire
universe. It is IM-Iieve.l, also, that we can trace in the spectra of
the stais the course <.f tiieir formation, development and decay,— in
other woi-ds, their life history.

406. Effect of Motion of the Radiating Body. As explained
in § 235, if a bo<ly which is emitting waves of anv kind is in motiui
towards or away from the observer the wave-length of the radiatiui
is thereby shortened or lengthenetl.

Now light is a wave-motion. Hence if a star is approiiching is
the lines in its KjHictrum will appear to b; displaceil toward8''tne
blue end

; if it is rece<ling from us the lines are displace<i towads
the red end. The actual displacements of the lines measured on he
photographs of the star's spectrum are extremely small, but by
utilizing especially adapfeil instruments, and exercising great <are
the motions of many of the sUrs relative to our solar system luve
Iteon «ietermiiuHl with consi«lerable accuracy. For instance it has
l)een found that the pole star is approaching us at the rate of 16 uiles
per second, while Capella is receiling from us at 15 miles per seond.
Many other wonderful results have Ikjcii deduced througl the

same principle. Caiuplwll, of the Lick Observatory (on Mt.
Hamilton, California), has shown that our entire solar systm is
moving through space, almost towards the bright star Vega, t tlie
rate of aUiut I 'J miles per secoml. It may be remarked, ho ever,
that thougli we move at this great rate coni'iimally t«»wards ths star
we shall re(|uire 3l(t,0OU years to make the journey thither.f

•Greek UeUin aim.
t LiKht requirM i\} inu* to coma troui Vega lo uf.
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Q0SSTI0H8 AKD PROBLEMS

1. A ril.lx.ii purcliiwed in «layli«lit iipiKsureil blue, l.ut when seen by

•^iis-liyht it lookeil jjieenish. Explain tlii».

2. One piece of gliws appears dark n-il and another dark (jreen. f)n

holding them together you cannot see through them at all. Wliy is this ?

;j. Where would you look for a rainlK>w in the evening ? At what time

can one seu the longest Ik)W I U„der what circuumiaiices could one see

tlic how as a complete circle I

4. An achromatic lens is comixwod of a converging lens of fi«al length

10 cm. and a diverging lci»8 "f f<'i-"l I""!,"'' 1" «'"• ^^'"^'^ '* ^•'" ^"*-"'*^

Kiigth of tlio combination f (S :I84.)

5. On observing the 8i>ectrum of sodium vapour in a spectroscoj)* two

line lints are seen close together. What will be the effect of widening

the slit I
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407. The Eye. The iimsi important US well an tlie iiutst

w«ni(leiful of (t}itii-al iastruiiiunts is tin? Iiiniiun vyv. In form il is

almost spherical ( Fi;;. 4l'.'J). Tlie
horny outer cuvcriii';, tlie "white of
the eye," is callcil tlie gvlerotic eoat.

The front )M>rtion of this protnnh's
like a watch face and is falle<l the
cornea. Within tlu* sclerotic is th»^

thoiiiiil coat, and within this, again,
is the rftiiia.

The p4>rtion of the choroid coat
visible through the cornea is called
the iriM. This forms an o{>a<|ue cir-

cular diaphragm, which is variously

•italieriioiiniftriKht <^'»»l<»uied ill different eyes. The ajx'i-
.ujouH humour; » v. ture in it is called th.' pnpil, and the

si/e of the pupil alters involuntarily
iinount of light which enters the eye. When the light
' pupil is large. On passing from darkness int<i a

brilliaitlyi Jiteil rtM)ni the eye is at first da/./led, hut the pupil
8«Hm c ,ntra. ts and ke«'ps out the e.xcessive supply of light.

Uehind t^ ,)upil is the double convex cri/sfa/fiiifi /»•/«. The riwlii

of curvatui its front and luick surfaces are aUmt 11 and M mm.,
re-|«M-tively

. i>ut by .neans of the nmscles attachtnl to the edge of
the ii-ns, the . irvanne of its faces, and hetioe its eimverging power,
can lie changed at \\ ill.

The portion of tin; eye between the lens and the cornea is tillo<l

with a watery fluid called the ,ii/ii,o>is hinnoni; while iM-tween the
lens and the retina is a transparent jelly like substance called the
vitreous hniaonr.

Tlie rftina is a semi transiiarent network of nerve fibres foriiuHl
by (he spreading out of the termination of the optic nerve. Near
thecentn- of the retina is a small round depression known as the
tjelluw spot, and vision is most distinct if tlu; image of the object

:t;J6

ytu. 4'ij. - iioi

eye. All
yellow it|H>:

to .suit

is feel. i

I
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liMikc*! at IH fnriiHil at tliis plao-. Wlicrj onr dcsirrs to srw an

iiiijcct Im turns his licatl until tin- iina;,')' lonH-.s on lli«'y<'liow spot.

aImmiI 2.', mm. fiom tlu! y<'llow sjMd, towanls tlio nose, is iho h/ind

.•<l>i>f, whirli is tla^ placi' wlu'it; tli« optic n«'rv«» i-iitcrs tin- oyi". Tliis

s|Hit is inscnsitivn to li^''^-

Tlio fxistcnco of tills iilimi s|M»t can »'asily Im- shown «'XiH'ri-

ini-ntally. On a pit'j-c of pa|M-r mak«; a 1 toss X "i"' alHuU 4 inchi-H

to tho riyht of it mak« a cin-lf O. N"w i-o\»>f tin- loft eye, ami

whih' hK.kiiiy intent ly on tin> X, vary tht> distam-o of tin- jmiiht from

thoi-yr. Atamlain distance (7 or 8 inclics) from tho cyr tlio O
will |"k> invisihic, while at a gn-ator or Ifss dislam-c it will Ik> scrn.

It iMfomi's invisihir when its iniajjo falls on the lilind Hpot, the

ima;;c of the X Ix'inj? l<i'pl on the yi-llow s|iot all the time.

408. The Image on the Retina. The eye as a whol(> acts like

,1 (•onver^jin;^ lens. It foinis on tho

retina an invert*"*! real ima;;e of the

..hject iH'fore it. The faet that it is

invertoil ean Ik* shown in the following;

way.

l/Kik at tlio sky throujjh a pin-hole

in a visit inj; canl held alniut an ineh

from the eye, and tln'ii hold a pin-head

Ix'tween the eye and the small illunii-

iiatwl ap«'rture and as near to the eye

as m»ssil)lo (Fijj. 4JI). It is clear that

in this ca.se the imaj;e* on the retina is

erect, ami yet it seems to Ix) inverttnl.

This sliows that the hrain i-eeoj^nizes

as tho hifihest jwirt of an ohject that

which {fives rise to tho lowest part of

tho imaffo on the retina.

409. Accommodation. The eye when at rest is a<lju8ted so

that parallel rays entering it are focusse*! on the retina, that is, it is

adjiiste«l for viewing distant objects. I'nder these circumstances

light from an object near at han«l would Ix* lironght to a focus

liehind the retina (S^^-*?'"^",
3Sf<). I'.ut when we wish to see an ohject

close at hand wc involuntarily alter the i;urvature of the surfaces

—

ihietly tho forwanl surface-^of the crystalline leeis, making it more

convex, so that th(^ imago is brought u[M»n the retina and we see it

distinctly. This alteration of the converging power of the eye to

adapt itself for near or distant objects is known as accommwlntimi.

• It ii not » true inuge, but a jh«dow ctM upon the retina.

Flo. 421.- How to thow th«t the

iiiikKe on the retina ii inverted.

u
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Tn ordor to sw nn ol.jopt cli«tinrlly wn TDiiiimlly hring it nrar to
thoc'vc. As it »i|>pr.MK«|i,.«, „i,r vi si. in of it iinpiuvos until it g.-tH
witliin n ciiiiin «list.inc.>, and (lion wo liiivo to simin tli« oyo Ut k.o
It flcHily, ami wIiimi it g.-ts t.M» riosn tito ini;i«.> is hlurrml. Tlio
Klioiirst .list.iiuo fn.ni tlio rvn at vvlii.li diHtinct vision can Im
oln.iinod without stniiiiinjr tl.o oyo is kiu.wn as tlio /^rM< ,f!^t,tnr^ ,/
..MriM,Y jMK.w. This flistancn for norsons of iiornml vision \n from
•jr)to:iOem. (10 to 12ineliPH).

Tlif nia;,'nifyinR powor of an opti.al instrument «lofK»nils on tliit
quantity. hikI in taioulatinK tlin nmsnifi.alion it is tak.-n as 'J5 nn.
or 10 iiiolios. altlioHjjh as a matt«'r of fact it is cjuito variable witli
different oyps.

410. Why we have Two Eyes. The imajjos of a solid object
formwl on tlir retinas of the t wo eyes, are not identieal. On ac.-'ount
of the distaiufi »»etw.^a the eyes the rii,'ht eye can .see somewhab
more of the rijilit side of an ohj.-ct than is visible to the left
eye. Thus we obtain an idea of the depth of tlio oiijeot.

Tlie effect of depth or solidity to a picture is given by t lie stere.iscope
Two photographs, taken from sli-htly diHerent {x.ints of view, are

nioutit^l side by side, and are then viewed in the
stereoscope. In this instrument there are two pfjr-
tions of a convex lens, or a kitid of prismatic lens,
pla«-ed with theetlijes towaitl each other (Pig. 42.'>).

Kach lens gives an enlarged view of the picture, as
in the simple micimcope TMl^), «nd the instru-
ment is a«ljusted until these are produced on
orresponding portions of the retinas of the two
eyes. Under these circumstances they are seen as
one, with the same effect as is obtaine<l with the
two eyes. The picture is no longer a flat lifeless
thing, but the various objects in it stand out in
relief.

Kio. 4r..-Th«
•Urcoscope.

411. Defects of the Eyes. A person pi^sessing normal vision
can see distinctly ..l.jc.is at all distances varyin;,' from S or 10 inches
np to intimty. Hut, as we w.-ll know, thero am many eyes with
defects, th<' chief uf whi.l, .-ire .vA»rr •*,>///Wm^**, lnu,,-»i,,htedw.M, and
nsliijiiifittsiii.

A short sight,,N| eye cannot see objects .if anv considerable .listance
from tlie eye. I he image of an object near at hand is prodii,-ed on
the retina, but the eye cannot accmm.MlaU! itself for on" farther otf
In such a case the image is formed in front of the retina, and to the
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Fi'i. 42fl - In a hIlti niirhted »><> |»nill*l r»,v« convefgc

to a |H.iiit iM'fnrn ihe r»llim; In k lonif wirhted •y*.

Iwhinil Ihe rdin*.

..liMTVcr it (ippoars l.lurrod. In a sliort sishtwl pyo tlu- Ims is too

,tn.n«ly cmviTKi-nt, anil in onU-r to r»>MH'<ly tliis wp must uso h|m>c-

ta.lps'picKiiKiiig the opposite erti-ct, that is having «liv<'iKin« I«'ns«'«.

A loiiysiKhlwl oyp. in i»H passive comlitiun, hi iiigs parallel rnys of

liu'ht to H fiHim U'himl th»i rotiiia. Smh an ove can wioinnnKluto

iiM'lf for distant o))j«H'ts,

lirin]i{in}? the image foi-

wani to the retina ; hut

fur near olijerts its |M>wer i?_ /
(if aceominotlatioi. is not

sutVirient. In this ease the

crystalline lens is not con-

verjjing eiioiii;li, ami in

order to assist it 8p«'ct.iclcs

with converginj; lenses

should l>e used. As a p.'rson grows older then- is usually a }'^^ <^

the power of accoinm.Hlation, and the eye iM'comes lonK-sighted,

leiiuiring the use of converging H|M'cta<les. In Fig. V^Cy, /'is the

ixwition of the focus for puallel ravs in a normal eye, /', forRsliort

sighted and F., for a long sighted eye These distances from the retina

are gristly exaggeiatwl in the «liagiain for the sake of clearneHS.

Tlio defect known oh astigmatism is due to a lack of symmetry in

the surfaces of tlie cornea and the lens, hut principally in the former.

Onlinarily these are .spherical, hut sometimes

the curvature is gn-ater in one plane tlian in

lit hers. If a diagram, as Bhown in Fig. 418, lie

drawn alxnit one f.nit in <liamet«'r and viewe«l

from a ilistanco of alxiut 15 feet an astigmatic

eye will see some of the riwlii distinctly, while

tho.se in a perjiendicular direction will be

hlurre<I. In most cas(<H the vertical gection of

the (!ornea of an astigmatic eye is more curved

tlian a horizontal secti<m. The proper spectacles

to use are those in which one surface of the lens

is a part of a cylinder instead of a sphere.

412. The Photographic Camera. The pinhr.le camera was

descriliefl in ^'XVX This would Im .jiiite satisfactory for taking

photographs, exr-pt for the fact that, as the pin hole is very small,

little light can get through it and so the time of exposure is long.

This serious defect is overcome hy making the hole larger anil

putting in it a converging lens. The greater the ap<'rtuie of this

lens is, provided the focal length is not increased, the shorter the

exposure required.

Km. 417.— I>i««rn"n'"''

tentiiii; for »«tiKm«-
timii
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III Fi«. I2S i-i illiistrnUxl an onliniiiy fdimn. In the «iiIm> .( in
tliu Itiis, uihI at till! otlit-r vw\ nf tlin appaialiis is a fiaiiM'

^
' cuii-

taiiiiiiy a picro of <;ruunii gla.vs. \\y aiw
of till! lu'llnWH It thiA JN iiiovnl littik immI
fi>r»h until ilii« sww to Im* pliolo^mphifl i.

Hliiiiply f<K»HH«(l on tii« yiouml {,'iass. Tlicn
a lioldcr coiitaiiiiiii; a MMiMtivo plali; or lilin

i-^ iiisfiliil ill fnmi of tlie fianin C, tlio wnsi-
ti/f.l Hurfaco takiiiK exaitly tlie posilum
pinvioiisly .KTii|ii(<| l.y tli,. ground surface
of tli(> gjatts.

Fla. 428. A |ihntoj(raphic
rniiirrn.

Fix. 4>) Seotion of •
Zt'liw "Timwr" photo-
Kraphic ohjpi'l .\i: The
liRht entcnin Ihe direv
tlon shown hy the arrow.

Till! I'xposm-u is (Inn nia.li', that ih, liglit
is ailiniiti'tl tliroiiijii ilix h-ns to tlir si-iisitive

,
r''"'-. ••'f'«'r wlii.h, ill ,1 ,|,ir|t room, the

plate IS niiiov.il from its liold.r, d.'v.lopt.d and lixml.

Only in tiio dioaiH'st ranioias i.s a .siii!,'l». convex lens used, a
com I.

i
nation of two Icnst-.s lK>iii<» ordinaiily

founil. If Nvo wisli to sccuio a picturi' wliidi
i.s pcifwtly f.icu.s.sr«l all ov<r \\w pintr, and to
liavt! a v.-ry slioit «'Xpo.sun', we must use tmc of
tlio nifMlfinol.jootivcH, wliidi liavr Unn l)i(uif,'l(t

to a hiyh d.-groo of elliticnoy, A Ncction of
onu of theso IH shown in Fig. 429, in wliidi it

will l)o seen theto are four Kcpfirate h-n.scs

coniliined. OtherH contain even more lenses,
and as these are made from .special kinds of
gla«s and have surfaces with sjiecially com
puteil <urvalures, they are exiHMisive. (ireat etlurt and iiiarvelloiu
ingenuity have Iwen ex|)endetl in pnMlucing the extremely compact
and etKeient cameras now so familiar to us.

4ia The Projection Lantern. In Fi^'. 430 is shown a
vertical section of ii project iiij; hintern. ItH two CRsi'idial

parts ur«' the

source of ii<;lit J \\ ^B
and the |iiuject

iiijj h'li.s, or fsti

ol' lenses, />.

rpi
'"'• <"'• I'iatfraiii illiiHtrntiiiK iho actiiiii of » iirojrc-i ion lanttrn.

I lie SOU rce

should lie as inten.se as possilde. [Why >.] In the Hjjuiv it
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is ail i>l<>clric Hrc liuiip, hut tliv ]itnc>-li<;ht (rt cylinder uf lime

iniwli; wliit«'-luit hy tlio oxy-liy«lri»gen Hhiiu'), im acetylene ji't

or a Htniii^ oil lump may bo UHe<l. The Ii;;lit (Iiver;;iuf; fr«>ni

tlio Ntnirco IM (liri'cteii hy nu-auH of the Ro-calltMl omdnming
le)i«fn li ujion th<> olyect C which we winh to exhibit on the

screen E. TIuh object ih usually a photograph on glam, and

is known as a lantern Nlid«>.

In a tnlw is /> the pi-ojectinjj lenn. By nuiving this nearer

the Hiidc or further from it a reul and nnich enlarged image of

the picture on the slide is prodiice<l on the Hcreen. The Hli<le

un<l the screen are conjugate foci (§§ !{S5, 3HH). As tlie image

on the scntMi is erect, an«l since the pnyecting lens inverts

the image, it is evident that the slide C must be placed in

its currier with the picture on it upside down.

414. The Simple Uicroscope or Magnifying Olaii. In

order to S4'e an object well, that is, to r<'Cognize details of it,

we bring it neur to the eye, but we have learnecl (§ 400) that

wlien it gets within a certain distance the image in bhirre<l.

Hy placing a single convex lens Wfjire the eye (which is

eijuivalent to making the eye short-sighte*!) we are enal)le«l t«)

bring the object (|uite close to the «'ye and still have the image

of it on the retina distinct.

How this is doiuj is sh(»wn in Fig. 431. (See also Figs. 396-

400.) The obj.^t Vq is

placed williin the princi|uil

focus /'. The imag(> y/ is

virtiiul, erect and enlarged

(see Fig. 397). The lens is

moved Imck and forth until

the imugo is foci -istnl, in

which case the image is ut

the leust distuncc of dis-

tinct vision from the eye. The magnification is greatest when
the eye is close to the lens.

-Illixtminir tha action of the rrinipt*

nili-rmK-aiw.
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415. Magnifying Power of Simple Microscope. liPt us find

the magnification. TIio appaiPiit sizf^ of an ohjoct is determined l)y

^ tlie size of the angle subtended

at tlie eye by the object. Con
aider the eye to coincide in

position with t.lie lens. Then
in Fig. 432 the angle sub-

tended at the eve bv the object

PQ is J'0<J, that' subtended

by the image fxj iapOq. These
•angles ara identical and at

first sight we might think

there was no magnification. It must lie noted, however, that if we
were looking at J'Q directly, witliout using the lens, we would place

it at J'Q', at the same distance from O as j/q, and the angle then
subtended at the eve is J'OQ'.

-The mai^niflralionis the ratio o( pg to

P(J.

Hence nia<!nincati<in = —J^—i '_
:ingle ro^'

Magnificition

'"' (annrox.) = ^ .

/'V PQ
Now O/'Q and 0/x/ are similar triangles, and OC, OE are perpen-

diculars from V upon corresponding sides PQ, pq.

Hence ^"/ = ^^.
PQ on

Again PQ is always placed neat the principal focus of the lens,

and ify is its focal length, OV = y* ai)proximately. Also putting
OE = A, the least distance of distinct vision, we have

A/
For example, if focal length =-- 1 cm. and A = 25 cm., then

magnification = 25 -^ 1 = 2."».

It might be noted that since P, the jmirrr of a lens, is inversely
proportional to its foeal length (§ .3S2)

Magnificatii - A x P.

The smaller the focal length the greater is the power and also the
magnification. The greatest magnification, however, which can be
obtained is al)Out 100.

416. The Compound Microscope. For higher magnifications
we must use a combination of convex lenses known as a coinpnund
microscope. In its simplest form it consists of two lenses, the
objective and the eyepiece, the action of which is illustrated in

Fig. 4.S3.
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Tlie object PQ is placed at A, before the objective and just

Ijoyond its principal focus. Thus a real enlarged invorlod image

I'Q' is produced at li, and the eyepiece E is so placed that FQ' is

Fio. 433.—Diagram illustrating the compound microscope.

just witliin its focal length. The eyepiece E then acts as a simple

microscope magnifying /"<?'. It forms an enlarged virtual image

pq at the distance of distinct vision fi-om the eye. This distance

is approximately the length L of the microscope tube.

We see, then, that the objective and the eyepiece both magnify

the object, and the total magnification is obtained by compounding

(i.e., multiplying) these two magnifications.

The magnification produced })y the objective

= ^-, which = :^5 (Bee § 389).
Pljl A O

Now AO = F, the focal length of r)bjective, approximately,

and BO = L, the length of the microscope tube, approximately.

Hence ^ = v^. approximately.

Also, if / = focal length of eyepiece (in cm.),

Miii^iiification by eyepiece

L
and total magnification — --- x

r

f
(? 415)

25_&

417. The Astronomical Telescope. The arrangoment of the

lenses in the astnmomital telescope is the same in principle as in

the compound microscope. In the case of the latter, however, the

object to 1)6 observed is near at hand and we can place it near the

TWW^W*'"''
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olijirtivi!. I'lidor tlu'st) circuiiistaiices a Iciis of slioit fucal loii<,'tli

is licst to use.

JJut the objects \ icwcd liy tlie tolescojic an! far awav, and ve
must use an objec-

focal length as pos-

sihln. The reason for

this will 1)6 evident

from Fig. 434. I^t
AC he a ray fi-om

the upper part of the

Fio. 434.—Shon-in<; why iho objective of an astronomical
telracope should hare a Ion); focus.

object looked at, passing tlnough the centre C of the objective 0.

Now the image of an object at a great distance is formed at the
principal focus. If tiion J'\ is the jirincipal focus J\Q^ is the image,
and if /'\ is the principal focus 7'.//, is the image. It is clear that
J'JJj ia arfiitw than i',*?,, and intlee<l that the size varies directly
as the foc.il length. Hence the gmater the focal length of tlie

objective the larger will be the image produced by it.

Further, since the celestial liodies (except the sun) are very faint,
the diani(>ter of the objective should be large, in onler to collect as
much light from the body as possible.

A diagram illustrating tlie action of the telescope is given in Fi
435. The ob-

jective forms
the image at its

principal focus

/>', that is O/l

= F, its focal

length. This is

magni-further
Fi«. 435. —The .tstrononiicnl telen-ope.

^«d by the eyepiece E, which forms the image at jh/,

witlim the prnicipal focus of the eyepiece, and so OA', the distance
between objective and eyepiece, is approximately equal to /' + /
the sum of their focal lengths.

The magnification producefl by the telescope is equal to F/f,
though we cannot here <leduce this formula.*

Tn the great telescope of the Lick Observatory the diameter of the
objective is 36 inches and its focal length is 57 feet. On using an
eyepiece of f<K-al length 1 inch tlie magnification is 13(;8. The
diameter of the V<'rk«>s telescojH! (Ijelonging to the Univer.sity of
Chicago) is 40 inches and its fm-al length is 62 feet.

' See Oanot's rhysics ; or Watson's Phynicg, p. 492.
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418. Objectives and Eyepieces. In telescopes the objective

usually consists of an aclii-oniatie jwiir of lenses as shown in Fif,'. 411,

the lenses l)ein<» sometimes cemented together, at otln'rs times

separated a small distance. Some objectives are now made up of

three lenses. The objective of the microscope is frc»iuently a

coniplicatetl system of lenses (Fig. 412).

There are two chief tyi>es of eyepieces, known as positive and

negative. The simplest example of the fornu . is that devise<l by

Ranisdeu. It consists of two plano-convex lenses of ecjual focal

Banuden Orthoscopic

Fio. 437.—The Iluygens
eyepiece.

Kellner Monocentric

Fio. 430. -Some iiiodarn eyepieces.

length and | of that length apart. Other more modern eyepieces

are shown iti Fig. 436. These aie used in telescopes when we wish

to make measurements, such as the space

l)etween two stars or the diameter of a planet.

They can be used as simple microscopes, as the

principal focus is outside the lenses.

The Huygens eyepiece has two plano-convex

lenses (Fig. 437), tlie one next the eye having a

focal length ^ that of the other, and the distance between being

twice the focal length of the shorter. This eyepiece is ordinarily

found in microscopes, and it cannot be used as a simple microscope.

419. The Opera Glass. The opera glass has a convex lens for

objective and a concave lens for eyepiece (Fig. 438). Light from

the object passes through the

objective O, and would, if

allowed to do so, form a real

image P^Qy But a concave

lens E, placed in its way,

diverges the rays so that on

entering the eye they seem

to come from /jy. This image

is erect and virtual.

This instrument is also

no. 4S8.-A section of the ordinary opera plass.
\^^f^y,.n as Galileo's telescope.

It was devised by this great man, and with it he discovered the

first four satellites of Jupiter (1610), and also Saturn's Ring.

Ordinary opera or field-glasses consist of two Galilean telescopes,

one for each eye. Such telescopes are simple in construction, of
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convenient length and give an image right-side-up, but their fiehl of
view is not very great and tliey are not very serviceahie for lu<'h
niagnitication.

"

420. Terrestrial Telescope. When an ordinary telescope is to
Ijp used for terrestrial purposes it is inconvenient to liave the image
inverte(J, anti to overcome this an "erecting eyepiece" is employed.
Tiiis foutains. in addition to the oi-dinary eyepiece, two lenses of etiual
focal length placed so that they simply erect the image >vithout other-
wise altering it. Such an eyepiece also increases the field of view.

421. The Prism Binocular. In recent years there has come
into use the prism binocular, which combines the compact form of
the Galilean telescope with the wide field of view of the terrestrial
telescope.

Its construction is illustrated in Figs. 439 and 440. The former
.shows the appearance of the instrument, while the latter shows the
optical arrangement. The lenses are precisely the same as in an
astronomical telescope, but the compactness is obtained by using
two reflection prisms. The light traverses the length of the instru-
ment three times, which reduces the necessary length, while the
reflections fi'om the faces of the prisms erect the image. The field
of view is from 7 to 10 times as great as with ordinary field-glasses
of the .same power.

^^
tiu. 4;W.—The prUlu binocular. Fiu. 440.—Showing the path of the light.

The use of prisms was devised by Porro about CO years ago, but
on account of difliculties in their manufacture they did not come
into use until (juite recently.

In the form shown in Fig. 439, that made by Zeiss, a further
advantage is in the enhanced stereoscopic power. It will be seen
that the distance between the objectives is about IJ times as
great as between the eyepieces, and hence the stereoscopic power is

multiplied that many timea
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CHArTEK XLI

Magnetism

422. Natural Magnets. In various countries there is found

an ore of iron which possesses the remarkable pjwer of

attracting small bits of iron. Specimens of

this ore are known as tidtuiul vukjih'Ih.

This name is derived from Magnesia, a town

of Lydia, Asia Minor, in the vicinity of

which the ore is supposed to have been

abundant. Its modern name is magnetite.

It is composed of iron and oxygen, the

chemical formula for it being FcjO^.

If dipped in iron filings many will cling

to it, and if it is suspended by an untwisted

fibre it will come to rest in a definite position, tlius indicating

a certain direction. On account of this it is known also as a

Uxlestum, (i.e., leading-stone) Fig. 441.

423. Artificial Magnets. If a piece of steel is stroked over

a natural magnet it becomes itself a magnet. There are,

however, other and more convenient methods of magnetizing

pieces of steel (§ 502), and as steel magnets are much more

powerful and n)' .e convenient to handle than natural ones,

they are always used in experimental work.

Permanent steel magnets are usually of the bar, the horse-

Fia. 441.—Iron fliinga

clinKi»K to a natural

uia|{net.

Fio. 4«.-iiar-ma!{aeU. *'"• "3.-A horseshoe magnet.

shoe or the compass needle shape, as illustrated in Figs. 442,

443, 444.

424. Poles of a Magnet. Iron filings when scattered over a

bar-mairnet are seen to adhere to it in tufts near the ends,
°

3C7
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none, or scarcely any, lieinj; foun.l at tlie niid.lle (Fi<j. 445).

^— T|
II

'''l'^' stieno;t)i of the magnet Heeins

to l)e concentrated in certain places
near tlio enils; these i)laces are
called the ptdes of the magnet, and

F.». 444.-A coM-J^needle magnet. *'"'mtiu;'?t\hi'X""'"'

a straight lino joininjr them is called the a.ris of Jie magnet.
If the magnet is suspended so that it can turn freely in a
horizontal plane (Fig. 444) this axis will assu.ne a definite
north-and-south direction, in what is known as the tnnijiuiic
meridian, which is usually not far from the geographical
meridian. That end of the magnet which points north is called
the V(>rth-seeli,i<j, or simply the ^V-pole, the other the aouth-
seekiny or (S'-ixjle.

425. Magnetic Attraction and Repulsion. Let us brin«/
the <S'-pole of a bar-magnet near to

"

the JV^-pole of a compass needle

(Fig. 446). There is an attraction

between them. If we present the
sjime pole to the (S-pole of the
needle, it is repelled. Reversing
the ends of the magnet, we find

that its iV-pole now attracts the

<S-pole of the needle but repels the iV-pole.

We thus obtain the law •.—Like, magnetic 'poles repel, unlike
attract each other.

This experiment can be repeated with very simple means.
Magnetize two sewing-needles by rubbing them, always in the
same direction, against one pole of a magnet. Then thrust
them into corks floating on the surface of water. Oii pushing
one oyer near the other, the attractions and repulsions will iS
beautifully shown.

Fio. 446.—The^'-|)oleol one magnet
attracts the JV-pole ol another.
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It is to l)t! (ilworvcnl tliut umuutfneti/AMl iron or stt'i'l will be

attriictt!«l by hofh ends of a iiia<,'iu;t. It is »)iily wbcii botb

ImxHcs are luaj^iietizcd that wo can obtain npulsion.

426. Magnetic Substances A magnetic substancu in one

wliich is attiantcd by a niajjnet. Iron and stLol are the only

HuUstances which exhil)it magnetic effects in a marked maimer.

Nickel and cobalt are also magnetic, but iu a much smaller

degree. In recent yeai-s Hensler, a German physicist, has

discovei-ed a reniarkable series of alloys possessing magnetic

properties. They are ct)Uipost'<l of mangamse (alwut 25 per

cent.), aluminium (from 3 to 15 per cent.) and copper. These

substances taken singly are non-magnetic, but when melted

together are able eiisily to aflict the magnetic needle.

On the other hand, bismuth, antimony and some other sub-

stances are actually repelled by a magnet. These are said to

be dvimitgnctic substances, but their action on

a magnet is very weak. For all practical pur-

poses iron and steel may be considered to be the

only magnetic substances.

427. Induced Magnetism. If a piece of iron

rod, or a nail,* be held near one pole of a strong

magnet, it becomes itself a magnet, as is seen

by its power to, attract i»-on tilings or small

tjicks placed near its lower end (Fig. 447). If the nail be

allowed to touch the pole of the magnet, it will be held there.

A second nail may be suspended from the

lower end of this one, a third from the second,

and so on. (Fig. 448.) On removing the magnet,

however, the chain of nails falls to pieces.

We thus see that a piece of iron becomes a

temi>orary magnet when it is brought near one

pule of a permanent steel m:ignet. Its polarity C4W be tested

in the following way :

—

_^
•Ordiiurysteel naiU are not very satisfactory. Use clout nails or short pieces ol stove-pipe

vira.

N

V\o. 447 -A nail if

helil iiraraniatfnet
liecoiiirs itself a

magnet by induc-

tion.

!
Fia. 448.—A chain

of niaifnets by in-

duction.

I
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Siis|M'ii(l a l)it (if snft-iiou (;i iiaimw strip of tiiiiii'd-iiini is

very Miiitaljl.-), ami jilact- tin- .V-ikiIc of a l)ai-iiia;;iift mar it

(Ki<,'. 441)). Then hriii^f tlu' .V-jx.l.' oI'h sci-oiid har-iiia^'iiet ln-iir

llio iri<l II dl' the stiip, fartlust IVdiii tin?

— jf s_ / jt fii>*t iiia;jiitt. lt'.srtp(ll((l,Mlii)\vin>,'thaL

.,.,.,„ Z~r^: 111 I
it i-* H .V-1)uIl'. Nt'Xt Itriii;: tlio^S'-iiolc of

KlU. 449.— Pokrilv of induced ' n I

iiiuKiiDiiMiii. tlio sfcoinl iiiaj^iiiL slowly towards tlit;

t'lid ,•* of tlic strip, litpiilsioii is ii;;uiii ohservt'd. This sIiowp,,

as we slioiiid expect from the law of iiia;;netic attraction and
repulsion (§ 42;")), that the induced pole is opposite in kind
to that of the jjerniunent niajjnet adjacent to it.

428. Retentive Power. 'J'he hits of iron in V'v^. 447, 44.S,

44!>, retain their niaj^netisni oidy when tluy are near the

iua<;net; when it is renioveil, their polarity disappears.

If hard-steel is used instead of soft-iron, the steel also

heconies nia<,'netiz<'d, hut not as strongly us the iron. However,
if the niairnet is removed the steel will still retain .some of its

magnetism. It has hecome a jifniiu nent ma;^net.

Thus steel offers threat resistance hoth to hein>j maile a

ma<>-net an<l to losin<^ its niay;netisi... It is .said to have great

irU'iit ti'c jnnii'i;

On the other hand, soft-iron has small retentive jM)wer.

When placed near a niajjnet, it becomes a stronj^er ma«;net

than a piece of steel woulil, l)ut it parts with its magnetism
quite as easily as it gets it.

429. Field of Force about a Magnet. The sp.ice about a

magnet, in any part of w Inch the force from the magnet can

be detected, is called its vuiffintic fleltl.

One way to explore the field is by means of a small compass

needle. Place a bar-magnet on a sheet of paper and slowly

Juove a small compass needle al)out it. «»

The action of the two poles of the

mai/net on the poles of tlte needle

will cause the latter to set itself at

various points along lines which in-

dicate the direction of the force from the mairnet. These

O'l, ir ;-»

Pio. 4.'iO.—Position aamimed by
u iietHJle near a bar-iiiat(net.
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ourvs nm fn.m <.n« pole to the <.tl..-r. In Fig. 450 is shown

th„ (liivclion of tho n lie at sc'veml iMjints, ,H w.'ll as a hnr

of t'orco I'XltiKling from «>no i^ole ti) the other.

Anoth.r way to map tho liukl Is by means ol* iron lilinj,'s.

This is very simple an.l very .•tVcfliv. IMac a she.-t ..I" pap.i'

ov.T tlio majinet, an.l
«^„.v,.. nr-i^^.

silt lioni a nuislui l)a;jj \S^i^'^iSix\Jsfeir?iX^eP^

iron tilin<pi evenly and

thinly over it. Tap the

paper gently. Each

little bit of iron U'-

comes a magnet by

induction, and tapping

the paper lussists them

to arrange themselv«s

along the magnetic

lines of force. Fig.

451 exhibits tlie tield

about a bar-magnet,

while Fig. 452 shows it about similar iH)les of two bar-magnets

standing on end.

The magnetic force,

as we have seen, is

greatest in the migh-

bovu-hood of tl p»les

and here the curv

shown by the tiling-

are clost'st togetlu I

Thus the direction

the curves indicat

the direction of t*,

lines of force, awi

their closene.ss to-

Fio. 462. -Field of lorce of two unlike pole». irether at aiiy point

Fio. 4il.- FifUl ol lorce ol a bar magnet.

i^i:^

indicates the strength of the magnetic force there.
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TluTo uro seviTiil ways of iii)ikiii;r tli*>su till ii<;s rt|juroH jmt-

iiiiiiiciit. iS<)iii(!jili(>t<>j,aiii)liici»r<)ci's.s;,'ivf,stlielK'Htrt'.sultM,lnitii

cuiivi'iiii'iit wny is to pnxluec tlic ti^'Uitsoii puiKT which has b«cn

• li|>[)tMl ill nicltctl jiai!i(Hii,im«l then tolioutthoj)ai»c-r. Thu Hliii<'H

sink intdthi! wax ami arc held finiily iu it when itco»»l.sdown.

430. Properties of Lines of Porce. The lines of f«»ice

Ixiloni^'ing tu u magnet uru con-

I ; ; //• ^ ;.'••> '-^ .'!'•. \\ 1 ; / sidcrt'd to lM'<'in at the J^-pole. p.iss

;>^!;.\\1(;/V:JA *""'""--:>!uii///V//> thnmgh the siu-nmnding Hpace,

liiia^l^^^f^;- •^ enter at tlio /S-polo an<Ulu'n con-

i;S^i-^|^PH^Sf!^^ -;^ tinue throngh the magnet to the

'7*/liW^^--'--::^-'---'y'^^
iV-iH)le again (Fig. 453). Thus each

/'
' \V'\v;---.V::J;;:<^^^^^^^^^^^^ line of force is a closed curve. It

is evident, also, tiiat if wo could
»iu. 4Ii3.—The line* of force run from , , , »» , „
the JV-iJoli- throuifh the mirrouiidinK (h'tach U iV-l)olO IVOUl U IliaifUet find
iiiedium to the 6'|>ale, kiid then ,

'' '^

throuKh the nmirnet iMuk to the placc it on uiiv line of force. at A
•tartinu point. n •

> "
for mstjince, it would move along

that line t»f force until it would
come to tho <Si-jMtle.

Great use is made of the

conception of lines of force in

computations in magnetism and

t;lectricity, for example, in design-

ing tlynamos. This methotl of

dealing with the subject was in-

trtnluced by Faraday about 1830.

431. Magnetic Shielding. Most
substances when placed in a

magnetic Held make no appre-

ciable change in the force, but
*>„:,. „ 1 .• JiiciiAK.1, Kakiuay (1791-18(17). Bom
t.iere is one pronounced exception and lived in lx)n<lon. the greater ot
J. . ii • .^ ..., I , ;

ex|>ehnieniJ ncienliata. His diicoverie*
lO llll.s, namely iron. form ilie luuia of ail our applicaUons

1,1 1 I •,. of electricity.
t lace ii bar-magnet witlx one

pole about 10 cm. from a large compass needle (Fig. 454).
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I

Kiu. 451. —Amuigenifnt lor tettlnit maRnettc
•hieklinK.

Pull iiHi-l.) thu iii't'illi; iiiul lit it ^o. It will coiitiiuie vilmianj;

for wmio tiim;. Count tho

number of vibriitions jmt

minute. Tlu-n punh tho ma;^-

neb up until it la (i cm.

from tlio ntMMllo, and a;jiiin

time the vibrations. Tlu-y

will Ik3 found to bo nnicli

faster. N«'xt, put tbo luapiet 3 cm. from the needle; the

vibrations will Ihj still m«>ro rapid. Thus, the stron^rer the force

of the nmnnt't on the needle, the faster are the vibrations.

Now while the magnet is 3 cm. from tlie needle pliice

U'tweeu them a boaixl, a sheet of glass or of brass, and

determine the period of the needle. No change will be

ol>serve«l. Next, insert a plate of iron. The vibrations will

\ms much slower, thus showing that the iron has shielded the

needle froni the force of the magnet.

The lines of force upon entering the iron simply spread

throughout it, meeting less resistance in doing so than in

moving out into the air again. A simce surrounded by a

thick shell of iron is etfectually protected from external

magnetic force.

432. Magnetic Permeability. The lines of force pass more

easily tiirough iron than through air. Thus iron has greater

pfiinnmhilify than air, and the softer the iron is the greater is

its permeability. Hence when a piece of iron is placed in a

nmgnetic field, many of the lines of force are drawn together

and pass through the iron. This explains why soft-iron

becomes a stronger magnet by induction than does hard-steel.

433. Each Molecule a Magnet. On magnetizing a knitting

needle or a piece of clock-spring (Fig. 4.j5) it exhibits a

pole at each end, >)ut no magnetic effects at the centre.

Now break it at the niiddle. Each part is a magnet. If
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\vc l)ro;ik tlifse portions in two, ojicli fragiiiont is ajjain a

magnet. Continuirifj tliis, wo find that oacli free oiifl always

gives us a inagnotic polo. If

3S all tlio parts are closely joined
1&~^ 35

^ j^ y g Jv g Jy _y' again the ailjacent poles nou-

Fio.455.-Each portion of a magnet i. a tniH/.e eacli otlior and WO have
""''^"*''

oiily the poles at the ends, as

before. If a magnet is ground t«) powder each fragment still

acts as a little magnet and shows polarity.

A^ain, if a small tube filled with iron filintrs is stroked

from end to enil with a magnet it will 1)0 found to possess

polarity, which, however, will disappear if the filings are

shaken up.

All these facts leail us to believe that each molecule is a

little magnet. In an lunnagnetized iron bar they are arranged

in an iri-egular, haphazard, fashion (B'ig. 456), and so there is

tM-J^.,0::-:

Fia. IfiS.—Haphazard arran|;ement of
molecules of iron ordiri»rilr.

Fio. 4.'>7.—Arranfrement of molecule» of
iron when niaKnetizpd to aatiiration.

no combined action. When the iron is magnetized the mole-

cules turn in a definite direction. Striking the rod while it is

being magnetized assists the molecules to take up their new
positions. On the other hand rough usage destroys a magnet.

When the magnet is made as strong as it can lie the mole-

cules arc (dl arranged in regular order, as illustrated in

Fig. 4.57.

The molecules of soft-iron can be brouirht into aliirnnient

more easily than can those of steel, but the latter retain their

positions much more tenaciously.
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434. Effect of Heat on Magnetization. A maguot loses its

iiiajjnetism wh»>n raised to a brijrht red heat, and when iron is

lieated sufficiently it ceasiw to be attracted by a magnet. This

can be nicely illustrated in the following way. Heat a cast-

iron ball, to a white heat if possible, and suspend it at a little

distance from a magnet. At first it is not attracted at all, but

on coolinff to a bright red it will be suddenly drawn in to

the magnet.

The Heusbr alloys, mentioned in §42G, behave peculiarly in

respect to temperature. Aliove a certain temperature they are

entirely non-magnetic. The temperature depends upon the

proportions of aluminium an<l manganese present.

435. Mariner's Compass. h\ the nuKlern ship's compass

several magnetized needles are placed side by side, such a

compound needle Ix'ing found more reliable than a single one.

The card, divided into the 32 " points of the compass," is itself

attached to the needle, the whole being delicately poised on a

sharp iridium point.

436. The Earth a Magnet. The fact that the compass

needle assumes a definite position suggests that the earth or

some other celestial IxKly exerts a magnetic action. William

Gilbert,* in his great work entitled Dc Mufivfie (i.e., "On the

Magnet"), which was published in 1600, demonstrated that

our earth itself is a great magnet

In order to illustrate his views Gilbert had some lo<lestones

cut to the shape of spheres; and he found that small magnets

turned towards the poles of these models just as compass

needles behave on the earth.

The magnetic polos of the earth, however, do not coincide

with the g(>ographieal jioles. The noilh magnetic pole was

•Oilhert (15401fina) was physliian to ^ueen F.H»»l>»th, and wa» EngUndi Bret great

experimental witMitisi.
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1!^

fii-

found l»y Sir Jjiiiks lloss* on .Tniu! 1, l.S.'Jl, on ihe west .sifle of

]5ootliia Felix, in N. Lit. 70 5', W. Lonjr. DO 40'. In 1904-5

RoaM Auunidson, a Norwojfian, t;xp1ori'(l uU jilxmt tlie pole.

Its present position is tihmt X. Lat. 70', W. Lon<r. 97, not far

from its earlier position.

The soutli niapietic polo was only recently attained. On
January IG, 1909, three nu'Uihers of the expedition led by Sir

Ernest Shackleton discovered it in S. Lat. 72 25', E. Long.
155" 16'. In both cases the niai;netic pole is over 1100 miles

from the <feo(;raphical pole, and a strai;,rlit line jt)inin<r the

two niaj^netic poles passes about 750 miles from the centre of

the eailh.

437. Magnetic Declination. We are in the habit of snvhur

that the ne(!dle points north and south, but it has lonf been
known that this is only approximately so. Indeed, knowing
that the magnetic pole.} are far from the geographicjil

[loles, we would not expect the needle (excei)t in particular

places) to point to the true north. In addition, deposits of

iron ore and other CJiuses produce local variations in the

needle. The angle which the axis of the needle makes
with the true north-and-south line is called the magnetic
(Icvlinatlon.

438. Lines of Equal Declination or Isogonic Lines. Lines

upon the earths surface through places having the same
declination are called mtt/onic lines; that one along which the

declination is zero is called the a;f(>vicf line. Along this line

the needle points exactly noith and south.

On January 1, 1910, the declination at Toronto wji.s 5" 55'

W. of true north, at Montreal, 15" 4' W., at Winnipeg, 14" 4' E.,

at Victoria, B.C., 24^ 25' E., at Halifax, 21" 14' W. These values

* Thp cost of the arctic cxpi'diiion, which \va^ ina-lp »iy John Koss and his nephew James,
waa defrayed liy a wealthy Eir.'lishiii.in named Fcli\ Hootli.

t(ircck, isog = e>|ual,,'/oni'a = aiit;le; a = not, ijonia — .tn^'lc.
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are subject to slow chiinjjt's. At London, in 1580, the declina-

tion was H 17' E. This slowly decreased, until in 1(357 it

was 0'. After this it Ix'caine west and increased until in

1816 it was 24'' 30'; since then it has steadily decreased and is

now 15' 3' W.

In Fig. 458 is a map showinj* the isogenic lines for the

United States and Canada for January I, 1910.

Fia. 458. -laogunic Linea for Canada and the United States (January 1, 1910).

The ilata (or regions north of latitude 55° are very meagre and diacordant ; the reipons west of

Hudson Bav where recent determinations have been made show considerable local disturbance;
the lines north of latitude 70° are drawn largely from positions calculated theoretically, but
modified where recent olmertations have been made. The above map was kindly drawn for this

woric by the Department of Research in Terrestial Magnetism of the Cameirle Institution of
Washington.
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Fia. 4G9.—A simple dip-

ping needle.

439. Magnetic Inclination or Dip. Fig. 459 shows an

instrument in which tlie magnetized needle can move in a

vertical plane. The needle before being

magnetized is so adjusted that it will rest

in any position in which it is placed, but

when magnetized che JV-pole (in the

northern hemisphere) dips down, making

a considerable angle with the horizon. If

the magnetization of the needle is reversed,

the other end dips down. Such an instru-

ment is called a clipping needle. When
using it the axis of rotation should point

east and west (i.e., at right angles to the

VKKjvetic meridian), and the needle should move with the least

poasible friction.

The angle which the needle makes with the horizon is called

the incUmttion or dip. At the magnetic equator the dip is

zero (or the needle is horizontal), but north or south of that

line the dip increases, until at the magnetic poles it is 90^

Indeed the location of the poles was determined by the dipping

needle.

At Toronto the dip is '74' 37'; at Washington, 71" 5'.

440. The Barth's Magnetic Field. As the earth is a great

magnet it must have a magnetic held about it, and a piece of

iron in that field should become a magnet by induction. If an

iron rod {e.g., a poker, or the rod of a retort stand) is held

nearly vertically, with the lower end inclined towards the

north, it will be approximately parallel to the lines of force

and it will become magnetized. If struck smartly when in

this position its magnetism will be strengthened. (Why ?)

Its magnetism can be tested with a compass needle. Carefully

move the lower end towards the jS-pole; it is attracted.
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Move it near the iV-pole ; it is repelled. This hIiowh the

rod to be a magnet.

Now when a magnet is produced by induction its polarity

is opposite to that of the inducing magnet. Hence we see

that what wo call the north magnetic pole of the earth is

opposite in kind to the iV-pole of a compass needle.

Iron posts in buildings and the iron in a ship when it is

being built become magnetized by the earth's field.
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Electkkmtv at Rest

441. Electrical Attraction. If n stick of seal in.,'-wax or a
kkI of c'lMdiito (lianl ruhbt-r) be rul)bt'd Mith Hiiiiiifl or with
cat's fur and then lu-ld nt-ar nniall bits of paper, pitli or other
li<,'ht Ijodies, the latter will uprinji,' towards tlie wax or the
elnniite. A ghiss nnl wlien rubbed witli silk acts in the same
way*

As early as 600 u.c. it Mas known tliat amber jM)8sessed this

wonderful attractive power on l)einij rubl»ed. The Greek name
for and)er is liMrov, and when Gilbert (see § 4:iG) found that
many other substances behaved in the same way he called them
all electrics. The bodies wliich have acfjuired tliis attractive

power are said to be ehrfrificd or to be clairf/edwifh electricity.

In later times it has been sliown that inty two different bodies
when rubbed togetlier become electrified.

A good way to observe the force of attraction is to use a
small ball of elder

pith or of cork,

hung by a silk

thread (Fig. 460).

On holding the

rubbed glass near

C^^# it the ball is drawn
Fw. 460.-A pith ball on the tOWards it.
end of a ailk thread drawn
tow»rd« the electrified rod. t i. 11It can also be

shown that the electrified btxly is itself attracted by i^ne that

has not been electrified. Let us rub a glass rod and han<' it in

a wire stirrup supported by a ailk thread (Fig. 461). If the

*In thexe experiments the substances should be thoroughly dry. 7%ey iucc«ed better lo
winter 8inoe there is much lew moiature in the air then.

.380

r\

Fio. 461.—ne electrified rod
moves towards the hand.
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luiml (or fttluT IwKly) Ik? hdd out towards tlif sn.s|Mjii<I<'<l ImkIj*

tlu) liitttT will turn iihuut ami nppriMirh llif hand. A nxl of

sealii»<(-wax or of t'lK»nito when ruhlK-d acts Hiniiiarly.

442. Electrical Repulsion. Suppose, however, we allow

the pith ball (Fij;. 4G0) to touch the electrifietl glass rod. It

clings to it for a moment and then Hies oHi". If the end of the

nxl is brought n(>ar to it, the IwU continually moves away
from it. There is repulsion lx,'tw»'en the two. Next, rub an

ebonite ro<l with flannel and hold it to the pith bill. It is

attracted. Thus the glass now repels the pith ball, but the

• lx)nite attracts it.

Again, hold a rubbed glass rod near the susjxjnded gla.s.s rod

(Fig. 461); they repel each other. Two ebonite ro<ls behave

similai'ly. If, however, we hold a rubbed elwnite rod near the

glass ro<l tlu'i-e is attmction Vn'tween them.

443. Two Kinds of Electrification. It is evident from
the.se experiments that there are two kinds of electrifica-

tion or of electrical charge, and it is customary to call

that produced on rubbing gla.ss with silk ^)«.st/iir; that

produced on rubbing ebonite or sealing-wax with flannel,

vcyative. The pith bsill on touching the glass became charged

positively.

The alxjve and numberless other experiments allow us to

fonnulate the following:

—

L.\w OF Electric.m. A'itractiox and Repulsion.—Elec-

trii'td ehanjcs of like kind repel each oflie r, tliom of unlike

kind (dti'iict eiirh oilier.

444. Conductors and Non-conductors. We may rest a

piece of electrified ebonite on another piece of ebonite or on
dry glass, or sulphur or paraffin, and it will retain its electrifi-

cation for some time ; but if it is passed through a flame, or
is gently rubbed over with a damp cloth, or simply with the
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hand, it loses its eloctrificiition at once. The eljonite, the ghiss,

tlie Hulplmr and the paratfin are said to he von-ioiulnrlori' of

ek'ctricity; while the damp cloth and the hand are said to \^e

coiiiladorn of electricity, the electric charge escaping freely

by way of them.

If we lu)ld a piece of brass tu1)e in the hand and rub it v.'ith

fur or Haiinel or silk it will show no signs of electrification;

but fasten it to an eVjonite handle and flick it with dry cat's

fur and it will be negatively electrilied. Approach it to a

suspended rubbed elxjnite nxl (Fig. 461) and it will repel it.

In the tirst case the britss was electritted, but the electrical

chaige immediately escaped to earth by way of the experi-

menter's body. In the second case the escape was prevented

by the elK)nite handle, and the metal remained electrified. It

is to Ik) noted, too, that a non-conductor exhibits electrification

only where it is rubbed, while in a metal the charge is spread

all over its surface.

Those substances which lead off an electrical charge quickly

are called omdactors, while those which prevent the charge

from escaping are called lum-conduriurs or ivxahdors. If a

conductor is held on a non-cojiducting support it is said to be

ins"'ifed. Thus, telegraph and telephone wires are held on

glass insulatoi-s; and a man who is attending electric street

lamps often stands on a stool with glass feet, and handles the

lamps with rubl)er gloves.

Good CoNKceTORs : metals.

Fair Condiiitoks : the htimHii body, sdlutions of acids and salts in

water, carbon.

PooK C0NDUCTOR.S : dry paper, cotton, wood.

Bad C0NDUCT0R.S, OR Good Insulators : glass, porcelain, sealing-wax,

mica, dry silk, stiellac, rubber, resin, and oils generally.

445. The Oold-leaf Electroscope. The object of the elec-

troscope is to detect an electric charge and to determine



Fio. 462.—The Oold-lMit
Klect.'OMop*.

ELEnTRIFICATION BY INDUCTION

whether it is positive or negative. A metal rod with a knob

or disc at the top (Fig. 402) extt'iHls

through a well-insulated cork into a flask.

From ita lower end two leaves of gold or

of aluminium leaf hang by their own

weight. The nnl may pass through a

glass tube, well ciMited with shellac, which

is inserted through the cork. The flask

should be also varnished with shellac, as

this improves the in.sulation greatly. If a

charge, either positive or negative, is gi\ on to the electroscope,

the two leaves, being charged with electricity of the same kind,

repel each other and separate.

Another form of electroscope is shown in Fig. 4<)3. The

protecting case is of wood with front

and back of glass. The sides of the

case are lined with tin-foil, to which a

binding post is coiniected. By this the

case may be joined to earth and thus

be kept constantly at zero potential (see

§ 455). The rod supporting the leaves

passes through a block of unpolished

ebonite or other good insulator, and

the small di.sc on top may

be removed if desired.

Tlie electroscope may be charged by touching a

charged body to the knob, or by connecting it to

the knob by a conducting wire. But sometimes

it is more convenient to use a proof-jtlune (Fig.

464) which is simply a small metal disc on an

insulating handle. This is touched to the charged

body and then to the knob of the electroscope.

446. Electrification by Induction. Let us slowly bring a

rubbed ebonite rod towards the knob of the electroscope. The

Kid. 48S.—Another form ot

eUctronrope.

Fio. 464. — A
proot-pUne.
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it'

l«'iivt'.s art' Ncon fo separate cvfii t.lu>ii;rli tlitj vm] ha a f«K)t. or

iiKUi! away. This cxiM-riini'iit sliuws that tlit^ iiicr»! pi-rsnicit of

ail ('Ici'trilii'd Ixiily is siitiiciiiit to priMhict! cltctriticatioii in

iicijjIilMiiiiiiii^ coiuhicturs. Tho cliar;;f is .said to Im- pruthu'cil

by fffrtritstdflc iniliuiicc or imlinfioi). As soon as the

charjifi'tl Ixxly is rciimvi'd tlio Inivcs collaps*- a;jain.

Tliis cxperiiiicnt also iinprcssfs tlio fact that an eh-ctrifit-d

iKMly cxci-ts an acti<tn on Ixxlics in the space alM)nt it. This

space is cuIIimI its elfvlrical j'nld of pure. It can lie sliown,

too, that the iiiaj^nitude of the force exerted depj'iids on the

material filliii<j the space. For instancts if the electiilied Ixxly

is iniiiiersed in petroleum the force it exerts on another Iwxly

is only aliont one half that in air. Iiuleed it is Itelieved that

tlie force cxhihited is due to actions in the surroiuiding

medium, which is known as the didcftrir.

447. Nature of Induced Electrification. Let A and Jl

(Fig. 465) be two metallic Ixxlies j)laced near together on

. Well-insulated supjK)rts.* Charge

"v^ A positively by rublang over it a
glass rod rublH'd with silk.

First, touch A with a picxjf plaiK?

and carry it to the electroscope. The leaves will show a
separation. Repeat and get a greater separation. Next,
touch the pr(M)f plane to <i, that end of li nearest A, and carry

it to the electroscope. The leaves come closer together, show-
ing that the charge on the end d is vet/titivc, that is, of the

02)posite kind to that on A.

Next, touch the pnxjf-plane to the end h, which is farthe.st

from A, and convey the charge to the electroscope. It makes
the leaves diverge fui'ther, showing that the charge is of the

same kind as that on A.

We find, therefore, that the two ends have charges of

opposite signs, the charge on the end of Ji nearest to A being

"The bodies may be of wood covered with tiu-foil, and may rest on blocks of paraffin.

x^i B

Kio. 466.— Kxiilaiiiinf; induced
elci'triflrjition.
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Via. 4<lfl.—Two mtiaX
Imlip* nil inmilnliliK
MaiiilH. Tlir ('liBrtrra

on. I kiiil /t:iri-i'i|iml.

it they

of tlio opiMwitt' siyii to tliat <t?i A. It is to In- idisfivrd, iilso,

tliiit tlu! I'Irctriticiitioii on // ilocs not in any way iliuiinisli i\w

v\\i\,r\fi^ on A.

448. Induced Charges are Equal. ] 'lace Two inHuluted

con<luctoi-s A and li in contact and liold a positively cliuiged

rod near (Fig. 400)- The conductor A will

be charged negatively and li poHitively.

While tlie nxl is in position Hcparate the

Cfjndnctors, and then remove the nnl. The

iKMly A is now charged with negative and

H with positive elfctricity.

Bring them together carefully. A spark-

will he hf.ird to pass lK^twe«'n tlu-ni and

they will l)e entirely discharged. The two

charges have neuti'ali/ed each other, which shows t

nmst have- l)een e<|iial.

449. Charging Induction. Let an eU'ctiified rod Iw

hruiight near an mlated conductor (Fig. 4U7). A negative

charge will lie ii d on the

yyO; *v ) end a and a positive • will

// \>s ^^ repelled to the end h. .-luppose

* now the conductor is touched with
r,o.467.-Howtoch.nj. by induction. ^,^^ ^^^^^^^^, ^^, j^ j^jjj^.j ^^^ ^.^^.^,^,

by a wire (see § 4.5.5). We must now consider the conductor

and the earth to be a single comluctor, and while the negative

charsre will remain on o, " iMauid " to the chaise on the ro<l

the "free" positive charge will escape to the e.-th. Now
remove the finger and then the rod. The condud-ir will be

charged negatively.

In this way it is easy to give a charge of any desired kind

and m.ignitude to an electroscope. Supprvse we wish to

give a positive charge. Rub an ebonite rcnl with cat's fur

'Connect to a gai or water-pipe Connection may lie made to any part of the conductor.
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and brinj; it Uiwanls the kiioW of the eh'ctrrjscopf. Tho kiu)h

will 1m! chiiij^tHl jxisitively uml tin; l»'^l\«^4 lu-gfttively by

iiKliU'tion. Now tmcli the ele<-trowo|M' nwl with tlu- tinjjer;

tlie negative chiirjje will ewjij)e. Then remove the finm r and

after that the el)«)nito nnl. Tlie iM)sitivo clmrg ) will reniaia

on the electroHcoi)e, prcKlucinj; a s«'j)arati«)n of tho leaves.

4B0. Ohargei Reside on the Outer Surface. Place a tall

metal vchwI on a gixnl insulator (F'ij,'. 4(iH), ami «'lectrify it

either by an elnniite ro«l or by an eleetrieal

nmchino (§ 4(11). Disconnect fn»m the

machine. Lower a nu-tal Imll, susiiended

by a sill- threail, into the vessel and let it

toiu'h the inner surface. Then apply the

bjiU to the electroscope ; it shows no chanjje.

-„ ». .. .
."^ Next, touch the bjiU to the outside of the

Fia. 4(H. - A tall mcul VH- ^ '

, , , t^
wi joinwl to wi .iwiric-ai vesMel and test with the eh'ctroscope. It
machine. Kamovini; the >

wire (iiiconneoti It.
j,(,^y showH a charge. Finally charge tho

ball by tlie machine, then h)Wer it into tho metal vessel and

touch the inner surface with it. Then test it with the

electroscope. It will bo found that its charge is entirely

gone ; it was given to the metal ves.si'1, on the outer surface

of which it now is.

In Fig. 469 is shown a metal spb» re on an in.sulating stand,

and two hemispheres with insulating

handles which just tit over it. First,

charge the sphere as strongly as

possible. Then, taking hold of the

insulating handles, fit the heini.spheres

over it, and then remove them. If

now the sphere is t*«ted with the

electroscope no trace of electricity will

be found on it.

461. Distribution of the Charge ; the Action of Points.

Though the electric charge resides only on the outer surface

Kio. 409.—Apparatus to ihow
that the chance renidei only
on the surface of a oonductor.
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of a conductor it U not alwiiys ••(HuiUy At'nm n\\ over it. The

diMtriljiitiou (li'iM'n«is»m tlu^

Hha|H' of tilt puinluctor, uiul

«'\|itiiiiifnt hIikwm tliiit thi'

c'luir;{o is j;rt'at«'i" ut KJiiirp

«'»l«Jt'H.

On a splu'ie the clmrjje in unifonnly distriVrnted over the

surface {o, Fi^'. 470). On a cyliudi-r vitli rounded ends the

charge i.s denser at the ends than at the middle (/», Fig. 470);

and on a pear-shaiK'd conductor it is iDUch denser at the

small <-nd.

The force with whicli a charge tends to escape from a con-

ductor increases with the density of the charge, and it is for

^—^^ this reason that a pointed con- -^|^ -

J[^ "i ductor soon loses its charge. 'T^
iff If a pointed wire is placed on r\

fl"*^ a conductor attached to an jgggjgj^

'
. .. «^^ electrical machine the elec-

»J»- ^^-T**;;^!;^

wind" from » pointed tntied ttiF particles streannng {'y 'S?. 'S^.TiS
conductor blowlrnMia«

^""^=" V ^
''{S ••

•'«•'""'

• csndUHamt. from It may blow aside a "'"*'•

candle flame (Fig. 471); or an "electric whirl" (Fig. 472)

nicely balanced on a sharp p<iint when placed on an electrical

machine is made to rotate by the reaction as the air-particles

are pushed away from the points. It rotates like a lawn-

.sprinkler.

452. Lightning 2od8. In a thunderstorm the clouds

become charged with electricity and by induction a charge of

the opposite sign appears on the surface of the earth just

iKMieath. The points on the lightning rods, in the phvce where

this charge is, allow the induced charge to escape quietly into

the air. It is evident, then, that the owe?; end of a lightning

rod should be buried deep enough to oe in moist earth always,

since dry earth is a poor conductor.
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453. Electrical Potential. Let us take two in.snlatwl con-
«luct..rs A and Ji, two iiK-tal balls on silk thiva.ls, for instaiiCL',

aiKl l.'t one of th.-ni be cliar^cd and the otli.T not, or let one
be char^ri-d to a gi'witer dej,n-ee than the other. Then wlien
they are bron^dit to^retlier th«'re is some action between them,
and we «lescril)e it by sayinj/ that tl>ere lias been a fl,nv of
clcrfrlrlfif fi.nn one to tlie other. We wish to learn on what
thiH flow <lept'ii)Is.

It can best l)e explained by ronsiderinj; analoijies in other
branches of .science.

Water will tlow from the tank A to the tank Ji (Fijr. 473)
throu^di the ijipe 6' connecting,' them if the water is at a hiolu-r

level in A than in Ji; or, what
anionnts to the .same thine;, if

the hydrostatic pressme at ((. is

ijreater than that at h. The
tank Ji may already have more
water in it, but the flow does

F.O.

*'^-^-^XT.l?^.TinT"''''''' ""*^ 'J^'P^'"'J "" that. It is recru-

lated by the difference ])etween
the pressures at the two ends of the pipe an.l it will continue
until the.se pressures become equal.

Or, consider ^hat happens when two gas-bag.s filled with
compressed air are Joined by a tube in which is a stop-cock.
If the piessure of the air is the same in each there will be no
flow from one to the other on openiii*; the stop-cock. If there
is a diflfei-ence, there will 1h* a flow from the ba^' at hicrh
pressure to that at low.

Again, when two kxlies at dirt"erent temperatures are
broucrht together, there is a flow of heat from the one at the
higher temperature to that at the lower temperature.

Corresponding to pi-essure in hydro.statics and to tempera-
ture in the science of heat, in electricity we u.se the term
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potential, (or sonietiines jirt'saure). If two points of a con-
ductor are at difi'erent potentials there will be a flow from
the point at hiirh potential to that at low potential. This
potential difference (for which P.D. is an abbreviation), is

usually measured in volts, a definition of which will be given
in the next chapter (§ 471).

454. Nature of Electricity. So far no reference lias been
made to the nature of electricity ; indeed it is very difficult to
njake a hypothesis which will explain satisfactorily all the
observed phenomena.

We speak of a floiv of electricity, but certainly nothing of
the nature of ordinary matter moves, though just as certainly
there is a transference of energy. In the case of conduction
of heat we do not know the precise nature of heat, but here
again we are sure that there is a transference of energy.

But we have electricity of two kinds, which appear simply
to neutralize each other. In considering the jtow of electricity

it is usual to confine our attention to the positive electricity.

A flow of neyative electricity in one direction in a conductor
is efjuivalent to the flow of an wjual amount of positive
electricity in the opposite direction.

It is best, however, not to be too fixed in our views as to
the precise nature of electricity, though we can be sure that
when we say there is a flow of electricity, there is a transfer
of energy. It is well to remember, too, that the electrical

energy is not all within the conductor. On the other hand, it

has been demonstrated that the energy resides chiefly in the
surrounding space and that the conductor simply acts as a
guide to it.

455. Zero of Potential In stating levels or heights we
usually refer them to the level of the sea. The ocean is so
large that all the rain which it receives does not appreciably
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alter its level. In a somewhat similar wav, the earth is so
large that all the electrical charijes which we can .nve it tie
not appreciably alter its electrical level or potential, mid so we
take the earth to be our zero of potential.

LakQ Superior is 602 feet ab.ve the level of the sea, an.l the
Dead Sea, in Palestine, is 1,;J00 feet below it. There is a
continual rtow from Lake Sup<.rior to the fx,van ; an.l if a tube
jouied the two, there would be a How from the ocean to the
JJead Sea.

Bodies which are charjred positively are considered to be at
a potential higher than that of the earth, and tho.se charge.1

necjativ.Iy to be at a potential
below

; fiat of the earth.

Con.sider the four tanks in'

Fig. 474. The levels of .1 and
B are al»ve, and those of C and

„., -0 below that of the earth. A
rtow would take place from A

or n Uy the earth, or from the earth to C or D, or from any
one tank to another at lower level.

456. Electrical Capacity. On pouring the same ..uantitv
of water into dirt;.,-ent vessels we observe that it rises to
different levels; and that ves.sel into which we must pour the
most water in order to raise its level by any an.ount, say 1
cm., 18 said to have the greatest capacity. If a vessel has a
small cro.ss-.section, like a narrow tube, it will not take much
water to make a great change in its level ; and its capacity is
small. * ''

There is .something analogous in the .science of elec-
tricity. It re.,uires different amounts of electricity t<, raise
the potentials of different con.luctors by one unit, and sowe ^say there is a difference in the electrical cajxicities of
conductora.

Fio. 474. -Four tanks with water at different
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Kio. ilb.—A and B are two metal plates on insu-
lating bases. A is Joined to an electroscope and
B to earth.

Continue

467. Electrical Condenser. In Fig. 475 .4 and H are two
metal plates on insulatincj bases. Tliey may be of tin-plate
about 10 or 12 inches

scjuare, lient at the lx)t,toin

and resting on paraffin

l)l<x;ks, C, G, with metal

blocks D, D, to keep

them in place. First let

Ji be at some distance

from A, and charge A.

The greater the charge,

the higher rises the

potential and the wider diverge the gold-leaves

charging initil the leaves are far apart.

Then, with the plate ^joined to earth (simply keeping a
finger on it will do), push it up towards ^1. As the plates
get nvarer together the leaves begin to fall, showing that the
potentin f A lias fallen through the presence of B. If now
we add positive electricity to /I by means of a proof plane
we shall find that several times the original amount of
electricity must be added to A in order to obtain the
original separation of the leaves, that is, to raise it to the
original potential.

The two plates and the air between them constitute a
condenser.

The explanation of the action of the condenser is as follows.

Let the charge on A be positive. When the platt- B is brought
up the charge on A induces on 5 a negative ch age repelling
the equal positive charge to earth. The attraction of the
charge on B draws the charge on A to the face nearest B,
thus reducing the amount on the electroscope and making
room for additional charges. The two charges on the plates
A and B are " bound " charges.
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458. The Dielectric in a Condenser. Push the plates A
and 2? (Fig. 475) near togrtlinr, and cliarge the plate A until

the separation of the leaves is quite decided. Now insert

iH'twfcn ^4 and Ji a sheet of thick plate glass, sliding it along

B, being careful not to touch A, and observe the effect on the

electroscope. The leaves come closer together, showing that

tlie potential has fallen and the capacity has increased.

Ebonite or paraffin may be used as a dielectric instead of

the glass, but the effect will not ])e so pronounced.

459. Leyden Jar. This is the most usual kind of con-

di'user. It consists of a wide-mouthed b(jttle

(Fig. 476), the sides and bottom of which,

both within and without, are coated with tin-

foil to "-"thin a short distance from the neck.

The glas,-i alK)ve the tin-foil is varnished to

maintain the insulation. Throujrh a wooden

stopper passes a brass rod, the upper end of

which carries a knob, the lower a chain which

touches the inner coating of the jar. The two
coatings fcjrm the two plates of the condenser, the glass being

the dielectric.

To charge the jar the outer coating is connected to earth (or

held in the hand), and the knob is joined to

an electrical machine. To discharge it, con-

nection is made between the inner and outer

coatings by discharging tongs (Fig. 477).

Usually the discharge is accompanied by a

brilliant spark and a loud report. (It is wisest

not to pass the discharge through the body.)

Condensers used in electrical experiments

are often made of a number of sheets of

tin-foil separated from each other by sheets

of paraffined paper or mica. Alternate sheets of the tin-foil

are connected together.

Fio. 47B.—A Leyden
Jar.

Kl8. 477.— I>i8C'hiui.'-

ing tongH. The
handles >re of
glassor ol ebonite.
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It consiHts of a cake A of cl)onite or of resi-
nou.s wax resting o» a metal plate, and a n.etal
cover* B, of ratlier smaller diameter, pio-
vuled with an insulating handle. (Fig. 478.)

First, the cuke is ruhl)ed with oa's fur
and thus It obtains a negative charge. Theil
the cover IS put on and touched with the
iin«cr. If it is lifted up hy the handle it
will Ixj found to be positively charged, and
on presenting it to the knuckle a spark, »''»• *".-The eleotrophon...
sometimes hal -an-inch long, is obtaine<l, and the cover is discharged

senteTL";;;^ l*? \'^^T^ "'J''
'^"'^ ^P'^''^

'
-"• '^ the cotriWsented to the knob of an electroscope the latter will be cliarS

di.?K.n.7fl3 '"" *'' '"''' " ^'^'"''^'^ --ey 'I'-PP-rs ; where

The action is explained thus —
When the cover is placed on the cake,
wJiich IS a non-conductor, it rests noon
It on a few points only and so does not
remove its charge. But the negative
charge on A induces on the lower face
of A a "bound" positive charge, re-
pelling to the upper face a "free"
negative charge, which escapes when
the hnger touches it. When the cover
IS lifted the positive charge l)econies
' free ' and spreads over its surface.

461. Wimshurst Influence
Machine. The electrical machines
in common use are simply convenient
arrangements for utilizing the prin-
ciple of inHuence so well illustrated in
the electrophorus.

In I<V 479 is shown a Wimshurst
.1 I . . , ,

"laehint.. It consists of two varnishedglass plates a, a
,
place<i as close together as possible and driven by

* Thii uiay be a wooden dine covered wilh tin foilT
'

-The Wimshiint electrical
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belts b, b' in opposite directions. Each plate has Hn even number of

metal sectors cemented on its outer face. A neutralizing conductor

c, c is fixed diametrically acioss each plate and fine wire brushes on
the ends just touch the metal sectors as the plates rotate. These

conductors are set almost at right angles to each other.

Two collecting conibs «, e' with their teeth turned towards the

rotating discs encircle them at each side of the machine. These

are insulated from the fi'ame of the machine by ebonite rods r, r.

From them run up a pair of adjustable discharging rods </, d, ending

in knobs. A pair of Leyden jai-s j, j are usually added, and when
these are charged a powei-ful spark passes.

462. Explanation of the Action of the Machine. The
action of the machine can best be explained by a diagram (Fig. 480),

in which, for greater clearness,

the two rotating discs are re-

presented as though they were

two cylinders of glass, one in-

side the other and rotating in

opposite directions as shown by
the arrows.* The neutralizing

brushes «,, n.^ touch the sectors

on the back plate, while n._^, n^

touch the front sectoid. In the

diagram a section of the cylin-

ders is supposed to be seen, and
the metal sectors are represented

by the dark heavy lines on the

outer and inner surfaces.

Suppose now that one of the

sectors x on the front plate (near

the top of the diagram) has a slight positive charge. As it rotates

towards the left it will be brought opposite a sector x' on the

back plate at the moment when this is in contact with the brush

rij. This latter sector then accjuires by influence a negative charge,

the sector z at the other end of c receiving a positive charge while

the sector z opposite it, on the other plate, receives by influence a

negative charge.

As the rotation continues the induced negative charges on x and

z are carried to the right hand comb e by which they are collected,

the positive charges on x and z to the left-hand comb e,. which

collects them.

Fio. 480.—Diacrram of a Wimshunt machine.

*Thi8 method of explanation is due to Prof. S. P. Thompaon ; tee his Elementary Leimtu tn

Electricity ai\d Uagnetium, p. 63.
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Again tl,e negative cl.arge on x' and the positive charge on «'

are brought opposite n, and «„ respectively, and these are connectedby c
.

The sector winch n, touches acquires a positive charge andthat which n touches acquires a negative cha^ve, and the^e areearned on to the collecting combs.
In this way all the sectors become more an<l more highly chargedand the front sectors at the top and the back sectors at the bottomare carrying positive charges to the comb «, while the other sectorsare carrying negative charges to the comb e'.

Thus large charges may be accumulated on the combs and in thejars connected with them (not shown in Fig. 480). and powerful
sparks may be obuiaed between the knobs on the dischargbg rods
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CHAPTEll XLIII

The Electuk" Cuukknt

463. Nature of the Electric Current. A.s explainrtl in

§ i^'ti, wIk'Ii two iMnlicis Jit (lin'oi't'iit pott'iitiiils iiro joined liy a

coiuhictor, tliort! is a passjij^e ol" electricity from one to tliu

othi'r, and tliis we .speai< of as an clcvtrir tiirrenf.

Tlie terms we use in dealing with «'lectric currentH are

suf^^osted l)y a study of tlie flow of liquids in pipes, but we
must not pusli the analoijy between the two cases too far.

As to what electricity really is we are in entire ij^norance.

There may be no actual motion of anythinjj throuj^h the con-

ductor, though recent investijjations sonmwhat favour that

view, but since the cinrent can do work for us we recognize

the presence of ener<;y.

464. An Electric Current Known by the Effects it will

Produce. The electric current makes the conductor and the

r-^^^X r(;gion surrounding it actjuii'o new
\j '^'^—"r'^- ^

properties, one of tlie most striking

J": of these being a chanjje in maiinetic^ cs o

Flo. 481.—The pressure of an clectrii;

current, shown l>y itH jiower to niBj}-

netize steel.

'\^^'^ VZZ^ conditions. This is illu.strated in
* " the following experiment.

lns('i-t an uiunagneti/ed knitting

needle into a small glass tube and

wind cop{)er wire in a coil about it.

Connect one end of the wire with

tlie outer coating of a powerfully charged Leyden jai', and the

other with a discharrn'r as shown in Fij;. 481 Discliarire the

jar through the wire. On testing the knittinj; needle with

a m.-i'Mietic comiviss it will be found to l>e mairnetized.

Evidently the coil of wire in carrying the charge had the

power to magnet'ze the steel.

465. The Volt- ic Cell. The einn-nt in the wire connecting

the two coatings of the I^eyden jar lasts but for an instant, the

390
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coafn.«jH almost at odpo a.sMtiininjr the sanu' pofiitial In
onl.T to i,r„.l.,oe a (...ntinuo.is (.um-iit a oonstant .litn.n.iKv
ot i»ot..nt,:.l ,miHt 1,.- i„aii,(.iin,.,| Ix-tuv.-i. t\w .....Is of tl...

co,„h,ct..r. This ca., ho .l..„o hy ,„ea,.s of the (Jolcnnv or
» (V/f/ tc Cell.

Galvani» .li.scoveretl by .iccident that the discharge of an
electric machine^oniiected with a skinned Irog proiJueetl con-

vulsions in the k-ijs; and on
further research he found that
the Siinie ertect could Ix' prcjduced

without the electric n.achine, but
simply by touchinj; one end of
a branched fork of copper and
•silver wires to the muscles in

the froij's leij, and the other en.l

to the lun.bar nerves (Fitj. 482).
' He attributed the result to
" animal nia<;netism."

Volta, a fellow-countryman,

.. „ conceived that the electric cnr-Ai,i«gAi«DRo Volta (1745.1827). Frofewor ^ i i • . .

""^ >-•"

ofl liysica at the University ot Favia. Italy. f^Ht had itS Oni;in, not in theInvented the voltaii' eel). '

i: < i

r^ '
"• »""-

trojjs let's, but in the contact of
the metals, and in a series of inv.jstijrations he was led to
the invention of the voltaic cell.

Volta divided conductors into two
classes :

—

First, simple substances
such as the nu'tallic conductors,
silver, copj^er, zinc, etc. Second,
liquids such as dilute acids and solu-

tions of metallic salts. These are
now known as elect rolytes, and are J^"- <82.-G»ivani« experiment.

decomp.wed when an electric current pas.ses throu<rh them.
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inn

Gtfiper

ZInr

He found that it was iiiipossible to produce n current ])v

joining eoMtluctors of the hrst

chws in any orth-r whiitt-vcr in

a circuit (Fi;;. 48M); hut tluit

a current was develonetl wlien-

ever a con«hictor of the second

^.citSfiiri'd^unolu^'rtntT'^^^^ *''"'' '''"^ 'ntr.Khiced between
two different conchictors of the

Hi-Ht cla«8. For example, fje found tfiat wlien discs of copper
and zinc were separated by a disc of clotli moistened with
connnon salt brine, and joined exter- ^-rw^
nally by a conductor as in Fiir. 484, ^^^^^ ",;?..juhh
a current passed throuijli the circuit. X^ ^^'••kmmiM

Sin.ilarly he found that a current ,., li:!:^^^,,^^ „,,,. „„,
was jjenerated when the plates tlnis »'"* •e^.<>'«« j;'»»»«» «"nne.-ted in

* * circuit, z, zinc ; C, copper

;

connected were immersed in dilute -^."'othmoiiiteneawith Mne.

.sulphuric aci<l (Fig. 485). This combination is a voltaic cell

in its simplest form.

The essential parts of an ordinary voltaic cell are two different

,

conductinfT plates immersed in an electrolyte

f^ ^\ which acts chemically on one of them.

Vt xJ *^- I*late8 of a Voltaic Cell Electrically
• 9r Oharged. Since an electric current flows

through a conductor joining the plates of a
voltaic cell, we would infer that the plates
are electrically charged when disconnected.

This can be shown to be the case by means
of a condenxiug elerfnMcopp, whicli consists

of an ordinary gold-leaf electroscope combined
with a .suitable condenser.

A convenient arrangement is illustrated in

Fig. 486. It is unsatisfactory to work with
a single voltaic cell. Three or four should be joined "in
series" as shown at B. These cells may be small glass tubes

Fio. 486.-8imple
voltaic cell.
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or bottles c<mtainin;r (liliit<« Hulphuiic acid, with strips of
coppt-r uij.l zinc koI.K'i»m| U)^'.-tJ»'r aii<l «lippinjj in them.
Tlio condenser consists of two perfectly Hut brass plates.
The lower one .1/ is supportetl on an elxjnite stem, and
the upper one .V is furnished with a handle. A sheet of
paraffined paper or dry writinjf paper or very thin mica 18

Fio. 484.—The oondansiiiK ttectroiaop*.

placed between tlie plates. The binding-posts e. and / are
joined to the electroscope, which is the same as shown in
FifT, 463, with the disc removed. Its bindin^'-post is joined to
a gas-pipe or other good eai-th-connection. The end zinc plate
Z of the battery is joined to a and. the end copper plate G
is joined loosely by the wire w to the binding post h.

When the connections hnve been made as described, there is

a charjre on the gold leaves, but it is so slight that they do
not diverge appreciably.

Now by means of a glass or ebonite rod remove the wire w
from the binding post h, and then lift off the upper plate N of
the condenser. Tlie leaves now diverge.

This action may be explained thus :—When the connections
are as shown in the figure, Z and N are both joined to eai-th
and hence are at zero potential. The lower plate M is charged
positively by the battery. This charge attracts a hound
negative charge to the lower face of N, repelling the corre.s-

ponding free charge to earth. Thus there is a^considerable
charge of electricity in the condenser though the potential is

not high.
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1^

But when ir is iviiir»v..,| aii<i tli.' pint.' X lift.--! the plntr J/
is ii.( loii^r,.,. ,1 jiact of ji c.ii.l.tis.r, liiit simply an isi.lat<-.l plat.-

• •f iiincli sniall.'i- capacity. Tin- cliar^jc un it now Ix-in;; fic
, it

spreads to the cli-ctroHcopc ami cuusuh the leaves to divei^je.

In II voltaic cell the plato which is not attacked cheiuically
is nlwayH foun<l to hnvo a ijositivo ehaii;.'. while the active
plate is always found to have u neirative charge.

467 An Electric Circuit — Explanation of Terms. A
conij.. e circuit is necessary for a steady How of eh-ctricity.

This circuit comprises the entire path traversed I >y the current,
includinij the external conductor, the plates, and the electrolvle.

The current is re<;arded as tiowini; from the copper to the zinc
pinte in the crfrruiil coni/iictur, and from the zinc to the
copper plate wltliin the flu id (Fij;. 48')).

When the plates are joinetl hy a conductor, or a series of
conduct, rs, without a hreak, the cell is said to Ije ,ni a rlosrU
cirruit; when the circuit is interrupted at any iKtint, the cell

is on (in oj^iui cirrnif. % joininj; to<,'ether a nundwr of cells

a more powerful How of electricity may In- obtained, and such
a combination is cilled a Ixttftwy.

Thui plate of the cell or battery from which the curi-ent is led
oft'is called the posit in- pole, the other the ,ief/ittiir j>ole. Also,
in an interrupted circuit, that end from which the current will
How when the connection is compleied is said to be a positive
pole or terminal, the other a netjative jjole or terminal.

468. Chemical Action of a Voltaic Cell. When plates of
copper and pure zinc are placed in dilute sulplnn-ic acid to
form a voltaic cell, the zinc b«'<;ins to di.s.solve in th_! acid, but
the action is .soon checked by a coatinjj of h^<l)o«,'en which
gathers on it.s surface. If the upper ends of the plates are
connected by a condncting wire, or an; tondied together, the
zinc continues to di.s,solve in the acid, forming zinc sulphate,
and hyrli'ogen is liberated at the copper jjlate.
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Coinnu'iriiil zinc will .lis,s«.lv,. in thf aci.l ,.viii wliin
uncumi.^t.Ml with uii.xlM'r pint.'. Tl..' f.icfc lliut i\u- iiupiiiv
ziiio wiistvMuwuy in u|h>ii riiviiit is pussil.ly .'Nplaiiicl on tli.-

tlu'oiy timt tlif inipuiiti.vs, piincipiilly in.n un<l cuIkhi, take
the place of the copiM-r plate. un<l as a conse.|u."nce cuirents
are set up Ix'tween the zinc and the iiupurities in electrical
contact with "t.

469. Source of Energy in the Cell. Ik onlor to pmluce a
flow of electricity enerj(y is rcpiire.!. The conuiionly accepted
i-'heniical theory of the action of a cell will Ik; given in the next
chapter; but for the present \\v may think of the cell as a
kind of furnace in which zinc is burned up chi'Uiically in
onler to obtain electric enerjjy.

When the circuit in opi-n, just enough energy is exerted to
keep the poles at a certain dirt'erence of electrical level or
potential, but when the poles are connected by a con.luctor
the current tlows and the jsinc is continually consumed.

470. Blectr-motive Force. The term ei.ectiujmotive FoncE
IH applied to t/iat ivlnr/t tnida to proihnc <, transfer of eler-
tririty. Consider, for example, a voltaic cell on an open
circuit. Its electromotive foice is its power of prod»jcin<r
electric pressure, and this is obviously e.|ual to the potential
difference between the plates.

This conception can be illustrated by the analogy to two
tanks of water maintained at different levels (Fig. 473). Ju.st
as the difference in level gives ri.se to a hydrostatic pressure
which would cause a tra.isfer of wat«n- if tlie tanks were con-
nected by a pipe, so a difference of potential in the plates of the
cell is regarded as producing an electrical pressure, or electro-
motive force, which would cause a tiansfer of electricity if the
plates we connected by a conductor. (Head § 453 again.)

471. Unit of Electromotive Force. The diffeitnce of
potential between two boilies is measured by the w<«k <lone
iu transferrin

;. certain quantity of electricity from one to
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the other. The pmctical unit of potential diHTei-ence, ami
hence of electromotive force (MM.F.), is known as the mlf,

"1(1 this may Ik^ taken as approximately the K. M. F. of a zinc-

C( pper cell.

472. Electromotive Force, Current Strength, • u4 Resis-
tance. The water analogy may as.-,ist us still t'u h. ;•.

The strength of the water current, that is, the qvu^tity of

water which will flow past a point in the pipe in one second,

obviously depends upon the pressure resulting from difFerenc(!S

of level, and upon the resistance which the pipe otTers to the

flow of water. Similarly the strength of t/ir current which
passes through the conductor joining the plates of a cell

(Icjiendu upon tlie electromotive force <f the cell and the

UESISTANCE of the circuit.

The strength of the current may be increased, either by
increasing the electromotive force, or reducing the resistance

of the circuit. The e.xact relation between these quantities will

be discussed at a later stage (§ 546).

473. The Electromotive Force of a Voltaic Cell. The
E.M.F of a cell containing a given electrolyte depends on the

nature of the plates. Thus the E.M.F. of the zinc-carbon cell

is about twice as great as that of the zinc-copper cell, when
dilute sulphuric acid is the electrolyte.

When the materials used are constant, the E.M.F. is inde-

pendent of the size and shape of the plates or their distance

apart.

Theoretically, a comparatively large number of substances

might be .selected as plates to construct a voltaic cell.

Consider, for e.Kamph', the following elements in the order

given :

—

Magnesium
|
Zinc

|
Lead

|
Tin

|
Iron | Copper

I
Silver

|
Gold i Platinum I Carbon

If any two of these elements are used as plates in a voltaic

cell the current will flow in the outer circuit from the second
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to the first TiaiiLHl. Jloreover, the potential difference between
any pair (I.ihmi.I.s upon their (listance apart in the series.
Sneh a series is known as an electromotive, or potent inl,siir\eH.

474. Oersted's Experiment. We luive referred to tlie fact
tliat an electric current has tlie power of pr(j<lucinjr niacrnetic
effects (§ 4(J4). TJiis important principle was discovered by
Oersted* in 1819. In the course of some e.xperinients made
with the purpose of discovering an identity between electricity
and magnetism, he chanced to bring the wire joining the
plates of a voltaic battery over a magnetic needle, and was
astonished to see the nee.lle turn romid and set itself almost
at right angles to the wire.

On rtn-ersing the direc'on of
the cuii-ent the needle turned
in the opposite direction (P'ig.

487). If the battery is held

over the wire the needle is

defiected, thus showing that

the cnrrent flows through the

battery too. Fio.487.-Oer8ted'» experiment

475. Detection of an Electric Current. Oersted's experi-
ment furmshes a ready means of detecting an electric current
A feeble current, flowing in a single wire over a magnetic
needle produces but a very slight deflection; but if the wire is

wound into a coil, and the cur-

rent made to pass several t'- 1?

in the same direction, either .-r

or under the needle, or, better

- still, if it passes in one direction
Fio. 488.—Simple fralvMioecope, The wire "4. j • ^i
paa»e« several times around the frame. »ud ^^^^ 't *Ha m the ODDOSlte dirCC-
iti enda are Joined to the bindinff-Dosta. 1.

• 1 .... ...

magnified (Fig. 488). Such an arrangement is called a Gal-
vtinoscope. It may be used not only to detect the presence of

• Han. Ohri.tl»u Oerrted (1777-1861), ProleMorin the Unkeriity of Cope.rhaKe^.
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I

cunviits, l)ut also to coinpaiv i()u<rlily tin i,- stmijrths, hy
n<»tin<,' tlif n-lativi' <lt'(l('cti(>ii.s pnMliidCl.

476. Local Action. We l.avc lu.io.l th.-.f n plato of com-
niorcial zinc di.ssolvts when iinniei-se<l in dilute acid, because
electric cui-rents are. jt up k'tween the zinc and the in'.imrilies
in electrical contact with it. Such currents are known as
local citrrcnti^, and the action is known as lovnl action. This
local action is wasteful. It n.ay, to a crr^iit extent, be pre-
vents by amuhjamotiiuj the zinc. This is done by wa.shintr
the plat., in dilute sulphuric acid, and then rubbinif mercury
over its surface. The mercury di.s.soIves the zinc, and forms a
clean uniform layer of zinc amal<rani about the plate. The
zinc now dis.solves only when the circuit is clo.sed. As tlie
zinc of the amal^r,un g„es into the .solution, the me.-cury takes
up mo.-o of the zinc from within and the impurities fl,)at out
mto the li.iuid (see §4(5S). Thus a homogeneous surface
remams always exposed to the acid.

477. Polarization of a Cell. If the plates of a zinc-copper
cell are connected with a galvano.scope the current deN-eloped
by the cell will be seen gradually to grow weaker. It
wdl also l)e olxserved that the weakening in the current is
accompam-ed by the collection of bul)bles of hydrocren on the
copper plate. To show that there is a C(mnection between
the change in the surface of tlie plate and the weakening in
the current, brush away the l)ubbles and the cui-rent wilt be
found to grow stronger. A cell is sjiid to be polonzed when
the current becomes feeble from a depositi(m of a film of
hydrogen on the plate forming the positive pole.

The adhesion of the hydrogen to tlie positive pole weakens
the current in two way.s. First, it decrea.ses the potential
difterence lietween the plates; because the potential difference
Utween zinc and liydrogen is much less than between zinc and
copper or carbon. Second, it increases the resistance which
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the current oncountcrs witliin the cell, Wause it diminishes
tlie .surface of the plate in contact with tlie Huia.

Polarization may be reduced by surrounding, the positive
pole by ft chemical ajrent which will combine with the hv h-ocren
and prevent its appearance on the plate.

' "

478. Varieties of Voltaic Cells. Voltaic cells dim-r fron.
one another mainly in the remedies adopted to ,,revent
polarization. Several of the forms commonly ,lescril,t.d havenow only historic intere.st. Of the cells at present u.sed for
conunercial purp<,se.s, the Leclancln?, the Daniell. the Dry and
tiie Mhson-Lalande are among the most important.

479. LeclancW Cell. The construction of the cell is shown
III li^r, 489. It consists of a zinc nx\ immersed in a solution
ot ammonic chloride in an outer vessel,

and a carlwn plate surrounded by a
mixture of smaP nieces of carbon
and powdered ma. ncse dioxide in
an iinier po:o'-s cup. The zinc dis-
•solves in the anmionic chloride solu-
tion, and the hydroj;:en which appears
at the carljon plate is oxidized by the
manganese dioxide.

As the reduction of the manganese
dioxide goes on very slowly, the cell

soon becomes polarized, but it recovers itself when allowed to
stand for a few minutes. If used intermittently for a n.inute
or two at a time, the cell ,l.>es not re.piire ren,-wi,i.. for
months. For this reason it is especially adapted for me on
electric Ijell and telephone circuits. Its E.M.F. is about
1.5 volts.

480. Daniell Cell. The Daniell cell consists of a copper
i.late nnmersed in a concentrated solution .)f copper sulphate

Fio. iSO
bon

[jTolanchi cell. C car-
i*, porous cup ; Z, zinc

;

M, carbon and powdered njon-
iranese

; S, solution of ammonio
chloride.
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contained in an outer vessel and a zinc plate ininiersed in a

zinc sulpliate solution in an
inner porous cup (Fig. 490).

In a foim of the Danioll

cell known as tiio Gravity

Cell the porous cuj) is dis-

pensed with and the solu-

tions are separated bygravity
(Fig. 491). The zinc plate,

which is usually of the form

Fi8.490.-Danielloell. 7. rinc ;/>, porous cup ;
S^OWn in the figure, is SUp-

fCX,i,U'°X'l^^i°'''""''"'''''"''''-^-'°'''- PO'-ted near the top of the

vessel and the copper plate
is placed at the bottom. The copper sulphate being denser
than the zinc sulphate, sinks to the bottom, while the zinc

suli)hate floats above about the

zinc plate. The copper sulphate

solution is kept concentrated by
placing cr^-stals of the salt in a
ba.sket in the outer vessel (Fig.

490), or at the bottom about the

copper plate (Fig. 491).

The Daniell cell i.s capable of fio. 49i.-onivit.v oeii. z, zinc pute

;

„ • 1 1- -^1 zinc sulphate solution; B, coppergiving a continuous current tor sulphate solution ; C,cr;»tal(.ol copper

an indefinite period if the materials "" ^
***'

are renewed at regular- intervals ; but the strength of the cur-

rent is never verj' great because the internal resistance is high.

These cells are adapted for closed circuit work, when a
comparatively weak current will suffice. The gravity type has
been extensively usetl on telegraph lines, but in the larger

installations the dynamo and the storage battery plants are

iiuw taking their phice.

The E.M.F. of the cell is alx)ut 1.07 volts.
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Fio. 492.—A dry cell.

481. The Dry OeU. The so-called dry cell is a modified
torm of the Leclanchd cell. The carbon
plate C (Fig. 492) is closely surrounded
by a thick paste, A, conipo.sed chiefly
of powdered cailK)n, niangane.se dioxide
and amnionic chloride. This is all con-
tained in a cylindrical zinc vessel, Z,
which acts as the negative pole of the
cell. Melted pitch, P, is poured on
top in order to prevent evaporation,
If., to prevent the cell from Ixjcoining really dry.

482. Edison-Lalande Cell. In this cell one plate consists of
compressed finely-ground copper oxide powder fitted in a light
copper frame. On each .side of this is a plate of zinc well
amalgamated. The exciting li,,„id consists of one part of
caustic soda dis.solved in three parts by weight of water To
prevent it from being acted upon by the carbonic acid of the
air It IS covered with a layer of petroleum.
The E.M.F. is low, about 0.7 volt, but the internal resistance

•s also low; such a cell can deliver a powerful current (10 to
20 amperes) for a considerable time (15 to 30 hours).

QUESTIONS

1. The bichroniato cell, once very commonly used in laboratories,
consists of two connected carb.m plates C and a zinc plate Z
between them, immersed in a solution of potapsium bichro-
mate in water mixed with sulphuric acid S. (Fig. 493.)
Explain the action of the cell.

2. The Grove cell, used before the dynamo was perfected,
to furnish energetic constant currents, consists of a zinc
plate numersed in dilute sulphuric acid and a platinum plate
immersed in nitric acid, the fluids being kept apart by a
pt.rou8 cup. The Bunsen's cell differs from the (;r(.ve-8
cell in substituting a carbon plate for the platinum one.

ifixplain the action of those cells.

FIO. 493.— Bl.
ohromatc cell.
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483. Electrolysis. In tin- pncu. liner chai.t.r we liHvu .lis-

cusst'd the piuduution of jiii t-l.-ctric cun^iit tlirouj,'h tlio

action of jin elictrolyte on two dissimilar plates. If the
action is ie\(ised and a cuirent from some external
source is passed through an electrolyte, reactions
similar to those within the voltaic cell take place. As
an illustration take tlie action of an electric current
on hydrochloric acid. Con- _
nect the ])oles of a voltaic

battery consistin;^ of three

or four cells to two carbon

rods A and B {Vi^r. 494),

and immerse these in the

acid. The current Hows in

the direction indicate<l by

the arrows, and the rod .1 hy which it enters the electrolytic

cell is calletl the aiiatfe, the r<nl Ji by which it leaves is called

the attlKiile. A an<l Ji are spokt;n of as electrmlen. Ga.ses will

collect at the electrodes. On testin^r, that liberated at ..l will

be found to be chlorine, and that at Ji, hydrojren. This process
of decomposition by the electric current is cidled electrolysis

{i.e., electric (iiKili/sin).

484. Explanation of Electrolysis. Accoj«ling to the theory
at present most counnoidy accepted, an electrolytic salt or
acid, when in .solution, bt^comes more or less completely
dissociated. The respective parts into which the molecules
divide are known jis ions. When, fen- example, common salt

is dis.solved in water, a percenta<'e of the molecules (NaCl)
408

Fio. 404.—Electrolysia of hjilrochlorio Rcid. The
electrodes A and B ate carlioii rodj Htted in
ruliher slopjiers.
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birak up to fonn sodium (Na) an.l djlorine (CI) io„.s. Siini-
larly, if sulpl.uiic iu-u\ is diluted with water, h,.i„o of its
iiu.loculcs (H,SO^) dissociate into hydrogen (H) ions and
sulpliion (SOJ ions,

A definite cliarge of electricity is associated with each ion,
and when io loses this charge it ceases to be an ion. The
hydrogen and noditun aton.s, and the atoms of metals in
;?eneral, as ions, bear positive charges, while chlorine atoms
and Hulphion are types, respectively, of the elements and
radicals which In-ar negative charges.

The ionization theory furnishes a simple explanation of the
typical results descril)ed in the preceding section. When
connected with the termimils of the butte.y the electrodes
inunersed in the hydrochloric acid become cha.ged, the anode
positively, and the catho<le negatively. As a consequence, the
positively charged liydrogen ions are attracted to the cathode,
and the negatively charged chlorine ions to the anode. This
'migration' of positively charged ions in one direction, and
negatively charged ions in the other, constitutes the current in
the electrolyte.

The ions give up their cliarges to the electrodes, and combine
to form molecules. The gases are, therefore, liberated at these
centres.

The positive charges which the hydrogen ions bring to the
catluxle tend to diminish the negative charge of the cathode,
while the negative charges of the chlorine tend to diminish
the positive charge of the anode ; but a constant difference of
potential between the electrodes is kept up by the current
maintained in the external conductor by the battery.

486. Theory of the Action of a Voltaic OeU. We have seen
that chemical changes accompany the production of the current in
tlie voltaic cell (§468). These take place in accoi-dance with the
same principles as the changes in the electrolytic cell as described in
sections 483 and 484, the main difference being that in the elec-
trolytic cell the source of the current is without the cell, while in

' tl
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tlio vultiiif coll tlie ciinent <»riginat<'s witliin the cell itHclf. Various
tlicot'ii's li(iv«« liccu iiro|MiNf(l to aci-oiiiit fc»r tli« f.iu.so of tlie current
in tlift vdIihIc cell. Possihly tlio ajiplication of the ioni/Ation theory
as proposfd by Norust gives the most plausible explanation of its

Accoriliii',' to this theory every metal immersed in an electrolyte
has a certain pressure, known as its s(»lution t«'nsion, tending to
project its particles into solution in the form of ions. The magni-
tude (»f this pressure is the greater the nearer the mrtal to the
positive limit in an electromotive series (§ 473). The nr^tallic ions
also have a tendency t<j give up their charges and to depasit them-
selves on metals inmiersed in the electrolyte, this tendency being
the stronger the nearer the metal to the negative linnt in an electro-
motive series. When the former of the forces is the stronger the
solution about the metal in ac(iuiring positive ions becomes posi-
tively charge*! in its relation to the njetal. On the other hand,
when the tendency of the ions to deposit themselves is the greater,
an excess of deposition over solution takes place, and the njetal in
comparison with the solution Ixjcomes positively charged. In tlie
first case the nu^tal becomes lower in potential than the solution,
and in the second case higher.

To apply this theory to the simple cell in which zinc and copper
are the plates and dilute sulphuric acid is the electrolyte, consider

first the zinc plate. Since zinc is near
the positive limit in the electromotive
series, the tension driving ions into
solution is greater than the tendency
towards deposition ; hence zinc ions go
into solution carrying positive charges.
By experimental detci nination the
zinc is found to be 0.62 volts lower in
potential than the solution. Now con-
sider the copper. As copper is towards
the negative side of the series, the tend-
ency of the ions to deposit themselves
is the greater of the forces and the
plate becomes positively charged bv

^'Sie^J^oFt^iTc^rnoi'lrorAir?'!, dep^^^ of positively charged
hydrogen ions. The plate can be

shown to be 0.46 volts higher in potential than the solution. The
difference in potential, therefore, between the copper and zinc olates
IS 0.46 + 0.62 = 1.08 volts.

*^

-*—
-f-i'-'—^i-
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*n
«»""ecte.l a current flows thro.,«l, the wirefioin tlie c.ppor to the zu.c, ten.liiiL' to .iischarre thei . llf Irapnlly as they are dis,.har«ecl the zinc throws no;;" ions int solu'

.•h??r^ .fdH"*!!;!?! *«»f
io»»8 in Electrolysis. If the hy.ho

ate rrtT,l uS".^''"^"'."
"' ''" •"'•'^^'' '"'^ theH.Klinn, «t..„..s w i •

.'

fonn n 1
* ;" ^'""*^•"' *" ^''« ^'^^'"••J^'' '"^t«"> of combining

cul ... of wHter in order t<, form 8«liun, hydroxide. HenceMroKen. and not «o<Hun,, is lil>e..Htii at the c^Se!
Jhmvn'Tr: n-"'

the hychoxide in Hoh.tion can iSshm n by addin^r sufficu-nt red litmus to colour thesf)lution. As soon as the
current be;,'in8 to pass, the
ncpiifl alwut the catlKKJe is
tinned blue. The bleaching
of the litmus alxmt the
anode indicates the presence
of chlorine.

Tlie alxive experiment is
''o- *98.-Eieotroiyii« of water,

typical of a large numWr of
.mes of electrolytic decomposition where secondary reactions dependmS on the chemical relations of elements involved, take Se T^?eelectrolysis of water, possibly, furnishes another exampL^

487 Electrolysis of Water. In.sert platinum electrrxlos
ii.t<, the bottom of a ve.s.sel of the form shown in Fiir 496
Partially fill the ve.ssel with water acidulated with a few
drops of sulphuric acid. Fill two tc-st tubes with acidulated
water and invert them over the electnxles. Connect the
electrodes with a battery of three or four voltaic cells. Gases
will be seen to bubble up from the electrodes, displacing the
water m the test tubes.

^
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On h'Htiii;; oach jjas witli a li;;lit«'d splinter, tluit colloctod

at the ancule will }ni found to Ih) oxy;,'en, ami that at thn

cathcxlo, liv<ho<ren. It will also lie oliwt'lved that the volume

of the hydrojjen collect«'<l Ih twice that of the oxygen.

In thin case, as in the clectrolyHis of hydrochloric acid, there iH a

nii^rHlion of hydi<>j;en ions in the dii-oction of the current, ami the

gas is given off at the cathofle; hut the liJioration of the oxygen is

prolwhly due to woondary reactions. 'Hie snlphion (SO^) ions move

to the ano<le, where they pari witii their charges and comhine with

the hvdrogen of the water, thus foriuing again sulphuric acid, and

lilierating oxygen. The quantity of the acid, therefore, remains

unchanged and water only is decomposed.

488. Electroplating. Advantage is taken of the deposi-

tion of a metal from a salt hy electrolysis in order to cover

one metal with a layer of another, the process being known as

electi'iiphiti Of).

Consider, as un example, the process of silver-plating. The

objects to 1h) plated are innnersed in a l)ath containing a

solution of a silver wdt, usually the

cyanide (AgCN). A plate of silver is

also immersed in the Itath (Fig. 497).

A current from a battery or dynamo
is then passed through the bath, from

the silver plate (the anode), to the

objects (the cathode). The pasitively

charged silver ions are urged to

the objects, and on giving up their

charges, are deposited as a metallic film upon them. Mean-

while the negatively charged cyanogen (CN) ions migrate

towards the silver plate, from which they attract into solution

additional silver ions. Thus the metal is transferred from the

plate to the objects, while the strength of the solution remains

constant.

The process of plating with other metals is similar to

silver-plating. The electrolyte must always be a solution

Fio. 497.—Bath »nd elrctriokl con'

nection (or eleutropUtiDg.
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of tho milt of the nu'tul to Iw (k'coiii|X)He.l ; the unixh} is

a |)l)vt*' of that iiu'tiil. unil the cathinU' the ohj.'ct to Im-

plate<l.

For coppor-phiting, the bjith is UHimlly a w.hition of copier
Mulpliate; for gold- and Nilver-platiui,', a solution of the cya-
nides

;
and for nickel-platinj(, a solution of the douhle sulphate

of nickel and aninioninin.

489. Electrotyping. Books are now usually printefl from
elect,•oti//tf plates instead of from type, as the type would mnm
wear away. An impression of the type is made in a wax
nujuld, the face of which is then cov«'red with powdered
phnnhajfo to provide a conducting surface nimi which the
metal can be deposited. The mould is then flowed with a
solution of copper sulphate, and iron tilings are sprinkled over
it. The iron displaces copjjer from the sulphate, and the
plumbago surface is thus covered with a thin film of copper.
The iron filings are washed off, and the mouhl immersed in a
bath of nearly concentrated copper sulphate solution, slightly
acidulated with sulphuric Jicid. The copper surface is then
connected with the negative pole of a battery or dynamo, and
a copper plate which is connected with the positive pole is

immersed in the bath.

When the layer of copper has l>ecome sufficiently thick it is

removed from the bath, backed with melted type-metal an«I
mounted on a wtxxlen block. The face is an exact repro-
duction of the type or engraving.

490. Electrolytic Reduction of Ores; Electrolysis Applied
to Manofacttires. Electrolytic processes are now extensively used
for reducing certain metals from their ores. A soluble, or fusible
salt is formed by the action of chemical reagents, and the metal
is deposited from it by electrolysis. For example, alummium is
reiluced in large quantities from a fused mixture of electrolytes.
Sodium is prepai-ed in a similar manner.
The metallurgist also resorts to electrolysis in sepamting metals

from their impurities. Copper, for example, is refined in this way.
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Tin- iint-ftiiietl ri.|ijHT is iimilo tin* lUUMle in a hiitli of ei>|)|>ei- Hiilplmtn, '

aiiil till' imic ni|.|KT is <l)-|MiMiti*<l at the ftitli<Nlfl, while the iiiipurititfi

full til tli«> Ixittutii of the Iwitli.

Curr«'iitM of «'|pctrii'ity Jiro also oiii|iloyi*(l iit thi« |tn-|Ninition of
many cli*'niical (iriMliictN f<ir cuniineifiul iMir|Misfs. Cimstio hinIu
HMil hlmfhinij li«iu«us arc niiinufuvtiirtHl on a lurge wiile hy
t'li'L'tnilytir nu'iiiis.

491. Polarisation of Electrodes. If, in th«> i)i-.>ctsH uf the
tleconiiMwitittii of watrr (§ 4S7), we disci miu'ct tlio wiivs from

tht» haltfry whvu tlie gnst-H are

coiiiiiii; oH' freely, and connect them
with a jjalvano.scojK', we shall tii- 1

that n current will flow in a

direction opiKwite to that which
liberated the hydmgen and oxyjjen.

The exju'rinR'nt may In. readily

IXM-formed by coiuiccting the bat-

tery B, the electrolytic cell A, and
the ^alvanoHcojM' ff, as shown in Fijj. 498, mercury cups or

keys iH'inj; provided for opening ami closing the circuits at

C antl I). When the circuit is closed at G but oju-n at /) the

electrolysis proceeds, and the gulvanoscope '''dicates the

direction of the current. If the battery is cut out by
opening C, and the circuit is closed at D, a momentary
current is found to pass in a direction opjxwite to the
original current.

Tlu; reverse current is explained on tlie principle that the

films of hydrogen and oxygen which collect a^)oat the elec-

tr<Kles cause a difference in pot«nitial between them, which
develops an E.M.F. in a direction opposite to that which
pnHluced the original current. The electrodes are then said

t« be p"^''W?f'?.

It is obvious that to decojnpose watei, the E.M.F. of the
battery u.sed nmst Ix? greater than the counter-electromotive

Fio. 498.-EI«>trlo eonnpotlon In an
exp«i'iiiient lo illiiMrute tlio |kilari-

xattoii o{ «lectroile«.
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force, which \h iilxHit 1.47 voUh, wt Jip l.y tho (lirl'»>r«'nre in

poti'iititil iM'twtM'ii th« eh'otr«Mh'H whon tht- jjjwws ar« Ix'injj

liliumted.

492. Btoraffe Oelli or Aoonmnl&tori. If loa.l (.K>ctro.IeH aro
8ul)Mtitut»'<l for tho phitinuiii in the cxpc>rinu>nt of the i)r."<'wliiijj

sc'ction, ond the batttry current in ninde to pJiHH through
dihite Hulphuric acid (1 of ftcid to 10 of water) for a few
niiiiuteH, liydi-ogen will be liberated an before at the

catliCMlo, and the other lead plate, tho anode, will Ikj

ol»8erveil to turn a dark brown, Init no oxygen will Ikj

set free at its surface.

On cutting out tho battery by opening the circuit at C, and
collecting the lead platt's with the galvanoscoix; by closing

tho circuit at 7), a reverse current, nuu'h stronger than that

generated by the polarisation of the platinum electr<Hles, will

piuw through the galvanoHco|)e. Moreover, this current will

last much longer.

This experiment illustrates the principle of action of all

fiUmiijc cells or arcamulittorn.

When the current is pa-ssed through the dilute acid from
one plate to the other, the oxygen freed at the anode unites

with the load, forming oxide of lead. The comi)osition of

the anode is thus made to differ from the catluxle, and in

consequence there arises a ditt'erence in potential between
them which causes a current to How in the opposite direction

wh' n the plates are joined by a conductor.

I'hia current will continue to flow until the plates again
become alike in composition, and hence in potential.

493. Oonstrnction of Lead Cell and Edison Cell. Instead
of using plates of solid leati, perforated plales or " grids " iiiude of
lead, or some alloy of lead, are frequently employed. The holes in
the plates are filled with a pn.ste of lead oxides (vetl lemi on the
positive, litharge on the negative plate), which forms the active
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Fio. «99.—A iton^ cell,

with on* positive and
two nefrttive plates.
Two positive and three
negative, three positive
and four negative, or
even more piates may
lie used.

material (Fig. 499). Wlien tlie plates are immersed in the dilute
sulphuric acid ami the current pas.sef] through the cell, tliese oxides

are changed to peroxide (PbOg) in the positive

plates and reduced to spongy lead in the negative.
During the proce.ss of discharge both the

plates are converted into lead sulphate, and a
part of the sulphuric acid disappears, thus
lowering the density of the electrolyte. When
the cell is lieing charged, the sulphion ions
combine with lead sulphate and water to fonn
the lead peroxide and sulphuric acid, and the
hydrogen ions react upon the lead sulphate
forming spongy lead and sulphuric acid.

In the Edison storage battery, which has
recently obtained some prominence, the positive
plate consists of perforated steel tubes heavily
nickel-plated, filled with alternate layers of
nickel hydroxide and pure metallic nickel in
very thin flakes. The negative plate is a grid
of nickel-plated steel holding a number of rec-

tangular pockets filled with powdered iron
oxide. The electrolyte is a 21 per cent, solution of caustic potash
in distilled water, with a small percentage of lithia. The battery
jar is made from nickel-plated steel. Its voltage is 1.2 and it
weighs about one-half as much as a lead battery of equal capacity.

494. Laws of Electrolysis. Faraday discovered the Laws op
Electrolysis and formulated them in 18.33. They may be
summed up in the following statements :

—

1. The amount of an ion liherdied at an electrode in a
given time is proportional to the stremjth of the current.

2. The weights of the elementa separated from the elcclntlyte

by the mme electric current are in the pnyportion of their

chemical equivalents.

495. Measurement of Current Strength by Electrolysis.
In accordance with the laws of electrolysis the amount of the
ions liberated per unit time may be taken as an exact measure
of the strength of a current passing through an electrolyte.

The practical unit of current strength is cjilied the atii/tere

and is defined as the current which deposits silver at the rate

of 0.001118 gnini82t*'r second (see § 547).
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Tlie same current depoHits copper at tlie rate of 0.000328
grains, and liydrogen at tlie rate of 0.0000KW84 graniH per
.seccnid.

Otlier elements nmy be u.sed in defining the unit, but in

practice wlien the strength of a current is to be estinmted by
electrolysis, it is usually determined by a.scertaining the

amount of silver, copper, or hydrogen which is deposited in a
specified time. If W^, W,,, W^ is the nia«s in grams of

silver, copper and hydrogen, respectively, deposited in t

seconds, and the strength of the current in amperes. Then

C
r. w. "^3

t X 0.001 118 ~
t X 0.000328 " 0.000010384

496. Voltameters. An electrolytic cell used for the purpose
of mea.suring the strenj;th of an electric

current is called a voltameter.

For silver, the cell consists of a platinum
IjovvI, partially filled with a solution of

silver nitrate in which is suspended a silver

disc (Fig. 600). When the voltameter is

placed in the circuit, the platinum bowl is

made the cathode and the silver disc the

anode. When the current has been pa.s.sed

through the solution for the specified time

the silver disc is removed, the solution

poured off, and the bowl washed, dried and
weighed. The increa.se in weight gives

the mass deposited.

The copper voltameter consists of two
copper electrodes immei*sed in a solution

of copper .««ulphat«. The cathode is weighed before and after

the passing of the current. The difference in weight gives the

amount of copper deposited in the given time.

Fia. sou.—A standard lilver
voltameter. Cathode, a
platinum bowl not leM
than cm. in diameter
and 4 cm. deep. It reata
on a metal ring toennire
Kood connection. Anode,
a diao ot pure ailver
lupported by a ailver
rod riveted through ita

centre. Electrolyte, 16
parte by weight of ailver
nitrate to 85 parte of
water, filter paper is

wrapped about the anode
to prevent loose particle*
of silver from falling on
the cathodp.
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Tlie liydrogen, or water, voltameter is simply the apparatus
used for the decomposition of water (§ 487). For the purpose
of measuring the current, the hydrogen alone is collected in a
graduated tube. The cui-rent to be measured is passed throu<«-h

tiie acidulated water until the liquid in the tube stands at the
same level as the liquid in the vessel. The time during which
the current was passing is then noted. The temperature of the
gas and the barometric pressure are also taken. The volume
of the hydrogen liberated is read from the graduated tul)e,

reduced to standard pressure and temperature, and the mass
corresponding to this volume calculated.

The process of measuring the strength of a current by a volta-

meter is slow. We shall discuss in the next chapter a more
convenient method by the use of galvanometers. Voltameters
are now used mainly in standardizing these instruments.

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS
1. Why can a single Daniell cell not he used to decomi>oBe water?

2. Plates of copper and platinum are dipped into a solution of copper
sulphate, and a current is passed through the cell from th i copper to the
platinum. Describe the effects produced, also what happens when the
current is reversed.

3. How long will it take a current of one ampere to deposit one gram
of copper from a solution of copper sulphate ?

4. A constant current is passed through a silver voltameter for a period
of 20 minutes and it is found that 6.708 grams of silver have been
deposited. What is the strength of the current ?

5. The same current is passed through three electrolytic cells, the first

containing acidulated water, the second a solution of copper sulphate,
and the third a solution of silver nitrate. What weight of hydrogen and
what weight of oxygen will be liberated at the first cell ; and what weight
of copper will be deposited at the cathode of the second cell ; when 11.18
grams of silver are deposited on the cathode of the third cell ?

«. What transformations of energy take place (1) in charging a secondary
cell, (2) in discharging it / Is anything "stored up " in the cell ? If so, what?

7. Why iH it possible to get a much stronger current from a storage cell

than from a Daniell cell ?

Ifib



CHAPTER XLV

Magnetic Relations of the Current

497. Discovery of Electromafirnetic Phenomena. The dis-

covery by Oersted of the effect of an electric current on the
magnetic needle (§ 474) gave a decided impetus to the study of

electromagnetic phenomena. The investigations of Arago,
Ampere, Davy, Faraday and othei-s during the next ten years
led to the discovery of practically all the principles that have
l»ad important applications in mo«lern electrical development,

498. Magnetic Field Due to an Electric Current. In 1820,

a year after Derated 's great discovery, Arago proved that a wire
carrying a strong current had the power to lift iron filings, and
hence concluded that such a wir^ must be regarded as a magnet.
Two yeara later Davy showed that the apparent attraction was
due to the fact that the particles of ii-on became magnets under
the influence of tlie current, and that on account of the mutual
attractions of the opposite poles they formed chains about the
wire.

The action of the cun-ent on tlie filings may be shown by
passing a thick wire vertically up
through a hole in a card, and spi-ink-

ling iron filings from a nmslin bag on
the cai-d. If tlie card is gently tapped

while a strong current is passing

through the

wire,the filings

arrange them-

selves in con-

centric rings

akmt it. (Fig. 501.)

If a small jeweler's compass is placed

on the card, and moved from point to

point about the wire, it is found that in every position the

needle tends to set itself with its axis tangent to a civcle whose
419

Fio. GOl.—The pretence of a mag-
netio Held about a wire carrying
an electric current ihown by
action on iron filing*. L ^ \

Fio. E02.—The presence of »
magnetic field about a wire
carrying an electric current
hown by the action on a
compon needle.
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Pio. fi03 —Direction of lines of
force aliout a conductor.

centre is tlie wire (Fig. 502). On reversing the direction of tlie

cuneiit the direction in which the needle points is also reversed.

Tliese experiments show that a wire through which an
electric current is flowing is surrounded hy a nuignetic field,

the lilies of force of which form circles around it Thus the
wire tliroughout its entire length is surrounded by a " sort of

enveloping magnetic whirl."

The direction in which a pole of the magnetic needle tends
to turn depends on the direction of the current in the wire.

Several rules for remembering the relation between the direc-

tion of tl' 3 current and the behaviour of the needle have been
given, two of them being as follows :

—

1. Su}ypoae the right hand to grasp
the wire can ifing the current (Fig.

503) so that tlie thumb points in the

direction of itsflow ; then the N-pole

unll he urged in the direction in which
tliefingers point

2. Imagine a nmn swimwing hi the wire with the current
and that he turn ft so as tofice the needle; then the N-pole of
the needle %vill he deflected towai^is his LEFT hand.

499. Magnetic Field abont a Oircolar Conductor. Since
the lines of force en-

circle a conductor, it

would appear that a

wire in the form of a

circular loop, carrying

a current (Fig. 504)

should act as a disc of

steel magnetized ho as

to have one face a JV"-

pole, the other a /S-pole. That such is

the case can be demon.strated by a simple

experiment. Take a piece of copper wire and bend it into the

Fio. 804.—Linet of force
about a circular loop.

-Experiment to
ahow tlut a circular loop
carryinK * current liehavea
a* a disc maipiet.
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form shown in Fig. 505, making the circle about 20 cm. in

diameter. Suspend the wire by a long thread, and allow its ends
to dip into mercury held in receptacles made in a wooden block

of the form shown in the figure, (The inner receptacle should

be about 2 cm. in diameter and the outer one 2 cm. wide with
a space of 1 cm. of wood between them.) Pass a current

through the circular conductor by connecting the poles of a
battery with the mercury in the receptacles. For convenience

in making connections, the receptacles should be connected by
iron wires with binding posts screwed into the block.

Now, if a bar-magnet is brought near the face of the loop,

the latter will be attracted or repelled by its poles, and behave
in every way as if it were a flat magnetic disc with poles at

its faces. Indeed, if the current is strong, and the ends of the

wire moves freely in the mercury, it will set itself with its

faces north and south under the influence of the earth's

magnetic field.

In taking this position it obeys the general law that a
magnet when placed in the field of force of another magnet
always tends to set itself in such a position that the line

joining its poles will be parallel to the lines of force of the

field in which it is placed.

To fulfil this condition the plane of the coil must become
perpendicular to the direction of the lines of force of the field.

coil currying a current, therefore, always tends to set iOiclf

%n tli6 position in which the Tnaximum number of lines of
force tvill pass through it.

600. Magnetic Conditions of a Helix. Ampere showed that

the magnetic power of a wire carrying a current could be

intensified by winding it into the form of a spiral. The
magnetic properties of such a coil can be demonstrated by
siinple experiments.

Make a helix, or coil of wire, about three inches long, by
winding insulated copper wire (No. 16 or 18) about a
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ff Fio. 5iib.—A helii oarryiiif( a current be-
have* like a bar-maKnet.

lead pencil. Connect the ends of the wire with the poles of a
voltaic cell, and with a uin<r-

notic needle explore the region

Hurrounding i*.

Next make a helix some-

what larger in diameter, say

alnrnt three-(juarters of an inch,

and place it in a rectangular

opening made in a sheet of

cardlxjard (Fig. 50fi). This can bo done by cutting out two
sides and an end of a rectangle of the proper size and then
passing the free end of the strip lengthwise through the

helix, and replacing the strip in jwsition. Sprinkle iron filings

from a muslin bag on the canlboard around the helix and
within it. Attach the ends of the wire to the poles of a
bittery and gently tap the cardboai-d.

In these experiments the helix through which the current

is pissing behaves exactly like a magnet, having N and 8
poles and a neutral e«iuatorial region. The field, as shown by
the action of the neetUe and the iron filings, resembles that of

a biir-magnet. (Compare § 429.)

601. Polarity of the Helix and Direction of the Current.
Thore is a fixed relation between the poles

of the coil and the direction of the current

passing through the wire. Looking at the

south pole of the helix, the electric cur- Fie. bo7.—Relation otpoiar-

rentjidxftes throujjh the coils in the direction on,heourrent-liockruto"

of the Itanda of a dork (Fig. 607) ; or, we can give a " right-

hand " rule similar to that in § 498 as

W follows :

—

If the hiiix ia grasped in the

right hind, as ehoivn in Fig. 508, with

the Jingera ptointing in the direction in
Fis. 608.—Relation of polar- „..; ; i. ^i „ _. t • • ai -i

ity of helix to direction of whu'h, the CUVrent %s inovivg %n the cotla,
current-ng t-hand rul«.

^j^^ thunib wHl point to the N-JmIc.
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502. Electromagnet. Aragf) ntv\ Ampere magnetized steel

ne»'(lle8 by placing tliein within a coil

of wire carrying a current. Sturgeon,
in 1825, was the first to show that if

a core of noft-iron is introduced into ^ ^ ^.1 •! .TT »,.«v .
Fw. 809.-The ei«entl«l i>«rU

Mich a coil (I*Ig. 509) the magnetic effect ol an electromagnet.

is increasi'd, and tliat tlio core lases. its magnetism wlien tht;

circ.iit is opened. The combination of the helix of insulated
wire and a soft-iron core is called an electronuignet.

603. Why an Electromagnet is More Powerftil than a
Helix withont a Core. When the helix is used without a
core, the greater number of the lines of force pass in circles

around the individual turns of wire, comparatively few running
through the helix from end to end and back again outside the
coil

; but when the ii-on core is inserted t!ie greater number of
lines of force pass in this latter way, because the permeability
of iron is very much greater than that of air. Whenever a
turn of wire is near the core, the lines of force, instead of
passing in closed curves around the wire, change their shape
and pass from end to end of the core. The effect of the core,

therefore, is to increase the number of lines of force which
are concentrated at the different poles, and conseciuently to

increase the power of the magnet.

The strength of the magnet may be still further increased

by bringing the poles

close together so that

the lines of force may
pass within iron

throughout theirwhole

course. This is done
either by bending the

core into

form,

Fia. 810.—An elcotnv
inagnet—horae-shoe
form.

horse-shoe *^*' Wl-—An electromagnet
—yoke form.

shownas shown in

Fig. 510, or by joining two magnets by a 'yoke ' as shown in
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Fig. 511. Tlif linoH of fm-ci! Uuih paH.s from one pole to the

otluT tliroii^lj the iron Innly held HgainNb thrni.

604. Strength of an Electromagnet. The strength of an

electronmijnet depi-nds e<pially on the strength of the current

and on tlie nunibur of tin-nn of wire which encircle the core.

Til is law i.s generally expre.ssed

by HJiying that the strength is

proportional to the avipfve-

turua which surround the core,

meaning that the strength varies

as the product of the number of

turns of wire about the core

and the strength of the current

measured in amperes.

This law is true only when
the ii-on core is not near to

being magnetized to saturation.

It should also be observed

that when an electromagnet is

used with a battery, or other

source of currerrt where the ends of the wire are kept at a con-

stant difference of potential, an increase in the number of turns

of the wire may not necessarily add to the strength of the mag-

net, becau.se the loss in magnetizing force through lass in current

caused by increased resistance may more than counterbalance

the gain through the increased number of turns of wire.

Query.—In what circuit shuuld a "long coil " electromagnet (one with
a great number of turns of fine wire) be used,—one in which the remain-
ing resistance is great or small as compared with the resistance of the
magnet? (See Jj 610.)

606. Action of one Electric Current on Another.—Ampere's
Laws. Oersted's discovery of the action of an electric current

on the magnetic needle (§ 474) led Ampere to invastigat, the

actions of currents on one another. The results of his obser-

vations are formulated in two statements, generally known a^

AMPfcRE'.s Laws.

Animi Uakiu AiirlsM 0775.1886)1 Born
at Lyons, France. Diaoovered the action
of one current upon another.
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1. Parallel carvents in the fnime directImh nttnirt each
ot/ii','; jKindlel currents in (yppimite directions rejtel each
other.

2. Angular currents tend to become jxmdlel and tojtmi) in
the name direction.

The laws may Iks vcrHicd in a Hiinplo manner hy the
following experiments:

—

Wind insulated magnet wire (No. 20) into cf)ilH of the forms
A and B in Fig. 512. ^ is alwiit 25 cm. sijuare and contains
five convolutions of wire. It may
be mafle by winding the wire

around the edge of a wjuare board,

tying the strands together at a
number of \nnnUi with thread, and
removing the board. B may be
made in a similar manner. It is

rectangular, 20 cm. by 10 cm. and ''2:."!n'!^PP?™'™ f"^ oonnwtion

contains also five convolutions. in the name direo-Pwwllel currents
tion attract each other.

Suspend A by a long thread and allow the ends of the wire
to dip into the mercury receptacles, as shown in Fig. 505.
Connect the wires afl shown in Fig. 612 so that a current
from a battery of three or ff)ur cells will pass in (me continuous

current through the two coils.

Bring one edge of B near one of
the vertical edges of A with the
planes of the coils at right angles to
each other, in such a position that
the current in the adjacent portions
of the two coils will flow (1) in the

^ same direction (Fitr. 612V ^2"^ in
rio.513.-Conneotionfordemon»trating ., .

^ ^ **'^^J> {^} ui
Ampires Latts Parallel ciirrcnU in thC Opposite direction CFik' 51.^^
oppoeite directions repel e«:h other.

*^* v-v.v... \m. t^. oiof.

In the first position the coils
attract each other and in the second they repel each other.
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Now, hoM n within A m shown in Fijr. 514, amini'inj' tho

connt'ctin;; wires in mich a way that ^l is fivo to luin roun<l.

The coil A turns alnitit and teiuls to Hct itself in tho

position in which tlio

cniTent« are paraUel

and flow in the same

direction.

Kia. 6M, -Cnnnpt'tioiK
(or denioiiKl rating Aiii-

p6re'i Iawi Anirnlar
current! tend to he-
fome pamllel ami flow
in the nme direction.

The reason for the

iK'haviour of the coils

is obvious. When the

currents flow in the

same direction, their

niapictic flelds tend

to merge, and the action in the medium
which surrounds the wires tends to

draw them to<;ether, but when the Fio-sis—iiMmeticfleMoftwoour-
i. ii • !. J' !• rent* In the lanie direction.

currents now in opposite dn-ections

these actions tend to push tho wii-cs

further aiwu-t (see § 499). The direc-

tions of the lines of force in tho fields

may be shown by passing two wires

tlirough the card as in the experiment

of § 498, and causing the current

to pass (1) in the same direction

through each wire (Fig. 615); (2)

Fis.&i6.-Miifrnetiofleido(onrn!nt« in opposite directions (Fig. 51G).
in oppoeite directions.

606. Practical Applications of the Magnetic Effects of the
Current. No sooner were tho principles of electromagnetism
made known by the researches of the early investigators than
their practical applicatioas began to be recognized.

Schweigger modified Oersted's experiment by landing the
wires in coils about tho magnetic needle, and applied the device
to detecting electric currents and comparing their strengths.
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Aiiipire, in 1821, suggestcMl the posHihility of iraiiHiiiitting

Hlgimls by elcctroiuagiK^tio action. Joseph Henry used an
electromagnet at AUmny, in 1 831 , f«)r producing aiuliblo Mignak
In 1837, Morse doviued the Hysteni by whicli dots and dashes,

representing letters of the a1phal)ct, were made on a strip of

moving paper by the action of an electromagnet Aljout the

BJime peri«»d, also, the possibility of protlucing rotary motion
by the action of electromagnets wjw demonstrated by tiio

experiments of Henry, Jacobi, Davenport, and others. At the

present time electromagnet* are used for a great variety of

practical purposes. The following sections contain descriptions

of some of the more common applications.

607. The Electric Telegraph. Tlie electric telegraph in its

simplest form is an electromagnet operated at a distune*' by
a battery and connecting wires. The circuit is opened and
closed by a key. The electi-omagnet, fittca to »nvo signals, is

called a sounder. When the current in tijo circuit is not

sufficiently strong, on account of the resistance of the line, to

work a sounder, a more sensitive electromagnet called a rebiy

is introduced which closes n l<x;al circuit containing a battery

directly connected with the sounder.

608. The Telegraph Key. The key is an instrument for

closing and breaking the circuit. Fig. 517 shows its construc-

tion. Two platinum conttvct points,

P, are connected with the binding

posts A and B, the lower one being

connected by the bolt G which is

insulated from the frame, and the

upper one being mounted on the lever

L which is connected with the binding

post B by means of the frame. The key is phiced in the circuit

by connecting the ends of the wire to the binding posts.

When the lever is pressed down, the platinum points are

brought into contact and the circuit is completed. When the

Fie. fil7.—Telegnph key.
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Fia, ei&—Telegraph •ounder.

Icvor i'm not dopivstwd, n Hprinfj y kcrpN tho iniiiitM niNirt. A
swik'li »S' is ust'il to coiiiicrt tho hiii)liii<; po-itH, aiiil cIomo tho

circuit when tho instriiiiu'iit in not in us«.

609. The Telegraph Sounder. Fi;;. SI 8 hIk>wn the cmHtruc-

tion of the mmniiur. It conHiHts of an
fkctnunajjnet B, above tlie poles of

which is a H4)ft-inm urniaturc yl.niountctl

on a pivoted beam B. Tho beam is

raiNod and the arniaturo held by a
Hprinj; S, al)ov(! tlio polcH of the magnet
at a diHtanco n';;uiated by the hcpowh

G and J>. Tho «'nds of tlie wire of the magnet are connected

with tho binding posts.

610. The Telegraph Relay. Tho rohiy is an inHtniment

for closing automatically a local circuit in an office, when
the current in the main circuit,

on account of tho great resistance

of the line, is too weak to work

the sounder. It is a key worked

by an electromagnet instead of

by hand. Fig. 519 shows its

constniction. It consists of a
" long coil " electromagnet R,

in front of the poles of which is a pivf)ted lever L carrying

a soft-iron armature, which is held a little distance from the

poles by the spring S. Platinum contact points, P, are

connected with tho lever L and tho screw G. The ends of the

wire of tho electixinrngiiet are connected with the binding

posts B, B, and the lever L and the screw G are electrically

connected with the binding posts £„ Bi.

Whenever the magnet R is magnetized the armature is

drawn toward tho poles and the contact points P are brought

together and the local circuit completed.

Fm. 619.—Telcgmph reUjr.
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611. Oonneotion of Initrnmenti in a Telegraph Syitem.
Fi "> showH a telegriipK line piu«iiig through three oHiceH

^^ W* i^

f^ l^ C^
c

ijljijljljip

Eun ant
Pm. 620.—OooiMcUon o( inttnimenta in • t«l*fnpb oinnlt.

A, Ji, and C, and indicateti huw the cunnectiona are made in

each oHice.

When the line is not in use the Hwitch on each key A" is

closed and the current in the main circuit Hows from the potiitive

jjole of the main battery at A, across the switches of the keys,

and thmugh the electromagnets of the relays, to the negative

pole of the main battery at C, and thence thi-ough the baltery

to the ground, which forms the return circuit, to the negative

ix)le of the main battery at A, The magnets R, R, R, are

magnetized, the local circuits completed by the relays, and
the current from each locivl battery tlows through the magnet
E of the sounder.

When the line is being used by an operator in any office A,
the switch of his key is opened. The circuit is thus broken
and the armature of the relay and of the sounder in each of

the offices is released.

When the operator depresses the key and completes the main
circuit, the armature of the relay in each office is dmwn in,

and the local circuit is completed. The screw D of each

sounder is then drawn down against the frame, producing a
'click.' When he breaks the circuit at the key, the local
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circuit is again openwl and the Immiui of eacli sounder is drawn
up by the spiintj a^'ainst tho screw C, proihicing anotlier
'click' of diHlMvnt sound. If the circuit is completed and
Ijrolven quicivly by the operator, the two 'cliciis' are very
close t<)i(ether, and a ".lot" is formed; but if an interval
intervenes between the ' clicks ' the effect is called a " dash."
DiHerent combinations of dots and daslies form different

letters. The transmitting; operator at A is thus able to make
himself understood by the receiving operator at B or G.

512. The Electric BelL Electric Ijells are of various kinds.

Fig. 521 shows the construction of one of

the most common forms. It consists of an

electromagnet M,M,E, in front of the jxjles

of which is supported an armature A by
a spring S. At the end of the armature

is attached a liannner H, pi. . d in such a

position that it will strike a l)ell B wlxn
the armature is drawn to the poles of

the magnet. A current breaker, consisting

of a platiimm-tippeil spring /), attached to the

armature, is placed in the circuit as shown in the

figure.

When the circuit is completed by a push-

button P, the current from the battery passes

from the screw G to spring D and

Via. SSI.— Electric bell an.i iti ooniimtiona.
At tl ii ihown ft wvtion ot the pu«h-
button. The IlKure thowi the Iwll when
thr button i* not pre«*ecL The current
nwy |WH in either direction tlirouKh the

thn)ugh the electromagnet to the Imttery. The armature

is drawn in and the l»ell struck by the hannner; but by the
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movement t)f the armature the spring D is separated fi-om the

screw C, and tlie circuit is broken at this point. The magnet

then released, the armature with its spring S causes the

hannner to fall back into its original position when the circuit

is again completed. The action goes on as before and a con-

tinuous ringing is thus kept up.

613. Qalvanometers. Since the magnetic effect of the

current varies as its strength, the strengths of different

currents may be compared by comparing their magnetic

actions. Insti-umeuts for this purix)se are called Oidvano-

meters. There are two main types of the instrument.

In the first type the strength of the current is measured by

the deflection of a magnetic needle within a fixed coil, made

to carry the current to be mea.sured; in the second, the

strength is measured by the deflection of a movable coil

suspended between the poles of a permanent magnet.

The Qalvanoscope de.scribed in § 475 is of the first type.

514. The Tangent Qalvanometer. A more useful instru-

ment of the first type is the tangent galvanometer. It

consists of a short magnetic needle,

not exceeding one inch in length,

suspended, or poised at the centre

of a large open ring or circular coil

of copper wire not less tlian ten

inches in diameter. A light pointer

is usually attached to the needle,

and its deflection is read on a

cireular scale placed under the

pointer (Fig. 522).

Tliis is called a 'tangent' gal-

vanometer because when the coil pia. sst—TanyeiitgklTMMnMter.

is placed parallel with the earth's

magnetic meridian and a current passed tlu-ough it the
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intennlftf of the current uull vary <is the 'tangent' of the

(imjle of (iefiecfion of the veedle.

Thus, if the current corresponding to any angle of deflection,

say one aiupei-e, is known, tlie current coiTf-sponding to any

other angle of deflection can l)e determined by referring to a

table ftjr tlie tangent of tlie angle, and making the necessary

calculations.

515. The D'Arsonval Qalvanometer. Galvanometers of the

second type are gei;erally known as VArson vid (jnli'timnnetfrH.

In this form the [)ermanent magnet remains

stationary, and a suspended coil rotates

through the action of the cun-ent in the

field of the permanent magnet. Fig. 523

shows the es.sential parts of the instrument,

and in Fig. 527 a complete instrument is

seen. N and /S are the poles of a permanent

magnet of the horse-shoe type. C* is an

elongated coil suspended by the wires A
and li, which lead the current to and from

the coil. The deflection of the coil is

indicated either by a light j)ointer and a

scale, or by a mirror D attJiched to the upper part of the coil

to reflect a beam of light, which serves as a jHtinter to indicate

the extent of the rotation.

The coil is brought to the zero by the tension of the

suspension wires. When the current is pjissed thi"OUgh it,

the coil tends to turn in such a position as to include as

many a.s poasible of the lines of force of the field of the

permanent magnet, and the deflection is appro.\imately pro-

portional to the strength of the current. Instruments of this

type may l)e ma«le excee«lingly sensitive.

616. Ammeters and Voltmeters. A galvanometer with a

scale graduated to read amperes is called an ammeter. The

fio. &23. — The M-
wntial piirU of

U'Anonvul K*t*aiio-

ineter.
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coils are of low resistance, in order that the instrument may
})e placed directly in the circuit without Heiwibly iiH'ecting the

strength of the current

If the galvanometer is to be used to measure potential

differences between points in a circuit it should have liigh

resistance; and if the scale is graduated to read directly in

^folts, tlie instrument is called a voltmeter.

The best portable voltmeters and ammeters used for com-

mercial pui'poses are

of the movable coil

type. Fig. 524 shows

an instrument of this

class. Tlie coil C, hav-

ing a soft-iron cylinder

within it, is pivoted

on jewel beai'ings, and

is Ii.?M iKitween the

poles N and 8 oi a

permanent magnet of

great Constanc\'. It is Fio. 624.—Ammeter or vottmcter. C, movable ooil; «p, one

, I 1 i . I
of the epringe ; S, S, poles of the permaneot magnet

;

brought to tlie zero p. poinur.

position by a coil spring up.

When the current is pjwised thi-ough the instrument, the

coil, to wiiich a pointer p is attached, reacts against the

spring and turns about M'ithin the tieltl of the magnet.

Each iiiHtrument is calibrated by c(»mparison with a standard

instrument plaeeil simultaneously in the same circuit with it.

QVBsnom
1. If you were given a voltaic cell, wire with an insulating covering,

and a bar uf soft-iron, one end of wliich was marked, state exitctly what

arrangements you would make in order to magnetize the iron so that the

marked end might be a ^-pole. Give diagram.

2. A current is flowing through a rigid cop^ter rod. How would you

place a small piece of iron wire with respect to it so that the iron mny be

niagnetizjd in Uie direction of its length 7 Assuming the direction of the

current, state which end of the wire will be a A'^iKjIe.
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3. A telegraph wire runs lu.rth and south along the magnetic meridian
A magnetic nee.lle free t.. turn in all directions is placed over the wireHow will this needle act when a current is sent through the wire from
south to north ? SupiK«ing the wire to run east and west, how would
you detect the direction of the current with a magnetic needle ?

4. An insulated wire is wound round a wooden cylinder from one endA to the other end H. How would you wind it back from B to A (1) so
as to increase, (2) so a« to diminish, the magnetic effects which it pnKluces
when a current is passed through it ? Illustrate your answer by a diagram
drawn on the aasumption that you are looking at tin end B.

5. A small coil is susiHJiided Iwtween the poles of a powerful horse-shoe
magnet, and a ciirnmt is made to flow through it. How will the coil
.ehave (1) when its axis is in the line joining the poles of the magnet ?

(2) when it points at right angles to that line?

6. If it were true that the earth's magnetism is due to currents
traversing the earth's surface, show what would be their general
direction.

7. An elastic spiral wire hangs so that its lower end just dips into a
vessel of mercury. When the top of the siiiral is connected with one
IM.le of a battery, and the mercury with the other, it vil.rates, alternately
breaking and closing the circuit at the jHunt of contact of the end of the
wire and the mercury. Explain this action.



CHAPTER XLVI

Induced Currents

617. Faraday's Experiments. Much «)f tl»o life of the
great investigator Farmlay was occupied in endeavours to

trace relations between the various " forces of nature,"—gi-avi-

tation, chemical affinity, heat, light, electricity and magnetism.
Seeing that magnetic effects could be prtxluced by an electric

current, lie felt sure that an electric cunent could be obtained

by means of a magnet During seven years (1824-31), he
devoted considerable time to securing experimental proof of

this, and at last, in August, 1831, was succeasful.

He took a ring of soft-iron and on it wound two coils A, B,

of wire. The ends of one coil he

joined to the terminals of a battery

C, the ends of the other to a galvano-

meter (Fig. 625). He noticed that

on closing the battery circuit the *"'»• 626.—cunent induced in » oir-

11 fi.1 I
ouit by opening or clo*inir uioUier

needle of the galvanometer was de- <rfnjuit.

fleeted, but that after oscillating a while it returned again to
its zero. However, just when the circuit was opened the

needle was again deflected, settling down to

rest as before after a few oscillationa

On September 23rd he wrote, " I am busy
just now again on electromagnetism, and
think I have got hold of a good thing, but
can say. It may be a weed instead of a fish

that may at last pull up." The following

day ho ^'oced a coil of wire wound over an

'^du.Sfili^hSIitby ii^Ji co»"e. vith its ends connected to a gal-

ITeld'of a^'iSillimt vauometer, itetween the poles of bar-magnets
'°*^*

asshnvvn in Fig. 626. Whenever the magnetic

contact at AT and S was made or broken the needle of the

galvanometer was disturbed.
435
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On October 1st lie again ino-lifietl Ins experiments by
winding two coils of insulabnl wire on the Han.e bhn^k of
w.xxl. connecting one with the gHlvanonieter, and the other
witli the battery. As U^fore, he found that whenever the
luittery cucuit w.is cl,.se<l or opened a current w,uh produced
in the galvanometer circuit, and that the needle waa deflected
in one direction on clr,sing the ciicuit, in tlie opiKisite on
opennig it

;
but that in this case, as in his previous experi-

ments, the current in the galvanometer circuit wa.s only
momentary.

It remained only to invent a method of makimr these
inomentary currents continuous. This has been worked out
by others and has gixen us the dynamo. Thus, in the
di.scovery of the principle .jf pr<Kluciiig a current by induction,
*araday made p<xssible all the m.Mlern applications of elec-
tricity in industrial development.

618. Production of Induced Currents. Faraday's dis-
coveries may be summe.] up in the following statement:—
Whn,,rn:/romu„!/ case, the namher of imujaetic lines of
fortf'jHisshnj throuiih a cimed rlrndt is changed, an electric
current in produced in that circuit.

Such a current is known as an induced current.

619. niustrationg of Induced Currents. Faraday's original
experiments are simple and can be performed by anyone
without difficulty. The coils connected with the galvanometer
should be wound with many turns of fine in.sulated wire,
and the galvanometer used should be sensitive ; one of the
D'Ai-s«»nval (§ 615) type answers well.

A gieat variety of experiments nnght be added to illustrate
the phenomena of induced cunents, because any device wliat-
ever which will alter the number of lines of force passing
thix>ugh a coil will induce a current in it
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Lt^t UH Uke a coil of very fine iiiHiUated wire wound on a
hollow 8p<x)l of the form Hhown in Fig. 527 and connect
tlie ends of the wire to the gal-

vanometer. Thrust the pole of a
bar-magnet into it, and then with-

draw it ; Hlip the coil over one pole

of a horse-.shoe magnet, and then

remove it. In lK)th cases the gal-

vanometer indicfiles a current, in

one directi«)n when the jwile passes

within the coil, and in the opposite

direction when it is witlulrawn,
1 , • I .1 , I ,

fiA- 627.—Ap)«ratua lor showinir that
but in Cacll CSU^e the Clinrnt Ums wb«n a magnet U thnut into or with-

I I I . I . > • I
drawn Irom a cloaed coil a current i«

only simile, the vuujnn and cod imiucwJ in the ooiL

are in, motion, rdtdive to each otiwr.

If the coil used in the preceding experiments is slipped over

the pole of an electi-omugnet ojiinected with a battery, as

shown in Fig. 528 and then withdrawn, effects similar to

those observed in the case of the permanent magnet will be

seen.

620. Explanation of Terms. The c< il connecteil with the

battery is called the primary coil, and the

current which flows through it is called the

jyrinm, y carrenl; the coil connected with
the galvanometer is called the ftecondary

coil, and the momentary cun-ents made to

flow in it, secondary cwrrents. When the

secondary currents flow in the stime direc-

tion as the primary, they are said to be

direct, or to flow in a jHjtntive direction;

but wlien the secondary currents flow in the opposite direc-

tion, they are said to be inverne, or to flow in a negative

direction.

Vm. SiK.—CamnU In-

<tuuc<i in a oloaed ooil

hy moving it In the
lleid of ail electro-
magnet.
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621. Laws of Induced Onrrents. Lt t m niwat tlio Ijwt

cxpt'iiiiu'iit, ami tiiku cjire to trace the relative directions of

the primary aii<l Hecoiuhiry currentH when the nuiiilicr of

iiiajjiutic lines of force passing throu;;li the Himce incloNtHi l)y

the 8t'cnn«lary coil is («/) increasing, (h) decreasing,'. It will be
found that via nmr ti DECUEASE in the vamhrr of liven of
force %vhi(h puss thruiojh a cloned circuit token j}bice, a
current in indiiml in. thin circuit, Jloiviinj in the, name direc-

tion OH thot V'hich trotdtl he rcfj aired to j n'thIace thiHvuujnetic

field, thot is, (I DIUECT current in jmnlticeil; and that when-
ereron INCKEASE in the vnndMr of linen offnre ttden pltae,

the current induced in niu-h im woidd tof itnelf proiltiA'c a field

opiHmitc ill direction to tluit tictinfj, tluU in, an INVERSE
current in jrroilaced,

RenienilKT therefore,

A decreane. gives a direct current.

An increase gives an inrerne current

Also, by moving the coil up to the jiolo of the magnet, at

one time rapidly, and at another slowly, and observing the
effects on the galvanometer of the change in the rate of the
motion, it has lieon shown that the. tottd electromotive force
indaced in any circuit at a ijiven instant, in efjind to the

time-rate of the variofimi of the, jloiv of vutf/netic linen of
force through thid circuit.

It is evident that when a circuit is not cltwcd it is impossible'

to prcKluce a current in it by a change in the number of lines

of force which pass through it; but it should be okserved
that, Jis in the case of a volUiic cell in open circuit, a potential

dirtercnce is established between the terminals of the con-

ductor. In other words, an electromotive force is developed

in the circuit.

It should be noted, also, that the motion of a conductor
within a magnetic field does not neces-sarily develop an
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Fio. eW.-Chanirein
the nunilier of linet
ol (oToe cuttinf »
coil necMsary to
tha production ol
induced current*.

E.M.F. in it. It .Ioch ho only when it cuU the lines of force,
and it is obviouH that it .loes not do ho when the conductor is
inoved in the direction pjirallcl with the line.s of force of tlie
field. This may bo shown by connecting the
coil used in the previous oxperinients with
the };alvanou)etor and moving it in various
directions alxmt the polea of a horse-shoe
magnet. The needle is undisturbed when the
coil is moved to and fro between the poles,

in the position shown in Fig. 629; but if the
coil is moved up and down, or placed l»etween
the poles and turned alwut a horizontal or a
vertical axis, or movcni in any other way
which causes the number of linen of frrce
jMiSMivg thnnujh if. to chamje, a current is generate*!.

522. Lens's Law. We have found (n) that parallel currents
in the same flirection attract each other (§ 505), (/») that on
moving a current from, a conducUng circuit an induced
current is pro«luced in the secondary in the same direction
as the primary, (§ 521 ). We have also found (a) that parallel
ciurents in opposite directions repel each other, and (ft) that
on moving a current toimrdn a conducting circuit an induced
current is pi-o«lucud in the secondary in the opposite direction
to that in the primary.

Hence, in all cases of electi-omagnetic induction, the direc-
tion of the ivduced current is alwaya such that it jntHlnceH

a mwjnetic field which cyywwcs the motion or change which
induces the current. This is known as Lenz's Law.

523. Self-induction. If an electromagnet containing many
turns of wire is connect<.'d with a battery and the cii-cuit

cIoHi'd and o|)ene<l by touching the two ends of the connecting
wires together and then separating them, a spark will be
observed at the ends of the wires when they are separated.
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and if tJif haridM mv in c<mt<u;t with thi- \)nrv wires, a sh(x;k

will pfiwihly hv. folt.

Tlie efri-ctH obHcrvcfl tw due to what \h known aw nflf-

induct Ion.

We have soon that, in tJie cano of two diHtinct coils of wiro

m-ar each othor, when a curn-nt is HtartM or RtopjH'd in one

a current is induceil in the other. This is due to tlit? fact that

the nuinlxT of nia^ietic lines of force ptiSHing through the

second coil is thereby altered. But wo can liavo this induc-

tive effect with a single coil. Elach tuni of the wire of the

coil will exert an inductive action on all the other turns.

The magnetic lines of force surrounding a f!UiTent, in circu-

lating around a wire, paw, especially when the wire is coiled,

across contiguous parts of the sanie circuit, and any variation

in the strength of the current causes the current to act

inductively on itself. On completing the circuit, this current

is inverse ; and on breaking it, direct.

The direct induced current in the primary wire itself, which

tends to strengthen the current when the circuit is broken,

is calle«l the extra ciuTcnt.

This self-induced curn-nt is of high E.M.F., and therefore

jumps across the air space as the wires are separated, thus

producing the spark.

Qonnom
1. You have n metal hoop. By nieatia of a diagram describe some

arrangement by which, without touching the houp, you can make electric

currents pass around it, first one way, and then the other.

2. A coil about one foot in diameter, made of 400 or 600 tumn of fine

insulated wire, is connected with a sensitive galvanometer. When it is

held with its plane facing north and south, and then turned over quickly,

the needle of the galvanometer is disturbed. Give the reason for this.

3. A bar of perfectly soft-iron is thrust into the interior of a coil of

wire whose terminals are connected with a galvanometer. An induced

current is observed. Could the coil and Itar be placed in such a position

that the above action might nearly or entirely disappear 7 Explain fully.
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4. Around the outaide of . deep cylindrical j»r arc coiled two wDM»t.piece- ..f fine ..lk-c.,vere,l wire, ench cuiuiMting of „«„• tura. ThiT^of on. c<.i are j^i„«, to a battery. tl.o«. o'f the ot'h r". ^^^,galvanometer. When an iron bar ia thr„.t into the jar a IZZ^current „ ob«,r.od in the galvanometer coll.. and when it i. d^wn^Janother mouienury current (but in an op,K,.it. din^tion) i, obJry^Account for theae results.

"uwrrea.

6. A small battery wa8 joined in circuit with a coil of fine wire and a
Kal.-anon.eter. ,» which the current was found to produce a steady butsmall deflectum. An unmagnetised iron bar was now plung^lZ thehj^uw of the coU and then withdrawn. The galvanometer^ needle wm
'^Z

"«="**•

»»™!»i^'y
''«» its first position, then to returnand to swing beyond it with a wider arc than before, and fiiwUy to settkdown to It. origin^ deHection. Explain these actions. aJsC w^was the source of the energy that moved the needle.

6. The pole, of a roltaic battery are connected with two mercury cup.

StJ
"""^ "" ocmnected succemiively by:-(l) A long straighT wiSe!

(2) Ihe same wire arranged in a close spiral, the wire being «^red with

Z" 'ZL 'i* T;'*^ ^'l"^^
-"" "'" '^"•-^ *-<•"«» • ^t-i-n

U brok^"
"^^ ^"^^'^ •" "^^ ~" ^'>~ '^^ "iw-it
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Al'l'LICATH>X.S OK I.NDUCKI) Cl'KUtNTS

624. The Principle of the Dynamo. Iii itn HimpleMt form, a
dyiiumo \h a coil of wiiu rotuttd nU.ut an axin in a nia^jnttic
H«l«l. The piiiiciplo may be illuMtratwl by connecting to tJiu

ir-'vaaometer the coil u»<ed in the exixrim.nta on current
induction and rotating it alx)ut a vertical axis between the
poles of a horse-shoe magnet. Continuoiw rotation in one
diri-ction is prevented by the twisting of the connecting wii, m

about each other. In a working dynamo this difficulty i^

overcome by joining the ends of the wires to rings. iVomi

which the current is

taken by brushes bear-

ing upon them. A
study of Figs. 530-633

will show how the

current is generated

in the coil and how it

is made to flow from
brush to brush through the external conductor.

Let al)ril be a coil of wire, having one end attached to the
ring^ and the other to the ring B; and suppose the coil to
rotate about a horizontal axis between the poles N and S.

Now the maximum number of lines of force pass through
the coil when it is in the position shown in Fig. 530 and 632,
and the mininnnn numhiT when it is in the position shown in
Figs. 531 and 533. In the Hrst quarter-turn, that is, in the
change from the position shown in Fig. 530 to the p(jsition

.shown in Fig. 531, the number of lines of force passing
through the coil is decreasing, and a direct current (flowing
clockwise viewed from X) is induced in it. Durinj/ the next

442
*

ri«. fisa -Principle of tb«
dyiuuna Fw. Ul.-Prinolpl«ol Um

dynamo.
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qimrt«'r-tuni(Kij,'M. 5:U uikI 5'.i2) tins iiuiiiIxt of linoN of force

thi-«)u;;h the c«>il m imnjjwiiijj, iiiid an iiivi'rm! current (counter-

r I cl«)ckw' .' >-.t'wwlfroin

Km S . . A') in in<lucu<l in it;

e _ _̂S\fK\ '"'^ '^ *^'"'' opi>t»''t«

^ '
'=* oWvlly

^ f«MH> of tlur coil (viewed

from A') in prenented

to tlio vifw, it iM evi-

dent that the current

rtowH in the minie

ill,- 'nte direction in the coil an during the fii-Ht (juarter-turn.

Ill ' 1-6 name way it can bo Hhown that the current continueH to

H >. n one direction in the coil during the second half-turn

{
Kl^ <. 532, 533, 531 ). But an the Hides ah and cd of the coil liavc

cliiuigeil placeH, this direction will be opposite to that of tins

Km. 6St.>-Princlple of th«
dynanio.

Fis. 633.—PrinolpU of the
dynamo.

cm rent in the coil during the first half-tun.. Tlie current in

h! coil, therefore, changes direction at the end of each hiilf

r volution, but the complete circuit includes the wires joining
the brushes bearing on A and B\ hence a current which
changes direction at regular intervals is pnxJuced in the

external conductor. Such is known as an alternating current.

525. The Armature of the Dynamo. We have, for simpli-

city, considered in the prece<ling section the case of the
revolution of a single coil within the magnetic field. In
o. inary practice a number of coils are connected to the same
collecting rings or platea These coils are wound about a
sofl-iron core, which serves to hold them in place and t<j

increase the numlwr of lines of force passing through tin;

8i>ace inr'oBcd by them. The coils and core with the attached
connect!. '» s ccmstitute the amuitare of the dynamo.
The armatures vary in typo with the form of the cl.^ ^nd

the winding of the coils. A single coil wound in a groove
about a soft-iron cylinder (Fig. 534) forms a Hhwttle armature;
when a number of coils are similarly wound about the same
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iron cylinder the armature m said to Ui of the .7/*JtrJi typo

Fit;. 5;i5 8lio\v8 a Unnnmf-riinj armature,

in wliich a sevieH of coils are wound al)out

an inm ring. To prevent the generation

of " eddy cur-

rentw," within

the iron itwelf,

which are wa.stc-

ful of energy' and

overheat the niachine, the armature core

Fio. .SSI. -Khiittle armUurt. Flo. 636.—UrftOini«-riiiK
armature. (Inventetl

Fio. 636. -Bipolar «eM.
Flo. 6ST. -Multipolar flcM.

h.vliramni<inI868.)

is built up of thin soft-iron discs insulated from one another.

526. Field Magnets. In small generators, u.sed to develop

high tension (or po-

tential) currents, per-

manent magnets are

.sometimes used to

supply the fields.

The machine is then

willed a VKii/ticto. In

all ordinary dynamos

the field is furnished

by electromagnetij known technically Hsfield-rtnigvetH. These

magnets are either bipolar (Fig. 636) or multipolar (Fig. 537).

In the multipolar type two or more pairs of poles are arranged

in a ring about a circular yoke A.

627. The Alternating Current Dynamo. When an alter-

nating current is u.sid for electric lighting or jjower

tuiusmission, the alternations range frrtn 25 to 60 per second.

Now such a current »umot lie generated in a bi|H»lar field

except by unduly increasing the rapidity of the revolutions

of the armatui-e, because the current changes direction but

twice each nvolutioa The reijuisitt; number of alternutions

is secured by increasing the number of pole-pieces in the
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Fro. 53S.—Kitenttal parte and electrical

ciintiectiontiii the altrrnaiiiiK current
ilynauia

field-inajjiHitH. In tliH altenmt<»i"s in common use, the arma-

ture c.»ils A, A... (Kijj. 5:{8)

ivvolve in a iiiultiiMilar fit'ld. Tlu'y

are wound in altoniatc directions

and connoctt'd in wries with the

two free ends of tlie wire brought

to two coUt'cting rings, C and D,

as shown in the figure.

To study tlio action, suppose the

ring of armature coils to lie opp»)site

to the ring of the field coils.and to be

rt'V«»lving in either direction. Since

the armatine coils leaving positions opiMJsite A'-poles in the

field have currents induced

in them opjH»site in direc-

tion t4) those in the cctils

leaving iS'-|)oles, and since

these coils are wound alter-

nately to the right and the

left, it is evident that the

induced current in each coil

will be in such a direction

as to prtHluce a continiums

current in the whole series,

which will flow fmm one

collecting ring to the other.

It is evident, also, that the

rw. 6».-A •elfexelUiigall«rn»tln|r ourrtntdy dinnition of this CUrreilt
naiiK), driven by the {Millcy /'. There are lour

neldmaipieti. m. m, m, m, TOnneoted by the yoke ^.|H \^ reversed the instant
B. A it the armature. In thli caee it really

conairte of two armaturei *•'"»«» •w"'^* iJH! the field aiid ttiiuature coils
ii joiiie<l to a coininutator a, on which rcet four

liruahea h, b, ft (one not eeen). Tills geneiateia ni,,,;., fiw.,> piw>h other
direct cur^tltliiee next lection) which ia uaad to ttg'"" I'iCe eiicn OCUCr.

excite the fleUliiiaifneta. The other armature ii «• „„ 1.1 ,. „.„„l^_ „f „U„„
Joined to the three oollectinrf rinui c. e, e, from ftinCC tlu* UUmWr Ot altcr-
which the three phaacalWrnalW current in led oil. . f il :.„„.._ ..i * „

nations of this current for

each revolution of the armature eijutils the nundwr of j^oles in
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the Hel<l-ina<;n»'t, the iiuinlM-r of iilternatioiis per iniiiuUf is

ei|iiHl to the iiuiiilK>t' of ]M)les in the H('lil-ina<;iiet iniiltiplii'tl

hy tlie iiuiiiIht of revolutions niiule \>y the iirinature per

minute.

528. Production of a Direct Ourrent—The Oommutator.

When un eleetric current flt)vvs continuously in one direction

it is said to be u direct current. The current in an armature

coil chantjes direction, as we have seen, at rejfular jwriiHls. To

produce a direct current wilh a dynamo it is necessary tt>

provide a device for commuting the alternatinjj int<) a <lirect

current This is d«)ne hy means of a cnininiifatnr. It con-

.sists of a collecting; i inij made of sejjments called vinniuaf<(lin'

filiitt's, or Ihii-s, insuliUed from one another. The terminals of

the coils are comieot«'d in order with the succeasive plates «»f

the rinj;. Take, for example, the ca.se of a sinjjle coil

revolved in a bipohu* field, as considtsred in (§ 524). The

conmiutator consistw of two

i
semi-circular plates, (Fijfs.

540 an«l 541 ), and the

brushes are so plact'd that

they rest ujK)n the insulat-

injf material bilweeu the

plates at the instant the

current is chan{j;ing direc-

tion in the coil. Then

since tht* couunutator plat«'s

chan;;e position every time the cin'r«'nt chanj^es direction in

the coil, the current always Hows in the sjime directi«>n from

brush to brush in the e.vternal circuit.

529. Direct Current Dynamo. TIk^ essential i»arts of a

din-ct current dynamo with ' rin<;' armature an<l bijM)lar field

are shown in Fi;,'. .542. Th«' coils are wound continuoiisly in

«>ne direction alxtut tin- cori', and -iri- comu-etitl M'ith ctjinmutat'or

Flu. 641.

Arnnui'iiieiit* for transforniinir th« altematini;
current in the urinaliirr into a dirrcl cnirrvnt

ill the L'xtrriial uiri'nit.
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Fio. Ml—Knential parU and electrical oon
iieutloiM lu the direi-l current ilyiuuua

plates r, P as indicate-l. For simplicity, suppose that

thi riug contains but four coils, C'„ C'j, C'„ t\, and that they

aro in tlie typical positions

shown in the figure.

Consider the conditions of

the coils as viewed from one

point, say N, along the lines of

force in the direction N to H.

The maximum number of

lines of force piss through a

coil wlien it is cn^ng the line

AB, and the minimum when it

is crossing a line drawn from

N to »S'; hence, if the ring is

revolving clockwise, as shown

by the arrows, olwerve :

—

1. The number of lines of force passing through the space

inchxsed by the coil C, i^ decreasing, and a d'rect (clockwise)

current is induced in it.

2. The numlwr of lines of force tiirough the coil (7, is

increasing, and an inverse (contra-clockwise) current is induced

in it ; but as the coils present opposite ends when viewed from

iV, it is evident that the current flows in the same absolute

direction in L\ and C^

3. The nuinl)er of lines of force through the coil ('^ w

decreasing, and a direct (cUjckwise) curreu* is induced in it.

4. Tlie number of lines of force through tl»e coil C^ is

increasing, and an inverse current (contra-clockwise) is induce<l

in it ; but aw C, and L\ present opposite ends when -viewed

from N, the currentw flow in the same absolute direction in

each, but in a dii-ection opposite to that in the coils Cj and Cj.

Similarly with any numlwr of coils, the cuiTcnta in all coils on

one side of the lino A B flow in one direction while those, in the

coils on the other side of AB flow in the opposite direction.
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Honcf, if till- «'inls »)!' thf wires of the coii.s are coniicctrd to

the coinniiitator plates, iiiul the hrushes Im'iu" U|m»h these plates

at the p>iiita hJ and F Jis slmwn in the fiijure, a direct, or

continuous, current will flow from /'to A'throujjh a conductor

which joinH the hruslu's.

The action in a 'drum'

armature iH similar. The
coils are so wound that

the currents on Inith

sides How in tlie anna-

teture away from oi

brusli and (o the other

brush.

It is obvious that in

.. » nndtiiMtlar iield, there

Fio. MS.—Modern cllr«ct-curr«nt dynkino. A, Dnim must Ixi aS niailV pairs
aniiktura

; A, multiiiolar Beia ; C, (lynarao complete. « ,, .
"', *

ot c«»llectujg bruslies as
there are pairs of jjoles. Via. r>iS siiows a m«Hl(>rn direct-

current dynauKi with drum armature and nndtiiwlar field.

630. Excitation of Fields in a Dynamo. In the altenmting-
current dynanu) the elect romajjnets which form the fields are
sometimes excited by a small direct -cur-

rent dynanto Ijelted to the shaft of the

machine (see als*) Fijj. 5.S1)); in the direct-

CHiTent d\'namo the fields are mairnetized

liy a curr«'nt tak«'n from tlu; dynamo
itself. When tlie fall cuirent jjenerated in

the armature (Fig. 644) pjLsses through the

tield-magnets, which are wound with coai-se

wire, the dynanu) is said to l)e nprifn-tmund.

A d3'namo of this class is uswl when a
constant current is n'(|uinHl, as in ai-c

lighting. When the fields are energized by a small fraction

of the current, which piusses din-ctly fi-om brush t<< lirush

fto. 644.—^ri««-woand
dyiiftUK).
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throiijjh many turns of fino wire in the fit'M coils, wliil.? th«'

main current dtn's work in the external circuit (Kij». 545),

tlie dynamo is nhnnf-a^nind. Tliia typo is us«hI where tlie

output of current nMjuiriHl is continually

chan^^ing, but where the potential differ-

ence In^twt'en the brushes must be kept

constant, as in incaudeHcent lighting,

jKJWer distributing, etc The regulation

is accomplished by Huitablu resistjince

placed in the shunt circuit to vary the

amount of the exciting current.

The regulation is more nearly auto-

matic in the comjyuind-ttHmHd dynamo.

In this form the fiehls contain l)oth s<>ries

and shunt ctiils.

Pia. M.*!.—Shunt -woiiiiil

<l> iiMno.

The field-magnets, of course, lose their strength when the

cun-ent ceases to How, but the cores contain mitiicient residual

magitetism to cause the ma-

chine to develop sutficient

current t«» "pick up" on the

start.

031. The Electric Motor.

The purpose of the electric

motor is to transform the

energy of the electric current

into mechanical motion. Its

con.struction is similar to that

of the dynama In fact, any

direct-current dynamo may be

used as a motor. Consider,

for example, a shunt-wound
Tta. 640.-RMMitiai p«rtautA electrical oonneo-

tloM ill the illrect-current electric motor.

bipolar machine with Gramnu-riiig armature (Fig. 546) con-

nected with an external power circuit.
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Tlif finnut siippUi'.l to Uio iiiot^w divideH at «/, jmrt flowH

tiii-uu<;h tlio ficlil-iiiji^jiu't coils, aii<] |Mrt rntei-s th« nriiiutiire

roils by tlio brush H at tlio jxiiiit /», wlu-ro it <livi<l»'s, ono
iMiitioii passin^f thnm^h tho «)ils on <mo si<lo of tho ring, and
an«»liu'r through tho coils on tli« othor side. Tho currents

through tho armature coils re-unite at u, pass out by tlie brush

//,, and are joined at »' by the part of the main current which
Hows through the tield-niagnet coils.

Both the tield-niagnet an<I the armature cores are thus
magnitized, and tho poles are formeil according to tho law
stat«'d in § 501. The poles of the Held-magnet are as indicatetl

in the tigure. Each half of the iron core of tho armature will

1)6 an electromagnet of the horse-shoo type, having a /Sf-jwle

at H and a JV-polo at n. Tho nnitual attractions and repulsions

U'tween the jjoh's of the armature and of tho field-n.agnot

cause the armature to revtjlve.

532. Oounter-Electromotive Force in the Motor. As the

armatui'*! of the motor is revolved it will, as in the dynamo,
• Itveiop an E.M.F. opjxwite to that of the current causing tho

motion. The higher the vehx'ity of tho armature, the greater

is this counter- E.M.F. The electric motor is, therefore, self

regulating for diffen-nt lojwls. When the Itjad is light, tho

speed iK'Conits high and tho increase in tho counter-E.M.F.

reduces the amount of current passing through tho motor; on
the other hand, when the lojul is heavy the vehjcity is decrease*!

and the C(nuiter-E.M.F. is lessenwl, allowing a greater current

for increa.sed work.

When the motor starts from rest there is, at the iR'ginuing,

no coiniter-E.M.F., and the current nui.st l>o admitted to tho

armature coils gradually through a rheostat, (a wt tl resist-

anco c(»ils) to pitvi-nt tho overheating of tho wires and the

burning of the in.sulation.
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Qannon and Pftomm

1. U|M>ii what in tlio |N>t«iitinl ilitToreiiee Ixttwufii llitt linwIieH of a

(lyilHIIIO (It'llOlKlfllt I

'i. To wliHt ia tho iiitoriial reHinUnctt uf a dynaiiio iluu /

3. How hIiohIiI a dynaiim bo wound to prtHluou (1) ciirroiitH of hi^h

E.M.F. ; (2) a curruiit fur electroplating ?

4. A dynamo is running at conitaitt [ •sed ; what effect will Ihj pro-

duced on the strength of the fieUl-uiagnetH by decreasing the resistance

in the external circuit (<i) when the ilynaniu is series-wcmnd j
(fc) when it

is shunt-wound ?

5. What would lie the effect of short-circuiting (I) a series-dynamo

;

(2) a shunt-dynamo ] Explain. (A dynamo may l>e short-circuitud by

joining the bruHhes, or the main wires fn»m them, by a conductor of low

resistance.)

6. An alternating current dynamo hait 1« jMdes, and its armature

makes 3U0 resolutions per niin. ; find the number of alternations per sec.

7. Why would an armature matle of coils w<iund on a wotxlnn core not

be as effective as one with an iron core ?

8. What would !» the effect uiM>n tho iM.t^jutial difference between

the brushes of a dynamo of moving them backward and forward arounJ

the ring of conmiutator plates ? Explain.

9. What would be the effect uinm the working of a dynamo, of

connecting the connnuhttor plates by binding a Iwre copi*er wire around

them, (1) if the field-ma^nota are in a shunt circuit ; (2) if the tield-

nia^net is excitetl by a seitarate dynamti / Woidd a current l>e generated

in either of these cases I If so, where would it Mow 1

633. The Transformer. If two iixlfptMident coils aro wouml

nlxtut tho mime iron con;, na in Fanulay's oiiijiiirtl experiiiu'iit

on indiu-ed curnMitH (§ 517), it in obvious timt an altfiiiatinj;

current in one coil will prothieo an alternatinj^ current in tlui

oth«fr if it is cKjSfil, bfcauso the core becouM's niajjuetizinl in

one dirtHstion, then deniagnetiz».Hl, and nniifiutiwHl in the

opposite direction at each clivnjife in the direction of the

current in the primary ciriMiit ; lin»;H of force are thus mmle

to pass through the Hecon«hiry coil in alternate directioiw.
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Thin is (ln( |ti-iiici|>1i> of llu> (miisroniDT, a <l<«viw f«.r

c-liuii;riii;; tin iiltcriiHtin^ nirrciit of <iim> t>|fctrtiiii(itivu fuivu

to tliat of uiiotlici*.

Wlii'ii tho cimnjfe in from low E.M.F. to Ingh, the traiiH-

foniuT is cjill«'«l II Htift-up traiwfoiiiicr, ami mIicii fioin Iii^rh to

low, a nU'p-iloira truiisfoniu'r. Tlu ro aro many foniiM of tliiH

in.stntuu'nt but the «'s.M«>ntiul iiarts aro all tho sana'—two coiJH

and a laminat«><l Hoft-inm coro, no |)hic*><l that as many aH
jMisMiUh' of thw lint'H of forco iinxhicctl hy tho ciinvnt in onu
coil will |«w.M thriiu;;h tho njmico incloMod hy tho otlu'r.

In transformorH xm^X f(.i- comnioi-rial imriMtNOH, th« coils

aro usually wound alMmt a coro hIuiinmI in

the form of OD. 'J'ho inner coils (Fi;j. 547)
are th«! primary, and tho outor tho sectrndary.

Tho oK>i'ti-<»moli\o forco of tho current jfon-

^raUMl in tho w-condary coil is to that of
tho primary curnnt nearly in tho ratii» of
tho numU'r i»f turns of wire in the H«K^ondarv

Tm. M7.—The tnuis- -i . ii i •
"'

fonntr. c«jil to tlio nuuiiH^r \\\ tho pmuary.

634. Uses of the Alternatinff Current On account of
the facility with which tho E.M.F. ..f an alternating current
may be chanjjed by a transformer, allernating currents aro
now usually employtnl whenever it is found n»'c.-s.sary t.r

c«.nveni.nt to chanjje tho Unsion of a current Tho most
conuuon illustrations are to \n^ f.iund in the case of tho long
<listanco transmission of electricity, where tho current«
generat*Kl by tho dynamos are traiisformed into curnuit« of
very high E.M.F. to ovei-como the resistance of tho trans-
mission wires.* and again into currents of lower tension for use
at the centres of distribution; and in tho case of incandescent
lighting, where it is tulvisablo to have currents of fairly high

.JT"n'.'!!''.'"'!"T*?.*u!:i:°""'''
"'* h^'i'iKo* Ihf ™iMlu.titiK win. when liiKhtemlon is
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t4>iiHi()n on till' HtH'ot wirew 1»iit. f<»r tin- Makii of Httfi'ty ttiwl

if«m«)iiiy, cuiTt'ntw of low R M. F. in tli«' lain|)N jiiul lumw;

oonn(K:tion8.

In IIh' Hyclro-oh'ctric MyHteni which nupplies many cetitrw

of Ontivrio with i-lectric onMrjjy. th«* current when firHt jjtMmr-

rtt«Hl Ht Niajpira Falls in at a {Mttential of 12,000 voltn. It w
then transfornHMl to 1 10,000 volt« and tranHmitttxl over

wt>ll-inHulat<'<l linen. On arrivinj; at its destination it is

trannfonnefl down ajjain f«)r use in lighting;, power and

heatin(f.

BS6. The Indnetion Ooil.* In ttic induction coil currents

of vny hijjh I'hrtioniotivt' fon'«> are

prcKhin'd by the inductive tiction >f

an interrupt*-*! cin-rent. (Fijj. 548.)

The eHHential pivrts »»f the instru-

nient are shown in Fi^. 549. It

iliffei-H from an onlinary trans-

former mainly in havinjj a«lde<l to the primary circuit a

current-breaker and a condens<'r.

The primary coil consists of a

few turns of stout insulated wire

wound about a soft-inm core. The

secondary coil, consisting of a great

num>)er of turns of very fine insu-

lated wire, surrounds the primary

coil. Its tc'rminals are attached to

binding {xists placeil aliove the coil.

The current-breaker is usually of the typt illustrated in the

electric bell (§ 612), but other forms are often employed. The

condenser CC is made up of alternate' layers of tinfoil and

paraflinefl }>apt>r or mica, connecter! with the spring A and

Km. 64a—TIm IndaotkM ooU.

Flu. MO. -The narntiiU fwHa and
•Icctrloal ooiineotlOM In th* Induc-
tion ooiL

"th* imluciion ooll waa greitlly imprnvol liv Ituhmknrff (DNKi 1877), • twnou* mututaoturcr
ol wltiiUlii affmnlkua in Pari*, nad to olun (alltod %h» BuhmkorS ooU.
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Hcr.«w //of th.' '•um'nt-l)mik('r in hmcIi u iiiaiiiHT tlmt nm. of
tlt.M». iH joiii.Ml to th.^ . VIM Mh.rJs of the foil, til.; otlwr to tli.;

(hI.I (Hi.s. Tho corn is a huiidK^ of M«.ft-ir..ii wirt-H iiiNulntiil
from (. ... atioUi.r hy nIi.II.ic. Sndi u con* vaux U, iimjfiietiwjd
ami «l»i/iiiyii.'ti/,.'«l iiioic lUMily tlum one of Molid iroii.

838. Explanation of the Action of the OoiL VVlun tlie
primary cinniit is complut.'d tlie hau-ry current piiHWH thn>ujrh
the coil ami matrnetiwH the om This <hiiWM in the linnimer
//, ami the cinuit in hroken iM'tween the spriiijf A niul thu
Hcrew //. The hammer then tlies Ijack, the circuit in again
cfimpletei! aii<i the action is repuiteil. An interrupted current
is thus Kent throu;,'h the primary coil, which induces currents
of high eh'ctrouiotive force in the Hecondary.

Self-induce.! currentM in the primary cii-cuit interfere with
the acti«m of the coil. On completing the primary circuit, the
current due to H^-lf-imluctiou opposes the rise of the primary
currents and thus diminisheN the inductive effect. Similarly,
the e.xtra-current induced in the primary coil when the circuit
is hroken pjwwes across tho hreak in the form of a spark ami
prolongs the time of fall of the primary current, again lessen-
ing the inductive action. The condensiT is intrcMhiwid to
prevent this latter injurious effect. When the cii-cuit is

hrok.Mi the e.xtra-current flows into the condenser and charges
it, but as the twoc«)atings are joined Mween A and J? through
the priuwiry coil and the Ijattery, the c«>ndenser is immwliately
discharged, giving rise to a current in the opixwitc dircTtion
which Hows l)ack through tho priuuiry coil and instantanwusly
demagnetizes the soft-iron core. The (liivct cunvnt induwHl
ill the primary coil, therefore, Ijeconies shorter and more
intense.

The iK>tential difference Iwtween tho terminals (.f the sec-
ondary coil can thus l»e made sufKciently great to cause a
spark to pass between them, tho length of the spark dept^nding
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on tlio ciiiNicity of tho coil. CmIn );iviii^M]MirkM from 18 to 24

inclivM lire fiiM|ii«>ntly iiiniiufactui*i-<i.

The Hiiiulli'r coilM are UHutl cxiviiHiviOy for |)liyHio)o<;icHl piir-

puw>H niid for ^lu* cii^rinu i};iiitioii (mxj § ifOH), nixl tii«) iiir;;«>r for

exciting; viicmiin tiiUsH niid ftir winilvMii tele^iii]>liy {hvh- § 575>.

637. Telephont. Thu toleplutnu, mh invctitcd )iy Ali'xniMlvr

QraliHui Bfll, eiiiployH tlits principle of induced curivutH for

reproducinjf HOund waveK

The trauHiiiitter Rud receiver firMt UfM-d Men- alike. Each

coiiHiHte<l of an iron diaphragm C, HUpiKirUnl in front of one

end of a permanent bar-nia^net A, txUmt which wiw wound a

coil of fine insulated wire B, hm nhown in F'^. 550.

.-J^
na. tUt—Th* ftwUil pMft* and el«otrl<«l coanactUMW In th* ort«<n*l Ball UlaphoM.

Tlie terniinaU of the transniitter an«l receiver coHm are con-

necteil by the line wircH. The Mound waves falling u|)on the

diaphra);ni of the transmitter cause it to vibrate, and thewj

vibrati«>nH produce fluctuations in the number of lines of force

passing; through the coil, which cause induced currents to

Hur);e to and fro in the circuit. The currents alternately

stren}^hen and weaken the ma^^net of the receiver and thus

set up vibrations in the diaphnigm

similar to those in the diaphragm of

the transmitter.

The Bell receiver is very sensitive an«l

is still used on all telephone systems, but

a magnet of the horse-shoe type is now

usually employe*! instejid of the bar-

magnet usetl in the original form. The

transmitter was iu)t found satisfactiiry, seii iytum.

especially on long distance lines, and hu-s been replaced by

one of the microphone type (Fig. 551).

Kiu. &fit. The ink'roithoiM

Iraiwinlltrr uwd in the
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At tlie hiick of the mouthpiece is a metallic diaphragm
D, li is a cai>M)n button attaclied to the diapliragm, and B'
another carbon button attached to the frame of the in.stru-

ment, opposite to li. The space between the carbon buttons
is loosely packed witli coarse granulated carbon. (See upper
small figure.)

The connections of the instruments in the complete circuit

are shown in Fig. 552. The transmitter acts on the principle

ii 1

.
1"

A

Fio. 552.--Electrirftl connections in telephone circuit. V. mouthpiece of
iransmitter: B, B„ carbon buttons; D, diaphragm of receiver, and M iupermanent bar-magnet. T is a transformer.

that the conductivity of the granular carbon varies with the
varying pnvssure e.\erted upon it by the button B, as the
diaphragm vibrates under the action of the sound wavea The
current passing from the battery through the primary coil of a
transformer T will, therefore, be fluctuating in character and
will induce a cinrent of varying strength and varying direc-

tion, but of hiyiier electromotive force, in the secondary coil

wl-.ich is connected in the main line with the receiver. This
current will cause corresponding variations in the magnetic
state of the electromagnet of the receiver and thus set

up vibrations in its dinphragm, which will reprwluce the
•sound wavers that caused the diaphragm of tho transmitter
to vibrate.



CHAPTER XLVIII

Heatino and Lightin(j Effects of the Electrio Cuurent

538. Heat Developed by an Electric Current. In discuss-

ing the sources of heat (§§ 242-245) we referred to the fact

that whene\ er an electric current meets with resistance in a
conductor heat results. Now, as no body is a perfect con-

ductor of electricity, a certain amount of the energy of the

electiic current is always transformed into the energy of

molecular motion. Joule, who investigated this subject, found
by comparing the results of numerous experiments that in a
given time the number of heid units developed in a conductor
varien as its resistance and as the square of the strength of
tJte current.

539. Practical Applications. Resistance wires heated by
an electric current are used for various purposes, such as

perforirjing surgical operations, igniting fuses, cooking, heating
electric cars, etc. In electric toasters and flat-irons the resis-

tance wire is an alloy of nickel and chromium. This can be

kept at a re<l heat for weeks without injury, whereas an iron

wire would soon deteriorate.

640. Electric Furnace. In Fig. 663 is shown one kind of

electric furnace. Carlxjn rods C, G pass

through the asbestos walls of a chamber
about 4 in. long, 2J in. wide and IJ
in. high. Between them is a small

crucible, and the space about is packed

with granular carlxm (arc lamp carbon rods broken into

pieces about as large as coai-se granulated sugar). The
467

•

f>':^'^'/^y^^
- m̂i^

Fio. 663.—Electrio resistance
furnsce.
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furnace is joined to an electric-ligliting circuit through a
rlieostat. The resistance of tlie granuhited carbon is con-
siderable, and sufficient heat can be generated to melt pieces
of copper in the crucible. This is a rcs'iHtmce furnace.

Carborundum is produced from coke, sand, salt and sawdust in

a furnace of this type.

In the arc furnace the heat is prt^uced at a break in the
circuit, as illustrated in the arc lamp (§ 544).

541. Electric Welding. Rods of metal are welded by
press: iig them together with sufficient force while a strong
current of electricity is passed through them. Heat is devel-
oped at the point of junction, at which place the resistance

is greatest, and the metals are softened and become welded
together. But the most important application

of the heating effects of the electric current is

to be found in electric lighting.

642. Incandescent Lamp. The construc-

tion of the incandescent lamp in conmion use

'^d^i^enTSl? '""*ji'
^^ s'lown in Fig. 554. A carbon filament

;jSndkrc«lIl{"wUfi
'""'^*^ ^y carbonizing a thread of bamboo or

b"r22bL'to^i,io^h
^^^^^" ^^^^ ** ^ v^^y hig'^ temperature, is

on.wirei.«,idered. attached to Conducting wires and inclosed in

a pear-shaped globe, from which the air is then exljausted.

The conducting wires where they are fused into the glass are

of platinum. When a sufficiently strong cuiTent is passed

through the carbon filament, which has a high resistance, it

is heated to incandescence and yields a bright steady light.

The carbon is infusible, and does not burn for lack of oxygen
to unite with it.

Lamps are now also being used in which the filament is

fine wire of the metal tunjrsten.
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The Nernst lamp diffei-s from the onlinary incandescent

lamp in that the suKstance made incandescent consists of a

small rod known as a gloirer, composed of oxides of the

rare earths. Since these oxides are inconibustible the

glower is not inclose(^. in an exhausted globe. Its chief

dniwlMick is that the glower is a non-conductor when cold,

and must be heated before the current will pass through

it Both tiie tungsten and Nernst lamps give much more

light than the ordinary carbon Ulament lamp for the same

current.

543. Oronping of Lamps. All the incandescent lamps to

be used in the same circuit arc so constructed as to give their

proper candle power when the same potential-difference is

maintained between their terminals. This is generally from

100 to 110 volts. The lamps are connected in multiple, or

imrallel, that is, the current from the leading wires divides,

and a part flows through each lamp, as shown in Fig. .545.

The dynamo is regulated to maintain a constant potential

difference between the leading wires.

544. The Arc Light. If two carbon rods, connectetl by

conductors to the poles of a sufficiently powerful bittery

or dynamo, are touched together and then separated a short

distance the current continues to flow across the gap,

developing intense heat and raising the terminals to incan-

descence, thu.s producing a powerful light, generally known

as the arc light.

When the carbon points are separated by air only, the

potential difference between them, when connected with the

poles of an ordinary arc-light dynamo, is not sufficient to cause

a spark to pjiss, even when they are very close together ; but

if they are in contact and then separated while the current is
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piiHsiiij; llir<)uj,'h tlieiii, tlie " i-xtra-current " spiirk prtHluced on

sc'panition ( § 523) volatilizes a small (luantity of the carlxHi

between the points, and a conducting; medium, consistini; of

carbon vapour and lieated air, is thus produced, through which

the current continues to How.

Since this medium lias a high resistance,

intense heat is devel<»ped and the carlM)n

points become vividly incandescent and

burn away slowly in the air. When a

direct current is used, the point of the

positive carbon becomes hollowed out in the

form of a crater, and the negative one

becomes pointed, a« shown in Fig. 555.

The greater part of the light is radiated

from the carbon jxjints, the j)ositive ohe

being the brighter.
FiA. 666.—The MO ligrht.

545. The Inclosed Arc—The Arc-light Antomatic Feed.

The open arc is now being largely superseded by the

"inclosed arc," a form in which the carlwn points are

inclosed in a glass or porcelain globe with an air-tight

joint at the bottom (Fig. 556), and with but sufficient

opening at the top to give the upper carbon freedom.

Since the oxygen in the globe soon becomes exhausted,

and the absence oi draft prevents its renewal, the carlions

of the inclosed arc burn away very slowly. Oi-dinarily

they last about ten times as long as when buniing in the

open air.

In Figs. 556, 557, ^l and li are the terminals by which the

current enters and leaves the lamp. Let it enter at ^-l, and

suppose the switch to Ixj open so that it cannot pass along x

directly to li. The ciurent goes to li by two paths. In the
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first, it passes tliroufjli the iim<^net i)i, down tlir<ju<^h the

C)U-1m)I1S u juul

I, jiiid then to

j,^ n by way of g.

In tlie second,

it traverses

the niajfnet n
and then goes

on to B. The

strength of

current in each

case will de-

pend on the re-

sistance of the

path.

When m is

magnetized tlie

plunger c is

drawn up, and

this raises d
'i is

tached to one

end of the

n^eking-arni 7'.

This a^ain lifts the clutch e which raises the upper carbon tt.

If the carbons get too far apart the resistance increases and

:iiore current passes through n, which draws up its plunger /.

This raises the other end of r, sets free the clutch, and the

carbon drops. In this way the carbons are kept at the

proper distance apai"t.

The resistance « carries some of the current on starting;

when d rises it is cut out. An almost air-tight plunger in h

prevents too abrupt motions of c.

Fio. 554.—Showing the
.nenhanism of the in-

closed an: lump. The
automatic feed i» much
the game in all arc

lamps.

, . , . , Fio. B.^7.—DtairramihowinKtheconnectiont
which IS at- in the inclosed arc lamp. The lamp

illustrated in this and the laat llgrure is

intended to be joined in series with others

on an alternating current circuit, but they
are all similar in principle.
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Ei.KCTHICAL MKASt'RKMKXTS

646. Ohm's Law. We
current, or the (lutmtity

Groro Simon Om (1780-1854). Born at
Erlani,'en ; die<l at Munich. Discoverer of
Ohm'e Law.

in electrical science.

have learned tii.'it the strenjrth of a
of electricity which flows past a

point in a circuit in one second,

depends on the E.M.F. of the

current and the resistance of

the circuit. The exact rela-

tion which exists between these

(juantities was first enunciated

by G. S. Ohm in 1826. It may
l)e thus stated :

—

The current Viirlea directly an

the electnmintive fmre and i^i-

vevKely as the resistance of the

circuit. From a practical point

of view this is one of the

most important generalizations

It is known as Ohm's Law.

547. Practical Electrical Units. It is evident that if units
of any two of the three quantities involved in the relation

.stated in Ohm's Law are adopted and defined, fhe unit of the
third (piantity is also determined. This was the procedure
followed at the International Congress on Electrical Units
which met in London in 1908.

The following definitions of units were adopted:

—

The Unit of Resistance. The Internatimud Ohm is the

resistance offered to an unvarying cwrrent by a column of
mervitry at the. temperature of nu-ltivg ice, ^^.^Tiiil grams in
mAtss, of a constant cross-sectional area, and of a length of
10G.300 cm. 462
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Unit ok Citurent Strenoth. The. rntprmitUmdl Ampere
?'>« the uni'iififioff elirti-ic, cnrmif, which v^hai juiSMcd thrniit/h

a Miihiflon of ulln-i' vifnife. umh't' cfrlalti uluted cnnditionn,

dcftmitH silvfi- at the rale, (tf 0.(HJI IISOO (jranm jn'r necond.

Unit of EFiECTROMOTiVE Force. The Intcrntitionnl Volt

in the elirti'liud 2>i'eMmire which when steadily applied to a

condiicftH', whose reniHtanee is one Intenuttionul Ohm, will

produce a current of one Internatioiud Ampere.

Then, if r* is the measure of a current in amperes; /i, the

resiHtanco of tlie circuit in ohms; and E, the electromotive

force in v«>lts, Ohm's Ljiw may be expreHsed as follows :

—

E
C = R

PROBLBKI

1. The electromotive force of a liattery is 10 volts, the resistance of the

cells 10 ohms, and the resistance of the external circuit 20 ohms. What

is the current ?

2. Tlie difference in potential between a trt)lley wire and the rail is 500

volts. What current will flow through a conductor which j<»ins them if

the total resistance is 1000 ohms ?

3. The potential difference between the terminals of an incandescent

lamp is 104 volts when one-half an ampere c? current is passing through

the filament. What is the resistance ?

4. A dynamo, the E.M.F. of which is 4 volts, is used for the purpose of

copper-plating. If the resistance of tlio dynamo is ^^(f of an ohm, what

is the resistance of the bath and its connections when a current of 20

amperes is passing through it ?

5. What nmst be the E.M.F. of a battery in order to ring an electric

bell which reijuires a current of ^Jj ampere, if the resistance of the bell

and connection is 200 oluns, and the resistance of the battery 20 ohms ?

6. What must be the E.M.F. of a battery reijuired to send a current

of You "^ »" ampere through a t^jlegraph line 100 miles long if the resis-

tance of the wires is 10 ohms to the mile, the resistance of the instruments

being 300 ohms, and of the battery 50 ohni!?, if the return current through

the earth meets with no appreciable resistance ?
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7. The potential difference »»etween the carbons of an arc lamp is 60 volta
and the resislunee uf tlie arc 2 olmm. If tlio arc exerts an oppoNin^' K.M.F.
of its own of 30 volts, what is the ciirrunt piwsing through the carlM.ns?

a Adynanjo, of which the K.M.F. is 3 volts, is used to decompose
water. VVli.it is the total reHlstance in tlie circuit when a current of one-
hulf an ampere pas.ses througli it, if the counter electromotive force of
IM)larization of the olectrwles is 1.5 volts ?

648. Fall of Potential in a Circuit. If u lottery or dynamo
is geneiiitiiiir a currt'iit in a circuit, it i.s ovi(k.nt that the
E.M.F. required to niaintnin tlii.s current in the wliole circuit
is greater than that recpiired to overcouje the i-osiHtance of
only a part of the circuit. For exan.ple, if the total resistance
is 100 oljuis, and tlie E.M.F. is 1000 volts, the current in
the circuit is 10 ampere.s. Here an E.M.F. of 1000 volts is

required to maintain a current of 10 amperes against a total
re.sistivnce of 100 ohms; manifestly to maintain this current in
the part of the circuit of which the resistivnce is, say 60 ohms,
an E.M.F. of but 500 volts will be required. This is u-sually
expressed by sayin:^ that there is a fall in potential of 500
volts in the part of the circuit whose resistance is 50 ohms.

In general, if there is a clo.sed circuit through which a cur-
rent is flowing, the fall in potential in any portion of the circuit
is proportional to the resistance ot that portion of the circuit.

P&OBLBIU
1. The end A of the wire ABC ia connected with the earth, and the

difference in potential between the other end Cand the earth is 100 volts.
If the resistance of the portion ^ B is 9.6 ohms and that of BC 2.4, what
current will flow along the wire, and what will be the potential difference
between the point B and the earth ?

2. The poles of a battery are connected by a wire 8 metres long, having
a resistance of one-half ohm per metre. If the E.M.F. of the battery is

7 volts and the internal resistance 10 ohms, find the distance Iwtween two
points on the wire such that the potential difference between them is
I volt. What is the current in the wire ?

3. The potential difference between the brushes of a dynamo supplying
current to an incandescent lamp is 104 volts. If the resisUnce in the
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wir<!N nn tite ntroot leading from thu ilytmino to the house i* 2 ohtnH, that nf

the wirua in the hoiiHe 2 ohiiiH, and thnt of the liiinp 2<k4 oliiim, wliitt ia tlie

fall ill |Mituntiul in (1) the wires on the street, (2) thu wirus in the houxe,

anil what iH thu jMituiitiiil diffurcnco betwuen the ttsriiiiimlH of thu lniiii>7

4. A dynamo is umnI to liyht an incandescent lamp which re<iuirea a

current of 0.6 aini>ere and a iM)teiitial difference between ita temiinula of

110 volta. If thu wirea connecting the dynamo with the lamp have a

ruHistnnce of !i ohma, find the potential differences which must be niiiin-

tiiinud Iwtwuen the terminals of the dynamo tu light the lamp properly ?

5. A cull hiM an internal resiRtniice of 0.3 ohm, and ita E.M.F. on open

circuit ia 1.8 volts. If the poles are connected by a conductor whoae

resiHtance ia 1.2 ohma, what ia the current produced, and what ia the

potential differuiiou between the )K)les of the cull }

6. If the E.M.F. uf a cull ia 1.75 volts, and its resistance 3 ohms, find

the internal drop in potential when the circuit is closed by a wire whose
resistance is (u) 4 ohms, (h) 32 ohms.

649. Quantity of Electricity. Let us refer again to the flow

of water through a pipe (§ 453). The current strength is the

rate offlmo. It depends upon the difference of presHure at the

ends of the pipe, and the resistance of the pipe. But we often

wisli to know the quantity of water paH^ing in a given time.

Obviously we have the relation,

Quantity = rate of flow x time of flow.

We might measure rate of flow in gallons-per-second, ami

quantity in gallona

In electrical measurements theni h wiwtV ?f|f similar. We
may think of the quantity of eloctri<'ity pM^ «g a cross-section

of a circuit in a given time, and as before wt have the relation,

Quantity of electricity = current strenif*' x the ^'nam.

If we measure current strength in aii * and time in

seconds, the quantity will be given in ti.m; and we
have the definition:—A Coulomb is the «,. h? ttf electricity

which p<isses a point in a eiircuit in one c eonnd wlien tlie

strength of the current is one ampere.

The ampere corresponds to gallons-per-sw-*.!.. the •'•oulomb

to gallons.
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If tin- Ntn'njjth of iinim-iit iH r jiiiiiM'ics and tli*' «|nnntity
Howiii^' jMi-.t a ]K)iii( in tl„, t'imiit in / H.con.|.s is Q ptuiloniKs
tli.ii Q ( V.

riai'tical .luctiifians fr.M|u.'ntly employ tin; atnp('iT-/,oui'
as tlhf unit .|"-i'itity,a.s f<a- fxuMii.k-.in t'stiniatinx tliecaiMu-ity
of II HUmi^i! cfll. A lMitt»Ty contaiuH 100 auiixTo-liouis, wlifii
it will fuiiiisli a eunvnt of one aiiipero for 100 hours, or 2
amperes for 50 hours, etc.

MO. Work Done in an Electric Circuit. The water analogy
will ussiHt us again in getting a clearer grasp of the principle by
.vhKh the energy expended in un electric circuit may be expretwcd.
Just aa the work done by a stream depends on the quantity of

water and the distance through which it falls, so the work done in
any portion of an electric circuit depends on the quantity of electri-
city which passes through it and the ditt'erence in potential between
Its terminals. One joule, or 10' ergs, of work is done, when one
coulomb of electricity falls through one volt.

Hence, if Q is the quantity of electricity passing through a wire

Fia S68.—Portion of an •Icctrio cinmlt.

AB (Fig. 5.08) and T denotes the fall in potential from A to JI, the
work done by the current = QV = C Vt.

661. Rate at Which Work is Done in an Electric Circuit.
Ihe power or rate at which work is done in an electric circuit is
estimated in joules per see, that is, in unttts (§71).
Thus if a current of C amperes flows through a circuit in which

there is a drop of potential of V volts, energy is being delivered at
the rate of VC watts.

Hence W (power in watts) = fall in potential (in volts) x
current (in amperes).

Since one horse-power = 746 watts (§71).

Power (ill horse-power) = P"tential diff. (in volta) x current (in amperes)

746

K?»i-?f^**S? ^*^ee»» ^e»t Energy and the Energy ofthe Electric Current. The mechanicaT equivalent of heat is 4.2
joules per calorie, that is one calorie = 0.24 joules. Hence if an
electric current of C amperes is flowing in a circuit in which there
IS a fall in potential of V vults, and all the energy of the current is
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, 1

I

tranafoiiiieil into heat, \' x (' x 0.21 culories will he (|t'velo|)«'<l

every Hecdiiil.

lilure fre(iuently, however, the qwintiti/ of heiit prtMluced by »

current is expreNHe<l in Utuih of the current and the reHiHtHnce. Ky
Olnn'H liiiw, V = (' X A' ; tiierefore tlie lieut developed in a lirtuit,

whoHe resiHtanee w Ji Ohnm by u current of V umperes in C'li x 0.24

calorien per second, or in t aecunds the heat produced - CBt x 0.24

calorieM. Tliis aocordn with reHults determined experimentally by
Joule (§ 638).

663. Work Done in an Electric Lamp. The efficiency of an

electric lamp is usually deterniineil in watts per candle power.

Thus if a 16-candle power incandescent lamp reijuires a current of

110 X A
h ampere in a 110 volt circuit, its efficiency is ——? or 3.4 watts

per candle power. ^^

For commercial purposes, the ener^ consumed by a lamp in a

given time ia usually measured in watt-hours. For example, if a

customer has a lamp of the altove description burning for 1 OO hours

per month, he pays monthly for 65 x 100, or 5500 watt-honrs of

energy.

PBOBLBKI

1. A current of 10 anii>vres ilows through nn arc light circuit. What

(|uantity of electricity will pass across the arc uf one of the lamps in a

night of 10 hours 1

2. The difference in potential between a trolley wire and the rail which

carries the return circuit ia 5U0 volts, and the ntotor of a cur ukes an

average current of 26 amiieres. How much work is done each hour in

the circuit joining the trolley wire and the rail ?

3. Find the horse power necessary to run an electric light installation

taking 125 amperes at 110 vults.

4. The resistance of the filament of an incandescent iainp is 200 ohms

and it carries a current of 6 amperes. Find the amount of heat (in

calories) developed in this tilament per minute.

6. A 25-candle power tungsten lamp, when used in a 26-voU circuit

takes one ampere of current. Find its etKciency.

6. Tlie potential difference between the wires entering a house is 104

volts, and an average current of 8 amperes flows through them for 4 hours

per day. How many watt-hours of energy must the househt 'der pay for

in a month of 30 days? Find the coat at 8 cents per kilowatt-hour.

(1 kilowatt = 1000 watts.)
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Fio. 5S9.—Connt tioiu in
reaiatance box.

554. Resistance Boxes. The standjufl resistance was defined
in § 547. It is obvious tliat for tin; purpose of compjuing
rcsisttvnccs it would be ineonvt'iiiont to use mercury columns
in onlinary exixu-inieuts. In practical work resistance coils

are used for this purpose. Lengths of wire of known resist-

ance are wound on Ixjbbins and connected in sets in resistance

boxes. Fig. 559 shows the connnon method of joining the

coils. A current in passing from A to

B meets with practically no resistance

from the heavy metallic bar when all

the plugs are inserted To introduce a
given resistance, the plug short-circuiting

the proper coil is removed and the current

is made to traverse the resistance wire.

For convenience in calculation the coils are usually grouped
very nnich as weights are arranged in boxes. For example,
a set of coils of 1, 2, 2, 5, 10, 10, 20, 50, 100, 100, 200, 500
ohms may be combinwl to give any resistance from 1 to 1000
ohms.

555. Determination of Resistance; Method of Substitution.
If the current strength and electromotive force of a curi-ent

are known or can be determined with an annneter and a volt-

meter, the resistance in the circuit can be calculated from
Ohm's Law R = E/C.

To determine an unknown resistance, when these factors

are not known, the conductor is placed in a circuit with a cell

of con.stant E.M.F. and a sensitive galvanometer. The deflec-

tion of the needle of the galvanometer is noted, and the
unknown resistance then replaced by a resistance box. The
coils are adjusted so as to bring the needle to its foruuir

position. The resistance thus placed in the circuit is evidently

the resistance of the conduct^^r.

This method, which is usually known as the method of
substitution, was employed by Ohm in his first experiments.
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ObviouHly variations in the E.M.F. of the cell used will

introduce errors in the detennination.

656. The Wheatstone Bridge. Wheatstone, who was a con-

temporary of Ohm and had followed his experiments, invented

what is known as the " Wheatstone Bridge," an arrangement

of coils which makes the determination independent of changes

in the E. M. F. of the cell. The coils are arranged in three sets

A, B, and 0, with connections for a battery, a galvanometer

and the resistance to be measured, as shown in Fig. 560.

Ma

Flo. 56U.--Kleptrical coiiiiectioiiB in the Wheatntone Bridge.

They are mounted in a box and the changes in the resist-

ance are made in the usual way, by inserting or withdrawing

conducting plugs, as shown in Fig. 559.

The branches A and G usually have three coils each, the

resistances of which are respectively 10, 100 and 1000 ohms,

and the branch B has a combination of coils, which will give

any number of units of resistance from 1 to 11,110 ohms.

The conductor, whose resistance Z is to be measured is

inserted in the fourth branch of the bridge (Fig. 560), and the

resistances A, B and adjusted until the galvanometer con-

necting M and iV stands at zero when the keys are closed.

Then the current from the battery is flowing from P, partly

through X and C, and partly through B and A U> Q, and since
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no ctiiTont flowH from ^f to X, the potential of ^f must be the

Kfiinc jiH that of X; therefore the full in potential from P to X
in tiie circuit PXQ is the same as the fall from P to M in the

circuit PMQ ; but the fall in potential in a part of a circuit is

projx)rtional to the resistance of that portion of the circuit.

A'

C
Hence,

li ,r n X C_.orA= -^—

.

The ri'sistanct'S ^1 , B and (J are read from the instrument,

and the value of A' is calculated from the formula.

567. Laws of Resistance. The resistances of conductors

under varyin<f conditions have 1)een determined by various

investigators with great care. The general results are given

in the following laws :

—

1. The resiii(n)u-e nf a conductor varies dirxtly as its lenijth.

2. The rcnintniire of a conductor varies inversely as the area of its

cross-section. In a round conductor, therefore, the resistance varies

inrerseli/ as the square (f the diameter.

3. The resistance <f a conductor of i/iven lemjth and cross-section

depends itjion the material of tvhich it is made.

Hence, if I denotes the length of a conductor, ^1 the area of

its cross-section and R its resistance,

where p is a constant depending on the material of the con-

ductor and the units of measurement used. The constant p is

known as the Sj)ecific Rcsixttince of the material. For

scientific purposes the specific resistances is usually expressed

as the resistance in microhms or millionths of an ohm, of a

cube of this matcn'ial, whose edge is one centimetre in length,

when a current is made to flow parallel to one of its edges.

The following table gives the specific resistiinces in microhms

of some well-known suVjstances at C.
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Tablb or Resistances at CC.
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Aluminium wire 2.91

Copper wire (annealed). . . 1.58

Carbon (lamp filament) . . 4000

Mercury 94.07

Nickel wire (annealed)— 12.43

Platintim wire (annealed). 9.04

German Silver wire 20.89

Iron (telegraph wire) 9.70

Silver wire(annealed). . ., 1.40

Steel (rails) 12.00

558. Resistance and Temperature. K we connect a piece

of fine iron or platinum wire in a circuit with a voltaic cell

and a galvanometer and note the deflection of the needle, we

shall find on heating the wire with a lamp that the galvano-

meter indicates a weakening in the current. The rise in the

temperature of this wire must, therefore, have been accom-

panied by an increase in its i-esistance. This action is typical

of metals in general.

Tho resistance of nearly all pure metals increases about 0.4

per cent, for each rise in temperature of 1° C. The resis-

tfince of cjirbon on the other hand diminishes on heating. The

filament of an incandescent lamp, for instance, has when hot

only about one-half the resistance which it has when cold.

The resistance of an electrolyte also decreases with a rise in

temperature.
QUBSTIONS AND PROBLEMS

1. Wliat is the resistance of a column of mercury 2 metres long and 0.6

of a square millimetre in cross-section at 0° C ?

2. The resistance at 0° of a column of mercury 1 metre in length and

1 sq. mm. in cross-section is called a " Siemens' Unit." Find the value

of this unit in terms of the ohm.

3. Copper wire ^j inch in diameter has a resistance of 8 ohms per mile.

What is the resistmice of a mile of copper wire the diameter of which

is Vff in"^''

'

4. A mile of telegraph wire 2 mm. in diameter offers a resistance of 13

ohms. What is the resistance of 440 yards of wire 0.8 mm. in diameter

made of the same n»at€rial ?

5. What length of copper wire, having a diameter of 3 mm., has the

same resistance as 10 metres of copper wire having a diameter of 2 mm.?
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6. Oil measuring the rosistHiice of a piece of No. 30 B.W.O. (covered)

copper wire 18.12 yards lonjj I fouml it to have a resistance of 3.02 ohms.

Another coil of the same wire had a resistance of 22.66 ohms. What

length of wire was there in the coil ?

7. Two wires of the same length and material are found to have resis-

tHncei of 4 and 9 ohms respectively. If the diameter of the first is 1 mm.,

what is the dianieter of the second ?

8. What must be the thickness of copper wire, which, taking equal

lengths, gives the same resistance as iron wire 6.6 mm. in diameter, the

specific resistance of iron being six times that of copper t

9. Find the length of an iron wire Jf, inch in diameter which will have

the same resistance as a copper wire jV ">cl' •" diameter and 720 yards

long, the conducting power of cop[>er being six times that of iron.

10. A wire made of platinoid is f<iund to have a resistance of 0.203

ohm per metre. The cross-section of the wire is 0.016 sq. cm. Express

the specific resistance of platinoid in microhms.

11. Taking the specific resistance of copper as 1.58, calculace (1) the

resistance of a kilometre of copper wire whose diameter is 1 mm., (2) the

resistance of a copjKjr conductor 1 S(i. cm. in area of cross-section, and

long enough to roach from Niagara to New York, reckoning this distance

as 480 kilometres.

12. A current flows through a copper wire, which is thicker at one end

than the other. If there is any difference either (1) in the strength of

the current at, or (2) in the temperature of, the two ends of the wire,

state how they ditter from each other, and why.

569. Resistance in a Divided Circuit. When a current is

divided and niade to How from a conductor A to another B
through two parallel circuits (Fig. 561),

•=4i4
" "

" *'iib'

"

' "b\=^ it is often necessary to determine the

resistance of a single wire, which will

be ecjuivalent to the two in parallel, andFie. 561.—Divided circuit.

to find the fraction of the total current which flows through

each wire.

Let E denote the difference in potential between A and B
and Ri and R.^ the resistances of the wires.
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E
Tlien the current through the lirst wire = -—- (Ohm's Law),

if,

and second
E
R'

E F
Total current through the two wires = ^

xtj R.,

V
But the total current = -=- , where R is the resistance of a

R
single wire equivalent to the two.

Therefore
E E E
R xij /Cj

that is
1 1 1

R iij R^

Again, the fraction of the total current in the first wire

— _?1 — ^2

E_ E^

Ri R^

Ri + R.i

Similarly, the fraction of the total cuirent in the second wire

Ri + R2

660. Shunts. When it is undesirable to send the whole

current to be measured through a galvanometer or other

current-measuring instrument, a definite

fractional part o^ the current is diverted _.—^(^ .

by making th*^ .^trument one of two Kaaaaaaaaaaa/

parallel conduce i-s in the circuit, as F«o-662.-o»»T«iometeraud

shown in Fig. 662.

Tlie conductor R " in parallel " with the galvanometer G is

called a shunt
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If Cf is i\w resistance of the galvanometer, R the resistance

of the shunt, and C tlie total current, the amount of current

through the galvanometer = jr^^ X f' (§ 55J)).

For the sake of facility in calculation, it is usual to make R
y »

-, or I ,, of G, when, by the al)Ove fonnula, the current

through the galvanometer will be ,V, lU.^ ttfVit. respectively,

of the total current to be nieasurefl.

PROBLEMS

1 Tlie poles of a voltaic battery are connected by two wires in parallel.

If tiie resistance of one is 10 ohms and that of the other 20 ohnm, find

(1) the resistance of a sinsjle wire equivalent to the two in parallel; (2)

the proportion of the total current passing through each wire.

2 Find the total resistance when the following resistivnces are joined

in series :-3i ohms, 21 ohms, 2i ohms. What would be the joint

resisUnce if the resistances were joined in parallel ?

3. What must be the resistance of a wire joined in parallel with a wire

whose resistance is 12 ohms, if their joint resistance is 3 ohms ?

4. The joint resistance of ten similar incandescent lamps connected in

multiple is 10 ohms. What is the resistance of a single lamp ?

5 Four incandescent lamps are joined in parallel on a 100-volt circuit.

If the resistances of the lamps are respectively 100 ohms, 200 ohms, 300

ohms and 400 ohms, find (1) the total current passing through the group

of lamps ; (2) the proportion of the total current passing through the first

lamp ; (3) the resistance of a single lamp which would take the same

current as the groiip.

6. A galvanometer whose resistance is 1000 ohms is used with a ahunt.

If ,\ of the total current passes through the galvanometer, what is the

resistance of the shunt?

7. If the shunt of a galvanometer has a resistance of 1/n of the galvano-

meter, what fraction of the total current passes through the galvanometer ?

8. The internal resistance of a Daniell's cell is 1 ohm ;
its terminals are

connected (a) by a wire whose resistance is 4 ohms, {h) by two wires in

parallel, one of the wires having a resistance of 4 ohms, the resistance of

the other wire being 1 ohm. Compare the currente through the cell m

the two cases.
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561. Grouping of Cells or Dynamos. Electrical generators

imiy be connected in various ways to give a

current in the same circuit.

They are connected in senes or tandem when
the negative terminal of one is connected with

the positive terminal of the next (Fig. 5(53), and

>. in multijdf, or imvidlel, when all

^f!Jw^_TOthe positive terminals are con-

11 [-I' 1] nected to one conductor and all

the negatives to another (Fig. 564).
Pio. S63.—Cell! con-
neoM in seriet. Sometuues combinations of these

Fio. 5«4.-Ce1l«
connected in
multiiile.

arrangement are employed as shownmethods of

565. 566.

662. Onrrent Given by A—I*-*hK.

Series Arrangement. If n ***<r ^>*-
cells are arranged in series,

t| -II- r'
J . , , . . , . ,

Fio. 666. Fio. sett.

and r is the internal resist- CelU connected in multiple-Mriea.

ance of each cell, it is evidfint that the resistance of the

group = nr, because the current has to pass through a liquid

conductor n times as long as that between the plates of a
single cell.

If the potential-difference between the plates of a single cell

(Fig. 563) is e, the iiotential-difference between Z, and Cj is e;

but when C, and Z., are connected by a short thick conductor

there is practically no fall in potential between them, there-

fore the potential-difference between Z, and Z^ is e. Again,

the potential-difference between Z.^ and C.^

potential-difference between Z^ and C.^

for 3, 4, etc., cells the potential-differences are respectively 3e,

4c, etc. Hence, the E. M. F. of n cells in series is ne.

Let E denote the E. M. F. and R the resistance of this

group, and let iJj denote the external resistance in this

circuit.

18 e, therefore the

is 2e. Similarly,
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By OhiiiH Law, C =

but E = no, and R = iir + Ri

Hence C =

E

vr + R^

563. Ourrent Oiven by Multiple Arrangement. If n celb

are arranged in multiple, and r \h the internal reHistance of

a single cell, the internal resistance of the group = -, because

the current in passing through the liquid from one set of

plates to the other has n paths opened up to it, and therefore

the sectional area of the column of liquid traversed is n times

that of one cell, hence the resistance is only — of that of one

cell (§ 557). When all the positive plates arc connected they

are at the same potential ; for a similar reason all the negative

plates are at the same potential, hence the E.M.F. of n cells

in multiple is the same as that of one cell.

This metho<l of grouping is ecjuivalent to transforming a

number of single cells into one large cell, the Z plates being

united to form one large Z plate, and the C plates to form one

large C plate. It must be remembered that the potential-

difference between the plates of a cell is independent of the

size of the plates. (§ 473.)

If E is the E.M.F., R the resistance of the group, and

/?! the external resistance,

E
C =

R + R^

e

n

664. Ourrent Oiven by Multiple-Series Arrangement. Fin-

ally let us consider an anangement of the cells, partly in series

and partly in parallel. Suppose them to be divided equally

into sets, and let the cells in a set be joined in series while the

sets themselves are arranged in parallel (see Figs. 565, 566).
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8

if

Let each set cuntain n cells, and let there bo m Hets. There

are run celln in all.

Let e volts be the E.M.F. of each cell, r ohms its internal

resistance, and /?, ohms the external resistance of the

circuit.

Then since n cells are joined in series, the E.M.F. of each

set is lie volts. The internal resistance of each set is nr

ohms, but as there are m sets arranged in parallel, the total

1 fiT*
resistance of the battery is - of this, that is, — ohms.m m
Hence the resistance of the entire circuit is — + -Ri ohms,m
and the

Current C =
Tie

— + Ri

amperes.

566. Best Arrangement of Oells. It is manifest that when
the external resistance is very great as compared with the

internal resistance, in order to overcome the resistance the

electromotive force must be increased, even at the expense of

increasing the internal resistance, and the series arrangement

of cells is the best. When the external resistance is very low

as compared with the internal resistance, the object of the

grouping is to lower as far as possible the internal resistance,

and the multiple arrangement is the best. Between these

extremes of high and low external resistance some form of

multiple-series grouping gives the strongest current.

It can be shown that for a given oxternal resistance the

maximum current from a given number of cells is obtained

when the cells are so connected that the internal resistance of

the battery is as nearly as possible equal to the external

resistance.
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rROBLBMt

1. If tho E.M.F. of a Grove cull w 1.8 voUh and its intenial resiRtanoe

in 0.3 oliiii, calciilnte tlie utrviif^th of current wliuii 50 Grove celln are

united in lerieH and the circuit iH completed by a wire whoHe reniBtancs is

15 olltHH.

2. If C cells, each with \ ohm internal resistance, and 1.1 volts E.M.F.,

are connected (it) all in HerieH, {!>) all in puntllel, (c) in two parallel sets of

three cells each (Fig. 505) ; calculate the current sent in each case through

a wire of resistance 0.8 ohm.

3. Ten voltaic cells, each of internal resistance 2 ohms and E.M.F. 1.6

volt.1, are oonnecteil ((() in a single series, (h) in two series of five each,

the like ends of the two series being joined together. If the terminals

are in each case connected by a wire who^e rcHistance is 10 ohms, find the

strength of the current in the wire in each case.

4. The current from a battery of 4 similar cells is sent through a

tangent galvanometer, the resiKtance of which, together with the attached

wires, is exactly e<iual to that of a single cell. Show that tho galvano-

meter detiection will be the sauie whether the cells are arranged all in

multiple or all in series.

5. Calculate the number of cells required to produce a current of 60

milli-aniperes (1 milli-ampere =
, ^g^ ampere), through a line 114 miles

long, whose resistance is 12j^ ohms per mile, the available cells of the

l>attery having each an internal resistance of 1.5 ohms, and an E.M.F. of

1.5 volts.

6. You have a battery of 48 Daniel! cells, each of 6 ohms internal

resistance, and wish to sund the strongest possible current through an

external resisttmce of 15 ohms. By means of diagrams show various ways

of arranging the cells and calculate the strength of current in each case.

Find also in each case the ditfuronco of potential between the poles of the

battery, assuming that the E.M.F. of a Daniell cell is 1.07 volts.

7. A circuit is formed of C similar cells in scries and a wire of 10 ohms

resistance. The E.M.F. of each cill is 1 volt and its resistance 6 ohms.

Determine the difference of jMitoiitial between the positive and the

negative pole of any one of the cells.
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Other Formh of Radiant Energy

666. Beyond the Visible Speotnun. Ah has been pointed

out (Chap. XXXIX), wlieii white light is passed through a

prism it is thereby separated into its constituent parts, and on

a screen place<l in its path (see Fig. 402), we observe a ftitedriim,

with its coloura ranging from violet at one end to red at tb-

other. Tlie wave-length of the extreme red is 0.000,8 mm, t

about ^TSjsTTV i"cl^ ! 'hat of the extreme violet is 0.000,4 mu
or alxjufc -fjflxsj! inch. If we considered these waves as w^^

do sound waves we would say that the visible radiauoai

corresponds to wie octave.

The question arises, are there radiations beyond those whieJI

gi ' ie to the red and the violet sensations ?

6«. . . Waves beyond the Violet. In order to investigate

this question let us receive the s^ "n upon a photographic

plate. Upon developing it we finu L while it has b« -^^

scarcely affected by the red and the yellow light, the >>4ue

and the violet have produced strong action, and furtht uat

decided action has been protluced beynnd the violn By
suitable means photographic action has been traced to wave-

lengths not greater than 0.000,1 mm., tliat is, to about two
' octaves ' above the violet

668. Beyond the Red. If we wi i to explore beyond the

red we must u.se a sensitive detect. * of heat. Let us obtain

the spectrum of the sun, and then through it, going from blue

to red. pass an air thermoscope (Fig. 264), the bulb of which

has been coated with lamp-black. The theruioscope will show

a heating effect which increases as we go towards the red, but

the heating does not cease there. Beyond the red the effect is

479
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Htill pronounced. By ineans of npecial iiistruinentH lioat waves

0.061 nun. lonj; have l)een detectcHl ami nieaHui-u<I. Such
waves are about seven 'octaves' Wlow the longest red

waves.

Bodies at ordinary temperatures omit heat waves, and as

the temperature is raised they give out, in addition, tlioso

waves which affect tlie eye.

669. Radiant Energy. These waves of various lengths are

simply undulations of the ctlier. Thuy are all forms of radiant

energy. While passing from one place to another they all

travel with tl." speed of light, and it is only when they fall

uix)n H«»me form of matter that their energy is transformed

into those physical effects which we recognize as heat, light,

and in other ways. It is to be ol)served that th»» wtre free

from matter through which these waves pass is ii heated

by their passage.

Another form of radiant energy is seen in dectrie wavea,

referred to in the following sections.

570. Absorption and Radiation. When ether waves fall

upon a Ixxly, more or less of their energy is ahmyrhed and the

temperature of the botly rises. Some bodies have higher

absorbing powers than others. A surface coated with lamp-

black or platinum-bliick alworbs practically all the ether waves
which fall upon it, and may be taken as a perfect absorber.

On the other hand, a polished metal surface has a low absorb-

ing power. Much of the ether energy which falls upon it is

reflected from the surface instead of Ixjing absorbed by it.

This can easily be tested experimentally. Take two pieces

of bright tin-plate about 4 inches square, and coat a face of

one with lamp-black. Then stand them parallel to each other

and about 5 inches apart. They may conveniently be sup-

ported in saw-cuts in a board, and the blackened face should

be turned toward-? the other plate. Attach with wax a bullet
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n«. 567.—Th* bUokMitd
luUI ol th« rtMtl null-

•tM mort llwii th*
poUthMl Iwit.

to tlie centre of the outer face of poch j)late. Now place

midway between the pUitcH a hot metal bill. Soon the bullet

on the blackcnud plate will drop off while the other remains

unaffected. If the bltuskuned plate w touched with the finger

it will be found unpleanantly hot, while the

other one will show a comparatively Rmall

rise in temperature.

On the other hatid, a blackened surface

is a good radiator while a poliHlted surface

is a bad one. To show thir. experimentally

UHe an apparatus like that .llustrated in Fig.

507. It consists of two blackened bulbs

connected to a U-tube in which is coloured

water. Now place between the bulbs a

well-polished ves.sel, one half of which is

blackened, and fill it with hot water. On
observing the change in the level of the coloured water it

will bo seen that the blackened surface is radiating much
more heat than the polished half.

QUBmOHl
1. Explain why a aheet of ziiio protects woodwork from a stove bettor

than a sheet of asbestos. Would bright tin-plate t>e better still ?

2. A kettle to be heated by being hung before a fire-place should have

one side blackened and the other polished. Wliy ?

3. A sign consisted of gold-leaf letters on a board {minted black. It

was found, after a fire on the opjjoHite side of the street, that the wood
between the letters was charred while that under them was uninjured.

Explain this phenomenon.

4. Why is a frost more to l>e feared with a clear sky than with a

cloudy one?

6. Why is there a greater deposition of dew on grass than upon bare

ground ? •

6. In the Sahara the c .d at night and the heat by day are equally

painful to bear. Explain why.

7. Covering a plant with paper often prevents it being frozen. Why ?
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671. Phenomenon of the Electric Spark. Let A and B (Fig.

568j lie two knobs attjiched to an induction coil or an influence

machine. On putting tlie apparatus in

operation the potential of one knob

rises initil a spark passes between the

knobs. Ordinarily one think.s simply

that a (juantity of electricity has

^ ,„ ,
jumped from one knob to the other in

Fio. 668.—Diagram illustratinK •' ^
how the electric wave* spread order to aniuil the difference of poten-
out iroin a spartcgap. ^

tial between ..4 and B. But there is

more in tlie phenomenon than that. As a matter of fact

there is a rush across from .^t to B, then one back from B to

A, then another from A to B, and so on, until the energy of

the charge is dissipated. Thus, instead of a single .spark there

is a serii's of sparks between A and B. This has been

demonstrated l)y photographing their images in !• rapidly

rotating mirror.

If a pail of water be quickly dumped into one einl of a

trouirh, the water rushes to the other end where it is

reflected. It then returns to the first and is reflected.

After travellintr back and forth for some time the motion

dies away through friction and the water all comes to the

same level.

When a tuning-fork is vibrated, air-waves spread out in all

directions, and if a miison fork is placed not too far away

(Fig. 238) the incident waves will excite easily observed

vibrations in it (see § 229).

In a similar way the electrical .surgings from knob to knob

excite a disturbance in the surrounding ether, and ether-

waves spread out in all directions (indicated by the wavy

lines in Fig. 568).
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Fio. 669.—Arrangement to show electrical

resonance.

672. S]nnpathetic Electrical Oscillations. It is possible to

exhibit electrical resonance quite analogous to that obtained

with the unison tuning-

forks. Let us take two

precisely similar Leyden

jars A and B (Fig. 569),

and let a wire run fi-oin the

outer coating of A and end

in a knob c' ne<ar to the

knobe which is attached to

the inner coating. Join

these knobs to an influence machine or an induction coil.

Also let the iimer and outer coats of B be connected by a

wire loop Bdrf, the portion <h being so arranged that by

slidinjr it alonw the other wires tlie area inclosed by

the wire Bdef may be made e(iual to that of the fixed

loop on the other jar. From the inner coating of 5 a

strip of tin-foil is brought down to s within about 1 mm.

of the outer coating.

Now cause sparks to pass between the knobs c, c'. Then if

the two wire loops are ecjual in area there will be a little

spark at n wlienever a spark paases at c, c'. If the wire de if.

slid back or forth the equality of the areas will be destroyed

and the sparks will cease at s.

When the spark passes at c, c' there are electrical surgings

back and forth between the outer and inner coatings of A.

These cause disturbances in tlie surrounding ether whicli

spread out and set up oscillations in the similar cireuit

attached to the other jar. The Tintund period of the two

cii'cuits nuist be ecjual (or nearly so) for the sympathetic

oscillations to be set up.

In such an arrangement as here described the number of

oscillations is ordinarily several millions per second.
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673. Electric Waves. As early as 1864 Maxwell*, by
matheuiatical reasoning based on experimental results obtained
by Faraday, sliowed that electric waves in the ether must
exist

;
but they were liist detected experimentally by Hertz,t a

young German physicist. Hertz showed that tliey are real

ether-waves travelling through space with the speed of light,

that they can be reHected and refracted, and that they also
possess other properties similar to those possessed by light-

waves.

It is now firndy established that the short photographic
waves, the waves which produce the colours of the spectrum,
the longer heat-waves and the a 1 longer electric waves are
all of the same nature. They are all undulations of the ether,

diftering oidy in wave-length.

574. The Coherer. Various methods besides that illustrated

in § 572 have been devised for detecting the presence of electric

waves. The simplest of these is the coherer. Let us take a
glass tube 6 or 8 itiches long and ^ inch in diameter, fill it

loosely with tuinings of cast-iron or other metal, and through
corks in each end insert copper wires. Then join the tube in

series with a dry cell B, and a
sensitive galvanometer G (Fig.

570). Ordinarily the resistance

of the turnings is so high that

the needle of the galvanometer

is not noticeably deflected. If

now an influence machine be
opemted in the neighbourhood the galvanometer at once shows
a deflection. The bits of metal, when the electric waves aroused

by the machine fall upon them, appear to cohere, the resistance

at once docrua-ses and a current flows through the galvanometer.

* Jameg Clerk Maxwell, a very distinguiahed physicist. Born In Scotland 1831, died 1879.

t Heinrlcli Hertz die<l on January 1, \»%i, in his S7th year.

Km. 570.—'/' is a tube tilled with iron
turniii|;s, <} is a galvanometer and B
a battery.
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By simply tapping tlie tube tlie filings are decohered and

are ready for action again.

In the coherer shown in Fig. 571

the tube is about 3 inches long and

has an internal diameter of about J

inch. Tiie plugs P, P snugly slide

in the tube, and a small amount of

filings is placed between them. Marconi has used a nuxture

of 95 per cent, nickel and 5 per cent, silver.

Fio. 671.—A lorm of coherer Intro-

duced by Uwooni.

^.../•..../^../\„/"•••J

Fio. 572.—Simple form of apparatus to illustrate wireless

telefcraphy. The transmitter is on the left, the receiver

on the right. d

575. Wireless Telegraphy. By means

of electric waves it is possible to send

signals from one place to another without

connecting wires. A simple arrangement

for doing this is shown in Fig. 572. C is

an induction coil, >?, n'

being knobs on the ends

of its secondary. A wire

J A runs up in the air from

one knob while the other

is joined to earth. D is a

battery and K a key in

series with the primary of

the coil. On depressing K
Hjjj^p sparks pass between v, n'

and violent surgings of

electricity up and down A are produced,

disturbances in the surrounding ether, the energy of which

is carried by ether -waves in all directions.

These excite
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At Hoinc ilistiince away is the roeeivinj? apparatus. E is a

coherer. From one pole of it a wire B runs up in tlie air;

from tlie other pole a wire leads to earth. In circuit with the

coherer are u bittery F and an electric bell G. The electric

waves travel from A with the speed of light and on reaching

B they excite oscillations in it. These cause the resistance of

the coherer to fall, and the bell responds.

576. Arrangement of the Receiving Apparatus. In

actual experimenting the simple receiving apparatus shown in

Fig. 572 is not satisfactoxy. A Ix'tter arrangement is illus-

trated in Fig. 573.

The coherer C is joined in

series with a bjittery B and
a sensitive relay E (§ 510).

When the resistance of the

coherer falls, the armature F
of the relay is drawn over

against the stop S. This com-
pletes acircuit,in which are the

batteryH and the electric bell

G, which is so placed that the luunmer, besides striking the

bell, tjijis the coherer and decoheres the filings, making them
ready for another signal.

For sending signals across a room or from one room to

another only a small coil and wires but a few feet high are

required; but if the distance to be covered is great very

powerful transmitters and very delicate receivers must
be used.

Wireless telegraphy is very useful in communicating signals

from the shore to a ship or from one ship to anotln-r. By
means of it many lives and much property have been

saved.

^F—a^ 1^
Via. 673.—Beceiviii); apparatus for wireless

telegrapliy.
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677. Paaaage of Electricity through Qaaes. In investigating

this subject the gas is usually contained in a glass tube

(Fig. 574) into the ends of j=^> x

which platinum wires are ^^-^

sealed.

The terminals V, v' of an rio. 674.-Arnin((ement to «tudy the pMWge
. 1 .. M • • 1 !.„ , ol electricity through a gM.
induction coil are joined to «t

and c, the electro<les of the tube. Let the electricity enter

the tube at a and leave at c; these are, then, the anode

and aithodr, respectively. Sometimes one electrode has an

aluminium disc upon it. By connecting a side tube ^ to a

good air-pump the air can be exhausted from the tube.

At first, when the air in the tulje is under ordinary atmos-

pheric pressure, the discharge passes between n and n', but as

the pressure is reduced it begins to pass between a and c ; and

as the exhaustion is continued some very beautiful effects are

produced.

If, however, the exhaustion is pushed still further, until the

pressure within the tube is about one millionth of an atmos-

phere, phenomena of a different class are produced. As Sir

William Crookes was the first to study these phenomena in

great detail, these very highly exhausted tubes are known as

Crookes Tubes.

From the cathode something is shot off which travels

through the tube in straight lines and with great speed. This

has been shown to consist of very small particles charged

with negative electricity, and the streams of these particles are

known as cathode rays.

578. Rontgen Rays. In 1895, Rontgen, a German physicist,

while experimenting with Crookes tubes, discovered a new

kind of radiation, which he called X-rays, but which is more

often known as Rontgen rays.
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+a

Flo. 675.—A Rontgen ray tube.

In Fig. 575 is shown a tube suitable for proilucing the

Rontgon rays. The electr'xies a ami

c are joined to a hirge induction coil.

From the concave surface of the

cathode e the cathode rays are pro-

jected, and when they strike the

platinum plate m (or any other

solid body) they give rise to the

Rontgen rays, which spread out as

shown' in the figure, easily pa.ssing

through the walls of the tube.

579. Photographs with Rontgen Rays. The Rontgen rays

can affect a photographic plate just as light does. They can

also pass through substances quite opacjue to

liirht, such as wood, cardboai-d, leather, flesh,

but they do not so easily penetrate denser

substances such as lead, iron and brass. If

the hand be held close to a photographic plate

and then exposed to the Rontgen rays, the

rays easily pass through the flesh but are

considerably hindered by the bones. Conse-

quently when the plate is developed that part

which was behind the flesh is much more

blackened than that behind the bones. When

a print is made from the ' negative ' we obtain

a picture like that in Fig. 576.

In place of a photographic plate we may use a paper screen

coated with crystals of barium-platino-cyanide. When the

rays fall upon this it shines with a peculiar yellow-green

shimmering light. It is sfiid to fliwrcsce. The shadow of an

opaque bo<ly is clearly seen by this light.

680. Other Properties of the Rontgen Rays. If the

hand or any other portion of the body is continually exposed

to the Rontgen rays serious injury may result.

Fio. 679.—From an X-

ray photogfraph of

the human hand.
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Another striking characteristic of the rays is their ability

to discliarge an electritied body. If the air is thoroughly dry

a well-insulated electroscope (§ 446) will hold its charge for

many hours; but if it is placed in the path of the Rontgen

rays the charge at once leaks away. For this to take place

the air surrounding the gold leaves must become a conductor

of electricity.

581. Oondnction of Electricity through Air. It is believed

that electricicy is condticted through a gas much as it is

through a liquid. The latter was explained in § 484.

Let 6' and 7) (Fig. 577) be two parallel metal plates placed a

few cm. apart, and let C be joined to one pole of a battery, the

other pole being joined to earth. E is an electrometer. This

is a delicate instrument which measures the electrical charge

given to it. First, suppose the tube T not to be in action

;

Fia. 677.—An arrangement to exhibit the conduction of electricity by air. The
X-rayi ionize the air.

the needle of the electrometer will be at rest. Then let the

tube be started, and let the Rontgen rays pass into the air

between the plates C and D. At once the electrometer begins

to receive a charge, showing that electricity has passed across

from C to D and thence by the wire xv to the electrometer.

When the X-rays pass through a gas they cause the mole-

cules of the gas to be broken up into positively and negatively

charged car'^iers of electricity called ioiis. This process is

called ionization. When a molecule is ionized it is broken up

into two ions, the electrical charges of which are equal in
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mafjnitude but of opposite sigii. The poHitive ions are repelled

from C to D and the nej^ative ions are attrncted by the plate

C. In this way the electricity is transferred from C to D.

682. Radio-activity. In 1896, a French physicist named

Bec<iuerel discovered that the element uranium and its various

compounds emitted a radiation which could affect a photo-

graphic plate ; and soon afterwards it was shown that, like

the X-rays, it could ioni/e the air. A little later it was dis-

covered that thorium and its compounds acted in the same

way. Thorium is the chief constituent of Welsbach mantles.

All such b(xlies are sjvid to be radin-acfwe.

In searching for other radio-active bodies, Madame Curie

observed that pitchblejide, a mineral containing uranium, was

more radio-active than pure uranium. After a very laborious

chemical research she succee<led in separating from several

tons of pitchblende a few milligrams of a substance which

was more than a million times au radio-active as uranium. To

this substance the name of rodiam, was given.

In experimenting pure radium is not used, but radium

bromide. Other radio-active substances have been discovered,

poloninni and actinium being the names given to two of the

iy>ost powerful.

It is easy to illustrate radio-activity. Lay some crystals of

a salt of uranium or thorium (uranium nitrate or thorium

nitrate, for instance,) upon a photographic plate securely

wrapped in black paper and allow them tc remain there for

some hours. When the plate is developed it will be found to

be fogged. Or if the substance be held near a charged electro-

scope the charge will at once leak away.

583. Different Kinds of Rays. Rutherford has shown that

there are three types of rays emitted by radio-active bodies

(see §167). These he named the a (alpha), the ^ (beta) and

the y (gamma) rays. The a rays are powerful ionizers of a
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gas, and it in now believed that tiie a particles are positively-

charged atoms of helium. It takes very little to stop them.

A sheet nf aluminium -^^ mm. thick completely cuts them off.

The )8 rays are much more active photographically than

the a rays, but not so powerful in ionizing a gas. They
consist of negatively-charged particles and behave much like

cathode rays. The y rays can pass through great thicknesses

of solid matter, but their precise nature has not yet been

determined. They resemble Rontgen rays.

During recent years investigations into radio-activity have led

to new \ iews regarding the nature of atoms, regarding the rela-

tions between electricity and matter, and regarding the manner
in which one substance is disintegrated and another is formed.



ANSWERS TO NUMERICAL PROBLEMS

Part I—Ihtroddction

3. 32,400,000 111.

6. 183.49 in. 7.

om.

05.4

Page 7. I. 2,r>0U,000 mm. a. 299,804.07 km.

«|21 in. S 1 cu. m. = 1,000 1. = 1,000,000 c.c,

I 8. 9097. 5 kg. 9. The fonner. xa 4.79 mm.

• 16. I. 147 kg. a. S4.05C.C. 3.S19.75gr»mi. 4. 21.69; 46.318 o.c.

5. 2.7 grama per c.c. 6. 12 kg. 7. 0.77 gm. per 0.0. 8. 1.99 mm. 9. 283.R,

0.6, 1.9, 7.1, 14.3 grams ; 1814.4, 463.6, 141.7, 14.2, 85.0, 28.3 grama. (Correct

to fint decimal place ; accurate enough for photography).

Part II—Mechanics or Scuds

88 ft. per see. a. 108 km. per hr. 3. 11 miles per day.

a. - i\ ft. per aec. per aec. 3.

Page 19. X.

4. 1 mile per day.

Page 20. x> 2^1 cm. per aec. per aec.

32. 185 ft. per xec. per aec.

Page 27. X. 4 ft per aec. a. 1000 cm. per aec. 3. 576 ft. or 176.4 m.

4. 190 cm. per sec. 5. 128 ft. per sec. Q. 7.82 sec; 4.37 aec. (approx.).

7. 7593 ft. ; 33} aec. 8. i ft. per aec. per sec. 9. 4 aec. ; 1 aec. ; 78.4 m.

10. 144 ft. or 44.1 m. IX. 15 sec. la. Yea; 29^ ft. to spare.

Page 31. a. 14, 8, 11.4 ft. per aec. 4. 62.45 cm. per aec. ; 68.06 cm.

per sec. 5. 7.55 ft. per aec.

Page 34. 3- 125:3.

Page 39- x. 6 cm. per sec. per see. ; 26 cm. per sec. ; 10,000 units, a. 5

grama ; 2 cm. per sec. per sec. 3. 200 dynes. 4. 76 ft. per sec. ; 6 ft. per

sec. per sec ; 750 units.

Page 41- a. I,2o0m. per sec. 3. 19.6 m. per sec. ; 1,250.16 m. per sec.

Page 43. 4- 11.72 (nearly) ft. per sec.

Page 46- X. 16| pounds. 3. 3 feet.

Page 53. X. Doubled, a. 44}, 25, 16 kg. 3. 0.37 pounds.

Page 56. x. 100,000 ergs. a. 1,800 ft.-pds. 3. 50,000 ft.-pds, 4. ^t
kg.-m. 5. 160,000 ft. -pds. 6. 528,000 ft. -pda.

Page 63- S
Page 66. 3-

Page 70. X.

4. 22.1 p<nmds.

Page 73- x.

Page 77. X.

Page 80- a.

5 ft.

45 pounds.

1^ pounda. a. 90 pounda, 120 pounds. 3. S7i pounds.

4. 60 pounds.Twice as great ; twice as long. a. 4. 3. ^.

26§ pounda. a. 6,400 pounds.

2(Vt pounds. 3. m pounds. 4. j^i pound ; ,i^ pound.

492
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I
nlvar,

0. in. 4. 483i

0.0001250 (newly) per

a. 2191 in.

Pakt III—MccHASirH or Fldim

Pact 81- I. '^ISig- a. 800 kg. 3. II.AOOpouDcU. 4.10,000. S 30 kg.

6. 184.87 ft. nearly.

PaceSA. I. 02.3poundi(»t62^1<'.); 07.7poandit. a. 4.S7 ponnde. 3.2.6kg.

4.4.9 kg. 5. 600g. 6. i. 7. l.-WSpimudii. 8. 13.3]^ c.o. la. 22..) poundi.

Pan* 99. I. i g. per c.c. a. | g. per O.C. 3. \^. per c.o. 4. | g. per

CO. 5. 20 c.o. ; 6 g. per c.c. ; 0.8 g. per c.o. 6. S g. per 0.0. 7. 8.g. := |

;

•g- = t ; 6i inohee, 8. 1.072 (nearly) g. per v.o. 9. Ool<l, 38e.4 g. ; lilvar,

21.04 g.

Paga 104. 6. 1.201 g.

Paga 116. I. Oil 0. ft. a. 22.85 1. 3. 7S,814.7

mercury. 5. 562} mm. 6. 174 in. of mercury. 7.

0.0. & 101.34 g. 9. $3.60,

Paca 11& 4. 2008. 75 kg.

Paga 128. x. 3: ,y a. }. 3. U. 4. 12.02 m.

Paga ISO. I. {f>) 13.6 timcH ht. of mercury barometer.

Paet V—Wavk-Motiok ahd Sochd

Paga 178. X. 335, .338, 356 m. per lec. a. 1024.3 ft per eeo. 3. 5,605

ft 4. 3,490.2 ft. 5. 3 81 eec. (nearly). 9. 1,678.6 ft 10. 4,707.4 ft

per tec. xi. 11,404 ft per eec. (t - 20° C). la. 4,290.2 ft per mo.

Paga 186. a. 4U0, 500. 3. 2,685.6. $• *'^^- 6- 32^, 65^, 130}. 281,

522, 1,044, 2,088, 4,176. 7. 271.2. 8. 0', E'. 9. 69.2. 46.1, 31.1, 20.8 in.

(approx.).

Paga 198- 5. 6.49 iu. 6. 4,064 m. per sec. 7. 6 pounds. 9. v'2 : 1.

XO. 10.38 in. if closeil at one end ; 20.76 in. if open.

Paga 207. X. C", E" oonuting C as tlie first.

Part VI—H«at
Paga 228- I. 9, 32.4, 48.6, 117. a. Hi, 15, 20. 62i. 3. 117. 4. 15|.

S - \ll\ - 128°. 0°, ir, ZIV, - 3ir, - 40°. 6. 50°, 68°, 89.6°. 167°, - 4',

- 40°, - 459.4°. 7. 38S cent deg. & (a) 9.6°, - 8°, - 12°, 1J°. (h) 20' C,
68° F. ; 3U° C, 88J° F. ; -7}° C, 18}° F.

Page 232. x. 4.0002 ft. a. l.OOO 342 m. 3. 120.0216 sq. in. (nearly).

4. 67.69 cm. (nearly). 5. 762.84 mm. ; 762.55 mm. 6. 761.07 mm.
Page 236. 3. 28.55 1. 4. 107-50 c.c. (nearly). 5. 165.1 pds. per sq. in.

6. 17.53 pds. per sq. in. (nearly). 7. 1. 127 g. (nearly). 8. 32°.8 C, - 22°.8 C.

9. 27.3° C. XI. 108.87 1. (nearly), xa. 322J c.c X3. 0.837 g. X4. 0.0000780

g. per cm. (nearly).

Page 239. X. 1,625 caL a. 3,000 cal. 3. 23° C. 4. 10 cent deg. 5. 66}°C.

Page 242- i. 5.6 oal. a. Mercury, 2.244 cal.; water, 2 cal. 3. 36 oal.

4. 0.094. 5. 0.694 6. 9,600 oal. 7. 960.16 caL 8. 228,000 cal. 9. 27.9

oal. la 3.17° C. (nearly), ix. Sp. ht 0.113 (nearly); iron. xa. 0.113

(nearly). 13. 30,225 oal. 14. 47. 0° C. (nearly). 15. 0.748.
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P»fe 247. 6. -i.StlOonl. 7. 1.200,000 c»l. 8.ft9,VC. «>. l.UlJgnirai.

la HU grama. II. '2,\M cal. 13. t60.l.*> Kraiim. 13. V2.M (iifurly) gnnr.

14. 0.01*. IS "••3*-

Page 256. i- 1».»«2 col. 6. lH2.-i40 c»l. 7. '.''.JMrt c»l. 8. 2a0,680 o«l.

10. 1007 g. (nvaily). II. .^14 K. la. '21,705 cal. 13.

14. 636.4 c«l. per uriim (nearly).

I. (o) 2,.'i00 ft.-iAli. ; 3.21 B. T. U. a. 3,73«,230 1. 3.

4, 77,763.5 B. T. U. $. 78.064 kg. 6. 1.038.77 !»«.

Part V'II—Liuiit

I. 2.4inchtia. 5. 86i>, 1.1!) ; 5,791 milea (nearly). 6. 105.'4 milM.

- — . a. 4:25. 3. 2.T:9. 4. 14.15 c.p. 5. 4 ft. 6. 2 ft. from the

candle towards the ga«Haiiie and 6 ft. from the oaudle in oppuHite directiou.

Page 308- a. 00°. S -*<^ <^> ^'^ inchea.

Pagt 318. 5> 15 cm. from vertex, in fnmt of mirror ; 2.5 cm. high, t, 40

cm. from vertex, '.jehiod mirror ; 25 cm. high. 7. 10 cm. from vertex, liehind

mirror ; virtual ; 4 cm. high.

Pact &29. I. 0.405 nearly. 2. 139,500 mi. porMC. ; 124,000 mi. per lec. ;

9. 1.52.

4. .30 cm.

Part VIII—Eliotricitv and Magmbtihii

9. 44.37 C.

432,500 cal.

Pat* 27S.

2,S88,34 oal.

p»c* s.

Pag* 290.

9/8. 8. 40ii

Page 3&'>

Pagelia
Cu., 3.28 g.

Page 451.

Page 463.

3. .S,049 Bee. (nearly). 4. 5 amp. S H. 0. 10.384 g. ; O, 0.8S072 g. j

4. 0.19 ohm. 5. 22

1 volt,

7. 80 per HOC.

I. i,
amp. a. i amp. 3. 208 ohiiu.

voiu. 'i '43.5 volth. 7. 10 amp. 8. 3 ohuii.

Page 464. I. H unp ; 80 volts, a. i amp. ; 4 m. 3. 1 volt,

102 volta. 4. 113 volti. 5. U amp., /» volt. 6. J volt, i'g volt.

Page 487. 1. 360,000 coul<>nil)«. a. 45,000,000 jouleH. 3. 1.3.75 K.W. =

18.43 H. P. 4. ia3,680 cal. $. 1 c.p. per wa.t. 6. 99,840 watt-hours ; 17.99.

Page 471. !• 3. 13 ohms. a. 0.9407 ohms. 3. 72 ohms. 4. 20.31 ohms.

5. 22..": m. 6.135.9 yds. 7.0.(5 mm. 8.2.653 mm. 9. 1,080 yds. 10.3.04.

11. 20. 1 ohms; 7<'i.S4ohni8.

Page 474. *• 68 ohms; 8, ^. a. 8,'i,ohms; ?3ohm«. 3. 4 ohms. 4. 100

ohms. 5. 2,'3 amp.; U amp.; 48 ohms. 6. 100 ohms. 7.
1

8. 9:25.
n + 1

Page 478. I. 3amp. a. IJJ amp. ; U.i amp. : Sj^ftrnp- 3- i »n»p. in each

case. 5. 50 cells. 6. l^et m = Xo. of cells in a group, iii-Vo. of gnmps in

parallel. For »^1, »» = 48, C^O.071 amp., P. D. =0.009 volt ; n = 2, m=24,

r-0.138, P.A=0«)fi»; n = .3, »H-16, C=0.199. P.Z).=0.224: n = 4. m = 12,

C =0.252, A/). =0.504; «= 6, to = 8, C=0..329. />.Z). = I.48; n= 8, »i=6,

C-0.372, P.D.=2.9Si n=12, ot = 4, C=0.3S9, P.D. = 1.00i w = l6, m = 3,

C=0..364, P.O. =11.69; m = 24, »» = 2. C=0.293, /'.i>. =21.24 ; n = 48, wi= l,

C=0.1C». A/). =48.67. 7. 0.75 volt.
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Aberration, 310 ; chromatic, 347.

AbHolutv tvinpuntturu, 2;t4.

Absorption, of liifht, 341 ; of radiant

energy, MO.
Acceleration, detinition of, 20 ; uni-

form, 20.

AccelurationM, composition of, 32.

AccumulatorB, 415.

Achromatic lenseH, 34(i.

Actinium, radio-activity of, 490.

Adhesion, 142.

Agonic line, 376.

Air, weight of, 101 ; pressure of,

101 ; variauons in pretwure of,

107 ; compresxibility and ex^Mnsi-

bility of, 112 ; the uses of com-

pressed, 123.

Air-brakeH, 124.

Air-pump, 119 ; the Oeryk, 120

;

the mercury, 121 ; the Bunsen

jet, 121.

Alternating current, uses of, 452.

Alternating current dynamo, 444.

Ammeters, 432.

Ampere, the international, 463.

Ampere's laws of currents, 424.

Aperture of mirror, 309.

Archimetles' principle, 93.

Arc la: p, 459 ; the inclosed, 400 ;

regulation of, 461.

Armature, of a dynamo, 443

;

shuttle, 443 : Oramme-ring, 444 ;

drum, 444.

Artesian wells, 90.

Atmosphere, variations and pres-

sure of, 107 ; height of the. 111.

Automobile 'honk,' 211.

Axis of mirror, 309.

B

Balance, description of, 11.

Balloons, 117.

Barometer, the, 105 ; the cistem,

105 ; the siphon, 106 ; the ane-

roid, 106 ; practical uses of,

107.

Beats, 203 ; tuning by means of,

206.

Bell, electric, 430.

Boiling point, 251 ; eifeot of pres-

sure on, 251.

Boyle's law, 113 ; explanation of,

1S5.

Brittleness, 146.

Bugle, 212.

Buoyancy, nature of, 92 ; to de-

termine force of, 93 ; of gases,

116.

Caissons, pneumatic, 125.

Camera, the pin-hole, 290 ; the

photographic, 359.

Capacity, electrical, 390.

Capillary action, 162 ; explanation

of, 164 ; illustrations of, 155.

495
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Cell, the voltaic, 3ftG ; Leclanch^,

405 ; Daniell, iUi'y , j;riivity, 40(i ;

the dry, 407 ; Edison-Lalande,

407.

Centre of curvature of mirror, 309.

Centre of gravity, definition of, <»0
;

to find, exj)erimentally, 00 ; of

some bodies of simple form, 61.

Charges, induced, equal, 386 ; reside

on outer surface, 386.

Charles' law, 232, 235.

Chords, musical, 182, 184.

Clarinet, 211.

Clouds, 264.

Coefficient, of exiMnsion of solids,

229 ; of expansion of liquids, 230
;

of expansion of gases, 232.

Coherer, the, 484.

Cohesion, 142.

Cold storage, 258.

Colladon's fountain of fire, 327.

Colours, by dispersion, 339

;

natural objects, 341.

Complementary colours, 346.

Compressed air, uses of, 123.

Condensation of water-vapour

the air, 261.

Condenser, the air, 123 ; the steam,

269 ; electrical, 391.

Conduction of heat, 274 ; in solids,

274 ; in liquids, 276 ; in gases,

276 ;
practical significance of, in

bodies, 276.

Conductors, electrical, 381.

Conjugate foci, of mirror, 313 ; of

lens, 333.

Conservation of mass and energy ,58.

Convection currents, 279 ; in gases,

280 ; applications of, 281.

Coolinaf by vaporization, 266, 257.

of

of

Cornet, 212.

Coulomb, 4<i6.

Couj)le, 46.

Critical angle, 326 ; values of, 326.

Critical temperature, 2P-.

D
Daniell's cell, 405.

D'Arsonval galvanometc.-, ''<2.

Declination, magnetic, 376.

Densities, table of, 14.

Density, definition of, 13 ; measure-

ment of, 14 ; relation to specific

gravity, 15 ; of a solid heavier

than water, 96 ; of a lighter than

water, 97 ; of a liquid by the

specific gravity bottle, 97 ; of a

liquid by Archimedes' principle,

98 ; of a liquid by means of a

hydrometer, 98.

Dew, 264.

Dew-point, 261.

Diatonic scale, 183.

Diffusion, of gases, 133 ; of liquids

and solids, 134.

Dip, magnetic, 378.

Direct current dynamo, 446.

Direct vision, 350.

Dispersion of light, 339.

Displacement, definition of, 18

:

resultant, 18 ; component, 18.

Distillation, 265.

Diving bells and diving suits, 124.

Dopplei's principle, 207.

Dry cell, 407.

Ductility, 146.

Djmamo, the principle of, 442 ; the

armature of, 443 ; field mf^nets

of, 444 ; the alternating current,

44'
, uirect current, 446.

Dyne, the, 38.
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B
Earth, a magnet, 375 ; magnetic

field about, 378.

Ebullition, 248, 251.

Echoes, 175.

Edison-Lalande cell, 407.

Efficiency of heat engines, 272.

Elasticity, definition of, 143 ; meas-

urement of, 143 ; of various

metals, 144.

Electricity, nature of, 389 ; (juan-

tity of, 465
; passage of, through

gases, 487.

Electrical, attraction, 380 ; repul-

sion, 381 ; law of attraction and
repulsion, 381 ; potential, 388

;

capacity, 390 ; condenser, 391.

Electrical units, 462.

Electric bell, 430.

Electric circuit, explanation of

terms, 400 ; work done in, 466.

Electric current, nature of the, 396;

known byitseffects,396; detection

of, 403; heat developed by, 457.

Electric furnace, 457.

Electric lamps, 458, 459.

Electric motor, 449; counter electro-

motive force in, 450.

Electric spark, phenomenon of, 482.

Electric telegraph, 427-

Electric waves, 484

Electric welding, 458.

Electrification, kinds of, 381 ; by

induction, 383.

Electrolysis, 408 ; explanation of,

408 ; secondary reactions in, 411

;

of water, 411 ; applied to manu-

factures, 413 ; laws of, 416 ;

measurement of current strength

by, 416

Electromagnet, 423 ; strength of,

424.

Electromotive force, 401 ; unit of,

401 ; of a voltaic cell, 402.

Electrophorous, the, 393.

Electroplating, 412.

Electroscope, the gold-leaf, 382.

Electrotyping, 413.

Energy, definition of, 66 ; trans-

formations of, 57 ; measurement
of, 57 ; conservation of, 58.

Equilibrium, conditions for, 62

;

three states of, 62.

Erg, the, 55.

Ether, 288.

Evaporation, 248 ; rate of, 248 ;

molecular explanation of, 249
;

into air, 260 ; cold by, 266.

Expansion, of solids by heat, 217 ;

of liquids and gases by heat, 218 ;

applications of, 218 ; coefficient

of, of solids, 229 ; coefficient of,

of liquids, 230 ; of water, 231

;

coefficient of, of gases, 232.

Eye, construction of the, 366 ; image

on the retina of, 357 ; accommo-
dation of, 367 ; defects of, 368.

Faraday's experiments, 43o

Field glass, 365 ; the pris noc-

ular, 366.

Field magnets, of a dynamo, 444 ;

excitation of, 448.

Field of force, 370 ; due to electric

current, 419 ; about a circular

conductor, 420.

Flotation, principle of, 94.

Flute, 210
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i Focal length of mirror, :ilO ; deter- Heating, by 1 >t water, 282; by

,
iiunatiou of, .'ill. steam, 283 ; iiy hot-air furnaces,

'

Focus of mirror, lUO. 283.

Foj,', 2G4. Heat of fusion, 245 ; determination

, Force, definition of, 'M' ; miits of, of. of ice, 246.

37 ;
gravitiitiou units of, 159 ; Heat of vaporization, 254 ; deter-

moment of ft, 44. mination of, 254.

Forces, composition and resolution Helix, magnetic conditions of a, 421

;

of, 40 ; composition of parallel, polarity of the, 422.

1 45 ; parallelogram of, 47 ; triangle Hooke'.s law, 144.

I of, 48 ;
polygon of, 48 ; at the Horse-power, 69.

I surface of a li(|iud, 160. Hot-water heating, 282.

i Freezing mixtures, 247. Humidity, 262 ; relation of, to

i
French horn, 212. health, 263.

Friction, definition of, (54 ; laws of Hydraulic air compressor, the Tay-

.sliding, 05 ; rolling, (15. lor, 121.

Frost, 2(54. Hydraulic elevator, the, 84.

Vi Fusion, 243 ; change of volume in. Hydraulic lift-lock, the, 86.

1

244 ; heat of, 245. Hydraulic press, the, 84.

Hydrometer, the, 98.

I Hydrostatic paradox, 88.

m Galvanometer, 431 ; the tangent, Hygrometer, 263.

431 ; the D'Arsonval, 432.
J

(lialvjmoscope, 403.
I

Oiises, buoyancy of, 11(1; diffusicm

of, 1.33. Ice-making machine, 258.

Gas engines, 270. Im.igea, in plane mirror, 302, 306

;

(Jas thermometer, 234. in parallel mirrors, 307 ; in in-

Gay-Lussjic's law, 232. clined mirrors, 307 ; to draw,

Gravitation, law of, 50. in curved mirrors, 314 ; relative

Gravity cell, 406. sizes of image and object in curved

H mirrors, 315 ; to draw, in lenses,

337.
Hail. 264.

Hardness, 146.
Incandescent electric lamp, 458.

Harmonics, 186 ; in a string, 190 ;

Inclination, m.-ignetic, 378.

in an organ pipe, 197. Inclined plane, the, 77.

Heat, nature of, 214 ; source of, Induced currents, production of.

215 ; unit of, 238 ; specific, 239 ;
43(1 ; illustrations of, 436 ; laws

• given out in solidification, 246 ;
of, 438.

absorbed in solution, 247. Induced magnetism, 369.

I

1

i
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Induction, magneti75,tion by, 369 ;

electrification by, 383 ; electriciil

charging by, 385.

Induction coil, 463 ; explanation of

the action of, 454.

Inertia, definition of, 33.

Intensity, of sound, 172 ; of light,

294.

Interference of sound-waves, 205
;

with resonators, 206.

Intervals of the major diatonic

scale, 183.

Isogonic lines, 376.

Joule, the, 2C7, 466.

Kaleidoscope, 3'""

Kilogram, standa. 3
i
prototype, 9.

Lantern, the projection, 360.

Latent heat, 245.

Lateral inversion by a mirror, 306.

Leclanch^ cell, 405.

Length, st-indards of, 2.

Lens, 330 ;
principal axis of, 330 ;

action of, 330 ; focus of, 331

;

focal length of, 331 ; power of,

331 ; determination of f<K5al length

of, 331 ; conjugate foci of, 333
;

magnificiition by, 338.

Lenses, kinds of, 330; combina-

tions of, 332 ; achromatic, 346

Lenz's law, 439.

Lever, the first class, 67 ; second

cla.ss, 68 ; third class, 70.

Leyden jar, 392.

Light, radiation, 287 ; how tranci-

mitted, 287 ; waves and rays of,

289 ; travels in straight line«,

290 ; di:--ermination of velocity

of, 300, 301 ; illustrations of velo-

city of, 301 ; velocity in liquids

and solids, 301 ; laws of reflec-

tion of, 302 ; refraction of, 31fl ;

laws of refraction of, 322 ; total

reflection of, 325 ; dispersion of,

339 ; absorption of, 341.

Lightning rods, 387.

Lines of force, properties of, 372.

Liquid, surface of, in connecting

tubes, 89 ; difl'usion of, 134

;

distinction between liquids and

solids, 141.

Liquefaction of air, 260.

Local action in a cell, 404.

Loops, 166 ; in a vibrating string,

189.

Luxfer prisms, 327.

Machine, object of a, 67.

Magnet, natural, 367 ; artificial,

367 ;
poles of a, 367 ; retentive

power of, 370 ; field of force

about, 370 ; the earth a, 376.

Magnetic, laws of, attraction and

repulsion, 368 ; substances, 369
;

shielding, 372 ; permeability, 373;

declination, 376 ; inclination, 378.

Magnetism, induced, 369.

Magnetization, explanation of, 373;

efiects of heat on, 375.

Magnification by lens 338.

Malleability, 145.

Mariner's compass, 375.
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Mariotte's law, 116. Motion, 18 ; under gravity, 22

;

Miw8, stundarils of, 7 ; definition of, in a circle, 28 ; translation and

7,33. rotation, 28 ; Newton's first law

Matter, molecular theory of, 131

.

of, 35 ; Newton's second law of,

Maximum density of water, 231. 36 ; Newton's third law of, 42.

Maximum thermometers, 227.
Multiple arrangement of cells or

Measurement, of a quantity, 2

;

of length, 10 ; of mass, 11 ; of

dynamos, 476.

Musical sounds and noises, 179

density, 14 ; of acceleration duo

to gravity, 24 ; of weight, 61 ;
N

of work, 55 ; of energy, 57

;

Nodes, 166 ; in a vibrating string,

of e'.isticity, 143 ; of current 189.

strength, 416. Non-conductors, electrical, 381.

Mechanical equivalent of heat, de-

termination of, 267.

Melting point, 243 ; influence of
Oboe, 211.

pressure on, 244. Octave, the, 182.

Metre, the standard, 3 ; the proto- Oersted's experiment, 403.

type, 4 ; sub-divisions of, 6

;

Ohm, the international, 462.

reluticm to yard, 6. Ohm's law, 462.

Microscope, the simple, 361 ; mag- Opaque bodies, 292.

nifying power of, 362 ; the Optical bench, 336

compound, 362. Organ pipes, 196.

Minimum thermometers, 227- Osmosis, 139.

Mirrors, plane, 302 ; curved, 309
;

Overtones, in a string, 190 ; in an

centre of curvature of, 309

;

organ pipe, 197.

radius of curvature of, 309 ; ap-

erture of, 309 ; axis of, 309

;

P
focus of, 310 ;

parabolic, 317 ; Parabolic mirrors, 317.
conjugate foci of, 313.

Pascal's principle. 83.

Molecules, description of, 131 ; evi- Permeability, magnetic, 373.
dence suggesting, 131 ; motions Phonograph, 213.
of, 134; velocities of, 136; Photometer, Bumford's, 295 ; the
motions in liquids, 138 ; motions Bunsen, 296 ; Joly's diffusion,

in solids, 139 ; size of, 146

;

297.
nature of, 148. Piccolo, 210.

Moment of a force, 44. Pipe organ, 210.

Moments, law of, 45. Pitch, 180 ; determination of, 180.

Momentum, definition of, 34. Plasticity, 145.
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Point, position of iv, 17.

Polarization, of a coll, 404 ; of elec-

trodes, 414,

Poles of a magnet, 367.

Polonium, radio-activity of, 490

Position, of a point, 17.

Potential, electrical, 383 ; zero of,

389 ; fall of, in a circuit, 464.

Pound, standard, 8.

Poundal, the, 40.

Power, definition of, 59 ; unitH of,

59.

Pressure, transmission of, by fluids,

82 ; due to weight, 86, 88 ; rela-

tion between pressure and depth,

87 ; equal in all directions at the

same depth, 87.

Primary currents, 437.

Pulley, the, 71 ; a single movable,

72 ; differential, 76.

Pulleys, systems of, 72.

Pumps, lift-pump, 1 26 ; force-pump,

127 ; double action force-pump,

128.

Quality of sound, 200.

Quantities, physical, 1.

Quantity, measuring a, 2.

Quantity of electricity, unit of, 465.

B
Radiant energy, forms of, 216, 287,

479.

Radiation, transference of, by heat,

285 ; of light, 287, 480.

Radio-activity, 490.

Radium, radio-activity of, 490.

Radius of curvature of mirror, 309.

Rain, 264.

Rainbow, 348.

Recompositicm of white light, 343.

Reflection of light, laws of, 302

;

regular and irregular, 305 ; from

parallel mirrors, :W7 ; from in-

clined mirrors, 307 ; total, 325.

Reflection of sound, 175.

Refraction of light, meaning of, 319;

experiments illustrating, 319 ; ex-

planation of, by means of waves,

320 ; laws of, 322 ; table of in-

dices of, 323 ; through a plato,

324 ; atmospheric, 327 ; through

prisms, 328.

Regelation, 245.

Resistance, determination of, 468
;

laws of, 470 ; specific, 470 ; and

temperature, 471 ; in a divided

circuit, 472.

Resistance boxes, 468.

Resistances, table of, 471.

Resonance, 193 ; of an open tube,

195.

Resonators, forms of, 194.

Rontgen rays, 487 ; photographs

with, 488
;
properties of, 488.

8

Saxaphone, 211.

Scale, diatonic, 183 ; of equal tem-

perament, 184 ; the harmonic,

185.

Screw, the, 78.

Secondary currents, 437.

Self-induction, 439.

Series arrangement of cells or

dynamos, 475.

Shadows, theory of, 291.
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1 Shunts, 473. Sublimation, 140.

Siphon, 12t> ; tho Hspirnting, 129. Submarine l>ell, 177.

Snow, 264. Surface tension, 151 ; illustrations

SohdificHlion, 243. of, 155.

j Solids, distinction botwuon h<iuid.s Sympathetic electrical oscillations,

III and solids, 141. 483.

1 Soiioniotur, the, 187. Sympathetic vibrations, 202 ; illus-

1 Sound, origin of, 168 ; conveyance trations <jf, 203.

1 of, HiS ; velocity of, in air, 109 ;

H intensity of, 172 ; transmission TH of, by tubes, 173; velocity of, in

solids, 173 ; velocity in diffen-nt

gases, 175 ; reflection of, 175

;

" Tangent galvanometer, 431.

Telegraph, the electric, 427 ; key,

427 ; sounder, 428 ; relay, 428 ;
. detenniuation of velocity of, by

resonance, 194 ; quality of, 200.
wireless, 485.

Telegraph system, connection of
Sound-waves, nature of, 170 ; in-

instruments in, 429.
-.

;

terference of, 205.
Telephone, 455 ; transmitter, 455 ;

' Specific heat, 239 ; of water, 240 ;

receiver, 455.

i
determination of, by method of

Telephone circuit, connection of
i mixtures, 240.

instruments in, 466.
I/;, Specific heats of some common sub- Telescope, the astronomical, 3(i3

;

stances, 241. objectives and eyepieces, 365

;

Specific resistance, 470. the terrestrial, 366.

Spectra, kinds of, IJoO ; continuous, Tempeniture, nature of, 222 ; and
351 ; discontinuous, 361 ; absorp- (piantity of heat, 222 ; determina-

tion, 351. tion <>f, 222 ; absolute, 234

;

Spectrosc<ri)e, 348. critical, 259.

Spectrum, 339 ; a pure, 340 ; ana- Thermal capacity, 239.

lysis of, 351 ; the solar, 3J2
; Thermometer, Galileo's, 223 ; con-

meaning of dark lines of, 352. struction of a mercury, 224 ;

Staiidards, of lengtii, 2 ; national, determination of the fixed points

5 ; of mass, 7 ; of light, 2t)8. of, 225 ; graduation of, 225 ; com-

Steam-engine, 268 ; high and low parison of scales of, 226 ; gas, 234.

pressure, 269 ; the compound. Thermometers, mazimam and mini-

269 ; the turbine, 269. mum, 227.

Steam heating, 283. Thermostats, 220.

Storage cells, 415. Time, unit of, 9.

Strain, 143 ; Shearing, 145 Tones, musical, 180 ; simultaneous

Stresses, 143. production of, 190 ; fundamental,

Stringed instruments, 209. 186; fundamental in a string, 188.
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Torricellian exi)eriiiieiit, 1()2.

Total rutluctiun, of light, 325

;

priHiiiH, 326.

TraiiHfereiice of heat, by coiuluction,

274 ; by convection, 27!> ; by

mdiatiuii, 285.

Tritnsfornier, the, 451.

Translucent bodies, 21)2.

Transparent bodies, 292.

Trombone, 212.

Tuning-fork, H»l.

Turbine engine, 269.

Units, fundamental, 2 ; derived, 7 ;

of time, !) ; the English and tlie

C.G.S. system, 10 ; of force, 37 ;

of work, 54 ; of power, 69 ; of

heat, 238; of electromotive force,

401, 463 ; of resistance, 462 ; of

current strength, 463 ; of quan-

tity of electricity, 465.

Uranium, radio-activity of, 490.

Vaporization, 248.

Vapour, pressure of, 249 ; satu-

rated, 250.

Velocities, composition of, 29 ; reso-

lution of, 30 ; triangle and
polygon of, 31.

Velocity, definition of, 18 ; uniform,

19 ; average, 21 ; of sound in air,

169 ; of sound in solids, 173 ; of

sound in gases, 176 ; determina-

tions of, of light, 300, 301 ; illus-

trations of, of light, 301 ; of light

in liquids and solids, 301.

Ventilation, 284.

Vertex of a mirror, 309.

Vibrating flames, 200.

Vil>ration numt)er, 164.

Vibrations, period of, 164 ; fre-

quency of, 164 ; laws of, of a

string, 188 ; of rods, 190 ; of

plates, 192 ; of air columns, 193

;

mode of, in an open tube, 196

;

symimthetic, 202.

Viscosity, 140.

Volt, the international, 463.

Voltaic cell, 396
; plates of a, elec-

trically charged, 398 ; chemical

action in, 400 ; source of energy

in, 401 ; electromotive force of,

402 ; polarization of, 404 ; theory

of the action of, 409
; grouping

of, 476.

Voltameters, 417.

Voltmeters, 432.

W
Watt, the, 59, 466.

Watt-hour, the, 467.

Wave-length, definition of, 160;

relation among wave-length, velo-

city, and frequency, 164.

Wave-motion, characteristics of,

157.

Waves, cause of, on water, 158

;

speed of, on water, 160 ; speed

dependent on depth, 161 ; refrac-

tion of, 162 ; reflection of, 162
;

transverse and longitudinal, 164
;

in a cord, 163 ; method of study-

ing standing, 167.

Weather, elementary principles of

forecasting, 110.

Weather map, 107.
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Wodge, the, 78.

Woiglit, definition "f, 12 ; measure-

nient of, 51.

Weights, 12 ; metric, 13.

VVheatstone bridge, 460.

Wheel and axle, the, 74 ; exivniplen

of, 75 ; differential, 75.

Winishurst, influence niacliine, 393 ;

explanation of action of, 304.

Winda, 280.

WirelesH telegraphy, 486.

Work, definition of, 64 ; uniU of,

54 ; measurement of, 66.

X-rayH, 487.

I Yard, HtandanI, 2.






